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PREFACE.

nnHE papers of the present Collection are reprinted very nearly as

-*- they originally appeared, and with a few partial exceptions in order

of date. Obvious misprints have been corrected, in several cases with the

aid of the original manuscript. Other alterations of the slightest signi-

ficance are indicated by the use of square brackets
[ ], while additional

matter is introduced with the proper date in the form of footnotes or

at the end of a memoir. In a few cases, where it has not been thought

worth while to reproduce a paper in full, a brief statement of the

principal results is given.

Some short papers of a rather slender character have been included.

These may serve to mitigate the general severity. In consulting similar

collections I have usually felt even more grateful for the i-eproduction

of short and often rather inaccessible notes than for the lai'ger and better

known memoirs.

Terling Place, Witham,

Ocloher 1899.
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1.

ON SOME ELECTROMAGNETIC PHENOMENA CONSIDERED IN

CONNEXION WITH THE DYNAMICAL THEORY.

[Phil. Mag. xxxviii. pp. 1—15, 1869.]

It is now some time since general equations applicable to the conditions

of most electrical problems have been given, and attempts, more or less

complete, have been made to establish an analogy between electrical

phenomena and those of ordinary mechanics. In particular. Maxwell has

given a general dynamical theory of the electromagnetic field*, according

to which he shows the mutual interdependence of the various branches of

the science, and lays down equations sufficient for the theoretical solution of

any electrical problem. He has also in scattered papers illustrated the

solution of special problems by reference to those which correspond with,

them (at least in their mathematical conditions) in ordinary mechanics.

There can be no doubt, I think, of the value of such illustrations, both as

helping the mind to a more vivid conception of what takes place, and to a

rough quantitative result which is often of more value from a physical point

of view, than the most elaborate mathematical analysis. It is because the

dynamical theory seems to be far less generally understood than its im-

portance requires that I have thought that some more examples of electrical

problems illustrated by a comparison with their mechanical analogues might

not be superfluous.

As a simple case, let us consider an experiment first made by De la Rive,

in which a battery (such as a single Daniell cell) whose electromotive force

is insufficient to decompose water, becomes competent to do so by the

intervention of a coil or electromagnet. Thus, let the primary wire of a

Ruhmkorff coil be connected in the usual manner with the battery, and the

electrodes of the voltameter (which may consist of a test-tube containing

dilute sulphuric acid into which dip platinum wiies) with the points where

* Philosophical Transactions for 1865.

^
K. I. 1



2 ON SOME ELECTROMAGNETIC PHENOMENA [1

in the ordinary use of the instrument the contact is made and broken.

There will thus be always a complete conducting circuit through the

voltameter; but when the contact is made the voltameter will be shunted,

and the poles of the battery joined by metal. Now when the shunt is

open the battery is unable to send a steady current through the voltameter,

because, as has been shown by Thomson, the mechanical value of the chemical

action in the battery corresponding to the passage of any quantity of

electricity is less than that required for the decomposition of the water

in the voltameter. When, however, the shunt is closed, a current establishes

itself gradually in the coil, where there is no permanent opposing electro-

motive force, and after the lapse of a fraction of a second reaches its full

value as given by Ohm's law. If the contact be now broken, there is a

momentary current through the voltameter, which causes bubbles of gas

to appear on the electrodes, and which is often (but not, I think, well)

called the extra current. Allowing the rheotome to act freely we get a

steady evolution of gas.

To this electrical apparatus Montgolfier's hydraulic ram is closely

analogous. The latter, it will be remembered, is a machine in which the

power of a considerable quantity of water falling a small height is used to

raise a portion of the water to a height twenty or thirtj' times as great.

The body of water from the reservoir flows down a closed channel to the

place of discharge, which can be suddenly closed with a valve. When this

takes place, the moving mass by its momentum is able for a time to

overcome a pressure many times greater than that to which it owes its

own motion, and so to force a portion of itself to a considerable height

through a suitably placed pipe. Just as the electromotive force of the

batter}' is unable directly to overcome, the opposing polarization in the

voltameter, so of course the small pressure due to the fall cannot lift a valve

pressed down by a greater. But when an independent passage is opened,

the water (or electricity) begins to flow with a motion which continues to

accelerate until the moving force is balanced by friction (resistance), and

then remains steady. At the moment the discharge-valve is closed (or,

in the electrical problem, the shunt-contact is broken), the water, by its

inertia, tends to continue moving, and thus the pressure instantly rises to

the value required to overcome the weight of the great column of water.

The second valve is accordinglj' opened, and a portion of the water is forced

up. Now the electrical current, in virtue of self-induction, can no more

be suddenly stopped than the current of water ; and so in the above

experiment the polarization of the voltameter is instantly overcome, and a

quantity of electricity passes.

If no second means of escape were provided for the water in the

hydraulic ram, the pipe would in all probability be unable to withstand
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the shock, and in any case could only do so by yielding within the limits of

its elasticity, so as gradually, though of course very quickly, to stop the flow

of water. The bursting of the pipe may properly be compared to the

passage of a spark at the place where a conductor carrying an electric

current is opened. Just as the natural elasticity of the pipe or the com-

pressibility of the air in a purposely connected air-vessel greatly diminishes

the strain, so the electrical spark may be stopped by connecting the

breaking-points with the plates of a condenser, as was done by Fizeau in

the induction-coil. Contrarj' to what might at first sight have been expected,

the fall of the primary current is thus rendered more sudden, and the power

of the instrument for many purposes increased. Of course the spark is

equally prevented when the breaking-points are connected by a short

conducting circuit, as in our experiment by the voltameter. In fact the

energy of the actual motion which exists the moment before contact is

broken is in the one case transformed into that of the sound and heat of

the spark, and in the other has its equivalent partly in the potential energy

of the decomposed water, partly in the heat generated by the passage of the

momentary current in the voltameter branch.

The experiment will be varied in an instructive manner if we replace the

voltameter by a coil (with or without soft iron), according to the resistance

and self-induction of the latter. In order to know the result, we must

examine closely what takes place at the moment when contact is broken.

The original current, on account of its self-induction or inertia, tends to

continue. At the same time the inertia in the branch circuit tends to

prevent the sudden rise of a current there. A force is thus produced at the

breaking-points exactly analogous to the pressure between two bodies, which

we will suppose inelastic, one of which impinges on the other at rest. The

pressure or electrical tension continues to vary until the velocities or

currents become equal. All this time the motion of each body or current

is opposed by a force of the nature of friction proportional to the velocity

or current. Whether this resistance will affect the common value of the

currents (or velocities) at the moment they become equal, will depend on its

magnitude as compared with the other data of the problem.

There is for every conducting circuit a certain time-constant which

determines the rapidity of the rise or fall of currents, and which is pro-

portional to the self-induction and conductivity of the circuit. Thus, to use

Maxwell's notation, if L and R be respectively the coefficient of self-induction

and the resistance, the time-constant is LjR = t. If the current c exist at

any moment in the circuit and fall undisturbed by external electromotive

force, the value at any time t afterwards is given by a; = c . e""''. Any action

which takes place in a time much smaller than r will be sensibly unaffected

by resistance.

1—2
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We see, then, that we may neglect the efifects of resistance during the

time of equalization of the currents, provided that the operation is com-

pleted in a time much smaller than the time-constants of either circuit.

And this I shall suppose to be the case. The value of the common current

or velocity at the moment the impact is over will of course be given by the

condition that the momentum, electromagnetic or ordinary, is unchanged.

If L and N be the coefficients of self-induction for the main and branch

circuits respectively, x and X the original and required currents, the

analytical expression of the above condition is

L
{L + N)X = Lw, or ^^ZTW-

It is here supposed that there is no sensible mutual induction between

the two circuits.

The spark is the result of the excess of the one current over the other,

and lasts until its cause is removed. Its mechanical value is the difference

between that of the original current in the main circuit and that of the

initial current in the combined circuit, and is expressed by

^Laf-i{L + N)X^;

or if the value of X be substituted,

^ LNa? ^

Exactlj' the same expression holds good for the heat produced during the

collisiou'^ of the inelastic bodies, which is necessarily equal to the loss of

ordinary actual energy, at least if the permanent change of their molecular

state may be neglected. From the value X the current gradually increases

or diminishes to that determined according to Ohm's law, by the resistance

of the combined circuit. It may be seen from the expression just found that

the resistance of the branch may be varied without affecting the spark,

provided always that it is not so great in relation to the self-induction as

to make the time-constant comparable in magnitude with the duration of

the spark. The spark depends only on the comparative self-induction of the

branch circuit, being small when this is small, and when this is great ap-

proximating to its full value ^Laf.

These results are easily illustrated experimentallj'. I have two coils of

thick wire belonging to an electromagnet, which for convenience I will call

A and B. Each consists of two wires of equal length, which are coiled

together. These may be called Ai A^, B^ B^. When A^ A^ are joined

consecutively, so that the direction of the current is the same in the two

wires, we have a circuit whose self-induction is four times that of either

* [1898—An erratum is here corrected.]
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wire taken singly. But if, on the contrary, the current flows opposite

ways in the two wires, the self-induction of the cu-cuit becomes quite

insensible.

The main circuit may be composed of the wire A^ (A.^ remaining open)

into which the current from a single Daniell cell is led, and which can be

opened or closed at a mercury cup. One end of the branch circuit dips into

the mercury while the other communicates with the wire whose entrance or

withdrawal from the cup closes or opens the main circuit. In this way the

coils of the branch may be said to be thrown in at the break.

If the branch is open, we obtain at break the full spark, whose value

is ^Lx'. If the wire A be thrown in, the spark is still considerable, having

approximately the value ILoc^, for N = L. And if B^ B^ are thrown in, so

that the currents are parallel, the spark is still greater and is measured

by \Loi? X |. But if the currents are opposed, the spark disappears, because

now N=0; so that the addition of the wire JSj, whereby the resistance of

the branch is doubled, diminishes the spark. It is true that to this last case

our calculation is not properly applicable, inasmuch as the time-constant of

the branch is so exceedingly small. But it is not difficult to see that in such

a case (where the self-induction of the branch may be neglected) the tension

at the breaking-points, or more accurately the difference of potential between

them, cannot exceed that of the battery more than in the proportion of the

resistances of the branch and main circuits, so that it could not here give

rise to any sensible spark. Soft iron wires may be introduced into the

coils in order to exalt the effects ; but solid iron cores would allow induced

currents to circulate which might interfere with the result.

In this form of the experiment there was no sensible mutual induction

between the coils A and B. Should there be such, the result maj' be

considerably modified. For instance, let the wire A^ be thrown at the

break into the circuit of A^ and the battery. This may happen in two

ways. If the connexions are so made that the currents are parallel in A-^ A^,

there will be no sensible spark; but if the directions of the currents are

opposed, the spark appears equal to the full spark ^Lx'.

And this is in accordance with theory. The current X is given by the

same condition as before, which leads to the equation

Lx + Mx = {L + 2M + N) X,

M being the coefficient of mutual induction between the two circuits. The

spark is therefore

T^ T,— M
\La?-\{L + 2M + N)X^ = ^'^~^—, bb N = L.

Now in the first-mentioned connexion M=L very nearly, and in the second

M= — L; so that the observed sparks are just what theory requires.
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With regard to those electrical phenomena which depend on the mutual

induction of two circuits, it may be remarked that it is not easy to find

exact analogues in ordinary mechanics which are sufficientl}' familiar to be

of much use as aids to conception. A rough idea of the reaction of

neighbouring currents may be had from the consideration of the motion of

a heavy bar to whose ends forces may be apijlied. If when the bar is at rest

one end is suddenly pushed forwards in a transverse direction, the inertia of

the material gives the centre of gravity in some degree the properties of a

fulcrum, and so the other end begins to move backwards. This corresponds

to the inverse wave induced by the rise of a current in a neighbouring wire.

If the motion be supposed infinitely small, so that the body never turns

through a sensible angle, the kinetic energy is proportional to

^ (a^ + F-) «= + i (&"- + 1-) y" + {ah - ¥) xy,

where a and h are the distances of the driving-points (whose velocities

are x and y) from the centre of gravity, 1<? the radius of gyi-ation about

the latter point. This corresponds to the expression for the energ}'^ of the

electromagnetic field due to two currents,

\Lx' + Mxy + \Nf- ;

and if we imagine the motion of the driving-points to be resisted by a

fiictional force proportional to the velocity, we get a very tolerable repre-

sentation of the electrical conditions.

Or we maj' take an illustration, which is in many respects to be preferred,

from the disturbance of a perfect fluid, by the motion of solid bodies in its

interior. Thus if in an infinite fluid two spheres move parallel to each other

and pei-pendicularly to the line joining them, and with such small velocities

that their relative position does not sensibly change, the kinetic energy may

as usual be expressed by
\La? + Mxy + ^Ny",

X, y denoting the velocities of the two spheres, and L, M, N being ap-

proximately constants* When the spheres move in the same direction,

the reaction of the fluid tends to press them together; but if the motions

are opposed, the force changes to a repulsion. AVe see here the analogues of

the phenomena of attraction and repulsion discovered by Ampere. If when
all is at rest a given velocity is impulsively impressed on one sphere, the

other immediatelj' starts backwards, and, as Thomson
-f-

has shown, with such

velocity that the energy of the whole motion is the least possible under the

given condition.

This theorem is general, and leads directly to the solution of a large class

of electrical problems connected with induction ; for whenever a current is

* Thomson and Tait's Natural Philosophy, §§ 331, 332.

t Thomson and Tait, § 317.
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suddenly generated in one of the circuits of a system, the initial currents in

all the others are to be determined so as to make the energy of the field a
minimum. These initial currents are formed unmodified by resistance when-
ever the electromotive impulses to which they owe their existence last only

for a time which may be regarded as vanishingly small compared with the

time-constants of the circuits. The sudden fall of a current when a circuit

is opened generates the same currents, except as to sign, in neighbouring
circuits as those due to a rise of the first current, and the condition as to

sufficient suddenness is more generally fulfilled ; at the same time it is more
convenient in explaining the theory to take the case of the establishment

of the primary current.

Suppose, then, that in the wu-e J.i of our coil a current x is suddenly

generated, while the ends of A^ are joined by a short wire. The condition of

minimum energy is obviously fulfilled if there arise in 4, a current repre-

sented hj —X] for then the energy of the field is approximately zero. But
if the self-induction of the wire joining the ends of A^ be sensible, the

annihilation of the energy can no longer be perfect. Thus, let the circuit

of A„ be completed by B^ B.^, then the general expression for the energy

of two currents becomes in this case

\Lx'' -\- Lxy + ^Ly"- x (5 or 1),

according to the connexions ; and the value of y for which this is a

minimum is — a; (1 or ^). In the first case, the exterior part of the induced

circuit having no sensible self-induction, takes away nothing fi-om the initial

current ; but in the second there is a reduction to one-fifth. On the other

hand, it makes no difference to the total current {—xAI/S}*, as measured by

the deflection of the galvanometer-needle, which way the connexion is made

;

for the smaller initial current, in virtue of its greater inertia, sustains itself

proportionally longer against the damping action of resistance, which is the

same in the two cases. The heating-power and the effect on the electro-

dynamometer, which depend on the integral of the square of the current

while it lasts (^a^M'/NS), will be different; but the easiest proof of the

diversity of the currents is to be had by comparing their powers of magnet-

izing steel.

Thus, if we include in the induced circuit a magnetizing spiral in which

is placed a new sewing-needle, we shall find an immense difference in the

magnetization produced by a break-induced current, according as its direction

is the same or otherwise in the wires B^ B^. In the actual experiment the

diluted current was unable, even after several repetitions, to give the needle

any considerable magnetization (the vibrations were only about three per

minute), while after one condensed current the needle gave sixteen, raised

* R, S are the resistances of the primary and secondary circuits respectively.
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by repetition to nineteen*. A new needle submitted to the action of

several condensed currents also gave nineteen per minute. The magnetic

moments, which are as the squares of these numbers, show a still greater

disproportion.

The truth seems to be that the time required for the permanent

magnetization of steel is so small as compared even with the duration of

our induced currents, that the amount of acquired magnetism depends

essentially on the initial or maximum current without regard to the time

for which it lasts.

The increased heating-effect when the two parts of the current in B are

opposed in direction is, of course, at the expense of the spark in the mercury-

cup. The mechanical value of the spark is the difference between the values

of the currents which exist at the moments before and after the breaking of

the contact, and

= ^Lar' - \Nf = ia^ (^i - y) = \a? (l - -^^j
nearly.

Now, according to the comiexions, N = L or oL ; and so in the first case

the spark disappears, while in the second it falls short of the full spark by

only one-fifth.

While considering the dynamics of the field of two currents, I noticed

that the initial induced current due to a sudden fall of a given current in the

primary wire is theoretically greater the smaller the number of terms of

which the secondary consists; for in calculating the energ}^ of the field,

it makes no difference whether we have a current of any magnitude in a

doubled circuit, or twice that current in a single circuit. The same con-

clusion may be arrived at b}' the consideration of the analj'tical expression

for the initial induced current

M
Vo— _^

*

'

for if the secondary circuit consists essentially of a single coil of n terms,

we have, cceteris panhus, if oc n, while N (x n^, so that y^'x 1/n. The whole

induced cuiTent Jydt cc M ex. n. Intermediate to these is the heating-effect

Jy-dt, which cc M'/N, and is therefore independent of n. Thus it was evident

that neither the galvanometer nor electrodynamometer was available for

the verification of this rather paradoxical deduction from theory, at least

without commutators capable of separating one part of the induced current

from the rest. On the other hand, it appeared probable that the smaller

total current, in virtue of its greater maximum, might be the most powerful

in its magnetizing action on steel

* These were complete vibrations.
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With the view of putting this idea to the test of experiment, I bound

thi-ee wires of "001 inch diameter, and about 20 feet long, together into a coil

whose opening was sufficient to allow it to pass over the coil A. The ends

of the wires were free, so that they could be joined up in any order into one

circuit, which was also to contain the magnetizing spiral. It is evident that

if the currents are parallel in the three wires (an arrangement which I will

call a), then

if=3ilf„, N=9N„

i/o -'^^o being the values of the induction-coefficients for one wire ; while if in

the two wii-es the current flows one way round and in the third the

opposite (b), we shall have M = M^, N = N„. Inasmuch as the self-induction

of the magnetizing spiral was relativel}^ very small, these may be regarded

as the induction-coefficients for the secondary circuit as a whole. This

arrangement was adopted in order that there might be no change in the

resistance in passing from one case to the other. The primary current was

excited by a Daniell cell in the two wires of A arranged collaterally, and was

interrupted at a mercury-cup. The needle was submitted to the break

induction-currents only—although the make cuiTents had no perceptible

magnetizing-power, on account of the relatively large time-constant of

the primary circuit, and the consequent slow rise of its current to the

maximum.

On actually submitting a new needle to the current a, I obtained after

one discharge 12 vibrations (complete) per minute, a number raised after

several discharges to 15. On the other hand, a new needle after one

discharge b gave only 5 per minute, and was not much alFected by repetition.

The last needle being now submitted to discharge a gave 8J, and after

several 12. Other trials having confirmed these results, there seemed to

be no doubt that the current a was the most efficient magnetizer. There

remained, however, some uncertainty as to whether the time-constant,

especially in b, was sufficiently large relatively to the time for which the

spark at the mercury-cup lasted to allow of the initial current being formed

undiminished by resistance. In order to make the fall of the primary

current more sudden, I connected the breaking-points with the plates of

a condenser belonging to a Ruhmkorff coil, and now found but little

difference between the magnetizing-powers of a and b. Seeing that the

theoretical condition had not been properly fulfilled, I prepared another

triple coil of much thicker wire, and, for greater convenience, arranged a

mercury-cup commutator, by means of which it was possible to pass at once

from the one mode of connexion to the other. The magnetizing spiral was

still of fine wire coiled, without any tube, closely over the needle, and its

ends were soldered to the thicker wire of the triple coil.

The experiment was now completely successfuL Out of the large number
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of results obtained, the following are selected as an example. A new needle

was submitted to the break discharge of arrangement b, and gave,

After 1 discharge, 19 per minute.

)) <J » -^" »

„ (3 „ 24

Another needle was now taken aud magnetized by discharge «. It gave,

After 1 discharge, 11 per minute.

3 „ 12

„ 10 „ 12i

On submitting this needle, which had received all the magnetism that a

could give it, to current b, I obtained.

After 1 discharge, 21 per minute.

» " „ z4 „

In fact it was the general result of the experiments that more magnetism

is always given to the needle by an-angement b than by a. In order,

however, that the difference may be striking, it is advisable not to approach

too nearly the point of magnetic saturation. The numbers quoted were

obtained with the condenser, which was still necessary, in order to make the

break sufficiently sudden. I have no doubt, however, that it might have

been dispensed with had the triple coil consisted of a larger number of

turns.

The circumstances of this experiment are in some degi-ee represented by

supposing, in the hydrodynamical analogue, one of the balls to vary in size.

When a given motion is suddenly impressed on the other ball, the corre-

sponding velocity generated in the first would vary inversely with its magni-

tude ; for the larger the ball the greater hold, as it were, would it have on

the fluid.

It is interesting also to examine the influence of neighbouring soft iron

on the character of the induced current. This influence is of two sorts

;

but I refer here to the modifications produced by the magnetic character

of iron. The circulation of induced currents in its mass may generally be

prevented from exercising any injurious influence on the result by using only

wires, or fragments of small size. The proximity of soft iron always increases

the coefficient of self-induction N, while M may be either increased or

diminished. The latter statement is true also for the initial current y„,

which is proportional to M/N. For the two wires of the coil A, however,

it is easy to see that M and N are approximately equal, whether there be

soft iron in their neighbourhood or not. Thus, if A^ be connected with a

Daniell cell while the circuit of -^a is completed by the magnetizing spiral,
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the magnetism acquired by the needle, after a break-induced current, is not

much altered, even if a considerable number of iron wires are placed in

the coil. The total current is increased fifteen times or more; but this

is because the current lasts longer, the maximum or initial value being

no greater than before. This experiment strikingly illustrates the com-

parative independence of the magnetizing effect of a current ou its duration.

It seems probable d pnoi~i, and is partly confirmed by some of my experi-

ments, that this is more especially ti-ue if we take the limiting magnetism

which an induced curi-ent can produce, after repetition, as the measure of

its magnetizing power.

The same kind of reasoning may be applied to more complicated

problems. As an example, we may recur to a former combination, in which

the primary current is excited in the wire A^^, while the secondary circuit

includes A^, B^, and the magnetizing spiral The initial cun-ent y^, on

which, as we have seen, the magnetizing power mainly depends, wiU be

greatly increased if the ends of the wire B^ are joined so as to make a

tertiary circuit ; for a current in B^ is developed, which, being equal and

contrary to that in B^, neutralizes its action on the magnetic field, and so

allows the energy, immediately after the sudden rise of the current x in A^,

to be vanishingly small, exactly as when the secondary circuit consisted of

A„ alone. The effect of closing B^ is therefore to increase the current y^

from — ^a; to — x, and at the same time to produce a new current denoted

by -I- a; in ^2 itself The following were some of the experimental results :

—

/ A new needle,

B^ open \ After 1 break-discharge, gave 7^ per minute.

i „ 8 „ „
9^

On closing B., we had, with the same needle.

After 1 discharge, 15 per minute.

„ 8 „ 17

A new needle gave,

After 1 discharge, 17 per minute.

„ 8 „ 19

Another new needle in the tertiary circuit gave.

After 1 discharge, 16 per minute.

„ 4 „ 19

„ 8 „ 19i

The magnetizing spiral was here removed from the secondary to the

tertiary circuit; and although its resistance was by no means relatively

small, the results are none the less comparable; for in this experiment

resistances (within limits) are of no account, and the self-induction of the

spiral was quite insensible.
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Had there been twenty coils ABC D similar to A B, with the

wires B2 G^, G^ D^, &c. connected, as in the experiment just described, the

magnetizing power of the current in the last would not, I imagine, be much

less than in the first; for the condition of minimum energy would still be

fulfilled by currents in the series of coils all equal in numerical value, and

alternately opposite in algebraic sign. On this subject much confusiou seems

to have prevailed, as shown by the numerous inquiries into the direction of

the induced currents of high orders. The cuirents, as a whole, at least after

the first, cannot properly be said to have any direction at all, as they involve,

when complete, no transfer of electricity iu any direction. Nevertheless the

positive and negative parts are not similar; and if they were, one must

necessarily precede the other; so that in this way directional effects may

be produced. The magnetizing f)ower, for instance, depends essentially on

the initial maximum magnitude of the induced current, and is probably

but little affected by the character of the diluted but comparatively long-

continued remaining parts. This being understood, the alternately opposite

magnetizations observed by Henry in a series of induced currents of high

order, is an immediate consequence of the dynamical theor}'.

The circuits being denoted by the numbers 1, 2, 3, ... , let the coefficient

of mutual induction between 2 and 3 be denoted by (2 3), and of self-induction

of 2 by (2 2), and so on. The result is only generally true when there is no

mutual induction except between immediate neighbours in the series ; and

it will therefore be . supposed that

(13), (14), (15). ..(2 4)..,

vanish, as indeed they practically would in the ordinary arrangement of the

experiment. The energy of the field is given by

^=1(1 l)«i^ + i(2 2)a;,= +|(3 3)«3=+...

+ (1 2) x-,x, + (2 3) x„X3 + (3 4) x.^Xi + ...

Here x^ is the given current in the first circuit, and x.^, x...... are to be

determined so as to make E a minimum. Now, E being homogeneous in

Xi, X.,, ..., we have identically

„„ dE dE
2E = x\-j- + x^-j- + ...

dxi dxn

And since, when E \s a. minimum,

dEjdx^, dEjdx,,... all vanish.

that

2E (min.) = a^ ^" = (1 1) «/ -F (1 2) x.x^

But if x^, X3, ... had been all zero, 2E would have been equal to (1 \)x^.

It is clear therefore that (1 T)XiX.i is negative; or, as (1 2) is taken positive,

the sign of x^ is the opposite of that of x^.
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Again, supposing x^, x^ both given, ^ve must have, when E \s a. minimum,

dE/dxa , dEjdXi , . . . = 0,

and thus
2£' (min.) = «, [(1 l)«i + (l 2) a:,]

+ x,[{l 2),*-, + (2 2).r, + (2 3)a;,]

= (1 1 ) a;i= + 2 (1 2) ,«,.r, + (2 2) x.? + (2 3) x.x,.

As before, 2£' might have been

(1 l)a;.^ + 2(l 2)a;ia;„+(2 2) a;,';

and therefore the minimum value is necessarily less than this, and aecoi'dingly

the signs of x^ and «, are opposite. This process may be continued, and

shows that, however long the series, the initial induced currents are alter-

nately opposite in sign. In any definite example, the actual values of the

initial currents are to be found from the solution of the linear equations

dE/dx„ = 0, dE/dxs = 0, ;

but the sign of the result does not appear at once from the form of the

expression so obtained. In order to exhibit it, it is necessary to introduce a

number of relations which exist between the induction-coefficients, and which

are the analytical expression of the fact that the energy is always positive,

whatever may be the values of x^, x^,...

It has been assumed throughout that the time of rise or fall of the

current in the primary wire is very small as compared with the time-

constants of the other circuits. In the case of coils, such as are generally

used in induction-experiments, and which are not clogged bj' great external

resistances, this condition is abundantly fulfilled at the break of the voltaic

current*. The time of rise depends more on the nature of the circuit, but

ma}' be made as small as we please by sufficiently" increasing the resistance

in proportion to the self-induction ; of course, in order to get an equally

strong current, a higher electromotive force must be employed. In this way

the rise may be made sufficiently sudden to fulfil the condition. Indeed,

with a battery intense enough the rise of the current at make may become

more sudden than the fall when contact is broken. In some of Henry's

experiments this seems actually to have occurred. Thus, with a single

cell as electromotor, he found the shock at make barely perceptible; but

when the battery was increased to thirtj' cells, the shock became more

powerful at make than at break.

* A rough measurement by Maxwell's method (Phil. Trans. 1865) gave for the time-constant

of the circuit composed of the two wires of coil A -0023". The time-constant is the same whether

the wires are collateral or consecutive, the greater self-induction of the latter arrangement being

balanced by its greater resistance. For one wire only, the time-constant would be half the

above. • [1898—But see next paper.]



ON AN ELECTROMAGNETIC EXPERIMENT.

[Phil. Mag. XXXIX. pp. 428—435, 1870.]

Tbte experiment referred to is one described in the PhilosopMcal Magazine

for July, 1869, p. 9 [Art. 1], where it was shown that, within certain limits,

the magnetizing effect of a break-induced current on steel needles is greater

the smaller the number of turns of which the secondar}' circuit consists, the

opposite, of course, being true of the effect on a galvanometer. The ground

of the distinction is that the galvanometer takes account of the induced

transient current as a whole ; while the magnetizing-power depends mainly

on the magnitude of the current at the first moment of its formation, without

regard to the time which it takes to subside.

But even with this explanation, few, I imagine, would be prepared for the

result who had not been accustomed to look at electrical phenomena in the

light of some dj-namical theor}'. It was for this reason that I considered the

matter worthy of experimental investigation, the fruits of which were given

in the paper referred to. One point, however, still required a little clearing

up ; and it is this which I now propose to deal with. I mean the mode of

action of the condenser, which was employed, as in the inductoiium, for the

purpose of rendering the break more sudden, and which I had found necessary

for the success of the experiment as then arranged. At this necessity I was

not surprised ; for, according to the indications of theoiy, the effect was only

to be expected when the fall of the primary current is sudden compared to

that of the secondary. Now the duration of free transient currents in a

circuit varies, cceteris paribus, as the self-induction ; so that when the number

of turns in the secondary is too much reduced, there is danger of the con-

dition not being fulfilled. If it be objected that as much would be gained

by improved conductivity as lost by diminished self-induction, I answer this

is not the fact, the resistance varying as the number of turns simply, while

the self-induction varies as the square of the same number. Besides, I had

reasons for keeping the resistance in all cases invariable.
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Wishing, however, to obtain the effect without the aid of a condenser, I

prepared a quadruple coil bj' bending into the form of a compact ring a

bundle consisting of four No. 16 copper wires, each 70 feet long. Into one

of these the current from a Daniell cell was permitted to flow, subject to

interruption at a mercury-cup. The secondary circuit consisted of the other

three wires arranged consecutively, and of the magnetizing spiral, which

contained the needle destined to measure the effect of the momentary
current. The three wires could be joined so that the current circulated

the same waj^ round them all (a), or so that in one of them the direction

was the opposite to that in the two others (b). It will be seen that the

resistance was always the same, the only change being in the coefficient

of mutual induction (M), and of self-induction of induced circuit (N). In

the former paper it was shown that the initial induced current, being

proportional to M/A^, is three times as great in (6) as in (a) (a sufficient

suddenness of break being assumed), while the total currents are in the-

reciprocal proportion. In carrying out the experiments, I submitted the

needle (a new one in each measurement) to the action of six break-induced

currents, always removing it from the spiral when the battery contact was

made. In this way a more constant result is obtained than from one

discharge only, which is liable to varj' from slight differences in the

character of the break. The needle was then swung by a silk fibre and

the number of complete vibrations in a minute observed. The numbers

were :

—

Arrangement (a) 4|^, 6, 6 : mean 5.

(b) 21, 19, 19 : „ 20.

The superior efficiency of (6) is very conspicuous.

There is another way in which the subject may be investigated. If the

secondary current containing a galvanometer be broken so quickly after the

primary that the induced current has not time during the interval sensibly

to diminish, the deflection of the needle may be considered to measure the

initial value of the induced current. To carry out this experiment properly

would require rather elaborate apparatus, on account of the necessity of a

constant interval of time between the breaks. The contrivance that I used

was of home manufacture and very rough, and acted by the almost simul-

taneous withdrawal of wires from two mercury-cups. The secondary circuit

in case (a) consisted of the two wires of a large coil, ^, joined consecutively,

and of a short wire galvanometer. Iron wires were inserted in J. in order to

increase the duration of the induced cuiTent. In (6) only one wire of A was

used, the resistance being made up by the substitution of another wire,

whose self-induction might relatively be neglected. The total currents in

the two cases would be as 2 : 1, and the initial currents as 1 : 2. The

deflections of the galvanometer-needle were rather irregular ; but the sum of
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ten throws in case (a) was 317°, while in (b) it rose to 480°, so that there could

be no doubt as to the reality of the phenomenon.

Returning to the experiments with steel needles, I thought it desirable

to compare the permanent magnetisms developed in two cases where tlie

initial cuirents were equal. With this object the primary current (originating

in a Grove cell) was passed through two wires, Q,, Q.,, of the quadruple coil

combined for self-induction. The induced circuit included Q-^, Q^ and the

magnetizing spiral. The arrangements in other respects being as before,

I obtained

—

13, 14, 15, 16: mean 14^ vibrations per minute*

Q, was now removed from the priinar}' circuit (the resistance being made up

to former value) and Qi from the induced circuit. The numbers now wei'e

—

11, 10, 12, 12: mean 11^.

Q2 being next replaced, but not Q4, there resulted,

—

35, 35, 33: mean 34.

In the first two arrangements the initial currents would be equal, while in

the third they would be doubled.

On the whole, I think these experiments confirm the view that the

acquired magnetism depends principally on the initial current. The exact

laws regulating the connexion between the current and the magnetism

produced by it are doubtless complicated, and not of much interest. The

facts here detailed should, however, be borne in mind by any one who wishes

to pursue this subject, and they do something towards explaining the

discordant results of previous experimenters.

And now as to the effect of a condenser. Considering that, in consequence

of the length of wire in the quadruple coil, the duration of a current in it,

even under arrangement (h), must be much greater than the time occupied by

the break, or, which is the same thing, the duration of the spark, I did not

anticipate that a condenser (whose plates were connected with the breaking-

points) would have &ny influence. But to mj' surprise I found that although,

of course, the superiority of {h) was not disturbed, the magnetic effects were

all increased. The explanation is, I believe, to be found by an examination

of what takes place in the two circuits after the prin)ary current is thrown

on the condenser by the removal of the wire from the mercurj'-cup.

The charge (or discharge) of a condenser through a circuit endowed with

sensible self-induction was first investigated by Sir W. Thomson (see Phil.

Mag., vol. v. p. 393, or Wiedemann's Oalvanismus, vol. ii. p. 1007). There

* The experiments were not made exactly in the order here adopted for convenience, brit

were broken up.
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are two cases according to the comparative magnitudes of the three elements

of the problem, which are (1) the capacity of the condenser, (2) the self-

induction of the circuit, (3) the resistance of the same. If these, reckoned in

absolute measure, be denoted by S, L, R respectively, the motion of electricity

is of an oscillatory character if S< 4fL/R-; otherwise the charge is completed

and equilibrium established without a retrograde motion. The motion of a

pendulum in a viscous liquid is exactly analogous and may serve as an

illustration. If the viscosity of the liquid exceed a certain limit, the

pendulum withdrawn from the vertical and then let go will subside gniduall}'

back again into its position of equilibrium without ever passing it ; but if

the viscosity be small, rest is only attained after a number (theoretically

indefinite) of oscillations of continually decreasing amplitude. To our case

of currents mutually influencing one another, Thomson's calculations are not

immediately applicable ; indeed the exact solution would be rather com-

plicated*. 'However, we are concerned principally with the first part of

the electrical motion, the manner in which the currents wear down under

the action of resistance being of subordinate importance. Now it appears

that, if the motion be decidedly of the oscillatory type, the first few

oscillations will take place almost uninfluenced by resistance ; and on this

supposition the calculation becomes remarkably simple.

L, M, N being the induction-coefficients, as before, let the total flow of

electricity in the two circuits from the moment of the break be x, y, so that

the currents at any moment are dx/dt, dyjdt. Then the equations to the

currents are
_ d^x .. d'y X . ,,

,

i»^^ +^S =0 (2).
df dt

where S is the capacity of the condenser.

Eliminating y, we get

Tide's(i_|:) ^0-^=0.

The oscillation in the primary wire is accordingly the same as if the

secondary were open and the self-induction changed from L to L - M^jN.

(2) gives immediately the connexion between x and y,

M-^ + JSf -jj = const.,
dt dt

which shows that the currents in the two circuits oscillate synchronously, the

maximum of one coinciding in time with the minimum of the other. Since

It would depend upon a cubic equation.
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dyldt = at the moment of break, the constant of integration must be equal

to Mdcc/dto', dx/dtf, denoting the value of the primary current at or before

the break. Accordingly

dy M (dx dx\
_

~dt^ N \^^~ It)
'

so that when after half an oscillation dxldt = — dxjdt^,

dy _ M dx

~dt~' N dto'

This is its maximum value, and is double of that which would be generated

by a simple stoppage of the primary current, however sudden. In this way

I am inclined to explain the increase of effect produced by the condenser.

It is true that, having reached its maximum value, the secondary cuirent

rapidly declines and then changes sign; but from what is known of the

behaviour of permanent magnets when submitted afresh to the action of

magnetizing force, it does not seem likely that much disturbance would arise

from this cause*

A more plausible objection may be founded on the exceeding rapidity of

the oscillations, for some time must be necessary for the magnetization of

steel. Indeed in our case the period of oscillation is unusually short, on

account of the smallness o( L — M^jN. When the two circuits are composed

mainly of wires coiled, side by side, L, M, N are approximately equal, and

therefore L — HP/N Yerj small compared with either of them. The current

is then transferred, with almost indefinite rapidity, from one wire to the other

and back again.

I made some experiments to examine this point, which will also serve as

examples of the general increase of magnetic effect produced by a condenser.

The primary current from a Grove's cell was passed through the two wires of

coil A joined consecutively, and then through one wire of a similar coil B.

According as the wires of A are joined, L — 5 or 1. The induced circuit

included the other wire of B and the magnetizing .spiral, so that iV= 1 and

M =1 approximately. In the first case, therefore, L — M-jN = 4, while in

the second it is very much smaller. The experiments, conducted in other

respects as before, gave the following results :

—

L=5, without condenser 16, 13, 13, 14

i = 5, with condenser 24i 28, 31, 28

L=l, without condenser 14, 15, 13^, 14

Z = 1, with condenser 17, 18, 19, 21

* [1898—This seems to need qualification.]

mean 14.

„ 28.

„ 14.

„ 19.
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It will be seen that, while without the condenser it made little difiference

whether i = 1 or L=5, the increase produced by the condenser is much
greater in the latter case. This is so far in agreement with the explanation
just given

;
but I confess I should have been better satisfied had the influence

of the condenser been less marked when L=l. In order that the reader
may better judge of the correctness of the view here taken, I subjoin an
estimate of the period of oscillation in the actual arrangement of the
experiment.

The time of a complete oscillation of a current iu simple connexion with
a condenser = 2Tr»J(LS)*. where L and S are measured in absolute measure.
If T be the time-constant of the circuit, L=Rr, R being the r^^stance in

absolute measure. Now the capacity called a [micro-]Farad is [10-'= CG.S.],
and the B.A. unit is [10"] on the same system.

If therefore we take as practical units the B.A. unit of resistance, and the
[micro-]Farad as unit of capacity,

t and T are here measured in seconds. The condenser employed (made by
Elliott Brothers) had a capacity of half a [micro-] Farad, so that 8=\. For
one wire of coil A or B,

iJ = i, T=004t.

For one of these wires in simple connexion with the condenser the time

of oscillation would be

5S)V^4^lM0 = ^^°"*'^^'^l*-

Comparing this with the value of t, we see that the first ten or so oscillations

would be comparatively unaffected by resistance. By what has been proved,

the time, when i = 5 (in different unit of course), must be just double of

this, or -00028^

The action of the condenser in the inductorium is very imperfectly

explained in the text-books, and is no doubt in many cases rather com-

plicated. From the reasoning of this paper, it appears that it is by no

means a complete account of the matter to say that the advantage derived

from the use of the condenser depends only on the increased suddenness

with which the primary current is stopped. In a complete investigation

(which I do not mean to enter on here) a distinction would probably have to

be made, according as the secondary circuit when open allows the passage

* The effect of resistance being neglected.

t The value of t previously given for coil A is erroneous.
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of a spark or not, or, as a third case, is completely closed. I would, however,

remark that a good deal of misapprehension arises in this and similar cases

from forgetting that a condenser* is powerless to make away with electrical

energy. Such energ}^ may be disposed of in the form of a spark, or it may
be converted into heat by the operation of electrical resistance ; but the

absorption in this way cannot take place instantaneously, requiring as it does

a time comparable with the time-constants of the circuits concerned. So far,

indeed, is a condenser from itself absorbing electrical eoerg}', that in many
CAses it actually prolongs the duration of motion ; for an oscillatory current,

in consequence of its smaller mean square, sustains itself twice as long against

the damping action of resistance as a comparatively steadj^ current of the

same maximum value.

* [1898—This must be understood to refer to an ideal condenser.]



ON THE VALUES OF THE INTEGRAL f^Qn' d/i,, Qn, Qn BEING
.'o

LAPLACE'S COEFFICIENTS OF THE ORDERS n, n', WITH
AN APPLICATION TO THE THEORY OF RADIATION.

[Phil. Trans. CLX. pp. 579—590; read June 1870.]

In the course of an investigation concerning the potential function

which is subject to conditions at the surface of a sphere which vary dis-

continuously in passing from one hemisphere to the other, it became

necessary to know the values of the integral

QnQn'djJU,
.0

Qn, Qn' being Laplace's coefficients of the orders n, n respectively. The

expression for Qn in terms of jx, is

_ 1.3.5-(2>z-l ) f _ ^^(^-1 ) „_ ^ n(n-l)0z-2)(n-3) _
^"~ 1.2.3...W r 2.(2re-l)^ "^ 2 .4(27i - l)(2n- 3)^

but the multiplication of two such series together and subsequent inte-

gration with respect to fju would be very laborious even for moderate values

of n and n'.

By the following method the values of the integrals in question may

be obtained without much trouble. According to the definition of the

functions Q,
'^

= 1 + Q^e + Q,e= + ... + Q„e"+ ...

V1+ e^ - 2e/i

so that

Jo Vl + e=-2eyxVl + e''-2e/i „=o n'=o./o
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which shows that I QnQn'dp. is the coefEcient of eV"' in the expansion
JO

of the integral on the left in powers of e and e'.

[1898—By effecting the integration and expansion of the result certain

properties were established, of which the most interesting is perhaps the

equation
1 n
Qm Qin-i dfi. =

I
Q,„ Q„„+, dfl.

3 iO

The method however is cumbrous and is superseded by that of Todhunter

{Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. xxiii. p. 300, 1875), who remarked that general results

are readily obtained from the differential equation satisfied by Legendre's

functions on integration by parts. From the well-known results applicable

to the complete sphere it is easily seen that the integral vanishes when

71, n are both odd or both even, exception being made of the case where

n and n are equal. For the remaining case when one suffix is odd and

the other even, Todhunter obtains

{2m (2m + 1) - (2(1 - 1) 2n} f Q„„ Q„,_i d/x

= (_ 1w«1^^5^^^^?!!illl) l.3.5...(2n-l)
^ ' 2.4.6...27W 2.4.6 ...(2n-2)'

Substituting m, in + 1 in succession for n, we find

fn n ^ Tn n ^ 1
P. 8^ 5^ ... (2?n, - 1)^

,

1^
Q^ Q„n~, d/^ =

j^
Q,« Q,™+, df^ = ^. -

^,_^, g,_ _^^^y
.]

As an application of some of the results of this investigation I will take

the following physical problem. A spherical ball of uniform material is

exposed to the radiation from infinitely distant surrounding objects. It

is required to find the stationary condition. For the sake of simplicity, the
surface of the sphere will be supposed to be perfectly black, that is, to

absorb all the radiant heat that falls upon it, and Newton's law of cooling

will be employed, at least provisionally.

If V denote the temperature, it is to be determined by the equations

rf.^
+^ + <^7j^=0 (A)

k^=FiE)-hV, (B)

where F{E) is a function of the position of the point E on the surface, and
denotes the heat received per unit area at that point, k is the conductivity,

and h the coefficient of radiation. Equation (A) is to be satisfied throughout
the interior and (B) over the surface of the sphere.
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If V be expanded in Laplace's series,

r r iJV 1

a a' dr = a a
and if

be the expansion of i?" in a similar series of surface harmonics, we obtain, on

substituting in (B) and equating to zero the terms of any order,

^'~
h' ^'~h + kla' '^""A+«,/fc/a

^^^

The mean temperature Sq is seen to be independent of the conductivity

and of the size of the sphere.

The case where the heat which falls on the sphere proceeds froui a single

radiant-point is not only important in itself, but may be made the foundation

of the general solution in virtue of the principle of superposition. Taking

the axis in the direction of the radiant-point, we have

F{E)=^,^

over the positive hemisphere, that is, from ^ = to ^ = ^tj- , while over the

negative hemisphere F(E) = 0. It is required to expand .f in a series

of spherical harmonics.

Let F= ^/x +f, then / is a function of /x, which is equal to ^/j, over

the positive hemisphere and to — | u. over the negative. The problem

therefore reduces itself to the expression of ^fi over the positive hemisphere

in a series of functions Q of even order. The same series will then give — ^/j,

over the negative hemisphere.

Assume

Multiplying by Q^, and integrating with respect to /x from /x = to yu. = 1,

QiQm dfj, = Am {QmY djjb,

J D

all the other terms on the right vanishing.

Now J\q.O^^/^=j^^.

r\ (1 + e^)? — 1
QiQm dfj. = coefficient of e™ in the expansion of \

-J^
Jo ^

, ,, 1.1.3.5...(2n-3)
"

^ ' 2.4.6 ...(2w-f 2) '

or

A -_f_n"^!i+i l-l-3-(2ri-3)
^2n- (

i;
2 2.4.6...(2w-l-2)'
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Accordingly

When n is great the coefficient of Q-^n approximates to
2 V-TT . 71^

Tliis completes the solution for a sphere exposed to the radiation from

an infinitely distant source of heat situated over the point /i=l.

If its coordinates are /u.', 4>', it is only necessary to replace ix in Qan by

cos 8 cos 6' + sin 6 sin 6' cos (<^ — <^').

Hence if H denote the intensity of the radiation which comes in direction

/i', (/)', the general value of iS„ is

q . ,.„ 4» H 1.1.3.5...(2»-3)
^ ' „/, nk\ 2.4.6...(2m+2)

X {{HQ,n (cos ^ cos 61' + sin 6 sin 6>' cos (</> - (^')) c^/c^</>',

the intej^ration going all round the sphere.

Now (4n + 1) 1 1H Q^n dfj.' d(f>' is the same as i-nH^n, where H^ is the

harmonic element of H of order 2/i; so that

_ . 1.1.3...(2n-3)
"2"~ V "^^ O A ft /0,„ , 0\

2TrH^

2.4.6...(2n + 2) h + 2nkla'

O "^ TT <if

'^
TT Q

'^
XT Of

'^
TJ

'('-;) H'-S =*(*-?)

It is remarkable that the odd terms in H (except H^ are altogether

without influence. The reason is simply that they do not affect the total

heat falling on any point of the surface.

For this is expressed by

fiHndfj,d4>,
J u J n

the point considered being taken as pole of
fj,,

which involves no loss of

generality.

Now (Thomson and Tait, Ch. I., Appendix B)

Hn = 2 (Ae COS s<j) + Bg sin s<^) 0„*,

where ©„* is a function of fi not containing
(fj.
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When the integration with respect to (p is effected, all the terms will

vanish except that whose coefficient is ^o- For this pui-pose, therefore,

we may take

Hn = A,S„'' or A;Q„,

and we know that I ftQ^d/j, vanishes if ?i be odd and different from unity*.
Jo

The same thing is true for an ellipsoid or body of any figure which lies

altogether on one side of every tangent plane, namely, that the terms of odd

order in H (except one) are wholly without influence on it, and for the

same reason.

We saw that in the case of a sphere the mean temperature was inde-

pendent of the conductivity, and also of the size of the sphere ; but this

depends on Newton's law of cooling. A comparison, however, may be made
which shall hold good whatever be the law of variation of radiation with

temperature ; for if the conducting-power of any uniform body (which need

not be oval) be increased in the same proportion as its linear dimensions,

a corresponding distribution of temperature will satisfy all the conditions.

Conclusions of interest from a physical point of view may be deduced from

the foregoing considerations, but I refrain from pursuing the subject at

present, as the physical problem was only brought forward in illustration

of the mathematical results developed in this paper.

* The proof given is sufiBcient for the object in view; but it may be well to notice that

the essential thing is that the two surface harmonics which are multiplied together are either

both odd or both even. A harmonic of even order has identical values at opposite points of the

sphere, and one of odd order has contrary values. The product of two harmonics which are

either both even or both odd has therefore the same value when integrated over any portion of

the sphere, or over what may be called the opposite portion, or as a particular case over two

opposite hemispheres. The last two integrals are the halves of the integral over the whole

sphere, which vanishes by a well-known property of these functions.



REMARKS ON A PAPER BY DR SONDHAUSS.

[Phil. Mag. XL. pp. 211—217, 1870.]

In Nos. 5 and 6 of Poggendorff's Annalen for this year there is a paper

by Dr Sondhauss " On the Tones of Heated Tubes and Aerial Vibrations

in Pipes of various forms," in which are given formulae of considerable

generality embodying the results of original and other experiments. Many
years ago* Dr Sondhauss had investigated the influence of the size and

form of flask- or bottle-shaped vessels on the pitch of the sounds produced

when a stream of air is blo%vn across their mouth, and had obtained as

an empirical formula for flasks with rather long cylindrical necks,

'^ =Vi- (I-)

where n is the number of vibrations per second, a the area of the section of

the neck whose length is L, and >S the volume of the body of the flask.

is a constant determined by the experiments. On the other hand, when L
is very small compared with the diameter of the neck, which then becomes a

mere hole,

^ = ^|1 (11.)

In the paper now under discussion it is sought to fill up the gap, as

it were, and the following formula is arrived at as applicable for all pro-

portions of L and o-i,

""^W {Sc + La){L+^a)'
^^^^'^

or, as I prefer to write it.

WcV (4VcV {S+Lalc){L + s/a-)

* Pogg. Ann. vol. Ixxxi.
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in which a = velocity of sound, c is a constant, of which Dr Sondhauss

says that it relates to the change in the velocity of sound in closed spaces

from which the sound-waves have only a restricted exit ; and its value,

as found from the experiments, is approximately 2'3247.

In (VII.), if T be small.

" = i7^\/i ^^^"^^

If, on the contrary, L be very small.

4 Vc /Si

If in (VII.) we further put S=0,

'' = l\/L{L\^.y (^-)

a result which Dr Sondhauss applies to cylindrical tubes closed at one

end. This being admitted, it readily follows that for a pipe open at

both ends,

"=IV £(X+2V<^) (^^>

An extension is next made to the case of more than one neck, but it

will not be necessary for my purpose to repeat the formula. A few days

before I saw Dr Sondhauss's work I had myself completed a paper on

a similar subject, which has since been sent to the Royal Society*. The

formulae there given were in the first instance obtained theoretically, though

some of them were afterwards verified by a rather laborious series of experi-

ments. But on the present occasion I shall leave the theory on one side,

and wish only to discuss some differences between the results of Dr Sondhauss

and my own, regarded from an experimental point of view. The rational

formula corresponding to (VII.) is

""
27r V ,S(X-FAV7rv'o-)' ^^^

where, however, S has not quite the same meaning as with Dr Sondhauss,

but includes the volume of about half the neck, and is therefore nearly

identical with the {S + Lcrjc) of (VII.). On this understanding (VII.)

may be written

n= ^=^, (VII.)
6-0988 /SivTT^i

[* Phil. Trans, for 1871 ; Art. 5 of this collection.]
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while (A) expressed in numbers is

n= — (A)
6-2832 (Si VX + -8863 >J<t

If <ji be very small against L,

--^sm' (^"^•>

'* 6-2832 SiB ^^^

But if L be very small,

^=6W8^i' ^^^-^

'^=5^9149 ^i ^^^

The rational formula (C) was first given by Helmholtz in his admirable

paper in Crelle, on Vibrations in Open Pipes ; it is only strictl}' applicable to

openings of circular form. The difference between (A) and (VII.) is never

verj^ great, being on one side when L is small, and on the other when L is

large, and accordingly vanishing for some intermediate value. The greatest

difference is shown in (VIII.) and (B) when L is very large. I therefore

consider Dr Sondhauss's opinion and anticipation to be in the main justified

by my investigation, when he says, " I remark that I regard the formula

(VII.)...not merely as an empirical formula useful for interpolation, but

am convinced that it forms the theoretical expression of a natural law.

From the zeal with which the field of mathematical phj'sics is now cultivated,

we may expect that the laws which I have discovered experimentally %vill

soon be proved by analysis.'' But I must observe that (A) is only true

subject to a series of limitations, which Dr Sondhauss seems scarcely, if

at all, to have contemplated. All the dimensions of the vessel (with a

partial exception of the length of the neck) must be small compared with

the quarter wave-length, and the diameter of the neck must be small against

the linear dimension of the body of the vessel. The latter condition excludes

the case of S small or nothing, to which Dr Sondhauss pushes the application

of his formula. But there is a rational formula proper fir closed cylindrical

tubes, as has been proved by Helmholtz in his paper on open pipes, to which

Dr Sondhauss refers, but apparently without availing himself of the results.

It runs,

""^
4>{L + y-ir.ffiy

--^^^

but is only strictly true when ct* is small against L. Although I am of

opinion that (A) and (D) and the transition between them cannot be
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comprehended in the same theoretical iavestigation, yet it is easy to adjust

(A) so as algebraically to include (D). Thus

J{S + -\<7L][L + ^a^t^TT

.(A)

becomes, when B (which now refers to the vohime of the body only) is

put equal to zero,

a
11 = — approx., (D)

4 Vi (i + y-TT . cri) 4 (i + y-TT . ai)

supposing the condition fulfilled as to the relative magnitudes of L and a^.

Now this form of (A) is perfectly legitimate, the value of 't/ir'' being •405.

In the formula (VII.) -40.5 is replaced by 1/c or -4.30.

But Dr Sondhauss will naturally point to the comparison of (X.) with

the experiments of Wertheim, which he justly regards as very satisfactory.

I have examined the series of twenty-two experiments with cylindrical tubes

of circular form closed at one eud, and have calculated for comparison

the results of (D). It vrill be seen from the annexed Table that, good

as is the agreement of the observations with (X.), it is still better (on the

whole) with (D). Indeed I must confess that the differences in some cases,

where a^ is by no means small compared with L, are much less than I

should have expected.

nun./sec]
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Dr Sondhauss expresses himself strongly as to the difficultywhich exists

in determining accurately the pitch of the very uncertain sound produced

by tubes -whose diameter is not small compared with their length, an

opinion -which I entirely share. It is indeed difficult to understand how

Wertheim obtained results of such precision. But I cannot agree with

Dr Sondhauss when he goes on to say that resonance is not a sure guide in

determining accurately the pitch of a pipe ; for it was by this method

exclusively that the determinations recorded in my paper were made. I

have there given at length m^' reasons for adopting it, and for doubting

the results of the method of blowing, although such experiments as those

of Wertheim go to show a posteriori that in his hands at least it was not

unworthy of dependence.

Other experiments of Wertheim are calculated from formula (IX.) and

show a tolerable agreement. The difference between (IX.) and Helmholtz's

theoretical formula (C) relates only to a constant multiplier, and corresponds

to a difference of pitch of about a quarter of a semitone. The discordances

are attributed (no doubt correctly) to the unsuitable form of some of the

vessels, and consequent imperfect fulfilment of the theoretical condition

to which (C) is subject.

We come next to vessels in the form of flasks \yith a cylindrical neck of

sensible length. Dr Sondhauss gives a Table containing the results of a

comparison of (VII.) with some experiments of his own. The average

discordance amounts to about a semitone. Although it was evident before-

hand that in most cases the limitations on formula (A) were grossly violated,

I thought it worth while to calculate in accordance with (A) the theoretical

pitch, and have given the results in the form of a Table :

—

No. of

exp.
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All the columns except the last are copied from Dr Sondhauss's paper.

It will be found that the observations are better represented by (VII.) than

by (A); but it must be remembered that (VII.) contains an arbitrary

constant, c, which acts nearly as a constant multiplier, although, if I under-

stand Dr Sondhauss aright, its value was not determined from this series of

experiments. However this may be, it is certain that nearly all the values

of n calculated from (A) are too great. The fact is that (A) is scarcely

applicable to the experiments at all. In only five cases is the ratio of

the diameter of the neck to the dimension of the vessel even tolerably

small. These are 1, 4, 11, 12, 14; but in 1, on account of the extremely

small diameter of the neck and its considerable length, the influence of

friction is probably sensible; and its effect would be to lower the pitch.

The body in 4 is cylindrical, and perhaps too long in proportion to the

quarter wave-length. In 11, 12, and 14 the agreement is sufficiently good.

I consider accordingly that there is no e\'idence in the Table unfavourable to

formula (A), supposed to be stated ^vith the proper restrictions. In my
own experiments, made by the method of resonance, I found a very good

agreement between the directly observed and the calculated pitch, the

average error being under a quarter of a semitone. Even with formula

(VII.) as the basis of calculation there would be a fair agreement, certainly

better than is the case with Dr Sondhauss's own experiments. The difference

between (VII.) and (A) is, as I have already remarked, comparatively small,

and could only be certainly distinguished under favourable circumstances.

Not finding the necessary data in Dr Sondhauss's paper, I venture to quote

some experiments from the paper on Resonance. There are seven obser-

vations in which the necks were sufficiently long to bring out the difference

between the formulas, being more than four times the diameter. It will be

seen that the alteration is in every case for the worse if the formula (VII.)

is substituted for (A).

n, observed.
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the dimensions of the vessel, and ought therefore to give a sufficient handle

to decide between the formulae, if proper attention is given to the choice

of a suitable resonator. In the foregoing remarks I have naturally dwelt

most on my differences with Dr Sondhauss ; but I should be sorry to have it

supposed that I write in a hostile spirit, or do not recognize the claims

of one to whom the science of acoustics is so largely indebted.

Postscript.

I have since calculated the results of the experiments of Wertheim on

pipes open at both ends, and find that in this case also the rational formula

{n=
, ,. r ,—T^^ I

asTecs best with the observations:

—

a.



ON THE THEORY OF RESONANCE.

[Phil. Trans. CLXi. pp. 77—118; Read Nov. 1870.*]

Introductio7i.

Although the theoiy of aerial vibrations has been treated by laore

than one generation of mathematicians and experimenters, comparatively

little has been done towards obtaining a clear view of what goes on in

any but the more simple cases. The extreme difficulty of anything like a

general deductive investigation of the question is no doubt one reason.

On the other hand, experimenters on this, as on other subjects, have too

often observed and measured blindly without taking sufficient care to simplify

the conditions of their experiments, so as to attack as few difficulties as

possible at a time. The result has been vast accumulations of isolated

facts and measurements which lie as a sort of dead weight on the scientific

stomach, and which must remain undigested until theory supplies a more

powerful solvent than any now at our command. The motion of the air

in cylindrical organ-pipes was successfully investigated by Bernoulli and

Euler, at least in its main features ; but their treatment of the question

of the open pipe was incomplete, or even erroneous, on account of the

assumption that at the open end the air remains of invariable density

during the vibration. Although attacked by many others, this difficulty

was not finally overcome until Helmholtz")", in a paper which I shall have

repeated occasion to refer to, gave a solution of the problem under certain

restrictions, free from any arbitrary assumptions as to what takes place

at the open end. Poisson and Stokes J have solved the problem of the

* Additions made since the paper was first sent to the Royal Society are inclosed in sqnare

brackets [ ].

+ Theorie der Luftschwingungen in Bobren mit offenen Enden. CrelU, 1860.

+ Phil. Trans. 1868, or Phil. Mag. Dec. 1868.

R. I. 3
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vibrations communicated to an infinite mass of air from the surface of

a sphere or circular cylinder. The solution for the sphere is very instructive,

because the vibrations outside any imaginary sphere enclosing vibrating

bodies of any kind may be supposed to take their rise in the surface of

the sphere itself.

More important in its relation to the subject of the present paper

is an investigation by Helmholtz of the air-vibrations in cavernous spaces

(Hohlraume), whose three dimensions are very small compared to the wave-

length, and which communicate with the external atmosphere by small

holes in their surfaces. If the opening be circular of area cr, and if S denote

the volume, n the number of vibrations per second in the fundamental note,

and a the velocity of sound,

Helmholtz's theory is also applicable when there are more openings than

one in the side of the vessel.

In the present paper I have attempted to give the theory of vibrations

of this sort in a more general form. The extension to the case where the

communication with the external air is no longer by a mere hole in the

side, but by a neck of greater or less length, is important, not only because

resonators with necks are frequently used in practice, but also by reason of

the fact that the theory itself is applicable within wider limits. The

mathematical reasoning is very different from that of Helmholtz, at least in

form, and will I hope be found easier. In order to assist those who may
wish only for clear general ideas on the subject, I have broken up the

investigation as much as possible into distinct problems, the results of which

may in many cases be taken for granted without the rest becoming un-

intelligible. In Part I. my object has been to put what may be called

the dynamical part of the subject in a clear light, deferring as much as

possible special mathematical calculations. In the first place, I have con-

sidered the general theory of resonance for air-spaces confined nearly all

round by rigid walls, and communicating with the external air by any

number of passages which may be of the nature of necks or merely holes,

under the limitation that both the length of the necks and the dimensions

of the vessel are very small compared to the wave-length. To prevent

misapprehension, I ought to say that the theory applies only to the funda-

mental note of the resonators, for the vibrations con-esponding to the

overtones are of an altogether different character. There are, however, cases

of multiple resonance to which our theory is applicable. These occur when
two or more vessels communicate with each other and with the external

air by necks or otherwise ; and are easily treated by Lagrange's general

dynamical method, subject to a restriction as to the relative magnitudes
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of the wave-lengths and the dimensions of the system corresponding to that

stated above for a single vessel I am not aware whether this kind of

resonance has been investigated before, either mathematically or experi-

mentally. Lastly, I have sketched a solution of the problem of the open

organ-pipe on the same general plan, which may be acceptable to those

who are not acquainted with Helmholtz's most valuable paper. The method

here adopted, though it leads to results essentially the same as his, is I

think more calculated to give an insight into the real nature of the question,

and at the same time presents fewer mathematical difficulties. For a

discussion of the solution, however, I must refer to Helmholtz.

In Part II. the calculation of a certain quantity depending on the form

of the necks of common resonators, and involved in the results of Part I., is

entered upon. This quantity, denoted by c, is of the nature of a length,

and is identical with what would be called in the theory of electricity

the electric conductivity of the passage, supposed to be occupied by uniformly

conducting matter. The question is accordingly similar to that of deter-

mining the electrical resistance of variously shaped conductors—an analogy

of which I have not hesitated to avail myself freely both in investigation

and statement. Much circumlocution is in this way avoided on account

of the greater completeness of electrical phraseology. Passing over the case

of mere holes, which has been already considered by Helmholtz, and need

not be dwelt upon here, we come to the value of the resistance for necks

in the form of circular cylinders. For the sake of simplicity each end is

supposed to be in an infinite plane. In this form the mathematical problem

is definite, but has not been solved rigorously. Two limits, however (a

higher and a lower), are investigated, between which it is proved that the

true resistance must lie. The lower corresponds to a correction to the

length of the tube equal to Itt x (radius) for each end. It is a remarkable

coincidence that Helmholtz also finds the same quantity as an approximate

correction to the length of an organ-pipe, although the two methods are

entirely different and neither of them rigorous. His consists of an exact

solution of the problem for an approximate cylinder, and mine of an approxi-

mate solution for a true cylinder; while both indicate on which side the

truth must lie. The final result for a cylinder infinitely long is that the

correction lies between -785 R and -828 ii. When the cylinder is finite,

the upper limit is rather smaller. In a somewhat similar manner I have

investigated limits for the resistance of a tube of revolution, which is sho\vn

to lie between

/$ -' /$h*(2)T
where y denotes the radius of the tube at any point x along the axis.

These formulae apply whatever may be in other respects the form of the

3—2
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tube, but are especially valuable when it is so nearly cylindrical that dyjdx

is everywhere small. The two limits are then very near each other, and

either of them gives very approximately the true value. The resistance

of tubes, which are either not of revolution or are not nearly straight, is

afterwards approximately determined. The only experimental results bearing

on the subject of this paper, and available for comparison with theory, that

I have met with are some an-ived at by Sondhauss* and Wertheimf.

Besides those quoted by Helmholtz, I have only to mention a series of

observations by Sondhaussj on the pitch of flasks with long necks which

led him to the empirical formula

« = 46705
'^

a, L being the area and length of the neck, and S the volume of the flask.

The corresponding equation derived from the theory of the present paper is

,1=54470-^,,

which is onlj' applicable, however, when the necks are so long that the

corrections at the ends may be neglected—a condition not likelj' to be

fulfilled. This consideration sufficiently explains the discordance. Being

anxious to give the formulae of Parts I. and II. a fair trial, I investigated

experimentally the resonance of a considerable number of vessels which

were of such a form that the theoi'etical pitch could be calculated with

tolerable accuracy. The result of the comparison is detailed in Part III.,

and appears on the whole very satisfactory ; but it is not necessary that I

should describe it more minutely here. I will only mention, as perhaps a

novelty, that the experimental determination of the pitch was not made
by causing the resonators to speak by a stream of air blown over their

mouths. The grounds of my dissatisfaction with this method are explained

in the proper place.

[Since this paper was written there has appeared another memoir by

Dr Sondhauss§ on the subject of resonance. An empirical formula is

obtained bearing resemblance to the results of Parts I. and II., and agreeing

fairly well with observation. No attempt is made to connect it with the

fundamental principles of mechanics. In the Philosophical Magazine for

September 1870 [Art. IV. above], I have discussed the differences between
Dr Sondhauss's formula and my own from the experimental side, and shall

not therefore go any further into the matter on the present occasion.]

* Pogg. Ann. vol. lxxxi.

t Annales de Chimie, vol. xxxi.

t Pogg. Ann. vol. Lxxix.

§ Pogg. Ann. 1870.
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Part I.

The class of resonators to which attention will chiefly be given in this

paper are those where a mass of air confined almost all round by rigid walls

communicates with the external atmosphere by one or more narrow passages.

For the present it may be supposed that the boundary of the principal mass
of air is part of an oval surface, nowhere contracted into anything like

a naiTow neck, although some cases not coming under this description will

be considered later. In its general character the fundamental vibration of

such an air-space is sufficiently simple, consisting of a periodical rush of

air through the narrow channel (if there is only one) into and out of the

confined space, which acts the part of a reservoir. The channel spoken

of may be either a mere hole of any shape in the side of the vessel, or

may consist of a more or less elongated tube-like passage.

If the linear dimension of the reservoir be small as compared to the

wave-length of the vibration ' considered, or, as perhaps it ought rather to

be said, the quarter wave-length, the motion is remarkably amenable to

deductive treatment. Vibration in general may be considered as a periodic

transformation of energy from the potential to the kinetic, and from the

kinetic to the potential forms. In our case the kinetic energy is that of

the air in the neighbourhood of the opening as it rushes backwards or

forwards. It may be easily seen that relatively to this the energy of the

motion inside the reservoir is, under the restiiction specified, very small.

A formal proof would require the assistance of the general equations to the

motion of an elastic fluid, whose use I wish to avoid in this paper. More-

over the motion in the passage and its neighbourhood will not differ sensibly

from that of an incompressible fluid, and its energy will depend only on the

rate of total flow through the opening. A quarter of a period later this

energy of motion will be completely converted into the potential energy

of the compressed or rarefied air inside the reservoir. So soon as the

mathematical expressions for the potential and kinetic energies are known,

the determination of the period of vibration or resonant note of the air-space

presents no difficulty.

The motion of an incompressible frictionless fluid which has been once at

rest is subject to the same formal laws as those which regulate the flow

of heat or electricity through uniform conductors, and depends on the

properties of the potential function, to which so much attention has of late

years been given. In consequence of this analogy many of the results

obtained in this paper are of as much interest in the theory of electricity

as in acoustics, while, on the other hand, known modes of expression in the

former subject will save circumlocution in stating some of the results of the

present problem.
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Let A(, be the density, and
(f>

the velocity-potential of the fluid motion

through an opening. The kinetic energy or vis viva

r the volume of the fluid cor

-dS, by Green's theorem.

the integration extending over the volume of the fluid considered

d(},

=
y'.f/</' dn

Over the rigid boundary of the opening or passage, d(p/dn = 0, so that if

the portion of fluid considered be bounded by two equif)otential surfaces,

^1 and <j}.2, one on each side of the opening,

vis viva = ^/i„ (</>! — <pn) jj
-~ dS = |Ao {j>i — ^2) ^>

if X denote the rate of total flow through the opening.

At a sufficient distance on either side <^ becomes constant, and the rate

of total flow is proportional to the difference of its values on the two sides.

We may therefore put

where c is a linear quantity depending on the size and shape of the opening,

and representing in the electrical interpretation the reciprocal of the resistance

to the passage of electricity through the space in question, the specific

resistance of the conducting matter being taken for unity. The same thing

may be otherwise expressed by saying that c is the side of a cube, whose

resistance between opposite faces is the same as that of the opening.

The expression for the vis viva in terms of the rate of total flow is

accordingly

K x-
VIS viva = ~ — (1)

z c

If S be the capacity of the resen-oir, the condensation at any time

inside it is given by X/S, of which the mechanical value is

ilha--^ (2)

a denoting, as throughout the paper, the velocity of sound.

The whole energy at any time, both actual and potential, is therefore

H'-l-f (^)

and is constant. Differentiating with respect to time, we arrive at

X + |?X = (4)
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as the equation to the motion, which indicates simple oscillations performed

in a time

27rV(f)-
Hence if n denote the number of vibrations per second in the resonant

note,

"=£\/(l) ('^

The wave-length X, which is the quantity most immediately connected

with the dimensions of the resonant space, is given by

=;=^V(?) <«

A law of Savart, not nearly so well known as it ought to be, is in agree-

ment with equations (5) and (6). It is an immediate consequence of the

principle of dynamical similarity, of extreme generality, to the effect that

similar vibrating bodies, whether they be gaseous, such as the air in organ-

pipes or in the resonators here considered, or solid, such as tuning-forks,

vibrate in a time which is directly as their linear dimensions. Of com'se

the material must be the same in two cases that are to be compared, and the

geometrical similarity must be complete, extending to the shape of the

opening as well as to the other parts of the resonant vessel. Although the

wave-length X is a function of the size and shape of the resonator only,

n or the position of the note in the musical scale depends on the nature

of the gas with which the resonator is filled. And it is important to notice

that it is on the nature of the gas in and near the opening that the note

depends, and not on the gas in the interior of the reservoir, whose inertia

does not come into play during vibrations corresponding to the fundamental

note. In fact we may say that the mass to be moved is the air in the

neighbourhood of the opening, and that the air in the interior acts merely as

a spring in virtue of its resistance to compression. Of course this is only

true under the limitation specified, that the diameter of the reservoir is

small compared to the quarter wave-length. Whether this condition' is

fulfilled in the case of any particular resonator is easily seen, a posteriori, by

calculating the value of A, from (6), or by determining it experimentallj'.

Several Openings.

When there are two or more passages connecting the interior of the

resonator mth the external air, we may proceed in much the same way,

except that the equation of energy by itself is no longer sufficient. For

simplicity of expression the case of two passages will be convenient, but the

same method is applicable to any number. Let Xj, X^ be the total flow
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through the two necks, Ci, c^ constants depending on the form of the necks

corresponding to the constant c in formula (6) ; then T, the vis viva, is

given by

2 V Cj c.

the necks being supposed to be sufficiently far removed from one another not

to interfere (in a sense that will be obvious). Further,

V - Potential Energy = ^h^a^ ^~^^'' '

Applying Lagrange's general dynamical equation,

d{dT\_dr__dV
dt \d4r' d^jr dtjr

'

we obtain

|-^+|(Z, + X,) = 0, |= + |(Z, + Z,) = (7)

as the equations to the motion.

By subtraction,

XJc, - XJc, = 0,

or, on integration,

^ = ^'
(8)

Ci C2

Equation (8) shows that the motions of the air in the two necks have the

same period and are at any moment in the same phase of vibration. Indeed

there is no essential distinction between the case of one neck and that of

several, as the passage from one to the other may be made continuousl}'

without the failure of the investigation. When, however, the separate

passages are sufficiently far apart, the constant c for the system, considered

as a single communication between the interior of the resonator and the

external air, is the simple sum of the values belonging to them when taken

separately, which would not otherwise be the case. This is a point to which

we shall return later, but in the mean time, by addition of equations (7),

we find

X, + Z,+ -| (c, + c) (X, + X,) = 0,

so that

a //Ci+cV
" = 2^

If there be any number of necks for which the values of c are Cj, C2, c, ...

,

and no two of which are near enough to interfere, the same method is

applicable, and gives

a /ci+C2 + Cs+...

"-a^rV S <")

^/m '»)
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When there are two similar necks C2 = Ci, and

The note is accordingly higher than if there were only one neck in the

ratio of ^72 : 1, a fact observed by Sondhauss and proved theoreticall}' by

Helmholtz for the case of openings which are mere holes in the sides of

the reservoir.

Double Resonance.

Fig. 1.

Suppose that there are two reservoirs, S, S', communicating with each

other and with the external air by narrow

passages or necks. If we were to consider

SS' as a single reservoir and to apply equa-

tion (9), we should be led to an erroneous

result ; for the reasoning on which (9) is

founded proceeds on the assumption that,

within the reservoir, the inertia of the

air may be left out of account, whereas it is evident that the vis viva of the

motion through the connecting passage may be as great as through the two

others. However, an investigation on the same general plan as before meets

the case perfectly. Denoting by Xj, X^, X, the total flows through the

three necks, we have for the vis viva the expression

\ Cj C2 C3

and for the potential energy

r=x;,„.|(^^V(^ x,y]

s-

An application of Lagi-ange's method gives as the differential equations to

the motion,

z,
.,
x,-x, ,,

ha- n— = 0,
Ci o

X.f ^l-dLo -An -Ay -

-j + a-^ \, ' =0.
C3 a

=o,y .(10)

By addition and integi-ation Xi/ci + X^jc.j, + X^jc^ = 0. Hence, on elimi-

nation of Xj,

X, +1 |(C: + C) X, + '^ X3I = 0,

^3+||(c3 + c.)X,-t-^X,| = 0.
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Assuming X^ = Ae>'\ X3=BeP\ we obtain, on substitution and elimination

oi A:B,

jr + p-a
o <» j ^ t ^2 ^ ~t" Co

1^ + -

8' + ^, (CiC3+C,(c, + C,))=0 (11)

as the equation to determine the resonant notes. If n be the number of

vibrations per second, iv' = —p-jiir'', the values of p- given b_y (11) being of

course both real and negative. The formula simplifies considerably if

Cs = Ci, S' = S; but it will be more instructive to work this case from

the beginning. Let Ci = Cj = vic^ = mc.

The differential equations take the form

a-c
X,+ -^{(l + vi)X, + X,}=0.

a'c
X, + ^{(l + m)X,+ X,}=0,

- while X« = —
X, + X,

m

Hence
a-c

(X, + x,y + -^ (m + 2) (X, + X,) = 0,

{X, - x,y + ^' ,u {X, - X,) = 0.

The whole motion may be regarded as made up of two parts, for the first

-pjj, 2
^f which Xi + X3 = ; which requires

X^ = 0. This motion is therefore the same

as might take place were the communi-

cation between /S and S' cut off, and has

its period given by

a% a-mc

For the other component part, Xj — X3 = 0, so that

X=- 2X1

m
a" (m + 2) c

ADIT'S
.(12)

jj'2 m + 2
Thus —

- = , which shows that the second note is the higher. It

Fig. 3. consists of vibrations in the two reservoirs

opposed in phase and modified by the con-

necting passage, which acts in part as a

second opening to both, and so raises the

pitch. If the passage is small, so also is

the difference of pitch between the two
notes. A particular case worth notice is obtained by putting in the general
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equation C3 = 0, which amounts to suppressing one of the communications
with the external air. We thus obtain

or if S = S', Ci = 11IC-, = mc,

p' + ay
J

(vt + 2) + '^~
VI = 0,

a-c
\m + 2 + Vwi^ + 4

If we further suppose ??i=l or c.2 = Ci,

a-c ..-,
, ,_^

If iV" be the number of vibrations for a simple resonator {S, c),

so that

?V ^N-' = l+_^ ^ 2-618, N"' - lu' = ;^^, = 2-618.
^ o — V o

It appears therefore that the interval from jij to iV is the same as from

iV to n., namely, v'(2-618)= 1-618, or rather more than a fifth. It will be

found that whatever the value of m may be, the interval between the

resonant notes cannot be less than 2-414, which is about an octave and a

minor third. The corresponding value of m is 2.

A similar method is applicable to any combination of reservoirs and con-

necting passages, no matter how complicated, under the single restriction as

to the comparative magnitudes of the reservoirs and wave-lengths ; but the

example just given is sufficient to illustrate the theory of multiple resonance.

In Part III. a resonator of this sort will be described, which was constructed

for the sake of a comparison between the theory and experiment. In

applying the formula (6) or (12) to an actual measurement, the question

will arise whether the volume of the necks, especially when thej' are rather

large, is to be included or not in S. At the moment of rest the air in the

neck is compressed or rarefied as well as that inside the reservoir, though not

to the same degree; in fact the condensation must vary continuously

between the interior of the resonator and the external air. This con-

sideration shows that, at least in the case of necks which are tolerably

symmetrical, about half the volume of the neck should be included in S.

[In consequence of a suggestion made by Mr Clerk Maxwell, who reported

on this paper, I have been led to examine what kind of effect would be
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produced by a deficient rigidity in the envelope which contains the alternately

compressed and rarefied air. Taking for simplicity the case of a sphere, let

us suppose that the radius, instead of remaining constant at its normal

value R, assumes the variable magnitude R + p. We have

kinetic energy = -^^ + - p-,

potential energy = -^ {X + iTrR-p}'- + kl3p-,

where in and /3 are constants expressing the inertia and rigiditj- of the

spherical shell. Hence, by Lagrange's method,

mp + A^ttR' ^^' {X + A^irR'p) + ^p = 0,

equations deteruiining the periods of the two vibrations of which the system

is capable. It might be imagined at first sight that a yielding of the sides

of the vessel would necessarily lower the pitch of the resonant note ; but

this depends on a tacit assumption that the capacity of the vessel is largest

when the air inside is most compressed. But it may just as well happen

that the opposite is true. Everything depends on the relative magnitudes

of the periods of the two vibrations supposed for the moment independent of

one another. If the note of the shell be very high compared to that of the

air, the inertia of the shell may be neglected, and this part of the question

treated statically. Putting in the equations m = 0, we see that the phases

of X and p are opposed, and then X goes through its changes more slowly

than before. On the other hand, if it be the note of the air-vibration, which

is much the higher, we must put /3 = 0, which leads to

^irE'hJt - cmp = 0,

showing that the phases of X and p agree. Here the period of X is

diminished by the yielding of the sides of the vessel, which indeed acts

just in the same way as a second aperture would do. A determination

of the actual note in any case of a spherical shell of given dimensions and
material would probably be best obtained deductively.

But in order to see what probability there might be that the results of

Part III. on glass flasks were sensibly modified by a want of rigidity, I

thought it best to make a direct experiment. To the neck of a flask was
fitted a glass tube of rather small bore, and the whole filled with water
so as make a kind of water-thermometer. On removing by means of an
air-pump the pressure of the atmosphere on the outside of the bulb, the

liquid fell in the tube, but only to an extent which indicated an increase in
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the capacity of the flask of about a ten-thousandth part. This corresponds

in the ordinary arrangement to a doubled density of the contained air. It

is clear that so small a yielding could produce no sensible effect on the pitch

of the air-vibration.]

Open Organ-pipes.

Although the problem of open organ-pipes, whose diameter is very small

compared to their length and to the wave-length, has been fully considered

by Helm.holtz, it may not be superfluous to show how the question may
be attacked from the point of view of the present paper, more especially

as some important results may be obtained by a comparatively simple

analysis. The principal difficulty consists in finding the connexion between

the spherical waves which diverge from the open end of the tube into

free space, and the waves in the tube itself, which at a distance from the

mouth, amounting to several diameters, are approximately plane. The trans-

ition occupies a space which is large compared to the diameter, and in

order that the present treatment may be applicable must be small compared

to the wave-length. This condition being fulfilled, the compressibility of

the air in the space mentioned may be left out of account and the difficulty

is turned. Imagine a piston (of infinitely small thickness) in the tube

at the place where the waves cease to be plane. The motion of the air

on the free side is entirely determined by the motion of the piston, and

the vis viva within the space considered may be expressed by ^haX'/c, where

X denotes the rate of total flow at the place of the piston, and c is, as before,

a linear quantity depending on the form of the mouth. If Q is the section

of the tube and yfr the velocity potential, X = Q d^jdx. The most general

expression for the velocity-potential of plane waves is

T|r = (
-- sin kw + B cos kx )

cos 2-7rnt + /3 cos kx sin 27rnt, . . .(13)

w

-^ = (A cos kx— Bk sin kx) cos iirnt — ^k sin kx sin 2-7mt,
ax

here k = 27r/X = 2Trn/a. When x = 0,

^fr = Boos 2imt + 13 sin 2irnt, -^ = A cos 2-7DH.

The variable part of the pressure on the tube side of the piston = — hf, d-<\rjdt.

The equation to the motion of the air in the mouth is therefore

Q d 4i , 4^ =
c dt dx dt

or, on integration,

^g + >|r=0 (14)

This is the condition to be satisfied when a; = 0.
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Substituting the values of yjr and d-^/dx, we obtain

2-n-nt (A^ + B) + ^sm ^-mit = 0,cos

which requires

a'^ +B = Q, y8 = 0.
c

If there is a node at x= — I, A cos kl + Bk sin kl = ; so that

A c
kta,nkl = — ^ = — -7r (15)

This equation gives the fundamental note of the tube closed at a; = — Z ; but

it must be observed that I is not the length of the tube, because the origin

a; = is not in the mouth. There is, however, nothing indeterminate in

the equation, although the origin is to a certain extent arbitrary; for the

values of c and I will change together so as to make the result for k

approximately constant. This will appear more clearly when we come,

in Part II., to calculate the actual value of c for different kinds of mouths.

In the formation of (14) the pressure of the air on the positive side at

a distance from the origin small against X has been taken absolutel}^ con-

stant. Across such a loop surface no energy could be transmitted. In

reality, of course, the pressure is variable on account of the spherical waves,

and energ)^ continually escapes from the tube and its vicinity. Although

the pitch of the resonant note is not affected, it may be worth while to

see what correction this involves.

We must, as before, consider the space in which the transition from

plane to spherical waves is effected as small compared with \. The potential

in free space may be taken

•\|^=-^ cos {kr + g — ^mit), (16)

expressing spherical waves diverging from the mouth of the pipe, which

is the origin of r. The origin of x is still supposed to lie in the region

of plane waves.

*47rr^—r-= rate of total flow across the surface of the sphere whose
dr '^

radius is r

= — 4!TrA' [cos 27r?!i (cos (A:?- + g) + kr sin {kr + g)]

+ sin 2Trnt {sin {kr + g) — kr cos {kr + g)}].

* Throughout Helmholtz's paper the mouth of the pipe is supposed to lie in an infinite plane,

so that the diverging waves are hemispherical. The calculation of the yalue of c is thereby

simplified. Except for this reason it seems better to consider the diverging waves completely

spherical as a nearer approximation to the actual circumstances of organ-pipes, although the

sphere could never be quite complete.
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If the compressioa in the neighbourhood of the mouth is neglected, this

must be the same as

Q j-^Q = Q-4 cos 2mit.

J\.ccordingly

AQ = - 4>irA' {cos (kr+g) + h^ sin {kr + g)},

= sin {kr + g) — kr (cos kr +g).

These equations express the connexion between the plane and spherical

waves. From the second, tan {kr + g) = kr, which shows that g is a. small

quantity of the order (A-?-)-. From the first

AQ

that

4nr

,
AQ ^ ^

AQk . , ^
y-,. = — -— cos Zirnt — sm ^Tmt

4nrr ivr

the terms of higher order being omitted.

Now within the space under consideration the air moves according to

the same laws as electricity, and so

c d^ = o~ r-'^ + rr,

—J—- = A cos 2ir'nt,

'^x=o = B cos 27TOf + /S sin 2irnt.

Therefore on substitution and equation of the coefficients of sin ^irnt,

cos lirnt, we obtain

AQk
^«gn4-.)=-^' ^ =

-
47r

When the mouth is not much contracted c is of the order of the radius

of the mouth, and when there is contraction it is smaller still. In all cases

therefore the term l/47r?- is very small compared to 1/c ; and we may put

^^-B, ^=-4^^ (17)

which agree nearly with the results of Helmholtz. In his notation a

quantity a is used defined by the equation —A/Bk = cotka, so that

cotA:a = tanW by (15), or k (I + a) = ^ (2m + 1) tt ; a may accordingly be

considered as the correction to the length of the tube (measured, however,

in our method only on the negative side of the origin), and will be given by

cot ka = — cjkQ.
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The value of c will be investigated in Part II.

The original theory of open pipes makes the pressure absolutely constaut

at the mouth, which amounts to neglecting the inertia of the air outside.

Thus, if the tube itself were full of air, and the external space of hydrogen,

the correction to the length of the pipe might be neglected. The first

investigation, in which no escape of energj' is admitted, would apply if the

pipe and a space round its mouth, large compared to the diameter, but

small compared to the wave-length, were occupied by air in an atmosphere

otherwise composed of incomparably lighter gas. These remarks are made

by way of explanation, but for a complete discussion of the motion as deter-

mined by (13) and 17, I must refer to the paper of Helmholtz.

Long Tithe in connexion luith a Reservoir.

It may sometimes happen that the length of a neck is too large compared

to the quarter wave-length to allow the neglect of the compressibility of the

air inside. A cylindrical neck may then be treated in the same way as the

organ-pipe. The potential of plane waves inside the neck may, by what has

been proved, be put into the form

->|r = J.' sin k{x — a) cos iirnt,

if we neglect the escape of energy, which will not affect the pitch of the

resonant note.

dyjr/dt = — 2,-7rnA' sin k{x — a) sin 2-rrnt,

d-^lr/dx = kA' cos k{x — a) cos ^imt,

where a is the correction for the outside end.

The rate of flow out of /S= Qd^fr/dx.

Total flow =Q\'^dt^ kA'Q cos kL ^}^^
,

J dx Zirn

the reduced length of the tube, including the corrections for both ends,

being denoted by L. Thus rarefaction in S

, A'Q cos kL sin 2Tr7it 1 d-dr 2TrnA' siu kL . _,

/b 2Trn a? dt a?

This is the condition to be satisfied at the inner end. It gives

'^-'^-Sn^'hm ^i«)

When kL is small,

tan kL = kL + \ {kLf = ~ ;
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SO that

'^'LSV ^ Sj'

In comparing this with (5), it is necessary to introduce the value of c,

which is Q/L. (5) will accordingly give the same result as (19) if one-third

of the contents of the neck be included in S. The first overtone, which

is often produced by blowing in preference to the fundamental note, corre-

sponds approximately to the length i of a tube open at both ends, modified

to an extent which may be inferred from (18) by the finiteness of S.

The number of vibrations is given by

"lihM «
[The application of (20) is rather limited, because, in order that the

condensation within S may be uniform as has been supposed, the linear

dimension of 8 must be considerably less than the quarter wave-length

;

while, on the other hand, the method of approximation by which (20) is

obtained from (18) requires that S should be large in comparison with QL.

A slight modification of (18) is useful in finding the pitch of pipes which

are cylindrical through most of their length, but at the closed end expand

into a bulb S of no great capacity. The only change required is to under-

stand by L the length of the pipe down to the place where the enlargement

begins, with a correction for the outer end. Or if L denote the length

of the tube simply, we have

ta.nk(L + a) = ^, (20a)

and a = ^vR approximately.

If S be very small we may derive from (20 a)

(206)'"'
i{L + cc + SIQ)

In this form the interpretation is very simple, namely, that at the closed

end the shape is of no consequence, and only the volume need be attended

to. The air in this part of the pipe acts merely as a spring, its inertia not

coming into play. A few measurements of this kind will be given in

Part III.

The overtones of resonators which have not long necks are usually very

high. Within the body of the reservoir a nodal surface must be formed, and

the air on the further side vibrates as if it was contained in a completely

4R. I.
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closed vessel. We maj' form an idea of the character of these vibrations from

the case of a sphere, which may be easily worked out from the equations

given by Professor Stokes in his paper " On the Communication of Motion

from a vibrating Sphere to a Gas"* The most important vibration within a

sphere is that which is expressed by the term of the first order in Laplace's

series, and consists of a swaying of the air from side to side like that which

takes place in a doubly closed pipe. I find that for this vibration

radius : wave-length = •331 3,

so that the note is higher than that belonging to a doubly closed (or open)

pipe of the length of the diameter of the sphere by about a musical fourth.

"We might realize this vibration experimentally by attaching to the sphere a

neck of such length that it would by itself, when closed at one end, have the

same resonant note as the sphere.

Lateral Openings.

In most wind instruments the gradations of pitch are attained by means

of lateral openings, which may be closed at pleasure by the fingers or

otherwise. The common crude theory supposes that a hole in the side of,

say, a flute establishes so complete a communication between the interior

and the surrounding atmosphere that a loop or point of no condensation is

produced immediately under it. It has long been known that this theory is

inadequate, for it stands on the same level as the firat approximation to the

motion in an open pipe in which the inertia of the air outside the mouth is

virtual!}^ neglected. Without going at length into this question, I will

merely indicate how an improvement in the treatment of it may be made.

Let t/ti, tI^j denote the velocity-potentials of the systems of plane waves

on the two sides of the aperture, which we may suppose to be situated

at the point « = 0. Then with our previous notation the conditions evidently

are that when x= Q,

^"^- f^-t)-^-" <^»«)

the escape of energy from the tube being neglected. These equations deter-

mine the connexion between the two systems of waves in any case that

may arise, and the working out is simple. The results are of no particular

interest, unless it be for a comparison with experimental measurements,
which, so far as I am aware, have not hitherto been made.]

* Professor Stokes informs me that he had himself done this at the request of the Astronomer
Royal. [1899. See Theory of Sound,''^^ 330, 331.]
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Part II.

In order to complete the theory of resonators, it is necessary to determine
the value of c, which occurs in all the results of Part I., for different forms of

mouths. This we now proceed to do. Frequent use mil be made of a
principle which might be called that of minimum vis viva, and which it may
be well to state clearly at the outset.

Imagine a portion of incompressible fluid at rest within a closed surface

to be suddenly set in motion by an arbitrary normal velocity impressed
on the surface, then the actual motiou assumed by the fluid will have less

vis viva than any other motion consistent with continuity and with the

boundary conditions*

If u, V, w be the component velocities, and p the density at any point,

VIS viva —
'k ljlp(W' + v' + vf) dxdydz,

the integration extending over the volume considered. The minimum vis

viva corresponding to prescribed boundary conditions depends of course on p

;

but if in any specified case we conceive the value of p in some places

diminished and nowhere increased, we may assert that the minimum vis viva

is less than before ; for there will be a decrease if u, v, w remain unaltered,

and therefore, a fortiori, when they have their actual values as determined

by the minimum property. Conversely, an increase in p will necessarily

raise the value of the minimum vis viva. The introduction of a rigid

obstacle into a stream will always cause an increase of vis viva ; for the new

motion is one that might have existed before consistently with continuity,

the fluid displaced by the obstacle remaining at rest. Any kind of ob-

struction in the air-passages of a musical instrument will therefore be

accompanied by a fall of the note in the musical scale.

Long Tubes.

The simplest case that can be considered consists of an opening in the

form of a cylindrical tube, so long in proportion to its diameter that the

corrections for the ends may be neglected. If the length be L and area of

section cr, the electrical resistance is L/a; and

C = T (21)
L'

For a circular cylinder of radius JR

' =^
Thomson and Tait's Natural Philosophy, § 317.

.(22)

4—2
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Simple Apertures.

The next in order of simplicity is probably the case treated by Helmholtz,

where the opening consists of a simple hole in the side of the reservoir,

considered as indefinitely thin and approximately plane in the neighbour-

hood of the opening. The motion of the fluid in the plane of the opening is

by the symmetry normal, and therefore the velocity-potential is constant

over the opening itself. Over the remainder of the plane in which the

opening lies the normal velocity is of course zero, so that ^ may be regarded

as the potential of matter distributed over the opening onl}^. If the there

constant value of the potential be called (^j, the electrical resistance for

one side only is

d^
•^^^//Z^"'

the integration going over the area of the opening.

Now

//
-— da = 2Tr X the whole quantit}' of matter

;

so that if we call M the quantity necessary to produce the unit potential,

the resistance for one side = l/27rM.

Accordingly

c = 7rM (23)

In electrical language M is the capacity of a conducting lamina of the

shape of the hole when situated in an open space.

For a circular hole M= 2R/-?t, and therefore

c = 2R (24)

When the hole is an ellipse of eccentricity e and semimajor axis R,

-n-R ,_.,

' = F(i)' C^^)

where F is the symbol of the complete elliptic function of the first order.

Results equivalent to (23), (24), and (2-5) are given by Helmholtz.

When the eccentricity is but small, the value of c depends sensibly

on the area (cr) of the orifice only. As far as the square of e,

i^(e) = |(l+K),

£r = 7ri?2Vl-e^ = 7rie^(l-ie^), R=^~̂(1 + iO;
IT
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that

/o" 7r „ la
c=^v/-^2=2V;;' (26)

the fourth power of e being neglected—a formula which may be applied

without sensible error to any orifice of an approximately circular form.

In fact for a given area the circle is the figure which gives a minimum
value to c, and in the neighbourhood of the minimum the variation is slow.

Next, consider the case of two circular orifices. If sufficiently far apart

they act independently of each other, and the value of c for the pair is

the simple sum of the separate values, as may be seen either from the law of

multiple arcs by considering c as the electric conductivity between the

outside and inside of the reservoir, or from the interpretation of M in (23).

The first method applies to any kind of openings with or without necks.

As the two circles (which for precision of statement we may suppose equal)

approach one another, the value of c diminishes steadily until they touch.

The change in the character of the motion may be best followed by con-

sidering the plane of symmetry which bisects at right angles the line joining

the two centres, and which may be regarded as a rigid plane precluding

normal motion. Fixing our attention on half the motion onlj^ we recognize

the plane as an obstacle continually advancing, and at each step more

and more obstructing the passage of fluid through the circular opening.

After the circles come into contact this process cannot be carried further

;

but we may infer that, as they amalgamate and shape themselves into a

single circle (the total area remaining all the while constant), the value of c

still continues to diminish till it approaches its minimum value, which is less

than at the commencement in the ratio of ^2 : 2 or 1 : a/2. There are

very few forms of opening indeed for which the exact calculation of M or c

can be effected. We must for the present be content with the formula (26)

as applying to nearly circular openings, and with the knowledge that the

more elongated or broken up the opening, the greater is c compared to a.

In the case of similar orifices or systems of orifices c varies as the linear

dimension.

Cylindrical Necks.

Most resonators used in practice have necks of greater or less length, and

even where there is nothing that would be called a neck, the thickness

of the side of the reservoir could not always be neglected. For simplicity

we shall take the case of circular cylinders whose inner ends lie on an

approximately plane part of the side of the vessel, and whose outer ends

are also supposed to lie in an infinite plane, or at least a plane whose

dimensions are considerable compared to the diameter of the cylinder. Even

under this form the problem does not seem capable of exact solution; but
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we shall be able to fix two slightly differing quantities between which the

pj 4

"
true value of c must lie, and which

determine it with an accuracy more than

sufficient for acoustical purposes. The

object is to find the vis viva in terms of

the rate of flow. Now, according to the

principle stated at the beginning of Part

II., we shall obtain too small a vis viva

if at the ends A and B of the tube we

imagine infinitely thin laminae of fluid

of infinitely small density. We may be

led still more distinctly perhaps to the

same result by supposing, in the electrical analogue, thin disks of perfectly

conducting matter at the ends of the tube, whereby the effective resistance

must plainly be lessened. The action of the disks is to produce uniform

potential over the ends, and the solution of the modified problem is obvious.

Outside the tube the question is the same as for a simple cii-cular hole in

an infinite plane, and inside the tube the same as if the tube were indefinitely

long.

Accordingly

resistance = ^. +
gl?

= ^^ (^ + | ^) (^7)

The correction to the length is therefore ^-ttR, that is, ^-ttR for each end,

ttR^

Helmholtz, in considering the case of an organ-pipe, arrives at a similar

conclusion,—that the correction to the length (a) is approximately \-n-R.

His method is very different from the above, and much less simple. He
begins by investigating certain forms of mouths for which the exact solution

is possible, and then, by assigning suitable values to arbitrary constants,

identifies one of them with a true cylinder, the agreement being shown to be

everywhere very close. Since the curve substituted for the generating

line of the cylinder lies entirely outside it, Helmholtz infers that the

correction to the length thus obtained is too small.

If, at the ends of the tube, instead of layers of matter of no density, we
imagine rigid pistons of no sensible thickness, we shall obtain a motion

whose vis viva is necessarily greater than that of the real motion ; for the

motion with the pistons might take place without them consistently with

continuity. Inside the tube the character of the motion is the same as

before, but for the outside we require the solution of a fresh problem ;

—

To determine the motion of an infinite fluid bounded by an infinite plane.
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the normal velocity over a circular area of the plane being a given constant,

and over the rest of the plane zero. The potential may still be regarded as

due to. matter confined to the circle, but is no longer constant over its area
;

but the density of matter at any point, being proportional to dcf)/dn or to the

normal velocity, is constant.

The vis viva of the motion = ^U<p-~^da- = ^-^lJ (f)da; the integration

going over the area of the circle.

The rate of total flow through the plane = jj -^da = irBr -^ ; so that

2 vis viva ^ JJ<l>da _
(rate of flow)^ -rr^R* d^jdn ^ -*

We proceed to investigate the value of <^da, which is the potential on

itself of a circular disk of unit density.

Potential on itself of a uniform circular disk.

r denoting the distance between any two points on the disk, the quantity

to be evaluated is expressed by Fig. 5.

The first step is to find the potential at any point

P, or W — . Taking this point as an origin of

polar coordinates, we have

potential =//^' =
jf'-^

= jrde=j(PQ + PQ) dO.

Now from the figure

where c is the distance of the point P from the centre of the circle whose

radius is R. Thus potential at P

= m^^^l - ^^sm^ edd = 4RJ' ^1 - ^.sin^Odd (30)

Hence potential of disk on itself

= 4^7rR^ i dxl Vl - a; sin^ 6 dd,

Jo Jo

if for the sake of brevity we put c^/R^ = x.
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In performing first the integration with respect to we come upon

elliptic ftiDctions, but they may be avoided by changing the order of

integration.

/.

^ dx'Jl-xsm'e = j-;^„ ,(!-*• sin^^)4
( 3 sin-

p

Jo

-J^--n-cos'>0) = ^-,—^—j,+-|cos0;
3 sm^ ^ ^ ^ M + cos •*

so that potential on itself

= ^7rR'f^de\^ 5 + cos ^1 = f Trii^ {1 + 1 1 = J^ttEI .
. (31)

^ Jo |l+cos6l j
•*

This, therefore, is the value of li(f>da- when the density is supposed equal

to unity. The corresponding value of d(f)ldn = lir, and so from (29)

2 vis viva _ 8 „„>

(rate of flow )^ 2>TrR

This is for the space outside one end. For the whole tube and both ends

2 vis viva _ L 16 ,„„s

(rate of flow)^
"Vm ^ Zw'R ^ '

Whatever, then, may be the ratio of L : R. the electrical resistance

to the passage in question, or 1/c, is limited by

L 16 1 i A Cii^

In practical application it is sometimes convenient to use the quantity a

or correction to the length. In terms of a (34) becomes

3^^>«^2-^'

or in decimals

a>(l-57li? = 2x -rSSiJ))^
(34')

a < (l-697ii = 2 X -849^) )

The corrections for both ends is the thing here denoted by a. Of course

for one end it is only necessary to take the half*.

* Though not immediately connected with our present subject, it may be worth notice that if

at the centre of the tube, or anywhere else, the velocity be constrained (by a piston) to be constant

across the section, as it would approximately be if the tube were very long without a piston,

the limiting inequalities (34) still hold good. For large values of L the two cases do not sensibly

differ, but for small values of L compared to R the true solution of the original problem tends

to coincide with the lower limit, and of the modified (central piston) problem with the higher.
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I do not suppose that any experinaeuts hitherto made with organ-pipes

could discritainate with certainty between the two values of a in (34'). If we

adopt the mean provisionally, we may be sure that we are not wrong by

so much as •032ii for each end.

Our upper limit to the value of a expressed in (34') was found by con-

sidering the hypothetical case of a uniform velocity over the section of the

mouth, and we fully determined the non-rotatioDal motion both for the

inside and for the outside of the tube. Of course the velocity is not really

uniform at the mouth ; it is, indeed, infinite at the edge. If we could solve

the problem for the inside and outside when the velocity (normal) at the

mouth is of the form a + hr'-, we should with a suitable value of 6 : a get a

much better approximation to the true vis viva. The problem for the

outside may be solved, but for the inside it seems far from easy. It is

possible, however, that we may be able to find some motion for the inside

satisfying the boundary conditions and the equation of continuity, which,

though of a rotational character, shall yet make the whole vis viva for the

inside and outside together less than that previously obtained. At the same

time this vis viva is by Thomson's law necessarily greater than the one

we seek.

Motion in a finite cylindrical tube, the aadal velocity at the plane ends

(x = and x=r) being

U = tl'0+X('^)' (^^)

where

rrx(r)dr = 0, (36)
Jo

r being the transverse coordiriate, and the radius of the cylinder being

put equal to 1.

If u, V be the component velocities, the continuity equation is

fl4-i^) = 0, (37)
dx r ar

whence
ru = d-\}r/dr, rv = —d^ldx, (37')

where ^ is arbitrary so far as (37) is concerned.

Take

•.|r = ^M„r2 -1- (^ («) I rx {r) dr,
J

so that

u = u,+ <t>(x)x{r), « = -</)'(«)-fJrx(r)dr (38)

It is clear from (38) that if

</,(0) = </.(0=l, (39)

Ma;-o=Mo+%(»') = Ma:=J, ''r-i = for all values of X.
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Thus (38) satisfies the boundary conditions including (35), and <j) is

still arbitrar}"^, except in so far as it is limited by (39).

In order to obtain an expression for the vis viva, we must integrate

u'^ + v'^ over the volume of the cylinder.

Twice vis viva = w„VZ+ 2t(<, I
(f>

(x) dx l x (^) 2i«-rfr
Jo Jo

+
I

{4> (^)l' dx-j ix (*)}' 27rr-f?r +
j

\<p' (x)}" dx . \ ^-rrr-' dr U rx (r) dr

(40)

The second term vanishes in virtue of (36), and we may write

Twice vis viva= u„^-7rl+
\
{Ay- + By"')dx, (40')

Jo

where A and B are known quantities depending on x>
^"^^ V — ^W "^

so far an arbitrary function, which we shall determine so as to make the

vis viva a minimum.

By the method of variations

y = Ce-^*"^-B' + (7'e+^''<^/-B) ; (41)

and in order to satisfy (39),

1 = 0+0', 1 = Ce-"'^'^> + 0'e+'*'(^/^ ; (42)

(41) and (42) completely determine y as a function of x, and when this value

of y is used in (40) the vis viva is less than with any other form of y. On

substitution in (40'),

Twice vis viva = u^-irl + 2 'J{AB) -^uuib) (*^)

The vis viva expressed in (43) is less than any other which can be derived

from the equation (38) ; but it is not the least possible, as may be seen

by substituting the value of -KJr in the stream-line equation

(^f'_l d± dh}r _
dx' r dr dr' '

which will be found to be not satisfied.

The next step is to introduce special forms of x- Thus let u^^n = 1 + /xr^-

Then u„ = l + ii^, % = A'(-i + rO.

Accordingly

^ = T2' -^ = ^-lf' ^<^^> = S'' n/(^/5) = 4;
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and (43) becomes

2 vis mm = 7rZ(l+i/.)= + ^' j^^ (44)

We have in (44) the vis viva of a motion within a circular cylinder which

satisfies the continuity equation, and which makes over the plane ends

u = l + yxr*. If /A = we fall back on the simple case considered before
;

and this is the value of /a for which the Fig 6.

vis viva in (44) is a minimum compared to

the rate of flow (1 + -^yu.). But for the part

outside the cylinder the vis viva is, as we

may anticipate, least when fi has some finite

value ; so that when we consider the motion

as a whole it will be a finite value of fx that

gives the .least vis viva.

The vis viva of the motion outside the ®^

ends is to be found by the same method as before, the first step being

to determine the potential at any point of a circular disk whose density

potential at P = H^^^ tiOP'\

OP'^ = c= + p^+2c/3 cos 0;

potential at P= fx, j
d6 {c'p + ^p^ + cp^ cos 6}

;

or if previously to integration with respect to 6 we add together the elements

from Q to Q',

-f^j^de {PQ + PQ') ^c^+
PQ'+PQ''-P(i-PQ'

+ ccose (pq - pq')| .

Now

where

so that

PQ + PQ' = 2'JR'-c'-siii'0, PQ - PQ' = - 2c cos 0, PQ.PQ' = R--c\

Thus potential at P = i(i.R' j "^(1 - ^ sin^' 0).(l + 2c' sin^ 0) d0, c being

written for c/B. To this must be added the potential for a uniform disk

found previously, and the result must be multiplied by the compound density

and integrated again over the area, the order of integration being changed as

before so as to take first the integration with respect to c. In this way

elliptic functions are avoided ; but the process is too long to be given here,
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particularly as it presents no difficulty. The result is that the potential on

itself of a disk whose density = 1 + /j.r^/B? is expressed by

'^-^a+Hf^+^H-r (45)

Thus if for brevity we put R = l, we inaj' express the vis viva of the whole

motion (both extremities included) by

2 vis viva = ,rZ(i+i^)-^+^ j-p^+j^a+H/^+A^^),

which corresponds to the rate of flow 7r«o = 7''(l + 2 A')-

Thus

2 VIS viva t 1 5 TT ,^n\

(rate of flow)^ ir Zir (1 + i/")'

where A =
1+e-

The second fraction on the right of (46) is next to be made a minimum

by variation of
fj..

Putting it equal to z and multiplying up, we get the

following quadratic in ^ :

—

, jA 5-16 z) „ fl6-7 z\ 16

^i8 + 2r;.-4|+2/^li5.-2r^-^=«-

* [Mr Clerk Maxwell has pointed out a process by wMch this result may be obtained much
more simply. Begin by finding the potential at the edge of the disk whose density is X + jxr^.

Taking polar coordinates (p, 6), the pole being at the edge, we have

r'=p^ + a''-2apcos 6

and

-//{l + Ai(/)2 + a=-2a/)COsfl)} dedp.

the limits of p being and 2a cos d, and those of S being - J ir and + \-w. We get at once

Now let us cut off a strip of breadth da from the edge of the disk, whose mass is accordingly

27ra (1 + tia^ da.

The work done in carrying this strip off to infinity is

2Trada (1 + im'^) (4a + V-A«^)-

If we gradually pare the disk down to nothing and carry all the parings to infinity, we find for

the total work by integrating with respect to a from to ii,

?^'{i + }!/'+ Am^),

II being written for ^JJ^. This is, as it should be, the half of the expression in the text.]
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The smallest value of z consistent with a real value of /t is therefore given by

/'1^_£V ^16 \ /A 5-16 z\ ^

OA ,
8192

2A H ^-

—

z = lo^oTT ^ 2A + 1-6556 _ 36556 - •3444e-«'

Att
, , 2

~ -3927A + -3429 ~ 7356- -0498 e"''
'

8 +^
Thus

2 vis viva _ l_ J^ 3-6556 -•3444e-»'

(rate of flow)'^
" tt'^ Sir '7356 - •0498e-«^ ^ -^

This gives an upper limit to 1/c. In terms of a (including both ends)

_„..„ 10-615 -e-*-s
«<2-30oE

^^.y^^_^_^,^ (4^)

From (47') we see that the limit for a is smallest when I = 0, and gradually
increases with I.

When Z = 00 , it becomes

l-6565jR = 2x-8282i?.

Thus the correction for one end of an infinite tube is limited by

•8282i2>a > -785^ (48)

When I is not infinitely great the upper limit may be calculated from (47'),

the lower limit remaining as before ; but it is only for quite small values

of I that the exponential terms in (47') are sensible. It is to be remarked
that the 7-eal value of a is least when 1 = 0, and graduall)' increases to

its limit when 1 = co . For consider the actual motion for any finite value

of I. The vis viva of the motion going on in any middle piece of the tube is

greater than corresponds merely to the length. If the piece therefore

be removed and the ends brought together, the same motion may be supposed

to continue without violation of continuity, and the vis viva will be more

diminished than corresponds to the length of the piece cut out. A fortiori

will this be true of the real motion which would exist in the shortened tube.

Thus a steadily, decreases as the tube is shortened until when l = i) it

coincides with the lower limit \'rrR.

In practice the outer end of a rather long tube-like neck cannot be said

generally to end in an infinite plane, as is supposed in the above calculation.

On the contrary, there could ordinarily be a certain flow back round the

edge of the tube, the effect of which must be sensibly to diminish a. It would

be interesting to know the exact value of a for an infinite tube projecting

into unlimited space free from obstructing bodies, the thickness of the

cylindrical tube being regarded as vanishingly small. Helmholtz has solved
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what may be called the corresponding problem in two dimensions ; but the

difficulty in the two cases seems to be of quite a different kind. Fortunately

our ignorance on this point is not of much consequence for acoustical

purposes, because when the necks are short the hypothesis of the infinite

plane agrees near!}' with the fact, and when the necks are long the correction

to the length is itself of subordinate importance.

Nearly Cylindrical Tubes of Revolution.

The non-rotational flow of a liquid in a tube of revolution or of electricity

in a similar solid conductor can only in a few cases be exactly determined.

It may therefore be of service to obtain formulae fixing certain limits between

which the vis viva or resistance must lie. First, considering the case of

electricity (for greater simplicity of expression), let us conceive an indefinite

number of infinitely thin but at the same time perfectly conducting planes

to be introduced perpendicular to the axis. Along these the potential is

necessarily constant, and it is clear that their presence must lower the

resistance of the conductor in question. Now at the point x (axial coordinate)

let the radius of tbe conductor be y, so that its section is Try-. The resistance

between two of the above-mentioned planes which are clo-se to one another

and to the point x will be in the limit dx^iry-, if dx be the distance

between the planes, the resistance of the unit 'cube being unity. Thus

= f^ (49)*
i Try'

resistance
-jry-

Upper Limit.

Secondly, we know that in the case of a liquid the true vis viva is less

than that of any other motion which satisfies the boundary conditions and
the equation of continuity. Now u, v being the axial and transverse

velocities, it will always be possible so to determine v as to satisfy the

conditions if we assume w= constant over the section, and therefore

- =^ (^«)

[It ia easy to show formally that no error can arise from neglecting the effect of the curved
rim. Imagine the planes at x and x + dx extended, and the curves in which they cut the surface

of the conductor projected by lines parallel to the axis. In this way a cylinder is formed which
contains the whole surface between x and x + dx, and another cylinder which is entirely contained
by the surface. The small cylinder may be obtained by supposing part of the matter not to

conduct, and therefore gives too great a resistance. On the other hand, the real solid may be
obtained from the large cylinder by the same process. The resistance of the slice lies accordingly

between those of the two cylinders which are themselves equal in the limit. Hence, on the
whole, the parts neglected vanish compared to those retained.]
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This may be seen by imagining rigid pistons introduced perpendicular to

the axis. To determine v it is convenient to use the function yjr, which

is related to u and v according to the equations (37),

ru = d-^jdr, rv = — d'^/dx.

These forms for u and v secure the fulfilment of the continuity equation.

Since

u

•v/r = T/r„ (a;) +

and therefore

r 'iiT
' dx \y'

27rf '

TT dx \y-J

But since v cannot be infinite on the axis, but must, on the contrary, be

zero, -^'o^x) = 0, and we have

w„ u„ d

From the manner in which these were obtained, they must satisfy the

condition of giving no normal motion at the surface of the tube. That this

is actually the case may be easily verified d posteriori, but it is scarcely

necessary for our purpose to do so. To find the vis viva,

I u^ 2irrdr = —^„

,

1 1 m^ 2-rrrdrdx =— / — dx,
Jo -^y J J -n- J y"-

Thus

:/M-*visviva='^lf\l^-\{^)\d..
(dyV

The total flow across any section is iry'u = «„

Therefore

2 vis viva

\\\k<iS\^ <-)
(rate of flow)^ ir ] y""

This is the quantity which gives an upper limit to the resistance. The

first term, which corresponds to the component u of the velocity, is the

same as that previously obtained for the lower limit, as might have been

foreseen. The difference between the two, which gives the utmost eiTor

involved in taking either of them as the true value, is

27r J 2/' \dxl
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In a nearly cylindrical tube dyjdx is a small quantity, and so the result

found by this method is closely approximate. It is not necessary that the

section of the tube should be nearly constant, but only that it should vary

slowly. The success of the approximation in this and similar cases depends

in great measure on the fact that the quantit}' to be estimated is a minimum.

Any reasonable approximation to the real motion will give a vis viva very

near the minimum, according to the principles of the differential calculus.

Application to straight tube of revolution whose end lies on two infinite

planes.

For the lower limit to the resistance we have

a
dx I 1

Hi, Hi being the radii at the ends ; and for the higher limit

TT .1
y' i+"(iyh+3i(E;+i

The first expression i.s obtained by supposing infinitely thin but perfectly

conducting planes perpendicular to the axis to be introduced from the ends

of the tube inwards, while in the second the conducting planes in the

electrical interpretation are replaced by pistons in the hj^drodynamical

analogue. For example, let the tube be part of a cone of semivertical

angle 6.

The lower limit is

TT tan e \R-,
~ Rj "^

Hi^i
"^ rJ '

and the higher

1 + tan^ e /I 1 \ 8/1 1

T tan d VA ~ R2)
"*"

377-^ [r,
"*" Rj "

Tubes nearly straight and cylindrical but not necessarily of revolution.

Taking the axis of x in the direction of the length, we readily obtain by
the same process as before a lower limit to the resistance

/
'''

(53)a

where a denotes the section of the tube by a plane perpendicular to the

axis at the point x, an expression which has long been known and is some-

times given as rigorous. The conductor (for I am now referring to the
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electrical interpretation) is conceived to be divided into elementary slices by

planes perpendicular to the axis, and the resistance of any slice is calculated

as if its faces were at constant potentials, which is of course not the case.

In fact it is meaningless to talk of the resistance of a limited solid at all,

unless with the understanding that certain parts of its surface are at constant

potentials, while other parts are bounded by non-conductors. Thus, when
the resistance of a cube is spoken of, it is tacitly assumed that two of the

opposite faces are at constant potentials, and that the other four faces permit

no escape of electricity across them. In some cases of unlimited conductors,

for instance one we have already contemplated—an infinite solid almost

divided into two separate parts by an infinite insulating plane with a hole

in it—it is allowable to speak of the resistance without specifying what

particular surfaces are regarded as equipotential ; for at a sufficient distance

from the opening on either side the potential is constant, and any surface

no part of which approaches the opening is approximately equipotential.

After this explanation of the exact significance of (53), we may advantageously

modify it into a form convenient for practical use.

The section of the tube at n different points of its length I is obtained by

obsei-ving the length X of a mercury thread which is caused to traverse the

tube. Replacing the integration by a summation denoted by the symbol 2,

we arrive at the formula

resistance = --„2X . SX~S (54)

which was used by Dr Matthiessen in his investigation of the mercury unit of

electrical resistance, and was the subject of some controversy*. It is

perfectly correct in the sense that when the number of observations is

increased ^\^ithout limit it coincides with (53), itself, however, only an

* See Sabine's Electric Telegraph, p. 329. To prove (54), we have

resistance= ^Z.-..

and (j-X= constant= K (say), so that 2a-~'= «:~'2X.

II I I _
But F- volume= -2ir= -ic2\-i, so that- = —^2X \

u 11 K ny

and 2^-i=A2X.2X-'.

The correction for the ends of the tube employed by Siemens is erroneous, being calculated on

the supposition that the divergence of the current takes place from the curved surface of a

hemisphere of radius equal to that of the tube. This is tantamount to assuming a constant

potential over the soUd hemisphere conceived as of infinite conductivity, and gives of course

a resnlt too smaU-iJ for both ends together. The proper correction, which probably is not

of much importance, would depend somewhat upon the mode of connexion of the tube with

the terminal cups, but cannot differ much from i^irR (for both ends), as we have seen. (I have

since found that Siemens was aware of the small error in this correction.)

5
R. I.
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approximation to the magnitude sought. The extension of our second method

(for the higher limit) to tube not of revolution would require the general

solution of the potential problem in two dimensions. It may be inferred

that the difference between the two limits is of the order of the square of the

inclination of the tangent plane to the axis, and is therefore %'ery small when

the section of the tube alters but slowly.

Tubes not nearly straight.

In applying (53) to such cases, we are at liberty to take any straight line

we please as axis ; but if the tube is much bent, even though its cross section

remain nearly constant, the approximation will cease to be good. This is

evident, because the planes of constant potential must soon become ver}^

oblique, and the section tr used in the formula much greater than the really

effective section of the tube. To meet this difficulty a modification in the

formula is necessary. Instead of taking the artificial planes of equal potential

all perpendicular to a straight line, we will now take them normal to a curve

which may have double curvature, and which should run, as it were, along the

middle of the tube. Consecutive planes intersect in a straight line passing

through the centre of curvature of the " axis " and perpendicular to its

plane.

The resistance between two neighbouring equipotential planes is in the

limit

he *//t.

where hd is the angle between the planes, and r is the distance of an}'

element da of the section from the line of intersection of the planes. Now
B0 = ds ^ p, if ds be the intercept on the axis between the normal planes,

and p the radius of curvature at the point in question. The lower limit to

the resistance is thus expressed by

h
ds

(55)
JJr ^pda

In the particular case of a tube of revolution (such as an anchor-ring)

1 1 r~^p da is a constant, and the limit which now coincides with the true

resistance varies as the length of the axis, and is evidently independent

of its position. In general the value of the integral will depend on the

axis used, but it is in every case less than the true value of the resistance.

In choosing the axis, the object is to make the artificial planes of constant

potential agree as nearly as possible with the true equipotential surfaces.
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A still further generalization is possible by taking for the artificial

equipotential surfaces those represented by the equation i^= const.

For all systems of surfaces, with one exception, the resistance found on

this assumption will be too small. The exception is of course when the

surfaces F = const, coincide with the undisturbed equipotential surfaces.

The element of resistance between the surfaces F and F -^ clF is

1

//

1 ;

an

where dn is the distance between the surfaces at the element da, and the

integration goes over the surface F as far as the edge of the tube. Now

dn=dF

and limit to resistance

//dFy /dFV fdFV

dF
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his own theory with the experiments of Sondhauss and Wertheim for the

case of resonators whose communication ^nth the external atmosphere is by

simple holes in their sides. The theoretical result is embodied in (5)

and (23), or for circular holes (24), and runs,

»=. ^/ ^ = -A/ ^,, (57)

or when the area of the opening is approximately circular and of magnitude a,

„=_J1^:^ (.58)

2i,r^5i "
^ ^

On calculation Helmholtz finds* ?i = 56174 o-i»S-*, the unit of length

being metrical.

The empirical formula found by Sondhauss is n = 524>00 a^ S~^ , which

agrees completely with theory' as regards its form, but not so well in the

value it assigns to the constant multiplier. The difference corresponds

to more than a semitone, and is in the direction that the observed notes are

all too low. I can only think of two explanations for the discordance,

neither of which seems completely satisfactory. In the first place, Sondhauss

determined his resonant notes by the pitch of the sound produced when he

blew obliquely across the opening through a piece of pipe with a flattened

end. It is possible that the proximity of the pipe to the opening was such

as to cause an obstruction in the air-passage which might sensibly lower the

pitch. Secondly, no account is taken of the thickness of the side of the

vessel, the effect of which must be to make the calculated value of n too

great. On the other hand, two sources of error must be mentioned which

would act in the opposite direction. The air in the vicinity of the opening

must have been sensibly warmer than the external atmosphere, and we saw

in Part I. how sensitive resonators of this sort must be to small changes

in the physical properties of the gas which occupy the air-passages. Indeed

Savart long ago remarked on the instabilit}' of the pitch of short pipes,

comparing them with ordinar}' organ -pipes. The second source of disturbance

is of a more recondite character, but not, I think, less real. It is proved in

works on hydrodynamics that in the steady motion of fluids, whether com-

pressible or not, an increased velocity is always accompanied b}' a diminished

pressure. In the case of a gas the diminished pressure entails a diminished

density. There seems therefore ever)' reason to expect a diminution of

density in the stream of air which pla3's over the orifice of the resonator,

which must cause a rise in the resonant note. But independently of these

difficulties, the theory of pipes or other resonators made to speak by a

* The velocity of sound is taken at the freezing-point; otherwise the discordance would be

greater.
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stream of air directed against a sharp edge is not sufficiently understood

to make this method of investigation satisfactory. For this reason I have

entirely abandoned the method of causing the resonators to speak in my
experiments, and have relied on other indications to fix the pitch. The only

other experiments that I have met with on the subject of the present paper

are also by Sondhauss, who has been very successful in unravelling the

complications of these phenomena without nmch help from theory*. For

flasks with long necks he found the formula

n = 46705 ~
as applicable when the necks are cylindrical and not too short, coiTespouding

to the theoretical

a o-i

.(59)
27r L^Si'

obtained by combining (5) and (21), or, in numbers with metrical units,

1

n= 54470-^,.

The discrepancy is no doubt to be attributed (at least in great measure)

to the omission of the con-ection to the length of the neck.

In the experiments about to be described the pitch of the resonator was

determined in various ways. Some of the larger ones had short tubes

fitted to them which could be inserted in the ear. By trial on the piano or

organ the note of maximum resonance could be fixed without difficulty,

probably to a quarter of a semitone. In most of the experiments a grand

piano was used, whose middle c was in almost exact unison with a fork

of 256 vibrations per second. Whenever practicable the hannonic imder-

tones were also used as a check on any slight difference which might be

possible in the quality of consecutive notes. Indeed the determination was

generally easier by means of the first undertone (the octave), or even the

second (the twelfth), than when the actual note of the resonator was used.

The explanation is, I believe, not so much that the overtones belonging to

any note on the piano surpass in strength the fundamental tone, although

that is quite possible f, as that the ear (or rather the attention) is more

sensitive to an increase in the strength of an overtone than of the funda-

mental. However this may be, there is no doubt that a little practice

greatly exalts the power of observation, many persons on the first trial being

apparently incapable of noticing the loudest resonance. Another plan very

convenient, though not to be used in measurements without caution, is

* Pogg. Ann. t. Ixxxi.

+ In this respect pianos, even by the same maker, differ greatly.
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to connect one end of a piece of india-rubber tubing * with the ear, while

the other end is passed into the interior of the vessel. In this way the

resonance of any wide-mouthed bottle, jar, lamp-globe, &c. may be approxi-

mately determined in a few seconds ; but it must not be forgotten that the

tube in passing through the air-passage acts as an obstruction, and so lowers

the pitch. In many cases, however, the effect is insignificant, and can be

roughl}' allowed for without difficulty. For large resonators this method

is satisfactory, but in other cases is no longer available. I have, however,

found it possible to determine with considerable precision the pitch of small

flasks with long necks by simply holding them rather close to the wires

of the piano while the chromatic scale is sounded. The resonant note

announces itself by a quivering of the body of the flask, easily perceptible by

the fingers. Since it is not so easy by this method to divide the interval

between consecutive notes, I rejected those flasks whose pitch neither exactly

agreed with any note on the piano nor exactly halved the interval. In some

cases it is advantageous to sing into the mouth, taking care not to obstruct

the passage ; the resonant note is recognized partly by the tremor of the

flask, and partly by a peculiar sensation in the throat or ear, hard to

localize or describe.

The precision obtainable in any of these ways may seem inferior to that

reached by several experimenters who have used the method of causing the

resonators or pipes to speak by a stream of air. That the apparent pre-

cision in the last case is greater I of course fully admit; for any one by

means of a monochord could estimate the pitch of a continuous sound within

a smaller limit of error than a quarter of a semitone. But the question arises,

wliat is it that is estimated ? Is it the natural note of the resonator ? I have

already given my reasons for doubting the affirmative answer; and if the

doubt is well grounded, the greater precision is only apparent and of no use

theoretically. I may add, too, that many of the flasks that I used could not

easily have been made to speak by blowing. If they sounded at all it was

more likely to be the first overtone, which is the note rather of the neck than

the flask : see equation (20). In carrying out the measurements of the

quantities involved in the formula, the volume of the flask or reservoir was

estimated by filling it with water halfway up the neck, which was then

measured, or in some cases weighed. The measurements of the neck were

made in two ways according to the length. Unless very short their capacity

was measured by water, and the expression for the resistance (54) in a simpli-

fied form was used. The formula for n then runs,

_ a / vol. of neck ,„„,

^ ~ 2^V vol. of aask X (l-f ^itRIL)
^ '

* The black French tubing, about J inch in external diameter, is the pleasantest to use.
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When, on the other hand, the necks were short, or simply holes of sensible

thickness, the following formula was used,

n = {a(r, + r;){TrLS[l+-ir(r^ + r^)j'iL]}-i, (61)

i\, i\ being the radii, or halves of the diameters, as measured at each end.

It is scarcely necessary to say that the estimation of pitch was made in

ignorance of the theoretical result ; otherwise it is almost impossible to

avoid a certain bias in dividing the interval between the consecutive notes.

Table I.

No. of

observation.

1

2

3
4

5

C

7

8

10
12

s.
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than I expected, having regard to the difificulties in the measurements of

pitch and of the dimensions of the flasks. The average error in Table I. is

about a quarter of a semitone, and the maximum eiTor less than half a semi-

tone. It should be remembered that there is no arbitrary constant to be

fixed as best suits the observations, but that the calculated value of n is

entirely determined by the dimensions of the resonator and the velocity

of sound. If a lower value of the latter than 1123 were admissible, the

agreement would be considerably improved.

Table II.

No. of
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whether we consider the maximum or the mean eri'or. The cause of some
of tlie large errors may, I think, be traced. 1 3 and 16 had necks of just the

length for which the correction ^irR may not be quite applicable. A decided

flow back round the edge of the outer end must take place with the effect of

diminishing the value of a. In order to test this explanation, a piece of

millboard was placed over the outer end of the tube in 16 to represent the

infinite plane. A new estimation of n, as honest as possible, gave ?? = 137,

which would considerably diminish the error. I fancied that I could detect

a decided difference in the resonance according as the millboard was in

position or not; but when the theoretical result is known, the difficulty

is great of making an independent observation. In 15 and 22, where the

apertures of the globe were used clear, the error is, I believe, due to an

insufficient fulfilment of the condition laid down at the commencement of

this paper. Thus in 15 the wave-length = 1123 ^ 227 = 4-9 feet ; or ^X = 1-2

feet, which is not large enough compared to the diameter of the globe

(6 inches). The addition of a neck lowers the note, and then the theory

becomes more certainly applicable.

It may perhaps be thought that the observations on resonance in Tables I.

and II. do not extend over a sufficient range of pitch to give a satisfactory

verification of a general formula. It is true that they are for the most part

confined within the limits of an octave, but it must be remembered that if

the theory is true for any resonant air-space, it may be extended to include

all similar air-spaces in virtue of Savart's law .alone—a law which has its

foundations so deep that it hardly requires experimental confirmation. If

this be admitted, the range of comparison will be seen to be really very

wide, including all proportions of L and R. When the pitch is much higher

or much lower than in the Tables, the experimental difficulties are increased.

For much lower tones the ear is not sufficiently sensitive, while in the case

of the higher tones some of the indications relied on to fix the pitch are no

longer available.

Some experiments were next made with the moderator globe and two

openings. The theoretical formulce are

a /ci + 0-2

c =
vR'

L + ^ttR

Table III.

No. of

experiment.
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la 23 both holes of the globe were clear, aud in 24, 25 they were covered

with wooden faces carrying holes of various diameters. The error in 23, 24

is to be ascribed to the same cause as in 15 and 22 above.

The last experiment that I shall describe was made in order to test the

theory of double resonance, but is not quite satisfactory, for the same reason

as 15, 22, 23, 24. Two moderator globes were cemented together so as

to form two chambers communicating with each other and with the external

air. The natural openings were used clear, and the resonance (which was not

very good) was estimated by means of a tube connecting the ear with one of

them. The observations gave for the values of n,

High note = 384, Low note = 213.

The result of calculation from the dimensions of the globes and openings

by means of the formula of Parts I. and II. was

High note = 360, Low note =212.

The error in the high note is about a semitone.

[The two moderator globes were fitted up again as a double resonator,

only with bored wooden disks over the holes, so as to lower the note and
render the theory more strictly applicable. The pitch was much better

defined than before, and gave

Low note = 152-5, High note = 240.

Ci = c3=1008; C2 = -7152. a=1133(70°F.).
Thus

1133 X 12 /1 6-39 X 1-008
''^=

6-28 V 3200— = 1^^*^'

/16-39 X

V 32C

1133 X 12 /16-39 X 2-438
= 241-9.

6-28 'V 3200

The agreement is now very good.

One of the outer holes was stopped with a plate of glass. The resonance

of the high note was feeble though well defined ; that of the low was rather

loud but badly defined.

The high note was put at 225, low note at 90.

^f=3150, S' = 32.50,

c, = -7152, c, = 1-008, c, + c, = 1-7232.

Calculating from these data, we get

71, = 225-2, n^=90-5.

The agreement is here much better than was expected, aud must be in

part fortuitous.
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I will now detail two experiments made to verify the formula marked
(20a). A moderator [lamp] chimney was plugged at the lower end with

gutta-percha, through which passed a small tube for application to the ear.

The bulb was here represented by the enlargement where the chimney fits

on to the lamp. On measurement,

/S/o- = 4-16 inches, L = 5-367 inches, a = {-ttR = -471.

Thus

tan k X 9'611 =
^x 4-161'

from this the value of k was calculated by the trigonometrical tables.

Finally,

n = 251-4.

As the result of observation n had been estimated at 252.

In another case,

i = 5-767, a = -537, or S/cr = 3-7S7, ?i by observation = 351.

The result of calculation is n = 350-3. These are the only two instances

in which I have tried the formula (20a.). It is somewhat troublesome in

use, but appears to represent the facts very closely ; though I do not pretend

that the above would be average samples of a large series. There is no

necessity for the irregularity at the lower end taking the form of an enlarge-

ment. For example, the formula might be applied to a truly cylindrical

pipe with a ball of solid material resting at the bottom.]

I had intended to have made these experiments more complete, particularly

on multiple resonance, but have not hitherto had time. However, the

results obtained seem quite sufficient to establish a substantial agreement

between theory and fact. It should be understood that those here pre-

sented are not favourable specimens selected out of a large number, but

include, with one exception, all the measurements attempted. There are

many kinds of bottles and jars, and among them some of the best resonators,

which do not satisfy the fundamental condition on which our theory rests.

The deductive treatment of the problem in such cases presents great

difficulties of a different kind from any encountered in this paper. Until

they are surmounted the class of resonators referred to are of no use for an

exact comparison between theory and observation, though they may be of

great service as aids to investigation in other directions.



6.

NOTE ON THE EXPLANATION OF CORONAS, AS GIVEN IN

VERDET'S LEgONS D'OPTIQUE PHYSIQUE, AND OTHER
WORKS.

[Proceedin^js of the London Mathematical Society, Vol. III. pp. 267—269,

1871.]

Coronas are formed whenever, between the eye and the source of light,

a large number of small opaque bodies, regular in size but irregular in

distribution, are to be found. Bj' a principle known as Babinet's, it is

permitted to substitute for the layer of obstructing globules an opaque

screen having apertures, which admit the light precisely where before it

was stopped. From each aperture diverges a secondary wave, whose phase

is arbitrarily related to those of the other waves on account of the irregu-

larity in the distribution of the centres from which they emanate. In

the theory of coronas, the intensities of the partial waves are supposed to

be equal.

Any vibration may be represented by a straight line drawn from a given

point, whose length is proportional to the amplitude, and angular position

depends on the phase. When several vibrations affect the same point, the

resultant may be found from the representative lines, according to the

oi-dinary rules for compounding directed magnitudes. We have, therefore,

to consider the resultant of a great number of lines radiating from an origin

whose lengths are all equal and directions thoroughly irregular. From this

statement, it appears at once that the question is perfectly indeterminate,

and that no conclusion whatever can be drawn as to the probable value

of the phase of the resultant, while all that could be inferred as to the

amplitude relates merely to the order of its magnitude. Nevertheless,

Verdet (vol. i., p. 297) comes to the conclusion that, the number of partial

vibrations being n, the resultant is definitely \/n times greater than each
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component, provided, of course, that n is a large number. As to its phase, he

is silent ; and, if asked the question, would, I think, have found it difficult to

explain how a resultant vibration could have a deBnite amplitude in con-

junction with an indeterminate phase. I propose to point out what I

conceive to be the error which vitiates his reasoning, and afterwards to

show that, after all, his theory is substantially correct.

The component vibrations may be expressed by

si.2.(-:),
».2.(J

+ |), si„2.(^&)

The intensity of the light corresponding to the sum of these is

I + cos 27r -^ + cos 27r -- + ) + {sin2Tr -^4 sin 27r r^ +
A, A, / \ A, A,

or w + 2 cos 27r
—

* + 2 cos 277—'+
X \

+2cos27r^^^^ + 2cos2,r^i^'+ + 2 cos 27r ^^^= +

According to Verdet, this reduces to n when n is great enough, in

consequence of the tendency of the series of cosines to zero. The inference

is, I believe, unwarranted. All that we are entitled to say is, that when
n is great, the sum of the cosines of the arbitrary angles tends to vanish,

in comparison with the number of terms of the series, which is of the order n\

There is no reason for supposing that the series becomes small in comparison

with n, as the argument requires. The analysis, as it here stands, is taken

from Billet (Traite d'Optique physiqve, tom. L, p. 235). In Verdet's book

there is, in addition to the above fallacy, a mistake in the work, which I

need not further refer to.

I conclude, therefore, that the effect of the difiraction of a plane wave

coming through a great number of small holes in an opaque screen is not

correctly given. Yet the error disappears in the application to the theory of

coronas as they occur in Nature. For Verdet's result comes only to this,

that the sources of light are to be treated as independent, and the illumina-

tions due to them, and not the vibrations, are to be compounded. As it

is commonly though not very correctly expressed, there is to be no inter-

ference. For this the sensible apparent magnitude of the sun, or other

source of light, is an amply sufficient cause.

At page 106 of his excellent lectures, Verdet shows that the disturbance

from the sun cannot be considered as a system of plane waves over a space

greater than a circle of^ of a millimetre diameter. Between the vibrations

at two points whose mutual distance is much greatei- than this, there is no
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permanent relation of phase. This shows that the vibrations corresponding

to two holes in the imaginary screen cannot interfere regularly, but behave as

if they were due to thoroughly independent sources of light.

[1899. One or two further remarks may be made. The assumption

that the phases of the components due to the various apertures are dis-

tributed at random can be justified only when two restrictions are admitted.

The first is that the direction in which the effect is sought must be much
more oblique tliau corresponds to any important part of the diffraction

pattern due to the entire aperture. If we consider a direction corresponding

to an extreme relative retardation of only a wave length or two, we see

that a central diffraction pattern is formed upon the same scale as if the

aperture were complete. This shows that the screening entails no loss of

resolving-power, as regards the direct image of the source of light. If

the number of apertures of small area a each be n, and if the whole

aperture be denoted by unity, the amplitude at any point of the central

diffraction pattern is diminished by the screening in the ratio na : 1, or the

brightness in the ratio n-a- : 1.

The second restriction is that na must be small. Otherwise apertures

situated at random will sensibly overlap. The calculation according to

which the mean intensity in a sufficiently oblique direction is n times

that of a single aperture then fails, since each aperture is supposed to

produce its full effect, whereas in practice the common part can act only

once. If we suppose that overlapping is precluded, the calculation still

fails, since the phases are no longer distributed at random. It is easy

to see that the calculated result then becomes an overestimate.

The subject of random vibrations is further considered in a subsequent

paper (Phil. Mag. Vol. x., p. 73, 1880).]



SOME EXPERIMENTS ON COLOUR.

[Nature, in. pp. 234—237, 264, 265; 1871.]

The theory of colour perception, although in England it has not yet made
its way into the text-books, still less into the popular works on science, is

fully established with regard to many important points. It is known that

our perception of colour is threefold, that is, that any colour may be regarded

as made up of definite quantities of three primary colours, the exact nature

of which is, however, still uncertain. More strictly stated, the fundamental

fact in the doctrine of colour is that, between any four colours whatever

given as well in quantity as in quality, there exists what mathematicians call

a linear relation, that is, that either a mixture of two of them (in proper

proportions) can be found identical, so far as the eye is able to judge, with a

mixture of the other two, or else that one of them can be matched by a

mixture of the other three. There are various optical contrivances by which

the mixture spoken of may be effected. In the year 18-57, Mr Maxwell

published an account of some experiments with the colour top undertaken to

test the theory. From six coloured papers, black, white, red, green, yellow,

and blue, discs of two sizes were prepared, which were then slit along a

radius so as to admit of being slipped one over the other. Any five out of

the six being taken, a match or colour equation between them is possible.

For instance, if yellow be excluded, the other five must be arranged so that a

mixture of red, green, and blue is matched with a mixture of black and

white. The large discs of the three colours are taken and slipped on to each

other, and similarly the small discs of black and white. When the small

discs are placed over the others and the whole made to rotate rapidly on any

kind of spinning machine, the colours are blended, those of the large discs

and those of the small, each into a uniform tint.

By adjustment of the discs an arrangement may be found after repeated

trials, such that the colour of the inner circle is exactly the same both in tint
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and luminosity with that of the outer rim. The quantities of each colour

exposed may then be read off on a graduated circle, and the result recorded.

For instance (the circle being divided into 192 parts), eighty-two parts red

mixed with fifty-six green and fifty-four blue, match thirty-seven parts white

mixed with 155 black. In this way Maxwell observed the colour equations

between each set of five, in all six sets, formed by leaving out in turn each of

the six colours. Moreover, for greater accuracy each set was observed six

times, and the mean taken. But according to the theory these six final

equations are not all independent of each other, but if any two of them are

supposed known, the others can be found b}' a simple calculation. Accord-

ingly, the comparison of the calculated and observed equations furnishes a

test of the theory; but in practice, in order to ensure greater accuracy,

instead of founding the calculations on two of the actually observed equations

chosen arbitrarily, it is prefei-able to combine all the observations into two

equations, which may then be made the basis of calculation. In this way, a

system of equations is found necessarily consistent with itself, and agreeing

as nearly as possible with the actually observed equations. A comparison of

the two sets gives evidence as to the truth of the theory according to which

the calculations are made, or if this be considered beyond doubt, tests the

accuracy of the observations. In Maxwell's experiments the average differ-

ence between the calculated and observed systems amounted to "77 divisions

of which the circle carried 100. So good an agreement is regarded by him
as a confirmation of the whole theory; but it, seems to me, I confess, that

only a very limited part of it is concerned. The axioms, in virtue of which it

is permitted to combine the colour equations in the manner required for the

calculations, are only such as the following:—If colours which match are

mixed with colours which match, the results will match. It is difficult to

imagine any theory of colour which will not include them. What proves the

threefold character of colour—the most important part of the doctrine—is

simply the fact that with any five coloured papers luhatever a match can be

made, while with less than five it cannot (except in certain particular cases).

In regard to this point the value of the quantitative experiments is rather

that they show of what sort of accuracy the eye is capable in this kind of

observation. Those to whom the subject is new may think at first that if

colour be threefold a match ought to be possible between any four colours.

And so it is possible if there is no other limitation ; but in experiments with

revolving discs we are subject to a limitation, being obliged to fill up the

whole circumference somehow. The difficulty will clear itself up, when it is

remembered that one of the five colours may be black, so that with any four
colours and black a match can be made with revolving discs.

It was rather for my own satisfaction than with the hope of adding

anything new to a subject already so fully and ably treated by Maxwell, that

I commenced a repetition of his experiments. The colours used were, roughly
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speaking, the same as his, as was also the general plan of the observations.

The agreement of the calculated and directly observed equations was very
good, the average error being only -24 divisions, of which the complete circle

contained ninety-six, or one-third of the corresponding average error in

Mr Maxwell's Table. A second set of observations and calculations made
after a year's interval with a different set of colours gave about the same
result. I am inclined to attribute the considerably greater accuracy of my
observations rather to an excellent perception of minute differences of colour
(to which I have always found my eyes very sensitive) than to greater care

m conducting the experiments. One precaution, however, I have found so

important as to be worth mentioning. Unless the small discs are very
accurately cut and centred, a coloured rim appears on rotation between the
two uniform tints to be compared and adjusted to identity, which is

exceedingly distracting to the eye, and interferes much with the accuracy
of the comparison. One set of observations made with the same care, and
apparently as satisfactory as any of the others, puzzled me for some time on
account of the great discrepancies with the others which it exhibited. I

have no doubt that the cause lay in the different character of the light on
the day in question, which came from the unusually blue sky which some-
times accompanies a high wind. On the other days the light came principally

from clouds. I have had no opportunity of confirming this opinion by a

repetition of the experiment with a sky of the same degree of blueness, but
that the disagreement was not the result of unusually large errors of observa-

tion, is, I think, to be inferred from the fact that the observations under the

blue sky were as consistent among themselves as any of the other sets. As
the point is of some interest, I give the figures in full.

July 23, blue sky.

Black.
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The numbers read off for the big discs are written with the sign + prefixed,

and those corresponding to the little discs with — . Thus the first line may
be read :—30 parts white together with 122 red and 40 green, match 77

yellow and 115 blue. The upper line of each pair represents the actual

observation, and the second is the theoretical equation calculated from two

in the manner described. The average difference between the two sets of

numbers which may be taken as a measure of the inaccuracy of the

observations amounts to l^l. A similar table, formed from the observations

of July 20 (cloud}'), and which agreed very well with the results of other

days, is as follows*:

—

ck.
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blue tint by a partial suppression of the extreme red*. There is no doubt

that the colour equations are dependent on the character of the light, as may
easily be proved by taking an ob.servation looking all the time through a

layer of coloured liquid. It is not, however, the most brilliantly coloured

solutions that cause the most disturbance, for anything like a complete

stoppage of all the rays which are capable of exciting one of the primary

colour sensations would affect both the mixtures to be compared in nearly

the same manner, putting the observer in fact very much into the position of

a colour-blind person. Those liquids will be most eflScient which have a

different action on parts of the spectrum allied in colour. For instance, an

aqueous infusion of litmus has a strongly marked action on the yellow ray,

stopping it with great energy, even in rather dilute solutions. It is easy to

trace the effect of looking through this on most of the colour equations.

Consider, for example, the fifth equation of July 20 (that from which the

blue is absent) wherein red and green are matched against black, white, and

yellow. The red and green ^vill for the most part escape absorption, but the

white and yellow will be shorn of a part of their yellow rays. The match

supposed to have been adjusted without the litmus must evidently be

spoiled ; the red and green mixture becoming strongly yellow in comparison

with the other. In order to restore equivalence the yellow must be con-

siderably increased. On trial I found that 124 black +19 white -I- 49 yellow

matched 121 red -1- 71 green

It is only the impurity of the colours on the discs that prevents the effect

being still more stronglj?^ marked, for with the pure colours of the spectrum

the most violent alterations are possible. When a match is made between

the simple yellow and that compounded of pure red and green, almost any

coloured liquid acts unequally on the two parts and destroys the balance.

The simple yellow, of course, retains its colour under any absorbing influence,

and can only be changed in luminosity. Chloride of copper extinguishes the

red component of the compound yellow, which accordingly becomes green.

Litmus would leave the compound colour nearly unchanged, while it extin-

guishes the simple yellow. It is needless to multiply instances.

Before leaving the compound yellow, of whose very existence many are

incredulous, I will mention an easy way of obUining it, which is the more

desirable as the use of the pure spectral colours is not very convenient. In

* Direct observations, made since the above was written, show that there is no peculiar

deficiency at the red end of the spectrum, but a general falling off as the refrangibQity diminishes

from one end to the other. If lights from sky and cloud are of equal intensity at the line C in

the red, the first will be somewhere about twice as bright as the other at b in the green. This is

for a weU-developed blue Ught taken from the zenith ; but, even with a large aUowance, enough

difference remains to account for the discrepancies in the two sets of colour disc observations.

I have lately found from theory that the power of very smaU particles to scatter the rays

belonging to different parts of the spectrum varies as the inverse fourth power of the wave-

length.

6—2
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order to isolate the red and green rays of the spectrum by means of absorp-

tion, the first thing is to find a liquid capable of removing the intermediate

yellow and orange. With this object we may fall back on the alkaline

solution of litmus, whose opacity to the yellow, and particularly to the orange,

rays is so marked. The next step is to remove the blue and bluish gi-een,

for which nothing is more convenient than the chromate of potash. A
mixture of these two liquids in proper proportions, easily found by trial,

isolates the green and extreme red rays with considerable perfection, and

exhibits in a high degi-ee the phenomenon of Dichromatism. According to

the thickness traversed by the light the red or the green predominates, and

there is no difficulty with a given thickness in arranging the strength of the

solution so as to give a full compound j^ellow. It is worth notice in confir-

mation of the opinion expressed as to the character of the sky-blue, that

when a cloud seen through the liquid appeai-s a full yellow, or even orange,

the former, if at all intense, acquires a decided green colour. A window

backed by well-lighted clouds, when looked at across a room through the

liquid and a prism, has a very splendid appearance, the red being isolated on

one side, and the green on the other ; while the intermediate space, where

the two overlap, shows the compound yellow in great perfection. Another

liquid, in some respects preferable, which answers the same purpose, may be

made by mixing chloride of chromium and bichromate of potash. Through

either of them the sodium flame is invisible, though they may easily be made
to correspond with it in colour very closely. I tried to obtain a liquid

capable of isolating the pure yellow ray, but only with partial success. The

best was a mixture of bichromate and permanganate of potash with a salt of

copper (sulphate or chloride). The first removes the blue and violet, the

second the gi'een, and the third the red, and thus the yellow is isolated in

considerable purity. This liquid is very unstable. The comparison of the

simple and compound yellow (which nearly matched) was interesting. One
was transparent to the sodium flame, the other completely opaque to it.

When the two are brought together so that the light has to traverse both,

almost complete darkness results, even when the brightest clouds are used.

I should mention that it is only when the light is strong that any of these

liquids give yellow in full perfection ; otherwise the colour is more nearly

described as brown, which is, in fact, identical with a dark yellow or orange.

The best natural yellows, such as chrome, are partly simple and partly

compound, returning all the light which falls upon them except the blue and
violet. It is clear that neither a purely simple nor a purely compound yellow

can rival them in brilliancy.

Impartial observers, unprejudiced by the results of mixing pigments, or,

on the other hand, by experiments on the spectrum, see, so far as I can make
out, no connection between the four piincipal colours—red, yellow, green, and
blue. It seems to them quite as absurd that yellow should be compounded
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of red and green, as it most unquestionably is, as that green should be a

compound of blue and yellow, though many have accepted the latter alterna-

tive on the authority of painters, and some have even vi^orked themselves into

the belief that it is only necessary to look at the colours in order to recognise

the compound nature of green. My own prejudice would be on the other

side, the result of experiments on the compound yellow, which is seen so

easily to pass into green on the one side or red on the other. The most

impartial opinion that I can form is that there is no real resemblance between

any of the four, and if this be so it is certainly a most remarkable, if not

unaccountable, fact. The difficulty is not so much that we are unable to

analyse the compound sensation, as to explain wh}' our inability is limited to

yellow (and white). For everyone, I imagine, sees in purple a resemblance to

its components red and blue, and can trace the primaiy colours in a mixture

of green and blue. Sir John Herschel even thinks that our inability to

resolve yellow leaves it doubtful whether our vision is trichromic or tetra-

chromic, but this seems to me to be going much too far. Surely the fact

that the most saturated yellow can be compounded of red and green, deprives

it of any right to stand in the same rank with them as primary colours,

however little resemblance it may bear to them and blue. Besides, if yellow

is to be considered primary, why not also white, which is quite as distinct a

sensation as any of the others ? Undoubtedly there is much that is still

obscure in the mutual relations of the colours—why, for instance, as men-

tioned by Sir John Hei-schel, a dark yellow or orange suggests its character

so little as to be called by a new name (brown), while a dark blue is blue

still. But difficulties such as these should make us all the more determined

to build our theories of colour on the solid ground that normal vision is

threefold, and that the three primary elements of colour correspond nearly

with red, green, and blue.

Yellow.

It was not from any experiments of my own, but on the authority of

Helmholtz, that I asserted [supra, p. 84] the identity of brown with a dark

yellow or orange. He found that the pure red and yellow of the spectrum

gave the various shades of brown when seen by the side of more brilliantly

lighted white surfaces. {Physiologische Optik, p. 281.) There is therefore

nothing in the nature of the colour to exclude complete saturation, although

it may well happen that most of the browns we ordinarily see fall somewhat

short of it.

In Nature of Jan. 26, Mr Munro calls attention to the great brilliancy

and saturation of many natural yellows as accounting for the difficulty of
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resolving them into their components. It is, no doubt, quite true that a full

yellow could not be compounded of such reds and greens as we come across in

daily life, but it is equally certain that a drab or dilute yellow could be
;
and

yet no one recognises the fact by his unaided senses, or thinks it anything

but strange and unlikely when told of it. And after all can it properly be

said that natural yellows are more saturated than other colours ? That they

approach more nearly the corresponding tints in the spectrum is admitted

;

but is that test a fail- one ? It seems to me that the homogeneous yellow

itself must be considered as dilute when brought into comparison with the

nearly primary red and green.

I have another difficulty in accepting Mr Munro's explanation. A suitable

mixture of any red, green or blue will give a neutral grey. All four come

within our every day experience ; but such a result seemed to Goethe, soon

after Newton proved it, a paradox of paradoxes ; and I believe to unsophisti-

cated minds it seems so stilL

Mr Munro has ingeniously shown from the colour equations that there is

no more primary blue in my blue disc than about 2^ as much as in the red

plus 1^ as much as in the green—a conclusion which seems somewhat

startling. In choosing the coloured papers and cards for the discs, I had

great difficulty in finding a green that was even tolerably good, and the one

that I finally used reflected large quantities of blue light. I had some

thought of trjdng a green silk disc, which was of a much better colour, but

feared errors depending on the different character of the surface.

It is not hard to see a reason for the comparative scarcity of good greens.

To obtain a good red orange or yellow by means of absorption, all that is

necessary is to cut away the spectrum above a certain point ; for a good blue,

the rays standing below a given one in refrangibility must be got rid of; but

in order to isolate a green in anything like purity, the absorbing agent must

hit off two points of the spectrum, remo\dng all below one point and all above

the other. The result is, that while nearly saturated yellows and reds

abound—the scarlet of the geranium is almost perfect—hardly a good green

is to be met with. The best I know is a mixture, prepared by adding

bichromate of potash to a strong solution of sulphate of copper. The addition

of a little chloride of chromium to remove the yellow more effectually is

perhaps an improvement.

[1899. Further experiments upon the subject of this paper are de-

scribed in Nature, vol. xxv. pp. 64—66, 1882.]
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ON THE LIGHT FROM THE SKY, ITS POLARIZATION AND
COLOUR.

[Phil. Mag. XLi. pp. 107—120, 274—279; 1871.J

It is now, I believe, generally admitted that the light which we receive

from the clear sky is due in one way or another to small suspended particles

which divert the light from its regular course. On this point the experi-

ments of Tyndall with precipitated clouds seem quite decisive. Whenever

the particles of the foreign matter are sufficiently fine, the light emitted

laterally is blue in colour, and, in a direction perpendicular to that of the

incident beam, is completely polarized.

About the colour there is no prima facie difficulty ; for as soon as the

question is raised, it is seen that the standard of linear dimension, with

reference to which the particles are called small, is the wave-length of light,

and that a given set of particles would (on any conceivable view as to their

mode of action) produce a continually increasing distui-bance as we pass

along the spectrum towards the more refrangible end; and there seems no

reason why the colour of the compound light thus scattered laterally should

not agi-ee with that of the sky.

On the other hand, the direction of polarization (perpendicular to the

path of the primary light) seems to have been felt as a difficulty. Tyndall

says, " the polarization of the beam by the incipient cloud has thus

far proved itself to be absolutely independent of the polarizing-angle. The

law of Brewster does not apply to matter in this condition; and it rests

with the undulatory theory to explain why. Whenever the precipitated

particles are sufficiently fine, no matter what the substance forming the

particles may be, the direction of maximum polarization is at right angles

to the illuminating beam, the polarizing angle for matter in this condition
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being invariably 45°. This I consider to be a point of capital importance

with reference to the present question " * As to the importance there will

not be two opinions ; but I venture to think that the difficulty is imaginary,

and is caused mainly by misuse of the word reflection. Of course there is

nothing in the etymology of reflection or refraction to forbid their application

in this sense ; but the words have acquired technical meanings, and become

associated with certain well-known laws called after them. Now a moment's

consideration of the principles according to which reflection and refraction

are explained in the wave theory is sufficient to show that they have no

application unless the surface of the disturbing body is larger than many

square wave-lengths ; whereas the particles to which the sky is supposed

to owe its illumination must be smaller than the wave-length, or else the

explanation of the colour breaks down. The idea of polarization by reflection

is therefore out of place ; and that " the law of Brewster does not apply

to matter in this condition " (of extreme fineness) is only what might have

been inferred from the principles of the wave theorj^

Nor is there any difficulty in foreseeing what, according to the wave

theory, the direction of polarization ought to be. Conceive a beam of

plane-polarized light to move among a number of particles, all small com-

pared with any of the wave-lengths. The foreign matter, if optically denser

than air, may be supposed to load the sether so as to increase its inertia

without altering its resistance to distortion, provided that we agree to

neglect effects analogous to chromatic dispersion. If the particles were

away, the wave would pass on unbroken and no light would be emitted

laterally. Even with the particles retarding the motion of the aether, the

same will be true if, to counterbalance the increased inertia, suitable forces

are caused to act on the sether at all points where the inertia is altered.

These forces have the same period and direction as the undisturbed luminous

vibrations themselves. The light actually emitted laterally is thus the same

as would be caused by forces exactly the opposite of these acting on the

medium otherwise free from disturbance ; and it only remains to see what

the effect of such forces would be.

On account of the smallness of the particles, the forces acting throughout

the volume of any one are all of the same intensity and direction, and may
be considered as a whole. The determination of the motion in the aether,

due to the action of a periodic force at a given point, requires, of course, the

aid of mathematical analysis; but very simple considerations will lead us to

a conclusion on the particular point now under discussion. In the first

place there is a complete symmetry round the direction of the force. The
disturbance, consisting of transverse vibrations, is propagated outwards in

all directions from the centre ; and in consequence of the symmetry, the

* Phil. Mag. S. 4, vol. xxxvii. p. 388.
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direction of vibration in any ray lies in the plane containing the ray and the

axis ; that is to say, the direction of vibration in the scattered or diffracted

ray makes with the direction of vibration in the incident or primary ray the

least possible angle. The symmetry also requires that the intensity of the

scattered light should. vanish for the ray which would be propagated alongj

the axis ; for there is nothing to distinguish one direction transverse to

'

the ray from another. We have now got what we want. Suppose, for

distinctness of statement, that the primary ray is vertical, and that the

plane of vibration is that of the meridian. The intensity of the light

scattered by a small particle is constant, and a maximum for rays which lie

in the vertical plane running east and west, while tliere is no scattered ray

along the north and south line. If the primary ray is unpolai'ized, the light

scattered north and south is entirely due to that component which vibrates

east and west, and is therefore perfectly polarized, the direction of its

vibration being also east and west. Similarly any other ray scattered

horizontally is perfectly polarized, and the vibration is performed in the

horizontal plane. In other directions the polarization becomes less and less

complete as we approach the vertical, and in the vertical direction itself

altogether disappears.

So far, then, as disturbance by very small particles is concerned, theory

appears to be in complete accordance with the experiments of Tyndall and

others. At the same time, if the above reasoning be valid, the question as to

the direction of the vibrations in polaiized light is decided in accordance

with the view of Fresnel. Indeed the observation on the plane of polari-

zation of the scattered light is virtually only another form of Professor

Stokes's original test with the diffraction-grating. In its present shape,

however, it is free from certain difficulties both of theory and experiment,

which have led different physicists who have used the other method to

contradictory conclusions. I confess I cannot see any room for doubt as to

the result it leads to*.

The argument used is apparently open to a serious objection, which

I ought to notice.. It seems to prove too much. For if one disturbing

particle is unable to send out a scattered ray in the direction of original

vibration, it would appear that no combination of them (such as a small

body may be supposed to be) could do so, at least at such a distance that the

* I only mean that if light, as is generally supposed, consists of transversal vibrations similar

to those which take place in an elastic solid, the vibration must be normal to the plane of

polarization. There is unquestionably a formal analogy between the two sets of phenomena

extending over a very wide range ; but it is another thing to assert that the vibrations of light

are really and truly to-and-fro motions of a medium having mechanical properties (with reference

to small vibrations) like those of ordinary solids. The fact that the theory of elastic solids

led Green to Fresnel's formulae for the reflection and refraction of polarized light seems amply

sufficient to warrant its employment here, while the question whether the analogy is more than

formal is still left open.
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body subtends only a small solid angle. Now we know that when light

vibrating in the plane of incidence falls on a reflecting surface at an angle

of 45°, light is sent out according to the law of ordinary reflection, whose

direction of vibration is perpendioilar to that in the incident ray. And not

only is this so in experiment, but it has been proved by Green* to be a

consequence of the verj' same view as to the nature of the difference between

media of various refrangibilities as has been adopted in this paper. The

apparent contradiction, however, is easily explained. It is true that the

disturbance due to a foreign body of any size is the same as would be caused

by forces acting through the space it fills in a direction parallel to that in

which the primary light vibrates ; but these forces must he supposed to act

on the Tnedmni as it actually is—that is, with the variable density. Only on

'the supposition of complete uniformity would it follow that no ray could

jbe emitted parallel to the line in which the forces act. When, however, the

sphere of disturbance is small compared with the wave-length, the want

of uniformity is of little account, and cannot alter the law regulating the

intensity of the vibi-ation propagated in different directions.

Having disposed of the polarization, let us now consider how the intensity

of the scattered light varies from one part of the spectrum to another, still

supposing that all the particles are many times smaller than the wave-

length even of violet light. The whole question admits of analytical

treatment; but before entering upon that, it may be worth while to show

how the principal result may be anticipated from a consideration of the

dirrwnsions of the quantities concerned.

The object is to compare the intensities of the incident and scattered rays;

for these will clearly be proportional. The number {i) -expressing the ratio

of the two amplitudes is a function of the following quantities:

—

T, the

volume of the disturbing particle; r, the distance of the point under

consideration from it ; X, the wave-length ; b, the velocity of propagation

of light ; D and D', the original and altered densities : of which the first

three depend only on space, the fourth on space and time, while the fifth

and sixth introduce the consideration of mass. Other elements of the

problem there are none, except mere numbers and angles, which do not

depend on the fundamental measurements of space, time, and mass. Since

the ratio i, whose expression we seek, is of no dithensions in mass, it follows

at once that D and D' only occur under the form D : D', which is a simple

number and may therefore be omitted. It remains to find how i varies with

T, r, \, b.

Now, of these quantities, h is the only one depending on time; and

therefore, as i is of no dimensions in time, h cannot occur in its expression.

We are left, then, with T, r, and X ; arid from what we know of the dynamics

• Camb. Phil. Trans, vol. vii. 1837.
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of the question, we may be sure that i varies directly as T and inversely as r,

and must therefore be proportional to T—X^r, T being of three dimensions

in spage. In passing from one part of the spectrum to another \ is the

only quantity which varies, and we have the important law :

—

When light is scattered hy particles which are very small compared with

any of the wave-lengths, the ratio of the amplitudes of the vibrations of the

scattered and incident light varies inversely as the square of the luave-length,

and tJie intensity of the lights themselves as the inverse fourth power.

I will now investigate the mathematical expression for the disturbance

propagated in any direction from a small particle which a beam of light

strikes.

Let the vibration corresponding to the incident light be expressed by

A cos {lirhtllC). The acceleration is

27r,\2 27. /ZTT ,\' ZTT ,^

so that the force which would have to be applied to the parts where the

density is D', in order that the wave rnight pass on undisturbed, is, per

unit 01 volume, ^— '^ ^
- (Z> -D)A{ -—-) COS— bt.

To obtain the total force which must be supposed to act over the space

occupied by the particle, the factor T must be introduced. The opposite

of this conceived to act at (the position of the particle) gives the same

disturbance in the medium as is actually caused by the presence of the

particle. Suppose, now, that the ray is incident along OY, and that the

direction of vibration makes an angle a with the axis of x, which is the line

of the scattered ray under consideration—a supposition which involves no

loss of generality, because of the symmetry which we have shown to exist

round the line of action of the force. The question is now entirel}' reduced

to the discovery of the disturbance produced in the aether by a given periodic

force acting at a fixed point in it. In his valuable paper " On the Dynamical

Theory of Diffraction " *, Professor Stokes has given a complete investigation

of this problem ; and I might assume the result at once. The method there

used is, however, for this particular purpose very indirect, and accordingly

I have thought it advisable to give a comparatively short cut to the result,

which will be found at the end of the present paper. It is proved that

if the total force acting at in the manner supposed be F cos {2irbtjX),

the resulting disturbance in the ray propagated along OX is

^ i^sina 27r ,

C = -.—TTTT COS --- {bt — r).

* Camb. Phil. Tram, vol ix. p. 1, 1849.
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Substituting for F its value, we have

i- A D' — D ttT . -'""/J. \«<^=A =:— ^, sin a cos—- (oi — ?•)*,

an equation which includes all our previous results and more.

One reservation, however, must not be omitted. Since we have supposed

the medium uniform throughout, whereas it really has a different density at

the place where the force acts, our investigation does not absolutely corre-

spond to the actual circumstances of the case. As before remarked, no error

is on that account to be feared in the law determining the intensity of

the vibration in different directions ; but it is probable that the coefficient,

so far as it depends on D : D', may be changed f, and there may be a

change in the phase comparable with {2itI\) x the linear dimension of

the particle, which is of importance when the scattered and primary waves

have to be compounded.

So much for a single particle. In actual experiments, as, for instance,

with Professor Tyndall's " clouds," we have to deal with an immense number
of such particles ; and the question now is to deduce what their effect

must be from the results already obtained. Were the particles absolutely

motionless, the partial waves sent out in any direction from them would have

permanent relations as to phase, and the total disturbance would have to

be found by compounding the vibrations due to all the particles. Such a

supposition, however, would be very wide of the mark ; for, in consequence

of the extreme smallness of X, the slightest motion of any particle will cause

an alteration of phase passing through many periods in a less time than the

( eye could appreciate. Our particles are, then, to be treated as so many
unconnected sources of light ; and instead of adding the vibrations, we must

' take the intensities represented by their squares. Onlj' in one direction is a

' different treatment necessary, namely along the course of the primary light.

I mention this because it would not otherwise appear how the reduction

in the intensity of the transmitted light is effected ; but we do not require

to follow the details of the process, because, when once we know the intensity

of the light emitted laterally, the principle of energy will tell us what the

primary wave has lost.

The intensity of the light scattered from a cloud is thus equal to

* [1898. The factor t was omitted in the original paper.]

t I find that no alteration of any kind is needed.—Jan. 20. [1899. See Phil. May. xli.

p. 452, 1871 ; This Collection Art. 9 below.]
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where Sf^ is the sum of all the squares of T. If T'' be understood to denote

the mean square of T (not the square of the mean value of T), and m be

the number of particles,

IT' = m.T\

If the primary light be unpolarized, the intensity in a direction making an

angle /3 with its course becomes

J^—D^ (1 + cos^ ^) -^^ .

2_

Backwards from the cloud the light is thus twice as bright as normally.

To the light scattered nearly in the direction of the primary ray our

expression does not apply.

Fig. 1.

500 HG FIE D CB 1000 A

Fig. 1 shows the curve representing the intensity of the scattered light

for each part of the spectrum, referred to the intensity in the primary

light as a standard. The abscissa being proportional to X, the base line

represents the diffraction-spectrum with the principal fixed lines. Over

the brighter portion of the spectrum from B to G the curve differs but

little from a straight hne, while the small curvature is turned do%vnwards,

indicating a deficiency in the green and yellow.

Before making'out the theory, I had endeavoured to ascertain by obser-

vation the actual prismatic composition of the blue of the sky, and had

obtained preliminary results. The experimental method (the description

of which I must reserve for another opportunity) was fully adequate to

the comparison of two given lights; but the difficulty was to find something

to compare the blue light with. In the only complete set of observations

that I have hitherto been able to make, the blue of the sky (apparently

a very good one) taken from the neighbourhood of the zenith was compared

with sunlight diffused through white paper. About thirty consistent com-

parisons were made, ranging over the spectrum from C to beyond F, and a

curve drawn on the plan of fig. 1. I do not give the complete curve,

because I hope before long to complete and confirm the observations; but

the following numbers will give an idea of the results :

—

G. D. b,. F. ,,,,,'

25 40 63 80 from fig. 1.

25 41 71 90 observed.
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The upper line gives the theoretical intensities for the fixed lines

G, D, 63, i^, while the lower gives the observed ratios between the lights

(sky and diffused sunlight), the two sets of numbers being made to agree

at C. Considering the difficulties and uncertainties of the case, the two

curves agree very well ; and it should be noticed that the sky compared with

diffused light was even bluer than theory makes it, on the supposition that

the diffused light through the paper may be taken as similar to that whose

scattering illuminates the sky. It is possible that the paper was slightly

yellow ; or the cause may lie in the yellowness of sunlight as it reaches us

compared ^vith the colour it possesses in the upper regions of the atmosphere.

It would be a mistake to lay any great stress on the observations in their

present incomplete form ; but at any rate they show that a colour more

or less like that of the sky would result from taking the elements of white

light in quantities proportional to X~*. I do not know how it may strike

others ; but individually I was not prepared for so great a difference as

the observations show, the ratio for F being more than three times as great

as for C.

There is one point in which our calculations do not exactly meet the

case of the sky. In the experiments with precipitated clouds the total

quantity of light scattered is quite insignificant compared with the incident

beam ; but it is by no means so clear that the same is the case with the sky.

Each particle is thus struck, not only by the direct light of the sun, but also

by that scattered from others. It does not seem that the chromatic effects

would be much affected by this consideration ; but it is worth notice that the

conclusion as to complete polarization perpendicular to the incident ray

would have to be modified. To see this, imagine, as before, the light

(unpolarized) incident along Y upon a particle ; we have seen that

the ray diffracted along OX contains no vibration parallel to OY. By the

aid, however, of another particle P in the xy plane such a vibration may
be communicated to . it ; for in the ray diffracted from P to there is a

component vibration in the xy plane perpendicular to PO, which, when
again diffracted along OX, will give a component parallel to OY. This

is perhaps the explanation of the incomplete polarization of sky-light at

right angles to the solar beams: but it must be remembered that an

insufiicient fineness in some of the particles of foreign matter would have

a like result.

By many physicists, from Newton downwards, the light of the sky has

been supposed to be reflected from thin plates, and the colour to be the

blue of the first order in Newton's scale. Such a view is fundamentally

different from that adopted ia this paper, though it might not at first seem

so. In support of this assertion, it may be sufficient to notice that the

two theories are at variance as to the law connecting the intensity with
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wave-length. By an argument from dimensions similar to that already

used, it is easy to find how the intensity of the light reflected from a thin

plate (thin, that is, compared with any of the wave-lengths) varies with \.

Instead of our former quantities, T, r, \ we now have merely X, and h the

thickness of the plate. Since the reflected vibration necessarily varies as S,

it must also be proportional to >i~', and so the intensity of the reflected

light oc\-2 instead of X"". The ordinary analytical expression for the

reflected light leads readily to the same conclusion (Airy's Tracts, p. 297).

There can, I think, be no question that the composition of the light of the

sky agrees more nearly with the latter than with the former law.

The principle of energy makes it clear that the light emitted laterally is

not a new creation, but only diverted from the main stream. If I represent

the intensity of the primary light after traversing a thickness x of the turbid

medium, we have

dl = — kl>c-* dx,

where A; is a constant independent of X. On integration,

T — r f-k\-''x
-> — -'ot ,

if /o correspond to a; = 0,—a law altogether similar to that of absorption,

and showing how the light tends to become yellow and finally red as the

thickness of the medium increases. Fig. 2 shows a series of curves repre-

senting the composition of the originally white light after passing through

thicknesses in the ratio of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32. The reader will observe how
little of the violet light remains when the red is still in nearly its original

force. I cannot but think that this rapid diversion of the rays of short

FiK. 2.

wave-length has a good deal to do with the absence of light of the highest

refrangibility from the direct rays of the sun. For the line A at the extreme

red and R near the upper limit of the photographic spectrum the wave-

lengths are 7617 and 3108. The ratio of the fourth powers is about 36 : 1

;

so that, whatever the fraction representing the transmission of A may be,

its 36th power will give the transmission of R. To take an instance.
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if "9 of the ray A gets through, only 018 of B, would be able to penetrate.

For the rays of still higher refrangibility, which Professor Stokes found

abundant in the electric light bat missing in the solar rays, the fraction

would be smaller still ; but I am not aware of any measurements of smaller

wave-length on which to found a calculation.

We have hitherto supposed that the light scattered by the finely divided

matter reaches the eye without modification, and we have taken no account

of any change in the composition of the primary light before diffraction.

If X be the total length of the path of the ray through the turbid medium,

we may express the quality of the light in terms of x; for it makes no

difference whether the lateral leakage takes place before diffraction or after.

In fact

/ oc X-'e-*^"'^,

an expression which shows that I vanishes for very small as well as for

very large values of X, while for some definite value (say A) it rises to

a maximum {l^. Expressing I in terms of /„ and A, we have

/ A^_ __ ,l-A>/A.^-

/« ^^

from which we may fall back on our original law by supposing A indefinitely

small, and replacing A*7o by a finite constant. An approximate idea of the

character of these lights may be obtained by subtracting the successive

curves of Fig. 2. Thus the difference of the curves marked 2 and 4
represents a light having its maximum brightness (of course relatively to

the primary light) in the blue-green portion of the spectrum. I find by
calculation that, if the maximum intensity be at h and be taken as unity,

the intensities at G and C are given by the numbers -713, 'TlO respectively.

The colour would be greenish ; but whether the green of the sky is to be

accounted for in this way I am not able to say. Some, I believe, consider it

to be entirely a contrast effect.

Appendix.

Within a space T, small in all its dimensions against X, and situated

at the origin of coordinates, let a force parallel to OZ, and, so far as it

depends upon the time, expressed by a simple circular function, act on the

medium. If ^, 77, f denote the displacements parallel to the axes at the

point X, y, z, and

8 =^ + ^4-^
dx dy dz'
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(A)*

where V ^ stands for d^jda? + d-jdy" + d^/dz^ ; a^ and 6^ are constants de-

pending on the nature of the medium supposed to be isotropic. For

the luminiferous asther, Green has shown that a is to be regarded as

indefinitely great f.

To represent the periodic force, write for Z, ^e™*. Similar transforma-

tions will then apply to ^, rj, f, and 8; so that on substitution in (A) and

dividing out the common factor e*"*, there results

Writing

(6^V ^
-I- re) f + (a' - y^) dS/dw = 0,

(6^V 2
-I- n^) Tj + id"- b') dhjdy = 0,

(6^V 2
-f- -n?) ^ + (a^ - ¥) dB/dz = - Z.

d^ drj

dy dx

•(B)

.(C)

we obtain from (B) by differentiation and subtraction,

{}fV + 'n?)-u7i = dZldy,

(6^V 2 + 71=) OT^ = - dZjdx.

t3-,, -S72, ^3 are the rotations of the elements of the medium round axes

parallel to those of coordinates.

The disturbance which we are investigating is that caused and main-

tained by the force Z acting within the space T. Accordingly^

r being the distance between the element dxdydz and the point where c7,

is estimated, and

k-=2iTl\ = njh. (D)

* Thomson and Tail's Natural Philosophy, § 698.

t Ganib. Phil. Tram. vol. vn.

-

-X HeUnholtz, Crelle's Journal, 1860.
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Since e±**^ will be finally multiplied by e"", and the disturbance which we

are dealing with is propagated mdwards fi-om T, it is evident that the lower

sign is to be employed. Now

of which the term within brackets vanishes, because the value of Z is only

finite within the space T. Thus

The factor t- (
j
within the space T is sensibly constant, so that, if Z

stand for the mean value of Z over the volume T,

_ TZ^ d^ fe^\ _ TZ d
"^^ "

^irlf dy\ r 1' "^^ ~
47r6^ dx

id d\ e-'*^ _

And if J2 = Va;^ + y";

J? 47r6'E \ dx^y dy

TZ d e-^

47r6=' tii?" r 'i-rrb' dr' r '

where a denotes the angle between r and z.

The resultant rotation at any point is thus about an axis perpendicular

to the plane passing through the point and the axis of Z; and its magnitude

is given by -sr. In differentiating (r~'e~'*^) with respect to r, we may
neglect the term divided by r= as altogether insensible, kr being an ex-

ceedingly great quantity at any ordinary distance from the origin of dis-

turbance. Thus

-ik.TZ sin a e"*^
^^ ^^^P —

'

(E)

which completely determines the rotation at any point. For a given dis-

turbance it is seen to be everywhere about an axis perpendicular to r and
the direction of the force, and in magnitude dependent only on the angle

between these two directions (a) and on the distance (r).

The intensity of the light, however, is more usually expressed in terms
of the actual displacement in the plane of the wave. In order to find the

connexion between the two quantities, it will be more convenient to suppose

the scattered ray parallel to a;, and that the force F (for Z is no longer
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appropriate) acts in the plane of zx at an angle a with Ox. -sr becomes
identical ^vith ra-^; that is, with d^jdx ; for f as well as tj is zero ; so that

y
'
( . TF sin a e"*"

Restoring the factor e"", we have

or throwing away the imaginary part,

yj^^sing 27r,,,
,

This corresponds to a total accelerating force equal to FT cos (2Trht/\)
;

a result which agrees with that of Professor Stokes's more complete in-

vestigation, with the exception of a slight difference of notation.

In the February Number of the Philosophical Magazine I have pro-

pounded a theory of the scattering of light by particles which are small

in all their dimensions compared with the wave-length of light, and have

.

applied the results to explain the phenomena presented by the sky. Another
theory has been given by Clausius, who attributes the light of the sky to

reflection from water-bubbles, and has developed his views at length in a

series of papers in Poggendorff's Annalen and Crelle's Journal*.

Starting from the ordinary laws of reflection and refraction, he has no

difficulty in showing that, were the atmosphere charged with globes of water

in sufficient quantity to send us the light which we actually receive, a star

instead of appearing as a point would be dilated into a disk of considerable

magnitude. But the requirements of the case are satisfied if we suppose

the spheres hollow, like bubbles; for then, on account of the parallelism of

the surfaces, but little effect is produced by refraction on a wave of light.

At the same time, if the film be sufficiently thin, the light reflected from it

will be the blue of the first order, and so the colour of the sky is apparently

accounted for.

Apart from the difficulty of seeing how such bubbles could be formed,

there is a formidable objection to this theory, mentioned by Brucke (Pogg.

Ann. vol. LXXXViii. p. 363)—that the blue of the sky is a much better colour

than the blue of the first order. That it is so appears clearly from the

* Pogg. Ann. vols. Lxxii. lxxvi. Lxxxvni. Grelle, vols, xxxiv. xxxvi.

7—2
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measurements qiioted in the February Number, and from the theoretical

composition of the blue of the first order* Nor can we escape from this

difficulty by supposing, with Brlicke, that the greater part of the light from

the sky has beeu reflected more than once.

Briicke also brings forward an experiment of great importance when he

shows that mastic precipitated from an alcoholic solution scatters light of a

blue tint. He remarks that it is impossible to suppose that the particles

of mastic are in the form of bubbles.

In his last utterance on this subjectf , Clausius replies to the objections

urged by Briicke and others against his theory, and shows that, if the

illumination of the sky is due to thin plates at all, those thin plates viust

be in the form of bubbles. While admitting that if the particles are very

small the ordinary laws of reflection and refraction no longer apply
t,

and

that therefore this case is not excluded by his argument, he still holds

to his original view as to the nature of the reflecting matter in the sky,

considering that the polarization of the light indicates that it has undergone

regular reflection. His concluding paragraph so well sums up the case that

I cannot do better than quote it. "Das Resultat der vorstehenden Be-

trachtungen kann ich hiernach kurz so zusammenfassen. Soweit man die

gewohnlichen Brechungs- und Reflexionsgesetze als giiltig anerkennt, glaube

ich auch meine fruheren Schliisse festhalten zu miissen, namlich, dass in

der Atmosphare Dampfblaschen vorhanden seyen, und dass sie die Haupt-

ursache der in ihr stattfindenden Lichtreflexion und ihrer Farben bilden.

Nimmt man aber an, die in der Atmosphare wirksamen Korperchen seyen

so klein, dass jene Gesetze auf sie keine Anwendung mehr finden, dann sind

auch diese Schlusse ungiiltig. Auf diesen Fall ist aber auch die Theorie

der Farben diinner Blattchen nicht mehr anwendbar, und er bedarf vielmehr

einer neuen Entwickelung, bei welcher noch besonders beriicksichtigt werden

muss, in wiefern diese Annahme mit der Polarisation des vom Himmel

komnienden Lichtes und mit der angenahert bekannten Grosse der in den

Wolken vorhandenen Wassertheilchen vereinbar ist."

* I find that I omitted to explain why it is that the light dispersed from small particles is of

so much richer a hue than that reflected from "very thin films. In the latter ease the reflected

wave may be regarded as the sum of the disturbances originating in the elementary parts of the

film, and these elementary parts may be assimilated to the small particles of the former

supposition. The integration is best effected by dividing the surface into the zones of Huyghens
;

and it is proved in works on physical optics that the total efiect is just half of that due to the first

zone. Now the zones of Hnyghens vary as the wave-length; and thus it appears that in the

integration the long waves gain an advantage which diminishes the original preponderance of

their quicker-timed rivals.

t Pogg. Ann. vol. Lxxxvin. p. 543.

J In many departments of science a tendency may be observed to extend the field of familiar

laws beyond their proper limits. Thns the properties of gross matter are often assumed to hold

equally good for molecules. An example more analogous to that which suggests this remark is to

be found in the common explanation of the mode of action of the speaking-trumpet.
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Clausius does not seem to have followed up the line of research here

indicated. My investigation (written, it so happens, before seeing Clausius's

papers) shows in the clearest manner the connexion between the smallness

of the particles and the polarization of the light scattered from them.

Indeed I must remark that in this respect there is an advantage over the

theory of thin plates, according to which the direction of complete polarization

would be about 76° from the sun. It would be a singular coincidence if

the action of secondary causes were to augment this angle to 90°—its

observed magnitude. It seems, therefore, not too much to say that, if the

illumination of the sky were due to suspended water-bubbles, neither its

colour nor its polarization would agree with what is actually observed.

In his celebrated paper on Fluorescence*, Professor Stokes makes the

following significant remark :
—

" Now this result appears to me to have no

remote bearing on the question of the direction of the vibrations in. polarized

light. So long as the suspended particles are large compared with the waves

of light, reflection takes place as it would from a portion of the surface of a

large solid immersed in the fluid, and no conclusion can be drawn either

way. But if the diameter of the particles be small compared with the

length of a wave of light, it seems plain that the vibrations in a reflected

ray cannot be perpendicular to the vibrations in the incident ray." This is

the only passage that I have met with in which the theory of the reflection

of light from very small particles is touched upon.

If it be assumed, as in the theories of Green and Cauchy of reflection

at plane surfaces, that the eSect of dense matter is merely to load the

ether, it follows rigorously that the direction of vibration cannot be turned

through a right angle when light is scattered from small particles. But

all we know in the first instance is that the velocity of propagation of

luminous waves is less in ordinary transparent matter than in vacuum ; and

this may be accounted for as well by a diminished rigidity as by an increased

density. In the first case a scattered ray might be composed of vibrations

perpendicular to those of the incident beam ; so that the matter is not quite

so clear as it would seem from the argument of Professor Stokes. I believe,

however, that good reasons may be given for rejecting the view that the

difference between media of varying refrangibility is one of rigidity. The

point is an important one, and I propose to recur to it later.

The experiments of Professor Tyndallf with precipitated clouds exhibit

more clearly than had been done by Briicke the relation between the size of

the particles and the nature of the dispersed light. The observation that the

polarization is complete perpendicular to the track of the incident light is in

itself sufficient to disprove the theory of bubbles. As the particles increase

* Phil. Trans. 1852, p. 526.

+ Phil. Mag. vol. xxxvii. p. 385. Phil. Trans. 1870.
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in magnitude, the azure and polarization are gradually lost. During the

transition a different and more complicated set of phenomena present them-

selves, which will furnish a t«st for the theory when it is extended so as to

include the consideration of particles which are no longer very small in

comparison with the waves of light.

All Avho have written on this subject .seem to have taken for granted

that the foreign matter in the atmosphere is water or ice. Even Tyndall,

who expressly says that any particles, if small enough, will do, still believes

in the presence of water-particles. But this view is encumbered with con-

siderable difficulty ; for even if, in virtue of its transparency to radiant heat,

the air in the higher regions of our atmosphere is at a very low temperature,

it would still be capable of absorbing the very small quantity of water which

is sufficient to explain the blue of the sky. At any rate it is difficult to

imagine particles of water smaller than the wave-length endowed with any

stability. These diflSculties might perhaps be got over if there were any

strong argument in favour of the water-particles ; but of the existence of

such I am not aware. Every one knows that a blue haze evidently akin to

the azure of the sky obliterates the details and modifies the colour of a

distant mountain ; and this, when it occurs on a hot day, cannot possibly be

attributed to aqueous particles. On the face of it, there is no reason for

supposing that near the earth's surface the foreign matter is of one kind and

at a great altitude another. If it were at all probable that the particles

are all of one kind, it seems to me that a strong case might be made
out for common salt. Be this as it may, the optical phenomena can give

us no clue.

The apparatus by means of which the comparison was made between sky

light and that of the sun diffused through white paper, was originally

arranged for measurements of the absolute absorption of coloured fluids

for the various rays of the spectrum, and had been applied rather extensively

in experiments having that object. In the shutter of a darkened room were

placed two slits in the same vertical line, each about three inches long,

and a foot apart. At the other end of the room was an arrangement of

prisms and lenses for producing a pure spectrum on a screen in the ordinary

way. At first only one prism was used; but I soon introduced another,

and the number might probably be further increased with advantage. It is

even more important to have a great dispersion in these experiments than in

the ordinary spectroscope. Two spectra would thus be thrown on the screen

one over the other, but by means of a very obtuse-angled prism situated

in front of the dispersion-prisms they are brought together so as exactly to

overlap. The double spectrum thus formed passes through a horizontal slit

in the screen placed so as to receive it. Close behind is an opaque card

carrying a small vertical slit, which can be slid along so as to allow any
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desired part of the spectrum to pass through. At the beginning and end

of a set of experiments the card is removed, and the principal fixed lines are

observed through an eyepiece and referred to a scale situated just over the

horizontal aperture.

When the experimenter looks through the eye-slit in the direction of

the lens, he sees the two parts of the obtuse prism illuminated with light,

in each case homogeneous, and, if the adjustments are properly made,

belonging to the same part of the spectrum. By varying the breadths

of the original slits, the two parts of the field may be made equally bright

;

and when the match is attained, the breadths are inversely proportional to

the richness of the lights behind them in the homogeneous ray under con-

sideration. But if the object be to make a complete comparison between

two lights, it is often more convenient to leave the widths of the slits

ai-bitrary, and then, by sliding the card, to seek that part of the spectrum

which allows a match. It was in this way that the observations on the light

of the sky were made. To give an idea of the degree of accuracy to which

the comparisons may be made, I may mention that in my experiments on

absorption, the means of six observations were usually correct to about one

in 50 or 60. In the less-luminous parts of the spectrum the error might

be somewhat greater.

The difficulty, however, of getting a satisfactory result with the blue

of the sky does not lie in the inaccuracy of the measurements, but in the

arbitrary character of the light with which it is compared. In order to

test the theory in a strict manner, the second light ought to be similar in

composition to that which lights up the sky. Now the sky is lit not only

by the direct rays of the sun, but also by itself and by the bright surface of

the earth. It is evident, therefore, that the requirements of the case are

very imperfectly met by taking as the second light that of the sun as

received by us, even if the translucent material through which we diffuse

it effects no change in the quality. A nearer approximation to what we

want would probably be found in the diffused light of a thoroughly cloudy

day. But here we meet with an experimental difficulty; for the method

described is only available to compare two lights both given at once. A
suitable artificial light might no doubt be used as a middle term to be

afterwards eliminated ; but a candle or a lamp would hardly be available, on

account of the yellowness of their light. On the other hand, the bluer

radiation from burning magnesium would probably be inconvenient, and

difficult to keep constant in quality from day to day. I am, however, in

hopes that, by a method founded on a different principle, I may be able

to compare the blue of one day's clear sky with the white light from the

clouds on another.



9.

ON THE SCATTERING OF LIGHT BY SMALL PARTICLES.

[Phil. Mag. XLi. pp. 447—454, 1871.]

The investigation of the diffraction of light by small particles, contained

in the February Number of this Magazine [Art. viii.j, proceeds throughout

on the assumption that the difference between two media which differ in

refractive power is a difference of density and not a difference of rigidity.

My object in the present communication is to attack the problem more

generally, and to show that the more special hypothesis is ,in no degree

arbitrary, but forced upon us by the phenomena themselves. The words
" density," " rigidity " need not be interpreted literally, but are used in a

generalized sense analogous to that given to " velocity " and " force " in the

higher mechanics.

The first step is to find the equation of motion of an isotropic elastic

medium whose density and rigidity may vary from point to point. If D
denote the density and n the rigidity, a process similar to that used in

Thomson and Tait's Natural Philosophy, § 698, leads us to the following :

—

c^ , 5^ _
J. T)*^^^ dn drj dn d^ dndrj dn dl^ _

dx
'

df^ dx dy dx dz dy dx dz dx ' '

and two similar equations, where ^, i), f are the displacements parallel to the

coordinate axes,

g = !^+^q.^~ dx dy dz
'

^~ dx\ dx) dy \ dy) dz \ dz)

If n and D were constant, equations (1) would be satisfied by

f=^ = S = 0, ^=f,= e**'+^» (2)
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In the application that we have to make, n and D may be supposed to be

constant except within a small space T at the origin of coordinates, where

they assume the values n + An, D + Ai). In consequence of this variation

the equations of motion are no longer satisfied by (2) ; but we may take as

the true values of the displacements, f, 17, fo + ?, S, where ^, -q, if, 8 are small

quantities of the order T, which are to be neglected when multiplied by

A?2, AD*. Substituting in equations (1) and dropping the factor relating to

the time, we get

^M)+V„f+DP6^|.gf

dy

dz

and

or, since

and

= 0,

(mS)+ V„,7+Z)A;^6'7; = 0,

{mh) + V„? + Dl<?¥^-¥ V„ ?„ + m^fo = 0,

- -y- (mo) + V f +fc^| + - J- J-ndx^ ' n dzjix

l^(mS) + Wr,+k'v
nay

= 0,

= 0,

ndz^ ' n D

Hence if -nrj = df/f^2/ " «^'?/f^ &;c. be the rotations of the medium,

= 0,
1 d (dn (ifo\

= 0,

.(3)

v.. .(4)

Accordingly

1 ll{^:^d^±td^\^^^_ l_[l[d^d^dfe-^l\dv
'^'^'i^]}] r dxdy\dz) i-n-n]]} dz dxdy\'i

1 Hi d^o d' i^'^j _^nTd^ yz^ie^
= - ^\\\ ^""li d^z\1^)'^'~ ^-^ d^- r^ dA r )'

r J

The effect of this is subsequently considered.
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higher powers of (1/r) being neglected. By similar reasoning,

T An rff„ xy d' /e"*''^

[9

T_ AD
47r I)

or, since fo = e'*"

r J 47r ?! rfa; ?•- cZr- V ''

47r

A«_ys
n r-

\

.(5)
ik^T e-'^-' /AD y An xy

4^ir r \ D r n r-

il<?T €-'>" / ADx An £
-CTo = — =- - +

47r r \ D r n

These are the component rotations. The resultant in the general case

would be rather complicated, and is not wanted for our purpose. It is easily

seen to be about an axis perpendicular to the scattered ray, inasmuch as

xzji + y-CTj + z-ss^ = 0.

Let us consider the particular case of a ray scattered normally to the

incident light, so that x = (). Denoting for brevity the common factor by jo,

we have

^^-=P—Ti (6)
An yz ADy

n r'

'

whence

•ct' = CTi^ + -CT./ + -SJ;

/An\-z- /ADyy-

Here we have reached a result of some importance and one which can be

confronted with fact. For from the value of s7 it appears that there is no

direction in the plane perpendicular to an incident ray of polarized light in

which the scattered light vanishes, if An and AD be both finite. Now
experiment tells us plainly that there is such a direction, and therefore we
may infer with certainty that either An or AD vanishes. So far we have a

choice between two suppositions ; either we may assume, as in my former

paper, that there is no difference of rigidity between one medium and

another, and that the vibrations of light are normal to the plane of polariza-

tion, or, on the other hand, that there is no difference of density between

media, and then the vibrations must be supposed to be in the plane of

polarization. The former view is the one adopted by Green and (virtually)

by Cauchy in their theories of reflection; while the latter is that of

MacCuUagh and Neumann, which I now proceed to show is untenable.
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Suppose then that AD = 0. Reverting to the general values of tn-j, la-j, ot,

in (5), we have
^11 yz Anxu Aiiz^ — af .j,,

which show that there are in all six directions from along which there is

no scattered ray-—two perpendicular to the plane {zx) of original vibration,

and four in that plane inclined at angles of 45° to the original ray and its

prolongation. No vanishing of the dispersed light in these oblique directions

is known from experiment ; but before unreservedly discarding the theory

which indicates it, we ought to inquire how far our approximation is sufficient

to warrant such a step. In neglecting the products of ^, r], f with A?i,, we

have in reality omitted terms from the result which involve the square and

higher powers of A?i, and it may be that the light corresponding to them

would not vanish in the specified directions. I have not been able to satisfy

myself whether this would be so or not ; but I think that, in spite of

ignorance on this point, the inference may be safely drawn that the theory

is untenable ; for the terms in question, depending on the square of the

difference of rigidity, are proportional to A/iY/i' (where /i is the refractive

index), and become of less and less importance as the media approach one

another in refrangibility. In the case of particles of mastic suspended in

water, the indices are 1"5 and 1'33, and terms depending on the square of A?i

must be comparatively small. Yet I could find no indication of a falling off

of intensity in the predicted directions in some experiments that I made

with precipitated mastic and soap, and accordingly conclude that the hypo-

thesis of a constant density and variable rigidity must be rejected. The

only alternative is to suppose, as in the February number, that the aether

preserves its statical properties unchanged when associated with matter,

whose effect is therefore merely to increase the inertia of the vibrating parts

in gi-eater or less degree.

It may be worth notice that, according to the theory here combated,

there would be two polarizing-angles, of 22^° and 67^° respectively, when

light vibrating in the plane of incidence is reflected from the boundarj' of

two media which differ but little in refrangibility, as may be seen from the

reasoning of this paper by remembering that the square of An may be

neidected. I need scarcely say that in such a case the polarizing angle is

really 45°, and that the reflected light does not tend to vanish at the two

first-mentioned incidences, whichever way the light may be polarized *-

In equations (5), putting A« = 0, we have

D'-Dy U-Dx
• c^3 = 0, t^i^p—^-, ^, = -p~^--, (S)

* There is a sense in which 45° is the first approximation to the polarizing-angle for all

substances. The difference between the true value and 45° may be looked upon as a correction

depending on the square and higher powers of the difference of optical density.
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which correspond to the results already obtained. Since the optical density

is proportional to the square of the refiractive index,

(i)'-i))/i) = (/^-/.0/M^ (9)

In a note to my previous paper I mentioned that no change is required

in (8), even though the terms containing the square and higher powers of

(D' — D)ID are retained. As I there showed, the density of a medium may

always be supposed to be changed, even in the most arbitrary manner, if

suitable bodily forces proportional to the variation of density and to the

actual acceleration are conceived to act upon it, while the motion remains

absolutely the same as before. The waves thrown off from a small particle

which lies in the path of a beam of light are those due to a set of forces

proportional to U — D and parallel to the actual vibrations acting through

the space T occupied by the particle. In calculating the effect of the forces,

the variation of density is to be taken into account, unless we are content to

neglect the square of D' — D. But by a second application of our principle

we see that the density within the space T may be supposed to be D instead

of D', provided we introduce a second set of forces proportional to D' — JD and

to the acceleration at T. Now it may be proved (Thomson and Tait, § 730)

that the effect of a bodily force applied through a small space T to an elastic

medium diminishes without limit with T even within the region of application.

Accordingly the acceleration at T caused by our first set of forces is of a

higher order of magnitude than the forces themselves, and thus, whether

D' — Dhe. small or not, the effect of the second set is to be neglected. The

error caused by taking in the calculation of the first set the undisturbed

instead of the actual acceleration is evidently smaller still *.

If it were desired to continue the approximation, some further supposition

would be necessary as to the shape of the disturbing particles. The leading

term, we have seen, depends only on the volume ; but the same would not be

true for those that follow. However, little exception could be taken to the

assumption of a spherical form, and in that case there is no difficulty in

proceeding further ; but I have not arrived at any results of interest.

Without calculation, we may anticipate that, as the diameter of the particles

approaches in magnitude the quarter wave-length, the amplitude of the

diffracted vibration will begin to increase less rapidly than T, and that about

the time the half wave-length is passed an absolute diminution will set in.

Of course, when the incident light is compound, the more refrangible

* [1899. The result that the secondary disturbance is proportional to the volume and

involves D' and D in the form (£>' - D)jD, whatever may be the slmpe of the obstacle provided

only that it be small enough, is peculiar. In the electromagnetic theory (Phil. Mag. xn. p. 81,

1881) the disturbance is proportional to the simple volume and to (K' -K)jK only so long as

(IC-K) is small. Otherwise, however small the obstacle may be, its shape enters into the

question. In the case of a sphere (K'-K)jK is replaced by Z {K' - K)l(K^+ 'iK).]
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elements will be the first to show a sensible deviation from the more simple

law.

In his interesting experiments with precipitated vapours, Professor

Tyndall* found that when the particles of the cloud illuminated by un-

polarized light from the electric lamp had attained such a size that the light

discharged normally had lost most of its power of affecting the naked eye

with the sensation of colour, even then by analyzing the light with a Nicol

placed in its position of minimum transmission the azure could be revived

in increased splendour. Professor Tyndall calls this the "residual blue."

Experimentally it is doubtless more convenient to analyze the light after

diffraction from the cloud ; but in theoretical explanation and deduction it is

simpler, and comes to the same thing in the end, to consider the original

beam as polarized before it falls on the cloud. The residual blue is then the

light discharged from the cloud in a direction parallel to that in which the

incident light_swings. The complete explanation of this and other allied

phenomena is yet to be made out ; but one thing we learn from our theory,

if indeed it is at all to be depended oil However large the particles may be,

the light scattered or reflected f paralleLto^the^grimaryjribratiflss depends

on the square and higher powers of (D' — D)/D, or, in experimental language,

of {fi/'^ — /i^)//i'. It is easy to see, too, that the first term in the expression of

the amplitude must contain a much higher inverse power of X than \~^, and

that if it stood alone it would correspond to a compound light of a much
richer colour than that due to very small particles acting in the ordinary

way. Still I cannot honestly say that the residual blue is predicted by

theory : before the Ught discharged in this unfavourable direction could

become at all sensible, the particles must have grown to such a size that

their diameter would bear no inconsiderable proportion to the waves of light

;

and then we have no right to suppose that the first term in the expansion

proceeding by powers of the diameter may be taken as representing with

sufficient approximation the entire series. Indeed the residual blue appears

to be rather gapxicious in its appearance, and to depend on conditions not yet

fully known. I may mention that I have not been able to detect any

unusually intense coloration in that part of the light from the sky which

vibrates in a plane passing through the sun. This is the more remarkable,

because it might be supposed that a part at least is light which has twice

undergone diffraction, in which case the intensity would vary as X~* if other-

wise undisturbed. But we must not forget that, of the indirect light illumi-

nating the higher strata of our atmosphere, a very considerable fraction must

come from the earth itself; and this certainly is coloured anything but blue.

It would be interesting to observe whether the residual light from parts of

* Phil. Mag. voL xxxvm. p. 156. Phil. Trans. 1870.

t Thia may be verified with Fresnel's expression for the intennity of the light regularly

reflected when the plane of polarization and plane of incidence include a right angle.
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the sky 90° distant from the sun is in any way dependent on the character of

the earth's surface—whether, for example, it is the same as usual over water

or when the ground is covered with snow. I presume that with the precipi-

tated clouds there is no question of light diffracted more than once.

Theory would lead us to anticipate that the optical density of the

particles of foreign matter may have a large influence on the development

of the residual blue. If the particles and the medium in which they are

suspended have nearly the same refrangibility, the light emitted parallel to

the original vibrations may be expected to be very feeble, not only abso-

lutely, but in comparison with that emitted in other directions. Professor

TyndaU's method of precipitating organic vapours (some of which may have

a high optical density) in air is then more favourable than the suspension of

mastic or other moderately dense solids in water, as used by Briicke and

other physicists.

I take this opportunity of referring to the observations of Roscoe on the

photographic power of skylight, vnth which I have only lately become

acquainted. The comparison of photographic with luminous intensities is

well adapted to exhibit differences of quality related in a simple manner to

the wave-length. The very small chemical action of the direct solar rays, as

compared with what might have been expected from their intense action on

the retina, is a striking verification of the theoretical results developed in the

Februarj' Number- of this Magazine [Art. viii.].

[1899. The electromagnetic theory of the scattering of light by small

particles is treated in Phil. Mag. vol. xii. p. 81, 1881 ; vol. XLiv. p. 28, 1897.

In a recent memoir (Phil. Mag. vol. xlvil p. 375, 1899) I have given

reasons for the conclusion that a large part of the light of the sky may be

dispersed from the molecules of air themselves.]
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ON DOUBLE REFRACTION.

[Phil. Mag. xli. pp. 519—528, 1871.]

In a former paper* I have shown that, of the various hypotheses which

might be made to explain the diminished velocity of light in transparent

matter, only one can be reconciled with the observed laws regulating the

intensity of polarized light scattered in different directions from an as-

semblage of particles whose diameters do not exceed a small fraction of the

wave-length. We are forced to suppose that the difference between -media
*

which is the cause of refraction is a dynamical and not a statical difference,

that the rigidity or force with which the aether resists distortion is absolutely

invariable. In this view there is nothing novel Fresnel distinctly adopts it

in the investigation of his celebrated formulae for the intensities of reflected

light ; and, what is more important, Green's rigorous mechanical theorj-

of reflectionf is based on the same assumption. Cauchy also, to whom
much of the credit really due to Green has been transferred, starts from

the principle of continuity of movement, which asserts that in the passage

from one medium to another there is no break in the continuity of the

values, either of the displacements or of their differential coefficients. I

believe that Cauchy has nowhere explained the ground or significance of

his principle ; but it is easy to see that to assume the continuity of strain is

equivalent to asserting a complete continuity of statical properties, so that,

as has been pointed out by Haughtonj, Cauchy's theory is essentially the

same as Green's.

On the other hand, MacCullagh and Neumann have founded their in-

vestigations of reflection on the hypothesis that the difference between

media is statical and not dynamical. There is, however, no difficulty in

* Phil. Mag. for June 1871, p. 447. [Art. ix.]

t Camh. Phil. Tram. 1838, or Green's Math. Papers.

t Phil. Mag. S. 4. vol. vi. p. 81.
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showing that their hypothesis is as inconsistent with the phenomena of

regular reflection as it is with those of diffraction from small particles, as

I may perhaps explain in detail on another occasion. But there is one

argument urged by them against the rival view which deserves the greatest

attention. How, they ask, can double refraction be accounted for if the

elastic forces brought into action by a given deformation of the aether are

the same in all cases ? It is well known that al! the theories of double

refraction hitherto givea by Fresnel and his followers assume expressly that

within a doubly refracting medium the elasticity varies in different directions.

How is it possible, in investigating the laws of reflection from the surface

of isotropic media, to suppose that the statical condition of the aether is

invariable, and then, when we come to double refraction, to turn round and

say that in them the aether has a rigidity dependent on the direction of

displacement ? I am not surprised at the importance attached by MacCullagh

and Neumann to this objection. Fresnel and Green's investigations of re-

flection are indeed absolutely inconsistent with the received views as to

the cause of double refraction. We find ourselves then in this position

:

either we must give up Green's theory of reflection, which is the only one

hitherto proposed, or easily conceivable, capable of meeting the facts of the

case ; or else we must abandon the ideas of Fresnel as to the mechanical

cause of double refraction.

MacCullagh and Neumann were consistent, though, as I believe, con-

sistently wrong. They rejected the hjrpothesis of a constant rigidity and

variable density as incompatible with the existence of double refraction.

How, indeed, conceive a density different in different directions ?

Fresnel and Green were inconsistent. The latter has given two rigorous

theories of double refraction* which differ from one another in important

points, but agree in this, that neither of them can be reconciled with his

explanation of reflection ; for both assume that the forces which resist

displacement within a crystal vary according to the direction of displace-

ment. Precisely the same remark applies to the investigations of Cauchy.

It will readily be anticipated that, having the strongest grounds for

believing that the rigidity of the aether is constant whether it be free as in

vacuum or entangled with the molecules of matter, I adopt the latter of the

two alternatives already mentioned, and look in another direction for the

explanation of double refraction. In taking a step which may seem retro-

grade, I would remark that we are not abandoning a theory in itself very

complete or satisfactory. Fresnel's explanation of double refraction will

always be considered worthy of his great genius ; but it is well known that

as a rigorous mechanical theory it will not bear criticism. Nor do the

attempts that have been made to improve upon it carry the mark of truth.

• Canib. Phil. Tram. 1837. Green's Math. Papers.
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On this point I refer to the excellent report on double refraction by
Professor Stokes in the British Association's Report for 1862, and will only

say that the analogy between the vibrations of the aether and those which
may take place in solids, so striking as long as we confine ourselves to

ordinary media, seems to break down when we pass on to consider the

case of crystals. For Green has shown that the elasticity of a crystallized

medium depends in general on twenty-one constants*, while the phenomena
of double refraction in biaxal crystals involve only six. It is true that,

by assumptions more or less arbitrary, the redundant constants may be

got rid of, and the result manipulated so as to agree very well with ob-

servation
; but no one, I suppose, would consider a theory arrived at in snch

a manner altogether satisfactory. At any rate this is not the opinion of

Professor Stokes, who says that in his belief the true theory of double

refraction is yet to be found.

We have, then, to consider this question : Can double refraction be
explained if the statical properties of the aether are independent of the

associated matter ? Can we suppose that the density ^vithin a crystal is a

function of the direction of vibration 1 I answer, yes. The absurdity is

apparent only, and disappears on more attentive examination. As I am
conscious the position is one that will need all the light that can be thrown
upon it, I think it well to give an illustration of a comparatively simple

character which occurred to me at an early stage of this inquiry, and which

was of great use in showing me in a general way the possibility of the kind

of explanation I was in search off.

Let a solid body, such as an ellipsoid, be so supported in space that its

centre of inertia is free to move in any direction, but is urged by springs or

otherwise towards a certain fixed point with a force sj^mmetrical all round

and proportional to the displacement. The arrangement may be supposed to

be such that the body always retains its parallelism. Under these circum-

stances, a vibration may be performed in any direction, and its period is the

same in all cases. If the inertia of the body be increased, the only result

can be that the motion will become more sluggish and the period longer.

Here we have the analogue of singly refracting media. But now suppose

that instead of moving in free space the body is immersed in a fluid of

sensible density. According to known theorems in hydrodynamics
J, the

inertia of the fluid adds itself to the inertia of the body, and that in a

manner dependent on the direction of vibration. An extreme case will make
this evident. Suppose that the ellipsoid degenerates into a circular disk of

inconsiderable thickness. It is clear that if the vibration be performed in

* See also Thomson and Tait's Natural Philosophy, Appendix C to Ch. vii.

+ [1899. The suggestion of an inertia different in different directions had been made much
earlier by Eankine [Phil. Mag. i. p. 441, 1851).J

t Thomson and Tail, § 331.

R. I. 8
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a line perpendicular to the disk, the fluid, which cannot readily pass from

the one side to the other, will greatly impede the motion—that is, increase

its period ; for there is no question here of a loss of energy from friction or

viscosity.

It is equally evident that if the motion be in the plane of the disk, the

fluid has no effect and might as well not be there. We see, then, that, to all

intents and purposes, the disk has a densit}', or rather inertia, of variable

magnitude dependent on the line of vibration and sjaiimetrical round an

axis, and are reminded of a uniaxal crystal. Next suppose that we try

to make the disk vibrate in a line oblique to itself It would at once appear

that such a vibration cannot be performed without an additional constraint,

which we may suppose applied. The system would then perform pendulous

vibrations whose period is a function of the position of the line in which

the centre of inertia is made to move. Lagrange's general method leads

immediately to a solution of the whole problem :

—

T= kinetic energy = | [Fjf + Q (y' + i^},

F= potential energj^ = ^fj. (x' + y'' + z^)
;

whence the equations of vibratory motion,

Px-\- fjLX = 0, Qy + M'y = 0, Qz + /j.z = 0,

showing that vibrations along x cannot be performed synchronously with

vibrations along y or z. This is on the supposition that the body is free

:

but if it be constrained to a line ^ making an angle with x, we have

T = ^p (P cos^ e+Q sin^ 6), F=
^f,^-^,

whence
(P cos= + Q sin^ e)'^ + fi^ = 0,

so that the period t is

VP cos= e + Qsin^e

When 6=0, let t = Ti; when 6' = 90°, let t = t^; then

T- = T,^ cos- d + T„- sin- 6.

There is, of course, one case which does not bring out the peculiarity for

whose sake the illustration is brought forward, I mean when the ellipsoid

becomes a sphere. The only effect of the fluid is then to retard the motion,
just as if the mass of the sphere itself had been increased.

From the problem generally we may infer that there is nothing absurd
in the idea of an inertia varying with the direction of motion, and that the
want of symmetry causing double refraction may be attributed with as great
probability to the dynamical as to the statical conditions of the question.
We know nothing about the real nature of the aether, and, if possible,
still less about its relations to ponderable matter; and it is therefore the
merest assumption to. say that the energy of motion within a crystal is
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necessarily a symmetrical function of the velocities of displacement. But
this has virtually been done in all the theories hitherto given. I would
even go further, and ask whether, when we consider the enormous velocity of

light and the magnitude of the forces which resist distortion, it is not on the

whole more probable that the relatively considerable effect of ponderable

matter is due to its action rather on the small quantity (the inertia) than

on the great quantity (the rigidity) ?

Instead, then, of assuming for the energy of the medium

let us take the most general quadratic function of ^, ij, ^, containing six

constants. Even this form is somewhat restricted; for it may be that the

energy cannot be expressed at all as the sum of parts corresponding to the

various elements of the ssther. Ordinary chromatic dispersion and rotatory

polarization, which is a phenomenon of the same nature, show that the

mutual influence of the parts is not restricted to a distance which may be

regarded as vanishingly small in comparison with the wave-length ; and

although in Cauchy's theory of dispersion the mutual action is supposed

to be of a statical character, yet the fact that there is no dispersion in

vacuum, when regarded from the point of view of the present paper, leads

rather to the conclusion that the mutual influence is dynamical, by which

I mean that it would show itself in the expression of the kinetic rather

than of the potential energy. But it will only be following precedents

to drop the consideration of dispersion in explaining a theory of double

refraction, which may be done consistently by supposing the wave verj^

long.

By a suitable choice of axes the terms involving the products of the

velocities may be got rid of, so that

where p^, Py, Pz are po.sitive quantities representing the densities corre-

sponding to the three coordinate axes. The expression of the potential

energy I suppose to be exactly the same as in vacuum ; and thus by

Lagrange's general method* we find for the equations of motion,

df"'^ dx'
Px^.=a?^ + b''V'l

• Thomson and Tait, Appendix C. Green, Gamh. Tram. 1838.

•d)

8—2
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On account of the incompressibility of the aether, B is very small ; but it

does not follow that the terms containing it are to be omitted, for a^ is

correspondingly great. We may, however, write p for a-B, and p may then

be compared to a hydrostatic pressure. The problem of double refraction

is solved so soon as the laws are known which regulate the possible directions

of vibration and corresponding velocities of propagation for every position

of the wave-front.

Let us consider a plane wave whose front is at any time given by

Ix + my + nz — Vt,

so that I, m, n are the direction-cosines of the wave-normal, and V the

velocity of propagation. Also let 6 denote the actual displacement in the

plane of the wave, and X., ^, v its direction. Thus

and

m

Now let

= Q^gHlx+my+nz—rt) p = p giil'>+my+nz-Vt\ (Q\

where 6^ and p^ are complex constants. On substitution in (2),

^do{V'pz-b') = ~ip,l, \

fi6^{V^Py—¥) = -ipam, I (4)

v6^ ( V''p^ -b-) = - ip„n j

and since l\ + m/j, + nv = 0,

P m- n-

or if, as in the ordinary notation, a, b, c are the principal velocities of

propagation*

FVa=-l FV6'-1 FVc'—

1

The equations determining the directions of vibration are

X\h'~ &) '^ p.\& a'j^vW b°-)~ ' [
(6)

l\ + mfL + nv = 0. J

* The meaning of h is here changed.
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Equations (5) and (6) constitute the analytical solution of the problem.
I had originally expected to reproduce in their -integrity the beautiful laws
of Fresnel

;
but a slight examination will show that, in order to reconcile

(5) and (6) with Fresnel's equations, we must write, for V\ a^ b", c.

respectively. The directions of vibration are parallel to the axes of the

section of the ellipsoid

x^'la- + f/b" + z'lc' = 1

by the plane of the wave; and the velocities of propagation are directly

proportional to the lengths of the axes. Accordingly the wave-surface
is the envelope of planes drawn parallel to the central sections of the

ellipsoid x^la" + y'^jb^ + z'^jc' = 1 at distances directly proportional to the

lengths of the axes. Fresnel's surface is the locus of points situated on
the normals to the sections of the same ellipsoid and at the same distances.

We see, therefore, that the new surface is related to Fresnel's in the following

way :—Through any point of the latter draw a plane perpendicular to the

line joining it to the centre; the envelope of these planes is the former

surface. In the principal planes of a biaxal crystal the new surface agrees

with Fresnel's as regards the section which is a circle ; but the other

is not a true ellipse. Within a uniaxal crystal one ray always follows

the ordinary law.

In ordinary media the transversal vibrations can be propagated without

any tendency to produce dilatation (positive or negative). But it is not

so here. Suppose in our illustration that the centre of the ellipsoid is

constrained to move in a certain plane. We should find two directions of

possible vibration and two corresponding periods, just as for light in a

crystal. The question presents itself. What in the latter case takes the

place of the external constraint ? Tlie resistance of the cether to compression—
is the answer. Any part of the sether during the passage of a transverse

wave over it tends (except in particular cases) to move normally; but the

tendency is shared by all the other parts in the same sheet parallel to the

wave-front. The motion, therefore, cannot be actually performed, because it

would involve a compression of the medium, which by hypothesis requires an

infinite force. The pressure p, however, is not without effect ; for it modifies

the reflection and refraction when light enters a cr3'stal, and it is probably

closely connected with the oblique propagation of a ray in the interior.

The actual direction of a ray is to be found from the wave-surface, just as in

Fresnel's theory.

I had got about as far as this in my original work when, on reference

to Professor Stokes's report, I was greatly surprised to find allusions to a

theory of double refi-action mathematically, if not physically, identical with
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that here advanced. After insisting ou the importance of precise measure-

ments, he says:
—"To make my meaning clearer, I will refer to Fresnel's

construction, in which the laws of polarization and wave-velocity are

determined by the sections, by a diametral plane parallel to the wave-front,

of the ellipsoid

a-x-+ b'-y- + c'-z- = 1, (11)

where a, h, c denote the principal wave-velocities. The piincipal semiaxes

of the section determine by their direction the normals to the two planes of

polarization, and by their magnitude the reciprocals of the corresponding

wave-velocities. Now a certain other physical theory which might be

proposed leads to a construction differing from Fresnel's only in this, that

the planes of polarization and wave-velocities are determined by the section,

by a diametral plane parallel to the wave-front, of the ellipsoid

x-jd' + y-jh'' + z-j<?=\, (12)

the principal semiaxes of the section determining by their direction the

normals to the two planes of polarization, and by their magnitudes the

corresponding wave-velocities. The law that the planes of polarization of

the two waves propagated in a given direction bisect respectively the t-wo

supplemental dihedral angles made by planes passing through the wave-

normal and the two optic axes, remains the same as before ; but the j)ositions

of the optic axes themselves, as determined by the principal indices of

refraction, are somewhat different ; the difference, however, is but small

if the differences between a^, If, c- are a good deal smaller than the quantities

themselves. Each principal section of the wave-surface, instead of being

a cu'cle and an elUpse, is a circle and an oval, to which an ellipse is a near

approximation. The difference between the inclinations of the optic axes

and between the amounts of extraordinary refraction in the principal planes,

on the two theories, though small, are quite sensible in observation, but

only on condition that the observations are made ^vith great precision. We
see from this example of what great advantage for the advancement of theory

observations of this character may be."

And again :

—

" The curious and unexpected phenomenon of conical refraction has

justly been regarded as oue of the most striking proofs of the general

correctness of the conclusions resulting from the theoiy of Fresnel. But

I wish to point out that the phenomenon is not competent to decide between

several theories leading to Fresnel's construction as a near approximation....

We see, therefore, that the limitation of the number of tangent planes to

the wave-surface which can be drawn in a given direction on one side of

the centre to two, or at the most three, is intimately bound up with the

number of dimensions of space ; so that the existence of the phenomenon of
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internal conical refraction is no proof of the truth of the particular form

of wave-surface assigned by Fresnel rather than that to which some other

theory would conduct. Were the law of wave-velocity expressed, for example,

by the construction already mentioned having reference to the ellipsoid (12),

the wave-surface (in this case a surface of the 16th degree) would still have

plane curves of contact with the tangent-plane, which in this case also,

as in the wave-surface of Fresnel, are, as I find, circles, though that they

should be circles could not have been foreseen.

" The existence of external conical refraction dei^ends upon the existence

of a conical point in the wave-surface, hj which the interior sheet passes to

the exterior. The existence of a conical point is not, like that of a plane

curve of contact, a necessarj' property of a wave-surface. Still it will readily

be conceived that if Fresnel's wave-surface be, as it undoubtedly is, at least

a near approximation to the true wave-surface, and if the latter have,

moreover, plane curves of contact with the tangent plane, the mode by

which the exterior sheet passes within one of these plane curves into the

interior will be very approximately by a conical point; so that in the

impossibility of operating experimentally on mere rays the phenomena -ndll

not be sensibly different from what they would have been had the transition

been made rigorously by a conical point."

Between the theory here advanced and that of Fresnel observation

ought to decide ; but it does not appear that any experiments hitherto

made are competent to do so. As Professor Stokes points out, all the

measurements which are to be combined in one calculation should refer

to the same specimen of the crystal; otherwise an element of uncertainty

is introduced sufficient to render the application of the test ambiguous.

Should the verdict go against the view of the present paper, it is hard to

see how any consistent theory is possible, which shall embrace at once the

laws of scattering, regular reflection, and double refraction.

[1899. Shortly after the appearance of this paper Sir G. Stokes pub-

lished the results of his measurements which were suflacient "absolutely to

disprove the law resulting from the theory which makes double refraction

depend on a difference of inertia in different directions." (Proc. Roy. Sac,

vol. 20, p. 443, 1872).]



11.

ON THE REFLECTION OF LIGHT FROM TRANSPARENT
MATTER.

[Phil. Mag. XLii. pp. 81—97, 1871.]

In connexion with other investigations on light I had occasion to

consider the problem of reflection, in order to see how far the facts might

be accounted for by the different hypotheses which have been made as

to the condition of the ^ther in transparent matter. Although, as I now

find, some of the results then arrived at have been already given by Lorenz,

of Copenhagen, the publication of the present paper may not be without use,

as I cannot agree with him on many important points, and great misappre-

hension seems to prevail on the subject generally.

Starting with the assumption that the rigidity is the same in the two

media, and that the vibrations of light are normal to the plane of polari-

zation, Fresnel was led to the conclusion that if the incident vibration be

represented by unity, the reflected vibration is given by the expressions

sin (0, - 6) tan {6, - 6)

sin {6, + 6) ' tan (6, + 0)
'

according to whether the plane of primitive polarization coincides with or is

perpendicular to the plane of incidence. The process by which the first

(sine) formula is obtained is rigorous, or at least may be made so by
additional explanations. With regard to the second, the reasoning cannot

be considered demonstrative, although, as a matter of fact, the arbitrary

principle assumed (that the vibrations in the two media* when resolved

parallel to the surface of separation are equal) and the conclusion are

approximately true. Fresnel did not contemplate the possibility of a chani^e

of phase which, as we now know from Jamin's experiments f, accompanies

reflection in one, if not in both of the principal cases.

* No account being taken of surface-waves,

t Ann. dc Chimie, t, xxix. p. 31.
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Green's important work " On the Laws of Reflection and Refraction of

Light at the Common Surface of Two Non-crystallized Media," was read

before the Cambridge Philosophical Society on December 11, 1837, and

published in the Transactions for 1838*. In this paper, which has never

received on the Continent the attention which it deserves, Green investi-

gates the equations of motion of an elastic medium, setting out, as we should

now say, from the principle of energy. Bj' Lagrange's method he deduces

both the general equations applicable throughout the interior, and the

conditions which must be satisfied at the surface of separation of two media.

The statical properties of an isotropic medium are defined bj' two constants

A and B, the second expressing the rigidity, and the first depending, though

not in the simplest manner, on the compressibility. For the lumiuiferous

aether it is shown that A must be indefinitely great, or that the medium

resists change of volume vfith an infinite force. During motion the inertia of

the medium comes into play, and a constant expressing the density must be

added to the two statical constants already mentioned. In all this there

seems to be nothing to which exception can be taken, unless it be to the

assumption (expressly stated by Green) that the sphere of sensible action of

the molecular forces, or, as I should prefer to say, the range of the mutual

influence of the parts of the medium, is insensible in comparison with the

length of the wave, and that the transition from the one state of things

to the other at the bounding surface is so rapid that it may be treated

as abrupt.

But in the application to the question of reflection further assumptions

are made whose significance has been strangely misunderstood. When light

passes from air into a denser medium, it propagates itself slower than before

in the ratio of /x : 1, but this consideration alone is not sufficient to lead to a

definite solution. From the equation

B,^1^B
P, f" P

we can infer nothing as to the relation between B and B,, which must

be known before further progress (other than tentative) can be made. From

the fact that in all the known gases A is independent of the nature of the

gas, Green argues that we may assume the same for B, " at least when

we consider those phenomena only which depend merely on different states

of the same medium, as is the case with light "—an inference which certainly

appears very precarious. In a note he says, " Though for all known gases A
is independent of the nature of the gas, perhaps it is extending the analogy

rather too far to assume that in the lumiuiferous aether the constants

A and B must always be independent of the state of the asther as found

* Eepiinted in Green's Mathematical Papers, edited by FeiTers, Macmillan and Co. 1871.
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in ditierent lefractiug substances. However, since the liypothesis greatly

simplifies the equations due to. the surface of junction of the two media, and

is itself the most simple that could be selected, it seemed natural first

to deduce the consequences which follow from it before trying a more

complicated one, and, as far as I have yet found, these consequences are iu

accordance with observed facts."

In a very wild criticism of this theory, at the end of an otherwise sound

paper*, Kurz, having mistaken the meaning of A, B, attributes to Green the

absurd assumption that the wave-velocities are the same in the two media,

and metaphorically holds up his hands in amazement. I need hardly point

out that Green's conditions A=A,, B = B, are something quite different,

and implj' simply an identity of statical properties in the case of the two

media. It may be shown, however, that the first (A=A,) is unnecessary, a

fact which Green does not seem to have i3erceived. The cause of the

refraction is a variation of the dynamical property (density). The rest

of Green's reasoning is rigorous, admitting of no cavil. When the vibrations

are normal to the plane of incidence, the amplitude of the reflected vibration

is expressed accurately by Fresnel's sine-formula; but the tangent-formula is

only applicable to vibrations in the plane of incidence as a fii-st approxi-

mation. It is evident that, in order that theory may at all agree with

observation, the vibrations of light must be supposed to be performed

normally to the plane of polarization ; indeed the two assumptions of constant

rigidity and normal vibrations are closely bound up together in all parts

of optics. The effect of the hypothetical relations A = A,, B = B, is greatly

to simplify the bounding conditions which then express the equality of the

component displacements and their derivatives on the two sides of the

separating surface. In this form they become identical with the so-called

Principle of Continuity of Movement stated by Cauchj', who does not appear

to have seen that a contiouitj' of strain implies necessarily a continuity of

statical properties across the surface of separation, as is evident in a moment
from D'Alembert's principle. So far there is absolute agreement between

Green and Cauch}', the only difference being that Green went deeper into

the matter and gave the interpretation, if not the justification, of the

principle assumed straight off by Cauchy. The divergence which exists

between the results of the two theories takes its rise in their treatment

of the longitudinal wave produced when the vibrations are in the plane

of incidence, whose consideration cannot be dispensed with, although its

direct effect is confined to within a few wave-lengths of the surface. Green

merely supposes that the velocity of propagation of disturbances depending

on change of volume is infinite in both media, and accordingly arrives at a

result which contains only one constant—the refractive index ; while Cauchj',

* Pogg. Ann. voL cviii. p. 396.
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on the other hand, imagines a sort of opacity to longitudinal vibrations,

in virtue of which the waves are damped, and introduces a new constant

called the coefficient of extinction. Cauchy, I believe, never published the

proof of his formulae ; but the want has been supplied by German physicists*.

Whatever may be thought of the processes by which they are obtained,

there can be no doubt that Cauchy's formulae agree ver^' well with the

observations of Jamin ; while the same cannot be said of Green's as they

stand in his original memoir. A modified form of the latter, however, has

been given by Haughtonf, to which I am inclined to adhere. He thought

that, by supposing the incompressibility, though great, to be still finite, the

second constant might be introduced, without which an agi-eement with

observation is impossible. Apart from the difficulty of explaining what

becomes of the longitudinal wave when the incidence is nearly normal,

in which case it must be jDropagated in the ordinary way, his reasoning

is entirely vitiated by an oversight already remarked on by Eisenlohr. The

difference between Cauchy's formulae and Green's, as modified by Haughton,

is barely sensible in the experiments of Jamin, which are for the most part

confined to the neighbourhood of the polarizing angle ; but according to

Kurz:[:, whose observations extended over a wider range, the latter has a

decided advantage as an empirical representation of the facts.

Quite different from the foregoing is the theory of MacCullagh and

Neumann, which is given in an accessible form in Lloyd's ' Wave-Theory of

Light.' The following principles are laid down as the basis of investi-

gation :

—

I. The vibrations of polarized light are parallel to the plane of polari-

zation.

IL The densitj' of the eether is the same in all bodies as in vacuo.

III. The vis viva, is preserved ; from which it follows that the masses of

the aether put in motion, multiplied by the squares of the amplitudes of

vibration, are the same before and after reflection.

IV. The resultant of the vibrations is the same in the two media ; and

therefore in singly refracting media the refracted vibration is the resultant of

the incident and reflected vibrations.

When the vibrations are normal to the plane of incidence, and therefore

parallel in all three waves, the application of these principles gives rigorously

Fresnel's tangent expression. If the vibrations are in the plane of incidence,

the fourth principle alone leads to Fresnel's sine-formula. This only shows

that the fourth principle is inconsistent with the others ; for, as we shall

'' Beer, Fogg. Ann. vols. xci. and xcii. Eisenlohr, Fogg. Ann. vol. civ. p. 34C.

t Phil. Mag. S. 4, vol. vj. p. 81.

X Fogg. Ann. vol. cvm.
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see, unexceptiouable reasoning founded on I. and II. leads to an altogether

different result. The very particular case of IV. required when the vibrations

are normal to the plane of incidence happens to be correct. In order to

prevent misapprehension, I should say there is a sense in which IV. is

perfectly true. If the vibrations belonging to the longitudinal surface-

waves be included, it expresses merely the continuity of displacement, a

condition which must necessarily be fulfilled according to anj' view of the

subject. But understood in this true sense, it does not carry the con-

sequences deduced from it. It remains then to be seen what the magnitude

of the reflected wave would be according to principles I. and II., when the

light is polarized in the plane of incidence. Let us take up the question

after the method of Green, and inquire what are the consequences of the

various suppositions which may be made : and first for light vibrating

normally to the plane of incidence.

The plane of separation of the media being x = 0, let the axis of z

be parallel to the fronts of the waves, so that z = is the plane of incidence.

The displacements in the two media are in general denoted by ^, j?, f

;

f, , t;,, f,
; but in this case ^, tj, ^,, rj,, all vanish. For the general equation of

motion we have

dP D W dyV ' dt" JD' \dcc' dy'J'
^^

and for the bounding conditions, when x = 0,

^=^" "d^ = '^^; ^')

n, n are the rigidities ; D, U the densities.

Assume
f = f{ax +by + ct) + F{-ax + by + ct),

^,=^f,{a,x+hy+ct),

the coefficients h and c being necessarily the same for all three waves, since

their traces on the surface must move together. Hence from (2)

f + F'=f;, n{af'-aF')=naj;,
and

F' _ a/a, — n'ln
_

/' ~ aja, + n'/n
'

or, since b/a = tan d, b/a, = tan O,
,

tan 6, n'

F' tan d ~ n

f ~ tan d, n" *^^^

tan 6 n

an equation giving the ratio of the reflected and incident vibrations.
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Case I. (Green's) n = n'

:

r ^ cot^0 - cot_^, _ sinffl -g)
/' cot e + cot e,

~
sin (0, + 6)

'

Case n. (MacCullagh's) D = D'.

Since generally n/D : n'D' =
fj? : 1, we have

n

and then (3) gives

_ 1 _ sia" e,

F' _ tan {0, - 6)

f " tan {0, + 0)

If we assume the complete accuracy of Fresnel's expressions, either case

agrees with observation ; only, if w = n', light vibrates normally to the plane

of polarization ; while if D = D', the vibrations are parallel to that plane.

But we know that Fresnel's tangent-formula is not accurate, and that there

is in general no angle of complete polarization, so that already the pre-

sumption is in favour of Case I. ; but I would not lay much stress upon this,

as the phenomena investigated by Jamin are of a secondary character, and

might be due to the action of disturbing causes.

Case III. We may suppose that n and D both vary. Here we should

obtain something between Fresnel's two expressions, which could hardly be

reconciled with observation, unless one variation were very subordinate to

the other. Other considerations seem to exclude this case ; for if n and D
both vary, there is nothing to prevent their varying proportionally, so as to

leave the wave-velocity unchanged, or /i = 1. The transmitted wave would

then not be turned, although there would be a finite reflection. Nothing of

this kind is known in nature, whichever way the light may be polarized.

But the most satisfactory argument against the joint variation is derived

from the theory of the diffraction of light from very small particles, whose

diameter does not exceed a small fraction of the wave-length. Hitherto

there has been no theoretical difficulty. Case I. is only a translation into

analysis of the reasoning of Fresnel, and Case II. of the reasoning of

MacCullagh. But when we pass on to the consideration of the problem

when the vibrations are in the plane of incidence, our footing is no longer so

sure. However close the analogy may be between the phenomena of light

and the transverse vibrations of an elastic solid, one cannot but feel that it

may not extend to those motions which are independent of rigidity, and of

which in the case of the aether we have no direct knowledge. Still, in the

absence of all others, we cannot do better than follow the guide which has

already served us so well.
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Since the displaxjement is entirely in the plane of incidence, f = 0, and

^, T] are independent of z. The equations to be satisfied in the interior of

the first medium are*.

di- dx \dx dy) dy \dy dx
(4)

dt- dy \dx dy) dx \dy dx) '
j

where

g- = (m + n)/-D, 7' = njD.

Putting, with Green,

d^^df #_^ (5)
dw dy

'

dy dx
we find

dt' ^ \dW' ^ dy')
'

dt' ^ \dx"- dy') ^ ^

Two similar equations apply to the lower medium.

The boundary conditions are

(,H + „) 1 4- (m - ,01 = (m' + n)g + («,' - n)^ ,

\dy dxj \dy dx)

'

of which the first pair express the continuitj' of displacement, and the second

the continuity of stress. Assume

. , , > upper medium
;

•Jr = fkgUa'x+by+ct)^ ( ^1 >

'

V lower medium.

The coefficient of t must be the same for all the waves on account of the

periodicity, and b must be the same because the traces of all the waves

on the plane of separation a; = must move together. The constants

•v/r', ^",... are complex. From (6) we get the following relations,

c"- = Y- {a' + b') = y,' (a,' + b') = g' {a' + H") ==g,' (a,'' + ¥).

Since g and g, are indefinitely gi'eat,

a'"+6^=0, a/^ + i- = 0; (7)
vi'hence we obtain

a = ib, a,' = — ib,

* See Green, or Thomson and Tait, § 698.
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if the upper medium correspond to the positive x. Equations (7) express

the incompressibility of the aether in the two media, for

It is therefore hardly correct to call the surface-waves expressed by 4,

longitudinal. They are more allied to those motions with which we have
so much to do in hydrodynamics, which involve neither rotation nor yet

change of volume.

Since b/a = tan 0, hja, = tan 6,

,

a- + h-_ sin^ 6, _ %' _ 1

a,^+6^~sin--'^ ^'^^'i?'

which expresses the ordinary law giving the direction of the refracted wave.

We have now to satisfy the boundary conditions. From the continuity

of displacement,

a'4, + b{f +Y)=a;4>, + b^ir„
I

?,<^_a(t'-^")=6,^,_a,t,; j

or, on introducing the values of a', a,', and putting A|r' + i/r" = X,^' — \fr"= Y,

^•(</.^-<^,)=^|r,-Z. 6(</.-<^,) = aF-a,i/r, (8)

Were we to ignore the surface-wave altogether and put ^ = <^, = 0, equations

(8) would give us

X = ^„ F= Jv^„
whence

f" _ X - Y_ 1 ~ a,/a _ sin (6, - 6)
^'~ X+Y~ 1+ a,/a " sin (0, + 6)

'

Fresuel's first expression. This is exactly what has been done by Zech*,

and is in fact merely a translation into analysis of MacCullagh's fourth

principle. The worthlessuess of the argument is sufficiently shown by the

consideration that no assumption has yet been made as to the relations

between n, n', D, D' , other than that implied in taking the ratio of the wave-

velocities equal to ix. It is as necessary to satisfy the second pair of boundary

conditions, expressing the continuity of stress, as the first ; and this cannot be

done without the introduction of finite surface-waves. Expressed in terms of

j), ip-, they take the form

(m + «) ^ + (^ - «) 5^ + ^"5^ = ^''^'^^' expression,

f„ d^i> d^4r d'^lr] . .,

* Pogg. Ann. vol. cix. p. 60.
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or on substitution of the values of <^, ijr, with regard to (8),

4> {m (a'' + h-) - 2m6^) + 2nabY = (/>, {711 (a/^ + 6") - 2n'b'} + 2n'a,byjr,, (9)

n [b'-yjr, - a'X + ib (ftF - a,-f,)] = n' [b-X - a^-f, + ib {aY- ft,-f,)} (10)

Although ft'^ + ¥ is vanishingly small, we are not at liberty to leave it out,

because m (a!'' + 6') is finite. In fact

7«(a'= + 6=) = i)c=, m' «' + 60 = -O'f^'. (11)

for we may neglect n in comparison with m. Using these we obtain

B<^-u^,J-^^f^-''^^\ (9)'

Equations (8), (9'), and (10) contain the solution of the problem.

Case 1. Let n = ii; (9') and (10) give

D(^ = D'</>, , X (a^ + 6^ = ^/^, (a,» + t^

Now B' -.B^y}; so that, from (8),

„ (t/t, — X aY — a,-^\ ->|r, — X oY — a,-^,

^'\^'i b
—

r'^i~^
—

b
—

^

or since

^ = 1^^^' = ^^'^" (^2>

[ft,
,
.b {yP'-Vf

if we put
'""^

= M. (14)
/"= + !

From (13) and (14),

2^/.' = X + F = j;.^' +^' + ^ tan OM (/x= - 1)| ^„

2t" = X - F= |^= -^' - V tan ^ilf (^^ - 1)| t,.

The quantities within the brackets are complex, and ma}' be exhibited in

the forms iJe**, B!e^' ; e and e then denote the difference of phase between

the incident and refracted, the reflected and refracted waves respectively,

and are given by

''°*'"ii7^^^)''''''°*^'''''°*^''"F''*'**^^~^'^' (^^^

by trigonometrical transformation, with use of relation sin 6 =
fx. sin 0, ;

°°* ^'

"

if(^Li)
!-^'<^ot ^ + cot e,\ = - i cot (^ + e,). ... (16)
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We have seen that when the vibrations are normal to the plane of

incidence there is no difference of phase between the incident and reflected

waves, unless the change of sign, when the second medium is the denser, be

considered such. Now what is observed in experiments is the acceleration or

retardation of the one polarized component with regard to the other, and is

therefore given simply by e — e'. The ambiguity must be removed by the

consideration that when the incidence is normal there is no relative change

of phase, though throughout Jamin's papers it is assumed that there is in

that case a phase-difference of half a period. I am at a loss to understand

how Jamin could have entertained such a view, which is inconsistent with

continuity, inasmuch as when ^ = the distinction between polarization

in the plane of reflection and polarization in the perpendicular plane dis-

appears.

The ratio of the amplitudes of the reflected and incident vibrations is

given by

R- {fjL^ cot d + cot e,y + M'(fj.''-iy cof{e-e,)+]\p'
.(17)

The corresponding quantity when the light is polarized in the plane of

incidence is

R"' sia= (e - 61,)

and therefore

R^ sin'ie + e,)'

R" cos'(e + e,) + iPsm''(d+e,)

R"'~cos^e-0,) + 3Psm^(e-e,) "^

Equations (14), (15), (16), (17), (18) constitute the solution of the problem

on the hypothesis that )i = «', and are equivalent to results given by Green.

Case 2. Let D = D' ; n' : n=l : fj?.
(9') and (10) assume the form

fi? [a' + 6=) (aF - a,-f) = 6^ {{j? - 1) | (t, -X)-aY- a,A/.,|

,

p? Q}'-^, - a^X) - IfX + a,^-^, = - {fji" - \) ib {aY - a,f,),

the value of <^ - </>, being substituted from (8) ; or, on expressing a, h, &c. in

terms of the angles of incidence and refraction,

cot ^ F- cot e,^\r, = f^^ sin^ 6 j^^^C cot 6> F - cot 6,^}^ ,

fj? {-f,
- cot^ 0X)-X + cot^ 0,ir, = - i ii^'-l) (cot 6* F- cot 9, -^/r,).

From these two equations the values of X and F as functions of the angle of

incidence might be tabulated with any given value of /i. One particular

case is very remarkable. At the polarizing angle (tan-» the amplitude of
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the reflected wave is the same as it would be given by Fresnel's sine-formula

—

a coincidence for which I have not been able to see any reason.

My object in bringing forward the present hypothesis is to disprove it,

and is sufficiently attained by the disproof of a particular case. Let us

therefore suppose that the difference of refrangibility between the two

media is so small that the square and higher powers of (^- - 1) may be

neglected. In the small terms we are to put

X=Y = f,, cot 6*= cot 0,.

The second equation gives

_ /J? + cot^ e,

l + a-^cot^e''""

while from the first

„ cot ^, , n M^ — 1 - o /, ,

cot 6*
'

/x-

Now cot2 6', =cot2 6'+(^--l)/sin=^,

cot 6, = cot6 (l + ^ J, I

approx.
V 2 cos 6J

Hence
Z={l + 2(;ii=-l)sin=^l^|r,,

1r= 1 + u^-i)
2 cos^ e

- 2 sin^ d fn

^„__X-Y_ 2sin^2g-l _ /x^ -

1

cos 4^

yjr,
" X + 7 ~ ^'^' ^ 4,cos'e ~ 2 1 + cos 2^

•*- ^

From (19) we see that the reflected wave vanishes when cos 4^ = 0;

that is, when

^ = 7r/8, or 6'=37r/8.

It appears, then, that on the hypothesis D = D', there would be two

polarizing angles (tt/S, Stt/S respectivelj') whenever the difference of refrangi-

bility between the two media is small. Since nothing of the sort is observed,

we conclude that D cannot be equal to D', and are driven to adopt Green's

original view that the rigidity of the aether is the same in all media.

Results substantially equivalent to (19) have been already given in a

different form by Lorenz*, who, however, has not discussed them, but simpl}'

states that they cannot be reconciled with Fresnel's formulae. Curiously

enough he has taken the same particular case for disproof which I, without a

knowledge of his work, had hit upon. Those who have done me the honour of

reading my papers on the action of small particles on light will understand

* Pogg. Ann. vol. cxiv.
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how I anticipated the two polarizing angles by the very different process

there employed. Lorenz draws the conclusion that the elastic force of the

aether is the same in all transparent uncrystalline substances as m vacuo, and
that the vibrations of light are performed normally to the plane of polariza-

tion. He might, I think, have omitted the word uncrystalline*

.

There is also another paperf by Lorenz on this subject, in which he
endeavours to account for the correction to Fresnel's tangent-formula required

by experiment, by supposing that the transition from the one medium to the

other, instead of being sudden as we have hitherto considered it, occupies

a distance not immeasurably less than the wave-length,—certainly a very

reasonable supposition. But there are two objections to his view which

are, to my mind, fatal. In the first place, Fresnel's tangent-formula does

not express the result of a sudden transition ; and what is more. Green's

formula (17), which does express it, deviates from the truth on the other

side. The difficulty is not to explain why Fresnel's formula is not accurately

con-ect, but why the divergences from it are not greater than we actually

find them. According to (17), the light reflected at the polarizing angle

from the diamond or any other substances of high refractive index would be

a very considerable fraction of the whole, very much greater than what

is observed. Another objection to the view that the light reflected at the

polarizing angle is due to the want of abruptness in the transition, seems to

be contained in the consideration that, if this were really its origin, it ought

to show a colour corresponding to the blue of the first order in Newton's

scale, being to all intents and purposes reflected from a thin plate. Obser-

vation, so far as I am aware, gives no support to such an idea.

Cauchy's formula, which differ from (15), (16), (17) merely by the sub-

stitution of — 6 sin 9 for M, agree very well with experiment ; but I cannot

regard them as having a sound dynamical foundation. The introduction of

evanescent waves of the kind used by Cauchy involves, as Lorenz remarks, a

theory of imperfectly elastic media. But the case is even worse than this

;

for it may, I believe, be shown that no reasonable theory could lead to

the peculiar form of evanescence assumed by Cauchy. Let us examine

this point.

If in the investigation of Cauchy's formulae as given by Beer, we intro-

duce the functions </> and t/t used by Green, we find that is still expressed

by an exponential function of the same form as before, viz. ei(«'«+6!/+<^'i. The

only difference is that, whereas in Green's theory a- +h- = c- ^g', the relation

between a', h, c, according to Cauchy, is

a:^^]f=-k\ (20)

* PUl. Mag. S. 4, vol. XLI. p. 519. [Art. x.]

t Fogg. Ann. voL oxi.

9—2
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where k is the so-called coefficient of extinction. The working out is nearly

the same as before. Instead of (8) we have

a'(/)-a,>,= 6(^|r,-X). 6(^-</>,) = aF-a,A/r, (21)

Again, since, according to Cauchy's principle, in =m, n' = n, (9') be-

comes, in virtue of (20),

Jc'<l) = k,-'<j),, (22)

(10) is replaced by

2a'h<}> + (b' - a=) Z = 2a;b<f>, + (b' - a,') f,,

or, by (21),

X,%±^^. = ,'f (^3)

From (21), (22),

Y a, 6H/^=-l) k^^-kl
.(24)

•^Ir, a a a,'k- — a'k,^

'

From (24) we may fall back on Green's corresponding equation (13)

by putting k = 0, k, = 0, k, : k = fi : 1; but Cauchy supposes, on the con-

trary, that k-, k^ are very large in comparison with &^ and writes

a = ik, a,' = — ik,

which convert (24) into

7 a,
^,

Q,--l)b' /l l\

i|r, a a \k kj

Cauchy further takes

(k-^ - k,-') 27r/X = - e
;

so that, since 27r/X . sin ^ = b, the solution of the problem is

a, ._ ,.b . J . \
(25)

F =P - { (a= - 1) - e sin e\ f,
[a a

) J

It may, however, be remarked that Cauchy has no right to suppose

that 6 is a constant for the rays of different wave-lengths. In fact if

k and k, are constants, e varies inversely as X; so that the same objection

arises here as in the theory of Lorenz. The only difference between (25)

and (12), (13) lies in the substitution of — esin^ for M. It is therefore

unnecessary to write down the results corresponding to (15), (16), (17), (18).

But what I wish particularly to point out is the extraordinary differential

equation satisfied by <p. By differentiating the expression for
<f>

and sub-

stitution in (20), we find

d'4) d'<f> _ k' (P4>

d^'^df" c^ d¥'
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I am at a loss to understand how any mechanical theory of imperfect

elasticity could lead to such an equation* If we were to speculate as to the

most probable form of the equation of motion, we should perhaps give the

preference to

df
' "' ^ ""

^cj, d^_ ld'4> d^cj>\

but the form of ^ so determined is different from Cauchy's, and leads to a

more complicated solution. On the whole I cannot see that Cauchy's theory

of reflection has any claim to be considered dynamical, although his formulae

are, beyond doubt, very good empirical representations of the facts.

I now come to the modification of Green's theory proposed by Haughton.

If M were an arbitrary constant instead of a definite function of /x, there

would be but little difference between the two sets of formulae ; for the factor

sin 6 would not vary greatly in the neighbourhood of the polarizing angle,

where alone the correction to Fresnel's original expression is sensible. So far

as the question has been treated experimentally, the balance of evidence

seems to be rather against than for the factor sin 6, I have already remarked

that Haughton's reasons for considering M as an independent constant

cannot be sustained, but at the same time I think that others of considerable

force may be given.

In a supplement to his memoir " On the Reflection of Light^f,'' Green

says :
—

" Should the radius of the sphere of sensible action of the molecular

forces bear any finite ratio to \, the length of a wave of light, as some

philosophers have supposed in order to explain the phenomena of dispersion,

instead of an abrupt termination of our two media we should have a con-

tinuous though rapid change of state of the setherial medium in the immediate

vicinity of their surface of separation. And I have here endeavoured to

show by probable reasoning that the effect of such a change would be

to diminish greatly the quantity of light reflected at the polarizing angle,

even for highly refractive substances, supposing the light polarized perpen-

dicular to the plane of incidence." The contrast between this view and that

of Lorenz is remarkable.

Referring to equation (9), we see that when n' = n, it reduces to

m (a'2 -t- 6^) ^ = m {a,"" + If) <)>,

.

Reasoning from the analogy of elastic solids, we found

m{a''+b'') : m' (a/= -h 6=) = D : B' (11)

Now although the transition between the two media is so sudden that the

principal waves of transverse vibrations are affected nearly in the same way

* [1898. See however Art. xvi. footnotes, pp. 142, 146.]

t Cambridge Trans. 1839, or Green's works.
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as if it were instantaneous, yet we may readily imagine that the case is

different for the surface-waves, whose existence is almost confined to the

layer of variable density. It is probable that the ratio of

instead of being equal to 1 : ^u.-, approaches much more nearly to a ratio of

equality. We may therefore take

(j) (p, = /J-i? 1,

where /Xj^ is less than /j,^. The solution is the same as before, except that

now M = {^,'-l)l(fjLf+l).

This explanation of the deviation of M from Green's value seems to me

the most probable ; but the ground might be taken that the densities

concerned in the propagation of the so-called longitudinal waves are unknown,

and may possibly not be the same as those on which transverse vibrations

depend. For sulphuret of arsenic, Jamiu's experiments give

/i = 2-464, /xo = 1-083,

showing that fjL„ is very considerably less than /a.

One of the most remarkable of Jamin's results shows that in many cases

M is negative, or /xq less than unity. There are a few substances of an

intermediate character for which M =
; and then Fresnel's original formulae

express the laws of the phenomena. The value of /a is usually about 1-45.

No adequate explanation has hitherto been given of the singular law ; and

in the remarks which follow I wish to be understood as merely throwing out

a suggestion which may or may not contain the germ of an explanation.

It is known that many solid bodies have the power of condensing gases

on their surfaces, a property on which the action of Grove's gas-battery

seems to depend. Now, if we were to suppose that at the surfaces of solid

and liquid bodies there exists a sheet of condensed air, which need not

extend to a distance greater than the wave-length, but is of an optical

density corresponding to about /jl = 1'5, the occurrence of negative values of

M would, I think, be explained. There is nothing a priori very improbable

in the existence of such a sheet, so far as I am able to see ; but it is

for experiment to decide whether the phenomena observed near the polarizing

angle depend in any manner on the nature of the gas with which the

reflecting body is in contact, and whether the sign of M may change from

negative to positive when vacuum is substituted for atmospheric air. The
fact that the value ofM for the surface of separation of (sa}') glass and water

cannot be calculated from the values of M corresponding respectively to

glass and air, water and air, seems to indicate that the phenomenon is, so to

speak, of an accidental character.

[1899. On the general experimental question see Phil. Mag. vol. xxxiii.

p. 1, 1892.]
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ON A CORRECTION SOMETIMES REQUIRED IN CURVES
PROFESSING TO REPRESENT THE CONNEXION BETWEEN
TWO PHYSICAL MAGNITUDES.

[Phil. Mag. XLii. pp. 441—444., 1871.]

The nature of the correction which is the subject of the present paper,

and of not infrequent application in experimental inquiry, will be best

understood from an example, as it is a little difiScult to state with full

generality. Suppose that our object is to determine the distribution of

heat in the spectrum of the sun or any other source of light. A line

thermopile would be placed in the path of the light, and the deflection

of the galvanometer noted for a series of positions. But the observations

obtained in this way are not sharp—that is, they do not correspond to

definite values of the wave-length or refractive index. In the first place,

the spectrum cannot be absolutely pure ; at each point there is a certain

admixture of neighbouring rays. Further, even if the spectrum were pure,

it would still be impossible to operate with a mathematical line of it; so

that the result, instead of belonging to a simple definite value of the inde-

pendent variable, is really a kind of average corresponding to values grouped

together in a small cluster.

For the sake of simplicity, let us suppose that the spectrum is originally

pure, and that the true curve giving the relations between the two quantities

is PQB. Also let MN be the range over which the independent variable

changes in each observation—in our case the width of the thermopile.

Then the observed curve is to be found from the true by taking m, the

middle point of MH, and erecting an ordinate pm, such that

pm. MN =a,vea. of curve PQNM.

The locus of p will give the curve expressing the result of the observations.

It remains to find a convenient method of passing from the one curve to

the other.
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In the figure PRQ represents the true curve, MN the range as before
;

Mm = mN =h; p is the point on the observed curve found in the manner

described; Om = a;a, Rvi = yo, pn = y'. Now

r+h

area MPRQNM = yclh
J -h

Thus
Ji" (Py

.(A)

which shows how to deduce y' from y.

To pass backwards, we observe that

d^y' _ d'^y h- dHj

that
h^d?y_l}} fd^y' _ h^ d^\ _ h° d'y'

6 d^ ~ 6 \doo^ 6 da^/
~

Q dx-'

if h* be neglected. Thus

_ , Iv' d^y'

^ ~ ^ ~
6 d^=

'

•(B)

(A) and (B) give the analytical solution of the problem ; but for practical

purposes the following interpretation is important

:

_ d^y h?

cteo

d-y Ii'

"d^^2

that

dx,^ 2
'

y =yo- IRS.

In passing from the observed to the true curve, the curvature is every-

where to be increased instead of diminished, and

pm = Rm + \RS.

It may be remarked that while it is always possible to pass accurately

from the true curve to that derived from it with any prescribed range, the
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inverse problem is not determinate unless it be understood that the range

is small, so that its fourth power may be neglected. The practical utility

of the solution obtained is scarcely affected by this consideration ; indeed it

is only when the curvature of the curve is considerable that the correction

itself is of much importance.

It often happens that the connexion between the two curves is not so

simple, at least at first sight. Suppose, for example, that in the case taken

as an illustration the spectrum is impure from the sensible width {2k) of

the image of the slit. The observed curve is then connected with true by

a double integration,

J rx+k f rx+h
j

Now

2h

2kJ^k 6 dx^ 6 [d^'^ ^ d^J ~ ~6 d^'

if the term in h'k'' may be neglected. Thus

y^ &da?'

y =y +
h- + k" d^y

6 dx^'

The rules remain just as before, except that instead of h we now have

V(/i^ + ^). Similarly, when the want of sharpness is due to more than two

causes, we must replace /i by {2^^}^ When, as often happens, the product

of the quantities hk. .. is to be considered as given, the experiments are best

arranged so as to make the independent quantities equal; for then the

agreement between the two curves is the closest.

The practical rule to which we are led by the considerations explained in

this paper is therefore as follows:

—

Construct the curve representing the ivimediate residts of the observatiotis

in the ordinary way. Let Rm he any ordinate. Braiu parallels PM, QN

at distances equal to h, or {Sh'^}*, and join PQ cutting Rm in S. The point p

on the true curve corresponding to the abscissa Om is to he found hy taking pR

equal to one-third o/RS, and so that p and S lie on opposite sides ofR.
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ON THE VIBRATIONS OF A GAS CONTAINED WITHIN A

RIGID SPHERICAL ENVELOPE.

ILondon Math. Soc. Proc. iv. pp. 93—103, 1872.]

See Theory of Sound, §§ 330, 331.

[The principal results are contained in the following table, giving the

wave-lengths of free plane waves whose periods are the same as those of the

proper vibrations of a spherical mass of radius unity. The gravest vibration,

in which the gas sways from side to side much as in a cylindrical pipe closed'

at both ends, corresponds to the harmonic term of order unity.]
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INVESTIGATION OF THE DISTURBANCE PRODUCED BY A
SPHERICAL OBSTACLE ON THE WAVES OF SOUND.

[London Math. Soc. Proc. iv. pp. 253—283, 1872.]

See Theory of Smnd, % 296, 834, 335.

[One principal result of the investigation may be thus stated. If the

velocity-potential (^) of primary waves incident upon a gaseous spherical

obstacle at the origin be denoted bj^

<^ = cos h{at + x), (1)

in which a represents the velocity of sound, then the velocity-potential

{^) of the disturbance due to the obstacle, reckoned at the point whose polar

coordinates are r, /x (= cos 6), is given by

kT {in' — m^a' — a] , , ^ , .„.

where T represents the volume of the obstacle ; m, m, a, a the compressi-

bilities and the densities of the obstacle and of the rest of the medium

respectively. Further h = 27r/X.

B}' supposing in (2) that a , m' are both infinite, we may obtain the

corresponding solution for a fixed rigid obstacle, viz.

^ = -^(l + t/^)cos&(a<-r) (3)]
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NOTES ON BESSEL'S FUNCTIONS.

[Phil. Mag. XLiv. pp. 328—344, 1872.]

[Most of the results are embodied iu Theory of Sound. See especially

§§ 331, 332, 339 ; Appendix A. The follo\\'iiig problem may be mentioned.

A rigid cylinder contains incompressible fluid, which has been once at rest

and is set in motion in such a manner that at a certain section (perpendicular

to the axis) the velocitj' parallel to the axis is expressed by 1 + /j,r^, where ?- is

the distance of an}' point from the centre of the section. It is requu'ed to

determine the motion and the energy thereof.

Taking the axis of the cj'linder as that of z, and z = for the plane

section, while r = l is the equation of the cjdinder, we have the following

conditions to which the potential cp is subject :

—

(1) that when ? = 1, d<p/dr = 0, for all positive values of z

;

(2) that when 2=0, d<p/dz =1 + /j,7-- from r = to r = l.

The complete value of
(f)

is found to be

where J„ denotes the Bessel's function of zero order, and the summation
extends to all the finite roots of Jo' (p) = 0.

If I be the (great) length of the tube,

2 Kinetic Energy = ttZ (1 + ^/j,)- + lQTrfi'l,p~';

in which 2p-= = -0012822.]



16.

ON THE REFLECTION AND REFRACTION OF LIGHT BY
INTENSELY OPAQUE MATTER.

[Phil. Mag. XLiii. pp. 321—338, 1872.]

It is, I believe, the common opinion, that a satisfactory mechanical

theory of the reflection of light from metallic surfaces has been given by

Cauchy, and that his formulas agree very well with observation. The result,

however, of a recent examination of the subject has been to convince me
that, at least in the case of vibrations performed in the plane of incidence,

his theory is erroneous, and that the correspondence with fact claimed for

it is illusory, and rests on the assumption of inadmissible values for the

arbitrary constants. Cauchy, after his manner, never published any investi-

gation of his formulae, but contented himself with a statement of the results

and of the principles from which he started. The intermediate steps,

however, have been given very concisely and with a command of analysis

by Eisenlohr {Pogg. Ann. vol. Civ. p. 368), who has also endeavoured to

determine the constants by a comparison \vith measurements made by

Jamin. I propose in the present communication to examine the theory

of reflection from thick metallic plates, and then to make some remarks on

the action on light of a thin metallic layer, a subject which has been treated

experimentally by Quincke.

The peculiarity in the behaviour of metals towards light is supposed by

Cauchy to lie in their opacity, which has the efi'ect of stopping a train

of waves before they can proceed for more than a few wave-lengths within

the medium. There can be little doubt that in this Cauchy was perfectly

right; for it has been found that bodies which, like many of the dyes,

exercise a very intense selective absorption on light, reflect from their

surfaces in excessive proportion just those rays to which they are most

opaque. Permanganate of potash is a beautiful example of this, given

by Professor Stokes. He found {Phil. Mag. vol. vi. p. 293) that when the

light reflected from a crystal at the polarizing angle is examined through a

Nicol held so as to extinguish the rays polarized in the plane of incidence.
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the residual light is gi-een, and that, when analyzed by the prism, it shows

bright bands just where the absorption-spectrum shows dark ones. This

very instructive experiment can be repeated with ease by using sunlight,

and instead of a crystal a piece of ground glass sprinkled with a little of the

powdered salt, which is then well rubbed in aud burnished with a glass

stopper or otherwise. It can without difficulty be so an-anged that the two

spectra are seen from the same slit one over the other, and compared with

accuracy.

With regard to the chromatic variations, it would have seemed most

natural to suppose that the opacity may vary in an arbitrary' manner with

the wave-length, while the optical density (on which alone in ordinary cases

the refraction depends) remains constant, or is subject onlj' to the same sort

of variations as occur in transparent media. But the aspect of the question

has been materially changed by the observations of Christiansen and Kundt

{Pogg. Ann. vols. CXLI., CXLiii., CXLIV.) on anomalous dispersion in Fuchsin

and other colouring-matters, which show that on either side of an absorption-

band there is an abnormal change in the refrangibility (as determined

by prismatic deviation) of such a kind that the refraction is increased below

(that is, on the red side of) the band and diminished above it. An analogy

may be ti-aced here with the repulsion between two periods which frequently

occurs in vibrating systems. The effect of a pendulum suspended from

a body subject to horizontal vibration is to increase or diminish the virtual

inertia of the mass according as the natural period of the pendulum is shorter

or longer than that of its point of suspension*. This maj' be expressed

* [1898. If f be the displacement of the bob of the pendulum, whose length is I, x the

displacement of the point of support, the equation for | is

Thus if X and { vary as cospt and gll=n'',

p^ - n-

For the reaction of the pendulum upon its point of support we have

mg ,_ ,
cPf n^m d-x_(|_^)= _„,_=____.

The effect of the pendulum upon its point of support is therefore the same as if the mass of

the latter were changed from M to

i.e. in the ratio

M--
p' - li-

'

p^ — n-

In the optical application the vibrations are to be regarded as forced, so that p is given. If

the medium, whose displacements are represented by x, be such that the square of the velocity of

propagation is inversely as the density, the last written ratio gives the square of the refractive

index of the medium (as altered by the pendulums) referred to its original state.]
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by saying that if the point of support tends to vibrate more rapidly than

the pendulum, it is made to go faster still, and vice versd. Below the

absorption-band the material vibration is naturallj' the higher, and hence

the effect of the associated matter is to increase (abnormally) the virtual

inertia of the aether, and therefore the refrangibility. On the other side the

effect is the revei-se*. It would be difficult to exaggerate the importance of

these facts from the point of view of theoretical oi^tics ; but it lies beside the

object of the present paper to go further into the question here.

That a sufficient opacity is as competent as a high optical density to

produce an abundant reflection is evident without any analj'sis. So long as

the medium into which the light seeks to penetrate remains nearly at rest,

the greater part of the motion must be thrown back without any regard

to the cause of the approximate quiescence. Whether the sluggishness

be due to a great inertia or a correspondingly great friction is in this respect

of no importance. In order, however, to account for the reflection from

silver (90 or 95 per cent.) without opacity, a very high optical density would

be required, much higher than we have any reason to think at all likely.

On the other hand, we know that the opacity of metals to light is very

great.

In this connexion it is interesting to note that some, and probably many,

non-metallic substances possess a quasi-metallic reflecting-power for dark

radiation. De la Provostaye and Desains long ago remarked on the large

percentage of dark heat reflected from glass, which was much in excess

of that calculated from Fresnel's formulae with the kno-wn refractive index.

The observation seems to have remained uninterpreted ; but we cannot well

be wrong in attributing the extra reflection to an opacity to the rays of

dark heat, which, always great, rises somewhere in the spectrum to such

a magnitude as to damp the entering raj^s within a few wave-lengths of the

surface. Nothing but dii-ect experiment can inform us what substances

are sufiiciently opaque to exercise an abnormal reflection ; for the stoppage

of radiant heat by a plate of ordinary thickness may well be complete to

sense, and yet not sufficiently sudden to give any material assistance in

reflection. I am glad therefore to be able to refer to the experiments of the

late Professor Magnus {Pogg. Ann. vol. cxxxix.), in which he investigates

the proportion of heat reflected by plates of various substances, the incident

radiation being derived from moderately heated plates of the same or of

a different material.

First let us see what fraction of the incident radiation (unpolarized)

would be reflected from the surface of a substance having a refractive index

of 1-.5—about that of glass. If 6 be the angle of incidence, and I the

* See Sellmeier, Pogg. Ann. vol. oxuu. p. 272, 1871.
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corresponding fraction, I find by calculation from Fresnel's formulae the

following :—

•

=
7= -040 I=-042

0=i5°

7= -050

6= 62°

Z=-100

This is for one surface. If the plate be quite traus23arent, the reflection

maj' be nearly the double of the above. Now for glass at an angle of 4.5°,

Magnus found no smaller value of / than "084 ; and as this must be attributed

almost, if not entirel}^ to the first surface, it is clear that something not

taken account of in Fresnel's theory must have come into operation. But

by far the most remarkable result was with fluor-spar for the reflecting,

and rock-salt for the radiating plate. The reflection at 33° was no less

than '23, at 45° '242, and at 62° •335 ; and to this the second surface cannot

contribute sensibly. Unquestionably therefore the reflecting-power of fluor-

spar for a certain kind of dark radiation is greatly in excess of what can be

accounted for without an extreme opacity—a result which is the more

remarkable because for dark radiation in general fluor-spar is one of the

most transparent things known* The reflection from a plate of rock-salt

was found to be much the same as from glass ; but here, I presume, we may
consider both surfaces to be operative, in which case the result is normal f.

It is curious that opacity first diminishes the reflection from a plate, and

then when extreme increases it again, and that without limit.

The effect of opacity is represented mathematicallj^ by the introduction

into the differential equation of a term proportional to the velocity. If we
suppose that a; = is the surface of separation, and that the vibrations

are parallel to z and perpendicular to the plane of incidence xi/, the differential

equation in the opaque medium is

' dt' dt {dx^ dy''

where h is a positive constant depending on the opacity, and D denotes

the optical density. In the upper medium h = 0, and the equation is

d^
df''

n fd''^ fZ^f'

-Di Wx' dy-

Both h and D, are subject to extensive chromatic variations ; and the

equations are therefore not to be regarded as general equations of motion

applicable to all possible cases. It is probable, however, that they represent

* [1899. The remarkable results in this direction recently found by Rubens are well known.!
+ According to the experiments of Masson and Jamin, the transmission of a perfectly trans-

parent plate is always about 92 per cent., whether the material be glass, rock-salt, or alum. This
is in agreement with the calculation in the text, as about 8 per cent, would be reflected.
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with sufificient, if not absolute, accuracy the laws of motion for a system
of plane waves of given period, provided that suitable values of h and D, are

assumed. The boundary conditions according to Green and Cauchy {Phil.

Mag. August 1871 [Art. xi.]), expressing that there is no discontinuity in

the displacement or strain, are

when x = 0. The system of waves is given by

y — y'^i'lax+ly+ct) I ^"gH-ax+by+ct)

where

27r - , 27r . . 27rF 2ir
a = —- cos 6, 6 = —- sm 0, c = = — .

A. A At

now a,

differeni
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be positive, while the imaginary part is negative. The same is true of -Re*"

;

or, as J? is taken positive, a lies between and — ^tt. Since, as we have

seen, 2a is situated in the same quadrant, a must lie between and — ^ir.

The value of a is determined by tan 2a = — /i/jD,c. It vanishes wdth h, and,

on the other hand, when h : cD, is very great, approximates to — \-7r. In

this extreme case the real and imaginary parts of /j, are numerically equal

;

the imaginary part is never the greater*.

I have been thus particular to examine the limits between which o may

lie, because it appears to me that there is on this point a serious omission,

not to say error, in Eisenlohr's papei-. In that investigation the necessitj^ of

a limitation on the magnitudes of the real and imaginary parts of
fj,

does not

appear, mainly because the author has assumed at starting expressions for

the incident, reflected, and refracted waves without reference to the differential

equations tacitly implied. To suppose, as he does for silver, that a = 83°,

and therefore 2a = 166°, is tantamount to the assumption of a medium

essentially unstable
-f.

We may now proceed to transform the expression for the reflected wave

f" _ a — a,

r a + a,'

In terms of 0,, a,/a = tan ^/tan 0,, where sin 6, = fir^ sin d. To simplify

the expressions, it is convenient, following Cauchy and Eisenlohr, to intro-

duce two auxiliary variables, defined by the equation

C6« = cos e, = V(l - sin=^//i-),

whence

„ _ cos25(sin=^ „ . „ sin2asitf^
c- cos 2u = 1 —

;

, c- sm 2w = -^-^

K- A-

Thus

a, _ sin fj-ce"' _ Ec6'"'+"'

a cos 6 ' sin 6 cos 6 '

r _ cos ^ - i?ce'"'+'"

Y'
~~

cosl* + i?c £'"'+"'

I apprehend that this conclusion is not limited to the particular form of the differential

equation which has been assumed. Whatever that may be, /j.^ \vill always consist of a real

and an imaginary part, of which the former cannot be supposed negative without compromising
the stability of the medium. [1898. This conclusion applies in general only when the frequency
of vibration is very low. We have ah-eady seeu (p. 142) that there are cases of finite frequencies
for which tip is a real negative quantity. Compare Larmor, Fhil. Trans, vol cxc. p. 242, 1897.]

t In Eisenlohr's paper the incident wave travels in the duection of the positive x, while
I here suppose the opposite. The change amounts to a reversal of the sign of c ; and thus, on
Eisenlohr's supposition, the real part of /jfi ought to be positive and the imaginary part also
positive; his result requires that the real part should be negative.
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If this quantity be called P, and that obtained from it by changing the sign

of i be called Q,

where

. J P-Q
tan d = V773

—

Prr .

The intensity of the reflected light is thei-efore

pn _ '^°^' ^ ~ 2-Sc cos 6 cos {u + a.) + R-c'' _ / 77-

^ ~ cos^dV2Rc^ose^s0u+~a:U RV ^ V~4
if

+ r / , \ 2Rc/cos 6 , N o i ,
/cos ^\

cot/ = cos (u + a) z. ~in—wi = cos (u + a) . sm 2 tan^^ ^=r— .^ ^ ^ 1 + R-c-fcos- e ^ '
J

\ Re )

d represents the change of phase; its tangent is given by

/cos d\
tan d = sin (a + m) . tan 2 tan~' (

J

.

These are Cauchy's formula for light polarized in the plane of incidence.

At perpendicular incidence,

6 = 0, e, = Q, c = 1, M = 0,

whence

tan/=J^=^(i2+l),
•^ 2it cos a. 2 cos a V R)

which may be expressed in terms of 7, and h by means of:

—

R? cos 2a = -^- E" sin 2a = - -^, 4r •

In the case of metal the reflected light is a large percentage, and therefore

tan/" is considerable. This can only be when R is great ; and then IJR
is relatively small. Approximately therefore

2 cos a 7, V2 \/{l + V(l + h^lc'D,^)}
'

or, if /i,/cD, is considerable,

7 */'-, ^^ 7 / h ,

Also

7/7, = VA/V-0;

and thus, when the opacity is so great that the reflected light is a large

fraction of the whole, its intensity vnli be

10—2
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If we suppose that h is constant for the different waves of light, we find that

the reflection is better and better the longer the wave, since c varies inversely

as the period of vibration. Most metals, it would appear, reflect the red

rays in greater quantity than the more refrangible, and dark heat better

than any.

The wave entering the metal is represented by ^,£'te.^+'^'), or, on sub-

stitution of its value for a,.

The velocity of wave-propagation is cjR cos a a against cja in air. Thus in a

certain sense R cos a (that is, the 7^eal part of fi) may be regarded as the

refractive index of the metal for the kind of light under consideration ; but I

wish to remark that great confusion has arisen in the use of the expression

" refractive index " as applied to metallic or quasi-metallic bodies, the same

name being given to quantities which, though coincident for transparent

matter, may here difier widely.

Expressed in terms of 7, and h,

i? cos a = -^ [1 + ^/(l + h^lc"-Dr)n

or if hIcD, be verj' large,

which, we have seen, presumably increases with the period of vibration. In

this approximation we have supposed that the influence of opacity is

paramount, so that sin2o = — 1, and

R cos a = — R sin a = RjiJ^.

The wave-length within the medium may be taken to be

jR cos a V /i, V h

on substitution of the value of c. Hence, if h be constant, the wave-length

in the metal varies as the square root of the wave-length in air. The
quantity here called the internal wave-length is that which physically best

deserves the name; and it is connected with what we have called the

refractive index by the usual relation,

Internal wave-length = external wave-length h- refractive index
;

but it must be remembered that, from an analytical point of view, the

internal wave-length and refractive index are imaginarj^ being denoted

by X ^ /i and ft respectively.
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The factor expressing the absorption is

g—Jls'maox ;= g—2iactK.Rs'ma

or, in terms of A,',

where, it will be remembered, both x and tan a are negative, showing that, if

a be constant, the penetration expressed in terms of \' is always the same.

In cases where the influence of opacity is overwhelming, tan a = - 1.

In order to form an idea of the sort of magnitudes with which we are

dealing, let us take silver—an extreme case. Exact measurements ol' the

percentage of light reflected at perpendicular incidence are wanting (so far as

I know)
; but De la Provostaye and Desains found in some cases a reflection

of dark heat amounting to 95 per cent. Using this in our formulae, we find

ii + i?-i= 2 cos a. 39.

Now, since cos a can never be less than 1/V2, it follows that 1/R can be

neglected in comparison with R ; and thus R=80 cos a

;

R cos a = 80 cos' a ; i? sin a = 40 sin 2a.

If we further suppose that the great value of R is due to opacity, we may
jDut cos a = 1/V2, and

iJ=40V'2, i?cosa = 40, iisiua= -40.

Thus X' = A,/40 ; otherwise the ratio of X' : \ is still smaller.

For the metals it is probable that of the total reflection the greater part

is due to opacity ; in other cases it often happens that the effect of opacity is

only a slight increase of the reflection that would otherwise take place.

Let us inquire what the strength of absorption must be.

If /Lio denote the refractive index which the medium would possess in

virtue of its density alone (7/7,), we have

i2^ cos 2a = fL^, R' sin 2a = — fi^^ -j^ ;

while the reflection is given by

Reflection = ,—4=

—

ttau/+ 1

and

/^ Vcos 2a

•' 2 cos a \ RJ 2 cos a Wcos 2a
'

f^

from which it appears that, when a is small, its effect depends on a\

On the other hand the factor representing the absorption is

g-2,«/A.fisin«_ or approximately e-"'^'*-""'".
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in which the coefficient of x varies as a. For instance, let a^ = j^. The

effect on reflection would be insensible to ordinary observation, though the

opacity is so great as to halve the light within a distance equal to the wave-

length in air. Thus it is evident that, in order to aid in reflection, opacity

must be very extreme.

Wc have hitherto supposed that the reflection takes place at the bounding

surfixce of the opaque medium and air ; but it is easy to adapt our formuloB

so as to express the result when the first medium, still supposed transparent,

or at least not very opaque, has a refractive index
fj!

different from unity.

The only change required is to write R^ /j,' for R. Thus at perpendicular

incidence,

tan/= (— +^" cos a \fi K.

If the reflection be still so good as to allow of the neglect of the second term,

we have

tan /"= —, .

fi cos a

The reflection when light strikes from glass on silver would be considerably

less i^erfect than when the first medium is air; in fact the percentage not

reflected

2 u! cos a=
^i

—

2-=^—^s— approx.
1 + tan/ R ^

^

So much for vibrations perpendicular to the plane of incidence. When
we pass to the consideration of vibrations in that plane, we are embarrassed

by difficulties of the kind met with in the theory of ordinary reflection, here

presenting themselves in an aggravated form. If, following Green, we
assumed the equations of motion applicable to elastic solids with the addition

of terms proportional to the velocity to represent the frictional loss, and

further supposed that the rigidity is the same in the two media, while the

compressibility is indefinitely small, we should arrive at results differing only

from his by the substitution of an imaginary for a real refractive index.

But we know from experiment that Green's results are not verified for

transparent media without a modification of doubtful significance, and of

magnitude increasing raiiidly with jjl. It is therefore useless to attempt

to apply Green's results. The only other course appears to be to start from

Fresnel's tangent-formula, and transform that, as we have done the one

involving sines, by the introduction of a complex refractive index (and

angle of refraction). This is what has been done by Cauchy and Eisenlohr.

Following a process similar to that used for vibrations normal to the plane

of incidence and with the same notation, we find that the intensity of the

reflected light is represented by tan {g — \-7r), where

cot q = cos (a — m) . sin 2 tan~' ( -^
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while the change of phase d' is given by

tan d' = sin (a — u). tan 2 tan~'
(
7c -: ]

.

yji cos 6J

However, what we should most require for comparison with experiment

relates to the relative intensities and changes of phase of the two polarized

components ; and these are directly obtained by Eisenlohr by transforming

Fresnel's corresponding expression* after the introduction of the complex

refractive index. If the ratio of the amplitudes be called taujS, \\g have

en / \ c^ , , / sin^ 6
cos zp = cos (a + u) . sin 2 tau"

cR cos 6J

, I sin^ 6 \
tan (d —d) = sia (a+u). tan 2 tan"* -^ 7, 1

,

\cK cos oj

c and u being determined as before. Eisenlohr has compared these formulae

with measurements made by Jamia relating to the so-called principal angle

of incidence (making d' ~d equal to ^7^) and the corresponding ratio of

amplitudes, and has deduced, as I have already remarked, values of the

constants which make the real part of ij?
negative, and are therefore in-

admissible. Another argument leading to the same conclusion is as follows.

Consider a case in which fj? is so considerable that c is sensibly equal to

unity and a to zero, or, in other words, so refractive that the entering ray is

always sensibly parallel to the normal of the surface ; and let the incident

ray strike the surface at that particular angle which gives a relative phase-

difference of a quarter of a period. The angle in question is that determined

by sitf djcR cos ^ = 1 ; so that cos 2/3 = cos a. Since a must lie between

and — \-ir, cos 2^8 must be comprised between the limits 1 and 1/^2.

Now in order that the reflection may be perfect at all angles of incidence,

it is only necessary that the density or opacity or both should be sufficiently

large ; and then cos 2/3 must be sensibly equal to zero. And yet if the

formulae under consideration were true, there would always be a certain

angle of incidence making the ratio of the two polarized components very

different from unity—a state of things incompatible with a nearly complete

reflection. I do not think that the failure of the formulae for light vibrating

in the plane of incidence need cause surprise, when it is considered that

Fresnel's tangent-formula, which forms the starting-point of the investigation,

is not verified even with transparent media, and differs more and more from

the truth as the refracting-power increases. The failure of theory is the

•more unfortunate, because the relative change of phase and ratio of ampli-

tudes for the two polarized components are precisely the quantities best

adapted to experimental measurement. As it is, we must conclude, I fear,

^ cob(9, + S)

cos \e, ^6)

'
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that the careful investigations of Jamia on the subject are at present un-

available for the purpose of forming an estimate of the values of the density

and opacity of the various metals. Experiments on the absolute reflecting-

power of the metals for the different parts of the spectrum at perpendicular

incidence would be valuable and probably easy ; but they do not appear

to have been attempted.

It has hitherto been supposed that there is no interrujjtion in the con-

tinuity of the metallic medium within such a distance from the surface that

the intromitted wave is still sensible. This is a very different thing from

assuming, as it has been asserted that the theory does*, that the reflection

takes place entirely from the surface, if indeed such an assumption could

have any meaning. When, as in the experiments of Quincke, the metallic

layer is so thin as to transmit a sensible quantity of light, it is clear that the

theory requires modification. If the media on the two sides of the metal

are optically similar, a sufficient reduction of the thickness of the layer must

at last result in a destruction of the reflection, just as with thin transparent

plates.

One of the most remarkable of Quincke's results relates to the influence of

a thin metallic layer on the jyhase of the transmitted light. In many cases

the phase was accelerated so as to be in advance of what would correspond to

a layer of air in place of the silver—an effect which, according to ordinary

ideas, would imply a refractive index less than unity. However, it is not

difficult to see that, in regard to the effect on the phase of the transmitted

wave, the influence of opacity is altogether different from that of density.

According to a method used by me in the investigation of the light scattered

from very small particles (as in the sky)f , we may suppose that the incident

wave passes on undisturbed, if suitable forces are imagined to act on the

sether in the metal in order to compensate for the alteration of optical pro-

perties. In the case when the thickness of the metallic plate is small

compared to the internal wave-length, this point of view possesses con-

siderable advantages, and gives a clear insight into the peculiarities of the

question. The forces which we must suppose to act in the region of the

metallic layer divide themselves into two groups—one dependent on variation

of density, and the other on oj^acity. The first set correspond in phase with

the acceleration of the Eether, the second with the velocity. There is thus a

difference of a quarter of a period. In my former paper I showed that

the effect of a force acting at any point is to produce at another, distant r

from it, a disturbance whose retardation relative to the force is r simply.

In our case each particle of the plate must be considered to be a centre from
\vhich a disturbance emanates ; and it will readily appear that the phase due

* Wullner, Lehrbuch der experimentalen Physik, vol. n. p. 471.

t Phil. Mag. February 1871. [Art. vm.]
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to the whole system of forces is just a quarter of a period behind that

corresponding to that element of disturbance which suffers least retardation.

In fact, if we divide the whole plate into Huyghens's zones, we know that the

effect of the whole is the half of that of the first zone. Now the phase of

the disturbance due to the first zone is the mean between that corresponding

to its centre and circumference, of which the latter is half a period behind

the former. Thus the wave pi'oduced by the set of forces due to the altera-

tion of density is a quarter of a period behind the direct wave which has been

supposed to pass through undisturbed. The effect of the disturbance is

accordingly a maximum on the phase (calculated Avithout allowance for the

metallic plate), and a minimum (to the order of approximation here con-

sidered, vanishing) on the intensit}'. It is jt:st the opposite with the second

group of forces due to the opacity, which are originally a quarter of a period

behind the first. The disturbance due to them will be half a period behiud

the direct wave with which it has to be compounded, and therefore produces

a maximum effect on the intensity and a vanishing one on tlue pJiase. A very

thin film can produce no effect on the phase of the transmitted light in virtue

of its opacity, however great, but acts just as if it were deprived of its

absorbent power and reduced to the condition of an ordinary transparent

plate. Of course this does not explain the acceleration of phase found by

Quincke ; but it shows at least that we must be prepared to distinguish

between the effects of density and opacity, though these are in the same

direction so far as regards the magnitude of the reflection &c.

Let us then consider analytically the behaviour of a thin metallic plate

when light is incident normally upon it. Above let the disturbance be

y .^ J,[ax-\-ct) _i_ D J^(—ax-\-ct) .

below the plate,

^ _- y4 A {ax+ct)

In the interior we must introduce both kinds of exponentials, in order to

represent the reflection from the second surface. Thus

where a, = fxa as before.

The conditions to be satisfied are the continuity of f and d^/dx at the

two surfaces of separation, viz. when w = and when a; = — S, which give four

simple equations for the determination of B,, A', 'B', A^. On elimination of

A', B', we obtain

{fj?
— 1) i sin fmB

'
~

2/x cos fjuaB + (jji^ + 1) i sin /xaS
'

^,=
cos^8 + {fi? + l)/2/ci . i sin ijmB

'
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These expressions contain the ordinary results for transparent plates. Con-

sidering /i real, the reflected wave is

iu? — l)sin uah .,
, ,, ,

V4/A- cos^ fjuaSi + (/i^ + 1)'- sin^ /xaS

where

tan e = ^- tan /xaS.

Similarly the transmitted wave is

1

Vcos^ /iaS + i (a'" + 1)'//^' • sin" fiaZ

where

tan e' = ~— tan /wxS.

If /xaS be very small, the exj)ression for the wave becomes approximately

In this case there is no loss of intensity in the transmitted light, and the

retardation is \ (jj? — 1) S.

But if fi be complex (equal to i?e'°),

„ - (-R-'e^" - 1) i sin (Jie^'aS)

'
~

2iie*" cos (ii€'«a,8) + i {R'e^^ + 1) sin (Ee'^-aS)
'

The intensity of the reflected light is to be found by multiplying B, by the

quantity derived fi-om it by changing the sign of i. The numerator of the

resulting fraction is

(R* - 'IR^ cos 2a + 1) sin (iie'^aS) sin {Re-^-aZ).

The product of sines is the half of

cos }2iJ sin a . mSj — cos {2ii cos a . oS]

^ 1 Jg2Esma.aS+ g-£sin..a{] _ ^os \=IR COS a . ttSj.

We may infer that the intensity of the reflected light is nearly proportional to

2 cos {2ii cos a . aS}1-
^iisina.a5 I ^—iEsina . aZ

'

For transparent media the sum of exponentials reduces to the constant 2,

but for opaque media it increases rapidly with S. After the first, correspond-

ing to S = 0, the minima are no longer zero, and soon all fluctuation becomes

insensible.

Another efiect of the exponential terms is to displace the position of the

maxima and minima with respect to S. Tbey tend to occur earlier than they
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otherwise would do. In our ignorance of the values of the constants it

seems hardly worth while to follow the result more minutely.

The transformation of Ao when /j, is complex leads to a long expression

;

and I will therefore confine myself to the particular case of a very thin layer,

whose thickness does not amount to more than a small fraction of the wave-
length.

Let the reduced expression for the transmitted wave be

j^^gUax+cti ^ (amplitude) eito+o-s+c(+e')_

Then e' is given by the equation

, , B'-D

if we denote the denominator of the expression for A„ by D, that derived

from it by changing the sign of i by D'. Now

-D = 1 ^ 1 ^ iah + cubes in S,

V = i — ~ iah + cubes m 6;

.-. D' -D = R-a'^H sin 2a - iah {\+B? cos 2a),

D' +D=2- R'a'^Sr-cos, 2a- R' sin 2a . aS;

aS(l + R- cos 2'x) + R" sin 2a . arh-"
tan e = -

2 - R' cos 2a . a^S= - iJ^ sin 2a . aS

a8 (I + R'' cos 2a)
J

R^ sin 2a . aS
/j^

1

2 I
"^ 2 V "

1 + R' cos 2a

As a first approximation,

e =— ^aS (1 + R^ cos 2a) ;

and the transmitted wave is

(amplitude) e^ f^"^ ^^' ">^^-" *
'
+'^

;

so that the retardation is ^ (R^ cos 2a — 1) S, independent of the opacity, as

we have already seen it ought to be.

The second term in the approximate value of e' has a contrarj' effect

to the first, because sin 2a is negative. Moreover sin 2a is numerically' large.

This may account for the acceleration of phase observed by Quincke—though

if this explanation be correct, there must always be a retardation when the

film is thin enough. It may happen that, in virtue of the great opacity of

silver, its elimination by a reduction of the thickness may be impracticable

without at the same time bringing the retardation due to density below the

point at which it could be detected.
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Postsa-ipt.—Since the above was written there has appeared a paper by

0. E. Meyer, entitled " An Attempt to account for Anomalous Dispersion of

Light"*, in which the author arrives at an expression for the refractive

index equivalent to that found above as the value of R cos a, namely

i? cos a = -\^ (1 + V(l + hic'Dr)}i

.

7, V2

Considering h constant, he sees in this an explanation of anomalous dis-

persion, inasmuch as iJ cos a increases with \, {c^X"'). In this view I

cannot at all agree. Meyer seems to have overlooked the fact that /;. (in his

notation k), the constant of opacity', is subject to enormous chromatic

variations, in comparison with which those of \ may be treated as quite

insignificant. But this is not all. It has been laid down by Kundt as

the result of his observations—and a very remarkable and suggestive result

it is—that the anomalous effect is not confined to those rays which are

intensely absorbed. Probably indeed the effect vanishes at that part of the

spectrum which corresponds to the centre of the absorption-band, where,

according to Meyer's formula (though not his interpretation of it), it should

be a maximum. I have already indicated what appears to me to be the true

mechanical character of the phenomenon by an illustration derived from

ordinary d3mamics. The mathematical analj'sis of the problem referred to,

which turns up in almost all branches of physics dealing with vibrations,

is well known and therefore need not be given here"f.

* Fogg. Ann. vol. oxi/V. p. 80, translated in Phil. Mag. vol. xiiii. p. 295.

t [1899. See footnote on p. 142. I have lately discovered that MaxweU had (earlier than

SeUmeier) considered the problem of anomalous dispersion. His results were given in the

Mathematical Tripos Examination, Jan. 21, 1869 (see Cambridge GaUndar for that year), and

they may have been in my mind when the text of this paper was written.]
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PRELIMINARY NOTE ON THE REPRODUCTION OF DIF-

FRACTION-GRATINGS BY MEANS OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

[Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. xx. pp. 414—417, 1872.]

During the last autumn and wixiter I was much engaged with experi-

ments on the reproduction of gratings by means of photography, and met

with a considerable degree of success. A severe illness has prevented my
pursuing the subject for some months, and my results are in consequence

still far from complete ; but as I may not be able immediately to resume my
experiments, I think it desirable to lay this preliminary note before the

Royal Society, reserving the details and some theoretical work connected

with the subject for another opportunity.

It is some years since the idea first occurred to me of taking advantage

of the minute delineating power of photography to reproduce with facility

the work of so much time and trouble. I thought of constructing a gi-ating

on a comparatively large scale, and afterwards reducing by the lens and

camera to the requii-ed fineness. I am now rather inclined to think that

nothing would be gained by this course, that the construction of a grating of

a given number of lines and with a given accuracy would not be greatly

facilitated by enlarging the scale, and that it is doubtful whether photo-

graphic or other lenses are capable of the work that would be required of

them.

However this may be, the method that I adopted is better in every

respect, except perhaps one. Having provided myself with a grating by

Nobert with 3000 lines ruled over a square inch, I printed from it on

sensitive dry plates in the same way as transparencies for the lanterp are

usually printed from negatives.
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In order to give mj'self the best chance of success, I took as a source of

light the image of the sun formed by a lens placed in the shutter of a dark

room. I hoped in this way that, even if there should be a small interval

between the lines of the grating and the sensitive surface, still a shadow

of the lines would be thrown across it. Results of great promise were at

once obtained, and after a little practice I found it possible to produce

copies comiDaring not unfavourably with the original. A source of un-

certainty lay in the imperfect flatness of the glass on which the sensitive

film was prepared, though care was taken to choose the flattest pieces of

patent plate. The remed}' is, of course, to use worked glass, which is

required in any case if the magnifying-power of a telescope is to be made

available.

Almost any of the dry processes known to photographers may be used.

I have tried plain albumen, albumen on plain collodion, and Taupenot

plates. The requirements of the case differ materially from those of ordinary

photography, sensitiveness being no object, and hardness rather than softness

desirable in the results. After partial development, I have found a treatment

with iodine, in order to clear the transparent parts, very useful. In pro-

ceeding with the intensifying, the deposit falls wholly on the parts that are

to be opaque. It is more essential that the transparent parts should be

quite clear than that the dark parts should be very opaque.

The performance of these gratings is very satisfactory. In examining

the solar spectrum, I have not been able to detect any decided inferiority

in the defining-power of the copies. With them, as with the original, the

nickel line between the Z)'s is easily seen in the third spectrum. I work in

a dark room, setting uf» the grating at a distance from the slit fastened in

the shutter, and using no collimator. The telescope is made up of a single

lens of about thirtj' inches focus for object-glass, and an ordinary eyepiece

held independently. I believe this arrangement to be more efficient than a

common spectroscope, with collimator and telescope all on one stand ; at

any rate, the magnifying-power is considerably greater, and it seems to be

well borne.

I have also experimented on the reproduction of gratings by a very

different kind of photography. It will be remembered that a mixture of

gelatine with bichromate of potash is sensitive to the action of light,

becoming insoluble, even in hot water, after exposure. In ordinary carbon

printing the colouring-matter is mixed with the gelatine and the print is

developed vnth warm water, having been first transferred so as to expose

to the action of the water what was during the operation of the light the

hind surface. In my experiments the colouring-matter was omitted, and the

bichromated gelatine poured on the glass like collodion and then allowed

to dry in the dark. A few minutes' exposure to the direct rays of the sun
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then sufficed to produce such a modification under the lines of the gratings

that, on treatment with warm water, a copy of the original was produced

capable of giving brilliant spectra. In these gelatine-gratings all parts are

alike transparent, so that the cause of the peculiar effect must lie in an

alternate elevation and depression of the surface. That this is the case may-

be proved by pressing soft sealing-wax on the grating, when an impression

appears on the wax, giving it an effect like that of mother-of-pearl. It is

known that the effect of water on a gelatine print is to make the protected

parts project in consequence of their greater absorption, but it might have

been expected that on drying the whole would have come flat again. It is

difficult to say exactly what does happen ; and I am not even sure whether

the part protected by the scratch on the original is raised or sunk. Gelatine

can scarcely be actually dissolved away, because the uppermost layer must

have become insoluble under the influence of light. I do not at present see

my way to working by transfer, as in ordinary carbon printing.

I have not yet been able to reduce the production of these gelatine-

gratings to a certainty, but can hardly doubt the possibility of doing so.

One or two of considerable perfection have been made, capable of showing

the nickel line between the D's, and giving spectra of greater brightness

than the common photographs. Not only so, but the gelatine copy surpasses

even the original in respect of brightness. The reason is that, on account of

the broadening of the shadow of the scratch, a more favourable ratio is

established between the breadths of the alternate parts.

Theory shows that with gratings composed of alternate transparent and

opaque parts the utmost fraction of the original light that can be concen-

trated in one spectrum is only about -^, and that this happens in the first

spectrum when the dark and bright parts are equal. But if instead of an

opaque bar stopping the light, a transparent bar capable of retarding the

light by half an undulation can be substituted, there would be a fourfold

increase in the light of the first spectrum. I accordingly anticipate that the

gelatine-gratings are likely to prove ultimately the best, if the conditions

of their production can be sufficiently mastered.

With regard to the application of the photographs, I need not say much

at present ; it is evident that the use of gratings would become more general

if the cost were reduced in the proportion, say, of 20 to 1, more particularly if

there were no accompanying inferiority of performance.

The specimens sent with this paper are both capable of showing the

nickel line and give fairly bright spectra, but they must not be supposed

to be the limit of what is possible. From their appearance under the

microscope I see no reason to doubt that lines 6000 to the inch can be

copied by the same method, a point which I hope shortly to put to the

test of experiment.
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ON THE APPLICATION OF PHOTOGRAPHY TO COPY
DIFFRACTION-GRATINGS.

[British Association Report, 1872, p. 39.]

Great interest has always attached itself to the beautiful phenomena

discovered by Fraunhofer, which present themselves when a beam of light

falls on a surface ruled with a great number of parallel and equidistant lines.

Their unexpected character, the brilliant show of colour, and the ready

explanation of the main points on the principles of the Wave Theory

recommend them to all, while the working physicist recognizes in them the

key to the exact measurement of wave-lengths, which has been so splendidly

used by Angstrom and others.

The production, however, of gratings of sufficient fineness and regularity

is a matter of no ordinary difiiculty. Indeed the exactness required and

obtained is almost incredible. The wave-lengths of the two sodium lines

differ by about the thousandth part. If in two gratings, or two parts of the

same grating, the average interval between the di^dsions differed by this

fraction, the less refrangible sodium line of one would be sajDerposed on the

more refrangible corresponding to the other. In point of fact the gratings

ruled by Nobert of Earth, to whom the scientific world has been greatly

indebted, are capable of distinguishing a difference of wave-length probably

of a tenth part of that above mentioned. But in order that the D-lines may
be resolved at all, there must be no average error (running over a large part

of the grating) of xjnjij part of the interval between consecutive lines. When
it is remembered what the interval is (from yj,'^ to -gj}^ of an inch, or even

less), the degree of success which has been reached seems very remarkable.

A work requiring so much accuracy is necessarily costly—the reason,

probably, why gi-atings fit to be used with the telescope for the purpose of

showing the fixed lines are comparatively rare. The hope of being able to

perfect a process for the reproduction of gratings at a comparatively cheap rate

has induced the author to return at the first opportunity to the experiments

described in a Preliminary Note read before the Royal Society in June last.

Although the subject is as yet by no means exhausted, the author thought it
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worth while to bring before the Association an account of the progress that
has been made, with specimens of the results.

The method of procedure is very simple. A dry plate prepared by any
photographic process on a flat surface of glass, or other transparent material
not aifected by the fluid media employed, is brought into contact mth the
ruled surface of the grating in a printing-frame, and exposed to light. In
the author's first experiments he used exclusively as a source of light the
image of the sun in a lens of short focus placed in the shutter of a darkened
room

;
but so small a source is not necessary. The light from the clouds or

sky reflected by a mirror through a hole several inches in aperture will be
sufficiently concentrated if the frame be a few feet distant. The author has
not as yet specially investigated the point, but he believes that if the light

were too much diffused, the experiment would fail. Much would, no doubt,
depend on the perfection of the contact—an element very likely to vary.

The variable intensity of diffused daylight, which it is almost impossible
to estimate with precision, has induced him to use exclusively in his

later experiments with ordinaiy photographic plates the light of a mode-
rator lamp. This, with globe removed, is placed at a distance of 1 or 2
feet from the printing-frame; the distance being carefully measured.
Working in this way there is little difiiculty in giving consecutive plates
any relative exposure that may be required. A collateral advantage is

the possibility of operating at any time of the day or night.

With regard to the preparation of the plates, the author has latterly been
using the tannin process introduced by Major Russell. A preliminary
coating with dilute albumen is generally advisable, as any loosening of

the film from the glass must be avoided on account of the distortion

that it might introduce. In some states of the collodion an edging of black

varnish put on after the exposure is sufficient to hold the film down. The
glasses, after being coated with collodion (Mawson's was used), are immersed
as usual in the silver bath, and then allowed to soak in distilled water, best

contained in a dipping-bath. They are then washed under a tap for about

half a minute, and put into the tannin solution (about 15 grains to the

ounce) held, in the author's practice, in a small dish. The author usually

prepares his plates in the evening, standing them up to dry on blotting

paper. In the morning they are in a fit state for use. Artificial heat might

no doubt be used if a more rapid drying were desired.

At a distance of about 1 foot from the lamp the exposure required is four

or five minutes. The development is the most critical part of the process.

The pyrogallic solution should contain plenty of acid (acetic or citric), and its

action must not be pushed too far—the mistake which a photographer

accustomed to negative work is most likely to make. At this stage the

spectra given by a candle-flame are not very brilliant, on account of the

iodide of silver still covering the parts which are to be transparent. Any

E. I. n
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trace of fog is especially to be avoided. The author has experienced

advantage in many cases from a solution of iodine in iodide of potassium

applied to the film previously to fixing ; but its action must be carefully

watched, or too much silver will be converted. The iodide of silver is then

cleared away with hyposulphite of soda or cyanide, followed by a careful

washing under the tap.

With regard to the gelatine copies, the author has not much to add to

the account read before the Royal Society. The process is very simple and

some of the results very perfect, but he has not hitherto succeeded in

sufficiently mastering the details. Plates apparently treated in precisely the

same manner turned out very differently. That difficulties should arise is

not very extraordinary, considering the novelty of the method ;
but it is

curious that some of the very first batch prepared are among the best yet

produced. The value of the results is so gi-eat that the author has no inten-

tion of abandoning his attempts, and perseverance must at last secure

success.

The author then said a few words about the performance and prospects of

the new copies. Their defining power on the fixed lines in the solar spectrum

is all that could be desired, being, so far as he can see, in no waj' inferior to

the originals. In the third spectrum the 3000 to the inch gratings show the

line between the D's, if the other optical arrangements are suitable. The

fourth line of the group b is distinguished with the utmost ease. The

author is not sufficiently familiar with spectroscopic work to make an exact

comparison, but presumes that two prisms of 60° at least would be required

to effect as much. The author is here speaking of photographs on worked

glass. With ordinary patent plate, although very good results may be

obtained if tested by the naked eye onl}', it is a great chance whether the

magnifying power of a telescope will not reveal the imperfect character

of the surface.

With direct sunlight the light is abundantl}' sufficient ; but it is here

in all probability that the weak point of gratings lies. It should be

distinctly understood that where light is deficient gratings will not compete

with prisms. There are cases, however, where the scale might be turned by

the opacity of all highly dispersive substances to the rays under examination.

Even if glass be retained as the substratum, it may be used in a very thin

layer, while prisms are essentially thick. The immense advantage of a

diffraction-spectrum for the investigation of dark heat need not here be

insisted on. Taking all things into consideration, it is probable that photo-

graphed gratings will supersede prisms for some purposes, though certainly

not for all.

The specimens exhibited by Mr Ladd are copies of two gratings by

Nobert, each of a square inch in surface, the one containing 3000 and the

other 6000 lines. The latter cost about £20.
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ON THE DIFFRACTION OF OBJECT-GLASSES.

[Astron. Soc. Month. Not. xxxiii. pp. 59—63, 1872.]

In observing the Sun with a telescope astronomers have to adopt some
device in order to obviate the injurious effects which the intense light

and heat would otherwise have on the eye. The most obvious way of doing
this would be to cootract the aperture of the object-glass, until the amount
of light was reduced to within the necessary limit. But, as is well known,
such a course cannot be followed without an enormous sacrifice of definition.

The image, in the focus of the object-glass, of a mathematical point is a patch

of light surrounded by rings, the dimensions of the system for a given wave-

length varying inversely with the diameter of the lens. If this be reduced

by a diaphragm, the patches dilate, those whose centres are within a small

distance overlap, and the resolving power of the telescope suffers.

It has occurred to me that the result would be quite otherwise if, instead

of the marginal, the central parts of the glass were stopped off, so that the

light, coming from the lens to the focus, formed a hollow cone of rays. In

this case the peculiar advantage of a large aperture would not be lost, while

any imperfections arising from outstanding spherical aberration would be

much diminished.

The general dependence of the diffraction phenomena which occur at

the focus of a telescope on the aperture and wave-length may be explained

without mathematical analysis. Consider the centre of the image given by a

well-corrected object-glass, as illuminated by secondary waves coming from

every part. Since the phases of all these elements agree at the point in

question, the illumination is a maximum, and varies as the square of the

area of the object-glass. Now take a neighbouring point in the focal plane.

If the difference of its distances from the nearest and furthest point of the

lens be but a small fraction of the wave-length [X] of the light, the illumination

11—2
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must be sensibly the same as before. The distance which it is necessary to

go from the centre, in order that the illumination may be diminished in a

given proportion, will evidently vary directly with X, and inversely with the

diameter of the glass. If, then, we cover up the edge of the glass, the image

of a point dilates, but no such effect ensues if we obstruct the central parts.

Another point seems to deserve a passing remark. Red glass is, I

believe, often used to diminish the solar glare. From an optical jjoint of

view, this is the worst that could be chosen, for the ring sj'stem, being

proportional to \, is the largest for red light. The wave-lengths for the

fixed lines G and F are in the ratio 65-5 : 486. The substitution of a

green-blue light for red would therefore be equivalent to an enlargement

of about one-third in the diameter of the object-glass.

My immediate object in the present communication is, if possible, to

induce some astronomer in possession of a good telescope to make a few

observations on the defining power of an object-glass provided with a

central stop. The subject might be either the Sun himself, or as in

Foucault's experiments (Verdet, Lemons d'Optique Physique, tom. I. p. 308),

a scale illuminated by sunlight and placed at a sufficient distance. Any
results that might be obtained could not fail to interest physicists

generally.

I append a mathematical statement of the two most contrasted cases,

namely, (1) when the object-glass is completely uncovered, (2) when a
narrow marginal rim is alone left to act.

Let dl denote the amplitude of the vibration corresponding to a ring

{^jrRdR) of the object-glass at a point whose distance from the centre of the

image subtends at the lens an angle 6. Then, if a; = 27r sin 6 R/X,

dl = 2-77RdR.J,{x),

where ^o(*) = -
I cos {x cos <f) dcf>,

is the Bessel's function of zero order.

For the complete aperture from to R, we have

/ = 27r f RdRJ, (27r sin 6 R/X).
Jo

The intensity is represented in the two cases by the squares of dl and /.

The expression for J may be written

27rR'
I = -^^j^xdxJ„{x).
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Now, differentiation being denoted by accents, /„(«) satisfies the
equation

whence

/
I

X

xdxJ,{x)=~ f dx [x j;' + /;} = - f da; jJi^J^} = -xJ^,

so that / = - TrR\
'^'^' ''^^

X '

or since JJ {x) = - J, {x),

X

The intensities in the two cases are accordingly in the ratio

[2x--j,{x)Y [U«=)Y-

Let us consider first the positions of the dark rings. Their radii are

given by the roots of the equations J^ (x) = and J„ (x) = 0.

In case (2) {/„ (x) = 0} the vahies of x corresponding to the dark rings are

2-41, 5-52, 8-66, 11-8, 14-9, 18-1, &c.,

being ultimately of the form (m — ^)v for the mth dark ring. These are for

the pattern given by the marginal rim alone. For the whole lens we require

the roots of Ji (x) = 0, which are

3-83, 7-02, 10-17, 13-3, 16-5, 19-6, &c.,

the with being ultimately (m + \) tt. So far the advantage lies entirely with

case (2). If the size of the image be regarded as the space included within

the first dark ring, the rim above gives a smaller image than the whole

lens in the ratio of 2'41 : 3"83, or about 1 : 1'6. From Foucault's experiments

(see Verdet) it would appear that the effective image does not extend so far

as even to the first dark circle. Something, however, may depend upon the

distribution of brightness. The functions 2x~^Ji(x), Jo(x) have their greatest

values when x=0, and are then both equal to unity. But the maxima after

the first are less for 2x~^Ji (x) than for J„{x). The positions of the maxima

of {J^{x)Y are given by the equation Ji(x) = 0, and are the same as those

just found for the vanishing of {2a;"' Ji (x)f.

Corresponding to the values of x,

3-83, 7-02, 10-17, &c.,

we have for J„(x) without regard to sign

•403, -300, -250, &c.
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The squares of these give the maxima illuminations. To find when

2,x~^J^{x) is a maximum, we have by differentiation,

J,' (x) - w-^J, (x) = 0.

But by a property of these functions,

Jo (*') — «"^</i {x) — Ji{x)\

and therefore our conditions are simpl}' J^ {o:) = 0.

This gives for x ap^Droximately

5-1, 8-4, 11-6, &c.,

the series being ultimately the same as for J^{x), so that the (??!,— l)th

root is {m — \) ir.

The corresponding values of 2x~'^Ji(x), without regard to sign, are

•13, -064, -040, &c.

For convenience of comparison I have drawn up a table of the maximum
intensities, and of the places where the maxima and minima occur in

the two cases. The calculations were made by means of the tables of Bessel's

functions computed by Hansen (Lommel, Studien ueber die BesseVschen

Fuiictionen).



20.

AN EXPERIMENT TO ILLUSTRATE THE INDUCTION ON
ITSELF OF AN ELECTRIC CURRENT.

[Nature, vi. p. 64, 1872.]

It is well known that the sudden development of a current in a conductor

is opposed by an influence analogous to the inertia of ordinary matter. A
powerful movement of electricity cannot be suddenly produced ; neither can

it be suddenly stopped. One consequence is that a periodic interruption

of a circuit in which a constant electromotive force acts is sufficient, when

the self-induction is great, to stop all sensible current, even although the

interruptions themselves may be of very short duration. Before any copious

flow can be produced the circuit is broken, and the work has to be begun

over again. Whether in any particular case the influence of self-induction is

paramount, or not, will depend also on the resistance of the circuit, and on

the rapidity of the intermittence. The magnitudes which really come into

direct comparison are the interval between the breaks, and the time which

would elapse while a current, generated in the circuit and then left to itself,

falls to a specific fraction (such as one half) of its original magnitude. In

ordinary cases the duration of transient currents is but a small part of a

second of time, so that, in order to bring out the effects of self-induction,

the breaks must recur with considerable rapidity.

There is, however, one remarkable exception to the general rule, which

occurs when, alongside of the principal coil to which the sluggishness is due,

there exists an independent course along which the electricity can circulate.

For instance, suppose that a coil with two wires, such as is often used for

electro-magnets, is so arranged that one wire is included in the principal

circuit, while the ends of the other are joined. The effect of the second

circuit is then to neutralise the self-induction of the first, and so to increase

largely the current that passes through it. Let us trace the progress of

the phenomenon; supposing that the first circuit has been closed for a
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sufficient time to allow of the development of the full current which can

be excited by the actual electromotive force.

The moment the rupture is complete, the current in the first wire must

stop, but another of the same magnitude and direction is at once developed

in the neighbouring circuit. In fact, in ^drtue of its inertia, the electrical

motion tends to continue with as little change as po.ssible, a result which

is attained in great degree by the formation of the second current to fill

the place of the fir.st. In a short time the induced current would diminish

and become insensible under the operation of resistance (analogous to ordi-

narj' friction); but we are supposing that before this takes place to any

considerable extent the contact is renewed, and the electromotive force agam

begins, in the first circuit, to j)ush the electricity on. It is now that the

peculiarity of the arrangement manifests itself The current instantly

transfers itself back again to the first circuit, which thus, without an}- delay,

has the advantage of the full current which the electromotive force can

sustain. If it had not been for the second circuit and its current, the develop-

ment in the first would only have been gradual, and by supposition so slow

that it would be checked by another interruption before any considerable

progress could be made. In short, the self-induction of the principal circuit

is virtually destroyed *-

In my experiment the principal circuit consisted of a Smee cell and one

wire of a coil belonging to a large electro-magnet, and which I may call A^.

The interrupter was a tuning-fork, arranged after Helmholtz, and set into

regular vibrations of about 128 per second by an independent current and

battery. The fork itself was forged by the village black.«mith, and the whole

affair was home-made. Across one prong was placed a sort of rider of copper

wire, dipping on either side into a mercury cup, and so arranged that during

the vibration its ends should enter and leave the mercury, thereby establishing

and interrupting the continuity of the cu'cuit. The current was measured by

means of a short-wire galvanometer whose electrodes were connected with

two neighbouring points of the circuit in such a manner that a small but

constant proportion of the entire current passed through the instrument.

The second ^vire of the coil A., which is similar to the first and put on with

it, formed the second circuit, when its ends were joined by a short wire. In

order to increase at pleasure the effects of induction, iron wires or rods of

about a quarter of an inch in diameter were provided, whose insertion in

the coil materially increased the decisiveness of the result.

In the first place, the deflection produced on the galvanometer when
the cu-cuit was permanently completed was 58°, which to fell 39° when the

* Mathematicians familiar with the theory of electricity will follow this by putting the three

induction coefficients (in Maxwell's notation, L, M, N) equal, and the resistance of the second

circuit, S, equal to zero.
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interrupter was at work, the circuit of A^ being open, and without iron. On
closing J.2 the deflection rose to 46°. A^ was again opened, and one iron

wire introduced, which gave 30°. Two wires gave 25°, while the introduction

of thirty reduced the deflection to 12°. Again closing A^, the reading was

43°, raised to 44° only by the removal of the iron. It was clear that the

second circuit almost secured the first from the influence of induction, which

otherwise greatly reduced the electrical circulation. I may add that the

arrangement was very efficient, the galvanometer needle remaining perfectly

steady, so that the readings could be taken with ease and accuracy.

Another experiment made at the same time (about two years ago) may
be noticed, if only for its contrast with the preceding. The coil A^, being

removed from the main circuit, was included in the branch with the galvano-

meter, as sho\vn in the figure. Here neither the insertion of iron nor the

BATTERY

GALVANOMETER

closing of A^ made any difference ; the circuit containing the coil remaining

always closed, whatever might be the condition of the other. In such circum-

stances the average current indicated by the galvanometer is independent of

the self-induction of the coil, varying only with the resistance in the branch,

and with the average difference of potential at the points of derivation.
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SOME GENERAL THEOREMS RELATING TO VIBRATIONS.

[Proceedings of the London Mailiematical Society, Vol. iv. pp. 357—368,

1873.]

This paper contains a short account of some general theorems, with

\vhich I have lately become acquainted during the preparation of a work

on Acoustics. As they seem to possess considerable interest, I take the

present opportunity of bringing them before the Society.

Section I.

The natural periods of a conservative system, vibrating freely about a

configuration of stable equilihrium, fulfil the stationary condition.

Let the system be referred, in the usual manner, to independent co-

ordinates -v/tj, t/tj, •>/^3,... whose origin is taken to correspond with the con-

figuration of equilibrium. Then, the square of the motion being neglected,

the kinetic and potential energies are expressible in the form

T=\[imr,^ + :^[22-\iri+ + [12]V^,t,-f (1),

F=i{ll}./.,^+H22}t.'+ +{li\ir,^lr,+ (2),

where [11]..., {11}... are constants, subject to the condition of making

T and V always positive. For the present purpose, it is convenient, though

not necessary, to transform the coordinates in the manner explained in

Thomson and Tait's Natural Philosophy, § 337, so as to reduce T and V
to a sum of squares

;

T=i[l]<i>/ + i[2]<^/ + (3),

F=i{l).^,^ + i{2}</./+ (4),

where the coefficients are necessarily positive. The natural vibrations of

the system are those represented by the separate variation of the coordinates
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<j)i, </>2, . .
.

; and the corresponding differential equations obtained by Lagrange's

method are of the form

W^«+{s}0s = O (5),

showing that the period of the natural vibration ^g is given by

T, = 27r[5]*-{s}* (6).

Let us now suppose that the system is no longer allowed to choose its

type of vibration, but that an arbitrary type is imposed upon it by a suitable

constraint, leaving only one degree of freedom. Thus, let

<p, = A^d, (p, = A^e, &c (7),

where A^, A«,... are given real coefKcients. The expressions for T and V
become

r={i[i]^,^ + M2]^/ + }0' (8),

r={^{i}A^ + ^{2}A,' + }e' (9),

whence, if 6 varies as cos pt,

{l}A-+{2}^.- +
P [1]A,^+[2]A,^+ ^'''''•

This gives the period of the vibration of constrained type ; and it is evident

that the period is stationary, when all but one of the coefficients Ai, A„, ...

vanish, that is to say, when the type coincides with one of those natural to

the system.

By means of this theorem we may prove that an increase in the mass of

any part of a vibrating system is attended by a prolongation of all the

natural periods, or at any rate that no period can be diminished. Suppose

the increment of mass to be infinitesimal. After the alteration, the types

of vibration will in general be changed ; but, by a suitable constraint, the

system may be made to retain any one of the former types. If this be done,

it is certain that any vibration which involves a motion of the part whose

mass is increased, has its period prolonged. Only as a particular case (as,

for example, when a load is placed at the node of a vibrating string) can the

period remain unchanged. The theorem now allows us to assert that the

removal of the constraint, and the consequent change of type, can only affect

the period by a quantity of the second order ; and that therefore, in the

limit, the free period cannot be less than before the change. By integration

we infer that a finite increase of mass must prolong the period of every

vibration which involves a motion of the part affected, and that in no

case can any period be diminished ; but in order to see the correspondence

of the two sets of periods, it may be necessary to suppose the alteration

made by steps. The converse of this and corresponding theorems relating

to an alteration in the potential energy of a system will now be obvious.
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A very useful application of the principle may be made to the ap-

proximate calculation of the natural periods of a system whose constitution,

though complicated, is but slightly different from one of a much simpler

nature. The main difiiculty of the general problem consists in the determin-

ation of the free types, which may involve the solution of a difficult

differential equation. We now see that an apjiroximate knowledge of the

type may be sufficient for practical purposes, and that, in the class of cases

referred to, the adoption of the type natural to the approximate simpler

system in the calculation of T and V will entail an error of the second order

only in the final result.

To illustrate this question, we may take a case not without interest of

its own—namely, the transverse motion of a stretched string of nearly, but

not quite, uniform longitudinal densit}''. If the uniformity were exact, the

type of the sth component vibration would be

2/=(/)sSm— (11),

where I is the length, x the distance of any particle from one end, and y the

transverse displacement. In accordance with the plan proposed, we are

to calculate the period for the variable string on the supposition that (11) is

also applicable to it. We find

if p = po 4- Ap, Ap being small.

For the potential energy we have (T^ being the tension) the usual

expression

^=iM:(S"*-¥-'T*-- w
Hence, if the solution be

f
2'n-t

the period Tg is given by

(f>s
= Acos\-—-e) (14),

-•=M'h^/;ir>=°-7M a^)-

As might be expected, the effect of an alteration of density vanishes at the
nodes, and is a maximum midway between them.

* [An erratum is here corrected, 1898.]
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A similar method applies to a great variety of problems, and gives the

means of calculating the correction due to the necessary deviation of au}'

actual system, on which experiments can be made, from the ideal simplicity

assumed in theory.

Another point of importance with reference to this application has yet to

be noticed. It appears from (10) that the period of the vibration corre-

sponding to anjr hypothetical type is included between the greatest and least

of the periods natural to the system. In the case of sj'stems like strings and

plates, which are treated as capable of continuous deformation, there is no

least natural period ; but we may still assert that the period calculated from

any hypothetical type cannot exceed that belonging to the gravest normal

type. When, therefore, the object is to estimate the longest natural period

of a system by calculations founded on an assumed type, we have, a -prion,

the assurance that the result will come out too small. For example, the

value for Tj, given in (15), is certainly less than the truth, while the error is

of the second order in Ap.

In the choice of a hypothetical type, judgment must be used, the object

being to approach the truth as nearly as can be done without too great

a sacrifice of simplicity. The type for a string heavily weighted at an}^

point might suitably be taken from the extreme case of an infinite load,

that is to say, the two parts of the string might be supposed to be straight.

Even with a uniform unloaded string, the result of the above hypothesis is

not so very far from the truth. -Taking y = vix cos,pt from x = Q to x = ^l,

we find, for the whole string,

T = ?2^ sin^jpi, V = 7V?^ cos' pt
;

whence

p' = '^ ^^«>

The correct result for a uniform string is

2 'P

p'='w
^''^-'

so that the period calculated from the assumed type is too small in the

ratio of TT : Vl2 or -907 : 1.

A much closer approximation would be obtained by the assumption

of a parabolic form

y = m (1 - 4^x^11') (18).

Proceeding in the same way as before, we should find a period too short

in the ratio tt : VlO, or -9936 : 1. In order that the natural type should be

parabolic, the density of the string would have to vary as (S' - 4!3f)-\ being

thus a minimum in the middle, and becoming infinite at either end.
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The gravest tone of a square plate is obtained when the tj'pe of vibration

is such that the nodal lines form a cross passing through the centre of

the plate and parallel to the edges. The next type in order of importance

gives the diagonals for the nodal lines. Chladni found experimentally

that the interval between the two tones was about a fifth. It so happens

that the second kind of vibration can be completely treated theoretically,

being referable to the simpler case of the vibration of bars * ; but the first

has not hitherto been successfully attacked. I find that if we assume for the

type of vibration

z = xy cos pt (19)>

the nodal lines being taken for axes of cc and y, the boundary conditions are

satisfied, and the calculated period comes out greater than that corresponding

to the diagonal position of the nodal lines in the ratio of 1"37 : 1. Since

this ratio is certainly too small, Chladni's result is about what might have

been expected from theoretical considerations.

Before leaving the subject of natural vibrations, I wish to direct the

attention of mathematicians to a point which does not appear to have

been sufficiently considered : I refer to the expansion of arbitrary functions

in series of others of specified types. The best known example of such

expansions is that generally called after Fourier, in which an arbitrary

periodic function is analysed into a series of harmonics, whose periods are

sub-multiples of that of the given function. It is well known that the

difficulty of the question is confined to the proof of the possibility of the

expansion; if this be assumed, the determination of the coefficients is easy

enough. What I wish now to draw attention to is, that in this, and an

immense variety of similar cases, the possibility of the expansion may be

inferred from physical considerations.

To fix our ideas, let us consider the small vibrations of a uniform string

stretched between two fixed points. We know, from the general theory, that

the whole motion, whatever it may be, can be analysed into a series of

harmonic functions of the time, representing component vibrations, each

of which can exist by itself If we can discover these normal tj'pes, we shall

be in a position to represent the most general possible vibration by combinino-

them, each with arbitrary amplitude and phase. The nature of the normal

types is given by the solution of the differential equation

S + ^"^2' = (20),

whence it appears that they are expressed by

- -rrx . 2Trx . Sttx „

2/ = sin-^, y = sm-j~, y = siu -j- , 8z,c.

* [1898. Only in the case where Poisson's ratio vanishes; see Theory of Sound, % 226.1
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We infer that the most general position which the string can assume is

capable of representation by a series of the form

. . TTX . . Ittx
Ai sm -=- + ^2 sm ——h ,

V V

which is a particular case of Fourier's theorem. There would be no difficulty

in proving it in its most general form.

So far the string has been supposed uniform. But we have only to

introduce a variable density, or even a single load at one point of the string,

in order completely to alter the expansion whose possibility may be inferred

from dynamical theory. It is evident that coiTesponding to any system,

whether string, bar, membrane, plate, or what not, there is an appropriate

expansion for an arbitrary function of one or more variables. Thus the

expansion in La Place's series may be proved by considering the motion of

a thin layer of gas between two concentric spherical surfaces, the expansion

in Bessel's functions from the vibrations of a circular membrane, or of the

air contained within a rigid cylinder, &c. When the difficulty of a direct

analytical proof of even these simple cases is considered, the advantage of the

physical point of view will be admitted.

The method of definite integration (or summation, if the system have

only finite freedom), by which the constants are determined to suit arbitrary

initial circumstances, is well known, and has been applied to a great variety

of problems, dealing not only with vibrations, but -with other physical

questions such as the conduction of heat ; but I have never seen the reason

of its success distinctly stated. It may be said to depend on the character-

istic property of the normal coordinates, namely, their power of expressing

the energy of a system as a sum of squares only. In the case of a string, for

example, we have
. TTX , . 2-7TX

y = <^i sm -^ + <p2 sm —p +
,

where ^i, <^2> are the normal coordinates. The expression for the

energy is

P r -o 1 ' P P J { i -^^ 1 27ra; V
^j y^dx, or

^ j
dx U^ sm ^ + (p.^ sm ^j-

+

K

If by the solution of the differential equation, or othenvise, we have

assured ourselves as to the nature of the normal types, we may assume,

without further proof, that the products of the coordinates will disappear

from the expression for the energy,—in the above instance, that

r' . VTTX . sirx -

I
sm —p- sin —j- ax

will vanish, if r and s be different.
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Section II.

The Dissipation Function.

The original equation of motion of a system in rectangular coordinates, as

obtained at once by an application of the Principle of Virtual Velocities, is

Im (xBx + yBy + zhz) = 1 {XBx+ YSy + Zlz) (21).

When transformed to independent coordinates, and restricted so as to give

the equations of vibratory motion in their simplest form, this becomes

^(^)=>F„ &c (22).
dt \d-fj

where '^^l-^^ + ^eSi/r^ + ... is the transformation of S (Xlx + Yhy + Zlz),

denoting the work done on the system by the applied forces during the

hypothetical displacement.

If we separate from ^ the forces which depend only on the position of

the system, we obtain

lf^U'^ = >^,,&c (23).
dt \d-^J dyfry

The principal object of the present section is to show that another group

of forces may be advantageously treated in a similar manner.

The forces referred to are those which vary in direct proportion to the

component velocities of the parts of the system. It is well known that

friction, and other sources of dissipation, may be usefully represented as

following this law approximately; and even when the true law is different,

the principal features of the case will be brought out. The effect of such

forces will be to introduce into the original equation terms of the form

S {k^xSx + KyyBy + K^z Sz) (24i),

where k^, Ky, k^ are the coefficients of friction, parallel to the axes, for the

particle x, y, z. The transformation to the independent coordinates is effected

in a similar manner to that of '%m{xhx -\- yhy + zhz), and gives

dF ^, dF ^,—T- <5i/ri + -T- 5i|^2 + ,

where

= i(ll)^,^ + H22)^/r.^+ +(12)^fr,,/., + (25).

F, it will be observed, is, like T and V, a necessarily positive quadratic

function of the coordinates, and represents the rate at which energy is

dissipated.
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The above investigation refers to forces proportional to the absolute

velocities ; but it is equally important to include such as depend on the

relative velocities of the parts of a system, and this fortunately can be done

without any increase of complication. For example, if a force acts on the

particle x^ proportional to x^ — x^, there must be at the same moment, by the

law of action and reaction, an equal and opposite force acting on x^. The
additional terms in the fundamental equation will be of the form

K (xi — ij) 8xi + K. (x^ — i^i) 8a;2,

which may be -written

K {xi - X2) S («! - x^) = Si|r, -—- [\{x^- x.^)-] + ;

and so on for any number of pairs of mutually influencing particles. The

only effect is the addition of new terms te F, which still appears in the

form (2.5)*

The existence of the function F does not seem to have been recognised

hitherto, and indeed is expressly denied in the excellent Acoustics of the late

Prof. Donkin (p. 101). We shall see that its existence implies certain

relations between the coefficients in the generalised equations of motion,

which carry with them important consequences.

Lagrange's equation, after the separation from ^ of the forces proportional

to the displacements and velocities, whether absolute or relative, becomes

±fdT^^dF^dV^^
(26).

dt \d^/ dy{r d'<]r

where
r = i[ii]f,= + + [12].^,^^, +

F=^\{l\)ir^+ 4 (12) V^.^ir, + I (27).

F = l
(11) ^,^+ + {12} ^|rl^|^,+ ,

On substitution, we obtain a system of equations, which may be written

:

11 ^1 + 12^2 + 13 -^3+ ='I'i

2lf1 + 22^|^2 + 23-^3 + = ^„

31-^, + 32^, + 33-^3 + =^3
•(28),

where a coefficient such as rs is an abbreviation for the quadratic operator

It is to be carefully noticed that since [rs] = [sr], {rs) = (sr), [rs] = {sr}, it

follows that rs = sr.

* The differences referred to in the text may of course pass into differential coefficients

in the case of a continuous body.
1 n

E. I.
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The small vibrations of a system free from dissipative influences can

always be analysed into a series of normal components, each of which is

similar in cliaracter to that of a system possessing but one degree of freedom.

It is, in general, otherwise with the vibrations of a dissipative system.

These may, indeed, be analysed into components of the quasi-harmonic

type (Thomson and Tait, § 343); but these last are different in character

from the vibration of a simple dissipative system. For instance, the system,

supposed to be animated by one component, does not pass simultaneously

through the configuration of equilibrium. The reason of the difference wdl

appear at once. When there is no friction, a suitable transformation of

coordinates will always reduce T and V to a sum of squares, and the

equations of motion become

[1] 4;, + {1} <^, = 0„ &c.,

the same as for a simple system. The presence of friction will not interfere

with the reduction of T and V ; but the transformation proper for them will

not in general suit also the requirements of F. The equation can then only

be reduced to the form

[1] <^, + (11) 4>, + (12) ^, + + {1} ,^, = cl>^ (29),

and not to the simple form expressing the vibration of a system of one

degree of freedom,

[1]^, + (1)<^, + {1}.^> = *, (30).

We may, however, choose which two of the three functions we shall reduce,

and the selection would vary according to circumstances.

Cases, however, arise in which, owing to the special character of the

system, the same transformation of coordinates will reduce all three functions

to sums of squares, and then the motion possesses an exceptional simplicity.

Under this head the most important are probably when F is of the same

form as T or V. In the problem of the string, if we assume a direct

retarding force proportional to the velocity, we have F proportional to T

;

if the dissipation is due to viscosity, we might have F proportional to V.

The same exceptional reduction is possible when .F is a linear function of T
and V, or when T is itself of the same form as V. In any of these cases

the equations of motion for each component are of the same form as for a

dissipative system with one degree of freedom, and the elementary types

ai'e characterised by the fact that the whole system passes simultaneously

through the configuration of equilibrium. It appears that the law of

friction usually assumed for a string is of an exceptional character, and leads

to results of, in some respects, delusive simplicity.
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Section III.

The present section is devoted to the proof and illustration of a very

important law of a reciprocal character, connecting the forces and motions of

any two types. Particular cases of it have been noticed by previous writers

;

but the general theorem is, I believe, new, and indeed could not be j^roved

without the results of the preceding section.

The following partial statement will convey an idea of its nature :

—

Let a periodic force ^g, equal to Ag cos pt, act on a system either con-

servative, or subject to dissipation represented by the function F, giving the

forced vibration yfr^ = kA^ cos {ipt — e), where k is the coefficient of amplitude,

and € the retardation of phase. The theorem asserts that if the system be

acted on by the force '^r = -^rCOspt, the corresponding forced motion of

type s will be

yjrs= icA^ cos {pt — e).

The solution of the general equations (28) may be expressed in the form

dV ^ dV ^

^ d.21 d.22

.(31),

sphere V denotes the determinant

.(32),

an

sr

11, 12, 13,

21, 22, 23,

31, 32, 33,

d the partial differentiations are made without recognition of the relations

- = rs, &c. By the nature of determinants it follows that, since sr = rs,

dV dV
.(33).

d.rs d.sr

Thus the component displacement 'p-r due to a force ^^ is given by

(34).

12—2

' d.rs
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If, now, we inquire what the effect of a force ^^ will be in producing the

displacement of type s, we find

Vf,^-^^, (35),

so that in virtue of (33) the relation of -v/tj, to ^r, in the second case, is the

same as the relation of i^r to '^^s in the first.

Distinguishing the second case by a dash affixed to the corresponding

quantities, let us take

where the coefficients Ag, AJ may, without loss of generality, be supposed to

be real. The solution may be expressed in the form

.(36).

cHo^Vji^;)^^^^
^ d.rs

,.nog^7^)^,^,
' a.S7-

where d/dt is replaced by ij) in V and its differentials. Hence b}^ (33)

we see that

Ar'ylrr = A,^^; (37),

which is the sj'mbolical expression of the reciprocal theorem with respect

both to amplitude and phase. If ^/ = '*Fs, then will -^s =='4^r; but it must

be remembered that the forces and displacements of different types are not

necessarily comparable. The following statement will, however, hold good in

all cases:—The force '*!'/ does as much work on the motion due to '^j, as '^g

does on the motion due to '^r-

There is an important class of cases to which our principle, general as is

the proof just given, would not at first sight appear to apply. Among these

may be noticed systems in which the cause of the dissipation, or of part of it,

is the conduction and radiation of heat. The dissipation cannot always be

represented by a function F, which shall be the same in form under all

circumstances. I am not at present in a position to discuss this question

completely ; but there is one consideration which may here be referred to as

sufficient to bring a large additional field within the sweep of the demonstra-

tion. Since the investigation is concerned only with harmonic motions of

period (p), it will be sufficient for the establishment of the theorem if the

dissipation function exist for all vibrations of the given period.

A few examples may promote the comprehension of a theorem which, on

account of its extreme generality, may appear vague.

Let A and B be two points of a uniform or variable stretched string.

If a periodic transverse force act at A, the same vibration will be produced

at i? as would have ensued at A had the force acted at B.
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In a space occupied by air, let A and B be two sources of disturbance.

The vibration excited at A will have at B the same relative amplitude and

phase as if the places were exchanged. Helmholtz {Grelle, Band LVII.) has

proved this result in the case of a uniform fluid without friction, in which

may be immersed any number of rigid fixed solids ; but we are now in

a position to assert that the reciprocity will not be interfei-ed with, whatever

number of strings, membranes, forks, &c. maj^ be present, even though they

are subject to damping.

The theorem includes the optical law, that if one point can be seen from

a second, the second can also be seen from the first, whatever reflections

or refractions the light may have to undergo on its passage.

A last example may be taken from electricity. Let there be two linear

conducting circuits A and B, in whose neighbourhood there may be any

number of others (either closed or terminating in condensers), or solid

conducting masses. The theorem asserts that an electromotive force acting

in A gives the same variable current in B as would be produced in A if the

electromotive force were transferred to B.

[1899. An application of the principles of this paper to the "Time-

moduli of Dissipative Systems " will be found in British Assoc. Report,

Aberdeen, p. 911, 1885.]
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ON THE NODAL LINES OF A SQUARE PLATE.

[Phil. Mag. XLVi. pp. 166—171, 24-6—247, 1873.]

See Theory of Sound, § 226.

[1899. In general the bending of a square plate with free edges takes

place in both planes; but when the material is such that Poisson's ratio

vanishes, i.e. when longitudinal extension entails no lateral contraction, the

bending may be in one plane only, so that the surface remains cylindrical.

In this case the bending follows the law of a simple bar, and the nodal

system consists of two straight lines parallel to one pair of edges.

By superposing, after Wheatstone, two such modes of vibration, the

phases being the same and the amjolitudes equal or opposite, we obtain

other nodal systems easily constructed from the known functions expressing

the free vibrations of a bar. In the latter case symmetry suffices to shew

that the nodal lines are the diagonals of the plate.]
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NOTE ON A NATURAL LIMIT TO THE SHARPNESS OF
SPECTRAL LINES.

[Nature, Vol. viii. pp. 474, 475, 1873.]

In the explanation usually given of the broadening of the fixed lines

with increased pressure, it appears to be assumed that their finite width

depends upon the disturbance produced by the mutual influence of the

colliding molecules. I desire to point out that even if each individual

molecule were allowed to execute its vibrations with perfect regularity,

the resulting spectral line would still have a finite width, in consequence

of the motion of the molecules in the line of sight. If there be any truth

at all in the kinetic theory of gases, the molecules of sodium, or whatever

the substance may be, are moving in all directions indifferently and with

velocities whose magnitudes cluster about a certain mean. The law of

distribution of velocities is probably the same as that with which we are

familiar in the theory of errors, according to which, the number of molecules

affected with a given velocity increases, the nearer that velocity is to the

mean.

By the principles of this theory of gases the mean square of the

velocity of the molecules can be deduced from the known pressure and

mass. If V denote the velocity whose square is equal to the mean, it is

found that for air at the freezing point, v = 485 metres per second.

At the temperature of flame the velocity may be about three times

greater. For the purposes of a rough estimate it will be accurate enough

to take the mean velocity of the molecules at 1500 metres per second,

and that of light at 300,000,000 metres per second. The wave-length of the

light emitted by a molecule moving with the mean velocity from the eye

will therefore be greater by about five millionths than if the molecules were

at rest. The double of this will be a moderate estimate of the width of the
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spectral line, as determined by the cause under consideration. We may
conclude that however rare the gas, and however perfect our instrument

may be, a fixed Hue cannot be reduced to within narrower limits than about

a hundredth part of the interval between the sodium lines. I must leave

it to spectroscopists more practised and skilful than myself, to say whether

this result is in agreement with the appearance of the spectrum.

[1899. The application of Doppler's principle to moving molecules had

been given two or three years earlier by Lippich {Fogg. Ann. t. 139, p. 465,

1870).

The subject is further discussed in a memoir on the Limit to Interference

when Light is radiated from Moving Molecules {Phil. Mag. vol. 27, p. 298,

1889), and a calculation is given of the actual structure of a spectrum line

upon the basis of Maxwell's law for the distribution of velocities in a gas.]
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ON THE VIBRATIONS OF APPROXIMATELY SIMPLE

SYSTEMS.

[Phil. Mag. XLVi. pp. 357—361, 1873; xlviii. pp. 258—262, 1874]

See Theory of Sound, §§ 90, 91, 102.

[1899. The suggestion of Art. xxi, p. 172, is here developed. If the

system is varied, we get in place of (3), (4),

T + BT = ^ {[!] + B[1])<P^' + ... + B[12]i>4, + ...,

F+8F=i({l} + S{l})<^,^ + ...+S{12}<^,<^, + ....

In the original system a normal vibration is represented by the sole

variation of (pr proportionally to cos jJr*, where ^j/= {r} -h [r]. In the altered

system the new type is determined by

S [rs] pr-- S [rs]

and

^ _ [r] + h
[
r] _ ^ QVSM-SMy

P^ M + SM ^ [r][5](K-p.=) '

in which the summation extends to all values of s other than r. It is to be

observed that the terms under the sign of summation are of the second order

in h\rs], 8 {rs}, regarded as small quantities.]
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ON THE FUNDAMENTAL MODES OF A VIBRATING SYSTEM.

[Phil. Mag. XLVi. pp. 434—439, 1873.]

See Theory of Sound, § 164.

[1899. The general theory is illustrated hy the case of a bar vibrating

laterally. The normal functions are usually found from an ordinary differ-

ential equation with application of certain terminal conditions, and the

conjugate property, represented by Juvdx = 0, is usually established in the

same way. It is shown that the natural foundation for the conjugate

property is the original variational equation from which in the method of

Green the ordinarj' differential equation is deduced.]
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VIBRATIONS OF MEMBRANES.

[London Mathem. Soc. Proceedings, v. pp. 9— 10, 1873.]

T/ieori/ of Sound, % 210, 211.

[1899. This is an application of a theorem of Art. xxi, to the effect

that an increase in the potential energy of a vibrating system is attended by

a rise in pitch, extending to all the fundamental modes. If the system

consist of a uniformly stretched membrane with a fixed edge, it follows

that any contraction of the boundary must cause an elevation of pitch,

because the new state of things may be conceived to differ from the old

merely by the introduction of an additional constraint. Springs (without

inertia) are supposed to urge the line of the proposed boundary towards its

equilibrium position, and gradually to become stiffer. At each step the

vibrations become more rapid, until they approach a limit, corresponding

to infinite stififhess of the springs and absolute fixity of their points of

application.

Use is also made of the theorem that if the area of a membrane be given,

the pitch is gravest when the form is circular.]
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HARMONIC ECHOES.

[Nature, viii. pp. 319, 320, 1873.]

According to Dr Brewer* "The harmonic echo repeats in a different

tone or key the direct sound. The harmonic is generally either the third,

fifth or tenth of the tonic...On the river Nahe, near Bergen, and not far

from Coblentz, is an echo thus described by Barthius:—It makes seventeen

repetitions at unequal intervals. Sometimes the echo seems to approach the

listener, sometimes to be retreating from him ; sometimes it is very distinct,

at others extremely feeble ; at one time it is heard at the right, and the next

at the left ; now in unison with the direct sound, and presently a third, fifth,

or tenth of the fundamental. Occasionally it seems to combine two or more

voices in harmony, but more frequently it resembles the voice of a single

mimic.

"At Paisley, in Scotland, there is a somewhat similar echo in the bui-ying-

place of Lord Paisley, Marquis of Abercorn. Musical notes rise softly, swell

till the several echoes have reverberated the sound either in unison or

harmony, and then die away in general cadence.

"At the Lake of Killarney, in Ireland, is a very celebrated harmonic

echo, which renders an excellent second to any simple air played on a bugle.

" There was formerly, according to the authority of Dr Birch, an harmonic

echo no less remarkable, seventeen miles above Glasgow, near a mansion

called Rosneath. If a trumpeter played eight or ten notes, the echo would

repeat them correctly a third lower. After a short silence another repetition

was heard, still lower than the former ; and after a similar pause the same

notes were repeated a third time, in a lower key and feebler tone, but never-

theless, with the same undeviating fidelity. This echo no longer exists."

* Brewer, On Sound and its Phenomena (1864), p. 305.
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It is difficult to believe that these descriptions are accurate, but that

they have a basis of truth there can be little doubt. My attention was first

drawn to the subject by an echo at Bedgebury Park, the country residence of

Mr Beresford Hope. The sound of a woman's voice was returned from a

plantation of firs, situated across a valley, with the pitch raised an octave.

The phenomenon was unmistakeable, although the original sound required

to be loud and rather high. With a man's voice we did not succeed in

obtaining the effect.

At the time I had no idea that such an alteration of pitch had ever been

observed, or was possible ; but it soon occurred to me that the explanation

was similar to that which I had given of the blue of the sky a year or two

previously (Phil. Mag. Feb. 1871). Strange to say, at the very time of the

observation, I had in my portfolio a mathematical investigation* of the

jjroblem of the disturbance of the waves of sound by obstacles which are

small in all their dimensions relatively to the length of the sound-waves. In

such a case (precisely as in the parallel problem for light) it appears that the

reflecting, or rather diverting, power of the obstacle varies inversely as the

fourth power of the wave-length. When a composite note, such as that

proceeding from the human throat, impinges on the obstacle, its components

are diverted in very different proportions. A group of small obstacles will

return the firet harmonic, or octave, sixteen times more powerfully than the

fundamental. After this, it is not hard to understand how a wood, which

may be considered to be made up of a great number of obstacles, many of

which, in two or three of their dimensions, are small in comparison with the

wave-length, returns a sound which appears to be raised an octave.

The increased reflection is, of coTirse, at the expense of the direct sound.

If we conceive a group of small obstacles to act on a train of plane waves of

sound, the effect will be a diffused echo, which may be heard on all sides,

appearing to proceed from the group, and the direct waves which maintain

their direction. If the original sound be composite, the diffused echo contains

the higher elements in excessive proportion, and for the same reason the

direct wave, being shorn of these higher elements, will appear duller than

the original sound. It is well known that pui-e tones are liable to be esti-

mated an octave too low, and thus it may be possible that a note in losing

its harmonies may appear to fall an octave.

What is here called the direct sound may itself be converted into an echo

by regular reflection. For example, if a plane wall were covered with small

projections, there would be a diffused echo, due to the projections in which

the higher elements preponderated, and an ordinary echo, obeying the law of

reflection, in which the lower elements would preponderate.

* Since communicated in an amplified form to the Mathematical Society [Art. xiv].
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NOTE ON THE NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF THE ROOTS

OF FLUCTUATING FUNCTIONS.

[Proceedings of tlie London Mathematical Society, v. pp. 119—124, 1874.J

There is an important class of functions, often occurring in physical

investigations, whose numerical calculation is easy when the argument is

either small or great. In the first case the function is readily calculated

from an ascending series, which is always convergent and might be employed

whatever the value of the variable may be, were it not for the length to

which the calculations would run. When the argument is great, a series

proceeding by descending powers is employed, whose character is quite

different. In this case the series is of the kind called semi-convergent,

though strictly speaking it is not convergent at all ; for, when carried suffi-

ciently far, the sum of the series may be made to exceed any assignable

quantity. But, though ultimately divergent, it begins by converging, and

when a certain point is reached the terms become very small. It can be

proved that, if we stop here, the sum of the terras already obtained represents

the required value of the functions, subject to an error which in general

cannot exceed the last term included. Calculations founded on this series

are therefore only approximate ; and the degree of the approximation cannot

be carried beyond a certain point. If more terms are included, the result is

made worse instead of better. In the class of functions referred to, the

descending series is abundantly adequate when the argument is large, but

there will usually be a region—often the most interesting part of the whole

—

where neither series is very convenient. The object of the present note is to

point out how a part of the difficulty thence arising may sometimes be met.

Though the method in question is not limited to, it arose out of and is

well exemplified by, the case of Bessel's functions, which are required among
other purposes to represent the vibrations of a circular membrane, or of air
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contained within a cylindrical case. The roots of the equation obtained by
equating the function to zero, give the possible periods of vibration, and the

mechanics of the question show (as in all such cases) that no imaginary or

complex root can occur.

If the function of the ?ith order be denoted as usual by Jn (z), the ascend-
ing series is

T ( \- g"
{ z"- z" \

•^"W- 9»p/,, , T^
ii - 9~»7X^ + 9 A. v., _L Q o„ , A.

- \ (!)2"r(w+l)| 2.2ft-|-2"^2.4.2n + 2.2?i+4

which is always ultimately convergent, whatever may be the values of z and n.

When, however, z is considerable, the series becomes perfectly useless for

arithmetical purposes. The descending series is

'^"(^) = b-J V- Y^n^-^ ^' + ... cos(^
\irzj \ 1.2(8^)

\lT-\mi)

+y 13787- 17273(4 ^+...)sm(.-i^-i«,r).

(2).

This series terminates when n is of the form (integer + ^), and then of course

constitutes the expression of the function in finite terms, but otherwise it

runs on to infinity, and becomes ultimately, in all cases, divergent. In

numerical calculations we are to include only the convergent part.

When z is very great, it is evident that the roots of the equation

Jn {z) = 0, tend to the form

TT TT tin — 1

^ = 4+''2+~^— '^'

where m is an integer.

For purposes of explanation it will be sufficient to take the particular

case of n = 0, worked out by Prof Stokes in his paper " On the numerical

calculation of a class of definite integrals and infinite series*."

To calculate the roots, we find

z_ _^
-050661 -0.53041 -262051-_m-^ + ^^^_^ (4m -1>^ "^(4771-1)^"^ ^''

which is adequate for all the roots, except the first corresponding to in = 1.

If we denote the roots in order by pi, p^, &c., we get

p^^ 7^=1-757098, ^5-77 = 4-7527,

p^~ir = 2-754568, 1H^t^ = 5-7522,

p^ H- TT = 3-7534, i>7
-^ -n- = 6-7519.

* Cambridge Transactions, vol. ix. 1850.
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The higher the order of the root, the more accurately it can be calculated

from this series, but an accurate value of the first root can only be derived

from the ascending series. To attain this end in the ordinary way requires a

considerable expenditure of computation. My object is to show how the

difficulty may be evaded.

Returuing to the general function Jn{z), and excluding the n zero roots,

we see that

z"

2.2n + 2 2.4.2ft + 2.2?!, + 4
1-

Pi
1 -

P^-

must be an identical equation. Taking the logarithms of both sides, expand-

ing, and equating like powers of z, we find that

^^"'=2^¥n-

2p-

^ '
2'{n + l)-.n + 2

2'(n+iy.n + 2.n + S'

2. In + 19

%- 5n-l-ll

2'(n + iy{n + 2y n + S.n+4^'

2'" (n + iy{n+2y.n+S.n + 4<.n+ 5'

the last result requiring a good deal of reduction.

li n = 0,

2p- = i, Sp- = ^, ^p-^ = Th. 2p- = „VW,

If w = 1,

2p-
I'iJFgTJ-

S'„-i(i _ 13

Now 2p~" must depend mainly on the first root, and being known numeri-

cally may be used to derive an accurate value of that root with the assistance

of approximate values of the other roots. We have, when »i = 0,

7r'»
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Seven significant figures in ^i~" require only three in S" Tr^'/p", so that all

the roots after the third might be neglected, and the values of the second

and third themselves are only required to be known roughly. The resulting

value of pi is

_Pi = 2-404826.

The advantage of the present method would appear to depend upon the

combined use of both the ascending and descending series.

The value of pi might of course be calculated from 'S.p~'-, or the sum of

any other inverse powers. The advantage of using a high power is that the

result becomes approximately independent of the other roots, and the tenth

power was chosen as facilitating the numerical calculations. If a higher

power than the tenth were required the algebraical reduction would become

long, but this might easily be compensated by an advantage in the arith-

metic.

As far as the 20th power inclusive, the expansion may be made without

much difficulty by the aid of the table given on p. 775 of De Morgan's

Differential aiid Integral Calcuhts. In this way the value of p^ (for ?i = 0)

might be obtained to 6 or 7 significant figures without any allowance for

Pi, Ps, &c.

The method is equally successful in its application to the case of n = 1.

We find

pr" + -000000003553 = a^i^^^o = -000001469365,

whence p, = 3-831706 = l-2l96707r.

In cases where there is a difficulty about the two first roots, it might be

possible to obtain the desired results by using the values of two of the sums

of powers, e.g. tp-^" and tp'-. In calculating the value of S.'p--, a large

number of roots would have to be included, but the calculation could

generally be facilitated by the use of approximate formulaj. For example,

in the case of J^{z), the roots after a certain point, say pr, might be adequately

represented by ^ = imr. Then

where the last term is J, by a known formula, which is in fact derivable from

our general expression

^^~'
" 2^n + l

'

inasmuch as J^ (z) = (2l-7rzf sin z.

A more important question arises as to whether this method can be

applied to calculate the argument corresponding to a prescribed value (<^) of

the function, other than zero. It might appear that this could always be

13
E. I.
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done, inasmuch as when Jo{z) = ^, another function, viz. Ja{z) — ^, vanishes.

But then the roots of this last function are not all real, and therefore cannot

be calculated by the same method as before. Nevertheless, if <j> were small,

so that the first three or four roots were real, it would seem that the complex

roots would be large enough to be dispensed with, as not sensibly influencing

the value of Sp~", and then the first root could be deduced with sufficient

precision from the values of the other real roots as calculated by aid of the

descending series. I am not sufficientl}^ acquainted with numerical calcula-

tions to say whether this application could ever be practical!}' useful. If too

laborious for the systematic tabulation of a function, it might perhaps be

occasionally available as a control.

Nov. i2nd.

Prof Cayley, to whom the preceding note was referred, has pointed out

that a similar result may be attained b}' a method given in a paper by

Encke, "AUgemeine Auflosung der numerischeu Gleichungen," Grelle, t. xxiL

(1841), pp. 193—248.

" Taking the equation

Q = \ — ax + hx^ — CO? + dx' — ea? ^-f^ — gx^ + haf' — ...
;

if the equation whose roots are the squares of these is

= 1— OjX + h^a? — CiOf + . .
.

,

then a, = a= - 26, b, = h''-2ac + 2d, c^^ = c'- 2bd + 2ae - If,

d,'' = d' - Ice + 2hf- lag + 2/i, &c.

;

and we may in the same way derive a.^, 62, c,, &c., from a-^, 6,, c^, &c., and
so on.

As regards the function

Jn{z)- on r /„ _i_ 1 \ ) ^ ~ o o,, , o +2«.r(?i+l)l 2. 2w-|- 2 ^2. 4. 2/1 + 2. 2)1 + 4 '

we have as follows :

a-' = 2"-
. M + 1, a{-^ = V . {n + 1)= . ji + 2,

6-> = 2=
.
n + 1 . ?! -f 2, 6,-' = 2^ (w + 1 . « + 2)^ ?i + 3 . H + 4,

c-l=2^3.n + l...H + 3, c^' = 2l^3.(?^+l...?^ + 3)^^l + 4...n-l-6,

d-i = 2".3.?i + 1...H + 4, (ir' = 2i'.3.(?H-l...K + 4)-.?H-.5...?i + 8,

e-' =2'^3.5.)i+l...n + 5,

/-'=2".3^5.?i-l-l...?i-|-6,

^-1=2". 3^5. 7. 71+1. ..71+ 7,

/i-' = 2^. 3\ 5 . 7 .n + 1 ...n + 8,
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5n + ll
Oj =

2^ (n + ly (?i + 2)^ n + 3 . n + 4
'

^ ^ 25)1^ + 231?i + 542
2^'

. (71 + l.n + 2y(n + 3.n + 4f w + 5.. . . w + 8
'

^^ ^ 429w° + 7640»^ + 53752^"+ 185430n- + 311387?t+ 202738 ^
' 2'^ {n + lf (n + 2y (?i 4 3 . i) + 4)^ w + 5 . n + 6 . ?i + 7 . ft + 8

Tf „ n V ,r
101369

If n = 0, 2;j-« = 0.3 =
2^_^^_5_^

= P~ ' suppose
;

^vhence p^ = 2-404825."

It will be seen that the expression a^ for Xp"'" gives a very accurate

value of ^1, without any allowance for the other roots.

Tf 1 1, V ,« ,.
761376

it K = 1, we have Sp = a"'" = 03 =
;2»

. 3' . 10- . 7
'

whence

a = 3-831690,

and this is the approximate value of pi. To get a corrected value, we may
take

or, if all but p2 may be omitted.

In the present case pa = 7-015, so that

p, = ax 10000039 = 3-831705.

It may be observed that the value obtained without correction for the

higher roots is always an under-estimate.

* I have altered the coefficient of «^ in the numerator from 53572 to 53752.

13—2
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A HISTORY OF THE MATHEMATICAL THEORIES OF ATTRAC-

TION AND THE FIGURE OF THE EARTH FROM THE
TIME OF NEWTON TO THAT OF LAPLACE. By I. Tod-

hunter, M.A., F.R.S. Two Volumes. (London, Macmillan & Co.

1873.)

[The Academy, v. pp. 176—177, 1874.]

Scientific men must often experience a feeling not far removed from

alarm, when we contemplate the flood of new knowledge which each year

brings with it. New societies spring into existence, with their Proceedings

and Transactions, laden with the latest discoveries, and new journals con-

tinually appear in response to the growing demand for popular science.

Ever}' year the additions to the common stock of knowledge become more

bulky, if not more valuable ; and one is impelled to ask. Where is this to

end ? Most students of science who desire something more than a general

knowledge, feel that their powers of acquisition and retention are already

severely taxed. It would seem that an}' considerable addition to the burden

of existing information would make it almost intolerable.

It may be answered that the tendencj' of real science is ever towards

simplicity ; and that those departments which suffer seriously from masses of

undigested material are also those which least deserve the name of science.

Happily, there is much truth in this. A new method, or a new mode of

conception, easily grasped when once presented to the mind, may supersede

at a stroke the results of years of labour, making clear what was before

obscure, and binding what was fragmentary into a coherent whole. True
progress consists quite as much in the more complete assimilation of the old,

as in the accumulation of new facts and inferences which in many cases

ought to be regarded rather as the raw materials of science than as- science

itself. Nevertheless, it would be a mistake to suppose that the present

generation can afford to ignore the labours of its predecessors, or to assume
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that so much of them as is reall_v vakiable will be found embodied in recent

memoirs and treatises. Of the dangers of such a course, History gives ample
warning. The case of Young will at once suggest itself as that of a man who
from various causes did not succeed in gaining due attention from his con-

temporaries. Positions which he had already occupied were in more than

one instance reconquered by his successors at a great expense of intellectual

energy.

It is one of the objects of books like Mr Todhunter's to check this

deplorable waste of labour, by bringing together all the writings of the older

aiTthors which bear on certain selected subjects. No one who has not tried

it, can imagine how much time is lost in hunting backwards and forwards

through endless Transactions and periodicals in various tongues, many of

them difficult of access, for memoirs of which after all the value may prove

very trifling. "When the problem in hand is of no great difficulty, the

student maj' even find an independent attack the shortest in the end. There

cannot be two opinions as to the great importance of the work that Mr
Todhunter has undertaken. It is one demanding much clear-sightedness

and patience, and we are not surprised to learn that it occupied seven years.

Some may think that the same talents and industry would be better devoted

to original work; but it must be allowed that to elucidate and render

accessible the labours of others may be a service as valuable as the addition

of new material to the common store. To deny this would be an error

parallel to that of some economists, who glorify the labourer and manufac-

turer at the expense of the merchant.

The theory of Attraction and of the Figure of the Earth is a subject to

which most of the greatest mathematicians have contributed. In itself of gi-eat

interest, it was the occasion of the invention of the mathematical weapons

which have since been so successfully used in almost all branches of Physics.

The first steps or rather strides were made by Newton. His theorems with

respect to the attraction of spheres—that a spherical shell exerts no force on

an internal particle, and attracts an external one exactly as if its mass was

concentrated at the centre—are the foundation of the whole subject, and it is

difficult to imagine anything more simple and beautiful than his exposition

of them. To him we owe the first investigation of the earth's figure. A
mass of uniform attracting fluid, if at rest, would evidently shape itself into

a sphere. The question is. How will this form be altered when the whole

revolves ? What will be the effect of the centrifugal force ? Newton's

solution of this important problem was not complete ; but on the assumption

that the form might be that of an oblate spheroid, or as Mr Todhunter calls

it, an Oblatum, he investigated the degree of eccentricity -and the law of

variation of gravity at the surface. Though progress had been made by

Stirling and Clairaut, the gap in Newton's work was not fully filled up until
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the time of Maclaui-iii, who proved couclusively that the conditions of relative

equilibrium were satisfied in the case of an oblatum.

The period embraced in Mr Todhunter's history extends to the first

quarter of the present century. Perhaps this was the best point at which to

stop, though a slight sketch of more recent discoveries would have been

acceptable. The most important part of the work, considered as a book of

reference, is probably the analysis of the memoirs of Legendre and Laplace

;

but for the genuine student of scientific history the earlier efforts are of

equal, if not superior, interest. The whole work bears evidence of its

author's well-known care ; and the claims of the various mathematicians,

whose labours are reviewed, appear to be discussed with perfect impartiality.

D'Alembert and Ivory are perhaps those whose reputations suffer most in

Mr Todhunter's hands, while Laplace takes a position even higher than had

been assigned to him by previous writers. Without a complete survey of

earlier memoirs it was difficult to know how much of the Mecanique Celeste

was original, and how much borrowed ; for Laplace, like too many modern

French writers, was not in the habit of acknowledging his obligations.

In such a work as that before us accuracy and completeness are almost

everything, and minor defects may well be passed over. Of course many
points are discussed which admit of some difference of opinion. In estimating

the value of various contributions to his subject, Mr Todhunter shows perhaps

a tendency to prefer rigour of treatment to originality of conception. But
the strictest proof is not always the most instructive or even the most
convincing. To deserve the name of demonstration an argument should

make its subject-matter plain, and not merely force an almost unwilling

assent.



30.

ON THE MANUFACTURE AND THEORY OF DIFFRACTION-

GRATINGS.

[Phil. Mag. xlvii. pp. 81—93, 193—205, 1874.J

In a " Preliminary Note on the Reproduction of Diffraction-gratings by
means of Photography," published in the Proceedings of the Royal Society

for 1872, and in the Philosophical Magazuie for November of the same year

[Art. xvii], I gave a short account of experiments with which I had been

for some time occupied. A few further details were communicated to the

British Association at Brighton {Brit. Assoc. Report, p. 39) [Art. xviii]. I

now propose to give the results of more recent experience in the practical

manufacture of gratings, as well as some theoretical conclusions which have

been in manuscript since the subject first engaged my attention.

There are two distinct methods of copying practised by the photogi-apher

—(1) by means of the camera, (2) by contact-printing. The first, if it

were practicable for our purpose, would have the advantage of leaving the

scale arbitrary, so that copies of varying degrees of fineness might be taken

from the same original. By this method I have obtained a photograph of a

piece of striped stuff on such a scale that there was room for about 200 lines

in front of the pupil of the eye, capable of showing lateral images of a candle
;

but I soon found that the inherent imperfections of our optical appliances, if

not the laws of light themselves, interposed an almost insuperable obstacle to

obtaining adequate results.

However perfect a lens may be, there is a limit to its powers of con-

densing light into a point. Even if the source from which the light

proceeds be infinitely small, the image still consists of a spot of finite size

surrounded by dark and bright rings. That this must be so may be shown

by general considerations without any calculations. If a lens is absolutely

free from aberration, the secondary waves issuing from the different parts of
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its hinder surface agree perfectly in phase at the focal point. Let us con-

sider the illumination at a neighbouring point in the focal plane. If the

distance between the two points is so small that the difference of the

distances between the point under consideration and the nearest and furthest

parts of the object-glass is but a small fraction of the wave-length (X), the

group of secondary waves are still sensibly in agi-eement, and therefore give a

resultant illumination the same as before. At a certain distance from the

focal point the secondary waves divide themselves into two mutually destruc-

tive groups, corresponding to the nearer and further parts of the object-glass.

There is therefore here a dark ring. Further out there is again light, then

another dark ring, and so on, the intensity of the bright rings, however,

rapidly diminishing.

The radius r of the first dark ring subtends at the centre of the lens an

angle 6 given by

sin e = -&l\ *,

where R is the radius of the lens, lif be the focal length, we have

Let us now suppose that the problem is to cover a square inch with 3000

lines. On account of the curvature of the field it would be impossible to

obtain extreme definition over the surface of a square inch with a less focal

distance than (say) four inches. If we takey= 4 and X = '
, we find

•61
R--

10,000 r
•

which gives R = ''2 for r = ^Jg^
. That is to say, if the focal length were

4 inches and aperture "4 inch, the first dark ring corresponding to one of the

lines would fall on the focal point of the neighbouring one—a state of things

apparently inconsistent with good definition. It is true that the aperture

might well be greater than half an inch, so that it may seem possible to

satisfy the requirements of the case. But the result of the above calculation,

being founded on the supposition of entire freedom from aberration, both

spherical and chromatic, is subject in practice to a large modification. In

astronomical telescopes, where everything is sacrificed to the requirement of

extreme definition at the centre of the field, the theoretical limit is sometimes

closelj' approached ; but the case is very different with a photographic lens.

In fact the very first thing it occurs to a photographer to do, when he wishes

to improve the definition, is to contract the aperture of his lens by means of

a stop—a course which would be attended with the opposite result in the

case of a perfect object-glass, or even a good astronomical telescope. While,

* Verdet, Le^otu d'Optique Physique, vol. i. p. 305.
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therefore, it might be too much to say that the reproduction of 3000 lines in

an inch by lens and camera is impossible, the attemjDt to do so without very

special appliances appears in a high degree unpromising. It would certainly

require a lens more than usually free from spherical aberration, and unlike

either a telescopic or a photographic object-glass*, achromatic (if the expres-

sion may be allowed) for the chemical rays, unless indeed the latter require-

ment could be evaded by using approximately homogeneous light. It must
be understood that nothing is here said against the practicability of covering

a small space with lines at the rate of 3000 to the inch, a feat probably well

within the powers of a good microscopic object-glass.

The method of contact-printing, on the other hand, is free from optical

difficulties. The photographic film prepared on a flat piece of glass (or other

support) may be brought by moderate pressure in a printing-frame within a

very short distance of the lines of the original grating ; and if the source of

light be moderately small and the rays fall perpendicularly', the copy rarely

fails in definition, unless through some photographic defect. When dii-ect

processes not depending on development are employed, the unclouded light

of the sun is necessarj'. To avoid too much diffused light, I usually place

the printing-frame on the floor of a room into which the sun shines, and

adjust its position until the light i-eflected from the plate-glass front is sent

back approximately in the direction of the sun. Too much time should not

be lost in this operation, which requires no particular precision. Usually

I cut off part of the extraneous light by partially closing the shutters ; but

I cannot say whether this makes any difference in the result. Those who

are accustomed to this kind of experimenting will know that it is often less

trouble to take a precaution than to find out whether it is really necessarj'.

In an early stage of an investigation, when the causes of failure are numerous

and unknown, it is best to exclude everything that can possibly be supposed

to be prejudicial. When the principal difficulties have been overcome, it

will be time enough to determine what precautions are necessary, if the

question has not been already settled by accidental experience.

In the case of developed plates there is more choice of lights in conse-

quence of the higher sensitiveness. I have used successfully cloud or skylight

reflected horizontally from the zenith by a mirror through a hole of two or

three inches diameter in the shutter of a darkened room, the frame being

set up in a vertical plane at a few feet distance. The principal objection to

this plan is the difficulty of estimating the exposure with proper precision

—

a difficulty which is more felt than in ordinary photography, as it is con-

venient to develop a good many copies at once. On a really fine day the

image of the sun formed by a condensing lens of short focus placed in the

* Photographic lenses are corrected on the principle of making the "visual and chemical

foci " coincident, which leads to a different construction from what would be adopted were the

chemical rays alone attended to.
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shutter (as used in dif&action experiments) constitutes a very convenient

source of light. As the exposure is only a few seconds, there is no difficulty

in dodging isolated clouds, whose progress may be watched from within by

examining their image -with a coloured glass. When there is any haze this

method is not more satisfactory than the other.

With the more sensitive processes artificial light may be employed. I

have done a good many copies by the aid of a moderator-lamp (without the

globe) at two feet distance from the frame. Au Ai-gand gas-flame would

probabl}^ be still better.

The printing-frame I employ has a thick plate-glass front, against which

the original grating and the prepared plate are pressed by screws. These

are more under control than the springs generally used in the common

printing-frames. When everything is ready, the original is placed on the

glass front of the frame with the engraved face upwards, care being taken to

exclude all grit by means of a camel's-hair brush. The prepared plate is

then placed face downwards on the grating, then a pad to equalize the

pressure (I have used one of india-rubber), and on the pad the rigid back of

the frame, on which the screws are made to press with a moderate force.

When the film is delicate, care should be taken to place it in the proper

position at once without sliding.

The two surfaces of the plate-glass front of the printing-fi-ame and the

back of the original gi-ating may be cleaned in the ordinary way with a soft

cloth or wash-leather ; but the engraved face of the grating requires more

delicate treatment. If touched at all with a solid (wash-leather), the greatest

care should be used. I prefer to wash it, when soiled, with a stream of

water from a tap, afterwards flooding it with pure alcohol and setting it up

to drain and dry spontaneously. Sometimes I have found nitric acid useful

;

but I always try to avoid the rubbing contact of a solid. These precautions

have been so successful that, after several hundred copies have been taken,

the originals have scarcely, if at all, deteriorated.

For the support of the photographic film it is no doubt most satisfactory

to use optically worked " parallel " glass. Ordinary glass would fail, for two
reasons. In the first place it would generally be impossible to secure a

sufficiently close contact in the printing. But even if this difficulty could be

surmounted, the spectrum given by the copy would not bear the magnifying-

power which it is generally desirable to appl)^ It is indeed evident that the

glass support of the grating requires the same precision of workmanship

as the object-glass of the telescope used in conjunction with it.

Although ordinary glass taken at random is inadmissible, I have done a

great number of excellent gratings on selected pieces of patent plate. In
order to choose the best, I lay the plates on a table in such a position that
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the bars of a window or skylight are seen reflected in them. Each bar

appears in general double, one image corresponding to each surface. By
sliding the plate about, while the head is kept still, irregularities are easily

detected by the shifting or curvature of the images. From a package of two
dozen 5x4 plates as issued by photographic dealers, three or four, often

lymg together, may usually be selected as flat enough for the purpose, or at

any rate decidedly superior to the remainder. It is worth notice that the

object aimed at is flatness of the two faces, exact parallelism being of much
less consequence ; for it is evident that the interposition of a truly worked
prism of very acute angle would produce no evil result. A glass is therefore

not to be rejected merely because the two images of the bar seen reflected in

it are decidedly separated. The question is rather whether this separation

remains constant as the plate is moved about withotit rotation. I have never

seen a piece of patent plate that could not.be at once distinguished from

worked glass in the way described ; so that the test is abundantly sufficient

for the purpose. The more delicate methods by which worked glass is

examined would be less practically useful.

Whatever kind of glass be used, if the photographic process be at all

complicated, there is considerable economy of labour in preparing compara-

tively large pieces, to be afterwards cut with the diamond to the requned

size. A 5 X 4, or even a 4J x 3^, plate will do very well for four gratings.

In the case of worked glass economy is an object ; but when patent plate is

used I should recommend 5x4 glasses, as a margin is convenient. Even
when, as in the coUodio-chloride process to be presently described, the plate

for each grating is prepared separately, it is convenient to perform the

preliminary operations of cleaning and albumenizing on larger pieces. The

cutting of prepared plates requires a little care. I place them face down-

wards on a sheet of clean paper, make the diamond cuts on the back, and

then, before breaking, remove as much as possible of the glass powder. As

it is important to prevent any grit from getting between the film and the

engraved face of the original, I usually brush the surface with a large camel's-

hair brush kept scrupulously clean.

In the preparation of the plates I have used a considerable variety of

methods. The process with gelatine and bichromate of potash described in

my previous papers has decided advantages ; but all my efforts to obtain a

mastery of it have been unavailing. Plates prepared to all appearance in

precisely the same manner, and even at the same time, turned out differently,

while modifications purposely introduced seemed to be for the most part

without effect. It required a strong scientific prejudice to hold the uniformity

of nature in the face of so much adverse evidence. The uncertainty of this

method is provoking, as some of the results are exceedingly good ; but I gave

up my attempts sooner than I might otherwise have done in consequence of
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the discovery of another method by which most of the advantages of the

gelatine process, namelj^ simplicity of manipulation and brilliancy of results,

might be attained wath much less risk of failure.

It is very possible that a photographer skilled in the employment of

gelatine might succeed where I failed. In case any such should wish to

make the attempt, I will mention a few points that seemed important. The

solution of gelatine should be carefully filtered. For thick liquids containing

gelatine, albumen, kc, the best filtering material that I know of is tow.

The tow should be cleaned from grease by boiling with soda and subsequent

washing, and a small plugget of it pushed with moderate force into the neck

of the funnel. Some arrangement must be adopted for keeping the gelatine

hot, or the operation will hardly succeed. It is important that the coat of

gelatine should be even, for which object the glass must be free from grease,

and the plate on which the prejDared glasses are put away to set perfectly

level. Even then a good deal depends on the manipulation ; but this is

soon learned. The uniformitj' of the coat ma}' be tested by the colour when

the plate is placed on a sheet of white paper and examined in a weak white

light. By candle-light the colour of weak bichromate of potash is scarcely

\'isible. The exposure may be from two to six minutes to the direct rays of

the sun. I have not been able to detect anj' deterioration when the plates

were kept a few days in the dark before being used.

A photographer accustomed to either the plain albumen or the Taupenot

process will find it very suitable for gratings. The hardness of the surface,

which allows varnish to be dispensed with, is a great advantage. In my
experiments with plain albumen, the principal difficulty was the purely

photographic one of avoiding stains. It must be observed, however, that in

actual use the gratings are not seen in focus, and that excellent spectra may
be obtained from copies which a photographer would be inclined to throw

away at once as hopelessly faint and dirty. The objection to the Taupenot

process is the trouble of preparing the plates ; but this is much mitigated

when the plan is adopted of preparing large pieces to be afterwards cut up.

Among those requiring development, the tannin process is the one with

which I have been most successful. In order to counteract the well-known

tendency of the film to loosen, a preliminar}' coating of dilute albumen or

gelatine is generallj' necessary. In the production of gratings the photo-

grapher must not be satisfied with merely keeping the film on the glass

;

the slightest tendency to looseness must be considered high!}' objectionable.

The plates are coated with Mawson's collodion, excited in an ordinary silver-

bath, washed first in distilled water and afterwards under the tap, and then

immersed for a minute in a well-filtered 15-g^-ain solution of tannin. On
removal from the tannin, they are set up comerwise on blotting-paper to

drain and dry.
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For the development of these plates I prefer a solution of gallic acid

employed in a dish, though I have obtained very good results by the ordinary

method with pyrogallic acid. Prepare the two following :

—

(1) Gallic acid . . . 100 grains.

Alcohol .... 2^ oz.

Distilled water . . 2J oz.

(2) Nitrate of silver 100 grains.

Glacial acetic acid . 2 02.

Distilled water . . 16 oz.

The dish used for developing should be of glass, and is best cleaned with

a little strong nitric acid, which may be used over and over again. The
developing solution is prepared by mixing (1) and (2) in equal parts and

diluting with water to half the strength. The alcohol helps to keep the film

tight ; and the development is well under control. In warm weather the

operation may take an hour; but much depends upon the exposure, and

still more upon the temperature. The proper point to which to carry the

development can only be learned by experience; but the beginner is most

likely to err on the side of excess, particularly if he uses pj-rogallic acid. If,

as is desirable, the film be creamy and thick, the spectra of a candle do not

appear to advantage at this stage, in consequence of the unaltered iodide of

silver. For fixing, " hypo " is the safest, though cyanide may be used if the

film \vin bear it.

Tannin plates when finished are hardly secure without varnish; but

there is considerable risk of spoiling gratings in the operation if an ordinary

negative varnish be used. The crystal (benzole) varnish, which is applied

cold, is much easier to use and gives adequate protection.

But the process which I am now most inclined to recommend is that

introduced hj Mr Wharton Simpson, and known as the collodio-chloride

process. The collodion, which may be procured ready for use from Messrs

Mawson and Swan, of Newcastle, consists of an emulsion of finely divided

chloride of silver held in suspension by the dissolved gun-cotton, together

with a carefully adjusted excess of free nitrate. After a time the chloride of

silver is precipitated and the preparation becomes useless ; but if properly

mixed in the first instance, it will remain fit for use for weeks or even

months. In the production of gratings the consumption is very small;

so that, if required for this purpose alone, it is well to order it in small

quantities.

In order to secure a proper adhesion, I have found a preliminary coating

of albumen absolutely necessary. The white of an egg beaten up with a

pint of distilled water gives a solution of sufficient strength. The plates,

previously cleaned, are coated in any way that may be found convenient, and
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then set up on blotting-paper to drain and dr}^ The principal precautions

necessary are to filter the albumen very carefully and to work in a room free

from dust. It will generally be convenient to prepare a considerable number

of plates at a time. Though of almost infinitesimal thickness, the film of

albumen produces a very marked effect. Without the albiimen the skin of

collodion will usually come right away from the glass when washed under

the tap ; with it the adhesion is remarkabl}- good, and the film so tough as

even to bear rubbing with the finger while wet.

The plate is coated with collodion in the ordinary' way, and, after resting

a few seconds, is dried b}' heat over a spirit-lamp or otherwise. After the

plate has been made quite warm, it is put aside in the dark to cool and to

absorb a certain amount of moisture from the atmosphere. This may take

five or ten minutes. If the plate is used too soon the result is unsatisfactory

;

but, on the other hand, it will not do to leave it long enough to become

sensibly moist. Something will probably depend on the particular sample of

collodio-chloride.

The exposure required is about five or seven minutes to the autumn sun.

On a hazy day something more maj^ be required ; but if there are many
clouds about, the experimenter will do well to postpone operations.

On removal from the frame, the plates may be placed in a dish of water

until it is convenient to finish them. They are fixed, without any toning, in

a dilute solution of hjqDosulphite of soda, such as is used for paper prints,

and then carefully washed. The most effective washing is a combination of

rinsing and soaking. My practice is to rinse the plates under the tap for

half a minute in order to remove the greater part of the hyposulphite of

soda, and then to allow them to soak for an hour or two in water changed

two or three times. After a final rinsing the plates raaj^ be set up to dry.

Gratings finished in this waj' give excellent definition, but the spectra are

rather deficient in brilliancy. This defect is of less importance than might

be supposed ; for in order to see the finer fixed lines, sunlight is in any case

indispensable, and with sunlight there is usually illumination to spare.

Nevertheless, as gratings are likely to be largely used for the purpose of

popular illustration under circumstances where artificial light must be

employed, I am glad to be in a position to recommend a simple mode of

treatment by means of which the brilliancy of the specti-a may be materially

enhanced. For this purpose it is only necessary to treat the fixed and

washed impression with a solution of corrosive sublimate. When the whiten-

ing effect is complete, the plate must be again washed and then set up to

dry. Considered as a photographic transparency, the grating is reduced

rather than heightened in intensity by this process. The cause of the

improvement of the spectra will be touched upon presently. These mer-

cury-treated gratings cannot be varnished without sacrificing most of the
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advantage of the method. I have occasionally applied the same treatment

successfully to tannin plates.

When not in use, the finished gratings should be kept in a dry place and

protected from dust and other atmospheric deposit. For this purpose they

may be put away wrapped in paper. For a short time there is no objection

to leaving them standing, face inwards, against a wall ; but a better plan is

to place them, face downwards, on a flat and thoroughly clean piece of plate-

glass.

The originals from which I have hitherto taken copies are three in

xaumber. Two are by Nobert, and contain respectively 3000 and 6000 lines,

in each case covering a square inch (Paris). On a casual inspection the

second, apart from the greater number of its lines, would be preferred as

presenting a more even appearance. The 3000-line grating is divided into

three parts, giving spectra of differing degrees of brightness, corresponding

no doubt to a variation in the cut of the diamond or other stone employed, a

peculiarity which is faithfullj^ preserved in the copies. But on actual trial it

is found that the spectra of the 3000-line grating are much the best in

respect of definition ; and the same difference is observed in the copies.

The superior brillianc}' of the closer-ruled grating is thus of little or no

advantage for the investigation of the solar spectrum. In order to make

good use of it, a higher degree of magnifying-power would be necessar)' than

the definition of the spectra will bear.

The other original grating was engraved by Mr Rutherfurd, of New York,

and was kindly lent me by Mr Browning ; it contains 6000 lines to the inch.

Owing to a change of residence, I have not hitherto had an opportunity of

besting either the original or the copies on the solar spectmm ; but I may

observe that in respect of brightness they fall far short of Nobert's. This, as

I have already remarked, is not always an objection; and the accuracy of

division, on which definition depends, is said to be very superior*.

In testing gratings I prefer to work in a dark room. The slit is fastened

in the window-shutter, outside which is placed the heliostat or poHe-lumiere.

As slits are frequently required in optical experiments, and as usuallj' made

are rather expensive, I may be allowed to mention a very simple method by

which serviceable slits may often be obtained. A piece of glass is covered

with tinfoil, which must be made to adhere well; I have found a weak

shellac-varnish a suitable cement. The alcohol is allowed to evaporate, and

the thin layer of shellac softened by heat. In order to make a slit, it is only

necessary to lay a straight-edge on the tinfoil and to draw a line with a sharp

knife, afterwards wiping the line of the cut wth a rag moistened with alcohol.

The width and regularity of the slit may be judged of by holding it close to

• Draper, " On Diffraction-Spectrum Photography,'' Phil. Mag. Dec. 1873, p. 419.
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the e3'e, and observing the appearance presented by a distant candle. The

narrower the aperture the more dilated (in the direction of the width of the

slit) the image will appear. Broader slits may be made by removing the foil

between two parallel cuts.

At a distance of 12 feet or more from the shutter are placed the grating

and the object-glass of the observing-telescope. In making the preliminary

adjustments, it is convenient to use a slit so wide that the spectra and the

light reflected from the grating can be seen on a screen. By the second the

aspect of the plane of the grating can be judged of; and when the line of

spectra is horizontal, it will be known that the lines of the grating are

vertical and parallel to the slit. As object-glass, I am in the habit of using

a single lens of about 24 inches solar focus. The eyepiece is a high-power

achromatic, supplied bj' Mr Browning, and forms, with the object-glass, a

telescope of much higher maguifying-power than is ordinarily used in spectro-

scopes. Without a high power it is impossible to bring out the full value of

the grating. In order to obtain the best definition, it is necessary to adjust

carefullj' the aspect of the object-glass; and I find that the best aspect is not

always the same. It is possible that the performance of other optical instru-

ments might occasionally be improved if means were provided for a slight

alteration in the direction of the optic axis of one of the lenses employed.

The grating itself I usually place approximately in the position of minimum
deviation.

The copies on worked glass by the ordinary photographic processes and

by the modification of the collodio-chloride last described rarely fail in defini-

tion. With the original (3000) grating, or with the copies, I can make out
o

nearly, but not quite, all that is shown in Angstrom's map. With this

grating the third spectrum is generall}' the most serviceable. When the

picked jjatent plate is employed, there will generally be a joroportion whose

performance is less satisfactor}', though few which would not give very fair

results when tested by a low power only. Some cannot be considered inferior

to the worked glass, at least when the object-glass is specially adjusted for

them. In many cases the definition may be considerably improved by the

use of a diaphragm in the form of a horizontal slit, so placed that only the

central parts of the lines of the grating are operative. In respect of brilliancy,

gratings may be more quickly judged of; it is sufficient merely to examine

the spectra of a caudle placed in a dark room.

The lines themselves are of course too close to be seen without a micro-

scope ; but their presence may be detected, and even the interval between

them measured, without optical aid, by a method not depending on the

production of spectra or requiring a knowledge of the wave-length of light.

If two photographic copies containing the same number of Knes to the inch

be placed in contact, film to film, in such a manner that the lines are nearly
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parallel in the two gratings, a system of parallel bars develops itself, whose

direction bisects the external angle between the directions of the original

lines, and whose distance increases as the angle of inclination diminishes.

The cause of the phenomenon will be readily understood by drawing on paper

two sets of equally distant and not too thin bars inclined at a small angle.

Where the opaque and transparent parts severally overlap, the obstruction of

light is, on the average, less than the double of that due to each set sepa-

rately*, and consequently these places appear by comparison bright. The
interval between the bars is evidently half the long diagonal of the rhombus

formed by two pairs of consecutive lines, and is expressed by a cos ^ ^ h- sin 6,

or approximately a^ 6, where a is the interval between the primai-y lines,

and 6 the mutual inclination of the two sets.

When parallelism is very closely approached, the bars become irregular,

in consequence of the imperfection of the ruling. This phenomenon might

perhaps be made useful as a test.

If the planes of the films be not quite parallel, bars parallel to the

original lines may appear when the line of intersection of the planes is in the

same direction. This arises from a fore-shortening of one of the sets, making

it equivalent to a grating of a somewhat higher degree of fineness.

When examined under the microscope, the opaque bar on the copy, which

corresponds to the shadow of the groove of the original, is seen to be compo-

site, being not unfrequently traversed along its length by several fine lines of

transparency. In one case, where the copy was on common glass, this effect

went so far that at certain parts of the grating the periodicity was altered by

each line splitting into two, the first spectrum altogether disappearing. In

order to make this observation, the eye should be placed at the point where

the pure spectra are formed and be focussed on the grating. The places in

question will then appear as irregular dark bands.

The disappearance of the first spectrum is very unusual ; but it is common

for bands to appear when the eye is adjusted to the place of the fourth and

higher spectra. When the order is high, the bands will not be black, but

coloured with light belonging to one of the other spectra. There is no diffi-

culty in understanding how this occurs. In the process of copying, the groove

of the original is widened into a bar, whose width depends on the closeness

of contact, an element which necessarily varies at diflfereat parts of the plate.

The dark bands are the locus of points at which the relation of the alternate

parts is such as to destroy the spectrum in question.

I have not had an opportunity of trying the method of copying on lines

closer than 6000 to the inch ; but I have no doubt that the limit of fineness

was not attained. I should expect to find no difficulty with lines 10,000 or

* The mathematical reader will easily prove this from the law of absorption.

R. I.
14
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12,000 to the inch; but beyond that point it is possible that the method

would fail, or require special precautions, such as the use of extra-flat glass

and greater pressure to ensure close contact in the printing. For prelimiaary

experiments I should be inclined to try mica as a support, whose flexibility

would facilitate a close contact. I may mention that I have done copies of

the 3000-line grating on sheets of mica, such as may be obtained very thin

and smooth from the photographic dealers. For more convenient manipula-

tion in the preliminaiy stages of preparation, the mica should be mounted on

a sheet of glass of the same size as itself A small drop of water interposed

will ensure a sufficiently close adhesion.

I have tried to take copies of copies, but with indifferent success, even

when the performance of the first was not perceptiblj^ inferior to that of the

original.

Gratings may be copied without the aid of photography by simply taking

a cast. Following Brewster, I have obtained a fair result by allowing filtered

gelatine to dry after being poured on the 3000 Nobert. This method, how-

ever, is attended -with much more risk to the original, and is besides open to

other objections, sufiicient, I think, to prevent its competing with photo-

graphy.

The remainder of this paper is principally occupied with theoretical

considerations relating to the performance of gratings considered as light-

analyzing apparatus. The more popular works on the theory of light give

only the main outlines of the subject, and pass over almost in silence the

important questions of illumination and definition. On the other hand, the

mathematical treatises, such as Airy's " Tracts " and Verdet's Legons, though

they give analytical results involving most of the required information, are

occupied rather -with explaining the production of spectra as a diffraction-

phenomenon than with investigating on what conditions their perfection

depends. On examining the question for myself, I came to the conclusion

that the theory of gratings, as usually presented, is encumbered with a good

deal that may properly be regarded as extraneous.

One of the first things to be noticed is the extraordinary precision

required in the ruling. The difference of wave-length of the two sodium-

lines is about a thousandth part. If, therefore, we suppose that one grating

has 1000 lines in the space where another has 1001, it is evident that the

first grating would produce the same deviation for the less-refrangible D
line that the second would produce for the more-refrangible D hne. We
have only to suppose the two combined into one in order to see that, in a

grating required to resolve the D line, there must be no systematic irregu-

larity to the extent of a thousandth part of the small interval. Single lines

may, of course, be out of position to a much larger amount. It is easy to
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see, too, that the same accuracy is required, whatever be the order of the
spectrum examined.

The precision of ruling actually attained in gratings is very great. In
the 3000 Nobert it is certain that the average interval between the lines

does not vary by a six-thousandth part in passing from one half of the
grating to the other; for the D lines, when well defined, do not appear so

broad as a sixth part of the space separating them.

In considering the influence of the number of lines (n) and the order of
the spectrum {m), we will suppose that

the ruling is accurate, and that plane

waves are incident pei-pendicularly upon
the face of the grating whose width is

represented in the figure by AB. But
inasmuch as a large part of the phe-

nomenon covered by the usual mathe-
matical investigation depends upon the

limitation of the grating at A and B, we
shall find it convenient to take first the simple case of an aperture represented

by AB, and afterwards to consider the influence of the ruling.

In the perpendicular direction BC all the secondary waves emanating
from AB are in complete agreement of phase, and then- resultant accordingly

attains its highest possible value. In a direction BP, making with BG a

very small angle, the agreement of phase will be disturbed. If BP be so

drawn that the projection of .4.5 upon it is equal to X, the phases of the

secondary waves will be distributed uniformly over a complete period, and

the resultant will therefore be nil. The same result must ensue whenever

BD is an exact multiple of A,.

For the intermediate directions we require a Uttle more calculation.

The phase of the resultant will always correspond with that of the

secondary wave which issues from the middle of the aperture. If x denotes

the retardation of any element with respect to this one, the amplitude of the

resultant is given by

/
cos xdx -=r R,

iR

where R is the relative retardation of the extreme parts A and B, or, on

integration,

sin^iJ

\R

This expression gives the magnitude of the resultant amplitude compared

with that in the principal direction BG, where all the components agree in

phase.
14—2
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The composition of elementary vibrations whose phases vary uniformly

within certain limits may be illustrated by a mechanical analogy. Each

elementary vibration is represented by a force

proportional to the element of circular arc PQ and

acting at along a direction OP, making with a

fixed line of reference OX an angle corresponding

to the phase of the vibration. The force may be

supposed to be due to the attraction of the arc on

a particle placed at 0. The group of vibrations is

thus represented by the gi-oup of forces whose

directions are distributed uniformly through the

angle AOB; and the resultant of the forces, found

by resolving in the ordinary way, represents on the same system the resultant

of the vibrations. In the present case AOB corresponds to R, and the inte-

grated expression sin \R -^ \R denotes the ratio of the resultant force to the

aggregate of its components calculated without allowance for the difference

of direction—that is, as if the whole attracting mass were concentrated at X.

According to what has been already explained, (sin \R ^ ^Kf vanishes

when \R is an even multiple of ^rr. The positions of the maxima (deter-

mined hy tan ^R = \R) do not exactly bisect the angles between the vanish-

ing directions ; but it will be sufficient for our present purpose to note that

the principal maximum {R = 0) is unity, and that the others do not differ

greatly from (2/37r)-, {^joTrf, {^ll-Try, &c. It is evident that on either side of

the principal direction the illumination falls off with great rapidity. If AB
is 1 (inch) and X = —5— ^ the angle GBP corresponding to the first minimum
is only about 5".

The image of an infinitely narrow line of light (whose length is perpen-

dicular to the plane of the diagram) as formed by an object-glass with

aperture AB, is thus a series of parallel stripes, composed of a central narrow

band whose illumination varies from a maximum in the middle to zero at

the edges, enclosed by parallel bands of rapidl}' decreasing illumination. We
have now to examine the effect of the ruling.

For the sake of simplicitj^, we will take first the case of a grating com-

posed of transparent bars of width a, alternating with opaque bars of \vidth d,

and consider the central image or spectrum of zero order. In the principal

direction, BG, the secondary waves are, as before, in complete agreement, but

the amplitude is diminished by the ruling in the ratio a: a + d. In another

direction, making a small angle with BG such that the relative retardation

of A and B amounts to a few wave-lengths, it is easy to see that the mode of

interference is the same as if there were no ruling. For example, when the

direction is such that the projection oi AB upon it amounts to one wave-

length, the elementary components neutralize one another, because their
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phases are on the whole distributed symmetrically, though discontinuously,

round the entire circumference. The only effect of the ruling is to diminish

the amplitude in the ratio a:a + d; and except for the diflference in illumi-

nation, the appearance of a line of light is exactly the same as if the aperture

were perfectly free.

The lateral images occur in such dii-ections that the projection of the

element a + d oi the grating upon them is an exact multiple of \. The
effect of each element of the grating is then the same; and unless this

vanishes on account of a particular adjustment of the ratio a : d, the resultant

amplitude becomes comparatively very great. These directions, in which the

retardation between A and B is exactly mnX, may be called the principal

directions. On either side of any one of them the illumination is distributed

according to the same law as for the central image (m = 0), vanishing, for

example, when the retardation amounts to (m?i + 1) \. In considering the

relative brightness of the different spectra, it is therefore sufficient to attend

merely to the principal directions, provided that the whole deviation be not

so great that its cosine differs considerably from unity*.

Under the restriction just stated, the intensity of the secondary waves

may be supposed not to be diminished by the obliquity ; and thus we obtain

for the ratio of brightnesses :

—

-Sm : Ba = /
.
aTiiTT

<^+'^
, 2annr'

cos xdx -. -,

amir a + a
' a+d

a + dy . „ armr
sm° ,

;

anvTT I a-V d

where B^ denotes the brightness of the mth spectrum, and £„ of the central

image.

If B denotes the brightness of the central image when the whole of the

space occupied by the grating is transparent, we have

B, : B = a? : {a -^ d)\

and thus

B,n: B= -—
-, sm^ 5 .'"

m^ir'- a + d

The sine of an angle can never be greater than unity; and consequently

under the most favourable circumstances only l/)?iV of the original light

can be obtained in the with spectrum. We conclude that, -svith a grating

composed of transparent and opaque parts, the utmost light obtainable in

any one spectrum is in the first (the central image not being included), and

there amounts to l/7^^ or about yV- ^^'^ ^^'^^ ^^"^ ^^^^ purpose a and d must

be equal.

This point is perhaps made clearer by supposing the original light to be always incident at

such an angle that the diffracted spectrum under consideration occurs in the normal direction.
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When d = a, the general formula becomes

m'Tr'

showing that, when m is even, B^ vanishes, and that, when in is odd,

B,„ : B = ^p- .

The third spectrum has thus only one-ninth of the brilliancy of the first.

It is here supposed that the light is homogeneous ; but if it be composed

of elements of continuously varying wave-length, another factor, 1/m, must

be introduced, due to the varying elongation of the spectra. The deficiency

of light accompanying an increased dispersion, however, is nothing peculiar

to gratings, and may be met by a proportional widening of the slit, without

lowering the original standard of purity.

Another particular case of interest is obtained by considering a small

relatively to a + d. Unless the spectrum be of high order, we have simply

-B™ : B =
\a + dj

so that the brightness of all the (lateral) spectra is the same. According to

this, the spectra of a sodium-flame observed through a grating should be of

equal brilliancy when a is small relatively to a + d. In the grating with

3000 lines this condition is fulfilled ; but the theoretical result is contradicted

by observation, the second and third lateral spectra being much brighter

than the first. I am not in a position to explain the discrepancy, which I

only noticed while drawing up this paper for the press. Unless due to some

mathematical blunder, the cause would appear to be deep-seated. The effect

of an insufficient narrowness of grooves would be in the opposite direction.

Our expressions have been obtained without taking into account the

reflection from the face of the grating ; and therefore the light stopped by

the opaque parts, together with that distributed in the central image and

lateral spectra, ought to make up the original brightness. Thus, if a = cZ, we
ought to have 112/^11 \

2 = 4 + vr=(^ + 9 + 25 + -)'

which is true by^ a known theorem. In the general case,

_iL_ = /_^Y + 1 2™^" 1 sm^ r^^^^a+d \a + d} ^ 17^ ™=i m^ \a + d)
'

a result which may be verified by Fourier's theorem.

By Babinet's principle it is a matter of indifference, so far as the bright-

ness of the lateral spectra are concerned, whether a represent the width of
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the transparent or of the opaque part, inasmuch as the secondary waves from
the transparent and opaque parts together would give a zero resultant. The
same conclusion may be derived from the expression for the ratio B^ B.

From the value of 5,„ : B^ we ?ee that no lateral spectrum can surpass

the central image in brightness; but this result depends upon the hypothesis

that the lines of the grating act by opacity, which is generally very far from

being true. In an engraved glass grating or in a gelatine copy there is no

opaque material present by which light could be absorbed, and the effect

depends on a difference of retardation due to the alternate parts. It is

remarkable that this point is never alluded to in the ordinary treatises on

optics, and, so far as I know, was first noticed by Quincke {Fogg. Ann.
vol. cxxxii. p. 321, 1867), who made a theoretical and experimental exami-

nation of the phenomena presented when light is diffracted at the edge of

a transparent obstacle. My attention was first drawn to it, before I was

acquainted with Quincke's work, by observing that, contrary to my anticipa-

tions, it was possible for the lateral spectra of a soda-flame to exceed the

central image in brilliancy. When once the question is raised, the explana-

tion is easy enough; for if the grating were composed of equal alternate

parts, both alike transparent but giving a relative retardation of half a wave-

length, it is evident that the central image would be entirely extinguished,

while the first spectrum would be four times as bright as if the alternate

parts were opaque. If it were possible to introduce at every part of the

aperture of the gjating an arbitrary retardation, all the light might be con-

centrated in any desired spectrum. By supposing the retardation to vary

uniformly and continuously, we fall on the case of the ordinary prism ; but

there would then be no analysis of light, except such as depends on the

variation of retardation with wave-length. To obtain a diffraction-spectrum

in the ordinary sense containing all the light, it would be necessary that the

retardation should gradually alter by a wave-length in passing over each

element of the grating and then fall back to its previous value, thus spring-

ing suddenly over a wave-length. It is not likely that such a result will

ever be obtained in practice ; but the case was worth stating, in order to

show that there is no theoretical limit to the concentration of light of

assigned wave-length in one spectrum,
t\ b

and as illustrating the frequently ob-

served unsymmetrical character of the

spectra on either side of the central image.

We have now to consider the depen-

dence of the resolving-poiuer of a grating

on the number of its lines (?i) and the

order of the spectrum observed (m). "^

Let BP be the direction of the principal maximum for the wave-

length X in the mth. spectrum ; then the projection of AB on BP is mnk
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[representing the relative retardation of the extreme rays which pass through

A and B]. If BQ be the direction corresponding to the first minimum, the

projection of AB on BQ is (mn + 1) \. Suppose now that X + SX is the wave-

length for which BQ gives the principal maximum, then

{mn + 1) X = mn (X + Sx)

;

whence
8X_ J_
X mn '

which shows that the resolving-power varies divectl}' as ??i and n*.

It is not possible to say precisely under what circumstances a double line

would appear to be resolved—something no doubt would depend on the

intensity of the light—but it seems probable that there would be no distinct

resolution when the two images are separated by only half the width of the

central band of either. If this be so, we may take X/??i8X as the least number

of grooves capable of resolving in the 7?ith spectrum a double line whose

wave-lengths are X and X -f- Sx. In the case of the soda-lines SX/X is about

ygijQ
; and therefore to resolve them in the first spectrum would require 1000

grooves, in the second spectrum 500, and so on. It is evident that if the

ruling be perfectly accurate and the illumination sufficient, the work may be

accomplished -with comparatively few lines by using a spectrum of elevated

order.

The result of an attempt to determine experimentally the number of lines

necessary to resolve D in the solar spectrum may here be recorded. The

3000-to-the-inch Nobert was used, its horizontal aperture being limited by

the jaws of an adjustable slit. From the width of the slit found to be

necessary the number of lines in operation was calculated.

In the first spectrum 1200 lines were required, in the second 630, and in

the third 375. These numbers should be in the ratio 6:3:2; but the last,

which presents the greatest deviation, was difficult of exact measurement.

The number of lines necessarj' in the first spectrum is very much what

might have been expected. The effect of a limitation of the aperture of the

grating by a slit whose length is horizontal, is, of course, quite different. As
the slit is narrowed, the image of a point would be dilated in a vertical direc-

tion ; but this is of no moment when the subject of observation is itself a

uniform vertical line. As was mentioned in the first part, the definition is

often materially improved.

* [1899. If we define as the dinpertioii in a particular part of the spectrum the ratio of the

angular interval dd to the corresponding increment of wave-length d\, we may express it by a

very simple formula. For the alteration of wave-length entails, at the two limits of a diffracted

wave-front, a relative retardation eciual to mndX. Hence, if a be the width of the diffracted

beam, and d$ the angle through which the wave-front is turned, ad6= mnd\, or

dispersion= deid\z=mnja.'\
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Since a grating resolves in proportion to the total number of its grooves,

it might be supposed that the defining-power depends on different principles

in the case of gratings and prisms ; but the distinction is not fundamental.

The limit to definition arises in both cases from the impossibility of repre-

senting a line of light otherwise than by a band of finite though narrow

width, the width in both cases depending onl}' on the horizontal aperture

(for a given X). If a grating and a prism have the same horizontal aperture

and dispersion, they will have equal resolving-powers ou the spectrum ; the

greater dispersion is the onl}^ cause of the superiority of the diffraction-

spectra of high order.

In estimating the value of light-analyzing apparatus, there are three

things to be considered—the brightness, the purity, and the apparent magni-

tude of the resulting spectrum. In the case of a prism, where the loss of

light by reflection and absorption may in a rough approximation be neglected,

the first two characteristics are inseparably connected, whether a telescope

be used or not, so long as the pupil of the eye is filled with light. In what-

ever degree the purity be enhanced, whether b}^ increasing the dispersion or

narrowing the slit, in the same degree must the brightness suffer. The

angular magnitude of the spectrum is merely a question of magnifying-power.

No matter how small the dispersion may be, the spectrum may yet be made

to appear as long as we please by sufficiently increasing the focal length of

the object-glass and the power of the eyepiece. But if the brilliancy is not

to suffer, the size of the prism and the aperture of the telescope must be

proportionally increased; for otherwise the condition will be violated of

keeping the pupil filled with light. There are thus two ways of obtaining a

powerful spectroscope. The first is to procure a great dispersion by multi-

plication of prisms ; the second is to be satisfied with a small dispersion, and

attain the necessary length of spectrum by a high-power telescope, which

may involve a larger aperture. It may be questioned whether the second

method has received as much attention as it deserves. When there is light

to spare, a higher power than usual may often be employed advantageously

without an augmentation of aperture.

In the case of gratings the question is complicated by the choice of

spectra ; but some remarks may perhaps be useful. Much misapprehension

appears to exist as to the nature of the advantage derived from close ruling.

It is generally supposed that the closer the ruling the greater the resolving-

power of the instrument ; but this is for the most part a mistake. When

there is no limitation on the order of the spectrum to be observed, resolving-

power depends not on the closeness but on the accuracy of the ruling. Let

us take the case of a grating with 3000 lines in an inch, and consider the

effect of interpolating an additional 3000 lines. The effect of the addition

will be to destroy by interference the first, third, and the odd spectra
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generally ; while the advantage gained in the spectra of even order is not in

dispei-sion, nor in resolving-power, but simply in brilliancy, which is increased

to four times. If we now suppose half the grating to be cut away, so as to

leave 3000 lines in half an inch, the dispersion will evidently not be altered,

while the brightness and resolving-power are halved. If, therefore, resolving-

power be our object, we should aim at covering a considerable breadth with

veiy accurately placed lines, rather than at extreme closeness of the lines

themselves. On the other hand, for experiment on dark heat, or whenever a

naiTow slit is not available, resolving-power is of less importance, and the

best grating will be one that covers the largest space with the. finest lines.

I have already mentioned that my 6000-to-the-inch Nobert defines not

only not better, but decidedly worse, than the one with 3000 lines in the

inch. This inferior definition is probably an accident ; for there seems to be

no theoretical reason for it. In brightness the closer-ruled grating has

greatly the advantage.

The preceding investigations are founded on the principles ordinarily

adopted in explaining diffraction-phenomena, and not on a strict dynamical

theorjr. In the present state of our knowledge with respect to the nature of

light and its relations to ponderable matter, vagueness in the fundamental

hypotheses is rather an advantage than otherwise ; a precise theory is almost

sure to be wrong. Nevertheless it is often instructive to examine optical

questions from a more special point of view ; and therefore I hope that an
investigation of an ideal grating on dynamical principles will not be out of

place, though not very closely connected with the preceding portion of the

paper.

In actual gratings the lines or gi-ooves occur at the boundary of two
media of different refrangibilities ; but, for the sake of simplicity, we shall

here suppose the medium on both sides to be the same. The grating will

thus consist simply of bars (infinitely long) whose optical properties differ

from those of the rest of the medium ; and we further suppose

(1) that the variation of optical properties depends upon a difference of

inertia, and is small in amount

;

(2) that the diameter of the bars is very small in relation to the wave-
length of light.

The supposition that refi-action depends upon a difference of inertia is

that of Fresnel and Green, and has been shown by the latter to lead to

Fresnel's laws. In several papers in this magazine* I have shown that, if

the analogy with an elastic solid holds good at all, no other supposition is

reconcilable with the facts of the reflection of light from surfaces and its

* Phil. Mag. 1871. [Arts, viii, ix, xi.]
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Whether true or not, it is at any ratediffraction by small particles,

mechanically possible.

Since the bars are very small, the effect of each is quite independent of

the rest ; and so the dynamical theory need only concern itself with one. In

my paper " On the Light from the Sky*," I proved that the effect of a body

in disturbing the waves of light incident upon it may be calculated by

ordinary integration from those of its parts, provided that the square of the

alteration of mechanical properties may be neglected. This proposition,

though true as stated, requires some caution in use, and is practically

inapplicable when the body is elongated in the direction of original propa-

gation, because the dimension of the body in this direction divided by X
ma}' occur as a factor in the terms omitted. In the present case, however,

where the light is incident normally to the plane of the grating, this diffi-

culty does not arise.

Let the bar under consideration be taken for axis of z, and let the axis

of X be parallel to the direction of

propagation of the original light. The

original vibration is thus, according to

the polarization, parallel to either z

or y. We Avill take first the former

case, where the disturbance due to the

bar must be symmetrical in all direc-

tions round OZ, and parallel to it.

The element of the disturbance at A due to PQ (dz) will be proportional to

dz in amplitude, and will be retarded in phase by an amount corresponding

to the distance r. In calculating the effect of the whole bar, we have to

consider the integral

dr cos -— {ht

— COS ^ (bt — r)—\ 7^

r)

E"

Now the denominator =Jr-Rjr-\- R, a product of which the second

factor may be treated as constant in the integration in view of the fact that

the parts for which r differs much from R destroy each other's effects. After

this simplification the integral may be evaluated by means of the formula

/"" sin a; , /"" cos a; /

The result is

cos-(bt-r)=^^cos
27r
[m-r-I]

Phil. May., 1871. [Art. viii.]
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showing that the total effect is retarded ^\ behind that due to the element

at 0. This result is analogous to, though different from, that of the ordinary

integration by Huyghens's zones. In that case the effect of each zone is

very nearly the same, and therefore the whole is the half of that of the first

zone. If the first zone be divided into rings by circles drawn so that r

increases in arithmetical progression, the rings will be of equal area, and

therefore the phase of the resultant vibration will be halfway between that

corresponding to the centre and circumference—that is, will be retarded

relatively to the centre by one fourth of X. In the present case, if the bar

be divided on the same principle so that each piece gives a result retai'ded

^\ behind its predecessor, the lengths will rapidly diminish from the centre

outwards, and therefore the same argument does not apply. The retardation

of the resultant relatively' to the central element is less than before, on

account of the preponderance of the central parts.

By the result investigated in my paper previously referred to, if T be the

volume of the element PQ, D and D' the original and altered densities, the

disturbance at A due to the element is

D'-D -rr.r . 27r^,^ _—^--^sii^« cos
Y^^*

-'•)*'

the original vibration at PQ being denoted by cos (2Trbt/X). a is the angle

between the ra}' PA and the direction of original vibration OZ; but in the

present application we may put sin a = 1, since only the central parts are

really operative. If we replace T by Adz, A being the sectional area of the

bar, and use the integral just investigated, we find for the effect of the

whole bar

D'-DAtt /\ 27r /, , „ X,\

V^""'t(^*-^-^)i) X-

corresponding to cos (27r6i/X) for the incident light.

When the original vibration is parallel to y, the disturbance due to the

bar will no longer be symmetrical round OZ. If a be the angle between Ox
and the direction of the scattered ray, it is only necessary to introduce the

factor cos a in order to make the preceding expression applicable.

If the direction of the original vibration be inclined at an angle to OZ,

and that of the scattered ray at an angle <p, we have on resolution

tan
<f)
— cos a tan Q,

which expresses the important law enunciated by Stokes f.

* The factor tt waa inadTerteutly omitted in the original memoir.

t "Dynamical Theory of Diffraction," Camb. Trans, vol. ix.
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The preceding investigation depends upon the smallness of D' — D as

well as of J. ; but where the original vibrations are parallel to the bar, the

result is correct to all powers of D' — D. I find that, if the bar be circular

and composed of material for which the density is D' and the rigidity n (the

corresponding quantities for the rest of the medium being D and n), the

expression for the scattered vibration is

IttA {D'-D n' -n 1 277 /, „
7 = rTTTi {

—
^TTi

; cos a y x cos -- [bt — K —
X^Ri

I
-ID n +n \ V

corresponding to

7 = cos— bt
A,

for the incident light at the centre of the bar *. If we suppose that n' = n,

this agrees with the result already found ; and it is correct if the bar be

small enough, whatever may be the magnitude of (Z)' — D)ID.

[For further work upon this subject see Phil. Mag. vol. xi. p. 196, 1881.]

* [An analogous investigation is given in Theory of Sound, § 343.]
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INSECTS AND THE COLOURS OF FLOWERS.

[Nature, xi p. 6, 1874.]

There is one point connected with Mr Darwin's explanation of the bright

colours of flowers which I have never seen referred to. The assumed attrac-

tiveness of bright colours to insects would appear to involve the supposition

that the colour-vision of insects is approximately the same as our own.

Surely this is a good deal to take for granted, when it is known that even

among ourselves colour-vision varies greatly, and that no inconsiderable

number of persons exist to whom, for example, the red of the scarlet gera-

nium is no bright colour at all, but almost a match with the leaves.
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A STATICAL THEOREM.

[Phil. Mag. xlviii. pp. 452—456, 1874; XLix. pp. 183—185, 1875.]

In a paper " On some General Theorems relating to Vibrations,'' pub-

lished in the Mathematical Society's Proceedings for 1873 [Art. xxi], I

proved a very general reciprocal property of systems capable of vibrating,

with or without dissipation, about a position of stable equilibrium. The
principle may be shortly, though rather imperfectly, stated thus :—If a

periodic force of harmonic type and of given amplitude and period act

upon the system at the point P, the resulting displacement at a second

point Q will be the same both in amplitude and phase as it would be at

the point P were the force to act at Q.

If we suppose the period of the force to be very great, the effects both of

dissipation and inertia will ultimately disappear, and the system will be in a

condition of what is called moveable equilibrium ; that is to say, it will be

found at any moment in that configuration in which it would be maintained

at rest by the then acting forces, supposed to remain unaltered. The statical

theorem to which the general principle then reduces is so extremely simple

that it can hardly be supposed to be altogether new ; nevertheless it is not

to be found in any of the works on mechanics to which I have access, and

was not known to the physicists to whom I have mentioned it. In anj' case,

I think, two or three pages may not improperly be devoted to the considera-

tion of it.

Let the system be referred to the independent coordinates i/^i, i/r^, &;c.,

reckoned in each case from the configuration of equilibrium. Since only

small displacements are contemplated, -v|^i, &c. are small quantities whose

squares are to be neglected. Then, if '^i, '^'o, &c. are the impressed forces

of the corresponding types, the equations of equilibrium are of the form

aa^i + azi-<lr^ + a^yirs+ ...=^2,
I /j^\
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being the same in number as the degrees of freedom. It may be observed

that forces of a constant character need not be included in ^i, &c. ; for the

effect of sucli is onl}' to alter the configuration of equilibrium, and they may
be supposed to be already accounted for in the estimation of that configuration.

If the system be conservative, as is here supposed, the coefficients in the

equations (A) are not all independent ; for in order that an energy-function

may e.xist, any coefficient such as Urs must be equal to the corresponding a^,..

The solution of equations (A) is

Vylr, = A,,^, + A^-<if,+ ...

where V denotes the determii^ant

^11 ^11 ^]3 • • •

^21 ^22 ^23 • • •

^31 ^^ ^53 • • •

dV , dV ^

in which, therefore, by a property of determinants.

Are = A^.

In the application that we are about to make it will be supposed that all

the forces but two vanish, for example that '^^, '^F^, &c. vanish. Under
these circumstances we obtain from (B)

V,/r, = 4n^i + ^,=^„ S!^,=A,,^, + A^^„ (C)

equations which determine the displacements -i|/-i, t/t^ when the forces are

given. The consequences which follow from the fact that A^.^ = Aoi may be

exhibited in three ways.

First ProjMsition.—Suppose '^F, = 0. From the second equation, we see

that Vi^2 = A^i"^^. Similarly if we had supposed SP'i = 0, we should get

V-v^i = J.jj'^s, showing that the relation of -^^^ to "^j in the second case is the

same as the relation of yjr^ to '^i in the first.

In order to fix our ideas we will take the case of a rod, not necessarily

uniform, supported in any manner in a horizontal position—for example,
with one end clamped and the other free. Then, if P and Q be any two
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points of its length, we assert that a pound weight hung on at P will give
the same linear deflection at Q as is observed at P when the weight is hung
at Q; and the only thing on which our conclusion depends is the propor-

tionality of strains and stresses. If we take angular instead of linear displace-

ments, the theorem will run :—A given couple at P will produce the same
rotation at Q as the couple at Q would give at P. Or if one displacement be
linear and the other angular, the result may be stated thus :—A couple at P
would do as much work in acting over the rotation at P due to a simple
force at Q, as the force at Q would do in acting over the linear displacement
at Q due to the couple at P In the last case the statement is more compli-

cated, since the forces, being of different kinds, cannot be made equal.

Second Proposition.—Suppose that -\|r, = 0. Then, from (C),

From this we conclude that if^jr^ is given, it requires the same force ^i to keep

•»|fi = 0, as would be required in ^^ to keep \/^2 = 0, if -v^i had the given value.

Thus, if the rod be supported at P so that that point cannot fall, while Q
is depressed one inch by a force there acting, the reaction on the support at

P is the same as it would have been on a support at Q if P had been

depressed one inch*

Third Proposition.—Suppose, first, that ^^ = 0. Then, from (C),

^i: fi = ^,2 : J-2.2.

Secondly, suppose yjf^ = 0. Then

^2:^i = -A=:^22-

Thus, when ^^ alone acts, the ratio of disjAacements ip-^ : i^r, is the negative of
the ratio of tlie forces ^2. ' ^1 necessary to keep i\r.^ = 0.

If the rod is supported at P and bent by a force acting downwards at Q,

the reaction bears the same ratio to the force as the displacement at Q would

bear to the displacement at P when the unsupported rod is bent by a force

applied at P.

In this proposition the interchange of P and Q gives a different, though

of course an equally true statement. The first two propositions are them-

selves reciprocal in form.

The second and third propositions, as well as the first, admit of the

extension to the vibrations of systems subject to inertia and dissipation ; but

I do not here pursue this part of the subject.

* The Terification of these results with rods variously supported, or more complicated

structures, gives a very good experimental exercise.

E. I. 15
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Our fundamental equations (C) may be arrived at with less analysis and

perhaps equal rigour by a somewhat modified process. The conditions that

the forces ^3, ^4, &c. vanish, impose linear relations on the coordinates, and

virtually reduce the degrees of freedom enjoyed by the system to two. But

for only two independent coordinates we have at once

'f^ = buf, + b^:^|r„ ^, = 6,,-f. + 6^^. , (D)

where the coefficients b^,, 621 are equal. The equality of the coefficients

612, &2J is a consequence of the existence of an energy-function, or may be

proved de novo by taking the system round the cycle of configurations repre-

sented by the square whose angular points are

t. = I
tx = I ti = 1 ' ti = 1

^2 = 0] ^2=1] ^2=1] ^2 =

From (D) we may deduce the three propositions directly, or mediately

with the aid of (C), which is merely the algebraic solution of (D).

Finally, I would remark that essentially the same method, though with a

somewhat different interpretation, is applicable to systems other than those

contemplated in the preceding demonstrations. In thermod^mamics the

condition of a body is regarded as depending on two independent coordinates

such as the temperature and volume ; and by the principles of that subject

it is known that a function of that condition exists, representing the work

that can be got out of the system in reducing it to a standard condition of

volume and temperature, any communication or abstraction of heat being

made at the standard temperature. The simplest course that can be taken

is along an adiabatic up to the standard temperature, and then along the

isothermal until the standard volume is attained. If the actual condition of

the body be defined by w -l- dv, t + dt, while the standard condition corre-

sponds to V, t, we have for the available energy, or entropy (de),

2de = dj} dv + d<p dt,

where dp is the variation of pressure, and dcj) the variation of the thermo-

dynamic function.

In this equation dv, dt correspond to i|r,, T|r2 ; dp, dcp to ^,, '^2; and de

corresponds to the potential energy of the purely mechanical system. Our
first proposition shows that, if d(f> = 0, dtjdpi has the same value as that of

dv/d(j) when there is no variation of pressure, the interpretation of which is

that the heat (measured as work) necessary to increase the volume by unity

at constant pressure, is numerically equal to the product of the absolute

temperature into the increase of pressure required to raise the temperature

one degree when no heat is allowed to escape. (See Maxwell's Heat, p. 167.)

In like manner the other propositions may be interpreted.
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Since the publication of the paper in the December Number of the

Philosophical Magazine, entitled " A Statical Theorem," I have made some

tolerably careful experimental measurements in illustration of one of the

results there given, which are perhaps worth recording. The "system"

consisted of a strip of plate-glass 2 feet long, 1 inch broad, and about -^ inch

in thickness, supported horizontally at its ends on two very narrow ledges.

In the first experiment two points, A and J3, were marked upon it, A near

the centre, and B about 5 inches therefrom, for which the truth of the

theorem was to be tested. When a weight W is suspended at A, the deflec-

tion in a vertical direction at B should be the same as is observed at A when

W is attached at B.

The weight was suspended from a hook whose pointed extremity rested

on the upper surface of the bar at the marked points. In this way there was

no uncertainty as to the exact point at which the weight was applied. The

measurements of deflection were made with a micrometer-screw reading to

the ten-thousandth of an inch, the contact of the rounded extremity of the

screw with its image in the upper surface of the glass being observed with a

magnifier. The reading in each position was repeated four times, with the

following results.

Case 1.

Mean

W hung at A.

Won.

79

82

79

76

. . 79

Deflection observed at B :
—

IF off.

1473

1473

1476

1474

Mean. 1474

The deflection at B due to W at A was therefore 1395.

Case 2. W hung at B. Deflection observed at A :-

Won.

50

47

45

45

Mean 47 Mean.

WoS.

1447

1449

1445

1446

1447

Accordingly the deflection at A due to Tf at £ was 1400.

The difference of the two deflections, amounting to only about ^ per cent.,

is quite as small as could be expected, and is almost within the limits of

experimental error.

15—2
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In the second experiment the test was more severe, B being replaced by

another point B' 7^ inches distant from A, instead of only 5 inches. The

deflections in the two cases here came out identical and equal to 993

divisions, W being the same as before. With W at A, the deflection at A
was about 1700; and with W at B', the deflection at B' was 760.

The theorem here verified might sometimes be useful in determining the

curve of deflection of a bar when loaded at any point A. Instead of observ-

ing the deflection at a number of points P, it might be simpler to measure

the deflections at the fixed point A, while the load is shifted to the various

points P.

For the benefit of those whose minds rebel against the vagueness of

generalized coordinates, a more special proof of the theoretical result may

here be given. The equation of equilibrium of a bar (whose section is not

necessarily uniform) is

^Jb^^T^ (A)
da^ \ dafj

in which for the present application Y denotes the impressed force, not

including the weight of the bar itself, and y is the vertical displacement

due to Y.

Let y, y denote two sets of displacements corresponding to the forces

Y, Y'. Then

/k£(^S)-'B(^f)}^=/i''='-'n^ (B)

where the integration extends over the whole length of the bar. Now,

integrating by parts,

L' ^(B^]dx = v'-(B^]-'^B^+iB^^d^
J dx^ V da?) dx \ dx'-J dx dor J daf daf '

in which the integi-ated terms always vanish in virtue of the terminal con-

ditions. In the present case, for example, y, y , d-yjdaf, d'y'jda? vanish at

each extremity. Thus the left-hand member of (B) vanishes, and we derive

j{y'Y-yY'\dx = (C)

Let us now suppose that Y vanishes at all points of the bar except in the

neighbourhood of A, and also that Y' vanishes except in the neighbourhood

of B. Then from (C),

y^ SYdx = ysSY'dx;
or a IYdx=^Y'dx,

yJ^VB, (D)
as was to be proved.

* Thomson and Tait's Natural Philosophy, § 617.
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A similar method is applicable to all such cases.

I may here add that, corresponding to each of the statical propositions in

my former paper, there are others relating to initial motions in which
impulses and velocities take the place oi forces and displacements. Thus, to

talce an example from electricity, if A and B represent two circuits, the

sudden generation of a given current in one of them gives rise to an electro-

motive impulse in the other, which is the same, whether it be ^ or 5 in

which the current is generated. Or, to express what is really the same
thing in another way, the ratio of the currents in A and B due to an electro-

motive impulse in B is the negative of the ratio of the impulses in B and A
necessary in order to prevent the development of a current in B. These

statements are not affected by the presence of other circuits, G, D, &e., in

which induced currents are at the same time excited.

[1899. The following presentation of the matter is due to Prof Everett.

A weight W, corresponding to' ^Ydx above, applied at the point A
produces a drop a &t A and a drop b a.t B; while a weight W applied

at B produces a drop a' at A and b' at B. If both weights be in operation,

the potential energy of deformation is definite, and its value may be arrived

at in two ways by applying the weights in different orders. If we first apply

W, the potential energy so far is ^ Wa ; and if we then apply W the

additional potential energy is ^ W'b' + Wa', making altogether

iWa + ^W'b'+ Wa'.

In like manner if the order of application be reversed, we find

^Wa + ^W'b'+W'b.

Accordingly

Wa' = W'b,

as was to be proved.]
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MR HAMILTON'S STRING ORGAN.

[Nature, XI. pp. 308, 309, 1875.]

In the Philosophical Magazine for February there is a paper by Mr R.

Bosanquet on the mathematical theory of this instrument, in which, however,

as it appears to me, the principal points of interest are not touched upon.

As the remarks that I have to offer will not require any analysis for their

elucidation, I venture to send them to Nature as more likely than in the

Philosophical Magazine to meet the eyes of those interested.

The origin of the instrument has led, as I cannot but think, to consider-

able misconception as to its real acoustical character. The object of Mr
Hamilton and his predecessors was to combine the musical qualities of a

string with the sustained sound of the organ and harmonium. This they

sought to effect hy the attachment of a reed, which could be kept in con-

tinuous vibration by a stream of air. Musically, owing to Mr Hamilton's

immense enthusiasm and perseverance, the result appears to be a success,

but is, I think, acoustically considered, something very different from what

was originally intended. I believe that the instrument ought to be regarded

rather as a modified reed instrument than as a modified string instrument.

Let us consider the matter more closely. The string and reed together

form a s^'stem capable of vibrating in a number, theoretically infinite, of

independent fundamental* modes, whose periods are calculated by Mr
Bosanquet. The corresponding series of tones could only by accident belong

to a harmonic scale, and certainly cannot coexist in the normal working of

Mr Hamilton's instrument, one of whose characteristics is great sweetness

and smoothness of sound. I conceive that the vibration of the system is

rigorously or approximately simple harmonic, and that accordingly the sound

* In the mechanical, not the musical sense.
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emitted directly from the reed, or string, or from the resonance-board ia

comiection with the string, is simple harmonic. On the other hand, it is

certain that the note actually heard is compound, and capable of being

resolved into several components with the aid of resonators.

The explanation of this apparent contradiction is very simple. Exactly

as m the case of the ordinary free reed, whose motion, as has been found by
several observers, is rigorously simple harmonic, the intermittent stream of

air, which does not take its motion from the reed, gives rise to a highly

compound musical note, whose gravest element is the same as that of the

pure tone given by the string and resonance-board. One effect of the string,

therefore, and that probably an important one, is to intensify the gravest

tone of the compound note given by the intermittent stream of air.

The fact that the jntch of the system is mainly dependent upon the

string, seems to have distracted attention from the important part played by
the stream of air, and yet it is obvious that wind cannot be forced through

such a passage as the reed affords without the production of sound. A few

very simple experiments would soon decide whether the view I am advo-

cating is correct, but I have not hitherto had an opportunity of making them
properly. I may mention, however, that I have noticed on one or two

occasions an immediate falling off in the sound when the wind was cut off,

although the string and reed remained in vibration for a second or two

longer. A resonator tuned to one of the principal overtones wa^ without

effect when held to the string, but produced a very marked alteration in the

character of the sound when held to the reed.

It will be seen that according to my explanation the principal acoustical

characteristic of the string—that its tones form a harmonic scale.—does not

come into play, the office of the string being mainly to convey the vibration

of the reed itself (as distinguished from the wind) to the resonance-board and

thence through the air to the ear of the observer. A second advantage due

to the string appears to be a limitation of the excursion of the reed, whereby

the peculiar roughness of an ordinary reed is in great measure avoided.
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GENERAL THEOREMS RELATING TO EQUILIBRIUM AND
INITIAL AND STEADY MOTIONS.

[Phil. Mag. XLix. pp. 218—224, 1875.]

If a material sj'stem start from rest under the action of given impulses,

the energy of the actual motion exceeds that of any other which the system

might have been guided to take by the operation of mere constraints ; and

the difference is equal to the energy of the motion which must be com-

pounded with either to produce the other (Bertrand). A proof of this

interesting theorem is given in Thomson and Tait's Natural Philosophy,

§ 311—by a slight modification of which a more general result may be

arrived at, giving rise to important corollaries.

Let P, Q, R denote the components of impulse on the particle m, and

X, y, i the component velocities assumed. Then, if x
, y , z denote any other

velocities consistent with the connexions of the system, the Principle of

Virtual Velocities gives

t{{P-mx)a! ^-{Q,-my)y -V{R-mz)z\=(), (1)

by means of which the initial velocities x, &c. are completely determined.

In equation (1) the hj'pothetical velocities x , &c. are any whatever

consistent with the constitution of the system ; but if they are limited to be

such as the system could acquire under the operation of the given impulses

with the assistance of mere constraints, we have

IT = 2m(i'^ + 3/" + i'O = t{Px+Qy'+Rz') (2)

This includes the case of the actual motion.

Returning now to the general case, suppose that E' denotes the function

E' = t {Px + Qy + Rz') - \ l,vi {x"- + y"- + z'% (3)
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becoming for the actual motion

E=T=\l<m{a? + y- + i% (4)

or, for any motion of the kind considered in (2),

E' = T' = \^m{x'^ + f' + z'-^) (5)

For the difference between E' and E in (3) and (4), we get

E-E' = l l,m (i;- + y' + z') + i Xm («'•= + y"- + i"^) - S (Px + Qy' + Rz),

in which by (1),

2 {Px' + Qy + Rz) = Shi {xx + yy +zz);
so that

E-E' = \Xvi\{x-xJ + {y-yy+{z-zJ], (6)

which shows that E is a, maximum for the actual motion (in which case it is

equal to T), and exceeds any other value E' by the energy of the difference

of the real and hypothetical motions. From this we obtain Bertrand's

theorem, if we introduce the further limitation that the hypothetical motion

is such as the system can be guided to take by mere constraints ; for

then by (5)

E-E' = T-T'.

By means of the general theorem (6) we may prove that the energy due

to given impulses is increased by any diminution (however local) in the

inertia of the system. For whatever the motion acquired by the altered

system may be, the value of E corresponding thereto (viz. T) is greater than

if the velocities had remained unchanged ; and this, again, is evidently

greater than the actual E (viz. T) of the original motioD. The total increase

of energy is equal to the decrease which the alteration of mass entails in the

energy of the former motion, together with the energy (under the new condi-

tions of the system) of the difference of the old and new motions. If the

change be small, the latter part is of the second order.

On the other hand, of course, any addition to the mass lessens the effect

of the given impulses.

A similar deduction may be made fi-om Thomson's theorem, which stands

in remarkable contrast with that above demonstrated. The theorem is, that

if a system be set in motion with prescribed velocities by means of applied

forces of corresponding types, the whole energy of the motion is less than

that of any other motion fulfilling the prescribed velocity-conditions. " And

the excess of the energy of any other such motion, above that of the actual

motion, is equal to the energy of the motion which would be generated by

the action alone of the impulse which, if compounded with the impulse

producing the actual motion, would produce this other supposed motion."
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From this it follows readily that, with given velocity-conditions, the energy

of the initial motion of a system rises and falls according as the inertia of the

system is increased or diminished*.

We now pass to the investigation of some statical theorems which stand

in near relation to the results we have just been considering. The analogy

is so close that the one set of theorems may be derived from the other almost

mechanically by the substitution of "force" for "impulse," and "potential

energy of deformation " for " kinetic energy of motion." A similar mode of

demonstration might be used, but it will be rather more convenient to

employ generalized coordinates.

Consider then a system slightly displaced by given forces from a position

of stable equilibrium, from which configuration the coordinates are reckoned.

The potential energy of the displacement F is a quadratic function of the

coordinates -^i, yjr^, &c.

V = ^ (hi-f-' + ^ n-^-ft? + ••• + ai2-fi-f2 + a^j-fj-i/tj + (7)

If, then,

E' = ^,f,' + ^^f;+...- V, (8)

where '^i, ^2, &c. are the forces, E' will be an absolute maximum for the

position actually assumed by the system. In equation (8), V is to be under-

stood merely as an abbreviation for the right-hand member of (7), and the

displacements -v^,, &c. are any whatever.

In the position of equilibrium, since then "^i = dVjd^i, &c.,

E=^V=.\{^,-<\r,+^,-^,+ ...); (9)

and thus

£- ^' = 1
(^,V^, + ...)+ F' - (^F.^/./ -J- ...)

= h ^1(^1-1 - ^1') + ... + F' - i (^F,^/ +...).

Now, by a reciprocal property readily provedf,

^l^l' + ^2^|-2'+-.-=^l'^l + ^2'^2+..., (10)

and also

T^'=i^i>i'+i^;^; + ..., (11)

where ^i, &c. is the set of forces necessary to maintain the configuration

fi, &c. Thus by (10) and (11),

E-E' = ^{^,-^;){^,-^^) + ..., (12)

a positive quantity representing the potential energy of the deformation

(i|fj - i|r,'), &c. Thus E' attains its greatest value E in the case of the actual

* See a paper by the author on Eesonance, Phil. Trans. 1871, p. 94 [Art. v. p. 51].

+ By substituting ^^^dVldi/^i, &c., •ir^=dV'ld^i\ &c.
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configuration, and the excess of this value E over any other is the potential

energy of the displacement which must be compounded with either to produce

the other. So far the displacement represented by -^i, &c. is any whatever

;

but if we confine ourselves to displacements due to the given forces and

differing from the actual displacements only by reason of the introduction of

constraints limiting the freedom of the system, then E' = V; and the theorem

as to the maximum value of E' may be stated with the substitution of V for

E'. Thus the introduction of a constraint has the effect of diminishing the

potential energy of deformation of a system acted on by given forces; and

the amount of the diminution is the potential energy of the difference of the

deformations*.

For an example take the case of a horizontal rod clamped at one end and

free at the other, from which a weight may be suspended at the point Q. If

a constraint is applied holding a point P of the rod in its place {e.g. by a

support situated under it), the potential energy of the bending due to the

weight at Q is less than it would be without the constraint by the potential

energy of the difference of the deformations. And since the potential energy

in either case is proportional to the descent of the point Q, we see that the

effect of the constraint is to diminish this descent.

The theorem under consideration may be placed in a clearer light by the

following interpretation of the function E.

In forming the conditions of equilibrium, we are only concerned with the

forces which act upon the system when in that position ; but we maj', if we

choose, attribute any consistent values to the forces for other positions.

Suppose, then, that the forces are constant, as if produced by weights.

Then, in any position, E denotes the work, positive or negative, which must

be done upon the system in order to bring it into the configuration defined

by F= 0. Thus, to return to the rod with the weight suspended from Q, E
represents the work which must be done in order to bring the rod from the

configuration to which E refers into the horizontal position. And this work

is the difference between the work necessary to raise the weight and that

o-ained during the unbending of the rod. Further, if the configuration in

question is one of equilibrium with or without the assistance of a constraint

(such as the support at P), the work gained during the unbending is exactly

the half of that requii-ed to raise the weight ; so that E is the same as the

potential energy of the bending, or half the work required to raise the

weight.

When the rod, unsupported at P, is bent by the weight at Q, the point P
drops. The energy of the bending is the same as the total work required to

restore the rod to a horizontal position. Now this restoration may be effected"

in two steps. We may first, by a force applied at P, raise that point into its

* Compare MaxweU's Theory o/ Heat, p. 131.
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proper position, a process requiring the expenditure of work. The system

will now be in the same condition as that in which it would have been found

if the poiat P had been originally supported ; and therefore it requires less

work to restore the configuration V=Q when the system is under constraint

than when it is free. Accordingly the potential energy of deformation is

also less in the former case.

We may now prove that any relaxation in the stiffness of a system

equilibrated by given forces is attended by an increase in the potential

energy of deformation. For if the original configuration be maintained, E
will be greater than before, in consequence of the diminution in the energy

of a given deformation. A foHiori, therefore, will E be gi-eater when the

system adjusts itself to equilibrium, when the value of E is as great as

possible. Conversely, any increase in F as a function of the coordinates

entails a diminution in the actual value of V corresponding to equilibrium.

Since a loss of freedom may be regarded as an increase of stiffness, we see

again how it is that the introduction of a constraint diminishes V.

The statical analogue of Thomson's theorem for initial motions refers to

systems in which given deformations are produced by the necessary forces of

corresponding types—for example, the rod of our former illustration, of which

the point P is displaced through a given distance, as might be done by

raising the support situated under it. The theorem is to the effect that the

potential energy F" of a system so displaced and in equilibrium is as small as

it can be under the circumstances, and that the energy of any other configu-

ration exceeds this by the energy of that configuration which is the difference

of the two.

To prove this, suppose that the conditions are that <^i, -^.2, i/rg , . . . i/r^ are

given, while the forces of the remaining tj'pes ^r+i, ^'r+2, &c. vanish. The

symbols ip-^, &c., '^i, &c. refer to the actual equilibrium-configuration, and

1/^1 + At/^i, 1/^2 + Ai|r„, &c., "^'i-l- A'^'i, "^2 + A'^o, &c. to any other configura-

tion subject to the same displacement-conditions. For each suffix, therefore,

either Ai|r or ^ vanishes. Now for the potential energy of the hypothetical

deformation we have

2 (V+AV) = (^1+ A^O {^jr, + A^O + ...

= 2 V+^Air, + "^Ai^a+
-i- A^j . yp-i + A'*-^ . ->/r, + ...

+ A^,.^^fr, + ^^,.A^fr, + (13)

But by the reciprocal relation,

^,.Af, + ^^.A^fr^+... = A^E'l.f^^-AY,.^|r,-l- ...
,

of which the former by hypothesis is zero. Thus

2AV=A'ir,.Ay}r, + A-^^.Ayjr^+ ..., (14)

as was to be proved.
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The effect of a relaxation in stiffness must clearly be to diminish V; for

such a diminution would ensue if the configuration remained unaltered, and

therefore still more when the system returns to equilibrium under the altered

conditions. It will be understood that in particular cases the diminution

spoken of may vanish.

The connexion between the two statical theorems, dealing respectively

with systems subject to given displacements and systems displaced by given

forces, will be perhaps brought out more clearly by another demonstration of

the latter. We have to show that the removal of a constraint is attended b}'

an increase in the potential energy of deformation. By a suitable choice of

coordinates the conditions of constraint may be expressed by the vanishing of

the first r coordinates -^i ... -^r- The relation of the two cases to be com-

pared is expressed by supjjosing the forces of the remaining types "^r+i, -
to be the same, so that AMV+i, &c. vanish. Thus for every suffix either ^p•

vanishes or else A'^. Accordingly Si|^A'^ is zero, and therefore also, by the

law of reciprocity, It'^Ayp-. Hence, as above,

2AV=l,A^Af, (15)

showing that the removal of the constraint increases the potential ener'gy by

the potential energy of the difference of the deformations.

Corresponding to the above theorems for T and V, there are two more

relating to the function F introduced by me in a paper printed in the P^'o-

ceedings of the Mathematical Society for 1873 [Art. xxi.J, expressing the effects

of viscosity. We have here to consider systems destitute both of kinetic and

potential energy, of which probably the best example is a combination of

electrical conductors, conveying currents, whose inductive effects, dependent

on inertia, may be neglected. The equations giving the magnitudes of the

steady currents are of the form

dFld^ = ^, (16)

where i'' is a quadratic function (in this case with constant coefficients) of the

velocities i^,, &c., representing half the dissipation of energy in the unit of

time, and S^'i, &c. are the electromotive forces. It is scarcely necessary to

go through the proofs, as they are precisely similar to those already given

with the substitution of F for T, and steady forces for impulses. The

analogue of Bertrand's theorem tells us that, if given electromotive forces act,

the development of heat in unit time is diminished by the introduction of any

constraint, as, for example, breaking one of the contacts. And by comparison

with Thomson's theorem for initial motions we learn that, if given currents be

maintained in the system by forces of corresponding types, the whole develop-

ment of heat is the least possible under the circumstances (Maxwell's Elec-

tricity and Magnetism, § 284). And precisely as before, we might deduce

corollaries relating to the effect of altering the resistance of any part of the

combination.
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ON THE DISSIPATION OF ENERGY.

[Roy. Instit. Proc. VII. pp. 386—389, 1875 ; Nature, xi. pp. 454—455, 1875.]

The second law of thermodynamics, and the theorj' of dissipation founded

upon it, has been for some years a favourite subject with mathematical

physicists, but has not hitherto received full recognition from engineers and

chemists, nor from the scientific public. And yet the question under what

circumstances it is possible to obtain work from heat is of the first import-

ance. Merely to know that when work is done by means of heat, a so-called

equivalent of heat disappears is a very small part of what it concei-ns us to

recognize.

A heat-engine is an apparatus capable of doing work by means of heat

supplied to it at a high temperature and abstracted at a lower, and thermo-

dynamics shows that the fraction of the heat supplied ca.pable of conversion

into work depends on the limits of temperature between which the machine

operates. A non- condensing steam-engine is not, properly speaking, a heat-

engine at all, inasmuch as it requires to be supplied with water a^ well as

heat, but it may be treated correctly as a heat-engine giving up heat at

212° Fahr. This is the lower point of temperature. The higher is that at

which the water boils in the boiler, perhaps 360° Fahr. The range of tem-

perature available in a non-condensing steam-engine is therefore small at

best, and the importance of working at a high pre.ssure is very apparent. In

a condensing engine the heat may be delivered up at 80° Fahr.

It is a radical defect in the steam-engine that the range of temperature

between the furnace and the boiler is not utilized, and it is impossible to

raise the temperature in the boiler to any great extent, in consequence of the

tremendous pressure that would then be developed. There seems no escape

from this difficulty but in the use of some other fluid, such as a hydrocarbon

oil, of much higher boiling point. The engine would then consist of two
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parts—au oil-engine taking in heat at a high temperature, and doing work
by means of the fall of heat down to the point at which a steam-engine

becomes available, and secondly a steam-engine receiving the heat given out

by the oil-engine and working down to the ordinary atmospheric tem-
perature.

Heat-engines may be worked backwards, so as by means of work to raise

heat from a colder to a hotter body. This is the principle of the air or ether

freezing machines now coming into extensive use. In this application a

small quantity of work goes a long way, as the range of temperature through

which the heat has to be raised is but small.

If the work required for the freezing machine is obtained from a steam-

engine, the final result of the operation is that a fall of heat in the prime

mover is made to produce a rise of heat in the freezing machine, and the

question arises whether this operation may be effected without the inter-

vention of mechanical work. The problem here proposed is solved in Carry's

freezing apparatus, described in most of the text-books on heat. There are

two communicating vessels, A and B, which are used alternately as boiler

and condenser. In the first part of the operation aqueous ammonia is heated

in A, until the gas is driven off and condensed under considerable pressure

in J5, which is kept cool with water. Here we have a fall of heat, the

absorption taking place at the high temperature and the emission at the

lower. In the second part of the operatiou A is kept cool, and the water in

it soon recovers its power of absorbing the ammonia gas, which rapidly distils

over. The object to be cooled is placed in contact with B, and heat passes

from the colder to the hotter body. Finally' the apparatus is restored to its

original condition, and therefore satisfies the definition of a heat-engine.

M. Carre has invented a continuously working machine on this principle,

which is said to be very efficient.

Other freezing arrangements depending on solution or chemical action

may be brought under the same principle, if the cycle of operations be made

complete.

When heat passes from a hotter to a colder body without producing

work, or some equivalent effect such as raising other heat from a colder to a

hotter body, energy is said to be dissipated, and an opportunity of doing

work has been lost never to return. If on the other hand the fall of heat is

fully utilized, there is no dissipation, as the original condition of things

might be restored at pleasure ; but in practice the full amount of work can

never be obtained, in consequence of friction and the other imperfections of

our machines.

The prevention of unnecessary dissipation is the guide to economy of fuel

in industrial operations. Of this a good example is afforded by the regene-
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rating furnaces of Siemens, in which the burnt gases are passed through

a passage stacked with fire-bricks, and are not allowed to escape until their

temperature is reduced to a very moderate point. After a time the products

of combustion are passed into another passage, and the unburnt gaseous fuel

and air are introduced through that which has previously been heated. The

efficiency of the arrangement depends in great degree on the fact that the

cold fuel is brought first into contact with the colder parts of the flue, and

does not take heat from the hotter parts until it has itself become hot. In

this way the fall of heat is never great, and there is comparatively little

dissipation.

The principal difficulty in economy of fuel arises from the fact that the

whole fall of heat from the temperature of the furnace is seldom available for

one purpose. Thus in the iron smelting furnaces heat below the temperature

of melting iron is absolutely useless. But when the spent gases are used for

raising steam, the same heat is used over again at another part of its fall*.

There is no reason why this process should not be carried further. All the

heat discharged from non-condensing steam-engines, which is more than

nine-tenths of the whole, might be used for warming, or drying, or other

operations in which only low temperature heat is necessary.

The chemical bearings of the theory of dissipation are vei-y important,

but have not hitherto received much attention. A chemical transformation

is impossible, if its occurrence would involve the opposite of dissipation (for

which there is no convenient word) ; but it is not true, on the other hand,

that a transformation which would involve dissipation must necessarily take

place. Otherwise the existence of explosives like gunpowder , would be

impossible. It is often stated that the development of heat is the criterion

of the possibility of a proposed transformation, though exceptions to this rule

are extremely well-known. It is sufficient to mention the solution of a salt

in water. This operation involves dissipation, or it would not occur, and it is

not difficult to see how work might have been obtained in the process. The
water may be placed under a piston in a cylinder maintained at a rigorously

constant temperature, and the piston slowly raised until all the water is

evaporated, and its tension reduced to the point at which the salt would

begin to absorb it at the temperature in question. After the salt and vapour

are in contact the piston is made to descend until the solution is effected.

In this process work is gained, since the pressure under the piston during

the expansion is greater than at the corresponding stage of the contraction.

If the salt is dissolved in the ordinary way energy is dissipated, an oppor-

tunity of doing work at the expense of low temperature heat has been missed

and will not return.

* [1899. This illustration is inappropriate, inasmuch as the blast furnace gases are still

comhustible, and raise steam in virtue of chemical action.]
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The difficulty in applying thermodynamical principles to chemistry arises

from the fact that chemical transformations cannot generally be supposed to

take place in a reversible manner, even although unlimited time be allowed.

Some progress has, however, recently been made, and the experiments of

Debray on the influence of pressure on the evolution of carbonic anhydride

from chalk throw considerable light on the matter. By properly accommo-

dating the pressure and temperature, the constituents of clialk may be

separated or recompounded without dissipation, or rather dissipation may
theoretically be reduced without limit b}" making the operation slowly

enough.

The possibility of chemical action must often depend on the density of

the reacting substances. A mixture of oxygen and hydrogen in the proper

proportions may be exploded by an electric spark at the atmospheric

pressure, and energy will be dissipated. In this operation the spark itself

need not be considered, as a given spark is capable of exploding any quantity

of gas. Suppose, now, that previously to explosion the gas is expanded at

constant temperature, and then after explosion brought back to the former

volume. Since in the combination there is a condensation to two-thirds, the

pressure required to compress the aqueous vapour is less than that exercised

at the same volume by the uncombiued gases, and accordingly work is gained

on the whole. Hence the explosion in the expanded state involves less

dissipation than in the condensed state, and the amount of the difference

could be increased without limit by carrj'ing the expansion far enough. It

follows that beyond a certain point of rarity the explosion cannot be made, as

[according to what has been said its occurrence] could not then involve any

dissipation. But although the tendency to combine diminishes as the gas

becomes rarer, the heat developed during the combination remains approxi-

mately constant.

It must be remembered that the heat of combination is generally

developed at a high temperature, and that therefore work may be done

during the cooling of the products of combustion. If, therefore, it is a

necessity of the case that the act of combustion should take place at a high

temperature, the possibility of explosion will cease at an earlier point of

rarefaction than would other\vise have been the case.

It may probably be found that many mixtures which show no tendency

to explode under ordinary conditions will become explosive when sufficiently

condensed.

16



36.

ON THE WORK THAT MAY BE GAINED DURING THE

MIXING OF GASES.

[Phil. Mag. XLix. pp. 311—319, 1875.]

The well-known fact that hydrogen tends to escape through fine apertures

more rapidly than air entere to supply its place, even although the advantage

of the greater pressure may be on the side of the air, proves that the opera-

tion of mixing the two gases has a certain mechanical value. In a common

form of the experiment a tube containing hydrogen and closed at the upper

end vnth a porous plug of plaster of Paris stands over water. In a short time

the escape of hydrogen creates a partial vacuum in the tube, and the water

rises accordingly. Whenever then two gases are allowed to mix without the

performance of work, there is dissipation of energy, and an opportunity of

doing work at the expense of low temperature heat has been for ever lost.

The present paper is an attempt to calculate this amount of work.

The result at which I have arrived is extremely simple. It appears that

the work that maj' be done during the mixing of the volumes Vi and v.^ of

two different gases is the same as that which would be gained during the

expansion of the first gas from volume v^ to volume v^ + Vj, together with the

work gained during the expansion of the second gas from v.^ to Vi + v^, the

expansions being supposed to be made into vacuum. Now theSe expansions

may be considered actually to take place ; and thus the rule is brought under

Dalton's principle that each gas behaves to the other as a vacuum. It is

understood that the gases follow the common law of independent pressures,

so that the total pressure is alwaj's the sum of those which would be exerted

by each gas in the absence of the other.

We will take first the case when one gas is condensable, and estimate

how much work must be done in order to separate the components of a

mixture. Suppose, then, that a long cylinder, closed at the bottom, contains
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a uniform mixture of (for example) hydrogen and steam confined under a

piston, and that the walls of the cylinder are maintained at a constant

temperature. When the piston descends, heat will be generated; but the

operation is supposed to proceed so slowly, that not only is the temperature

rigorously constant throughout, but also the mixture is at any time in that

condition which it would finally attain were the descent of the piston

arrested. The pressure on the piston resisting the descent is by hypothesis

the sum of those which it would experience from the hydrogen and steam

separately*. When the space under the piston is reduced to that which the

given quantity of steam is capable of saturating at the given temperature,

condensation commences and continues as the steam-space is gradually

diminished.

By carrying this process sufficiently far, the condensation of the steam

may be effected with any desired degree of completeness, and thus the water

and hydrogen separated. A second moveable piston may now be inserted

immediately over the condensed water, and a very gradual expansion allowed

until the original total volume is recovered. If the second piston be allowed

free motion, the constituents of the original mixture are now separated,

under equal pressures, and occupying the same total volume as before ; and

the question is, how much work has been expended in arriving at this state

of things ?

In view of the fact that during the first part of the operation the

hydrogen and steam press independently, it is clear that the total work done

is the same as that which would be required to compress the hydrogen from

the original volume Vi + v^ to the volume Vi if no steam were present, together

with the work necessary to compress the steam from v^ + v^ to v^ if no hydro-

gen were present. And since every step of this process is reversible, the

same amount of work might be gained in making the mixture, and is dissi-

pated if the mixture is allowed to take place by free diffusion.

The same argument will apply when the condensation of one of the gases

is effected by chemical means. Suppose, for example, that we have a mixture

of carbonic anbydi'ide and hydrogen at a red heat, and that it is proposed to

absorb the carbonic gas with quicklime. It has been proved by Debray that

at every temperature above a certain point carbonic gas in contact with

quicklime and carbonate has a definite tension ; any excess will be absorbed

by the lime, and any deficiency supplied by a decomposition of the carbonate.

If the tension of the carbonic gas in the given mixture be higher than

that proper to the temperature, absorption will take place in an irreversible

manner. In order to prevent dissipation, the mixture of gases must be first

* For the sake of simplicity we may suppose a vacuum on the other side of the piston,

though, of course, any constant pressure would give finally no result.

16—2
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expanded until the tension of the carbonic gas is no higher than that corre-

sponding to the temperature at which it is proposed to work. When the

contact is made, the mixture may be very slowly condensed, so that after the

point is passed at which chemical action cominences, the tension of the

carbonic anhydride remains constant. This process may be continued until

nearly all the carbonic anhydride is absorbed. The hydrogen may then be

separated. The space over the carbonate of lime must next be slowly

increased until the original quantity of carbonic gas has been again evolved,

when the connexion with the quicklime must be cut oft". It now only remains

to reduce the sepai-ated gases to the same pressure and to a total volume

equal to that of the original mixture.

From the preceding considerations we may, I think, infer that the law

above stated is general whenever the gases reall}' press independently; for it

is difficult to see how its truth could depend on what would seem to be the

accident of the existence or non-existence of a chemical capable of absorbing

one or other of the gases.

It is worthy of notice that exactly the same rule applies for the mechanical

value of the separation of two gases, even when the pressures are different

;

for we get the same result whether we first before mixing allow the pressures

to become equal and add the work gained in this process to that due to the

subsequent mixing, or whether we calculate at once the work due to the

separate expansion of the two gases from their original volumes to the total

volume of the mixture.

In like manner the work that can be gained during the mixing of any
number of pure and different gases, which press independentl}', is the sum of

those due to the expansions of the several gases from their original to their

final volumes, where the volume of a gas is understood to mean the space in

which the gas is confined.

The next problem which presents itself is that of finding the work that

may be done during the mixture of two quantities of mixed gases—for

example, oxygen and hydrogen. Suppose the two mixtures to be contained

in a cylinder, and separated from one another by a piston which moves freely.

The rule is that the work required to be estimated is that which would be
gained during the equalization of the oxygen-pressures if the hydrogen were
annihilated, together with that which would be gained during the equaliza-

tion of the hydrogen-pressures if the oxygen were annihilated.

If the proportions of the gases are the same in the two mixtures, and also

the total pressures, there is, of course, no possibility of doing work. If, on
the other hand, the gas on the one side of the piston be pure oxygen, and on
the other side pure hydrogen, the more general rule reduces to that already
given for pure gases.
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I now pass to another proof of the fundamental rule, depending on the

possibihty of separating two gases of different densities by means of gravity.

In a vertical column maintained at a uniform temperature, two gases which

press independently will arrange themselves each as if the other were absent.

Consequently, if there be any difference in density, the percentage compo-

sition will vary at different heights, and a partial separation of the gases is

thus effected.

Imagine now a large reservoir containing gas at sensibly constant

pressure, on which is mounted a tall narrow vertical tube ; and first, in order

to understand the operation more ea.sily, let there be only one kind of gas

present. If j) be the pressure and p the density, j) = Icp, since the tem-

perature is constant ; and if z be the height measured from the reservoir in

which the pressure is P,

dp = — gpd2 = — p-pdz, if /i = gjk

;

whence, by integration,

p^Pe-i^' (1)

expresses the law of variation of pressure with height. Suppose now that a

small quantity of gas of volume v is (1) removed from the top of the tube,

(2) compressed to volume v^ until it is of the same pressure as the gas in the

reservoir, (3) allowed to fall through the height z to the level of the reservoir,

and (4) forced into the reservoir. The effect of this series of operations is

nil, and there can be neither gain nor loss of work. The work gained in the

first operation is consumed in the fourth, since pv=Pv^, so that attention

may be confined to the second and third operations. Now the work con-

sumed in the compression from v to Vo is

'" dv Ti 1 V n 1
P

1° pdv = Pvo f — = Pv„ log I = Pv, log -(2)

and the work gained in the descent

= gzpoVo = fizVoP.

And these are equal, since log (P/p) = fiz; so that on the whole no work is

lost or gained.

The case is different when there are two kinds of gases present.

Although, as before, the work gained in the first operation is consumed in

the fourth, there is no longer compensation in the second and third opera-

tions. If Pi and P^ are the partial pressures in the reservoir, the work

required for the compression from v to v^ is

{P. + P.)vo\og^.
"0
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On the other hand, the work gained in the descent is

gzvo (^ + ^) = •^^0 (^ift + /^Q^),

if Qi, Q2 are the partial pressures of the abstracted gas after condensation to

volume Vo- Thus, on the whole, if W be the work done on the gases, since

Z = Q,(log^^_^,.)+Q.(log^^-;.^

Now jji = Pje"'''', and wp, = y„Qi ; so that vPi€~'^'^ = v^Qi-

Accordingly

log^^-^.=log(|e+-3)-M.-=log|,

Similarly

and thus

- - i^iz = log -p ;

ll'=t'o|QJog|l^+Q..log|:} (3)

Since the process is reversible, (3) gives the work which may be done

during the mixing of a volume v^ of two gases under the partial pressures

Qi and Q2, with a large quantity of the same gases under an equal total

pressure, but with partial pressures Pi and P^.

The quantity denoted by W can never be negative. To verify this from

(3), write it in the form

-MP:^.,r-°^:-^''°^-i-'»M5r(iT}
<*>

where

P. P. '_ _Qi_ ,_ Q.

so that X + ij = X -\- y =\.

Now (Todhunter's Algebra,, p. 392) if a, 6, c, ... be any positive quan-

tities,

n

Suppose that a, b, c, ... consist of ]} equal quantities a and q equal quantities

;S ; then
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If now we take

pln = x', qln = y', a = xlx', P^yjy',
we see that

fx
f/y\y''= + y>\Z'j

and therefore, since x+y=l, that iris always positive, unless a=j3, in

which case the composition of the two mixtures is the same, and W vanishes.

We have now to show how the formula for the mixture of two pure gases

may be derived from (3). Let Vi be the volume of the first gas and % of the

second, at the constant pressure P^ + P^. The value of the interdiffusion of

Vi and i)2 must be the same as that of their diffusion into a large quantity of

a mixture whose composition is identical -svith that of the mixture of v^ and v^.

For, on this supposition, the separation of the two mixtures spoken of would

have no mechanical value. Now by (3) the value of W for the diffusion of a

quantity Vg of pure gas into a large quantity of a mixture whose partial

pressures are Pi and P^ is (since Q^ and Q, log Q„ vanish)

F=(P, + P.)«olog^^i^^ (o)

and hence the value of W for the interdiffusion of the quantities i>i and w, is

W= v, (Pi + P,) log ^^1^= + V,(P + P,) log ^^±^ ,

or, since by hypothesis P^ : Pj = «2 : Wj,

W = (Pi + P,) W log^—-- + v., log-\

=(Pi+p,)iog^,-;^ (6)

This equation agrees with the rule enunciated at the beginning of this paper,

inasmuch as (Pi + Pj) v^ log -" represents the work gained in the expan-

sion of the first gas from volume v^ to volume v-^ + v^, and

(Pi + PO^.log'^^

represents the corresponding quantity for the second gas.

The significance of equation (5) may perhaps be more fully brought out

by the following investigation of it. Whatever the relative proportions of

the two gases in the reservoir may be, it will always be possible by going

high enough to obtain a small quantity of the lighter gas in any required
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degree of purity. The removal of this at the top of the tube, its condensa-

tion to the pressure in the reservoir, the fall to the level of the reservoii-, and

the introduction into the reservoir would, on the whole, requii'e no work to

be done if this kind of gas had alone been present. The only effect of the

heavier gas is to render necessary a greater condensation in the third

operation ; and thus W is the work that is required to condense the g;is from

the partial pressm-e Pj to the total pressure in the reservoir Pi + P.,, whence

equation (.5) follows at once. If it is desired to isolate a small quantity of

the heavier gas, the tube must be taken downwards.

It is to be observed that the work requii-ed to force a given quantity of

gas into a large reservoir containing gas at the same pressure is independent

of this pressure, since, according to Bojde's law, v is diminished in the same

proportion that j} is increased.

The principle of dissipation may be emjDloyed to prove that the pressure

in a vertical column of mixed gases is greater when there is free diffusion

than when the gases are uniformly mixed ; for if the gases be allowed to rise

from the reservoir tolerably quickly (or if a series of moveable pistons be

interjjolated), the composition in the tube vnW be the same as in the reservoir.

If free diffusion be now allowed, there must be dissipation. The original

state of things will be restored if the mixture be slowly forced back into the

reservoir; and accordingly the work consumed in condensation must be

greater than that gained in the expansion. In fact it may be proved alge-

braically by a process somewhat similar to that applied to equation (3), that

the pressure of the gases under free diffusion j}, where

J)
= Pi e-'''^ -1- Pj e-i^ , (7

)

is greater than the pressure of a uniform mixture jj', where

p' = (Pi-fP,)e-^ P,^!-. (8)

It is, however, possible to imagine other distributions which shall give a

pressure greater than (7). The mechanical equilibrium gives one equation

involving the two quantities jh and ^2, viz.

%' + %' + M^.-^/^p. = 0; (9)

and the subsidiary conditions are that jh = Pi, 2^ — -^2' when z = 0. Hence
we may take as the most general solution.

2h = Pi 6-"'^ 4- e-"'^
I

e^.^Zcfo,
Jo

Jo
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where X is an arbitrary function of x. Thus the total pressure

p,+p._ = Pje-'''^^ + Pjg-f^ +
I
^{e-''.(^-^) - e-«(^-^)} Xdx. (10)

io

For free diffusion A'' = ; but it could alwaj's be taken so as to make the

integral either positive or negative, as might be desired.

The work required to decompose a mixtm-e of gases is in general small,

and could scarcely be of much importance from an industrial jjoint of view.

When, however, the projDortion of one ingredient is very insignificant, more

work is required. Tims the separation of the carbonic anhydride from the

atmosphere would require, relatively to the quantity obtained, a much larger

expenditure of work than the separation of the oxygen. Thus consideration

shows that extreme purity in any gas will always be attained and maintained

with difficulty. Even when the necessary work is small, as in the sepai-ation

of oxygeu from the atmosphere, it is well to bear in mind that some work is

absolutely essential. The reversible absorption of the oxygen of air may be

effected by a substance like baryta ; but we must not expect to recover the

pure oxygen at the same temperature and under a pressure equal to the

total pressure at which it was absorbed. Either the temperature must be

raised, or the gas must be exhausted at a pressure less than that under

which it existed in the mixture during the absorption*. It is just possible

that this point might be found to be of practical impoi-tance in the solution

of the problem of extracting oxygen from the air.

* [1899. This is the method employed in the Brin process, subseiiaently introduced.]
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VIBRATIONS OF A LIQUID IN A CYLINDRICAL VESSEL.

[Nature, xii. p. 251, 1875.]

See Phil. Mag. i. pp. 257—279, 1876; Art. xxxviii. below.

The fact that the period of a given mode of vibration of liquid in a

cylindrical vessel of infinite depth and of section always similar to itself (e.g.

always circular) is proportional to the square root of the linear dimension of

the section, follows from the theory of dimensions without any calculation.

For the only quantities on which the period (t) could depend are (i) p the

density of the liquid, (ii) g the acceleration of gravity, and (iii) the linear

dimension d. Now, as in the case of the common pendulum, it is evident

that T cannot depend upon p. If the density of the liquid be doubled, the

force which acts upon it is also doubled, and therefore the motion is the

same as before the change. Thus t, a time, is a function of d, a length, and

of g. Since ^ is of — 2 dimensions in time, t oc g~i, and therefore in order

to be independent of the unit of length, it must vary as d'^, inasmuch as g
is of one dimension in length. Hence t a d^ g~K This reasoning, it will be

observed, only applies when the depth may be treated as infinite, [or when it

bears some constant finite ratio to the linear dimension of the section].
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ON WAVES.

[Phil. Mag. i. pp. 257—279, 1876.]

The theory of waves in a uniform canal of rectangular section, in the

case when the length of the wave is great in comparison with the depth of

the canal and when the maximum height of the wave is small in comparison

with the same quantity, was given long ago by Lagrange, and is now well

known. A wave of any form, subject to the above conditions, is propagated

unchanged, and with the velocity which would be acquired by a heavy body

in falling through half the depth of the canal. The velocity of propagation

here referred to is of course relative to the undisturbed water. If we attri-

bute to the water in the canal a velocity equal and opposite to that of the

wave, the wave-form, having the same relative velocity as before, is now fixed

in space, and the problem becomes one of steady motion. It is under this

aspect that I propose at present to consider the question ; and we will there-

fore suppose that water is flowing along a tube, whose section undergoes a

temporary and gradual alteration in consequence of a change in the vertical

dimension of the tube. The principal question will be how far the pressure

at the upper surface can be made constant by a suitable adjustment of the

velocity of flow to the force of gravity.

That the two causes which tend to produce variation of pressure at the

upper surface act in opposition to each other is at once evident. If there

were no gravity, the pressure would vary on account of the alteration in the

velocity of the fluid. Since there must be the same total flow across all

sections of the pipe, the fluid which approaches an enlargement must lose

velocity, and the change of momentum involves an augmented pressure. On

this account, therefore, there is an increased pressure at a place of enlarge-

ment and a diminished pressure at a contraction. On the other hand the

effect of gravity is in the opposite direction, tending to produce a loss of
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pressure at the upper surface where that surface is high, and a gain of

pressure where the surface is low. This effect of gravity is independent of

the velocity ; but the changes of pressure due to acceleration and retardation

depend on the velocity of flow, and we can therefore readily underetand that,

with a certain definite velocity of flow, comj3ensation may take place, at least

approximately. When this happens, the condition of a free surface is satis-

fied, the constraint may be removed, and we are left with a stationary

wave-form.

In the theory of long waves it is assumed that the length is so great in

proportion to the depth of the water, that the velocity in a vertical direction

can be neglected, and that the horizontal velocity is uniform across each

section of the canal. This, it should be observed, is perfectly distinct from

any supposition as to the height of the wave. If I be the undisturbed depth,

and h the elevation of the water at any point of the wave, n^, u the velocities

corresponding to /, Z -f- h respectively, we have, by the condition of continuity,

so that u„-
l + h'

"" """" "» ""
(I + hf

By the principles of hydrodynamics, the increase of pressure due to retarda-

tion will be

On the other hand, the loss of pressure due to height will be gph; and there-

fore the total gain of pressure over the undisturbed parts is

puo" 1 + h/2l

T (1 -f- hjlf
~ ^P

If now the ratio h: I he very small, the coefiicient of h becomes

P {<li - g),

and we conclude that the condition of a free surface is satisfied provided

u^ = gl. This determines the rate of flow in order that a stationary wave
may be possible, and gives of course at the same time the velocity of a wave

in still water.

If we suppose the condition u„^ = gl satisfied, the change of pressure is, to

a second approximation,

. , fH-/i/2Z 1 ^gpli^

which shows that the pressure is defective at all parts of the wave where h

differs from zero. Unless, therefore, li' can be neglected, it is impossible to

satisfy the condition of a free surface for a stationary long wave—which is

the same as saying that it is impossible for a long wave of finite height to be
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propagated in still water without change of tj'pe. If, however, h be every-

where positive, a better result can be obtained with an increased value of «„

;

and if h be everywhere negative, with a diminished value. We infer that a

positive wave moves with a somewhat higher, and a negative wave with a

somewhat lower velocity than that due to half the undisturbed depth.

[1899. The approximation niaj- be continued as follows. In a small

positive progressive wave the relation between the particle-velocity u at

any point (now reckoned relatively to the parts outside the wave) and the

elevation h is

u = ^{gjl).h (1)

If this relation be violated anywhere, a wave will emerge, travelling in the

negative direction. Let us now picture to ourselves the case of a positive

progressive wave in which the changes of velocity and elevation are very

gradual but become important by accumulation, and let us inquire what

conditions must be satisfied in order to prevent the formation of a negative

wave. {Theory of Sound, § 251.) It is clear that the answer to the question

whether or not a negative wave will be generated at any point will depend

upon the state of things in the immediate neighbourhood of the point, and

not upon the state of things at a distance from it, and will therefore be

determined by the criterion applicable to small disturbances. In applying

this criterion we are to consider the velocities and elevations, not absolutely,

but relatively to those prevailing in the neighbouring parts of the medium,

so that the form of (1) proper for the present purpose is

du = ^/{gl{l + h)} . dh; (2)

whence

u = 2^/gy(l + h)-^/l} (3)

This is the relation between u and h necessarj' for a long positive progressive

wave.

Consider now the velocity of the crest of a wave of elevation h. It is

propagated relatively to the surrounding water with the velocity due to the

depth (I + h) ; but in addition to this there is the particle-velocity defined

above. The velocity of the crest relatively to still water is accordingly

2V^ y{l + h) - ^l] + sl[g (l + h)],

or approximately

^{9{i+m> (4)

as given by Airy.]

Although a constant gravity is not adequate to compensate the changes

of pressure due to acceleration and retardation in a long wave of finite height,

it is evident that complete compensation is attainable if gravity be a function

of heio-ht ; and it is worth while to inquire what the law of force must be in
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order that long waves of unlimited height may travel with type unchanged.

If/" be the force at height h, the condition of constant pressure is

whence

f=
2 dh{i + hy ' {i + hf

which shews that the force must vary inversely as the cube of the distance

from the bottom of the canal. Under this law the waves may be of any

height, and they will be propagated unchanged with the velocity \/(/iO,

where yi is the force at the vndisturhed level.

The same line of thought may be applied to the case of a long wave in a

canal whose section is uniform but otherwise arbitrary. Let A be the area

of the section below the undisturbed level, h the breadth at that level.

Then, as before,

{A + hh) u = Alia

if h be small ; whence

„ 26A
«o- - u- =— t(o-

Now bj' dynamics u^ — v? = 2^/i,

if the upper surface be free ; and thus

u^ = gA\h,

which gives the velocity of propagation. In the case of a rectangular section

we have the same result as before, since A = hi.

The energy of a long wave is half potential and half kinetic. If we

suppose that initially the surface is displaced, but that the particles have no

velocity, we shall evidently obtain (as in the case of sound) two equal waves

travelling in opiDosite directions, whose total energies are equal, and together

make up the potential energy of the original displacement. Now the eleva-

tion of the derived waves must be half of that of the original displacement,

and accordingly the potential energies less in the ratio of 4:1. Since

therefore the potential enei-gy of each derived wave is one quarter, and the

total energy one half of that of the original displacement, it follows that in

the derived ^vave the potential and kinetic energies are equal.

We may now investigate the effect on a long wave of a gradual alteration

in the breadth of the canal and the area of the section. The potential energy

of the wave varies directly as the length, breadth, and square of the height

;

and, by what has been proved above, the same is true of the total energy.

Now the length of the wave in various parts of the canal is obviously
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proportional to the velocity of propagation, viz. i^/{A/b); and we may there-

fore write

E Qc >J{Alb) . (height)' . b.

But when the alteration in the canal is very gradual, there is no sensible

reflection and the energy of the wave continues constant ; so that

height oc 4"i6~i.

In the case of a rectangular section,

height cc l~ib'^.

These results are due to Green, Kelland, and Airy*. The same method

may be even more easily applied to the sound-wave moving in a pipe of

gradually varying section.

The theory of long waves may be applied in many cases to ascertain the

effect on a stream of a contraction or enlargement of its channel. If the

section of the channel up to the natural level of the stream be altered from

Af, to A, the equation of continuity gives

(A +bh)u=^ AoUo,

where b, the breadth at the surface of the water, is supposed not to vary with

height. The condition of a free surface is

or

A,' _ ., 2gh

(A + bhy-

which shows that h can never exceed the height due to the velocity «„, as is

indeed otherwise obvious.

If the variations in A and b are small as well as gradual, and if we put

A = A„ + SA, we find

b bui^

When the velocity u„ is less than that of a free wave, gA^ > bu^", and h has

the same sign as hA ; viz. a contraction of the channel produces a depression

of the surface, and an enlargement produces an elevation. But if the

velocity of the stream exceed that of a free wave, these effects are reversed,

and an enlargement and contraction of the section entail respectively a

depression and an elevation of the surface.

If the velocity of the stream is nearly the same as that of a free wave, a

state of things is approached in which a wave can sustain itself in a stationary

* Stokes, Brit. Assoc. Report on Hydrodynamics, 1846.
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position without requiring a variation in the channel ; and then the effects

of such a variation are naturally much intensified.

We must not forget that these calculations proceed on the supposition

that a steady motion is possible. It would appear that the motion thus

obtained is unstable in the case where the velocity of the stream exceeds

that of a free wave. If we suppose the upper surface to consist of a moveable

envelope, it would indeed be in equilibrium when disposed according to the

law above investigated ; but if a displacement be made and steady motion be

conceived to be re-established, the pressure of the fluid will be less than

before if the displacement be downwards, but will be increased if the displace-

ment be upwards ; so that the forces brought to bear on the envelope are in

both cases in the direction of displacement. The expression for the variation

of pressure at the envelope is

Bp „ BA lu^h
(?-)*

The Solitary Wave.

This is the name given by Mr Scott Russell to a peculiar wave described

by him in the British Association Report for 1844. Since its length is about

six or eight times the depth of the canal, this wave is, to a rough approxima-

tion, included under the theory of long waves ; but there are several circum-

stances observed by Mr Russell which indicate that it has a character

distinct from that of other long waves. Among these may be mentioned the

very different behaviour of solitary waves according as they are positive or

negative, viz. according as they consist of an elevation or a depression from

the undisturbed level. In the former case the wave has a remarkable

permanence, being propagated to great distances without much loss; but a

negative wave is soon broken up and dissipated.

Airy, in his treatise on Tides and Waves, still probably the best authority

on the subject, appears not to recognize anything distinctive in the solitary

wave. He says :
—

" We are not disposed to recognize this wave as deserving

the epithets 'great' or 'primary,' and we conceive that ever since it was
known that the theory of shallow waves of gi-eat length was contained in the
equation d^X/dt" = gK d^X/dx", the theory of the solitary wave has been
perfectly well known." And again, " Some experiments were made by
Mr Russell on what he calls a negative wave—that is, a wave which is in

reality a progressive hollow or depression. But (we know not why) he
appears not to have been satisfied with these experiments, and has omitted
them in his abstract. All the theories of our IVth Section, without excep-

tion, apply to these as well as to positive waves, the sign of the coefficient

only being changed."
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On the other hand, Professor Stokes says* :
—" It is the opinion of Mr

Russell that the solitary wave is a phenomenon sui generis, in no wise

deriving its character from the circumstances of the generation of the wave.

His experiments seem to render this conclusion probable. Should it be

correct, the analytical character of the solitary wave remains to be dis-

covered."

The theory of the solitary wave has been considered by Earushaw (Gamh.

Trans, vol. VIII.), who, distrusting what he calls analytical approximations,

bases his calculation on a supposed result of experiment, namely that the

horizontal velocity is uniform over each section. This, as we have seen, is

the fundamental assumption in the theory of long waves; but when the

length of the wave is moderate, such a state of things is impossible in a

frictionless fluid which has been once at rest; for it involves molecular

rotation. In fact if there be a velocity-potential, the horizontal velocity u

satisfies Laplace's equation d?ujdci? -f- (Pu/dy^ = 0, and therefore canuot be a

function of x without being also a function of y. The motion investigated

by Earnshaw has therefore molecular rotation ; and the rotation remains

constant for each particle ; otherwise the equations of fluid motion would not

be satisfied. This is the explanation of the difficulty ^Yith which Earnshaw

meets,—that while the necessary conditions are satisfied in the wave itself,

there is discontinuity in passing from the wave to the undisturbed water.

The discontinuity arises from the fact that, as there is no rotation outside

the wave, it is necessary to suppose finite rotations imparted to the particles

as the wave reaches and leaves them. It is evident that, except in the case

of very long waves, u must be treated as a function of y as well as of x.

In considering the theory of long waves (reduced to rest by imparting

an opposite motion to the water), we saw that it was impossible to satisfy

the condition of a free surface if the height of the wave were finite. It

occurred to me to inquire whether there might not be compensation in

certain cases between the variation of pressure at the upper surface due to a

finiteness of height, and the variation due to a departure from the law of

uniform horizontal velocity proper to very long waves. It was conceivable

that the surface-condition in the case of a wave of given finite height might

be better satisfied by a moderate than by a very great wave-length. In this

way I have obtained what seems to be a perfectly satisfactory approximate

theory of the solitary wave.

If u and V be the horizontal and vertical velocities in a stream moving in

two dimensions without molecular rotation, and
<f), -yfr the potential and

stream functions, we have

u = di^dt ^^# =_# (A)
dx dy' dy dx

* BritisJi Association Tteport, 184G.

17
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Hence, if the bottom of the canal be taken for axis of x, we may take for u

and V, since they satisfy Laplace's equation.

. = cos (y £)/(.) =/- ,-^/" + r:/3-4/- - &c.,

(B)

where f(x) is the slowly variable value of u at the bottom when y = 0, and

accents indicate differentiation with respect to x. The corresjjonding expres-

sion for yjr is

^-yf-T:Yrsf"^ i 2 3.4 5
^'^'- («)

This equation applies to the upper boundary-, if we understand by ^jr the

there constant value of the stream-function, and it gives us a relation be-

tween the ordinate of the boundary and the function /.

If ^j be the pressure at the upper surface, we have

- 2
^~ = 2gy + u^ + v-,

where C is some constant. We will write for brevity,

u? + v'^ = -ST — 2gy ; (D)

and the object of the investigation is to examine how far it is possible to

make in constant by varying the form of 3/ as a function of x. Since

«- + v- = {\+ y'-) 7I-,

our equation becomes

or, on substituting for u its value.

/'-/5/" +^i^4/"-^'-y=?
' - yy'

+ y-

Between this equation and (C),/may be eliminated by successive approxima-
tion ; and we obtain as the relation between y and -ot.

In this investigation y is regarded as a function of x, which varies slowly, or

(as we may put it) a function of ax, where to is a small quantity. If we
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agree to neglect the fourth power of m, the third and following terms on the
left-hand side of (E) may be omitted, and we obtain

or

^' |l - iy' + f 2/y"} = ^r - 25'^/^ (F)

by which the value of ur is determined approximately in terms of the form of
the upper surface. If we suppose zr constant and integrate (F) on that
hjrpothesis, we shall obtain a form of upper surface for which the pressure
varies very slightly, provided of course that the solution so obtained satisfies

the suppositions on which the differential equation (F) is founded.

To integrate (F) we may write it in the form

dx-
or

which becomes a complete differential when multiplied by 2 -^ dx. Thus

we find

G being the constant of integration. Suppose now that in the undisturbed

parts of the canal the depth is I and the velocity u^. Then

•ST = u^- + 2gl, and i^ =
| v,)dy = tij,:-

Jo
Substituting these, we get

In this equation g and I are given, while it„ and are at our disposal ; and

thus the cubic expression on the right may be made to vanish for y = I and

y = 1', where /' is the distance between the summit of the wave and the

bottom of the canal. If we substitute these values of y and eliminate C,

we find

< = gl' (H)

as the relation between u^ and I'. The constants G and Uq being now deter-

mined so as to make y vanish when y = Q and when y = 1', it will be found

that the third root of the cubic is also I, so that our equation may be put

into the form

y'^+^,(y-iy{y-l') = (I)

17—2
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Fi'om this result it appears that there is only one maximum or minimum

value of y (besides I) ; and since y — V is necessarily negative, it follows that

the surface-condition cannot be satisfied to this order of approximation by a

solitary wave of depression. Differentiating (I), we get

y = 3 (y - Q
2M'

I2r + l-2y],

which shows that the points of zero curvature occur when y = I and when

y = ^
(21' + l) = l + ^(r — I). Thus the curvature changes sign at two-thirds

of the height of the wave above the undisturbed level, and at these points

only. The nature of the wave is suf3ficiently defined by (I) ; but we may
readily integrate again, so as to obtain the relation between x and y. Thus,

if r-l=^, y-l = ri.

+ X .(jr

the constant being taken so that a; = when v = ^- This equation gives the

height r] at any point x in terms of one constant, viz. the maximum height of

the wave. There is therefore (in a given canal) only one form of solitary

wave of given maximum height. On either side the height diminishes
without interruption, but does not (according to (J)) ab.solutely vanish at
any finite distance. Accordingly there is no definite wave-length; but if

we inquire what value of x corresponds to a given ratio of tj : /3, we get

X X ^/{(l + yS)/;S]

being gi-eatest for the smallest waves.

Suppose, for example, that we regard the wave as ending where the
height is one-tenth of the maximum. Then

a; : 1 = 2-1 ^(1 + l/fi).

The shortest wave-length is when = I ; and then ix/l = 5-96. If /3 = iZ,

2^/i = 8-4. If ^ = 1^, 2x/l = l2-6. These results are in agreement with
Russell's observations.

The form of the wave as determined by (J) is shown in the figure, half
the wave only being drawn :

—

[1899. The expression for t; in terms of x is i;=(3seoh-(,T/26), where b-=P(l+mN
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The velocity of propagation is givea by (H), which is Scott Russell's

formula exactly. In words, the velocity of the wave is that due to half the

greatest depth of the water.

Another of Russell's observations is now readily accounted for:
—"It was

always found that the wave broke when its elevation above the general level

became equal, or nearly so, to the greatest depth. The application of mathe-

matics to this circumstance is so difficult, that we confine ourselves to the

mention of the observed fact*." When the wave is treated as stationary, it

is evident from dynamics that its height can never exceed that due to the

velocity of the stream in the undisturbed parts; that is, I' — I is less than

Uo-/2g. But Uo''=^gl', and therefore I' — I is less than ^l', or I' — I is less than I.

When the wave is on the point of breaking, the watei- at the crest is moving

with the velocity of the wave.

Periodic Waves in Deep Water.

The best known theory of these waves is that of Gerstner, Rankiue, and

Froude, in which the profile is trochoidal. The motion of each particle of

the fluid is in a circle, wliich is described with uniform velocity. If /;, k be

the coordinates of the centre of one of these circles, measured horizontally

and do^vnwards respectively, the position of the particle at time t is given by

^ = h + Re ^ sin (at + p] ,
rj = k + Re ^ cos ( at +-p)

It is not difficult to show that the motion represented by these equations

satisfies the condition of continuity, and is consistent with the principles of

fluid mechanics ; but it involves a molecular rotation, whose amount is

ae-2*/-R -- (1 - e-2*/-R).

This molecular rotation, being constant for each particle, is not inconsistent

with the properties of frictionless fluid when the motion is once set up ; but

it is known that a motion of this kind could not be generated from rest in

such fluid by any natural force. We proceed to consider the theory of

periodic waves in deep water when there is no molecular rotation.

As in the case of long waves, the problem may be reduced to one of

steady motion by attributing to the water a velocity equal and opposite to

that of the waves. If x be measured horizontally and y downwards from the

surface, the conditions of continuity and of freedom from rotation are satis-

fied by

(})=cx + ae-''''smkx, -^ = cy - ae-^y cos kx ; (A)

* Airy, Tides and Waves, Art. 401.
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where </> and yjr are the equipotential and stream functions, c the velocity at

a great depth, a a constant depending on the amplitude of the waves, and

k = 2-n-/\, \ being the wave-length or distance from crest to crest. The

motion represented by (A) passes into a uniform horizontal flow at a great

depth ; and we have only to inquire how far the surface-condition of constant

pressure can be satisfied.

If U be the resultant velocity at any point,

U- = {d4>ldx)- + {dcj)jdi/)- = c- + 2c^ae-*" cos k.r + ^=a=e--^'

= c- + 2ck (cy -ylr) + A-'-a'-'e-^".'',

and therefore

jj/p = const. + (g— kc") y + ck^ — \ k-a.-e~'^'" (B)

Hence, when yp- is constant and a is so small that a" can be neglected, j) will

also be constant, provided that

l)V© <^>

If c has this value, the surface-condition is satisfied approximately, and (A)

may be understood to represent a train of free periodic stationary waves, or,

if the motion relatively to deep water be considered, a train of periodic waves

advancing without change of type and with a uniform velocity c.

The profile of the wave is determined by the second of equations (A), in

which -xjr is made constant. By successive approximation we may deduce the

value of y in terms of x. If ^{r be taken so that the mean value of y is zero,

we get

o /, 5 k-a.-\ , ka" _, 3 kV _,
?/ = - 1 -I- - —- cos kx — jr-- cos zkx + -r—-- cos Skx,
"^ c \ 8 c- / 2c- 8 c'

which is correct as far as a". Let

o /, 5 k-a:-\

- 1 + u^r =»;
c V 8 c-/

then
d> = ex + ca(l — 4 k'a-) e~'"''-' sin kx, "]^ V . ; I p^

-yjr = cy — ca{l —^ k'a-) e ^'J cos kx
; J

and for the equation of the surface,

y = a cos kx — ^ka- cos 2kx + | k-w' cos 'ikx (E)

From (B) we may obtain a closer app)roximation to the value of c.

Expanding the exponential, we have (approximately)

p/p = const. + (£ — kc^ + Ar'a^) y+ ...
;

so that

c' = g/k + k'^a' = g/k + kWc\
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or c'- = g/k.(l+kV), (F)

where k = 2it/X.

Formulae (E) and (F) are given by Professor Stokes in a memoir pub-
lished in the Cambridge Philosophical Tramactions, Vol. viii.

So long as the depth is everywhere sufficiently great in comparison with
the length of the waves, uniformity of depth is immaterial. For waves in

water of constant finite depth I, the expression for -yjr is

^ = cy — a cos kx {e-*w-'i — ^^y-D
j^

and the velocity c is determined by

which passes into (C) when I is considerable in comparison with \. When I

is small, we get from (G) c- = gl, which is the formula proper for long waves.

When obtained thus, it is applicable in the first instance only to waves of a

particular type ; but the fact that it is independent of k or \ would lead us

to the conclusion that the same formula would apply to a long wave of any

type.

In one respect the theory of irrotational waves may be considered inferior

to that of Rankine, which last is exact, in the sense that it is independent of

any supposition as to the smallness of the waves. So far as I am aware,

writers on this subject appear to think that it is only a question of mathe-

matics to determine the form of irrotational waves of finite amplitude to any

degree of approximation. But it seems to me by no means certain that any

such type exists, capable of propagating itself unchanged Avith uniform

velocity. I see no reason why the possibility of such waves in deep water

should be taken for granted, when we know that in shallow water waves of

finite height cannot be propagated without undergoing a gradual alteration

of type*-

One of the most interesting results of Professor Stokes's theory is the

existence of a slow translation of the water near the surface in the direction

of the wave. I propose to show that this superficial motion is an immediate

consequence of the absence of molecular rotation, and that it is independent

of the condition of constant pressure at the bounding surface.

Let AB be the surface from crest to hollow, and CD a neighbouring

stream-line. Draw A'B', CD', two stream-lines at such a depth that the

* [1899. This supposed impossibility is connected with the assumption that the waves in

shallow water are very long. The more recent researches of Sir G. Stokes (Collected Papers,

vol. 1. p. 314) and of Prof. Korteweg and Dr De Vries (Phil. Mag. vol. xxxix. p. 422, 1895) seem

to establish the existence of.absolutely permanent waves of finite height.]
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steady motion of the Huid is uniform, and so as to include a total stream

equal to that which flows between AB and GB. Then we have to show that

a particle at A will take longer to reach B, than a particle at A' takes to

arrive at B'. Now if a- denotes the small breadth of the tube AD at any

point, and v the velocity, the total stream is av and is constant,

by K, we have
V = K ^a.

Denoting it

The time t occupied by a particle in moving from J. to i? is therefore

.=/J
=/^ = area^i)-./r.

And if t! represents the time between A! and B\

t' = area A'D' -^ K,

K being the same in both cases, since the total streams are by supposition

equal. Thus
t : t' = area AD : area A'D'

;

and it remains to prove that ^D is greater than A'D'.

If we draw equipotential lines in such a manner that the small spaces cut

off between them and AB, CD are squares, then we know that the same

series of equipotential lines will divide the space between A'B', CD', into

small squares also. Now if a line be divided into a given number of parts,

the sum of the squares of the parts will be a minimum when the parts are all

equal. Hence the space AD is greater than if the squares described on the

parts of AB were all equal, and therefore a fortiori greater than the space

A'D', which consists of the sum of the squares of the same number of equal

parts of a shorter line.

It follows that when a particle starting from A' has arrived at B', another

particle starting at the same moment from A will fall short of B. Thus in a

progressive wave the water near the surface has on the whole a motion of

translation in the direction in which the waves advance.
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Oscillations in Cylindrical Vessels.

If liquid contained in a cylindrical vessel of any section, whose generating

lines are vertical and whose depth is uniform, be disturbed from the position

of equilibrium, oscillations will ensue in consequence of the tendency of the

fluid to recover its horizontal boundary.

Let us consider in the first place the small vibrations in two dimcnsion.s

of a compressible fluid such as air when contained within a cylindrical rigid

boundary. If a; and y be the rectangular coordinates of any point, and
(f)

the

velocity potential, it is known that (p will satisfy over the whole area

'J-(g + g) (A.

a being the velocity of sound ; while round the contour

S=» <«)

where d<f)/dn denotes the rate of variation of (^ in a normal direction.

Whatever the motion of the air may be, it can be analyzed into com-

ponents of the harmonic type. Suppose that for one of these <j) varies as

cos kat; then, from (A),

g + ^;*H-*'*-0 (C)

is an equation which cp must satisfy for the component vibration in question.

The equations (C) and (B) can only be satisfied with certain definite values

of k; and the functions cj) corresponding to these values are proportional to

what may be called the normal functions of the air-system. We may denote

these functions by U;c- -A-ny function arbitrary over the area can be expanded

in a series of the functions u*.

Returning to the liquid-problem, we see that the elevation h of the

surface at any point above the undisturbed position may be expressed by the

series

/i = 2oriifi-(a;, y), (D)

the quantities a being constants with respect to spiace, but dependent upon

time. The potential energy of the displacement, calculated on the hypothesis

of a constant pressure on the surface, will clearly be

(E)
V = gp\\ . \ zdz . dxdy = \gp 1 1 h'^dxdy

=
ypj

C^ak^ikYdxdy^igp ^^'k'jj Uk^dxdy

by the conjugate property of the functions u. This is the potential energy.

* See on this subject several papers by the author, especially "General Theorems relating to

Vibrations," Math. Society Proceedings, vol. iv. No. 63, and Phil. Mag. 1873 [Arts, xxi., xxv.].
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The motion of the fluid throughout the interior depends, according to a

known theorem, only upon the motion of the surface ; and the surface normal

velocity

— d<l)/djs = A = tatuu.

If I be the depth, the complete value of
<f>

is given by

~'f'=^ '^/T(g-M _ gtty «*"* (^' y) (10

For, in the first place, this value of
<f)

satisfies Laplace's equation, inas-

much as each term u/^ satisfies the equation (C)

;

Secondly, (F) satisfies the condition imposed by the rigid cylindrical

boundary, since du/cjdn = ;

Thirdly, (F) makes d<f>ldz = 0, when z=l;

And fourthly, when z = 0, — d<^jdz = h.

The kinetic energy T may now be readily calculated:

by Green's theorem, dS denoting an element of the surface bounding the

mass, and dcf)/dn the rate of variation of ^ in a normal direction outwards.

The surface S consists of three parts—the bottom of the vessel, the cylin-

drical side of the vessel, and the upper surface of the fluid. Over the first

two of these, d^jdn = 0, and thus

Now when = 0,

</) = Sd^fc"' coth kl . uic, d(j)jdz = — "Zai^tiic,

so that

T = ytai,'k-^ coth kl.JJu^^'dxdy, (G)

the product of any two functions w^, %-- vanishing when integrated over the

area.

We have now to calculate the work done by impressed forces corre-

sponding to the displacement represented by Ba^. It must be remembered
that these forces are limited to be such as have a potential. Let 8p denote the

variable part of the pressure at the surface, supposed to remain in its position

of rest, whether applied directly or due to impressed body-forces, then

work done on system = — fjBpBhdxdy.

If Bp be expanded in the series, Bj} = 2ySj;Mt(a;, y),

work = — JJ't^kUk SSa^Mfc .dxdy = — l,^^BaicJJuu^ dx dy.
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We can now form the equations of motion in terms of the generalized

coordinates a^. By Lagrange's method,

akk-^cot'hkl + gak=-0klp (H)

IS the equation determining the variation of the coordinate a^, where

/3fc = // 8p uic dx dy ^ // uj? die dy.

When the oscillations are free, jS^ = 0. If the period be t^, and the corre-

sponding period for the air-vibration t^',

Tt = Stt 4- V(5f& tanh ^•Z), r^' = 2-77 ^ka (I)

If X' be the wave-length of plane aerial vibrations having the period t^',

k=2Tr~- \'.

If kl be very small, the ratio of periodic times is

Ti : Tfc' = a : ^/{gl), (J)

and is independent of k. Hence the two problems of the vibrations of air

and liquid are mathematically analogous whatever the initial circumstances

may be ; so that if the condensation in the first follows the same law initially

as the elevation in the second, the correspondence will be preserved throughout

the subsequent motion, if a?=gl. The initial circumstances, however, must

be such as not to give prominence to the higher components, for which kl

would no longer be small.

When kl is not negligible, we learn from formula (I) that the period

increases with I until kl is moderately great, when it becomes sensibly

Tk = 2-K^^{gk) (K)

In any case the period is independent of the density of the liquid.

Some careful observations on liquid vibrations have been recently made

by Professor Guthrie*, with which it may be interesting to compare the

results of theory. Professor Guthrie used troughs whose horizontal section

was rectangular and circular. We will take the rectangular section first.

Confining ourselves to those modes of vibration which depend on only

one horizontal coordinate, we may take for the normal functions

u = cos (nirx/L),

L being the- length of the trough, n integral, and x being measured from one

end. The corresponding value of k is nirjL. Hence, from (I), the length of

the simple equivalent pendulum is

— coth -^^ (L)
nir L

* Phil. Mag. October and November 1875.
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When mrljL is considerable, (Z) becomes

LImr, (M)

or, for a closer approximation,

~{l + 2e~-L) (N)
niT

Fornuila (M) was found by Professor Guthrie to agree with observation

when n = 1 or 2. The periods in the two cases are in the ratio 1 : \/2, if the

depth be sufficient.

If the dejDth bear a constant ratio to the length, (L) or (I) shows that the

period is directly proportional to the square. root of the linear dimension;

and the same law ^vill obtain when the depth is great, whatever the absolute

value ma}^ be.

If n = 1, the points of constant elevation occur when x = ^L (that is, in

the middle of the length) ; and if w = 2, when x = \L or fi. The maximum
elevations (or depressions) are equal.

These results take into account inertia and gravity only. From some

expressions in his paper Professor Guthrie would appear to attribute the

effect of shallowness in increasing the period to friction. No doubt friction

must act in this direction ; but its immediate effect is on the amplitude, and

not on the period. In all ordinary cases the action of insufficient depth may
be sufficiently accounted for by the increase of the effective inertia due to

the contraction of the channels along which the liquid flows, in the same

way as the pitch of an organ-pipe is lowered by an obstruction at the mouth.

In such vessels as those used by Professor Guthrie it may be doubted

whether friction and capillarity have any sensible influence on the periodic

time.

The theory for the circular trough depends on the class of functions named
after Bessel, which are an extreme case of Laplace's spherical functions. For

the symmetrical vibrations we have

u = J,{kr), (O)

r being the radius vector ; and if R be the radius of the vessel, k is a root of

J:{kR) = (P)

If x = kR, the values of x satisfying (P) are 3-832, 7-015, 10-174, &c., of

which only the first belongs to the cases experimented on by Professor

Guthrie. The approximate formula for the length of the simple equivalent

pendulum corresponding to (N) is

R ,. . ^ -7-7

3-832
(l + 2e'"4 (Q)
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or, when I is considerable,

i?^3-832 simply (R)

Professor Guthrie compares his observations with a pendulum of length

iJ -=- 4, and finds a fair agreement, which, however, would be improved by the

substitution of the theoretical formula (R).

According to (0) the place of zero elevation and depression occui-s when

2-405

3-832

According to observation.

R = -62'n R.

r = ^R = -6667 R.

From the Tables of Bessel's functions it appears that the amplitude at tlie

edge of the vessel is "403 of that at the centre. Professor Guthrie makes

this -5.

For the next set of vibrations in a circular dish u is of the form

10 = sin 6JI (kr),

where the admissible values of kR are 1'841, 5'332, 8'536, &c. Hence for

the gravest of this group the length of the equivalent pendulum is

i?-l-841 (S)

In this group of modes the elevation vanishes at all points along a certain

diameter (6 = 0).

In the third group we have

u = sin 29 J2{kr),

and the admissible values oi kR are 3-054, 6-705, 9-965, &c. For the gravest

of these the length of the equivalent pendulum is

ii- 3-054, (T)

if the depth be sufficient. The elevation vanishes along two perpendicular

diameters (^ = 0, 6 = ^tt).

In the fourth group there would be three diameters for which u = 0; and

the length of the pendulum isochronous with the gravest mode will be

E^4-20l (U)

The frequencies of vibration in the three gravest modes, being inversely as

the square roots of the corresponding pendulum-lengths, are in the ratio

1 : 1-29 : 1-44.
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Pi'ofessor Guthrie's observations give for the value of these ratios

1 : 1-31 : 1-48.

Possibly too low a frequency is attributed to the gravest vibration owing to

the effect of insufficient depth.

When the complete theorj' of the free vibrations of anj' system is

thoroughly known, it is in general easy to investigate the effect of periodic

forces. If ?f,, U.2, &c. are the normal functions, and '^.-n-jiii, IttIi^, &c. the

periods of the corresponding free vibrations, the effect of forces whcse period

is ^Trjp can be expressed in terms of the effect produced by similar forces of

infinite period, which last can be calculated statically. Thus, if the solution

of the problem according to the equilibrium theory is

A{Ur^ cos pt + A^xu cos 2}t+ ...
,

the true solution as modified by the inertia of the system will be

Aiih' , A^n.,"
, Ui cos pt A—

I
U.2 cospt+ ... .

n^' — p' ^ n^' — p'

Let us calculate in this way the motion in a circular cylindrical basin due

to a small horizontal force, acting uniformly throughout the mass of liquid,

but variable with the time according to the harmonic law. The equilibrium

value of h (the elevation) is evidently

li = r cos 6 cos pt
;

and the only difficulty consists in expressing r by a series of Bessel's func-

tions /j. It may be proved that

where k^, k^, &c. are the roots of Ji{k) = 0, and the radius iJ is taken as

unity. Thus the true value of h (after the motion has been going on long

enough to be independent of initial circumstances) is

^ 271,- cos pt cos J, (k,r)

' (v-p^)(^^=-l)J,(A-,)^••'
^'''

the summation being extended to all the admissible values of k. The value

of ?f is given by
n' = gk tanh kl.

If the system be at rest at t = 0, and displaced according to the law

h = r cos 6 (that is, with an inclined plane surface), the subsequent motion is

given in rapidly converging series by

, 2Ji(kir)cos9 , , 2/i (^^r-) cos ^
^' =

ik,^ - 1) /. (k,)
"°^ "-^ "-

(A../ - 1) /. ik,)
^"^ "-^ ^ <X)
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P.S.—Some recent observations on the periods of the oscillations of water

in a large circular tank may be worth recording. The radius of the tank is

60-3 inches [153-2 cm.], and the depth about 43 inches [109 cm.J. The
oscillations were excited by dipping one or more buckets synchronously with

the beats of a metronome set approximately beforehand. Soon after the

withdrawal of the buckets the vibrations were counted (in most cases for

five minutes), and the results reduced for a space of one minute.

Gravest symmetrical mode.—Frequency by observation 47"3 [complete

oscillations per minute]. The theoretical result for an infinite dejjth i.s

47-32, and for actual depth 47-13.

Next highest symmetrical mode.—By observation, frequency = 64-1, by

theory 64-02. In this case the correction for finite depth is insensible, and

the length of the equivalent pendulum = R ^ 7-01.5.

Gravest mode with one nodal diameter.—By observation, frequeucj' = 30-0.

By theory, for infinite depth 32-81, for actual depth 3048.

One nodal diameter and one nodal circle.—By observation, frequency

= 56-0 ; by theory 55-8. The length of equivalent pendulum = R-=r 5-382.

Two nodal diameters.—By observation, frequency = 41-5. By theorj^, for

infinite depth 42-09, for actual depth 41-59.

The agreement between theory and observation is as close as could be

expected.

I have lately seen a memoir by M. Boussinesq (1871, Comptes Rendus,

Vol. LXXII.), in which is contained a theory of the solitary wave very similar

to that of this paper. So far as our results are common, the credit of priority

belongs of course to M. Boussinesq.
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ON THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF CERTAIN PROBLEMS

RELATING TO THE POTENTIAL.

[Pi'oceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vii. pp. 70—75, 1876.]

The first problem that I propose for consideration is that of the flow of

electricity in two dimensions along a strip of uniform metal sheet, such as

tinfoil, the strip being bounded by curves symmetrical with respect to a

central line, taken as axis of x, and nowhere more than moderately inclined

to that axis. The equations of the bouudarj- may be written y = ± yi, where

2/i is a slowly varying function of x. On account of the symmetry the poten-

tial is an even function of y, and the axis of a; is a stream-line, so that the

problem is the same as if the axis were itself a boundary. The conditions to

be satisfied bj' the potential <^ are therefore the usual equation of Laplace,

V=0 = d'<f>ldod- + d-<f>ldy'' = 0,

which must be true over the whole area of the strip, together with the

boundary conditions, that there must be no normal flow across the curves

y =yi and y=0. If we introduce the stream function -\|r, which is related to

<p by the equations

d<pldx = d^jr/dy, d<j)/dy = — d^jdx , (1

)

and itself satisfies V-T|r = 0, the boundary conditions may be expressed by
supposing -x/r to be zero when y = 0, and when y = y^ to assume a second

constant value i/r,.

If the boundary of the strip were straight and parallel to the axis, the

current dcp/dx would be constant at all points, and we should have

4>=f.a;, y}f=f.y,

where/ represents the constant current.
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The object of the present investigation is to determine the values of

<j) and yjr, when the above simple values may be taken as a basis of approxi-

mation, and to calculate corrections for the effect of the deviation of y, from

constancy.

Denoting by / the slowly varying magnitude of the current when y = 0,

we may take

A = cos (y ^] /; = /;- =X- f + ^ f" -^ V dx)-'^ -"^ 1 2-^ 1.2. 8. 4-'dx,

d

&c.

where /i = Jfdx.

&c.

•(2)

These values satisfy the general conditions of the potential and stream

functions, and when y = make

d4>/dx =/, -f = 0.

The second of equations (2) may be regarded as determining the lines of

flow (any one of which may be supposed to be the boundary of the sheet) in

terms of/! What remains to be effected is the determination of/ from the

condition that •\lr
— y{ri, when y = yi, viz.,

^' = y^f- 1^3 f" + 1.2.1 4. 5
/'' - *^'

an equation which may be treated by the method of successive approxi-

mation. We have

^
2/. 1 . 2 . Z-' 1

yi

2.3.4.5
/- + &C.; (S)

whence we obtain

2/16 dxAylQdx'Y' dx-\y.
yl_

d^_ ff,

110 dx'Ky,

where accents denote differentiation with respect to x.

lu order to calculate the electrical resistance of the strip, we must compare

the total current with the difference of potentials at the two extremities.

If the lamina be of unit specific conductivity, the total current

». dy^

=/:s*=/:i*^*-
18
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For the potential on the axis we have 4>=Jfdx, and therefore the resistance

of the strip is represented by

where / has the value given by (4).

If the equipotential lines, between which the resistance is required, be

situated in parts of the strip, where the edge is straight and parallel to the

axis (for a sufficient distance in comparison with the width), our expression

may be simplified by integration by parts, since all the differential coefficients

of 2/i with respect to x may be supposed to vanish at the limits under the

circumstances contemplated.

We have

= 2/(2yr

and the final result for the resistance may be written

~{'uy^"-U'y^"-y^y^1} ^'^

This expression admits of various forms. For example, instead of the second

term we might take

dx { 1

/

l€ ••+^C^^'"'~^'^'"2/1

which differs by the addition of a term which is a complete differential, and

therefore disappears on integration.

The success of the approximation depends of course upon the degree of

slowness with which y^ varies, but it is not necessary to suppose that the

whole variation of y^ is small within the limits of x under consideration. If

we suppose that y^ is a function of ax, where &> is a small quantity, our

expression for the resistance will include all terms containing as factors lower

powers of co than &>*.

The same expression (5) gives us the conductivity of the strip between the

curves y = yi and y =0, supposed equipotential. For it is a general proposi-

tion in the theory of conduction in two dimensions that if two opposite sides

of any curvilinear quadrilateral be at uniform (through different) potentials

and the other pair of sides be non-conducting, the resistance is the reciprocal

of that corresponding to an altered state of things in which the first pair of

opposite sides are non-conducting and the second pair are equipotential.
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Its truth is easily seen if we fill up the quadrilateral with the intermediate

stream and equipotential curves, which will ultimately divide the area into

elementary squares. The resistance of any square between opposite edges is

independent of the size of the square, any augmentation of resistance due to

an increased distance to be travelled being compensated by the effect of

increased width. Thus, if the number of interpolated stream and equipoten-

tial curves be respectively' m— 1 and n — 1, the whole resistance is to that of

a square in the ratio n : m ; while for the same reason, if the equipotential

and stream-lines be interchanged, the resistance is vi : n of that of a square.

The same result is applicable to other problems mathematically analogous

;

for example, the calculation of the capacity of an electrical accumulator.

A similar method applies to the investigation of conduction in three

dimensions in a conductor, which is symmetrical round the axis of x, and

whose boundary does not differ violently from a cylindrical surface. If r be

the distance of any point from the axis, <p and i|r the potential and stream

functions, we have
d<j) _1 d-yfr d(f) _ 1 d-\}r ,

dx r dr
'

dr r dx '

whence by elimination

dl±ld^,<H^r. a\
dr'^rdi-da^ '

^^

dr'' r dr dx^ '

^^

which show that
(f>

and y^ are not now, as in the case of two dimensions,

interchangeable. The series corresponding to (2) are

(9)

r"-F" r'F" r^F'''-

'^^^ W "^ W^'' " 2' .
4^ .

6'
"^

r'^F' i-'F'" r^F" 1-^F"'

^^ 'Y~W7l^ 2? 4^ 6~22 .4=. 6^ .

8"^'"

where i^ is a function of x so far arbitrary. If the form of the boundary be

defined by r = y, we have

y-^F' y^F'" fF^
'^'~

2 2^.4 2=. 4^.6 '

from which F' is to be determined in terms of y. By successive approxima-

tion we obtain

j,,_2ir fid^ (2f^ Id^ d^(2irXl ^*m 10)^ + 8 W[ 2/W ^ 8 dx'^y'dx'^ [ y' )] 12 .
4= rf^ V y

The total stream is given by the integral

f'^2^rdr=n-^.2^dr^2^.;
Jo dx Jo r dr

18—2
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and therefore the resistance between any two equipotential surfaces is repre-

sented by

On the supposition that at each limit the boundary is cylindrical for a suffi-

cient distance in comparison with the diameter, wo may treat this exjjression

by integration by parts in the same manner as for the corresponding problem

in two dimensions, and we then obtain

resistance = -- U -f ;;V'- ^
,, - ^ >

(H)
j Try" { 2^ 48

J

where, as before, accents denote differentiation with respect to x.

In a memoir on the Theory of Resonance published in the Phil. Trans.

for 1871*, I had occasion to consider this problem, and I then proved that

the first term of (11) represents an infenor limit to the resistance, and that

the first and second terms together give a supenor limit, these limits being

applicable without any restriction on the form of the symmetrical boundary.

It now appears that the superior limit coincides with the accurate value as

far as a second approximation, and that the correction is ajjproximately given

by the third term in (11), which is essentially negative.

Other problems in Electricity and Heat depending upon the potential

may be treated by the above method. For example, the conductivity between

the plane z = 0, and a neighbouring equipotential surface z = Zi, where z^ is a

function of x and y differing from a constant over a finite region only, is

approximately

//^^i'+KSMiDl ('^>

where the area of integration includes the whole of the region through which
z^ variesf

.

Finally it may be noticed that the preceding methods are applicable in

two dimensions, when we replace x and y by any conjugate functions a, /3, of

^. y- By this transformation the scope of the analysis may be considerably

increased, but to enlarge upon this would take us too far from the principal

subject of the paper.

[Art. V. p. 35.] See also Maxwell's Electricity and Magnetism, vol. i.. Art. 307. In
connection with this subject I may be allowed here to record that I have proved that the
"correction for the end" of a cylindrical conductor is less than -8242 of the radius, by a
calculation based on an assumed motion containing two arbitrary constants; this result is

probably very near the truth. The corresponding superior limit obtained from one arbitrary
constant is -8281 (Phil. Mag., Nov. 1872). If the motion at the end be assumed to be uniform,
we get -849 (Maxwell, Art. 309). An inferior limit is -785.

+ Math. Tripos, 1876, Jan. 21, U to 4, Question a. [Art. xli. p. 286.]
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OUR PERCEPTION OF THE DIRECTION OF A SOURCE
OF SOUND.

[Nature, xiv. pp. 32—33, 1876.]

The practical facility with which we recognize the situation of a sounding
body has always been rather a theoretical difficulty. In the case of sight a

special optical apparatus is provided whose function it is to modify the

uniform excitation of the retina, which a luminous point, wherever situated,

would otherwise produce. The mode of action of the crystalline lens of the

eye is well understood, and the use of a lens is precisely the device that

would at once occur to the mind of an optician ignorant of physiology. The
bundle of rays, which would otherwise distribute themselves over the entire

retina, and so give no indication of their origin, are made to converge upon a

single point, whose excitation is to us the sign of an external object in a

certain definite direction. If the luminous object is moved, the fact is at

once recognized by the change in the point of excitation.

There is nothing in the ear corresponding to the crystalline lens of the

eye, and this not accidentally, so to speak, but by the very nature of the

case. The efficient action of a lens depends upon its diameter being at least

many times greater than the wave-length of light, and for the purposes of

sight there is no difficulty in satisfying this requirement. The wave-length

of the rays by which we see is not much more than a ten-thousandth part of

the diameter of the pupil of the eye. But when we pass to the ease of

sound and of the ear, the relative magnitudes of the corresponding quantities

are altogether different. The waves of sound issuing from a man's mouth

are about eight feet long, whereas the diameter of the passage of the ear is

quite small, and could not well have been made a large multiple of eight

feet. It is evident therefore that it is useless to look for anything corre-

sponding to the crystalline lens of the eye, and that our power of telling the

origin of a sound must be explained in some different way.
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It has long been conjectured that the explanation turns upon the com-

bined use of both ears ; though but little seems to have been done hitherto

in the way of bringing this view to the test. The observations and calcula-

tions now brought forward are very incomplete, but may perhaps help to

clear the ground, and will have served their purpose if they induce others to

pursue the subject.

The first experiments were made with the view of finding out with what

degree of accuracy the direction of sound could be determined, and for this it

was necessary of course that the observer should have no other material for

his judgment than that contemplated.

The observer, stationed with his ej'es closed in the middle of a lawn on a

still evening, was asked to point with the hand in the direction of voices

addressed to him by five or six assistants, who continually shifted their

position. It was necessary to have several assistants, since it was found

that otherwise their steps could be easily followed. The uniform result was

that the direction of a human voice used in anj^thing like a natural manner

could be told with certainty from a single word, or even vowel, to within a

few degrees.

But with other souuds the result was different. If the source was on the

right or the left of the observer, its position could be told approximately, but

it was uncertain whether, for example, a low whistle was in front or behind.

This result led us to try a simple sound, such as that given by a fork mounted

on a resonance-box. It was soon found that whatever might be the case

with a truly simple sound, the observer never failed to detect the situation

of the fork by the noises accompan3dng its excitation, whether this was done

by striking or by a violin bow. It was therefore necessary to arrange the

experiment differently. Two assistants at equal distances and in opposite

directions were provided with similar forks and resonators. At a signal given

by a fourth, both forks were struck, but only one was held over its resonator,

and the observer was asked to say, without moving his head, which he heard.

When the observer was so turned that one fork was immediately in front and

the other immediately behind, it was impossible for him to tell which fork

was sounding, and if asked to say one or the other, felt that he was only

guessing. But on turning a quarter round, so as to have one fork on his

right and the other on his left, he could tell without fail, and with full

confidence in being correct.

The possibility of distinguishing a voice in front from a voice behind

would thus appear to depend on the compound character of the sound in a

way that it is not easy to understand, and for which the second ear would be

of no advantage. But even in the case of a lateral sound the matter is not

free from difficulty, for the difference of intensity with which a lateral sound

is perceived by the two ears is not great. The experiment may easily be
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tried roughly by stopping one ear with the hand, and turning round back-

wards and forwards while listening to a sound held steadily. Calculation

shows, moreover, that the human head, considered as an obstacle to the
waves of sound, is scarcely big enough in relation to the wave-length to give

a sensible shadow. To throw light on this subject I have calculated the

intensity of sound due to a distant source at the various points on the surface

of a fixed spherical obstacle. The result depends on the ratio (a) between
the circumference of the sphere and the length of the wave. If we call the

point on the spherical surface nearest to the source the anterior pole, and the

opposite point (where the shadow might be expected to be most intense) the

posterior pole, the results on three suppositions as to the relative magnitudes
of the sphere and wave-length are given in the following table :—



41.

QUESTIONS FROM MATHEMATICAL TRIPOS EXAMINATION

FOR 1876.

[Cavibridge University Calendar, 1876.]

January 6. 9—12.

vi. Investigate the equations of equilibrium of a fie.xible string acted

upon by any tangential and normal forces.

An uniform steel wire in the form of a circular ring is made to revolve in

its own plane about its centre of figure. Show that the gi-eatest possible

linear velocity is independent both of the section of the wire and of the

radius of the ring, and find roughly this velocity, the breaking strength of the

wire being taken as 90,000 lbs. per square inch, and the weight of a cubic

foot as 490 lbs.

vii. Calculate from the principle of energy the rate at which water will

be discharged from a vessel in whose bottom there is a small hole, explaining

clearly why the area of the vena contracta, and not that of the hole, is to be

used.

A cistern discharges water into the atmosphere through a vertical pipe of

uniform section. Show that air would be sucked in through a small hole in

the upper part of the pipe, and explain how this result is consistent with an

atmospheric pressure in the cistern.

viii. Investigate the disturbance in an unlimited atmosphere due to a

source of sound which is concentrated at a single point, and whose effect is to

produce an alternate production and destruction of aii', given in amount and

periodic according to the harmonic law.

Show that, if a given source of sound as defined above be situate at the

vertex of an infinite conical tube, the energy emitted in a given time is

inversely as the solid angle of the cone.
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ix. Define a reversible heat-engine, and point out in what respects a

condensing steam-engine as ordinarily worked falls short of the definition.

Can the theory of heat-engines be applied to a non-condensing steam-

engine ?

X. The ends of a coil of insulated wire can be connected with the poles

of a constant battery ; investigate the gradual establishment of the current

after contact is made.

Show that, when contacts are rapidly made and broken, the average

current as indicated by a galvanometer of long period may fall much below

that due to the duration of the contacts, and explain the increased effect

which attends the closing of the circuit of a second coil in the neighbourhood

of the fijst.

January 6. 1|^—4.

V. A straight pipe whose material is thin in comparison with the bore

is closed at both ends and subjected to internal fluid pressure. Show that

the longitudinal tension of the material is the half of the circumferential

tension.

Prove that the greatest quantity of air of given pressure which can be

held in a long pipe of given weight is independent of the bore of the pipe.

vi. Investigate the small \dbrations of a simple pendulum under the

action of gravity.

How could the law connecting the length of the pendulum and the

periodic time be arrived at without calculation ?

Explain how a boy in a swing is able to increase the amplitude of

vibration.

viL State the law of absorption of homogeneous light in a uniform

medium, and show that the colour of light originally white transmitted

through a layer of the medium may be entirely altered when the thickness of

the layer is increased.

Homogeneous light falls upon a plate of absorbing material, whose

surfaces partially reflect the light incident upon them. Calculate the total

intensity of the light (1) reflected back on the first side, (2) transmitted,

(3) absorbed.

viii. Investigate the distribution of electricity on a conductor in the

form of an ellipsoid situate in free space.

Deduce the capacity of an infinitely thin elliptic lamina, and show that if

the eccentricity e be small, the capacity may be expressed approximately in

terms of the area <7 by
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ix. Explain the Wheatstone's Bridge method of measuring resistances.

How is it applied to find the position of a fault in an otherwise well

insulated cable immersed in a tank of water, both the ends being accessible ?

On account of uniform leakage of electricity the apparent position of a

fault is apt to be too near the middle of the cable. Show that, if R the

normal insulation resistance be diminished to M' in consequence of the fault,

and R' be small in comparison with R, the position of the fault may bo found

from the formula

, „ m + n R' ., ,„ml-nl =—2" -j^(l-l),

where /, I' are the distances of the fault from the ends of the cable, and

m : 11 is the ratio of resistances necessary to obtain a balance.

January 17. 9—12.

1. Enunciate Hooke's law for the extension of an elastic string.

An endless elastic string without weight is placed round a smooth fixed

pulley in a vertical plane, whose diameter is half the natural length of the

string. The lowest point of the string is made fast to the pulley, and to the

highest point is attached a heav}"^ particle. Show that the equilibrium will

be neutral, if the weight of the particle be the force necessary, according to

Hooke's law, to stretch the string to twice its natural length.

2. Show that any sj^stem of forces acting on a rigid body may be

replaced by a force acting at a given point, and a couple.

If any system of forces be reduced to two, of which one is of given

magnitude and passes through a given point, prove that the line of action of

the other will envelope a conic.

4. Show that the solution of the differential equation for vibrations

resisted by a frictional force proportional to the velocity, but otherwise

free, viz.

ii + KU + n-u = 0,

may be put into the form

. , f . sin n't I . K . ,'

u = e **' iu^ -, 1- U(, cos nt + jr—, sm n

t

[ n \ 2?i

where n'^ = w^ — :^/r, and u^y ^o are the values of the velocity and displace-

ment when t = 0.

Deduce the complete solution of

il + KU + nhi = U
in the form

f sin nt f tc ^l 1 r'u= e'^'Hua —- +Wo (cos9i,'<-l-2-^sin«'m +-, e-J'=('-«'J sin?i'(«- «') U'dt',

where U' is the same function of <' as CT is of t.
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6. Describe the arrangements necessary for obtaining a finite field of

view uniformly lit with approximately homogeneous light. On what condi-

tions does the brightness of the field depend ? Is there any limit to the

possible brightness when a maximum range of refrangibility is prescribed ?

7. Explain the method of obtaining the solar parallax from observations

of Mars on the meridian, giving the necessary formulte.

January 19. l^—4.

vi. Explain the process by which a function is determined so as to make

one integral a maximum or minimum, while another integral involving the

same variables is constant, and apply it to determine what functions of x,

satisfying the conditions y = 0, when a; = 0, and when x = l, make

(-^] doc stationary in value when 1 y^ dx is given.

vii. Prove that a uniform frictionless incompressible fluid once at rest

can never acquire molecular rotation under the action of natural forces, even

though the motion of every particle be resisted by a force proportional to its

absolute velocity; and that without molecular rotation there can be no

motion vdthin a fixed envelope filled with fluid and enclosing a simplj'-

connected space.

Prove that if in fluid moving with a velocity-potential a portion which at

any moment occupies a finite spherical space be instantaneously solidified,

the solid so formed will have no motion of rotation.

viii. Plane waves of light are incident directly on an infinite opaque

screen, in which there is an aperture of any form. Show how the principles

of the wave theory lead to the conclusion that there will be in general

constant illumination behind the screen at points well within the projection

of the aperture, and zero illumination at points well without the projection

of the aperture.

By the aid of Huyghens' zones, or otherwise, explain the central bright

spot in Poisson's experiment of the shadow of an opaque circular disc.

ix. Show that the condition of continuity in the interior of a fluid is

satisfied by the wave-motion in which the co-ordinates of the individual

particles at time t are

^ = h + Re~R sin (at +

rj^k + Re R cos {at + -^\ \

h, k being constants for each particle and a and R constants for all; and

investigate the amount of molecular rotation involved.
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From the general properties of equipotential and stream-curves, prove

that in a regular series of waves moving in deep water without molecular

rotation there is necessarily in the neighbourhood of the surface a trans-

ference of fluid in the direction of the wave's propagation, whether that

surface satisfy the condition of a free surface or not.

xi. State the mathematical conditions which determine the magnetiza-

tion of a mass of soft iron exposed to the action of given electric currents.

Show that the presence of the iron must increase the induction of each

of the circuits upon itself, but may diminish the coefficients of mutual

induction.

January 20. 1^— 4.

iv. Form the differential equation of the moon's motion, viz.

P^ T_du
dhi h-u" hV dd

l + 2L—:^de
J h-ir

where u is the reciprocal of the projection on the ecliptic of the moon's radius

vector, and integrate it with the omission of the disturbing force, but without

any approximation depending upon the smallness of the eccentricity or of the

obliquity of the orbit.

v. Explain carefully what is meant by the instantaneous orbit of a

planet, and show how to express the momentary change of the major axis in

terms of the energy communicated.

A planet bursts into any number of equal fragments, which then describe

undisturbed elliptic orbits. Prove that the harmonic mean of the major

axes of the orbits is increased by the explosion.

vi. Prove that if a material system start from rest under the action of

given impulses, the energy of the actual motion exceeds that of any other

motion which the system (under the action of the same impulses) might have

been guided to take by the addition of mere constraints ; and that the

difference is equal to the energy of the motion which must be compounded

with either to produce the other.

Verify this theorem in the case of a lamina acted on by a given impulsive

couple in its own plane, supposing the constraint to be produced by holding

one point of the lamina fixed.

vii. Define the potential of matter attracting according to the law of

nature, and prove that in free space it satisfies the equation

d'V d'V d'V ^— -4 1 =
daf df dz'
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The distribution of the attracting matter being symmetrical with respect

to the axis of z, and also with respect to the plane of xy, examine the nature

of the equilibrium of a particle at the origin ; and compare the forces called

into play by displacements of given magnitude along and pei-pendicular to

the axis respectively.

viii. Supposing the pressure of a fluid to be a given fLinction of the tem-

perature and volume, investigate au expression for the difference between the

specific heat at constant pressure and the specific heat at constant volume.

Apply the result to the case of a perfect gas, and explain how the specific

heat may be calculated without direct observation from the values of Joule's

equivalent and of the velocity of sound.

January 21. 9—12.

iv. Prove that the potential energy of a string stretched with tension T
on a smooth spherical surface of radius a, and slightly displaced from the

position of equilibrium, is

2 / |v#y j

where 6 is the angular displacement in the lateral direction of the point

whose longitude (measured round the string) is ^.

Thence investigate fully the small motion of a uniform string of given

length, stretched on a smooth sphere between two fixed points, and show

that the effect of the curvature is to diminish the square of the frequency

of vibration by a quantity which is the same for all the possible modes of

vibration.

vii. Investigate an approximate expression for the potential of a body

of any form at a distant point P in terms of the distance of P from the

centre of gravity G, and the moment of inertia of the body about the line

GP.

Three equal particles rest on a smooth spherical surface of large radius

described about G as centre, and are rigidly connected by a framework

without mass in such a manner that the three sides of the spherical triangle

formed by joining the particles are all quadrants. Prove that to the above

order of approximation there is equilibrium in any position.

viii. Explain generallj' and briefly on what circumstances it depends

whether a tide in frictionless fluid is in the same phase as the forces which

generate it, or m the opposite phase.

Calculate the tidal motion of heavy liquid contained in a square vessel of

uniform depth, due to a small horizontal disturbing force acting uniformly

throughout the mass, whose magnitude is constant, and whose direction

revolves uniformly in the horizontal plane.

How could the forces here imagined be realized experimentally?
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January 21. 1^—4.

iii. Investigate the figure of equilibrium of a revolving fluid covering a

symmetrical centrobaric core, supposing the density of the fluid to be so

small that the mutual attractions of its parts may be neglected ; and find

what ratio of equatorial and polar diameters corresponds to a vanishing

apparent gravity at the equator.

V. Investigate the relation which must subsist between the pressure and

volume of a fluid in order that plane waves of sound of an}^ amplitude may

be propagated with type unchanged.

Supposing the pressure to vary inversely as the volume, find what impressed

forces, parallel to the direction of propagation, would be necessary in order to

counteract the tendency to alteration of type.

vii. Investigate the transverse vibration of a uniform circular membrane,

whose boundary is fixed, due to the action of a pressure, uniform over the

area of the membrane, but varying with the time according to the simple

harmonic law.

viii. Show that, according to Fresnel's theory of double I'efraction, the

velocit}^ of propagation of a plane wave whose direction-cosines estimated

with reference to the principal axes of a biaxal crystal are I, in, n, is given by

v' — a' v^ — b- v'- — c-

Supposing that for wave-normals 13'ing in each principal plane one of the

values of v is constant, prove that a wave-surface of the fourth degree can be

no other than Fresnel's surface.

X. Show that if in a uniform mass conducting electricit}' the potential

be zero over the plane xy, its value at neighbouring points out of that plane

will be

H^X- 12 3
^'% + 15

^':^ - ^'^•

where % is a function of x and y, and V- = (fjdx^ + d-jdy".

If a neighbouring equipotential surface, z = Zi, coincide with a plane

parallel to xy, except over a certain finite region where there is a slight

deviation, the conductivity between the equipotential surfaces z = Zi, and

z = Q, is expressed approximately by

the area of integration including the whole of the above-mentioned region.
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ON THE RESISTANCE OF FLUIDS.

[Phil. Mag. u. pp. 430—441, 1876.]

There is no part of hydrodynamics more perplexing to the student than
that which treats of the resistance of fluids. According to one school of
writers, a body exposed to a stream of perfect fluid would experience no
resultant force at all, any augmentation of pressure on its face due to the
stream being compensated by equal and opposite pressures on its rear. And
indeed it is a rigorous consequence of the usual hypotheses of perfect fluidity

and of the continuity of the motion, that the resultant of the fluid pressures

reduces to a couple tending to turn the broader face of the body towards the
stream. On the other hand, it is well known that in practice an obstacle

does experience a force tending to carry it down stream, and of magnitude
too great to be the direct effect of friction ; while in many of the treatises

calculations of resistances are given leading to results depending on the

inertia of the fluid without any reference to friction.

It was Helmholtz who first pointed out that there is nothing in the

nature of a perfect fluid to forbid a finite slipping between contiguous la3'ers,

and that the possibility of such an occurrence is not taken into account in

the common mathematical theory, which makes the fluid flow according to

the same laws as determine the motion of electricity in uniform conductors.

Moreover the electrical law of flow (as it may be called for brevitj') would

make the velocity infinite at every sharp edge encountered by the fluid ; and

this would require a negative pressure of infinite magnitude. It is no

answer to this objection that a mathematically sharp edge is an impossibility,

inasmuch as the electrical law of flow would require negative pressure in

cases where the edge is not perfectly sharp, as may be readily proved from

the theory of the simple circular vortex, in which the velocity varies inversely

as the distance from the axis*

* [1899. However, there is nothing in the constitution of a liquid to forbid negative

pressures, even of considerable amount.]
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The application of these ideas to the problem of the resistance of a stream

to a plane lamina immersed transvei-sely amounts to a justification of the

older theory as at least approximately correct. Behind the lamina the fluid

is at rest under a pressure equal to that which prevails at a distance, the

region of rest being bounded by a surface of separation or discontinuity

which joins the lamina tangentially, and is determined mathematically by

the condition of constant pressure. On the anterior surface of the lamina

there is an augmentation of pressure corresponding to the loss of velocity.

The relation between the velocity and pressure in a steady stream of

incompressible fluid may be obtaiued immediately by considering the trans-

ference of energy along an imaginary tube bounded by stream-lines. In

consequence of the steadiness of the motion, there must be the same amount

of energy transferred in a given time across any one section of the tube as

across any other. Now if p and v be the pressure and velocity respectively

at any point, and p be the density of the fluid, the energy corresponding to

the passage of the unit of volume is p + ^P'""' ^^ which the first term repre-

sents potential, and the second kinetic energy ; and thus p + \pv^ must

retain the same value at all points of the same stream-line. It is further

true, though not required for our present purpose or to be proved so simply,

that p + ^pv^ retains a constant value not merely on the same stream-line,

but also when we pass from one stream-line to another, provided that the

fluid flows throughout the region considered in accordance with the electrical

law.

If u be the velocity of the stream, the increment of pressure due to the

loss of velocity is ^pu' — ^pv'^, and can never exceed ^pu-, which value corre-

sponds to a place of rest where the whole of the energy, originally kinetic,

has become potential. The old theory of resistances went on the assumption

that the velocity of the stream was destroyed over the whole of the anterior

face of the lamina, and therefore led to the conclusion that the resistance

amounted to ^piir for each unit of area exposed. It is evident at once that

this is an overestimate, since it is only near the middle of the anterior face

that the fluid is approximately at rest ; towards the edge of the lamina the

fluid moves out\vai-ds with no inconsiderable velocity, and at the edge itself

retains the full velocity of the original stream. Nevertheless the amount of

error involved in the theory referred to is not great, as appears from the

result of KirchhofTs calculation of the case of two dimensions, from which it

follows that the resistance per unit of area is pu^ instead of ^pu'.
4 + TT

It is worthy of notice that by a slight modification of the conditions of the

problem the estimate ^p^l^ may be made accurate. For this purpose the

lamina is replaced by the bottom of a box-shaped vessel, whose sides project

in the direction from which the stream is flowing, and are sufficiently extended
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to cause approximate quiescence over the whole of the bottom (fig. 1). In the

absence of friction, the sides themselves do not con- pig. i.

tribute anything to the resistance. It appears from this I

argument that the increase of resistance due to concavity '^

can never exceed a very moderate value.

Although not very closely connected with the prin-
|

cipal subject of this communication, it may be well to

state the corresponding result in the case of a compressible

fluid such as air. If p^ be the normal pressure in the

stream, a the velocity of sound corresponding to the general

temperature, 7 the ratio of the two specific heats, ^piu' is replaced by

Y

which gives the resistance per unit of area. The compression is supposed (as

in the theory of sound) to take place without loss of heat ; and the numerical

value of 7 is 1"408.

When u is small in comparison with a, the resistance follows the same

law as if the fluid were incompressible ; but in the case of greater velocities

the resistance increases more rapidly. The resistance to a meteor moving at

speeds comparable with 20 miles per second must be enormous, as also the

rise of temperature due to compression of the air. In fact it seems quite

unnecessary to appeal to friction in order to explain the phenomena of light

and heat attending the entrance of a meteor into the earth's atmosphere.

But although the old theory of resistance was not very wide of the mark

in its application to the case of a lamina against which a stream impinges

directly, the same cannot be said of the way in which the influence of

obliquity was estimated. It was argued that inasmuch as a lamina moved

edgeways through still fluid would create no disturbance (in the absence of

friction), such an edgeways motion would produce no alteration in the resist-

ance due to a stream perpendicular to the plane of the lamina ; and from this

it would follow that when a lamina is exposed to an oblique stream, the

resistance experienced would be that calculated from the same formula as

before, on the understanding that u now represents the perpendicular com-

ponent of the actual velocity of the stream. Or if the actual velocity of the

stream be V, and « denote the angle between the direction of the stream and

the lamina, the resistance would be per unit of area

^pVsLn^a. (1)

This force acts of course perpendicularly to the plane of the lamina ; the

component down the current is

ipF^sin'a (2)

„ , 19
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The argument by which this result is obtained, however, is qnite worth-

less ; and the law of the squares of the sines expressed in (1) is known to

practical men to be very wide of the mark, especially for small values of a.

The resistance at high obliquities is much greater than (1) would make it,

being more nearly in proportion to the fii-st power of sin a than to the square.

As a proof that an edgeways motion of an elongated body through water

is not without influence on the force necessary to move it with a given speed

broadways, Mr Froude says*, "Thus when a vessel was working to windward,

immediately after she had tacked and before she had gathered headway, it

was plainly visible, and it was known to ever}' sailor, that her leeway was

much more rapid than after she had begun to gather headway. The more

rapid her headway became, the slower became the lee-drift, not merely

relatively slower, but absolutely slower."

" Again, anyone might obtain conclusive proof of the existence of this

increase of pressure occasioned by the introduction of the edgeways com-

ponent of motion, who would try the following simple experiment. Let him

stand in a boat moving through the water, and, taking an oar in his hand, let

him dip the blade vertically into the water alongside the boat, presenting its

face normally to the line of the boat's motion, holding the plane steady in

that position, and let him estimate the pressure of the water on the blade by

the muscular effort required to overcome it. When he has consciously appre-

ciated this, let him begin to sway the blade edgeways like a pendulum, and

he will at once experience a very sensible increase of pressure. And if the

edgeways sweep thus assigned to the blade is considerable and is performed

rapidly, the greatness of the increase in the pressure will be astonishing

until its true meaning has been realized. Utilizing this proposition, many
boatmen, when rowing a heavy boat with narrow-bladed oare, were in the

habit of alternately raising and lowering the hand with a reciprocating

motion, so as to give an oscillatory dip to the blade during each stroke, and

thus obtained an equally vigorous reaction from the water with a greatly

reduced slip or sternward motion of the blade."

It is not difficult to see that in the case of obliquity we have to do with

the whole velocity of the current, and not merely with the resolved part.

Behind the lamina there must be a region of dead water bounded by a

surface of discontinuity, within which the pressure is the same as if there

were no obstacle. On the front face of the lamina there must be an augmen-
tation of pressure, vanishing at the edges and increasing inwards to a

maximum at the point where the stream divides. At this point the pressure

is ^pV', corresponding to the loss of the wJiole velocity of the stream. It is

true that the maximum pressure prevails over only an infinitely small fraction

* Proceedings of tlie Society of Civil Engineers, vol. xxxii., in a discussion on a paper by
Sir F. Knowles on the Screw Propeller.
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of the area ; but the same may be said even when the incidence of the stream
is perpendicular.

The exact sohition of the problem in the case of two dimensiops, which
covei-s almost all the points of practical interest, can be obtained by the

analytical method of Helmholtz and Kirchhoff *. If an elongated blade be
held vertically in a horizontal stream, so that the angle between the plane of

the blade and the stream is a, the mean pressure is

TT sin a
pV' (3)

4 + TT sin a '

varying, when a is small, as sin a, and not as sin^ a. The proof will be found

at the end of the present paper.

The fact that the resistance to the broadways motion of a lamina through

still fluid can be increased enormously by the superposition of an edgeways
motion is of great interest. For example, it will be found to be of vital

importance in the problem of artificial flight.

According to the old theory the component of resistance ti-ansverse to the

stream varied as sin' a cos a, and attained its maximum for a = 55° nearly.

The substitution of expression (3) for sitf a will materially modify the angle

at which the transverse force is greatest. The quantity to be made a maxi-

mum is

sin a cos a

4 + TT sin a
'

and the value of a for which the maximum is attained is a = 39° nearly,

being considerably less than according to the old theory, on account of the

increased value of the normal pressure at high obliquities.

The pressure, whose mean amount is given in (3), is far fi-om symmetri-

cally distributed over the breadth of the blade, as might be anticipated from

the fact that the region of maximum pressure, where the stream divides, is

evidently nearer to the anterior Or up-stream edge. If the breadth of the

blade be called I, the distance {x) of the centre of pressure, reckoned from the

middle, is

3 I cos a , ,

,

X= ^ . : (4)
4 4 -I- TT sin a

If the blade be pivoted so as to be free to turn about an axis parallel to

its edges, (4) gives the position of the axis corresponding to any angle of

* Formulffi (3) and (4) were given at the Glasgow Meeting of the British Association. I was

then only acquainted with Eirchhoff's Vorlemngen uber mathematische Physik, and was not

aware that the case of an oblique stream had been considered by him {Crelle, Bd. i^xn. 1869).

However, Kirchhoff has not calculated the forces ; so that the formube are new. [1899. They

appear to have been given a little earlier by Thiesen. See Phil. Mag. v. p. 320, 1878.]

19—2
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inclination a. If a = 90°, « = 0, as is evident from symmetry. As a dimin-

ishes, the corresponding value of x increases and reaches a maximum, viz.

^ I, when a = 0. The axis then divides the breadth of the blade in the

ratio 11 : 5.

These results may be stated in another form as follows. If the axis of

suspension divide the width in a more extreme ratio than 11 : 5, there is but

one position of stable equilibrium, that namely in which the blade is parallel

to the stream \vith the narrower portion directed upwards. If the axis be

situated exactly at the point which divides the width in the ratio 11:5, this

position becomes neutral, in the sense that for small displacements the force

of restitution is of the second order, but the equilibrium is really stable.

When the axis is still nearer the centre of figure, the position parallel to the

stream becomes unstable, and is replaced by two inclined positions given by

(4), making with the stream equal angles, which increase from zero to a

right angle as the axis moves in towards the centre. M'^ith the centre line

itself for axis, the lamina can only remain at rest when transverse to the

stream, though of course with either face turned upwards.

The fact, rather paradoxical to the uninitiated, that a blade free to turn

about its centre line sets itself transversely, may be easily proved bj' experi-

ment. For this purpose it is sufficient to take a piece of thin brass plate

shaped as in the figure (fig. 2), and mount it with its points bearing in two

pj 2 small indentations in a U-shaped strip of thicker

plate, easily made by striking the strip with a coni-

cally pointed piece of steel driven by the hammer.

When this little apparatus is moved through the

water, the moveable piece at once sets itself across the direction of motion.

The same result may be observed when the apparatus is exposed to the

wind ; but in this case an unexiDected phenomenon often masks the stability

of the transverse position. It is found that when the plate is set rotating,

the force of the wind will maintain or accelerate the motion. This effect

might be supposed to be due to a want of symmetry, were it not that the

rotation occurs in either direction. It is evidently connected with the dis-

turbance of the fluid due to the motion of rotation, and is not covered by
the calculation leading to formula (4), which refers to the forces experienced

when the blade is at rest in any position.

I am not aware of any experimental measurements with which (4) could

be compared ; but the result that the equilibrium parallel to the stream is

indifferent when the axis is situated in the position defined by the ratio

11 : 5, is in agreement with the construction of balanced rudders, of which
the front part is usually made of about one-half the width of the hinder part.

The accompanying Table contains some numerical examples of the general

formulae. The first column gives the angle between the lamina and stream,
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the second the value of sin^a, to which, on the old theory, the resistance

should be proportional ; the third column is derived from some experiments

by Vince on water, published in the Philosophical Transactions for 1798.

The quantity directly measured by Vince was the resolved part of the resist-

ance in the direction of the stream, from which the tabulated number is

u.
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water flows nearly according to the electrical law. The resistance is then of

an entirely altered character, and depends only upon the friction against the

skin.

It was observed by Sir William Thomson at Glasgow, that motions

involving a surface of separation are unstable. This is no doubt the case,

and is true even of a parallel jet moving with uniform velocity. If from any

cause a slight swelling occurs at any point of the surface, an increase of

pj-essure ensues tending not to correct but to augment the irregularity. I

had occasion myself to refer to a case of this kind in a paper on Waves,

published in the Philosojjhical Magazine for April, 1876 [Art. xxxviii.].

But it may be doubted whether the calculations of resistance are materially

affected by this circumstance, as the pressures experienced must be nearly

independent of what happens at some distance in the rear of the obstacle,

where the instability would first begin to manifest itself.

The formulae proposed in the present paper are also liable to a certain

amount of modification from friction which it would be difficult to estimate

beforehand, but which cannot be very considerable, if the experiments of

Vince are to be at all relied on.

In the following analysis <j) and -yjr are the potential and stream functions,

z = x + iy, ca =
(f)
+ iy^r \ and it is known that the general conditions of fluid

motion in two dimensions are satisfied by taking a as an arbitrary function

of w. If

dz
T— = f = p (cos 6 + isv[i6), (A)

Kiichhoff shows that ^ represents the velocity of the stream at any point,

with the exception that its modulus p is proportional to the reciprocal of the

velocity instead of to the velocity itself If the general velocity of the stream

be unity, the condition to be satisfied along a surface of separation bounding

a region of dead water is p = 1. The value of i/r must of course also preserve

a constant value along the same surface.

The form of f applicable to the present problem is

h^\/\
When &) = 00

, ^ = cos a — i sin a.

The surface of separation corresponds to i|r = 0, for which value of li- «
becomes real; and the point at which the stream divides corresponds to

o) = 0, for which f = co . For -^ = and real values of cos a + l/y'o) less than

unity, p = 1. This portion therefore corresponds to the surface of separation,

for which the pressure is constant. When cosa + 1/V<b is real and greater
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than unity, ^ is real, indicating that the direction of motion is parallel to the

axis of X. This part corresponds to the anterior face of the lamina.

The augmentation of pressure at any point is represented by ^ (1 — p~'^),

if the density of the fluid be taken as unity ; and thus the whole resistance

is measured by the integral

if dl represents an element of the width of the lamina. Kirchhoff shows

how to change the variable of integration from I to co. The velocity of the

fluid is d(f)/dl, or, since -^jr is here zero, dwjdl. Thus, since f is real,

± ^= p = dljdo) ; and therefore the integral may be replaced by

in which all the elements are to be taken positive.

From the form of f in (B), it appears that

/4(^-?)^"' <^)

i(^-?)=vH«+;Ly-^ (^)

The width of the lamina I is f^dco, where the limits of integration are such

as make
cos a + l/\/<i> = ± 1-

The integration may be effected by the introduction of a new variable /S,

where
/3 = sitf a tjw — cos a,

and the limits for /3 are + 1. Thus

/'

1 \ , ^e^cosa 2/3
cos a + -,-]do) = —^-. 1- --——V const.

;

\/a)J sin'' a sm^ ol

and therefore between the limits + 1 we have

4 -^ sin^ a.

The second part of ^ may be written V(l -yS') ^ sina V<u, giving the integral

/,

<*« V(l-« =Mif^ + 5SI^ + const.
* \ ' / CA-t-yi rt CUT* /Ysin a V« sm' a sin' a

Thus the complete value of z between the limits, or I, is

4 -IT _ 4 + TT sin g
g""

sin* a sin^ a sin' a

By (C) and (D) the whole pressure on the lamina is represented by the

second part of I in (E), or tt ^ sin' a; so that the mean pressure is

TT 4 + TT sin a _ Trsina

sin' a ' sin* a 4 + tt sin a
'

as was to be proved.
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Again, the elementary moment of pressure about z = is

±i(?- -r]do>.z = V- -' z dp.
q) sm' a

Now if the arbitrary constant be taken suitably, the complete value of z is

/3- cos a + 2^ /3V( 1 - y3=) + sin-^ /3

The odd terms in z will contribute nothing to the integral ; and therefore we

may take for the moment of pressure about z = 0,

r+i 2V(1 -/S--) ff' cos a ,o _ TT_ cos a

J _i sin^a " sin* a sin' a ' 4 sin'

a

In this result the first factor represents the total pressure, and therefore

\ cos a/sin' a expresses the distance of the centre of pressure from the point

z = 0. With the same origin the value of z for the middle of the lamina is

cos a/sin* a; and thus the displacement of the centre of pressure from the

middle of the lamina is - | cos a/sin" «. This distance must now be expressed

in terms of I or

(4 + TT sin a) -=- sin' a,

which gives as the final result,

3 cos a . I

4 4 -I- TT sin a
'

The negative sign indicates that the centre of pressure is on the up-stream

side of the middle point.

As to the form of the surface of separation, its intrinsic equation is given

at once by the value of t, in terms of w. The real part of t, is cos 6 (since

p = 1), where 6 is the angle between the tangent at any point and the plane

of the lamina. Along tlie surface of separation ca is identical with <p, and

d<pjds = 1. Thus if s be the length of the arc of either branch measured

from the point where it joins the lamina, the intrinsic equation is

1
cos = cos a + -77 :

- V(s + c)

and the constant is to be determined by the condition that s = when

cos ^ = + 1. Since cos 6 = d-xjds, the relation between x and s is readily

obtained on integration ; but the relation between y and s is more com-

plicated.

In the case of perpendicular incidence cosa = 0, c = 1, so that

cos 6 = + -TT^—-T-

,

giving on integration

a; = 2 V(s -f 1) -1- const.

It appears that the value of x does not approach a finite limit as s increases

indefinitely.
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NOTES ON HYDRODYNAMICS.

[Phil. Mag. n. pp. 441—447, 1876.]

Tlie Contracted Vein.

The contraction of a jet of fluid in escaping from a higher to a lower

pressure through a hole in a thin plate has been the subject of much contro-

versy. Of late years it has been placed in a much clearer light by a direct

application of the principle of momentum to the circumstances of the problem

by Messrs Hanlon and Maxwell* among others.

For the sake of simplicity the liquid will be supposed to be unacted upon

by gravity, and to be expelled from the vessel by the force of compressed air

through a hole of area o- in a thin plane plate forming part of the sides of"

the vessel. After passing the hole the jet contracts, and at a little distance

assumes the form of a cylindrical bar of reduced area a. The ratio cr' : a is

called the coefiScient of contraction.

The velocity acquired by the fluid in escaping from the pressure p is

determined, in the absence of friction, by the principle of energy alone. If

the density of the fluid be unity, and the acquired velocity v,

w^ = 2p (1)

The product of v, as given by (1), and a is sometimes, though very improperly,

called the theoretical discharge ; and it differs from the true discharge for

two reasons. In the first place, the velocity of the fluid is not equal to v

over the whole of the area of the orifice. At the edge, where the jet is free,

the velocity is indeed v ; but in the interior of the jet the pressure is above

atmosphere, and therefore the velocity is less than v. And, secondly, it is

evident that the quantity of fluid passing the orifice depends, not upon the

* Proceedings of the Matlieinatical Society, November 11, 1869.
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whole velocity with which the fluid may be moving at any point, but upon

the resolved part of this velocity in a direction perpendicular to the plane of

the orifice. Thus it is only in the middle of the jet that the whole velocity

is efficient; near the edge the motion is tangential; and consequently this

part contributes but little to the discliarge. It is certain that the discharge

will be considerably less than va, or, which is the same thing, that the jet

must undergo considerable contraction before the liquid composing it can

move in parallel lines with uniform velocity v.

Since the actual discharge is a'v, the quantity of momentum passing

away with the jet in unit time is a'v'', and the force generating this

momentum is that necessary to hold the vessel at rest. If the whole of the

interior surface of the vessel were subject to the pressure ^j, this force would

have no existence. On account of the orifice the equilibrium of internal

pressures is disturbed and a force per is uncompensated. But this is not all.

Not only is the pressure that would have acted over the area of the orifice

wanting, but there is also a relief of pressure on the surface surrounding the

orifice corresponding to the velocity with which the fluid there moves. The

uncompensated force tending to produce recoil may therefore be represented

by (a + S(t)p, where 8cr is a small positive quantity ; and if the vessel is to

remain at rest, a force of this magnitude must be applied to it acting in the

direction in which the jet escapes. Thus

(o- + 8o-)_p = o-V ; (2)

and therefore, by (1),

a' = ^(a + Ba), (3)

, expressing that the coeSlcient of contraction is greater than ^.

In the absence of a mathematical solution of the problem it is impossible

to estimate the magidtude of Ba with any precision ; but it is something to

know from general principles that there must be a considerable contraction,

and yet that the coefficient of contraction must exceed one-half However,

by a slight modification of the problem it is possible to get rid of the uncer-

tainty arising from the unknown magnitude of 8cr. Suppose the hole in a

thin plate to be replaced by a thin parallel tube projecting into the interior

of the vessel. If the tube be long enough, the sides of the vessel are suffi-

ciently removed from the region of rapid flow to allow of the pressure acting

upon them being treated as constant, while the relief of pressure on the sides

of the tube does not add anything to the forces tending to produce momentum
in the jet. Under these circumstances, if a be the area of the section of the

tube and a-' the area of the section of the jet after contraction, (T' = ^cr, or

the coefficient of contraction is one-half exactly. The rigorous mathematical

solution of this problem, so far as relates to the case of motion in two dimen-

sions, has been given by Helmholtz {Phil. Mag., November, 1868) ; and the
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conclusion that the width of the emergent stream is ultimately one-half that

of the channel follows from his analysis*.

This problem throws some light on the formation of a surface of discon-

tinuity. If the electrical law of flow held good so that the tube were filled,

twice as much momentum as before would have to be generated, and the

extra momentum would have its origin in the infinite negative pressure

which, according to that law, must prevail over the extreme edge of the tube.

In the absence of forces capable of generating the extra momentum the tube

could not flow full.

A generalization of the problem just considered may be eff'ected by
replacing the vessel, whose dimensions were supposed

to be indefinitely great, by a cylinder of finite sec-

tion 0-" (fig. 1), in which the fluid moves with finite

velocity v". If v and a' be the ultimate velocity

and section of the escaping jet, the equation of

continuity gives

Fig. 1.

V a =v T (4)

By the principle of energy,

V = \(v'"--v"^)- (5)

and by the principle of momentum, if a be the area of the tube
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The values of yp- corresponding to the boundaries of the jet are and tt ; and

the stream-line which passes symmetrically through the middle of the orifice

is •\|r = ^TT, for which value of i|r^ is purely imaginary. For the stream-line

f=e-*-t-v'(e-'*-l) (9)

When
<f>

is negative in (9) ^ is wholly real and positive, so that this part of

the stream-line is parallel to the axis of x, and answera to the bottom of the

vessel up to the edge of the orifice. When <p is positive, ^ is complex, but its

modulus is unity. This part therefore corresponds to the free boundary.

The width of the jet after contraction is tt, since the velocity is unity

;

and the total flow between the stream-lines yjr = and -<|r = tt is measured by

the difference of the values of yjr.

In equation (.9) the real part of ^ {(f>
positive) is cos^, where 6 is the

angle between the direction of motion at any point and the axis of a; ; so

that the intrinsic equation to the boundary is

cos 6 — dxjds = e~*, (10)

no constant being added if s be measured from the edge of the orifice where

cos d = ].

From (10), by integration,

x=l-e-\ (11)

if the origin of x be taken at the edge of the orifice, where s = 0. This

equation determines the width of the aperture. When s = co , « = 1, which

corresponds to the abscissa of the boundary of the jet after contraction ; and,

as we have already seen, the width of the jet itself is w. Accordingly the

whole width of the aperture is 2 -f- tt, and the coefficient of contraction

TT : 2 -f TT.

The numerical value of tt : 2 -I- tt is "611, agreeing very nearly with the

coefficient of contraction found by observation.

From (10),

whence

y = V(l-e-)-ilog^±^[i^, (12)*

if the origin of y be taken at s = 0.

If we eliminate s between (11) and (12), we get as the equation of the
curve in Cartesian "coordinates,

,=^(2.-«,-i,„gl±vg^)
V(2«-ar^)' *^^^^

Equations (11) and (12) are given by Kirchhoft.
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from which the following points are calculated:

—

«=•! - 2/ =-0313

a; =-2 -2/ = -0932

a; = -2 -y = -1815

« = -4 ~y = -2985

a; = -5 -
2/ = -4509

«= -6 -2^= -6494

«= -7 -2/= -9203

x= -8 -y=l-Sl27

x= -9 -2/= 1-9915

X = 1"0 —
2/ = 1^

By means of these points the curve (fig. 2), is constructed. From (10),

s = — log cos 6
;

so that the radius of curvature is tan 0. The curvature is therefore infinite

at the origin, and diminishes continually as s increases.

Fig. 2.

.1
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In order to determine the value of the constant of integration, we may

observe that f when real varies . between — oo and — 1, and between +1 and

+ 00 . The values + 1 correspond to the edges of the orifice when z = and

z = Tr+2. Hence tan~'^ varies between ^ir and fir, and 0=1— ^tj"-

Accordingly
= 2tan-'f-^+l --^TT (16)

If V be the velocity of the stream at any point y of the line of symmetry

a; = Itt + 1, ^=-i/v; and therefore by (IC) the relation between y and v is

i i
ly = — 2 tan ' - H tt

;•^ V V

or, if tan~'(i/«) be replaced by its logarithmic equivalent,

y = --H'r^ (17)

A few pairs of corresponding values of y and v will give an idea of the

relation expressed in (17).

"=^
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example, that the motion is in two dimensions, and that two equal streams

moving with the same velocity meet at an angle 2a (fig. 3). After the

collision the fluid resolves itself into two other streams of unequal width

parallel to the line bisecting the angle 2a; and a question arises as to

the relative magnitude of these streams. The ultimate velocity is of

course in both parts the same as before the collision.

Fig. 3.

The widths of the original streams being unity, let us suppose that the

width of that derived stream which is least diverted is x. The width of the

other derived stream is then 2 — a; ; and the principle of conservation of

momentum gives at once the relation

2 cos a = a; — (2 — a;),

whence x = l +cosa. The ratio of the two derived streams is

X : x = tan- \ a.

For example, if a = 60°, the ratio of the derived streams is 1 : 3.

of friction would be to make the ratio still more extreme.

(18)

The effect

If we suppose the motion reversed, we obtain the solution of the problem

of the direct impact of two streams of unequal widths which meet with equal
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velocities. The ratio of streams being knoNvn, (18) determines the angle of

divergence.

In the case where a is a right angle the four streams are all equal, and

the bounding surfaces are symmetrical with respect to the straight lin<?s bisect-

ing the streams (fig. 4). The exact solution of this case has been indicated

by Kirchhoff. If 6 be the angle between the tangent to the free surface at

any point and the axis of x, and if s be the length of the arc measured from

the middle point (where 0= ± ^tt), the intrinsic equation to the free surface is

tan 5 = + e-',

the scale of linear magnitude being such that the initial and final width of

the streams is it.

Postscript, Nov. 14.—Although the accurate determination by experiment

of the pressure in the interior of a stream is a matter of considerable diffi-

culty, the theoretical value of the pressure in the middle of a jet issuing

through a slit in a thin plate has been recently verified approximately by

Mr A. Mallock in my laboratory. The fraction of the original head still

remaining in the plane of the plate was found to be about "59, which agrees

verj^ closely with the value obtained from theory, viz. "58. For a circular

hole the corresponding fraction is higher, about "67
; but for this there is at

present no theory. The observations were made by introducing along the

axis of the jet a fine glass tube in the side of which was a small hole, the

interior of the tube being in connexion with a manometer.
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ON THE APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF RECIPROCITY
TO ACOUSTICS.

[Proceedings of the Royal Society, xxv. pp. 118—122, 1876.]

In a memoir published some yeaxs ago by Helmholtz {Grelle, BiL LVII.)

it was proved that if a uniform irictionless gaseous medium be thrown into

vibration by a simple source of sound of given period and intensity, the

variation of pressure is the same at any point B when the source of sound is

at A as it would have been at A had the source of sound been situated at B,

and that this law is not interfered with by the presence of any number
of fixed solid obstacles on which the sound may impinge.

A simple source of sound is a point at which the condition of continuity

of the fluid is broken by an alternate introduction and abstraction of fluid,

given in amount and periodic according to the harmonic law.

The reciprocal property is capable of generalization so as to apply to

all acoustical systems whatever capable of vibrating about a configuration

of equilibrium, as I proved in the Proceedings of the Matliematical Society

for June 1873 [Art. xxi.J, and is not lost even when the systems are subject

to damping, provided that the frictional forces vary as the first power of

the velocity, as must always be the case when the motion is small enough.

Thus Helmholtz's theorem may be extended to the case when the medium

is not uniform, -and when the obstacles are of such a character that they

share the vibration.

But although the principle of reciprocity appears to be firmly grounded

on the theoretical side, instances are not uncommon in which a sound

generated in the open air at a point A is heard at a distant point B,

when an equal or even more powerful sound at B fails to make itself heard

at A ; and some phenomena of this kind are strongly insisted upon by

Prof Henry in opposition to Prof Tyndall's views as to the importance

E. I.
20
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of ' acoustic clouds " in relation to the audibility of fog-signals. These

observations were not, indeed, made with the simple sonorous sources of

theory ; but there is no reason to suppose that the result would have been

different if simple sources could have been used.

In experiments having for their object the comparison of sounds heard

under different circumstances there is one necessai-y precaution to which

it may not be superfluous to allude, depending on the fact that the audibility

of a particular sound depends not onljr upon the strength of that sound,

but also upon the strength of other sounds which may be heard along

with it. For example, a ladj' seated in a closed carriage and carrying on a

conversation through an open window in a crowded thoroughfare will hear

what is said to her far more easily than she can make herself heard in

return ; but this is no failure in the law of reciprocity.

The explanation of his observations given by Henry depends upon the

peculiar action of wind, first explained by Prof Stokes. According to

this view a sound is ordinarily heard better with the vfind than against

it, in consequence of a curvature of the rays. With the wind a ray will

generally be bent downwards, since the velocity of the air is generally

greater overhead than at the surface, and therefore the upper part of

the wave-front tends to gain on the lower. .The ray which ultimately

reaches the observer is one which started in some degree upwards from

the source, and has the advantage of being out of the way of obstacles

for the greater part of its course. Against the wind, on the other hand, the

curvature of the rays is upwards, so that a would-be observer at a con-

siderable distance is in danger of being left in a sound-shadow.

It is very important to remark that this effect depends, not upon the

mere existence of a wind, but upon the velocity of the wind being greater

overhead than below. A uniform translation of the entire atmosphere

would be almost without effect. In particular cases it may happen that

the velocity of the wind diminishes with height, and then sound is best

transmitted against the wind. Prof Henry shows that several anomalous
phenomena relating to the audibility of signals may be explained by various

suppositions as to the velocity of the wind at different heights. When the

distances concerned are great, comparatively small curvatures of the ray may
produce considerable results.

There is a further possible consequence of the action of wind (or variable

temperature), which, so far as I know, has not hitherto been remarked.
By making the velocity a suitable function of height it would be possible to

secure an actual convergence of rays in a vertical plane upon a particular

station. The atmosphere would then act like the lens of a lighthouse,

and the intensity of sound might be altogether abnormal. This may perhaps
be the explanation of the extraordinary distances at which guns have some-
times been heard.
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The difference ia the propagation of sound against and with the wind

is no exception to the general law referred to at the beginning of this

communication, for that law applies only to the vibrations of a system

about a configuration of equilibrium. A motion of the medium is thus

excluded. But the bending of the sound-ray due to a variable temperature,

to which attention has been drawn by Prof Reynolds, does not interfere with

the application of the law.

An experiment has, however, been brought forward by Prof Tyndall,

in which there is an apparent failure of reciprocity not referable to any

motion of the medium*. The source of sound is a very high-pitched

reed mounted in a short tube and blown from a small bellows mth which

it is connected by rubber tubing. The variation of pressure at the second

point is made apparent by means of the sensitive flame, which has been

used by Prof Tyndall with so much success on other occasions. Although

the flame itself, when unexcited, is 18 to 24 inches high, it was proved

by a subsidiary experiment that the root of the flame, where it issues

from the burner, is the seat of sensitiveness. With this arrangement

the effect of a cardboard or glass screen interposed between the reed

and the flame was found to be different, according as the screen was

close to the flame or close to the reed. In the former case the flame

indicated the action of sound, but in the latter remained uninfluenced.

Since the motion of the screen is plainly equivalent to an interchange of

the reed and flame, there is to all appearance a failure in the law of

reciprocity.

At first sight this experiment is difficult to reconcile with theoretical

conclusions. It is true that the conditions under which reciprocity is to

be expected are not very perfectly realized, since the flame ought not to

be moved from one position to the other. Although the seat of sensi-

tiveness may be limited to the root of the flame, the tall column of

highly heated gas might not be without effect ; and in fact it appeared to

me possible that the response of the flame, when close to the screen,

might be due to the conduction of sound downwards along it. Not feeUng

satisfied, however, with- this explanation, I determined to repeat the ex-

periment, and wrote to Prof Tyndall, asking to be allowed to see the

apparatus. In reply he very kindly proposed to arrange a repetition of

the experiment at the Eoyal Institution for my benefit, an offer which I

gladly accepted.

The effect itself was perfectly distinct, and, as it soon appeared, was

not to be explained in the manner just suggested, since the response of

the flame when close to the screen continued, even when the upper part

• Proceedings of the Royal Institution, January 1875; also Prof. Tyndall's work on Sound,

3rd edition,

20—2
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of the heated column was protected from the direct action of the source

by additional screens interposed. I was more than ever puzzled until

Mr Cottrell showed me another experiment in which, I believe, the key

of the difficulty is to be found.

When the axis of the tube containing the reed is directed towards the

flame, situated at a moderate distance, there is a distinct and immediate

response; but when the axis is turned away from the flame through a

comparative!}' small angle, the effect ceases, although the distance is the

same as before, and there are no obstacles interposed. If now a cardboard

screen is held in the prolongation of the axis of the reed, and at such an

angle as to reflect the vibrations in the direction of the flame, the effect is

again produced with the same apparent force as at first.

These results prove conclusively that the reed does not behave as the

simple source of theorj', even approximately. When the screen is close

(about 2 inches distant) the more powerful vibrations issuing along the

axis of the instrument impinge directly upon the screen, are reflected back,

and take no further part in the experiment. The only vibrations which

have a chance of reaching the flame, after diffraction round the screen,

are the comparatively feeble ones which issue nearly at right angles with

the axis. On the other hand, when the screen is close to the flame, the

efficient vibrations are those which issue at a small angle with the axis,

and are therefore much more powerful. Under these circumstances it

is not surprising that the flame is affected in the latter case and not in

the former.

The concentration of sound in the direction of the axis is greater than

would have been anticipated, and is to be explained by the very short

wave-length corresponding to the pitch of the reed. If, as is not improbable,

the overtones of the note given by the reed are the most efficient part of

the sound, the wave-length will be still shorter and the concentration more

easy to undei-stand*.

The reciprocal theorem in its generalized form is not restricted to simple

sources, from which (in the absence of obstacles) sound would issue alike in

all directions ; and the statement for double sources will throw light on the

subject of this note. A double source may be thus defined :— Conceive two

equal and opposite simple sources, situated at a short distance apart, to be

acting simultaneously. Bj' calling the two sources opposite, it is meant that

they are to be at any moment in opposite phases. At a moderate distance

the effects of the two sources are antagonistic and may be made to neutralize

one another to any extent by diminishing the distance between the sources.

If, however, at the same, time that we diminish the interval, we augment the

* July 13. I hftve lately observed that the flame in question is extremely sensitive to one of

Mr F. Gallon's whistles, which pives notes near the limits of ordinary hearing.
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intensity of the single sources, the effect may be kept constant. Pushing
this idea to its limit, when the intensity becomes infinite and the interval

vanishes, we arrive at the conception of a double source having an axis of

symmetry coincident with the line joining the single sources of which it

is composed. In an open space the effect of a double source is the same as

that communicated to the air by the vibration of a solid sphere whose centre

is situated at the double point and whose line of vibration coincides with the

axis, and the intensity of sound in directions inclined to the axis varies as

the square of the cosine of the obliquity.

The statement of the reciprocal theorem with respect to double sources

is then as follows:—If there be equal double sources at two points A
and B, having axes AP, BQ respectively, then the velocity of the medium
at B resolved in the direction BQ due to the source at A is the same as

the velocity at A resolved in the direction AP due to the source at B.

If the waves observed at A and B are sensibly plane, and if the axes

AP, BQ are equally inclined to the waves received, we may, in the above

statement, replace " velocities '' by " pressures," but not otherwise.

Suppose, now, that equal double sources face each other, so that the

common axis is AB, and let us examine the effect of interposing a screen

near to A. By the reciprocal theorem, whether there be a screen or not,

the velocity at A in direction AB due to B is equal to the velocity at B
in direction AB due to A. The waves received at B are approximately

plane and perpendicular to AB, so that the relation between the velocity

and pressure at B is that proper to a plane wave ; but it is otherwise in

the case of the sound received at A. Accordingly the reciprocal theorem

does not lead us to expect an equality between the pressures at A and B,

on which quantities the behaviour of the sensitive flames depends*. On
the contrary, it would appear that the pressure at A corresponding to

the given velocity along AB should be much greater than in the case of

a plane wave, and then the relative advantage of the position A would

be explained.

It will be seen that if the preceding arguments are coiTect, Prof. Tyndall's

experiment does not bear out the conclusions that he has based upon it with

respect to the observations of the French Commission at Villejuif and

Montlhery. No acoustic clouds could explain the failure of reciprocity then

observed ; and the more probable hypothesis that the effect was due to wind

is not inconsistent with the observation that the air (at the surface) was

moving in the direction against which the sound was best heard.

Further experiments on this subject are very desirable.

* [1899. See however Phil. Mag. vol. vii. p. 153, 1879, where it appears that the excitation of

a flame is due, not to a variable pressure, but to transverse vwtion across the nozzle.]
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ON A PERMANENT DEFLECTION OF THE GALVANOMETER-
NEEDLE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF A RAPID SERIES

OF EQUAL AND OPPOSITE INDUCED CURRENTS.

[^Philosophical Magazine, III. pp. 43—46, 1877.]

To tlie Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Gentlemen,

The publication, in your December Number, of a memoir by

Mr Chrystal on Bi- and Unilateral Galvanometer Deflection recalled to my
mind some observations of a like character made some years ago by mj'self

I have lately succeeded in finding the manuscript of a communication with

the above title read (literally) before the British Association at Norwich

in 1868, which contains a short account of these observations. As the

subject has acquired an additional interest in consequence of the investi-

gations of Dr Schuster and Mr Chrystal, I shall be glad if you can find room
for my paper, which has not been pi-inted in full hitherto.

I am, Gentlemen,

Your obedient Servant,

Rayleigh.

The following paper contains a short account of some experiments which

led to rather unexpected results, of which I can find no notice in the

methodical treatises on Electricity, although they might seem to be in

the way of any experimenter on induced currents. The ari-angement of the

first experiment was nearly the same as that described by Faraday in his

original memoir on induction. Two thick copper wires were coUed together

—
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the circuit of one being completed by the battery and make-and-break
apparatus, and that of the other by an ordinary astatic galvanometer of
moderate sensitiveness. The make-and-break arrangement is a very rude
one of my own construction, acting either by the dipping of needles into
mercury, or by the intermittent contact of a spring with a toothed wheel.
When the handle of the instrument is turned, there are generated in the
second circuit, as is well known, a series of instantaneous currents which are
alternately opposite in sign but whose magnitudes are equal, although that
corresponding to the break of the battery-circuit is the most condensed.
When, then, the instrument is worked with such rapidity that the interval
between the cun-ents is very small in comparison with the time of free
oscillation of the needle, the latter might be expected to be sensibly
unaffected. But so far was this from being the case, that although the
swing of the needle produced by a single impulse was only a few degrees,
yet under the influence of the series of equal and opposite currents it

remained steady at 60 or 70 [degrees], and tJtat on either side of the zero-
pomt, which had in fact become a position of unstable equilibrium. Since it

took place indifferently in either direction, the deflection cannot be ascribed
to an inequality in the alternate currents, giving on the whole a balance in

one direction such as, according to the experiments of Henry and Abria,
might arise from imperfect contacts in the second circuit.

The fii-st explanation which suggested., itself to me was that, while no
doubt the currents of the two series werd strictly equal (numerically), the
resulting impulses, or rather impulsive couples, acting on the needle might
be slightly different owing to the change of the latter's position in reference

to the coil in the small vibration which the series of currents must produce,

however quickly they may follow one another, which would give one set an
advantage over the other. Those currents would prevail which tend to

increase the deviation of the needle; for they would have, as it were, the

greatest purchase on it. To make this perfectly clear, suppose either the

galvanometer to be turned round, or the direction of the magnetic force

altered by permanent magnets, so that the position of equilibrium of the

needle is now no longer zero, but say 20°, and then let the series of induced

currents pass. There might appear at first sight to be two cases, according

as the first current tends to diminish or increase the already existing

deviation; but the result is the same in both, and I will take for the sake

of illustration that in which the needle is first sent towards zero. When the

second instantaneous current passes, it finds the needle nearer zero, and

therefore acts upon it with greater force than did the first ; and this process

continues, so that if for the moment we imagine the needle to vibrate

about 20°, there is an outstanding force tending to increase the deviation.

As this is unlsalanced, the equilibrium at 20° cannot be maintained, and the

needle must move further from zero : instead of equilibrium, perhaps, I
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should say resultant equilibrium; for the rapid vibration of the needle just

now referred to of couree goes on in any case. I worked out the mathe-

matical theory of this action fully for a tangent-galvanometer ; and for the

case, to which experiment is not limited, of an equal interval between

consecutive instantaneous currents of opposite sorts. The most conspicuous

result (which might, however, have been anticipated) was that the effect is

independent of the rapidity with which the make-and-break apparatus

works. As this was not at all what I had inferred from the experiment,

I began to doubt whether I had hit upon the true cause of the phenomenon

;

and on more close examination of the mathematical result, it appeared that

the needle could not remain permanently deflected from its position of

equilibrium at zero, unless each instantaneous current were powerful enough

to swing it right round when acting on it alone, although an already existing

deviation would be always increased. I have already mentioned that the

phenomenon was observed when the swing for a single current was only

a few degi-ees, so that there is no doubt of the inadequacy of the foregoing

explanation.

The real cause is, I believe, to be found in a deficiency in the hardness

of the steel needles, rendering them to some extent capable of temporary

magnetism when placed in a field of force. If this temporary magnetism

alone be considered, the two sets of instantaneous currents conspire in their

effects instead of opposing each other; for if a soft-iron needle be freely

suspended in a uniform field of magnetic force, it has, as is known, four

positions of equilibrium, of which those two are stable which would be

positions of equilibrium (one stable and one unstable) for a magnetized steel

bar. If while the needle is in equilibrium the direction of the magnetic

force is reversed, no disturbance takes place, because the magnetism of the

needle is at the same time reversed also. If such a needle be suspended in

the coil of a galvanometer, the force with which a current acts upon it

is independent of the direction and varies as the square of the cuiTent ; or

when there is a rapid series of varying but periodic currents, the deflecting

force varies as the integral of the square of the current, and as the sine

of twice the deviation from zero. The deflecting force would, according to

this, be for a given position of the needle with reference to the coil (or

deviation) proportional to the heating-power of the discontinuous current;

but it must be remembered that the case is an ideal one, as no iron is

perfectly soft or capable of at once assuming the magnetism due to the field

of force in which it is placed. A remarkable illustration of this will be

mentioned a little later.

In order to test the correctness of these views, I removed the steel

needles from the galvanometer and replaced them by a single soft-iron

needle, with which it was found that all the phenomena observed before
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were reproduced Being anxious to submit the arrangement to a more

severe test, I placed the galvanometer in a third circuit, so that it should be

acted on by the currents induced by the induced cuiTcnts of the second

circuit, as in Henry's experiments. The effect was very marked, though for

this it was necessary that the galvanometer should be turned round so that

the position of equilibrium should be about 20" or 25°; iu a tangent-

galvanometer the most favourable position would be at 45''. Throughout

these experiments the effect always increased with the velocity of the

contact-breaker up to a certain point, about 100 per second, and then

declined. The general increase is in accordance with the explanation here

advanced, while the falling off might be owing to an imperfect action of the

make-and-break machine when a certain velocity is reached. I am more

inclined, however, to attribute it to a want of theoretical softness in the iron,

which prevents it from taking the full magnetism when the alternation of

cun-ents is too rapid*. In support of this opinion I adduce one more

experiment. Returning to the first arrangement, in which the galvanometer

was placed in the second circuit, I an-anged a third cii'cuit in the neighbour-

hood of the second or galvanometer circuit, whose ends could be joined

or kept apart •]-. In the second case, of' course, no effect is produced by the

third circuit ; but what will be the result of completing it ? It is known
that while the magnitude of each instantaneous current in the galvanometer

circuit is unaffected, the duration of them is increased by the induction.

This dilution, so to speak, of the induced currents diminishes their heating-

power, which depends on the integral of the square of the current while

it lasts, and would, if the iron were perfectly soft, diminish the deflecting

force on the galvanometer-needle ; but it was found, on the contrary,

considerably to increase it. In fact, the induced currents are too condensed

to produce their full action, passing away before the needle is properly

magnetized.

It is too soon to say whether any use can be made of these results ; but

it is possible that such a soft-iron galvanometer might be available for

measuring the currents produced by the new magneto-electric machines

when the consecutive waves are opposite.

[1899. For an application of the soft-iron galvanometer here suggested

to measure feeble alternating currents, see Bellati (Venezia, Istit. Atti, i.

p. 563, 1883; Wied. Beibl. vii. p. 017). A similar instrument has been

constructed by Giltay. More recently the author has applied the method to

determine the angle of lag in the case of powerful alternating currents {Phil.

Mag. XLiii. p. 343, 1897).]

* [1899. The influence of eddy currents in the iron would need to be considered here.]

t There were two similar coils, each containing two wires A-^, A.,, £,, Bj- ^^^^ battery-

circuit included A^ and the interrupter. The second circuit consisted of the wires A^, B^, and the

galvanometer. Z?j gave the third circuit, which was closed or open, according as the ends of B^

were in cormexion or not. —Note added Deo. 1876.
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ACOUSTICAL OBSERVATIONS. I.

[^Philosophiccd Magazine, in. pp. 456—464, 1877.]

Ferception of the Direction of a Source of Sound.

In a paper with the above title, communicated last year to the Musical

Association and afterwards published in abstract in Nature [Art. XL.], I

brought forward the fact that we are unable to distinguish whether a pure

tone (obtained from a tuning-fork and air-resonator) is immediately in front

of or immediately behind us—although with other sounds, and notably with

the human voice, there is in general no difficulty. In order to make the^

experiment satisfactorily, it is necessary to provide two similar forks and

resonators and to place the observer between them. At a given signal both

forks are struck, but one of them only is held over its resonator. If this

precaution be neglected, the noise attending the excitation of the fork

vitiates the experiment. Subsequently to the reading of my paper, it

occurred to me that if the ordinary view as to the functions of the two ears

be correct, there must be other ambiguous cases besides those already

experimented upon. To the right of the observer, and probably nearly in

the line of the ears, there must be one direction in which the ratio of the

intensity of sound as heard by the right ear to the intensity as heard by the

left ear has a maximum value greater than unity. For sounds coming from

directions in front of this the ratio of intensities has a less and less valne,

approaching unity as its limit when the sound is immediately in front. In

like manner, for directions intermediate between the direction of maximum
ratio and that immediately behind the observer, the ratio of intensities

varies continuously between the same maximum value and unity. Ac-

cordingly, for every direction in front there must be a corresponding direction

behind for which the ratio of iutensities has the same value ; and these two

directions could not be distinguished in the case of. a pure tone. The only
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directions as to which there would be no ambiguity are the direction of

maximum ratio itself, and a corresponding direction of minimum ratio on the

other side of the head.

The attitude of my mind with respect to this result was, I confess, one of

considerable scepticism. A great number of miscellaneous experiments had

been made with forks as well as with other sources of sound ; and I thought

that, if these ambiguities had existed, indications of them must have been

perceived already. It was therefore with some curiosity that I took the first

opjDortunity, last September, of submitting the matter to the test of experi-

ment, the same forks (making 256 vibrations per second) being used as on

previous occasions. The decision was soon given. An observer facing north,

for example, made mistakes between forks bearing approximately north-east

and south-east, though he could distinguish without a moment's hesitation

forks bearing east and west. In all such experiments it is necessary that the

observer keep his head perfectly still, a very slight motion being sufficient in

many cases to give the information that was previously wanting.

A suggestion was made, in the discussion that followed the reading of my
paper before the Musical Association, which I thought it proper to examine,

though I had not much doubt as to the result. In order to meet the

difficulty in the ordinary view as to the functions of the two ears arising out

of the fact that a 256-fork seems to be heard nearly as well with the ear

turned away as with the ear turned towards it, it was suggested that

possibly the discrimination between forks right and left depended on some-

thing connected with the commencement of the sound. It might be

supposed, for example, that we are able to recognize which ear is first

affected. On trial, however, it appeared that the power of discrimination

was not weakened, although the observer stopped his ears during the

establishment of the sound.

When one ear is stopped, mistakes are made between forks right and

left ; but the direction of other sounds, such as those produced by clapping

hands or by the voice, is often told much better than might have been

expected. [1899. See Phil. Mag. vol. xiii. p. 343, 1882.]

The Read as an Obstacle to Sound.

The perfection of the shadow thrown by the head depends on the pitch of

the sound. I have already mentioned that it appears to make but little

difference in the audibility of a pure tone with a frequency of 256, whether

the ear used be turned towards or from the source. But the case is very

different with sounds of higher pitch, such as that of an ordinary whistle.

The one that I employed was blown from a loaded gas-bag, and gave a very

steady note of pitch/". A hiss is also heard very badly with the averted
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ear. This observation may be made by first listening with both ears to a

steady hiss on the right or left, and then closing one ear. It makes but

little difference when the further ear is closed, but a great difference when

the neai-er ear is closed. A similar observation may be made on the sound

of running water.

For the same reason a hiss or whisper, coming from a person whose

face is averted, is badly heard. Under those circumstances even ordinary

speech is difficult to understand, though the mere intensity of sound does not

seem deficient.

Reflection of Sound.

In many cases sound-shadows appear much less perfect than theory

would lead us to expect. The anomally is due in great measure, I believe,

to an en-or of j udgment, depending on the enormous range of intensity with

which the ear is capable of dealing. The whistle of a locomotive is very loud

at a distance of ten yards. At a mile off the intensity must be 30,000 times

less ; but the sound still appears rather loud, and would probably be audible

under favourable circumstances even when enfeebled in the ratio of a million

to one. For this reason it is not easy to obtain complete shadows; but

another difficulty arises from the ' fact that there are generally obstacles

capable of retiecting a more or less feeble sound into what might otherwise

be a nearly complete shadow. An attempt to examine this point led

me to a few simple experiments on the reflection of sound, which may be

worth recording.

The principal obstacle throwing the shadow was the corner of a large

house ; and among the sources of sound tried were the human voice, tuning-

forks, whistles steadily blown, and a small electric bell, of which the last

(which was employed in Professor Reynolds' acoustical experiments) proved

to be as convenient as any. The source was placed close to the south side of

the house, at a distance of eight or ten yards from the south-west corner,

while the observer took up a corresponding position on the west side. With

these arrangements the sound-shadow was pretty good, though far from

perfect. When, however, a flat reflector, such as a drawing-board of moderate

dimensions, was held at the proper angle by an assistant placed at some

distance outwards from the corner, the augmentation of sound was immense,

and the hearer realized for the first time how very good the shadow

really was.

A screen made by stretching a Times over a hoop about 2^ feet in

diameter gave apparently as good a reflection as the drawing-board ; but

when calico was substituted for the paper the reflecting-power was very

feeble. By wetting the calico, however, it could be made to reflect very

well. These results are in agreement with the striking experiments described

by Professor Tyndall.
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Audibility of Consonants.

I suppose it must have been noticed before now that the s sound is badly

returned by an echo. Standing at a distance of about 150 yards from a

large wall, I found that there was scarcely any response to even the most

powerful hiss. Sh was heard a little better ; m, k, p, g pretty well ; r very

well ; h badly ; t badly ; h seemed half converted into jp by the echo. The
failure of the hiss seems to be the fault of the air rather than of the wall, for

a powerful hiss heard directly at a distance of 200 yards had very little s left

in it.

Interference of Sounds from two unisonant Tuning-forks.

In ordinary experiments on interference the sounds are only approxi-

mately in unison, and consequently the silences resulting from antagonism

of the vibrations are of only momentary duration. I thought it of interest,

therefore, to arrange an experiment in which the sounds should be pure

tones, absolutely in unison, and should proceed from sources at a considerable

distance apart. With the aid of electromagnetism the solution of the

problem was comparatively easy. An intermittent electric current, obtained

from a fork interrupter making 1 28 vibrations per second, excited by means

of electromagnets two other forks, whose frequency was 256. These latter

forks were placed at a distance of about ten yards apart, and were provided

with suitably tuned resonators by which their sounds were reinforced. The

pitch of both forks is necessarily identical, since the vibrations axeforced by

electromagnetic forces of absolutely the same period. The arrangement was

successful; and with a battery-power of two Grove cells sounds of fair

intensity were obtained. With one ear closed it was possible to define the

places of silence with considerable accuracy, a motion of about an inch being

sufficient to produce a marked revival of sound. At a point of silence, from

which the line joining the forks subtended an angle of about 60°, the

apparent striking up of one fork, when the other was stopped, had a very

peculiar effect.

Symmetrical Bell.

I do not know whether it has ever been noticed that there ought to be

no sound emitted along the axis of a symmetrical bell. It is easy to see

that at any point of the axis any effect, whether condensation or rarefaction,

which may be produced by one part of the surface of the bell must be

neutralized by other parts, and that therefore on the whole there can be no

variation of pressure during the vihration. The experiment may be made

with a large glass bell (such as are used with air-pumps), set into vibration

by friction with the wetted finger carried round the circumference. If the

axis of the vibrating bell be turned exactly towards the observer, the sound
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is feeble as compared with that heard when the position of the bell is

altered. The residual sound may be due to want of symmetry, or more

probably to reflexion from the ground, which last cause of error it is almost

impossible to get rid of.

Octave frovi Tuning-forks.

When a vibi-ating fork is held over an air-resonntor in tune with itself,

the sound emitted is very appro.ximately a pure tone ; but when the fork is

placed in contact with a sounding-board, the octave ma}- generally be

perceived bj' a practised ear, and is often of remarkable loudness. By means

of a resonator tuned to the octave the fact may be made apparent to any one.

This result need not surprise us. By the construction of a fork the moving

parts are carefully balanced, and the motion is approximately isolated. In

the ideal tuning-fork, composed of equal masses moving to and fro in a

straight line, the isolation would be complete, and there would be no

tendency whatever to communicate motion to suiTounding bodies. In an

actual fork, however, even if the direction of motion of the masses were as

nearly as possible perpendicular to the stalk, the necessary curvature of the

paths would give rise to an unbalanced centrifugal force tending to set the

sounding-board in vibration. The force thus arising is indeed of the second

order, and might probably be neglected, were it not that the apparatus

is especially suited to bring it into prominence.

In order to test the soundness of this view as to the origin of the octave,

the following experiment was contrived. A 256 tuning-fork was screwed on

to a resonance-box intended for a 512 tuning-fork, and therefore approxi-

mately in tune with the octave of the first fork. When a powerful vibration

was excited by means of a bow, the octave sound was predominant, and but

little could be heaixl of the proper tone of the fork. In order to place the

two sounds on a more equal footing, a resonator, consisting of a bottle tuned

by pouring water into it to a frequency of 256, was brought near the ends of

the vibrating prongs. By adjusting the distance it was easy to arrange

matters so that at the beginning of the vibration neither sound had a
conspicuous advantage. But, as the amplitude of vibration diminished, the
gi-aver tone continually gained on its rival, and was left at last in complete
possession of the field. The purity of the remaining sound could be tested

at any time by the perfection of the silence obtained on removing the air-

resonator. This ari-angement may be recommended to any one who wishes
to practise his ears in hearing octaves.

From the above experiment (in which, if desired, the ear may be replaced
by Konig's manometric flames), it appears that the octave sound is to be
attributed to a motion of the second order, which is rendered important by
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the peculiar isolation of the motion of the first order. The harmonic sounds

heaixi when suitably tuned resonatoi-s are presented to the free ends of the

prongs, though also dependent on orders, of the motion higher than the first,

have a somewhat different origin.

Influence of a Flange on the Connection for the Open End of a Pipe.

In theoretical investigations* as to the amount of the correction to the

length of an open pipe due to the inertia of the external air, it has been

usual, for the sake of facilitating the calculations, to suppose that the open

end is provided with an infinite flange. Even with this simplification no

exact solution of the problem has been obtained. It has been proved,

however, that, provided the wave-length be sufficient in relation to the

diameter of the pipe, the addition which must be supposed to be made
to the length is very nearly equal to, though somewhat less than, "8242 72,

and is certainly greater than '185 R^, R being the radius of the pipe.

It is obvious that the removal of the flange would make a considerable

difference, probably reducing the correction below the lower limit above

mentioned. In the absence of any theoretical estimate, I thought it

desirable to make an experimental determination of the effect of a flange,

and ordered some years ago a pair of similar organ-pipes of circular section

for the purpose. My idea was to tune the pipes to unison, and then to count

the beats when the pitch of one of them was slightly lowered by the addition

of a flange ] but the experiment lay in abeyance until last winter. Instead

of tuning the pipes to unison, I preferred simply to count the beats before

and after the addition of the flange, which consisted of a large sheet of stiff

millboard perforated with a hole sufficiently large to allow the passage of the

pipe. In this way it appeared that the effect of the flange was to reduce the

frequency by nearly 1^ out of about 242. If we take the velocity of sound

at 1123 feet per second, corresponding to 60° F., the calculated effective

length of the pipe is about 28 inches, and the radius is 1 inch. Thus

the correction to the length due to the flange is the same fraction of

28 inches that 1| is of 242, or is equal to about '^R. Combining this result

^vith the theoretical estimate above refeiTcd to, we may conclude that the

whole correction for an open end, when there is no flange, must be about 'GR.

Mr Bosanquet, to whom I communicated the result at which I had

arrived, informs me that he has since determined the correction for a flange

as -25^.

* Helmholtz, Crelle, 1860. Also a memoir by myself "On Eesonance," P/«J. Tram. 1871.

[Art, v.]

t See note to a paper "On the Approximate Solution of certain Problems relating to the

Potential," Math. Soc, Proc, vol. vii. No. 93. [Art. xxxix.]
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The Pitch of Organ-pipes.

•The whole correction to the length of an organ-pipe, necessary to make

it agi-ee with Bernoulli's theory, is considerably greater than any of those

spoken of under the preceding heading. According to the rule of Cavaill^-

Coll, the addition for an open pipe of circular section amounts to as much as

S^It, whereas for a simple tube open at both ends it should bo only about

1-2R. This discrepancy is, I believe, often attributed to a peculiar action

of the stream of air by which the pipe is excited. Of course it is not to

be denied that some disturbance arises from this source, as is proved by the

dependence of the pitch on the strength of the vnnd ; but the near agreement

between theor}'' and measurements by Wertheim and others, on the pitch of

resonators caused to speak by a stream of air, has always seemed to me
to prove that a comparatively small part only of the whole discrepancy

is to be explained in this way. On the other hand, it is obvious that the

" open " end at the base of the pipe is very much contracted, and that

the coriection thence arising may be several times as great as that applicable

to the upper end, where the pipe retains its full section. I was therefore

anxious to ascertain what was the proper note of an organ-pipe, regarded as

a freely vibrating column of air, and thus to estimate in what proportion the

two causes of disturbance contribute to the final result.

There are two methods by which the pitch of a resonator may be

determined without the use of a stream of air. The simplest, and in many
cases the most accurate, method consists merely in tapping the resonator

with the finger or other hammer of suitable hai'dness, and estimating with

the aid of a monochord the pitch of the sound so produced. In attempting,

however, thus to determine the pitch of the organ-pipe, I found a difficulty

arising from the uncertain character of the sound, and the results were by no

means so accordant as I desired. Possibl}' an observer gifted with a more

accui-ate ear than mine would have been more successful. The other method

is one of which I have had a good deal of experience, and which I can

generally rely upon to give results of moderate accuracy. It consists in

putting the ear into communication with the interior of the resonator,

and determining to what note of the scale the resonance is loudest. I have

generally found it possible thus to fix the pitch of a resonator to within

a quarter of a semitone. In the present case a small hole was made in the

side of the pipe near the centre ; and over the hole a short piece of tube was

cemented, which could be put into communication with the ear by means of

a rubber tube. In this way the effective length of the pipe was determined

to be 28-7 inches, 47 inches more than the actual length. As a check upon

this estimate, I closed the upper end of the pipe with a plate of wood and

again determined the note of maximum resonance. The effective length of

the pipe was now 29"1 inches, so that the correction due to want of openness
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at the lower end amounted to 5"1 inches. If we add "6 as a correction for

the upper end, we obtain as the corrected length of the pipe in its ordinary

condition 29-7 inches. The difference between this and 287, obtained

directly, is greater, I think, than can be ascribed to errors of experimenting,

and is possibly connected with the excessive magnitude of the correction

in relation to the wave-length of the sound. The actual note of the pipe,

when blown in the ordinary way by a wind of pressure measured by

2| inches of water, corresponded to an effective length of 28 inches, so that

the blo\vn note was actually higher in pitch than the note of maximum
resonance. So far, therefore, from the depression of pitch in an organ-pipe

below that calculated from the actual length, according to Bernoulli's theory,

being principally due to the action of the wind, it would appear that in the

absence of a peculiar action of the wind the depression would be even

greater than it is. Too much stress, however, must not be laid on a single

observation ; and all I would maintain is, that by far the larger part of the

depression of pitch is due to the insufficient openness of the lower end

of the pipe.

[1899. For further observations upon this subject, see Phil. Mag.

vol. XIII. p. 34.0, 1882.]

R. I.
21
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ON PROGRESSIVE WAVES.

[Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, IX. pp. 21—26, 1877.]

It has often been remarked that, when a group of waves advances into

still water, the velocity of the group is less than that of the individual waves

of which it is composed ; the waves appear to advance through the group,

dying away as they approach its anterior limit. This phenomenon was, I

believe, first explained by Stokes, who regarded the group as formed by the

superposition of two infinite trains of waves, of equal amplitudes and of

nearly equal wave-lengths, advancing in the same direction. My attention

was called to the subject about two years since by Mr Froude, and the same

explanation then occurred to me independently*. In my book on the

Theory of Sound, 1877 (§ 191), I have considered the question more gene-

rally, and have shown that, if V be the velocity of propagation of any kind

of waves whose wave-length is \, and Ic= 27rX~\ then U, the velocity of a

group composed of a great number of waves, and moving into an undisturbed

part of the medium, is expressed by

-^^^> «
* Another phenomenon, also mentioned to me by Mr Froude, admits of a similar explanation.

A steam launch moving quickly through the water is accompanied by a peculiar system of

diverging waves, of which the most striking feature is the obliquity of the line containing the

greatest elevations of successive waves to the wave-fronts. This wave pattern may be explained

by the supei-position of two (or more) infinite trains of waves, of slightly differing wave-lengths,

whose directions and velocities of propagation are so related in each case that there is no change

of position relatively to the boat. The mode of composition will be best understood by drawing

on paper two sets of parallel and equidistant lines, subject to the above condition, to represent

the crests of the component trains. In the case of two trains of slightly different wave-lengths,

it may be proved that the tangent of the angle between the line of maxima and the wave-fronts is

half the tangent of the angle between the wave-fronts and the boat's course.
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or, as we may also write it,

^^^--'-'^ «
Thus, if FooV, U={l-n)V. (3)

In fact, if the two infinite trains be represented by cos k(Vt — x) and

cos k'
( V't — x), their resultant is represented bj^

cos k
(
Vt -x) + cos k' ( V't - x),

which is equal to

2 cos (i (k'V - k F) < - i (A;' - k) a; } . cos [^ {k'V + kV)t-^ {k' + k') x}.

If k' — k, V — V be small, we have a train of waves whose amplitude

varies slowly from one point to another between the limits and 2, forming

a series of groups separated from one another by regions comparatively free

from disturbance. The position at time t of the middle of that group, which

was initiall}^ at the origin, is given by

(k'V -kr)t-(k'-k)x = 0,

which shows that the velocity of the group is {k'V — kV) -^ (k' — k). In the

limit, when the number of waves in each group is indefinitely great, this

result coincides with (1).

The following particular cases are worth notice, and are here tabulated

for convenience of comparison :

—

Reynolds' disconnected pendulums*.

Deep-water gravit}' waves.

Aerial waves, &c.

Capillary water waves.

Flexural waves.

The capillary water waves are those whose wave-length is so small that

the force of restitution due to capillarity largely exceeds that dne to gi-avity.

Their theory has been given by Thomson (Phil. Mag., Nov. 1871). The

flexural waves, for which U='2.V, are those corresponding to the bending of

an ehxstic rod or plate {Theory of 8ouiid, | 191).

In a paper read at the Plymouth meeting of the British Association

(afterwards printed in Nature, Aug. 23, 1877), Prof Osborne Reynolds gave

a dynamical explanation of the fact that a group of deep.-water waves

advances with only half the rapidity of the individual waves. It appears

that the energy propagated across any point, when a train of waves is

* [1899 For a further discussion of the case 17=0, see Phil. Mag. toI. xlvi. p. 567, 1898.]

21—2

FocX,
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passing, is only one-half of the energy necessary to supply the waves which

pass in the same time, so that, if the train of waves be limited, it is

impossible that its front can be propagated with the full velocity of the

waves, because this would imply the acquisition of more energy than can in

fact be supplied. Prof. Reynolds did not contemplate the cases where more

energy is propagated than corresponds to the waves passing in the same

time ; but his argument, applied conversely to the results already given,

shows that such cases must exist. The ratio of the energy propagated to

that of the passing waves is U :V; thus the energy propagated in the unit

time is U : F of that existing in a length V, or U times that existing in the

unit length. Accordingly

Energy propagated in unit time : Euergy contained (on an average) in

unit length = dikV)/dk, by (1).

As an example, I will take the case of small irrotational waves in water

of finite depth I*. If z be measured downwards fi-om the surface, and the

elevation (h) of the wave be denoted by

h = H cos {nt — kx), (4)

in which n — kV, the corresponding velocity-potential (<^) is

4> = -VH ^i_g-u ~- sm(nt-kx) (5)

This value of </> satisfies the general differential equation for irrotational

motion (V^^ = 0), makes the vertical velocity d<p/dz zero when z = 1, and
— dh/dt when z = 0. The velocity of propagation is given by

F^^g
^'-"""

We may now calculate the energy contained in a length x, which is

supposed to include so great a number of waves that fractional parts may be
left out of account.

For the potential energy we have

V^=9P \\^zdzdx=^\gpyi^dx = \gpH\x (7)

For the kinetic energy,

^-M\ti) - (Tt)'}
<^^' = i^/(*SL<^ = i^^^-- ' (»)

by (1) and (6). If, in accordance with the argument advanced at the end of

this paper, the equality of F, and T be assumed, the value of the velocity of

* Prof. Reynolds considers the troclioidal wave of Rankine aud Froude, which involves mole-
cular rotation.
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propagation follows from the present expressions. The whole energy in the

waves occupying a length x is therefore (for each unit of breadth)

V, + T = ^gpH\x, (9)

H denoting the maximum elevation.

We have next to calculate the energy propagated in time t across a plane

for which x is constant, or, in other words, the work {W) that must be done

in order to sustain the motion of the plane (considered as a flexible lamina)

in the face of the fluid pressures acting upon the I'ront of it. The variable

part of the pressure (8p) at depth z is given by

hp =
d<^ = -nVH-P dt

while for the horizontal velocity

gt (z—J) 1 g—k iz-ll

e*'-
cos {nt — kx).

d4
dx

kVH
gi [z—D ^ g-k ^i-l)

cos {nt — kx)
;

so that

W =
jJ8p^ dzdt = IgpH' . Vt 1 +

4kl

— e.-M
.(10)

on integration. From the value of V in (6) it may be proved that

1 d{kV')] ,..(, 4W
dk * ^ 1^ + F^

= iF 1 +
o2kl .

-"M 1
'

dk \ "I e-^^-e-

and it is thus verified that the value of W for a unit time

= ^ X energy in unit length.

As an exaniple of the direct calculation of U, we may take the case of

waves moving under the joint influence of gravity and cohesion. It is proved

by Thomson that

V^ = glk+T'k, (11)

where T' is the cohesive tension. Hence

fr=|F|l + ^,-^^}-^F j^j^ (12)

When k is small, the surface tension is negligible, and then U=^V; but

when, on the contrary, k is large, 17= fF, as has already been stated. When

2"jg2^g^ JJ=V. This corresponds to the minimum velocity of propagation

investigated by Thomson.

Although the argument from interference groups seems satisfactory, an

independent investigation is desirable of the relation between energy existing
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and energy propagated. For some time I was at a loss for a method applic-

able to all kinds of waves, not seeing in particular why the comparison of

energies should introduce the consideration of a variation of wave-length.

The following investigation, in which the increment of wave-length is

imaginary , may perhaps be considered to meet the want.

Let us suppose that the motion of every part of the medium is resisted

by a force of very small magnitude proportional to the mass and to the

velocity of the part, the effect of which will be that waves generated at the

origin gradually die away as x increases. The motion, which in the absence

of friction would be represented by Q,os{nt — kx), under the influence of

friction is represented by e~'^^ cos {nt — kx), where yu, is a small positive

coefficient. In strictness the value of k is also altered by the friction ; but

the alteration is of the second order as regards the frictional forces, and may

be omitted under the circumstances here supposed. The energy of the

waves per unit length at any stage of degradation is proportional to the

square of the amplitude, and thus the whole energy on the positive side of

the origin is to the energy of so much of the waves at their gi-eatest value,

i.e., at the origin, as would be contained in the unit of length, as

/:
e-2''^ dx : I,

or as (2/i)~i
: 1. The energy transmitted through the origin in the unit time

is the same as the energy dissipated ; and, if the frictional force acting on the

element of mass m be hviv, where v is the velocity of the element and h is

constant, the energy dissipated in unit time is h'Zmv- or 2hT, T being the

kinetic energy. Thus, on the assumption that the kinetic energy is half the

whole energ}', we find that the energy transmitted in the unit time is to the

greatest energy existing in the unit length as h : 2/i. It remains to find the

connection between h and /i.

For this purpose it will be convenient to regard cos {nt — kx) as the real

part of e"'' e~^^, and to inquire how k is affected, when n is given, by the

introduction of friction. Now the effect of friction is represented in the

differential equations of motion by the substitution of d-jdt- + hdjdt in place

of d-jdt', or, since the whole motion is proportional to e'"*, by substituting

— ?i^ -H ihn for — n-. Hence the introduction of friction coiresponds to an

alteration of n from n to n—\ih (the square of h being neglected); and

accordingly k is altered from k to k — ^ikdkjdn. The solution thus becomes
g-ihzdkidn gi int-kx)^Qj.^ when the imaginary part is rejected, e"i''a:d*/d" ^^g (^nt—kx)

;

so that /i = ^hdkjdn, and h:2/ji = dn/dk. The ratio of the energy transmitted

in the unit time to the energy existing in the unit length is therefore

expressed by dn/dk or d{kV)/dk, as was to be proved.

It has often been noticed, in particular cases of progressive waves, that

the potential and kinetic energies are equal; but I do not call to mind anj'
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general treatment of the question. The theorem is not usually true for the

individual parts of the medium*, but must be understood to refer either to

an integral number of wave-lengths, or to a space so considerable that the

outstanding fractional parts of waves may be left out of account. As an

example well adapted to give insight into the question, I will take the case

of a uniform stretched circular membrane {Theory of Sound, § 200) vibrating

with a given number of nodal circles and diameters. The fundamental

modes are not quite determinate in consequence of the symmetry, for any

diameter may be made nodal. In order to get rid of this indeterminateness,

we may suppose the membrane to carry a small load attached to it anywhere

except on a nodal circle. There are then two definite fundamental modes, in

one of which the load lies on a nodal diameter, thus producing no effect, and

in the other midway between nodal diameters, where it produces a maximum
effect (Theory of Sound, § 208). If vibrations of both modes are going on

simultaneously, the potential and kinetic energies of the whole motion may
be calculated by simple addition of those of the components. Let us now,

supposing the load to diminish without limit, imagine that the vibrations

are of equal amplitude and differ in phase by a quarter of a period. The

result is a progressive wave, whose potential and kinetic energies are the

sums of those of the stationary waves of which it is composed. For the first

component we have Vi = E cos^ nt, Ti = E sin^ nt ; and for the second compo-

nent, V,_ = Es\n^nt, T^^Ecos^nt; so that V^-\- V^= T^ + T^= E, or the

potential and kinetic energies of the progi-essive wave are equal, being the

same as the whole energy of either of the components. The method of proof

here employed appears to be sufficiently general, though it is rather difficult

to express it in language which is appropriate to all kinds of waves.

* Aerial waves are an important exception.
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ON THE AMPLITUDE OF SOUND-WAVES.

{Proceedings of the Royal Society, xxvi. pp. 248—249, 1877.]

Scarcely any attempts have been made, so far as I am aware, to

measure the actual amplitude of sound-bearing waves, and indeed the

problem is one of considerable difficulty*. Even if the measurement could

be effected, the result would have reference only to the waves actually

experimented upon, and would be of no great value in the absence of

some means of defining the intensity of the corresponding sound. It is

bad policy, however, to despise quantitative estimates because they are

rough ; and in the present case it is for many reasons desirable to have a

general idea of the magnitudes of the quantities with which we have to deal.

Now it is evident that a superior limit to the amplitude of waves giving an

audible sound may be arrived at from a knowledge of the energy which must

be expended in a given time in order to generate them, and of the extent of

surface over which the waves so generated are spread at the time of hearing.

An estimate founded on these data will necessarily be too high, both because

sound-waves must suffer some dissipation in their progress, and also because

a part, and in some cases a large part, of the energy expended never takes

the form of sound-waves at all.

The source of sound in my experiment was a whistle, mounted on a

Wolf's bottle, in connexion with which was a syphon manometer for the

purpose of measuiing the pressure of wind. This apparatus was inflated

from the lungs through an india-rubber tube, and with a little practice

there was no difficulty in maintaining a sufficiently constant blast of the

requisite duration. The most suitable pressure was determined by pre-

liminary trials, and was measured by a column of water 9^ centimetres

high.

* [1899. Reference should have been made to the work of Boltzmann and Toppler (Pogg.

Ann. vol. cxli. p. 321, 1870).]
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The first point to be determined was the distance from the source to

which the sound remained clearly audible. The experiment was tried in

the middle of a fine still winter's day, and it was ascertained that the whistle

was heard without effort at a distance of 820 metres. In order to guard

against any effect of wind, the precaution was taken of repeating the

observation with the direction of propagation reversed, but without any

difference being observable.

The only remaining datum necessary for the calculation is the quantity

of air which passes through the whistle in a given time. This was determined

by a laboratory experiment. The india-rubber tube was put into connexion

with the interior of a rather large bell-glass open at the bottom, and this was

pressed gradually down into a large vessel of water in such a manner that

the manometer indicated a steady pressure of 9^ centimetres. The capacity

of the bell-glass was 5200 cubic centimetres, and it was found that the

supply of air was sufficient to last W^ seconds of time. The consumption of

air was therefore 196 cubic centimetres per second.

In working out the result it will be most convenient to use consistently

the c.G.S. system. On this system of measurement the pressure employed

was 9^ X 981 dynes per square centimetre, and therefore the work expended

per second in generating the waves was 196 x 9^ x 981 ergs [or 1'8 x 10'^

ergs. It may be noted that a volt-ampere corresponds to 10' ergs per

second]. Now the mechanical value of a series of progressive waves is the

same as the kinetic energy of the whole mass of air concerned, supposed

to be moving with the maximum velocity of vibration (v) ; so that, if

S denote the area of the wave-front considered, a be the velocit}' of sound,

and p be the density of air, the mechanical value of the waves passing in a

unit of time is expressed bj' ^S . a . p .v-, in which the numerical value of a is

about 34100, and that of p about "0013. In the present application S is the

area of the surface of a hemisphere whose radius is 82000 centimetres

;

and thus, if the whole energy of the escaping air were converted into sound,

and there were no dissipation on the way, the value of v at the distance

of 82000 centimetres would be given by the equation

2 X 196 X 9^ X 981
'"' ~

27r (82000)= X 34100 x '0013
'

whence v = "0014 centimetre per second.

[Also 5 = t)/a = 4-1 X 10-".]

This result does not require a knowledge of the pitch of the sound. If the

period be r, the relation between the maximum excursion x and the

maximum velocity v is

VT
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In the present case the note of the whistle was/'', with a frequency of about

2730. Hence

•0014

27r X 2730

'

:
10-« X 8-1,

or the amplitude of the aerial particles was less than a teu-inillionth of a

centimetre.

I am inclined to think that on a still night a sound of this pitch,

whose amplitude is only a hundred-millionth of a centimetre, would still be

audible.

[1899. Further investigations upon this subject will be found in Pldl.

Mag. vol. xxxviii. pp. 36.5—370, 1894.]
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ABSOLUTE PITCH.

[Nature, xvii. pp. 12—14, 1877.]

At the present time the question of absolute pitch is attracting attention

in consequence of the discrepancy between Konig's scale and the niuubers

determined by Appunn's tonometer. This instrument is founded upon the

same idea as Scheibler's fork tonometer, and consists of a series of sixty-five

harmonium reeds, bridging over an entire octave, and so tuned that each

reed gives with its immediate neighbours four beats per second. The

application to determine absolute pitch, however, doe^ not require precision

of tuning, all that is necessary being to count with sufficient accuracy the

number of beats per second between each pair of consecutive reeds. The

sum of all these numbers gives the difference of frequencies of vibration

between the first reed and its octave, which is, of course, the same as the

frequency of the first reed itself

The whole question of musical pitch has recently been discussed with

gi-eat care by Mr Ellis, in a paper read before the Society of Arts (May 23,

1877). He finds by original observation with Appunn's instrument 258-4 as

the actual frequency of a Konig's 256 fork, and Prof Preyer, of Jena, has

arrived at a similar result (2582). On the other hand. Prof Mayer in

America, and Prof Macleod in this country, using other methods, have

obtained numbers not differing materially from Konig's. The discrepancy is

so considerable that it cannot well be attributed to casual errors of es|jeri-

ment; it seems rather to point to some defect in principle in the method

employed. Now it appears to me that there is such a theoretical defect

in the reed tonometer, arising from a sensible mutual action of the reeds.

The use of the instrument to determine absolute frequencies assumes that

the pitch of each reed is the same, whether it be sounding with the reed

above, or with the reed below ; and the results arrived at would be vitiated
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by any mutual influence. In consequence of the ill-understood operation of

the wand, it is difficult to predict the character of the mutual influence Avith

certainty; but {Theory of Sound, §§ 112—115) there is reason to think that

the sounds would repel one another, so that the frequency of the beats

heard when both reeds are sounding, exceeds the difference of the frequencies

of the reeds when sounding singly. However this may be, in view of the

proximity of consecutive reeds and of the near approach to unison*, the

assumption of complete independence could only be justified by actual

observation, and this- would be a matter of some delicacy. If the mutual

influence be uniform over the octave it would require a diffei'ence of one

beat per minute only to reconcile Konig's and Appunn's numbers.

As to the amount of the influence I am not in a position to speak with

confidence, but I may mention an observation which seems to prove that

it cannot be left out of account. If two sounds of nearly the same pitch are

going on together, slow beats are heard as the result of the superposition of

vibrations. Suppose now that a third sound supervenes whose pitch is such

that it gives rapid beats ^vith the other two. It is evident that these rapid

beats will be subject to a cycle of changes whose frequency is the same as

that of the slow beat of the first two sounds. For example, in the case

of equal intensities of two sounds there is a moment of silence due to the

superposition of equal and opposite vibrations, and at this moment a third

sound would be heard alone and could not give rise to beats. The experi-

ment may be made with tuning-forks, and the period of the cycle will

be found to be sensibly the same whether it be determined from the slow

beat of the two forks nearl}^ in unison, or from the rattle caused by the

simultaneous sounding of a third fork giving from four to ten beats per

second with the other two. In the case of forks there is no fear of sensible

mutual action, but if it were possible for the third sound to affect the pitch

of one of the others the equality of the periods would be disturbed. The
observation on Appunn's instrument was as follows:—The reeds numbered
and 64 being adjusted to an exact octave, it was found that the beats arising

from the simultaneous sounding of reeds 0, 63, and 64 were by no means
steady, but passed through a cycle of changes in a period no greater than

about five seconds. In order to work with greater certainty a resonator of

pitch corresponding to reed 64 was connected with the ear by a flexible tube

and adjusted to such a position that the beats between reeds and 64 (when
put slightly out of tune) were as distinct as possible, indicating that the

gravest tone of reed 64 and the octave over-tone of reed were of equal

intensity. By flattening reed 64 (which can be done very readily by partially

cutting off the wind) the beats <^f the three sounds could be made nearly

steady, and then when reed 63 was put out of operation, beats having

* It must not be forgotten that the vihration of the tongue involves a transference of the

centre of inertia, so that there is a direct tendency to set the sounding-board into motion.
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a 5 seconds' period were heard, indicating that reeds and 64 were in

tune no longer. It would appear, • therefore, that when reed 63 sounds

the pitch of reed 64 is raised, but in interpreting the experiment a difficult}'

arises from the amount of the disturbance being much in excess of what

would be expected from the performance of the instrument when tested

in other ways*-

I come now to an independent determination of absolute pitch, which it

is the principal object of the present communication to describe. The

method employed may be regarded as new, and it appears to be capable

of giving excellent results.

The standard fork, whose frequency was to be measured, is one of Konig's,

and is supposed to execute 128 complete vibrations in a second. When
placed on its stand (which does not include a resonance box) and excited by

a violin bow, it vibrates for a minute with intensity sufficient for the

counting of beats. The problem is to compare the frequency of this fork

with that of the pendulum of a clock keeping good time. In my experi-

ments two clocks were employed, of which one had a pendulum making

about 1^ complete vibrations per second, and the other a so-called seconds'

pendulum, making half a vibration per second. Contrary to expectation, the

slower pendulum was found the more convenient in use, and the numerical

results about to be given refer to it alone. The rate of the clock at the

time of the experiments was determined by comparison with a watch that

was keeping good time, but the difference was found to be too small to

be worth considering. In what follows it will be supposed for the sake

of simplicity of explanation that the vibrations of the pendulum really

occupied two seconds of time exactly.

The remainder of the apparatus consists of an electrically maintained

fork interrupter, with adjustable weights, making about 12|- vibrations

per second, and a dependent fork whose frequency is about 125. The

current from a Grove cell is rendered intermittent by the interrupter, and,

as in Helmholtz's vowel experiments, excites the vibrations of the second

fork, whose period is as nearly as possible an exact submultiple of its own.

When the apparatus is in steady operation, the sound emitted from a

resonator associated with the higher fork has a frequency which is

* The value of my instrument has been greatly enhanced by the valuable assistance of

Mr Ellis, who was good enough to count the entire series of beats, and to compare the pitch

with that of the tuning-forks employed by him in previous investigations. Mr Ellis, however, is

not responsible for the facts and opinions here expressed. It may be worth mentioning that the

steadiness or unsteadiness of the beats heard when three consecutive reeds are sounding

simultaneously is a convenient test of the equality of the consecutive intervals. The frequency

of the cycle of the four a second beats is equal to the difference of the frequencies of either of the

actual extreme notes and that which, in conjunction with the other two, would make the intervals

exactly equal.
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determined by that of the interrupter, and not by that of the higher fork

itself; nevertheless, an accurate tuning is necessary in order to obtain

vibrations of sufficient intensity*. By counting the beats during a minute

of time it is easy to compare the higher fork and the standard with the

necessary accuracj% and all that remains is to compare the frequencies

of the interrupter and of the pendulum. For this purpose the prongs of

the interrupter are provided with small plates of tin so an-auged as to afford

an interuiittent view of a small silvered bead carried by the pendulum and

suitably illuminated. Under the actual circumstances of the experiment the

bright point of light is visible in general in twenty-five positions, which

would remain fixed, if the frequency of the interi'upter were exactly twenty-

five times that of the pendulum. In accordance, however, with a well-known

principle, these twenty-five positions are not easily observed when the

pendulum is simply looked at ; for the motion then appears to be continuous.

The difficulty thence arising is readily evaded by the interposition of a

somewhat narrow vertical slit, through which onl}' one of the twenty-five

positions is visible. In practice it is not necessary to adjust the slit to any

particular position, since a slight departure from exactness in the ratio

of frequencies brings all the visible positions into the field of view in turn.

In making an experiment the interrupter is tuned, at first by sliding the

weights and afterwards by soft wax, until the interval between successive

appearances of the bright spot is sufficiently long to be conveniently ob-

served. With a slow pendulum there is no difficulty in distinguishing in

which direction the pendulum is vibrating at the moment when the spot

appears on the slit, and it is best to attend only to those appearances which

correspond to one direction of the pendulum's motion. This will be best

understood by considering the case of a conical pendulum whose motion,

really circular, appears to be i-ecti linear to an eye situated in the plane

of motion. The restriction just spoken of then amounts to supposing the

hinder half of the circular path to be invisible. On this understandino-

the interval between successive appearances is the time required by the fork

to gain or to lose one complete vibration as compared with the pendulum.

Whether the difference is a loss or a gain is easily determined in any
particular case by observing whether the apparent motion of the spot across

the slit (which should have a visible breadth) is in the same or in the

opposite direction to that of the pendulum's motion.

In my experiment the interrupter gained one vibration on the clock

in about eighty seconds, so that the frequency of the fork was a thousandth
part greater than 12'5, viz. 12-51. The dependent fork o-ave the ninth

* This tuning is effected by prolonging as much as possible the period of the beat heard when
the dependent fork starts from rest. This beat may be regarded as due to an iuterference of

the forced and natural notes.
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hai-monic, with a frequency of 12.5-1. The beats between this fork and the

standard (whose pitch was the higher) were 180 in sixty seconds, so that the

frequency of the standard was as nearly as possible 128'1, agreeing very

closely with Konig's scale. The error of the determination may amount

to "1, but could not, I think, exceed "2.

I ought to add that the approximate determination of the frequency of

the interrupter must be made independently, as the observation on the

pendulum does not decide which multiple of ^ nearly coincides with the

frequency of the fork. Also the relation between the two auxiliary forks

was assumed, and not determined ; but as to this there can be no doubt,

unless it be supposed that Konig's scale may be in error to the extent of a

whole tone.



50.

ON MR VENN'S EXPLANATION OF A GAMBLING
PARADOX.

[Mind, II. pp. 409—410, 1877;]

Two players, A and B, toss for pennies. A has the option of continuing

or stopping the game at any moment as it suits him. Has he, in consequence

of this option, any advantage over B 1

From one point of view it would seem that A has an advantage ; for, as

the game proceeds, the balance of gains must pass backwards and forwards

from one side to the other, and if A makes up his mind to continue until he

has won (for example) 10, the time must come when he mil have an

opportunity of carrying off his gains. On the other hand, it seems obvious

a jiriori that no combination of fair bets can be unfair, and that A's option

is of no value to him, inasmuch as at any point it is a matter of perfect

indifference to him whether he risks another penny or not.

In order to examine the matter more closely, let us suppose that A has

originally 1000 pennies, and that he proposes to continue the game until he

has won 10, and then to leave off Under these circumstances, it is clear

that in no case can B lose more than 10, whereas A, if unlucky, may lose

his whole stock before he has an opportunity of carrying off Ss. The case is

in fact exactly the same as if B had originally only 10 pennies, and the

agreement were to continue the game until either A or jB was ruined. The

problem thus presented was solved long ago (see Todhunter's History of

Probabilities, p. 62) ; and the result, as might have been expected, is that the

odds are exactly 100 : 1 that B will be ruined. But it does not follow from

this that the arrangement is in any degree advantageous for A ; for, if A
loses, he loses a sum one hundred times as great as that which he gains from

B in the other (and more probable) contingency. A like argument applies,

however great the disproportion of capitals may be. If the sums risked, as
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well as the chances to which they are subjected, be taken into account, the

compensation is complete.

Mr Venn, however, is of opinion that these considerations do not meet

the difficulty. With respect to the argument that A will always win if he

goes on long enough, he says—" It may be replied that we have no right to

assume that the fortune of the player (A) will hold out in this way, for he

may be ruined before his turn of luck comes. This . . is quite true,

but does not explain the difficulty. We have only to suppose the men to

be playing on credit to remove the objection. There is no reason whatever

why an}' money should pass between them until the affair is finallj' settled.

All such transactions, really, must be carried on to some extent on credit,

unless there is to be the trouble of perpetual payments backwards and

forwards ; and it is therefore perfectly legitimate to suppose a state of things

in which no enquiry is made as to the solvency of either of the parties until

the crisis agreed upon has been reached."

—

(Logic of Chance, 2nd edition,

ch. XIV. p. 371.) And again a little further on, "A man might safely, for

instance, continue to lay an eveii bet that he would get the single prize in a

lottery of a thousand tickets, provided he thus doubled, or more than

doubled, his stake each time, and unlimited credit was given."

—

Ibid.

p. 373.

To me, on the contrary, it seems that the question is entirely altered b}'

the introduction of indefinite credit. There is no object, of course, in

insisting on perpetual payments, and a credit may properly be allowed to

the extent of the actual resources of the parties ; but the case is very

different when insolvency is permitted. In order to make a comparison, let

us suppose, in our previous example, that A has no fortune of his own but is

allowed a credit of 1000. If he wins 10 from B without first losing 1000

himself, he retires a victor, and his actual poverty is not exposed. But how

does the matter stand if the luck is against him, and he comes to the end of

his credit before securing his prize ? When called upon to pay at the termi-

nation of the transaction, he has no means of doing so, and thus B is

defrauded of his 1000, which in the long run would otherwise compensate

him for the more frequent losses of 10. The advantage which A possesses

depends entirely, as it seems to me, on the credit which is allowed him, but

to which he is not justly entitled, and is of exactly the same nature as that

enjoyed by any man of straw, who is nevertheless allowed to trade. What
would be thought of a beggar who proposed to toss Baron Rothschild for

1000 pound notes ? and if the proposal were agreed to, would it be said that

the beggar's advantage depended upon his power of arbitraril}' calling for a

stoppage when it suits him and refusing to permit it sooner, and not rather

that the one-sided character of the agreement depended on the simple fact

that one party could pay if he lost, while the other party could not ?

B. I. 22



51.

ON THE RELA.TION BETWEEN THE FUNCTIONS OF

LAPLACE AND BESSEL.

[^Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, ix. pp. Gl—64, 1878.]

In § 783 of Thomson and Tait's Natural Philosophy (1867), a suggestion

is made to examine the transition from formuhd dealing with Laplace's

spherical functions to the corresponding formulae proper to a plane. It is

evident at once from this point of view that Bessel's functions are merelj^

particular cases of Laplace's more general functions ; but the fact seems to

be very little known. Of two valuable works recently published on this

subject*, one makes no mention of Bessel's functions, and the other states

expressly that they are not connected with the main subject of the book

;

other mathematicians also, to whom I have mentioned the matter, have been

unaware of the relation. Under these circumstances it maj' not be super-

fluous to point out briefly the correspondence of some of the formula.

The Bessel's function of zero order /„ is the limiting form of Legendre's

function Pnip-), when n is indefinitely great, and /x. (= cos 6) such that n sin 6

is finite, equal say to z. The simplest proof of this assertion is perhaps that

obtained from Murphy's series for P„. Thus (Todhunter, § 23),

P„(cos^)^eos™|jl-(^tanf)%(!4!i^tan^|y-
} (1)

The limit of cos"' (^^) is e;\sily proved to be unity, and thus ultimately

P„(cos^) = 1 - ^;+ -^^^- ^^
. r^ . 6'

+ =-^0^') (2)

* An Elementary Treatise on Laplace's Functions, Lamp's Functions, and Bessel's Functions.

By I. Todhunter. 1875.

An Elementary Treatise on Splterical Harmonics and subjects connected with them. By the

Rev, N. M. Ferrers. 1877.
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Again (§ 47),

n-Pn{(j)=\ \fi + i'Jil-ii') COS <!>]'' d<p, (3)
J

where i = >/(- I). In the limit /x is to be replaced by unit}', and V(l - /^")

by zn-^; the limit of {/x + tV(l - /i") cos^]" is e"™^''', and thus we get

ultimatel}'

TT Pn (m) = f
e^™-'* d^ = ["cos (^ COS A) d(h = 7r./„ (z).

In like manner Bessel's functions of higher order are the limits of those

Laplace's functions called by Todhunter Associated Functions, which, when
multiplied by sines or cosines of multiples of the longitude (&)), satisfy

Laplace's spherical surface equation,

|{^^--^)f'hT^^S"+'^("+i)^-« (*)

They may be expressed (^ !)9, lOG) by

(1 - yu.2)4'" OT (m, 11, cos^), (5)

where

OT {vi, n, cos 61) = ts- (m, n, 1) jcos"-'" 6 - ('l
-^)(»-"^- 1)

cos"-™-= ^ sin^ 6'

(
4 . {m + 1) . 1

+ i"r"';v':;::i'A cos--^si„..- i <e,.4^(m + l)(m + 2). 1.2

Now (1 — ^=)4'" is proportional to z™ ; and the function becomes

^™|l _^ ,

^
I 2 (2m + 2) ^ 2 . 4 . (2m + 2) (2m + 4)

which is proportional to the Bessel's function of order m (§ 370).

The same conclusion may be arrived at from the expression for the

associated functions as definite integrals. Thus (§ 150) c"„ is an associated

function f, where

C =
I {/" + »V(1 - /J.^) cos

(f)}'
cos m<f> d<p (7)

Jo

By the investigation in § 150, we have

„ _ (-1)4'». 1 .2.3 ... w.(l -/x')^"'

^"^ ~
1 . 3 . 5 ... (2m - 1) . 1 . 2 . 3 ... (« - m)

X ['{^ + iV(l -/i^cos^j^-^sin^^i^cZt/) (8)
Jo

* This series is not quite correctly given in § 106.

t In Heine's and Todhunter's works this integral is called J„, a notation which will be seen

to be inappropriate.

22—2
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from which we find, as for the function of the first oi-der, when »i = co
,

n \/(l — fj.')
= z,

cZ^{-l)i-7rJ,„iz) (9)

It is known (§ 380) that the following relation subsists between three

consecutive Bessel's functions

:

^z{J,„_,{z) + J„,^,(z)] = mJ,„{^); (10)

and it is natural to suppose that a corresponding theorem holds for the

general functions. By (7),

i (C-i - C+i) = [fJ- + i \/(l - m') cos 4>]" sin m4> sin </>rf</),

J a

whence, integrating b}' parts, we find (?« being integral)

i (C-i - c«+i) =
^(1 _ ^,^ _ (^ ^j-) c;;+' ;

(11)

and this, as we see from (9), identifies itself with (10), when n = x>

.

Again, by (7),

2 (C-, + c;;,+i) = [fi + i^/(l- /i-) cos ^1" cos «i0 cos <pd<l> ; (12)

and thus

c;i+' = Mc;;, + ^Vr^nc™-. + c+,) (i3)

From (11) and (13) we may eliminate c'^*'^ ; we thus obtain

2m &', = i tan 6* [(ft + 1 - 7n) c^.^ -{n+l + m) C+,} (14)

a relation given in a somewhat different form by Heine*.

Eeturning to (12), we find in the limit, by (9),

i (_ l)i". Tj. {_ iJ,„_, (^r) + i J,„+, (z)}

=
I

e"'=°^* cos m^ cos (p d<p = - i
-r- I e*^"^* cos m(}i d<f) ;

Jo rf^ J

so that

I ( J",„_i (^) - /,„+! (2-)l
=
^^ J,„ (z), (15)

a known theorem (§ 381).

The complete solution of the equation

|.K^-'^^)'|rl-r^^™+'^('^+i)t™-o, (iG)

obtained from (4) by assuming that T|r,„ is proportional to cos mw or sin m<o,

involves also another function called the associated function of the second

kind. If we take

f^={l-f,'-)i"'<f,^, (17)

* Handbiich der Kugelfunclionen, p. 146.
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the equation for <^,„ is

(l-M=)'^^^r-2(m+l)/x^*;" + |n0i+l)-m(m + l)U,„ = (18)

From this it may be readily proved that (p,^ is of the same form as

SO that

T^) •^«' <19)

in which, however, no connexion between the arbitrary constants is implied.

In terms of yjr,,,, (19) becomes

^/r,„ = (l-;^=)i-(^-j yjr, (20)

We have now to trace the transformation of (20), as n and the radius of

the sphere become infinite, while nv = n ^/{l — /x^) = z. Since /m' + ir = l,

^--(-^s)"*-
\|r„ being regarded as a function of v.

In the limit, yx (even though subject to differentiation) may be identified

with unity, and thus we may take

t,. = -(2^r(^,] ^/.„ (21)

as the ultimate form of (20). The function -^mis now the general solution of

'^•+J%-('-?)+-=» (^^)

involving Bessel's functions of order m of both kinds, each function being

affected with an arbitrary coefficient. A theorem of precisely the same form

holds good when ifr^ is limited to the functions of the first kind, for which

the differential equations (16), (22) are satisfied at the pole (/x= 1) as well as

at all other points. The equation corresponding to (21) may then be written

(§ 390)

j;„(^) = (-2^)-(^J
J„{z), (23)

the constant multiplier left arbitrary by (21) being determined by a com-

parison of the leading terms.

Other comparisons relating to the functions of the second kind might

also be made, some of which would appear to involve theorems not hitherto

formulated.
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NOTE ON ACOUSTIC REPULSION.

[Philosophical Magazine, vi. pp. 270—271, 1878.]

Perhaps the following explanation of the curious phenomenon of the

repulsion of resonators observed by Dvorak and Mayer* may be of interest

to the readers of the Philosophical Magazine.

The hj'drodynamical equation of pressure for irrotational motion is

(iu the usual notation)

"/?=^-t-s^-- «
If we suppose that there are no impressed forces, ii = 0. Distinguishing

the values of the quantities at two points of space by suffixes, we may
write

^.-^. = J^{j>.-<i>^ + \u,'-\u,' (2)

This ecjuation holds good at every instant. Integrating it over a long range

of time, we obtain as applicable to every case of fluid-motion in which the

iiow between the two points does not continually increase

j-uT^dt - ^uT^dt = \^U„^ dt - \jU^^ dt (3)

Let us now apply this equation to the case of a resonator excited by a

source of sound nearly in unison with itself, taking the first point at a

distance from the resonator, where neither the variation of pressure nor the

velocity is sensible, and for the second a point in the interior of the cavity,

where the velocity is negligible, but, on the other hand, the variation of

pressure considerable. It follows that

/(tn-i
-

-nro) df = 0, (4)

• Phil. Mag. September 1878, p. 223.
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or that the mean vahie of vr in the interior is the same as at a distance

outside.

The remainder of the investigation depends upon the relation between

p and p. If the expansions and contractions are isothermal, p = a-p, and

•CT = a-Iog^. Thus

flog ptdt =\og 2},. t; (5)

or the mean logarithmic pressure in the interior is the same as the constant

logarithmic pressure at a distance. Equation (-5) may also be written

or

/{*^'-*r-^i'--H'-^ «
whence, if the changes of pressure be relatively small, we see that the mean

value of pi —jh is positive, or, in other words, that the mean pressure inside

the resonator is in excess of the atmospheric pressure.

If, as in practice, the expansions and contractions are adiabatic, ^j cc p>,

where 7 = 1-4, and (5) is replaced by

j2h'^-'^'^dt = po'y-'^iy.t (8)

Thus, instead of (7),

Ili'-'-^f -'}''-" <"

whence, by the binomial theorem,

[Pi:zP^dt^^{(Pi^P-^\dt (10)
J Po 2y] \ p, J

approximately, showing that here again the mean pressure in the interior of

the cavity exceeds the atmospheric pressure*

Hence, on either supposition, the resonator tends to move as if impelled

by a force acting normally over the area of its aperture and directed

inwards.

* [1899. If in (10) we put 7 = 1, we fall back upon (7).]
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ON THE IRREGULAR FLIGHT OF A TENNIS-BALL.

[^Messenger of Mathematics, vii. pp. 14—16, 1877.]

It is well known to tennis players that a rapidly rotating ball iu moving

through the air will often deviate considerably from the vertical plane.

There is no difficulty in so projecting a ball against a vertical wall that

after rebounding obliquely it shall come back in the air and strike the same

wall again. It is sometimes supposed that this phenomena is to be explained

as a sort of frictional rolling of the rotating ball on the air condensed in front

of it, but the actual deviation is in the opposite direction to that which this

explanation supposes. A ball projected horizontally and rotating about a

vertical axis, deviates from the vertical plane, as if it were rolling on the air

behind it. The true explanation was given in general terms many years ago

by Prof Magnus, in a paper " On the Deviation of Projectiles," published

in the Memoirs of the Berlin Academy, 1852, and translated in Taylor's

Scientific Memoiis, 1853, p. 210. Instead of supposing the ball to move

through air which at a sufficient distance remains undisturbed, it is rather

more convenient to transfer the motion to the air, so that a uniform stream

impinges on a ball whose centre maintains its position in space—a change

not affecting the relative motion on which alone the mutual forces can

depend. Under these circumstances, if there be no rotation, the action

of the stream, whether there be friction or not, can only give rise to a foi'ce

in the direction of the stream, having no lateral component. But if the ball

rotate, the friction between the solid surface and the adjacent air will

generate a sort of whirlpool of rotating air, whose effect may be to modify

the force due to the stream. If the rotation take place about an axis

perpendicular to the stream, the superposition of the two motions gives

rise on the one side to an augmented, and on the other to a diminished

velocity, and consequently to a lateral force urging the ball towards that

side on which the motions conspire.
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The only weak place in this argument is in the last step, in which it is

assumed that the pressure is greatest on the side where the velocity is least.

The law that a diminished pressure accompanies an increased velocity is only

generally true on the assumption that the fluid is frictionless and unacted

on by external forces ; whereas, in the present case, friction is the immediate

cause of the whirlpool motion. The actual mode of generation of the lateral

force will be perhaps better understood, if we suppose small vertical blades to

project from the surface of the ball. On that side of the ball where the

motion of the blades is up stream, their anterior faces are in part exposed

to the pressure due to the augmented relative velocity, which pressure

necessarily operates also on the contiguous spherical surface of the ball.

On the other side the relative motion, and therefore also the lateral pressure,

is less ; and thus an uncompensated lateral force remains over.

The principal object of the present note is to propose and solve a problem

which has sufficient relation to practice to be of interest, while its mathe-

matical conditions are simple enough to allow of an exact solution being

obtained. For this purpose I take the case of a cylinder round which a

perfect fluid circulates without molecular rotation. At a great distance

from the cylinder the fluid is supposed to move with uniform velocity,

and the whole motion is in two dimensions. On these suppositions the stream

function, on which the whole motion depends, is of the form

a"
i|r = a(l ;irsin^-t-yS log r,

where r, 6 are the polar coordinates of any point of the fluid, measured from

the centre of the cylinder and the direction of the stream, as pole and initial

line respectively, a is the radius of the cylinder, and a, /3 are constant

coefficients proportional respectively to the velocity of the general current

and the velocity of circulation round the cylinder. When r = a, \^ is

constant, showing that the surface of the cylinder is a stream-line. The

radial velocity at any point is given by

—
I
cos

;

so that, when r = oo and ^ = 0, the radial velocity is a, which is therefore

the general velocity of the stream.

At the surface of the cylinder there is no radial velocity, and the

magnitude of the tangential velocity is given by

dyjf/dr = 2a sin ^ + ^/a.

Hence, if p^ be the pressure at a distance, and p the pressure at any

point on the surface,

2(p - po) = a' - (2oisin + ^/a)^
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the density of the fluid being taken as unity. Thus the lateral force

Jo

it is therefore proportional both to the velocity of the motion of circulation,

and also to the velocity with which the cylinder moves relatively to the

fluid at a distance.

If the velocity of circulation depending on /3 be small, the character

of the stream-lines diff"ers but little from that given by

>|r = a (1 — a-/r^) r sin 0,

corresponding to a simple stream; but when /3 attains a certain point

of magnitude, the stream-lines in the neighbourhood of the cylinder become

re-entrant.

Sir W. Thomson has proved that, if in an infinite mass of otherwise

quiescent fluid there exist irrotational circulation round a moveable cylinder,

the amount of the circulation cannot be changed by any forces applied to the

cj'linder*. Hence, if the cylinder receive an impulse, it will afterwards move

in a circle, and the direction of revolution will be [the same as] that of the

circulation of the fluid.

It must not be forgotten that the motion of an actual fluid would differ

materially from that supposed in the preceding calculation in consequence of

the unwillingness of stream-lines to close in at the stern of an obstacle, but

this circumstance would have more bearing on the force in the direction

of motion than on the lateral component.

[1899. The corrections introduced in square brackets were indicated by

Greenhill in a paper (Mess, of Math. vol. ix. p. 113, 1880), where the subject

is further developed.]

" Vortex Motion, Edinburgh Transactions, 1868.
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A SIMPLE PROOF OF A THEOREM RELATING TO THE
POTENTIAL.

[^Messenger of Matfiematics, vii. p. 69, 1878.]

The value of a function which satisfies Laplace's equation within a closed

surface is determined by the values at the surface. If two surface distri-

butions be superposed, the value at any internal point is the sum of those

due to the two surface distributions considered separately. By means of

this principle a very simple proof may be given of the known theorem

that the value of the potential at the centre of a sphere is the mean of

those distributed over the surface.

On account of the symmetry it is clear that the central value would not

be affected by any rotation of the sphere, to which the surface values

are supposed to be rigidly attached.

Thus, if we conceive the sphere to be turned into n different positions

taken at random and the resulting surface distributions to be superposed,

we obtain a new surface distribution, whose mean value is n times greater

than before, determining a central value which is also n times greater

than that due to the original distribution. When n is made infinite, the

surface distribution becomes constant, in which case the central value is

the same as the surface value. From this it follows that in the original

state of things the central value was the mean of the surface values.
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THE EXPLANATION OF CERTAIN ACOUSTICAL PHENOMENA.

[Roy. Inst. Proc. vin. pp. 536—542, 1878; Nature, xviii. pp. 319—321,

1878.]

Musical sounds have their origin in the vibrations of material S3'stems.

In many cases, e.g. the pianoforte, the vibrations are free, and are then

necessarily of short duration. In other cases, e.g. organ pipes and instru-

ments of the violin class, the vibrations are maintained, which can only

happen when the vibrating bodj^ is in connexion with a source of energy,

capable of compensating the loss caused by friction and generation of aerial

waves. The theory of free vibrations is tolerably complete, but the ex-

planations hitherto given of maintained vibrations are generally inadequate

and in most cases altogether illusory.

In consequence of its connexion with a source of energy, a vibrating

body is subject to certain forces, whose nature and effects are to be

estimated. These forces are divisible into two groups. The first group

operate upon the periodic time of the vibration, i.e. upon the pitch of the

resulting note, and their effect may be in either direction. The second

group of forces do not alter the pitch, but either encourage or discourage the

vibration. In the first case only can the vibration be maintained ; so that

for the explanation of any maintained vibration, it is necessary to examine

the character of the second group of forces sufficiently to discover whether

their effect is favourable or unfavourable. In illustration of these remarks,

the simple case of a common pendulum was considered. The effect of a

small periodic horizontal impulse is in general both to alter the periodic

time and the amplitude of vibration. If the impulse (supposed to be always

in the same direction) acts when the pendulum passes through its lowest

position, the force belongs to the second group. It leaves the periodic time

unaltered, and encourages or discourages the vibration according as the

direction of the pendulum's motion is the same or the opposite of that of the
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impulse. If, on the other hand, the impulse acts when the pendulum is at

one or other of the limits of its swing, the effect is solely on the periodic

time, and the vibration is neither encouraged nor discouraged. In order to

encourage, i.e. practically in order to maintain, a vibration, it is necessar}^

that the forces should not depend solely upon the position of the vibrating

body. Thus, in the case of the pendulum, if a small impulse in a given

direction acts upon it every time that it passes through its lowest position,

the vibration is not maintained, the advantage gained as the pendulum

makes a passage in the same direction as that in which the impulse

acts being exactly neutralized on the return passage when the motion is

in the opposite direction.

As an example of the application of these principles the maintenance of

an electric tuning-fork was discussed. If the magnetic forces depended only

upon the position of the fork, the vibration could not be maintained. It

appears therefore that the explanations usually given do not touch the real

point at all. The fact that the vibrations are maintained is a proof that the

forces do not depend solely upon the position of the fork. The causes of

deviation are two—the self-induction of the electric currents, and the

adhesion of the mercury to the wire whose motion makes and breaks

the contact. On both accounts the magnetic forces are more powerful

in the latter than in the earlier part of the contact, although the position

of the fork is the same ; and it is on this difference that the possibility

of maintenance depends. Of course the arrangement must be such that

the retardation of force encourages the vibration, and the arrangement

which in fact encourages the vibration would have had the opposite effect,

if the nature of electric currents had been such that they were more powerful

during the earlier than during the later stages of a contact.

In order to bring the subject within the limits of a lecture, one class of

maintained vibrations was selected for discussion, that, namely, of which

heat is the motive power. The best understood example of this kind of

maintenance is that afforded by Trevelyan's bars, or rockers. A heated

brass or copper bar, so shaped as to rock readily from one point of support

to another, is laid upon a cold block of lead. The communication of heat

through the point of support expands the lead lying immediately below

in such a manner that the rocker receives a small impulse. During the

interruption of the contact the communicated heat has time to disperse

itself in some degree into the mass of lead, and it is not difficult to see that

the impulse is of a kind to encourage the motion. But the most interesting

vibrations of this class are those in which the vibrating body consists of a

mass of air more or less completely confined.

If heat be periodically communicated to, and abstracted from, a mass

of air vibrating (for example) in a cylinder bounded by a piston, the effect
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produced will depend upon the phase of the vibration at which the transfer

of heat takes place. If heat be given to the air at the moment of greatest

condensation, or taken from it at the moment of greatest rarefaction, the

vibration is encouraged. On the other hand, if heat be given at the moment

of greatest rarefaction, or abstracted at the moment of greatest condensation,

the vibration is discouraged. The latter effect takes place of itself, when the

rapidity of alternation is neither very great nor very small, in consequence of

radiation ; for when air is condensed it becomes hotter, and communicates

heat to surrounding bodies. The two extreme cases are exceptional, though

for different reasons. In the first, which corresponds to the suppositions of

Laplace's theory of the propagation of sound, there is not sufficient time for

a sensible transfer to be effected. In the second, the temperature remains

nearly constant, and the loss of heat occurs during the process of con-

densation, and not when the condensation is effected. This case corresponds

to Newton's theory of the velocity of sound. When the transfer of heat

takes place at the moments of greatest condensation or of greatest rare-

faction, the pitch is not affected.

If the air be at its normal densit}' at the moment when the transfer

of heat takes place, the vibration is neither encouraged nor discouraged,

but the pitch is altered. Thus the pitch is raised, if heat be communi-

cated to the air a quarter period before the phase of greatest condensation,

and the pitch is lowered if the heat be communicated a quarter period after

the phase of greatest condensation.

In general both kinds of effects are produced by a periodic transfer

of heat. The pitch is altered, and the vibrations are either encouraged or

discouraged. But there is no effect of the second kind if the air concerned

be at a loop, i.e. a place where the density does not varj', nor if the com-

munication of heat be the same at any stage of rarefaction as in the

corresponding stage of condensation.

The first example of aerial vibrations maintained by heat was found in a

phenomenon which has often been observed by glass-blowei-s, and was made

the subject of a systematic investigation by Dr Sondhauss. When a bulb

about three-quarters of an inch in diameter is blown at the end of a

somewhat narrow tube, 5 or 6 inches in length, a sound is sometimes heard

proceeding from the heated glass. It was proved by Sondhauss that a

vibration of the gl&ss itself is no essential part of the phenomenon, and

the same observer was very successful in discovering the connexion between

the pitch of the note and the dimensions of the apparatus. But no

explanation (worthy of the name) of the production of sound has been

given.

For the sake of simplicity, a simple tube, hot at the closed end and

getting gradually cooler towards the open end, was first considered. At a
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quarter of a period before the phase of greatest condensation (which occurs

almost simultaneously at all parts of the column) the air is moving inwards,

i.e. towards the closed end, and therefore is passing from colder to hotter

parts of the tube ; but the heat received at this moment (of normal densitj')

has no effect either in encouraging or discouraging the vibration. The same
would be true of the entire operation of the heat, if the adjustment of

temperature were instantaneous, so that there was never any sensible

difference between the temperatures of the air and of the neighbouring

parts of the tube. But in fact the adjustment of temperature takes time,

and thus the temperature of the air deviates from that of the neighboiiring

parts of the tube, inclining towards the temperature of that part of the tube

from which the air has just come. From this it follows that at the phase

of greatest condensation heat is received by the air, and at the phase of

greatest rarefaction is given up from it, and thus there is a tendency to

maintain the vibrations. It must not be forgotten, however, that apart

from transfer of heat altogether, the condensed air is hotter than the

rarefied air, and that in order that the whole effect of heat may be on

the side of encouragement, it is necessary that previous to condensation the

air should pass not merely towards a hotter part of the tube, but towards a

part of the tube which is hotter than the air will be when it arrives there.

On this account a great range of temperature is necessary for the mainten-

ance of vibration, and even with a great range the influence of the transfer

of heat is necessarily unfavourable at the closed end where the motion is

very small. This is probably the reason of the advantage of a bulb. It is

obvious that if the open end of the tube were heated, the effect of the

transfer of heat would be even more unfavourable than in the case of a

temperature uniform throughout.

The sounds emitted by a jet of hydrogen, burning in an open tube, were

noticed soon after the discovery of the gas, and have been the subject of

several elaborate inquiries. The fact that the notes are substantiallj^ the

same as those which may be elicited from the tube in other waj's, e.g. by

blowing, was announced by ChladnL Faraday proved that other gases were

competent to take the place of hydrogen, though not without disadvantage.

But it is to Sondhauss that we owe the most detailed examination of the

circumstances under which the sound is produced. His experiments prove

the importance of the part taken by the column of gas in the tube which

supplies the jet. For example, sound cannot be obtained with a supply tube

which is plugged with cotton in the neighbourhood of the jet, although no

difference can be detected by the eye between the flame thus obtained and

others which are competent to excite sound. When the supply tube is

unobstructed, the sounds obtainable are limited as to pitch, often dividing

themselves into detached groups. In the intervals between the groups

no coaxing will induce a maintained sound, and it may be added that,
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for a part of the interval at any rate, the influence of the flame is inimical, so

that a vibration started by a blow is damped more rapidly than if the jet

were not ignited.

Partly in consequence of the peculiar behaviour of flames and partly

for other reasons, the thorough explanation of these phenomena is a matter

of .some difficult}' ; but there can be no doubt that they fall under the head

of vibrations maintained by heat, the heat being communicated periodical!}'

to the mass of air confined in the sounding tube at a place where, in the

course of a vibration, the pressure varies. Although some authors have

shown an inclination to la}' stress upon the effects of the current of air

passing through the tube, the sounds can readily be produced, not only when

there is no through draught, but even when the flame is so situated that

there is no sensible periodic inotion of the air in its neighbourhood. In the

course of the lecture a globe intended for burning phosphorus in oxygen gas

was used as a resonator, and, when excited by a hydrogen flame well removed

from the neck, gave a pure tone of about 95 vibrations per second.

In consequence of the variable pressure within the resonator, the issue of

gas, and therefore the development of heat, varies during the vibration.

The question is under what circumstances the variation is of the kind

necessary for the maintenance of the vibration. If we were to suppose,

as we might at first be inclined to do, that the issue of gas is greatest when

the pressure in the resonator is least, and that the phase of greatest

development of heat coincides with that of the greatest issue of gas, we

should have the condition of things the most unfavourable of all to the

persistence of the vibration. It is not difficult, however, to see that both

suppositions are incorrect. In the supply tube (supposed to be unplugged,

and of not too stnall bore) stationary, or approximately stationary, vibrations

are excited, whose phase is either the same or the opposite of that of the

vibration in the resonator. If the length of the supply tube from the

burner to the open end in the gas-generating flask be less than a quarter of

the wave-length in hydrogen of the actual vibration, the greatest issue

of gas precedes by a quarter period the phase of greatest condensation
;

so that, if the development of heat is retarded somewhat in comparison with

the issue of gas, a state of things exists favourable to the maintenance of the

sound. Some such retardation is inevitable, because a jet of inflammable

gas can burn only at the outside ; but in many cases a still more potent

cause may be found, in the fact that during the retreat of the gas in the

supply tube small quantities of air may enter from the interior of the

resonator, whose expulsion must be effected before the inflammable gas

can again begin to escape.

If the length of the supply tube amounts to exactly one quarter of the

wave-length, the stationary vibration within it will be of such a character
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that a node is formed at the burner, the variable part of the pressure just

inside the burner being the same as in the interior of the resonator. Under
these circumstances there is nothing to make the flow of gais, or the

development of heat, variable, and therefore the vibration cannot be

maintained. This particular case is free from some of the difficulties which

attach themselves to the general problem, and the conclusion is in accord-

ance with Sondhauss' observations.

When the supply tube is somewhat longer than a quarter of the wave,

the motion of the gas is materially different from that first described.

Instead of preceding, the greatest outward flow of gas follows at a quarter

period interval the phase of greatest condensation, and therefore if the

development of heat be somewhat retarded, the whole effect is unfavourable.

This state of things continues to prevail, as the supply tube is lengthened,

until the length of half a wave is reached, after which the motion again

changes sign, so as to restore the possibility of maintenance. Although the

size of the flame and its position in the tube (or neck of resonator) are not

without influence, this sketch of the theory is sufficient to explain the fact,

formulated by Dr Sondhauss, that the principal element in the question

is the length of the supply tube.

The next example of the production of sound by heat, shown in the

lecture, was a very interesting phenomenon discovered by Rijke. When a

piece of fine metallic gauze, stretching across the lower part of a tube open

at both ends and held vertically, is heated by a gas flame placed under it, a

sound of considerable power, and lasting for several seconds, is observed,

almost immediately after the removal of the flame. Differing in this respect

from the case of sonorous flames, the generation of sound was found by Rijke

to be closely connected mth the formation of a through draught, which

impinges upon the heated gauze. In this form of the experiment the heat

is soon abstracted, and then the sound ceases ; but by keeping the gauze hot

by the current from a powerful galvanic battery, Rijke was able to obtain

the prolongation of the sound for an indefinite period. In any case

from the point of view of the lecture the sound is to be regarded as a

maintained sound.

In accordance with the general views already explained, we have to

examine the character of the variable communication of heat from the

gauze to the air. So far as the communication is affected directly by

variations of pressure or density, the influence is unfavourable, inasmuch

as the air will receive less heat from the gauze when its own temperature

is raised by condensation. The maintenance depends upon the variable

transfer of heat due to the varying viotions of the air through the gauze,

this motion being compounded of a uniform motion upwards with a motion,

alternately upwards and downwards, due to the vibration. In the lower

. r 23
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half of the tube these motions conspire a quarter period before the phase

of greatest condensation, and oppose one another a quarter period after that

phase. The rate of transfer of heat will depend mainly upon the temperature

of the air in contact with the gauze, being greatest when that temperature

is lowest. Perhaps the easiest way to trace the mode of action is to begin

with the case of a simple vibration without a steadj' current. Under these

circumstances the whole of the air which comes in contact with the metal,

in the course of a complete period, becomes heated ; and after this state

of things is established, there is comparatively little further transfer of heat.

The effect of superposing a small steady upwards current is now easil}'

recognized. At the limit of the inwards motion, i.e. at the phase of greatest

condensation, a small quantity of air comes into contact with the metal,

which has not done so before, and is accordingly cool ; and the heat com-

municated to this quantity of air acts in the most favourable manner for

the maintenance of the vibration.

A quite different result ensues if the gauze be placed in the upper half of

the tube. In this case the fresh air will come into the field at the moment

of greatest rarefaction, when the communication of heat has an unfavourable

instead of a favourable effect. The principal note of the tube therefore

cannot be sounded.

A complementary phenomenon discovered by Bosscha and Riess may be

explained upon the same principles. If a current of hot air impinge upon

cold gauze, sound is produced ; but in order to obtain the principal note

of the tube the gauze must be in the upper, and not as before in the lower,

half of the tube. An experiment due to Riess was shown in which the

sound is maintained indefinitely. The upper part of a brass tube is kept

cool by water contained in a tin vessel, through the bottom of which the

tube passes. In this way the gauze remains comparatively cool, although

exposed to the heat of a gas flame situated an inch or two below it. The

experiment sometimes succeeds better when the draught is checked by a

plate of wood jDlaced somewhat closely over the top of the tube.

Both in Rijke's and Riess' experiments the variable transfer of heat

depends upon the motion of vibration, while the effect of the transfer

depends upon the variation of pressure. The gauze must therefore be

placed where both effects are sensible, i.e. neither near a node nor near

a loop. About a quarter of the length of the tube, from the lower or

upper end, as the case may be, appears to be the most favourable position.
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UNIFORMITY OF ROTATION*.

[Nature, xviir. p. Ill, 1878.]

Lord Ratleigh exhibited and explained an arrangement which he has

employed with advantage in certain acoustical experiments, in order to secure

absolute uniformity in the rate of rotation of an axle. After referring to the

mathematical principles involved in such a problem, he explained that the

only hope of its solution lay in the employment of a \'ibratory movement,

which by some suitable device must be converted into a motion of rotation.

The axle whose motion it is required to maintain uniform is usually driven at

an approximately uniform rate by means of a small horizontal water-wheel,

or, in some cases, the electro-magnetic regulating apparatus presently

described is sufficient by itself to supply the necessarj' power. At equal

distances round the axle are arranged four soft iron armatures which succes-

sively come in front of the poles of a horse-shoe electro-magnet placed in the

circuit of a four-cell Grove battery. The current is rendered intermittent by

the following arrangement. Passing into the body of a tuning fork vibrating

about 40 times per second, it leaves by a small platinum stud which is

touched at each vibration of the fork; the current then traverses a second

small electro-magnet between the prongs, and by this means the vibrations

are maintained
;
passing to the magnet above referred to the current then

returns to the battery. The velocity of the axle is such that it performs

about one complete revolution for every four vibrations of the fork, and the

* [1899. It may be proper to mention that the report here reproduced was not written or

corrected by me. I fully explained at the time the distinction between this apparatus, as

controlling the position of the revolving piece, and an ordinary governor which regulates the

velocity. An application to the determination of absolute pitch is given as an appendix to one

of my papers upon the ohm [Phil. Trans. 1883, p. 295). It has sometimes appeared to me that

the principle might be applied to the regulation of equatorial telescopes.]

23—2
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exact adjustment is effected as follows. If the driving power be just suffi-

cient to produce the desired speed, the armatures will be so attracted by the

magnet as to be exactly opposite to it at the middle of its period of magneti-

sation, and so long as this position is maintained the magnet will not, on the

whole, affect it. But if a disturbance occur in the driving power the

armature will be displaced from its former position and will be attracted by

the magnet until the error is compensated. Besides the armatures this axle

also carries, coacentric with it, a hollow metallic ring filled with water, and

as this possesses a certain momentum in virtue of its rotation, it will act as a

drag tending to check the velocity in case it increases, and in a converse

manner when a diminution occurs. A blackened disc perforated with rings

of holes of various numbers also rotates with the axle, and by placing the eye

behind the ring of four holes and observing a prong of the fork it is easy to

ascertain whether the uniformity is maintained, since iu that case the prong

will appear to remain stationary.

[1899. A similar apparatus was described somewhat earlier by La Cour

under the name of the Phonic Wheel.]
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ON THE DETERMINATION OF ABSOLUTE PITCH BY THE
COMMON HARMONIUM*.

[Nature, xix. pp. 275—276, 1879.]

The methods described depend upon the principle that the absolute

frequencies of vibration of two musical notes can be deduced from the

interval between them, i.e. the ratio of their frequencies, and the number of

beats which they occasion in a given time when sounded together. For

example, if a; and y denote the frequencies of two notes whose interval is an

equal temperament major third, we know that y= l-25992a;. At the same

time the number of beats heard in a second, depending upon the deviation of

the third from true intonation, is 4^/ — 5x. In the case of the harmonium

these beats are readily counted with the aid of a resonator tuned to the

common over-tone, and thus are obtained two equations from which the

absolute values of x and y may be found by the simplest arithmetic.

Of course, in practice, the truth of an equal temperament third could not

be taken for granted, but the difiBculty thence arising would be easily met by

including in the counting all the three major thirds which together make up

an octave. Suppose, for example, that the frequencies of c, e,
gf^, c' are

respectively x, y, z, 2x, and that the beats per second between x and y are a,

between y and z are b, and between z and 2x are c. Then

4y — 5x = a, 'iz — 5y = b, 8x — oz = c,

from which

a; = ^ (25a + 206 + 16c), 2/ = i(32a + 256 + 20c), ^ = i(40a + .326 + 25c).

In the above statements the octave c

—

c is for simplicity supposed to be

true. The actual error could be readily allowed for, if required ; but in

practice it is not necessary to use c at all, inasmuch as the third set of beats

can be counted equally well between ^rj and c.

* Abstract of a paper read before the Musical Association, December 2, 1878.
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Although at first sight the method just sketched looks satisfactory, it is

not practical in the case of the harmonium, in consequence of the pitch of

the various notes not being sufficiently constant for the purpose, even when

the blowing is carefully conducted with the aid of a pressure-gauge. A small

variation in the absolute pitch of a chord when sounded under slightly

varying pressures, would not be of much importance, but the slightest

change of interval is fatal to the success of the method, and such a change

actually occurs.

In order, therefore, to apply the fundamental priiiciple with success, it is

necessary to be able to check the accuracy of the interval which is supposed

to be known, at the same time that the beats are being counted. If the

interval be a major tone (9 : 8), its exactness is proved by the absence of

beats between the ninth component of the lower, and the eighth component

of the higher note, and a counting of the beats between the tenth component

of the lower and the ninth of the higher note completes the necessary data

for determining the absolute pitch.

The equal temperament whole tone (1"12246) is intermediate between

the minor tone (I'lllll) and the major tone (1-I2o00), but lies much nearer

to the latter. Regarded as a disturbed major tone, it gives slow beats, and

regarded as a disturbed minor tone it gives comparatively quick ones. Both

sets of beats can be heard at the same time, and when counted give the

means of calculating the absolute pitch of both notes. If x and y be the

frequencies of the two notes, a and b the frequencies of the slow and quick

beats respectively,

9x — 8y = a, 9y — 10a; = 6,

whence

x = 9a + 8b, y = 10a + 96.

The application of this method in no way assumes the truth of the equal

temperament whole tone, and in fact it is advantageous to flatten the

interval somewhat by loading the upper reed with a minute fragment of

soft wax, so as to make it lie more nearly midway between the major and

the minor tone. In this way the rapidity of the quicker beats is diminished,

which facilitates the counting.

It is impossible, of course, for the same observer to count both sets of

beats, and the counting of even one set without the aid of resonators would

present difficulties to most unpractised persons. Great assistance may be

obtained by the choice of a suitable position. A room in which a pure tone

is sounded is traversed by surfaces at which the intensity of sound is very

much reduced in consequence of the superposition of vibrations reflected

from the walls and ceiling. By choosing as the place of observation a

position where the intensity of the beats which are not to be counted is a
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minimum, and with the aid of a resonator tuned to the pitch of the beats

which are to be counted, the listener is able to work with ease and certainty.

The course of an experiment is then as follows :—The notes G and D are

sounded, and at a given signal the listeners begin counting the beats whose
pitch is about d" and e" respectively. At the expiration of a measured
interval of time a second signal is given, and the number of both sets of

beats is recorded.

In my experiments the interval of time was ten minutes (in one case

eleven minutes), and the rapidity of the beats was about four a secoud. The
listeners counted up to ten only, after each set of ten making a stroke with a

pencil on a piece of paper. The number of strokes was afterwards counted,

multiplied by ten, and added to the number which the listener was saying at

the instant of the second signal. The following are the details of the actual

observations :

—

September 16, 1878.—Period of observation ten minutes. Numbers of

beats 2392 and 2341.

r, "-^^^ 7 234, 9x2392 + 8x2341 „^ .

_

(^ = -iM-> ^ = -'ffW-.
givmg X = ^^

^ = 67-09,

for the frequency of the lower note G.

September 17.—Period of observation ten minutes.

« = -'oW. h = \\^, giving .; = 67-04.

September 18.—Period of observation ten minutes.

^'' GOO' " SOD' &'^'"& •''— o' -<J.

September 19.—Period of observation eleven minutes.

a = -f#' ^ = %W-. giving ^ = 67-19.

The discrepancies are hardly greater than may be attributed to errors in

giving the signals, by which the intervals may have been unduly lengthened

or shortened by about a second. On each day after the counting of the

beats between G and D, the harmonium was compared with a Konig fork

whose nominal frequency was 64. In order to obviate any objection arising

from a mutual influence of the notes of the harmonium, both G and D were

sounded at the same time as the fork. The beats between G and the fork

were counted for about ninety seconds, during which time the fork was not

bowed. In this way the pitch of the fork came out on the four days

respectively as 64-06, 64-07, 64-17, 63'98, that is somewhat sharper than its

nominal pitch, a result in agreement with that obtained by other methods.

The object of the experiments referred to was rather to prove the

practicability of a method so unusually independent of special apparatus.
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than to obtain a result competing in point of accuracy wth those of Prof.

McLeod and other experimenters on this subject. Nevertheless it is believed

that very accurate results might be obtained bj' the introduction of certain

modifications. Ten minutes is near the limit of time over which beats can

be conveniently counted by a single listener, but experiment proved that it

is perfectly possible for one listener to relieve another without any break in

the regularity of the counting. Even without an extension of time a more

accurate result would be obtained if the listeners were able to fix the time

for themselves, as they might do for example if they could conveniently

observe the swinging of a clock pendulum. In this ^vny the error in the

time interval might be reduced to J second, which would amount to but one

part in 2400 in the case of a ten minutes' observation. In consequence,

however, of the imperfect constancy of the pitch of the hai-monium notes,

even when the blower is assisted by a pressure-gauge, further attempts at

accuracy would be useless unless the comparison with the fork were simul-

taneous with the other observations. In that case the result would be

entirely independent of variations in the harmonium notes, and no difficulty

would be experienced in carrying out the method excepting the necessity for

more observers.
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ON THE INSTABILITY OF JETS.

[Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, x. pp. 4—13, 1879.]

Many, it may even be said most, of the still unexplained phenomena
of Acoustics are connected with the instability of jets of fluid. For this

instability there are two causes; the first is operative in the case of jets

of heavy liquids, e.g., water, projected into air (whose relative density is

negligible), and has been investigated by Plateau in his admirable researches

on the figures of a liquid mass withdrawn from the action of gravity. It

consists in the operation of the capillary force, whose effect is to render the

infinite cylinder an unstable form of equilibrium, and to favour its dis-

integration into detached masses whose aggregate surface is less than that

of the cylinder. The other cause of instability, which is operative even when

the jet and its environment are of the same material, is of a more dynamical

character.

With respect to instability due to capillary force, the principal problem

is the determination, as far as possible, of the mode of disintegration of au

infinite cylinder, and in particular of the number of masses into which a

given length of cylinder may be expected to distribute itself. It must,

however, be observed that this problem is not so definite as Plateau seems

to think it ; the mode of falling away from unstable equilibrium necessarily

depends upon the peculiarities of the small displacements to which a system

is subjected, and without which the position of equilibrium, however un-

stable, could not be departed from. Nevertheless, in practice, the latitude

is not very great, because some kinds of disturbance produce their effect

much more rapidly than others. In fact, if the various disturbances be

represented initially by Oj, a.,, 03, ... , and after a time t by aie«'«, a^ei^, ajei'\ ...,

the (positive) quantities q^, q., q^, &c., being in descending order of magni-

tude, it is easy to see that, when «!, Oj, ... are small enough, the first kind
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necessarily acquires the preponderance. For example, at time t the ratio of

the second kind to the first is (a.,/ai)e-<»'-«^", which, independently of the

value of ct; : Oi , can be made as small as we please by taking t great enough.

But, in order to allow the application of the analytical expressions for so

extended a time, it is generally necessary to suppose the whole amount of

disturbance to be originally extremely small*

Let us, then, taking the axis of z along the axis of the cylinder, supi^ose

that at time t the surface of the cylinder is of the form

? = a + a cos kz, (1

)

where a is a small quantity variable with the time, and k = 2irjX, X being

the wave-length of the original disturbance. The information that we require

will be readily obtained by Lagrange's method, when we have calculated

expressions for the potential and kinetic energies of the motion repre-

sented by (1).

The potential energy due to the capillary forces is a question merely of

the surface of the liquid. If we denote the surface corresponding (on the

average) to the unit length along the axis by a, we readily find

a = 27ra + ^irak-a- (2)

In this, however, we have to substitute for a (which is not strictly

constant) its value obtained from the condition that S, the volume enclosed

per unit of length, is given. We have

8 = TTtt'' + ^Tra-, (3)

whence

"VO ('-*"') **>

Using this in (2), we get with sufficient approximation

<T = 2V(7r-S) + ^^'(A;'a=-l); (5)

or, if o-„ be the value of a for the undisturbed condition,

<^-<'o = ~{kV-l) (6)

From this we infer that, if ka >l, the surface is greater after displace-

ment than before ; so that, if X < 2Tra, the displacement is of such a character

that with resfject to it the .system is stable. We are here concerned only

* Some of the theorems given in the Proceedings for June 1873 [Theory of Sound, §§ 88, 89),

[Art. XXL], for the period of vibrations aboat a configuration of stable equilibrium, are applicable,

mutatis mutandis, to the times of falling away from unstable equilibrium when various types

of displacement are considered. For example, the apphcation of a constraint could never diminish

the shortest time previously possible.

\
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with values of ka less than unity. If T^ denote the cohesive tension, the

potential energy V reckoned per unit of length from the position of equi-

librium is

V^-l\-fjl-k^a?) (7)

We have now to calculate the kinetic energy of motion. It is easy to

prove that the velocity potential is of the form

(^ = AJd (ikr) cos kz, (8)

Jo being the symbol of Bessel's functions of zero order, so that

^.(^)=l-g + 2i^- 2..^.6^ + (9)

The coefficient A is to be determined from the consideration that the

outwards normal velocity at the surface of the cylinder is equal to d cos kz.

Hence

ikAJo'{ika) = d (10)

Denoting the density by p, we have for the kinetic energy the expression

^^^''/^^-'^^^^^

or, if we reckon it in the same way as V per unit of length,

^=*'-'-sf^:, <")

Thus, by Lagrange's method, if a oc e?',

\ ^ I\ (l-k-a^).ika.J:{ika)

\
^ pa' J,(ika) '

'^^'>

which determines the law of falling away from equilibrium for a disturbance

of wave-length \. The solutions for the various values of A, and the corre-

sponding energies are independent of one another ; and thus, by Fourier's

theorem, it is possible to express the condition of the system at time t, after

the communication of any infinitely small disturbances sj'mmetrical about

the axis. But what we are most concerned with at present is the value of q^

as a function of ka, and especially the determination of that value of ka for

which <f IS, a, maximum. That such a maximum must exist is evident

a priori. Writing x for ka, we have to examine the values of

{\-a?).-uc.J:{ix)

Mix) ^^'^>
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Expanding in powei-s of x, we may -write for (1-3),

^x^{l-a?)\l-i^ +
a;' Waf 19a^

2^ 3 2'» . 3
or

h\^- 2^3
afi-

2" . 3 . 5

91

. +

2.0 ^ + 2" . 3 . 5
a^" +

Hence, to find the maximum, we obtain by differentiation

91
K+|.^-^«^+2ir3^+ = 0.

(14)

....(15)

....(16)

If the last two terms be neglected, the quadratic gives .«= = "4914. If

this value be substituted in the small terms, the equation becomes

whence

•98928 -lx- + -^a^ = 0,

a;= = -4858, [a; = -6970] (17)

The corresponding value of X is given by

X = 4-508 X 2a, (18)

which gives accordingly the ratio of wave-length to diameter for the kind of

disturbance which leads most rapidly to the disintegration of the cylindrical

mass. The corresponding number obtained by Plateau from some experi-

ments by Savart is 4'38 ; but this estimate involves a knowledge of the

coefficient of contraction of a jet escaping through a small hole in a thin

plate, and is probably liable to a greater error than its deviation from 451.

The following table exhibits the relationship between a? or Ic'ci' and the

square root of expression (13) to which q is proportional :

—

X-
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upon the instability of surfaces separating portions of fluid which move
discontinuously, and Sir W. Thomson*, in treating of the influence of wind
on waves in water, supposed frictionless, has shown under what conditions a

level surface of water is rendered unstable. In the following investigations

the method of Thomson's paper is applied to determine the law of falling

away from unstable equilibrium in some of the simpler cases of a plane or

cylindrical surface of separation.

Let us suppose that the' equilibrium position of the surface of separation

is represented by ^^ = 0, and that on the positive and negative sides of it the

velocities of the fluid are parallel to the axis of x, and of magnitudes V and V
respectively. In the absence of friction, the motion consequent upon any

deformation of the surface of separation is determinate, in virtue of a well

known hydrodynamical law. By Fourier's theorem, any displacement in two

dimensions can be resolved into component displacements of the undulatory

type, and the effect of any two undulatory displacements may be considered

separately. We might, therefore, take as the initial equation of the surface

of separation h =H cos kx, in which h denotes the elevation at any point,

\ the wave-length of the disturbance, and k = lirjX. But, as in almost all

such cases, it is more convenient to use complex expressions, from which the

imaginary parts are finally rejected. We will therefore assume

h = He'^e^\ (19)

and the principal question which we have to consider is the dependence of

n upon k or X.

For the velocity potential of the fluid on the positive side, we may take

^^^ginjgiteg-fa^
Fa;, (20)

in which A is to be determined by equating the value of the normal velocity

at the surface of separation with that obtained from (21). Thus (the positive

direction of z being downwards)

_# (^ = )= ifc^e*"' e**^ = ^ + F^ = (in +ikV) ^e»' e*^,
dz at ax

whence
A=ik-^{n + kV)H; (22)

so that

cj) = ik-' (n + kV) He^"^ e^'' e-''' + Vx (23)

Similarly, for the fluid on the negative side,

^'=- ik-^ (n + kV) He"^ e*** e*^ + V'x (24)

* Phil. Mag. Nov. 1871.
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We have now to satisfy the condition of the equality of pressures. If a

denote the density, the hydrodynamical equation of pressure for the first

fluid is

p = C-a'^^^-\aU^- (25)

and approximately, when z = Q,

W-=\(^' +i (J^y
= iF— F("+/:TO/^e""'e'^- (2G)

Tn like manne

p=C'-a''^-^-\a'U'\ (27)

where
|C7'^ = iF'2+ F'(7i4 A;F')-ffe""e^-^ (28)

H6I1C6

a{n + kVy + a'{n + kVy = Q, (29)

which is the equation by which n and k are connected.

The simplest case of (29) occurs when a = a, and V = — V, so that the

equilibrium motions of the portions of fluid are equal and opposite. We
have then

n- + k=V' = 0; (30)

and for the elevations

h = He"^^^^ [cos kx, or sin A;a:J (31)

If initially dh/dt = 0, we get

h = H cosh kVt {cos kx, or sinkx}; (32)

indicating that the waves on the surface of separation are stationary, and

increase in amplitude with the time according to the law of the hyperbolic

cosine. By (31), Fourier's theorem allows us to express the consequences of

arbitrary initial values of h and dh/dt, within the limits of time imposed by

our methods of approximation.

Next, let us suppose that o-' = cr, V = 0. We get from (29)

7i = i/uF(-l ±i), (33)

whence

Jl
— ffgTikVt gt(-U-r(+to)

of which the real part is

h = He^''^' cos k{^Vt-x) (34)

In (34) an arbitrary constant may of course be added to x. It appears that

the waves travel in the same direction as the stream, and with one-half its

velocity. In the case of the positive exponent, the rapidity with which the
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amplitude increases is very great. Since k = 2-n-/X., the amplitude is multi-

plied by e'', or about 23, in the time occupied by the stream in passing over

a distance X.. If X = Vt, e-*'''' = e"''^, independent of V.

As a generalised form of (34), we may take

h = A cosh {\hVt) cos k {\Vt - x) + B sinh (ycVt) sin k {^Vt - .«), ...(35)

which gives, when t = 0, Ii = A cos kx.

If dh/dt = iiiitiall}^ B = A, by wliich the solution corresponding to a

surface of separation initially displaced without velocity is determined.

If initially /i= 0, and dh/dt is finite, we have, as the appropriate form,

li=B sinh i^kVt) coski^Vt-x) (36)

Again, suppose that a' = a, V = V. In this case the roots of (29) are

equal, but the general solution may be obtained by the usual method. From

(29) we have

n = yc[±i{V'-V)~(V'+V)]; (39)

or, if we put F' = V(l + a),

7i = pF[±ia-(2 + a)] (40)

The corresponding solution for h is

/4 = gitegJi(2+a)A-r(|-^gU-r«.,.^5g-itn..j^ (41)

where A and B are arbitrary constants.

Passing now to the limit when a = 0, and taking new arbitrary constants,

we get

/i = eito e-*''' [.4 + 5i] ; (42)

or, in real quantities,

h = [A+Bt][cosk(Vt-x), or sin /j ( Fi - a;)] (42)

If initially h = cos kx, dh/dt = 0,

h = cos k (Vt -x) + kVt sin k{rt-x) (43)

The peculiarity of this case is that previous to the displacement there is

no real surface of separation at all. Its bearing upon the flapping of sails

and flags will be evident.

The proportionality to X/V ot the time of falling away from equilibrium

follows from the principle of dynamical similarity, as there is no linear

element but \.

When F' = V, the solution is the same, whether /r' = o- or not. For

example, (81), (32), (33) are applicable when o-' = 0.
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In general, the solution of (29) is

aV+a'V ±i^(a<T').{V- V)

[58

n
k' (T •\- a

.(44)

If <yV ->r a-'V = 0, n is a pure imaginary, and the waves are stationary.

We will now suppose that the two portions of fluid are limited by rigid

walls whose equations are respectively z = I, z = — l'. Then, corresponding

to h = He"'' e'*^, we get for the velocity potentials, in jjlace of (23), (24),

</. = ik-' (n +kV)H
''"^^l^l^J

''^

e™' e'^- + V.x, (4.5)

.(46)

kl

</,' = - ^^-'
(71 + kV')H

-°

4inhlr^''
' ^"' ^*^ + '^''^'

and, in place of (29),

<T(n + kVy coth kl + 0-' (w + kVJ coth ^-Z' = (47)

If I' = I, the result is the same as if I and I' were both infinite.

If r be infinite, coth kl' =1
; (47) may then be applied to a jet of width

21, symmetrical and symmetrically displaced with respect to the line 2=1,
and moving with velocity V in an infinite mass whose velocity is V. If

V = 0, 0-' = 0-, so that the jet is of the same density as its stationary environ-

ment, (47) becomes
{n + kVy coth kl + n' = 0,

of which the solution is

, „ — 1 + * V(tanh kl)
71 = kV

, , .,—-
1 + tanh kl

a generalisation of (33).

Thus
Vt

.(48)

.(49)

?here

M =

A = iTe*^*''' cos A; .

1 + tanh kl

V(tanh kl)

1 + tanh kl

When kl is very small, we may take in place of (50)

h = if e±«"*«'^''' cos k(Vt- x).

We see, from (52), that when I is small the time of falling away from

equilibrium is increased.

If the condition to be satisfied a,t z=l he <}> = 0, in place of d<})jdz = 0,

the value of
(f>

is

^ = - tfc-i {n + kV)H ^™^^g^l.r
^'"' ^''^ + ^^i (53)

.(50)

.(51)

.(52)
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SO that, if, as before, d^'jdz = when z = — V,

o- (« + hVy- tanh kl + o-' (w + k V')- coth kV = (54)

If r = 00 , <t' = a, V' = 0,

{n + kVf ta.T\h kl + )v' = (55)

This is applicable to a jet of width 21, moving in still fluid with velocity

V, and displaced in such a manner that the sinuosities of its two surfaces are

parallel.

When kl is small, we have, approximately,

h = ire±*'i*'i •*'-' cos k{kl.Vt-x) (56)

By a combination of the solutions represented by (52), (56), we may
determine the consequences of any displacements (in two dimensions) of

the two surfaces of a thin jet moving with velocity V in still fluid of its

own density.

These solutions may be extended to cases where the surface of separation

is not plane, provided that the velocities of the fluids be constant (V, V)
along it. Let us suppose that

(f>, yfr are the velocity-potential and stream

functions for the steady motion of the first fluid, and that the surface of

separation corresponds to \fr = ^fr^. At i/r = i|ri let there be a rigid barrier,

which of course has no influence upon the steady motion. Then, if the

elevation at any point s, measured along the surface of separation, be

given by
h = He^ e'"*,

the velocity-potential of the disturbed motion is

4. + 84>^cf,- ik-^ H in + kV)
«oshfcF--(./^--tO

^.,. ^^,r
^ ^ ^ smh k V~^ tI^j

If I be the width of a uniform stream of velocity V, whose whole

amount is equal to that of the stream between A|r = -\|r„ and ^jr = -\fr^, and if

dashed letters denote the corresponding quantities for the second fluid, we

get finally for the equation in n

a coth kl (w 4- AF)= + 0-' coth kV (n + kYJ = 0,

which is the same form as (47).

We will now pass to the consideration of cylindrical surfaces of separa-

tion, limiting ourselves for simplicity to the case of disturbances symmetrical

about the axis (x). If h denote the increment of distance of any point on

the surface from the axis, we may take, as before,

/i = iTe'"' e'*^, (57)

E. I. 24
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and the corresponding value of the velocit3'-potential for the fluid inside the

cylinder is

<^ = 4/„ (iytr) e^"* e'*-'^ + Vx, (58)

in which A is to be determined by the condition relating to the normal

velocity at the surface {r = a). Thus

cp = /.-' (n + }cV)H'i\'j'-!p. e"" e''*^^ + V.r (59)

For the motion of the fluid outside the cylinder, we have, in the first

place, the general form

in which, however, by the condition at infinity, we are to put C — 0. Writing

for brevitj'

^-'•)-^-i^ + i7(^+r72T^-'-r^^'-^- ^''^

we have accord inglj'

^' = 5^ (r) e™' e'*^ + V'x; (61)

or, on determining the value of B,

d)' = i"(?i + A;F')ff^^e*"'e**^+F'a; (62)
X (a)

In the same manner as for plane surfaces, the condition of equalitj- of

pressures now gives

as the quadratic by which n is determined.

When lea is small, we may employ approximate values of the functions

J„ and X-

Thus «^ {ikd) ^_2l ira\
Ja(ika) ika

For
-x^
we have ("Stokes on Pendulums," Camb. Trans., Vol. ix.)

% = (log(iA:r)-,r-ir'(i))(l +^ + |^, + ...
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where
/S„=l-i + 2-' + 3-+...+7i-' (66)

When ka is small,

X («) = log (pa) - TT-i r' (1), -^ (a) = a-\
so that

^)=«iiogate)-7r-ir'a)) (C7)

If we suppose that o-' = o-, F' = 0, (63) becomes, for small values of ka,

(/^ + ^-F)^ + A;=a^{log^ + 7^-i^'(i-)|«:^ = (68)

Writing ytt- for

^-=a^{log|^ + .-^r'(i)}.

we get

n = kV ~}-\^' , (69)

whence approximately

h = He^''''' cos k{Vt-x) (70)

[1899. The subject of this paper is further considered in Arts. LX.,

LXVI. See also Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. xix. p. 67, 1887 ; xxvil. p. 5, 1895
;

Phil. Hag. xxxiv. pp. 14-5, 177, 1892.]

24 2
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THE INFLUENCE OF ELECTRICITY ON COLLIDING WATER
DROPS.

[Proceedings of the Royal Society, xxviii. pp. 406—409, 1879.]

It has been known for many years that electricit}' has an extraordinary

influence upon the behaviour of fine jets of water ascending in a nearly

vertical direction. In its normal state a jet resolves itself into drops, which

even before passing the summit, and still more after passing it, are scattered

through a considerable width. When a feebly electrified body is brought

into its neighbourhood, the jet undergoes a remarkable transformation and

appears to become coherent ; but under more powerful electrical action the

scattering becomes even greater than at first. The second effect is readily

attributed to the mutual repulsion of the electrified drops, but the action

of feeble electricity in producing apparent coherence has been a mystery

hitherto.

It has been shown by Beetz that the coherence is apparent only, and that

the place where the jet breaks into drops is not perceptibly shifted by the

electricit}'. By screening various parts with metallic plates, Beetz further

proved that, contrary to the opinion of earlier observers, the seat of sensitive-

ness is not at the root of the jet where it leaves the orifice, but at the place

of resolution into drops. As in Sir W. Thomson's water-dropping apparatus

for atmospheric electricity, the drops carry away with them an electric

charge, which may be collected by receiving the water in an insulated

vessel.

I have lately succeeded in proving that the normal scattering of a nearly

vertical jet is due to the rebound of the drops when they come into collision

with one another. Such collisions are inevitable in consequence of the

different velocities acquired by the drops under the action of the capillary

force, as they break away irregularly from the continuous portion of the jet.
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Even when the resolution is regularised by the action of external vibrations

of suitable frequency, as in the beautiful experiments of Savart and Plateau,

the drops must still come into contact before they reach the summit of their

parabolic path. In the case of a continuous jet the " equation of continuity
"

shows that as the jet loses velocity in ascending, it must increase in section.

When the stream consists of drops following the same path in single file, no

such increase of section is possible; and then the constancy of the total

stream requires a gradual approximation of the drops, which in the case of

a nearly vertical direction of motion cannot stop short of actual contact.

Regular vibration has, however, the effect of postponing the collisions and

consequent scattering of the drops, and in the case of a direction of motion

less nearly vertical may prevent them altogether.

Under moderate electrical influence there is no material change in the

resolution into drops, nor in the subsequent motion of the drops up to the

moment of collision. The difference begins here. Instead of rebounding

after collision, as the unelectrified di-ops of clean water generally or always

do, the electrified drops coalesce, and thus the jet is no longer scattered

about. When the electrical influence is more powerful, the repulsion

between the drops is sufficient to prevent actual contact, and then of

course there is no opportunity for amalgamation.

These experiments may be repeated with extreme ease and with hardly

any apparatus. The diameter of the jet may be about ^ inch [say 1 mm.],

and may be obtained either from a hole in a thin plate or from a drawn-out

glass tube. I have generally employed a piece of glass tube fitted at the

end \vith a perforated tin plate, and connected with a tap by india-rubber

tubing. The pressure may be such as to cause the jet to rise IS or 24 inches

[45 or 60 cm.], or even more. A single passage of a rod of gutta-percha, or

of sealing-wax, along the sleeve of the coat is sufficient to produce the effect.

The seat of sensitiveness may be investigated by exciting the extreme tip

only of a glass rod, which is then held in succession to the root of the jet and

to the place of resolution into drops. An eS'ect is observed in the latter but

not in the former position. Care must be taken to use an electrification so

feeble as to require close proximity for its operation ;
otherwise the dis-

crimination of the positions will not be distinct.

The behaviour of the colliding drops becomes apparent under instan-

taneous illumination. I have employed sparks from an inductorium, whose

secondary terminals were connected with the coatings of a Leyden jar.

The jet should be situated between the sparks and the eye, and the

observation is facilitated by a piece of ground glass held a little beyond

the jet, so as to diffuse the light ; or the shadow of the jet may be received

on the ground glass, which is then held as close as possible on the side

towards the observer.
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If the jet be supplied from an insulated vessel, the coalescence of

colliding drops continues for a time after the removal of the influencing

body. This is a consequence of the electrification of the vessel. If the

electrified body be held for a time pretty close to the jet, and be then

gradually withdrawn, a point may be found where the rebound of colliding

drops is re-established. A small motion to or from the jet, or a discharge of

the vessel by contact of the finger, again induces coalescence.

Although in these experiments the charges on the colliding drops arc

undoubtedly of the same name, it appeared to me very improbable that

the result of contact of two equal drops, situated in the open, could be

affected by any strictly equal electrifications. At the same time an opposite

opinion makes the phenomena turn upon the very small differences of

electrification due either to irregularities in the drops or to differences of

situation, and is at first difficult of acceptance in view of the efficiency of

such very feeble electric forces. Fortunately I am able to bring forward

additional evidence bearing upon this point.

When two horizontal jets issue from neighbouring holes in a thin plate,

they come into collision for a reason that I need not now stop to explain,

and after contact they frequently rebound from one another without

amalgamation. This observation, which I suppose must have been made

before, allowed me to investigate the effect of a pa-ssage of electricity across

two contiguous water surfaces. The jets that I employed were of about

-Jj inch [1^ mm.] in diameter, and issued under a moderate pressure (5 or

6 inches [15 cm.]) from a large stoneware vessel. Below the place of

rebound, but above that of resolution into drops, was placed a piece of

insulated tin plate in connexion with a length of gutta-percha-covered wire.

The source of electricity was a very feebly excited electrophorus, whose

cover was brought into contact with the free end of the insulated wire.

When both jets played upon the tin plate, the contact of the electrified

cover had no effect in determining the union, but when only one jet washed

the plate, union instantly followed the communication of electricity, and this

notwithstanding that the jets were already in communication through the

vessel. The quantity of electricity required is so small that the cover would

act three or even four times without being re-charged, although no pre-

cautions were taken to insulate the reservoir.

In subsequent experiments the colliding jets, about j^ inch [2 mm.] in

diameter, issued horizontally from similar glass nozzles, formed by drawing

out a piece of glass tubing and dividing it with a file at the narrowest part.

One jet was supplied from the tap, and the other from the stoneware bottle

placed upon an insulating stool. The sensitiveness to electricity was extra-

ordinary. A piece of rubbed gutta-percha brought near the insulated bottle

at once determined the coalescence of the jets. The influencing body beino-
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held still, it was possible to cause the jets again to rebound from one another,

and then a small motion of the influencing body to or from the bottle again

induced coalescence, but a lateral motion without effect. If an insulated

wire be in connexion with the contents of the bottle, similar effects are

produced when the electrified body is moved in the neighbourhood of the

free end of the wire. With care it is possible to bring the electrified body

into the neighbourhood of the free end of the wire so slowly that no effect is

produced ; a sudden movement of withdrawal will then usually determine

the coalescence.

Hitherto statical electricity has been spoken of; but the electromotive

force of even a single Grove cell is sufficient to produce these phenomena,

though not with the same certainty. For this purpose one pole is connected

through a contact key with the interior of the stoneware bottle, the other

pole being to earth. If the fingers be slightly moistened, the body may

be thrown into the circuit, apparently without diminution of effect. This

perhaps ought not to surprise us, as in any case the electricity has to

traverse several inches of a fine column of water. On the other hand, it

appeared that most of the electromotive force of the Grove cell was

necessary.

Further experiment showed that even the discharge of a condenser

charged by a single Grove cell was sufficient to determine coalescence. Two

condensers were used successively ; one belonging to an inductorium by

Ladd, the other made by Elliott Brothers, and marked " Capacity | Farad."*

Sometimes even the " residual charge " sufficed.

It must be understood that coalescence of the jets would sometimes

occur in a capricious manner, without the action of electricity or other

apparent cause. I have reason to believe that some, at any rate, of these

irregularities depended upon a want of cleanness in the water. The addition

to the water of a very small quantity of soap makes the rebound of the jets

impossible.

The last observation led me to examine the behaviour of a fine vertical

jet of slightly soapy water; and I found, as I had expected, that no scattering

took place-f. Under these circumstances the approach of a moderately electri-

fied body is without effect, but a more powerful influence scatters the drops

as usual. The apparent coherence of a jet of water when the orifice is

oiled was observed by Fuchs, and appears to have been always attributed

to a diminution of adhesion between the jet and the walls of the orifice.

Some further details on this subject, and other investigations respecting

the phenomena of jets, are reserved for another communication, which I hope

* [1899. The capacity is doubtless ^ micro-farad.]

t [1899. See however Proc. Roy. Soc. xxxit. p. 130, 1882.]
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soon to be able to present to the Royal Society [Art. LX.] ; but I cannot close

without indicating the probable application to meteorology' of the facts

already mentioned. It is obvious that the formation of rain must depend

very materially upon the consequences of encountei-s between cloud particles.

If encounters do not lead to contacts, or if contacts result in rebounds, the

particles remain of the same size as before ; but, if the issue be coalescence,

the bigger drops must rapidly increase in size and be precij^itated as rain.

Now, from what has appeared above ^\'e have every reason to suppose

that the results of an encounter will be different according to the electrical

condition of the particles, and we may thus anticipate an explanation of

the remarkable but hitherto mysterious connexion between rain and electrical

manifestations.



60.

ON THE CAPILLARY PHENOMENA OF JETS.

[Proceedings of the Royal Society, XXix. pp. 71—97, 1879.]

When water issues under high pressure from a circular orifice in a thin

plate, a jet is formed whose section, though diminished in area, retains

the circular form. But if the orifice be not circular, the section of the jet

undergoes remarkable transformations, which were elaborately investigated

by Bidone *, many years ago. The peculiarities of the orifice are exaggerated

in the jet, but in an inverted manner. The following examples are taken

from Bidone's memoii'.

Fig. 1, orifice in the form of an ellipse (A), of which the major axis

is horizontal, and 24 lines long; the minor axis is vertical, and „. .

17 lines long. The head of water is 6 feet.

Near the orifice the sections of the vein are elliptical with ( )

major axis horizontal. The ellipticity gradually diminishes until ^-—-.

at a distance of 30 lines from the orifice the section is circular. v^ )

Beyond this point the vertical axis of the section increases, and /-%

the horizontal axis decreases, so that the vein reduces itself to a °(
J

flat vertical sheet, very broad and thin. This sheet preserves its

continuity to a distance of 6 feet from the orifice, where the vein

is penetrated by air.

B represents the section at a distance of 30 lines from the

orifice. It is a circle of 16 or 17 lines diameter.

C is the section at a distance of 6 inches from the orifice. It is an

elliptical figure, whose major axis is 22 lines long and minor axis 14 lines

long.

* Experiences sur la Forme et sur la Direction des Veines et des Couram d'Eau lances par

diverses Ouvertures. Par George Bidone.
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D is the section at 24 inches from the orifice. It also is an elliptical

figure, whose vertical axis is 45 lines long and horizontal axis about 12 lines

long.

In fig. 2, the orifice {A) is an equilateral triangle, with sides 2 inches

long. The head of water is 6 feet. The vein resolves itself into three flat

sheets disposed sj'mmetrically round the axis,

the planes of the sheets being perpendicular

to the sides of the orifice. These sheets are

very thin, and retain their transparence and

continuity to a distance of 42 inches, reckoned

from the orifice. The sections represented by

B, C, D, E are taken at distances from the

orifice equal respectively to 1 inch, 6 inches,

12 inches, and 24 inches.

Fig. 2.

c

Similarly, a vein issuing from an orifice in

the form of a regular polygon, of any number

of sides, resolves itself into an equal number

of thin sheets, whose planes are perpendicular

to the sides of the polygon.

Bidone explains the formation of these

sheets, in the main (as it appears to me),

satisfactorily, by reference to simpler cases of

meeting streams. Thus equal jets, moving in

the same straight line with equal and opposite

velocities, flatten themselves into a disk,

situated in the perpendicular plane. If the

axes of the jets intersect obliquely, a sheet is

formed symmetrically in the plane perpen-

dicular to that of the impinging jets. Those portions of a jet which proceed

from the outlying parts of an unsymmetrical orifice are considered to behave,

in some degree, like independent meeting streams.

In many cases, more especially when the orifices are small and the heads

of water low, the extension of the sheets in directions perpendicular to

the jet reaches a limit. Sections taken at greater distances from the orifice

show a gradual short.ening of the sheets, until a compact form is attained,

similar to that of the first contraction. Beyond this point, if the jet

retains its coherence, sheets are gradually thrown out again, but in directions

bisecting the angles between the directions of the former sheets. These
sheets may, in their turn, reach a limit of development, again contract

and so on. The forms assumed in the case of orifices of various shapes,

including the rectangle, the equilateral triangle, and the square, have been
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carefully investigated and figured by Magous*- Phenomena of this kind

are of every-day occurrence, and may generally be observed whenever liquid

falls from the lip of a moderately elevated vessel.

Admitting the substantial accuracy of Bidone's explanation of the

formation and primary expansion of the sheets or excrescences, we have

to inquire into the cause of the subsequent contraction. Bidoue attributes

it to the viscosity of the fluid, which may certainly be put out of the

question. In Magnus's view the cause is " cohesion " ; but he does not

explain what is to be understood under this designation, and it is doubtful

whether he had a clear idea upon the subject. The true explanation

appears to have been first given by Bufff, who refers the phenomenon
distinctly to the capillary force. Under the operation of this force the

fluid behaves as if enclosed in an envelope of constant tension, and the

recurrent form of the jet is due to vibrations of the fluid column about

the circular figure of equilibrium, superposed upon the general progressive

motion. Since the phase of vibration depends upon the time elapsed,

it is always the same at the same point in space, and thus the motion

is steady in the hydrodynamical sense, and the boundary of the jet is a

fixed surface.

In so far as the vibrations may be considered to be isochronous, the

distance between consecutive corresponding points of the recurrent figure, or,

as it may be called, the wave-length of the figure, is directly proportional

to the velocity of the jet, i.e., to the sqitare root of the head of water. This

elongation of wave-length with increasing pressure was observed by Bidone

and by Magnus, but no definite law was arrived at. As a jet falls under the

action of gravity, its velocity increases, and thus an augmentation of wave-

length might be expected ; but, as will appear later, most of this aug-

mentation is compensated by a change in the frequency of vibration due

to the attenuation which is the necessary concomitant of the increased

velocity. Consequently but little variation in the magnitudes of successive

wave-lengths is to be noticed, even in the case of jets falling vertically

with small initial velocity. In the following experiments the jets i&sued

horizontally from orifices in thin plates, usually adapted to a large stoneware

bottle which served as reservoir or cistern. The plates were of tin, soldered

to the ends of short brass tubes rather more than an inch in diameter,

by the aid of which they could be conveniently fitted to a tubulure in

the lower part of the bottle. The pressure at any moment of the outflow

could be measured by a water manometer read with a scale of millimetres.

Some little uncertainty necessarily attended the determination of the zero

point ; it was usually taken to be the reading of the scale at which the

* " Hydranlisclie Untersuehungen." Fogg. Ann. vol. xcv. 1855.

t Fogg. Ann. vol. c. 1857.
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jet ceased to clear itself from the plate on the running out of the water. At

the beginning of an experiment, the orifice was plugged with a small roll of

clean paper, and the bottle was filled from an india-rubber tube in connexion

with a tap. After a sufficient time had elapsed for the water in the bottle

to come sensibly to rest, the plug was withdrawn, and the observations were

commenced. The jet is exceedingly sensitive to disturbances in the reservoir,

and no arrangement hitherto tried for maintaining the level of the water has

been successful. The measurements of wave-length (X) were made with

the aid of a pair of dividers adjusted so as to include one or more wave-

lengths ; and as nearly as possible at the same moment the manometer

was read. The distance between the points of the dividers was afterwards

taken from a scale of millimetres. The facility, and in some cases the

success, of the operation of observing the wave-length depends very much

upon the suitability of the illumination.

The first set of observations here given refers to a somewhat elongated

orifice of rectangular form. The pressures and wave-lengths are measured

in millimetres. The third column contains numbere proportional to the

square roots of the pressures.

Table I.—November 11, 187S.

Pressure
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As a matter of observation the increase of amplitude is very apparent,

and was noticed by Magnus. It is also a direct consequence of theory,

inasmuch as the lateral velocities to which the vibrations are due vary in

direct proportion to the longitudinal velocity of the jet. Consequently the

amplitude varies approximately as the square root of the pressure, or

as the wave-length. The amplitude here spoken of is measured, of course,

by the departure from circularity, and not by the value of the maximum
radius itself.

The law of the square root of the pressure thus applies only to small

amplitudes, and unfortunately it is precisely these small amplitudes which

it is difficult to experiment upon. Still it is possible to approach theoretical

requirements more nearly than in the experiments of Table I.

The next set of measurements (Table II.) refer to an aperture in the

form of an ellipse of moderate eccentricity. Two wave-lengths were

included in the measurements; in other respects the arrangements were

as before.
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The wave-lengths at the high pressures very greatly exceed those

calculated from the lower pressures according to the law applicable to

small vibrations.

It is possible, however, to observe in cases where the amplitude is so

small, that the discrepancies are moderate even at higher pressures than

those recorded in Table III. The measurements in Table IV. are of

a jet from an elliptical aperture of small eccentricity. The ratio of

a.xes is about 5 : 6. The wooden box was used. Two wave-lengths were

measured.

Table IV.—December 18.

ressure
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Table VI.—December 17.

Pressure
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When the wave-length is considerable in comparison with the diameter

of the jet, the vibi-ations about the circular form take place practically in two

dimensions, and are easily calculated mathematically. The more general

case, in which there is no limitation upon the magnitude of the diameter,

involves the use of Bessel's functions. The investigation will be found in

Appendix I. For the present we will confine ourselves to a statement of

the results for vibrations in two dimensions.

Let us suppose that the polar equation of the section is

r = Qo + «ij cos nO, (1)

.so that the curve is an undulating one, repeating itself n times over the

circumference. The mean radius is a„ ; and, since the deviation from the

circular form is small, a„ is a small quantit}- in comparison with a„. The

vibration is expressed by the variation of a„ as a harmonic function of the

time. Thus if «„ oc cos {j)t - e), it may be proved that

p = -7riTip-iA-i>J{ii'-n). •(2)

In this equation T is the superficial tension, p the density, A the area of the

section (equal to Tra^^), and the frequency of vibration is pl^ir.

For a jet of given fluid and of given area, the frequenc}' of vibration

varies as V(w' — n), or ^/{(n — 1) n {n -t- l)j. The case oi n= \ corresponds to

a displacement of the jet as a whole, without alteration in the form of the

boundary. Accordingly there is no potential energy, and the frequency of

vibration is zero. For 7i = 2 the boundary is elliptical, for ?i= 3 triangular with

rounded comers, and so on. With most forms of orifice the jet is subject

to more than one kind of vibration at the same time. Thus with a square

orifice vibrations would occur corresponding to n. = 4, n = 8, ?i = 12, &c.

However, the higher modes of vibrations are quite subordinate, and may
usually be neglected. The values of VC'*-^

— «) for various values of n arc

shown below.

n
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of the jet, \ = 2Trv/p. If the jet convey a given volume of fluid, vcc vl~',

and thus \ oc A~^. Accoi-dingly iu the case of a jet falling vertically, the

increase of X. due to velocity is in great measure compensated by the decrease

due to diminishing area of section.

The law of variation of p for a given mode of vibration with the nature

of the fluid and with the area of the section maj^ be found b}' consideration."^

of dimensions. T is a force divided by a line, so that its dimensions are 1 in

mass, in length, and — 2 in time. The volume density p is of 1 dimension

in mass, - 3 in length, and in time. A is of course of 2 dimensions in

length, and in masss and time. Thus the G11I3' combination of T, p, A,

capable of representing a frequency, is T^p'^A'i.

The above reasoning proceeds upon the assumption of the applicability

of the law of isochronism. In the case of large vibrations, for wiiich the

law would not be true, we may still obtain a good deal of information

by the method of dimensions. The shape of the orifice being given, let us

inquire into the nature of the dependence of X upon T, p, A, and P, the

pressure under which the jet escapes. The dimensions of P, a force divided

by an area, are 1 in mass, — 1 in length, and — 2 in time. Assume

X oc T'^pvA'P''
;

then by the method of dimensions we have the following relations among

the exponents

—

x + y + u=0, -3y + 2z-u = l, —2x-2u = 0,

whence

u = — X, y = ^, ^ = 2(1— ^)-

Thus

\ ex TM4-}^P- cc ^i (^J
The exponent x is undetermined; and since any number of terms with

diflerent values of x may occur together, all that we can infer is that X is

of the form

^^^'^{pAi}'

where / is an arbitrary function, or if we prefer it

/PAi\/PAi\

where F is equally arbitrary. Thus for a given liquid and shape of orifice,

there is complete dynamical similarity if the pressure be taken inversely

proportional to the linear dimension, and this whether the deviation from the

circular form be great or small.

„ , 25
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In the case of water Quincke found T = 81 on the c.g.s. system of units.

On the same system p = 1 ; and thus we get for the frequency of the gravest

vibration (n = 2),

^ = S-51a-i = 8-28A-i (3)
zv

For a sectional ai-ea of one square centimetre, there are thus 8'2S

vibrations per second. To obtain the pitch of middle C (c' = 2.56) we

should require a diameter

or rather more than a millimetre.

For the genei-al value of n, we have

^ = l-43a-? 'Jin" - n) = ^SSA "? V(w' - '0 (4)
ZTT

If h be the head of water to which the velocity of the jet is due,

3-38V("^'-«)

In applying this formula it must be remembered that A is the area

of the section of the jet, and not the area of the aperture. We might

indeed deduce the value of A from the area of the aperture by introduction

of a coefficient of contraction (about "62); but the area of the aperture itself

is not very easily measured. It is much better to calculate A from an

observation of the quantity of fluid (F), discharged under a measured

head (/('), comparable in magnitude with that prevailing when X is measured.

Thus A = V(2gh')~^. In the following calculations the c.G.s. system of

units is employed.

In the case of the elliptical aperture of Table II., the value of A was

found in this way to be "0G95. Hence at a head of 10"7 the wave-length

should be

^((2^ X 10;7)^ (0695)?_
3-38 xV6 "

the value of g being taken at 981. The corresponding observed value of X
is 2-55.

Again, in the case of the experiments recorded in Table IV., it was

found that ^ = -0660. Hence for A =290 the value of the wave-length

should be given by

, _ V(2ff X 29-0) X (-0060)^ , ^,^
3-38 X V6

~'^^^-

The corresponding observed value is 3"95.
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We will next take the triangular orifice of Table V. The value of A
was found to be -154. Hence for a head of 9-2 the value of X, calculated

a -prion, is

^ V(2ff X 9-2) X (-154)?

3-38 X V24
'

as compared with 2-3 found by direct observation.

For the square orifice of Table VII., we have A = 153. Hence, if

k = 16-7,

V(2ffxl67)xC153)?_
3-38 xV60 '

as compared with 1-85 by observation.

It will be remarked that in every case the observed value of X somewhat
exceeds the calculated value. The discrepancies are to be attributed, not so

much, I imagine, to errors of observation as to excessive amplitude of

vibration, involving a departure from the frequency proper to infinitely

small amplitudes. The closest agreement is in the case of Table IV.,

where the amplitude of vibration was smallest. It is also possible that

the capillary tension actuall}' operative in these experiments was somewhat

less than that determined bj^ Quincke for distilled water*.

When the pressures are small, the wave-lengths are no longer considerable

in comparison with the diameter of the jet, and the vibrations cannot be

supposed to take place sensibly in two dimensions. The frequency of

vibration then becomes itself a function of the wave-length. This question

is investigated mathematically in Appendix I. For the case of n = 4, it is

proved that approximate!}^

60T/, ll7r-^a=

^^==^3 1 +pa? V 30 X=

Hence for the aperture of Table VII.,

A.OC V/i(l -•088X-0,

X. being expressed in centimetres. The numbers in the fourth column of the

table are calculated according to this formula.

On the other hand at high pressures the frequency becomes a function of

the pressure. Since frequency is always an even function of amplitude, and

in the present application, the square of the amplitude varies as h, the wave-

length is given approximately by an expression of the form »Jh{M+ Nh),

where M and N are constants. It appears from experiment, and might,

* [1899. As has been pointed out by Worthington (Phil. Mag. vol xx. p. C6, 1885), the

agreement with observation would be much improved by taking T at the now generally received

value of about 72, in place of Quincke's 81.]

25—2
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I think, have been expected, that frequency diinmislies as amplitude in-

creases, so that N is positive.

When the aperture has the form of an exact circle, and when the flow of

fluid in its neighbonrhond is unimpeded b}^ obstacles, tliero is a perfect

balance of lateral motions and pressures, and conscquentl}' notliing to render

the jet in its future course unsymmotrical. Even in this case, however,

the phenomena are profoundly modified by the oj^eration of the capillar}'

force. Far from retaining the cylindrical form unimpaired, the jet rapidl}'

resolves itself in a more or less regular manner into detached in;xsses. It

has, in fact, been shown by Plateau*, both from theory and experiment, that

in consequence of surface-tension the cylinder is an unstable form of

equilibrium, when its length exceeds its circumference.

The circumstances attending the resolution of a cylindrical jet into drops

have been admirably examined and described by Savartf, and for the most

part explained with great sagacity by Plateau. There are, however, a few

points which appear not to have been adequatelj' treated hitherto ; and in

order to explain myself more efifectuallj^ I propose t-o pass in review the

leading features of Plateau's theory, imparting, where I am able, additional

precision.

Let us conceive, then, an infinitely long circular cjdinder of liquid,

at restj, and inquire under what circumstances it is stable, or unstable,

for small displacements, symmetrical about the axis of figure.

Whatever the deformation of the originally straight boundary of the

axial section maj' be, it can be resolved by Fourier's theorem into de-

formations of the harmonic type. These component deformations are in

general infinite in number, of everj' wave-length, and of arbitrary phase

;

but in the first stages of the motion, with which alone we are at present

concerned, each produces its effect independentl}' of everj' other, and ma}'

be considered b}' itself Suppose, therefore, that the equation of the

boundary is

r = a + a cos kz, (6)

where a is a small quantity, the axis of z being that of symmetry. The

wave-length of the disturbance may be called \, and is connected with k

by the equation k = Stt/X,. The capillary tension endeavours to contract

the surface of the fluid ; so that the stability, or instability, of the cylindrical

form of equilibrium depends upon whether the surface (enclosing a given

* Statiqice Experiinentale ct Theorique des Liquides sounds aux seules Forces Moleculaires,

Paris, 1873.

t " Memoire sur la Constitution des Veines Liquides lancdes par des Orifices Circulaires en

mince paroi." Ann. d. Chim. t. liii. 1833.

X A motion common to every part of the fluid is necessarily without influence upon the

stability, and may therefore be left out of account for convenience of conception and expression.
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volume) be greater or less respectively after the displacement than before.

It has been proved by Plateau (see also Appendix I.) that the surface

is greater than before displacement if ka > 1, that is, if X < 27ra; but less,

if A;a < 1, or X > ^ira. Accordingly, the equilibrium is stable, if X be less

than the circumference ; but unstable, if X be greater than the circumference

of the cylinder. Disturbances of the former kind, like those considered

in the earlier part of this paper, lead to vibrations of harmonic type, whose

amplitudes always remain small; but disturbances, whose wave-length

exceeds the circumference, result in a greater and gi-eater departure from

the cylindrical figure. The analytical expression for the motion in the latter

case involves exponential terms, one of which (except in case of a particular

relation between the initial displacements and velocities) increases rapidly,

beiug equally multiplied in equal times. The coefficient (</) of the time

in the exponential term (e''^') may be considered to measure the degree of

dynamical instability ; its reciprocal l/q is the time in which the disturbance

is multiplied in the ratio 1 : e.

The degree of instability, as measured by q, is not to be deteimined

from statical considerations only ; otherwise there would be no limit to the

increasing efficiency of the longer wave-lengths. The joint operation of

superficial tension and inertia in fixing the wave-length of maximum

instability was, I believe, first considered in a communication to the

Mathematical Society*, on the "Instability of Jets." It appears that the

value of q may be expressed in the form

^J{^.)
i'iJ'< 0)

\pa-

where, as before, T is the superficial tension, p the density, and F is given

by the following table:

—

kV
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Taking for water, in C.G.S. units, 2'= 81, p=l, we get for the case of

maximum instability,

g-'=
,,^-,f .^., = irodK (8)

V(81) X -343

if d be the diameter of the cylinder. Thus, if d=l, q-'=ll5; or for a

diameter of one centimetre the disturbance is multiplied 2'7 times in about

one-ninth of a second. If the disturbance be multiplied 1000 fold ni

time t, qt = S log,, 10 = 6-9, so that t = 'IMl For example, if the diameter

be one millimetre, the disturbance is multiplied 1000 fold in about one-

fortieth of a second. In view of these estimates the rapid disintegration

of a fine jet of water will not cause surprise.

The relative importance of two harmonic disturbances depends upon their

initial magnitudes, and upon the rates at which they grow. When the

initial values are very small, the latter considei-atiou is much the more

important; for, if the disturbances be represented by a,e'''\ a«e^-\ in which

qi exceeds q^, their ratio is {a.,/a,)e~''>~''''''-; and this ratio decreases without

limit with the time, whatever be the initial (finite) ratio a, : aj. If the

initial disturbances are small enough, that one is ultimately preponderant,

for which the measure of instability is greatest. The smaller the causes by

which the original equilibrium is upset, the more will the cylindrical mass

tend to divide itself regularly into portions whose length is equal to

4"o times the diameter. But a disturbance of less favourable wave-length

may gain the preponderance in case its magnitude be sufficient to produce

disintegration in a less time than that required by the other disturbances

present.

The application of these results to actual jets presents no great difliculty.

The disturbances, by which equilibrium is upset, are impressed upon the

fiuid as it leaves the aperture, and the continuous portion of the jet

represents the distance travelled during the time necessary to produce

disintegration. Thus the length of the continuous portion necessarily

depends upon the character of the disturbances in respect of amplitude

and wave-length. It may be increased considerably, as Savart showed,

by a suitable isolation of the reservoir from tremors, whether due to external

sources or to the impact of the jet itself in the vessel placed to receive it.

Nevertheless it does not appear to be possible to carry the prolongation very

far. Whether the residuary disturbances are of external origin, or are due

to friction, or to some peculiarity of the fluid motion within the reservoir,

has not been satisfixctorily determined. On this point Plateau's explanations

are not very clear, and he sometimes expresses himself as if the time of

disintegration depended only upon the capillary tension, without reference

to initial disturbances at all.
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Two laws were formulated by Savarfc with respect to the length of the

continuous portion of the jet, and have been to a certain extent explained

by Plateau. For a given fluid and a given orifice the length is approximately

proportional to the square root of the head. This follows at once from

theory, if it can be assumed that the disturbances retnaiu always of the same

cliaracter, so that the time of disintegratit>n is constant*. When the head is

given, Savart found the length to be proportional to the diameter of the

orifice. From (S) it appears that the time in which a disturbance is

multiplied in a given ratio varies, not as d, but as d^. Again, when the

fluid is changed, the time varies as p^T''^. But it may be doubted, I think,

whether the length of the continuous portion obeys any very simple laws,

even when external disturbances are avoided as far ;is possible.

When the circumstances of the experiment are such that the reservoir is

influenced by the shocks due to the impact of the jet, the disintegration

usually establishes itself with complete regularity, and is attended by a

musical note (Savart). The impact of the regular series of drops which is at

any moment striking the sink (or vessel receiving the water), determines the

rupture into similar drops of the portion of the jet at the same moment

passing the orifice. The pitch of the note, though not absolutely definite,

cannot differ much from that which corresponds to the division of the jet

into wave-lengths of maximum instability; and, in fact, Savart found that

the frequency was directly as the square root of the head, inversely as the

diameter of the orifice, and independent of the nature of the fluid—laws

which follow immediately from Plateau's theory.

From the pitch of the note due to a jet of given diameter, and issuing

under a given head, the wave-length of the nascent divisions can be at once

deduced. Reasoning from some observations of Savart, Plateau finds in this

way 4'-38 as the ratio of the length of a division to the diameter of the jet.

The diameter of the orifice was 3 millims., from which that of the jet is

deduced by the introduction of the coefficient -8. Now that the length of a

division has been estimated a pnon, it is perhaps preferable to reverse

Plateau's calculation, and to exhibit the frequency of vibration in terms

of the other data of the problem. Thus

'"i"-^-!!© «

But the most certain method of obtaining complete regularity of reso-

lution is to bring the reservoir under the influence of an external vibrator,

whose pitch is approximately the same as that proper to the jet. Magnusf

For the sake of simplicity, I neglect the action of gravity upon the jet when formed. The

question has been further discussed by Plateau,

t Pogg. Ann. Bd. cvi. 1859.
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employed a Neef's hammer, attached to the wooden frame which supported

the reservoir. Perhaps an electrically maintained tuning-fork is still better.

Magnus showed that the most important part of the effect is due to the

forced vibration of that side of the vessel which contains the orifice, and that

but little of it is propagated through the air. With respect to the limits of

pitch, Savart found that the note might be a fifth above, and more than an

octave below, that proper to the jet. According to theory, there would

be no well-defiued lower limit; on the other side, the external vibration

cannot be efficient if it tends to produce divisions whose length is less than

the circumference of the jet. This would give for the interval defining the

upper limit it : 4508, which is very nearly a fifth. In the case of Plateau s

numbers (v : 4'3S) the discrepancy is a little greater.

The detached masses into which a jet is resolved do not at once assume

and retain a spherical form, but execute a series of vibrations, being

alternately compressed and elongated in the direction of the axis of sym-

metry. When the resolution is effected in a perfectly periodic manner,

each drop is in the same phase of its vibration as it passes through a given

point of space ; and thence arises the remarkable appearance of alternate

swellings and contractions described by Savart. The interval from one

swelling to the next is the space described by the drop during one complete

vibration, and is therefore (as Plateau shows) proportional cceteris i^arihus to

the square root of the head.

The time of vibration is of course itself a function of the nature of the

fluid and of the size of the drop. By the method of dimensions alone it may

be seen that the time of infinitely small vibrations varies directly as the

square root of the mass of the sphere and inversely as the square root

of the capillary tension ; and in Appendix II. it is proved that its ex-

pression is

Vf-s^) *'«'

V being the volume of the vibrating mass.

In an experiment arranged to determine the time of vibration, a stream

of 197 cub. centims. per second was broken up under the action of a fork

making 128 vibrations per second. Neglecting the mass of the small

spherules (of which more will be said presently), we get for the mass

of each sphere 197 h- 128, or '154 grm.; and thence by (10), taking as

before ^ = 81,

T = '0473 second.

The distance between the first and second swellings was by measurement

16'5 centims. The level of the contraction midway between the two

swellings was 36-8 centims. below the surface of the liquid in the reservoir.
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corresponding to a velocity of [269] centims. per second. These data give

for the time of vibration,

T = 16-5 H- [269] = -0612 second.

The discrepancy between the two values of t, which is greater than I had

expected, is doubtless due in part to excessive amplitude, rendering the

vibration slower than that calculated for infinitely sQiall amplitudes*

A rough estimate of the degree of flattening to be expected at the first

swelling may be arrived at by calculating the eccentricity of the oblatum,

which has the satne volume and surface as those appertaining to the portion

of fluid in question when forming part of the undisturbed cylinder. In

the case of the most natural mode of resolution, the volume of a drop

is dva', and its surface is ISTra'. The eccentricity of the oblatum which has

this volume and this surface is "94-t, corresponding to a ratio of principal

axes equal to about 1 : 3.

In consequence of the rapidity of the motion some optical device is

necessary to render apparent the phenomena attending the disintegration

of a jet. Magnus employed a rotating mirror, and also a rotating disk from

which a fine slit was cut out. The readiest method of obtaining instan-

taneous illumination is the electric spark, but with this Magnus was not

successful. " The rounded masses of which the swellings consist reflect

the light emanating from a point in such a manner that the eye sees only

the single point of each, which is principally illuminated. Hence, when the

stream is illuminated by the electric spark, the swellings appear like a

string of pearls ; but their form cannot be recogni-sed, because the intensity

of the light reflected from the remaining portions of the masses is too small

to allow this, on account of the velocity with which the impression is lost-f."

The electric spark had, however, been used successfully for this purpose

some years before by Buffj, who observed the shadoiu of the jet on a white

screen. Preferable to an opaque screen in my experience is a piece of ground

glass, which allows the shadow to be examined from the further side. I have

found also that the jet may be very well observed directly, if the illumination

is properly managed. For this purpose it is necessary to place the jet

between the source of light and the eye. The best effect is obtained when

the light of the spark is somewhat diffused by being passed (for example)

through a piece of ground glass.

The spark may be obtained from the secondary of an induction coil,

whose terminals are in connexion with the coatings of a Leyden jar. By

* [1899. Experiments upon the vibrations of drops which fall singly from nozzles have been

made by Lenard (Wied. Ann. vol. xxx. p. 209, 1887).]

+ Phil. Mag. vol. xviii. 1859, p. 172.

X Liebig's Ann. vol. Lxxvin. 1851.
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adjustment of the contact breaker the series of sparks may be. made to fit

more or less perfectly with the formation of the drops. A still greater

improvement may be effected by using an electrically maintained fork,

which performs the double office of controlling the resolution of the jet

and of interrupting the primary current of the iuduction coil. lu this form

the experiment is oue of remarkable beauty. The jet, illuminated only

in oue pliase of transformation, appears almost perfectly steady, and may

be e.xamiued at leisure. The fork that I used had a frequency of 12y, and

commuiiicated its vibration to the reservoir through the table ou which both

were placed without any special provision for the purpose. The only weak

point in the arrangement was the rather feeble character of the sparks,

depending probably upon the use of an inductiim coil too large for the rate

of iutermittence. A change in the phase under observation could be effected

by pressing slightly upou the reservoir, whereby the vibration communicated

was rendered more or less intense.

The jet issued horizontally from an orifice of about half a centimetre

in diameter, and almost immediately assumed a rippled outline. The

gradually increasing amplitude of the disturbance, the formation of the

elongated ligament, and the subsequent transformation of the ligament

into a sjiherule, could be examined mth ease. In consequence of the

transformation being in a more advanced stage at the forward than at the

hinder end, tbe ligament remains for a moment connected with the mass

behind, when it has freed itself from the mass in front, and thus the

resulting spherule acquires a backwards relative velocity, which of necessity

leads to a collision. Under ordinary circumstances the spherule rebounds,

and may be thus reflected backwards and forwards several times between the

adjacent masses. But if the jet be subject to moderate electrical influence,

the spherule amalgamates with a larger mass at the first oj)portunity*.

Magnus showed that the stream of spherules may be diverted into another

path by the attraction of a powerfully electrified rod, held a little below the

place of resolution.

Very interesting modifications of these phenomena are observed when a

jet from an orifice in a thin plate }" is directed obliquely upwards. In this

case drops which break away with different velocities are earned under the

action of gravity into different paths ; and thus under ordinary circumstances

a jet is apparently resolved into a " sheaf," or bundle of jets all lying in one

vertical plane. Under the action of a vibrator of suitable periodic time the

resolution is regularised ; and then each drop, breaking away under like

conditions, is projected with the same velocity, and therefore follows the

* Proc. Roy. Soc. March 13, 1879. On the Inflaence of Electricity on Colliding Water Drops.

[Art. Lix.]

t Tyndall has shown that a pinhole gas burner may also be used with advantage.
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same path. The apparent gathering together of the sheaf into a fine and

well-defined stream is an effect of singular beauty.

In certain cases where the tremor to which the jet is subjected is

compound, the single path is replaced by two, thi-ee, or even more paths,

which the drops follow in a regular cycle. The explanation has been given

with remarkable insight by Plateau. If for example besides the principal

disturbance, which determines the size of the drops, there be another of

twice the period, it is clear that the alternate drops break away uDder

different conditions and therefore with different velocities. Complete

periodicity is only attained after the passage of a jjaiV of drops ; and thus

the odd series of drops pursues one path, and the even series another.

All I propose at present is to bring forward a few facts connected witli

the influence of electricity, which are not mentioned in my former com-

munication. To it, however, I must refer the reader for further explana-

tions. The literature of the subject is given very fully in Plateau's second

volume.

When the jet is projected upwards at a moderate obliquity, the sheaf is

(as Savart describes it) confined to a vertical plane. Under these circum-

stances, there are few or no collisions, as the drops have room to clear one

another, and moderate electrical influence is without effect. At a higher

obliquity the drops begin to be scattered out of the vertical plane, which

is a sign that collisions are taking place. Moderate electrical influence will

now reduce the scattering again to the vertical plane, by causing the

coalescence of drops which come into contact. When the projection is

nearly vertical, the whole scattering is due to collisions, and is destroyed

by electricity. If the resolution into drops is regularised by vibrations of

suitable frequency, the principal drops follow the same path, and unless the

projection is nearly vertical, there are no collisions, as exjjlained in my
former paper. It sometimes happens that the spherules are projected

laterally in a distinct stream, making a considerable angle with the main

stream. This is the result of collisions between the spherules and the

principal drops. I believe that the former are often reflected backwards

and forwards several times, until at last they escape laterally. Occasionally

the principal drops themselves collide in a regular manner, and ultimately

escape in a double stream. In all cases the behaviour under electrical

influence is a criterion of the occurrence of collisions. The principal

phenomena are easily observed directly, with the aid of instantaneous

illumination.

[1899. Further experiments upon jets are described in Proc. Roy. Soc.

vol. xxxrv. pp. 130—145, 1882.]
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Appendix I.

The subject of this appeudix is the mathematical investigation of the

motion of fiictionless fluid under the action of capillary force, the con-

tiguratioa of the fluid differing infinitely little from that of equilibrium

iu the form of an infinite circular cylinder.

Taking the axis of the cylinder as axis of z, an<l polar co-ordinates r, d in

the pei-pendicular plane, we may express the form of the surface at any

time t by the equation

r = a,+f{d,z), (11)

iu which f(0, z) is always a small quantity. By Fourier's theorem, the

arbitrary function f may be expanded in a series of terms of the type

a,i cos nd cos kz ; and, as we shall see iu the course of the investigation, each

of these terms may be considered independently of the others. The sum-

mation extends to all positive values of k, and to all positive integral values

of n, zero included.

During the motion the quantity «„ does not remain absolutely coustant,

and must be determined by the condition that the inclosed volume is

invariable. Now for the surface

?• = tto + a,( cos nO cos kz, (12)
we find

volume = ^ffr'^dOdz = J (wao' + l7rct,{- cos= kz) dz = z {ira^- + |7ra,i-) ;

so that, if a denote the radius of the section of the undisturbed cylinder,

TTft- = 7ra„- + \it-a,c,

whence approximately

ct„ = a(l -ia„=/a-) (13)

For the case w = 0, (13) is rejjlaced by

o.„ = a (1 - {a^-ja-) (14)

We have now to calculate the area of the surface of (22), on which the

potential energy of displacement depends. We have [approximately]

Surface =//{l + ^{drjdzy ->t ^r~-{drlde)-] rdddz

= //(I + 2 ^'''«u' cos"' n0 sin- kz + ^ii^a^hr^ sin= nd cos^ kz} rdOdz

= z {27ra„ + I irk"- a,,-a + J7r/t'-a„-a-')
;

so that, if o- denote the surface corresponding on the average to the unit

of length,

o- = 'iira + ^'n-a-'ik-a-^-n- - I) a,," (1-5)

the value of a„ being substituted from (13).
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The potential energy P, estimated per unit length, is therefore ex-

pressed by
P = lTra-'T(k"-a^ + ii'-l)cL,-', (16)*

T being the superficial tension.

For the case n = 0, (IG) is replaced by

P = ^-7ra->r(r-a=--l)a,r (17)

From (16) it appears that, when n is unity or au}' greater integer, the

value of /-" is positive, showing that, for all displacements of these kinds, the

original equilibrium is stable. For the case of displacements symmetrical

about the axis, we see from (17) that the equilibrium is stable or unstable

according as ka is greater or less than unitj', i.e., according as the wave-

length {iTTJk) is less or greater than the circumference of the cylinder.

If the expression for r in (12) involve a number of terms with various

values of n and k, the corresponding expression for P is found by simple

addition of the expressions relating to the component terms, and contains

only the squares (and not the products) of the quantities a.

The velocity-potential (<^) of the motion of the fluid satisfies the

equation

d-<^ 1 d<p 1 fZ^<^ d-<p

dr- r dr i^ dd'^ dz- ''

or, if in order to corresjDond with (12) we assume that the variable part

is proportional to cos nd cos kz,

f^ + i#_f!^ + ^.A<^ = (18)
dr- r dr \r- I

^

The solution of (18) under the condition that there is no introduction or

abstraction of fluid along the axis of sj'mmetry is

—

^ = ^nJn (ikr) cos nO cos kz, (19)

in which i = ^J{- 1), and Jn is the symbol of the Bessel's function of the

?ith order, so that

•^--(-•^) =2M^h2:^2 + 2; 4.2/r2.2.+4 + ---} ^''^

The constant /8„ is to be found from the condition that the radial

velocity when r = a coincides with that implied in (12). Thus

ik ^^Jn (ika) = donldt (21)

[1899. If /fc=0, the rigbt-hand member of (16), corresponding tor= a„ + a„co3>ie, needs to

be doubled.]
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The kinetic energy of the motion is, by Green's theorem,

[60

*.// adOdz = \irpz . ika . J„ (ika) ./„' (ika) . fin^

;

so that, by (21), if K denote the kinetic energy per unit length,

^" ^''p''
iica:jZiiM)[d:t)

^^-^

When n = 0, we must take, instead of (22),

(23)
" ^ ika . J^ {ika) \dt

)

The most general value of K is to be found by simple summation, with

respect to n and k, from the particular values expressed in (22) and (23).

Since the expressions for P and K involve only the squares, and not the

products, of the quantities a, da/dt, it follows that the motions represented

by (12) take place in perfect independence of one another.

For the free motion we get by Lagrange's method from (16), (22),

d-o
' +

T ika . </„' {ika) „

dt''- pa' Jn {ika)
{n- + k-a- — 1) a„ = 0, .(24)

which applies without change to the case n = 0. Thus,

if a„ <x cos (pt — e),

T ika Jn {ika)

r pa" Jn {ika)
- {n- + k-a" — 1), .(25)

giving the frequency of vibration in the cases of stabilit}'. If 5? = 0, and

ka < 1, the solution changes its form. If we suppose that a„ cc e*'''.

.(26)
T ika Jn {ika),, ,„ ,^

q- = —.
—

r ,., -, (1 -k-a-)
pa" Jo (ika)

From this the table in the text was calculated.

When n is greater than unity, the values of p- in (25) are usuall}' in

practical cases nearly the same as if ka were zero, or the motion took place

in two dimensions. W^e may therefore advantageousl}' introduce into (25)

the supposition that ka is small. In this way we get

^)= = n {n- -1 + k-a^)

or, if ka be neglected altogether.

T
1 +

^•=a=

pa' \_ 11. 2n + 2
+ .. ....(27)

rf = {ri' — n)—^

,

^ ^ 'pa"'
.(28)
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which <agree with the formulae used in the text. When w = 1, there is no

force of restitution for the case of a displacement in two dimensions.

Combining in the usual way two stationary vibrations, whose phases

differ b}' a quarter of a period, we find as the expression of a progressive

wave,

r = ttf, + yn COR vd cos kz cos pi + 7„ cos ii6 sin kz sin pt

= Wo + 7)1 cos«^ cos (j}t — kz) (29)

For the application to a jet the progressive wave must be reduced to

steadj' motion by the superposition of a common velocity (v) equal and

opposite to that of the wave's propagation. The solution then becomes

r = Oo + 7„ cos n0 cos kz, (80)

in which 7^ is an absolute constant. The corresponding velocity-potential is

,b = -vz + -''.7"/;,?? sin kz cos ne (31)^ ikJn {tka)

It is instructive to verifj' these results b)' the formulae applicable to

steady motion. The resultant velocity q at any point is approximately

equal to diji/dz ; and

dd} pky„J,^{ikr)
, ^

V~ = — V + ., r , , ., V cos kz cos n a.
dz ikJn {ika)

At the surface we have approximately r = a, and

^q. = ^v--pkv.^j^^j^^coskzcos.e.

Thus by the hydrodynamical equation of pressure, with use of (2.5), since

V = pjk,

Pressure = const. + ynW-T (n- — 1 + kPa") cos kz cos nd (32)

The pressure due to superficial tension is T (Ri~^ + R„~^), if -Kj, R.^, are

the radii of curvature in planes parallel and perpendicular to the axis

;

and from (30)

— Rf-^ = d-rjdz- = — k-jn cos n6 cos kz,

iJ,-' = r-^ + d-r-^/d6'- = a"' + y„a-- (n- - 1) cos n0 cos kz
;

so that

Pressure = const. + ynor'in' - 1 + k^'a") cos nd cos kz.

Thus the pressure due to velocity is exactly balanced by the capillary force,

and the surface condition of equilibrium is satisfied.
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Appendix II.

We will now investigate in the same manner the vibrations of a liquid

mass about a spherical figure, confining ourselves for brevity to modes of

vibration symmetrical about an axis, which is sufficient for the application

in the text. These modes require for their expression only Legendre's

functions P„ ; the more general problem, involving Laplace's functions, maj'

be treated in the same way, and leads to the same results.

The radius }• may be expanded at any time t in tlie series

r = a„ + a,P,{fi)+ +a„P„(;i) + , (33)

where a^, a.^ are small quantities relatively to a„, and /i (according to the

usual notation) represents the cosine of the colatitude {6).

For the volume included within the surface (33) we have

approximately. If a be the radius of the sphere of equilibrium,

a^ = «„=[l+32(2«.+ l)-'a,;-/a=] (34)

We have now to calculate the area of the surface iS.

S = 2. / . sin ey |." -f (I)]
d0 = 2. \[r-^ + x

(|)j
^^edO.

For the first part

{ 'r'dfj. = 2ao^ + 2S (2?i + l)-^a„-.

For the second part

dP..
j(^f.n.ede = ,jy-^)

dfjL
dfx.

The value of the quantity on tlie right-hand side may be found with the aid

of the formula*

f+l
= :|SiJ {n + 1) a„- I Pn'dfjL = 2?i (n + 1) (2ji + l)~'an--

Thus

* Todhunter'8 Laplace's Functions, § C2.
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Accordingly

S= 47rao= + 27rS (2w + l)-i (n'+n+ 2) a„^

;

or, since by (34)

a„'' = a^-22(2?^ + l)-'a„^

S=iTra' + 27rX{n-l)(n + 2)(2n+l)-'an' (35)

If T be the cohesive tension, the potential energy is

P = 277^2 (71 -!)(« + 2) (271 +l)-ia„^ (36)

We have now to calculate the kinetic energy of the motion. The
velocity-potential (p may be expanded in the series

</' = ^o + A»-Pi(^) + + /S„r"P„ (/.)+...; (37)

and thus for K we get

K = ^p jj,f> -^dS=lp. 2Tra?
I

^(j>-£d/j, = ip. 4'ira' . 2 (27i + l)-'7ia="-i;Q„^.

But by comparison of the value of dcp/dr from (37) with (33), we find

710^-^^^ = dun/dt; and thus

K=-2-7rpa'%(2n + l)-^n-''(dan/dty (38)

Since the products of the quantities a„ and da^/dt do not occur in the

expressions for P and K, the motions represented by the various terms

occur independently of one another. The equation for a„ is by Lagrange's

method

^ + n(n-l){n + 2)^^an = 0; (39)

so that, if an oc cos {j>t + e),

_p^ = w(7i-l)(7i-|-2)—3 (40)

The periodic time t given in the text (equation (10)) follows from (40)

by putting t = 27rp~S 7i = 2, V = ^Tra^.

To find the radius of the sphere of water which vibrates seconds,

put p = 27r, T = 81, p = 1, 71 = 2. Thus a = 2-54 centims., or one inch

almost exactly. [1899. But a better value for T would be 74.]

26
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ACOUSTICAL OBSERVATIONS. II.

[Phil. Mag. VII. pp. 14.9—162, 1879.]

Fvre Tones from Sounding Flavies.

The best approximation to a pure tone is doubtless that given by a fork

held over a suitably tuned air resonator ; but unless the vibrations are main-

tained, the sound is of but short duration, and varies in intensity throughout.

On the other hand the introduction of an electro-magnetic maintenance (as

in Helmholtz's vowel experiments) somewhat complicates the apparatus.

For many purposes extreme purity and constancy of pitch are not important

;

and thus an arrangement which shall be simple and easy to manage, even

though less perfect in its operation than a tuning-fork, is still a desideratum.

During the last year I have often used with good effect air resonators

whose vibrations were maintained in a well-known manner by hydrogen

flames. In the common form of the experiment an open cylindrical tube is

employed as resonator, and gives a sound, usually of a highly compound
character. In order to obtain a pure tone, it is onl}' necessary to replace the

tube by a resonator of different form, such as a rather wide-mouthed bottle

or jar ; but a diflficalty then arises from the progressive deterioration of the

limited quantity of air included. A better result is obtained from a tube

with a central expansion, such as a bulbous paraffin-lamp chimney, which

allows of a through draught, and yet departs sufficiently from the cylindrical

form to give a pure tone. For ready speech, it is sometimes necessary to

restrict the lower aperture, e.g. by a bored disk of wood attached with wax.

Another plan which answers very well is to block the middle of a cylindrical

tube by a loosely fitting plug. The tubes that I used are of cast iron, and

were plugged by rectangular pieces of wood provided with springs of brass

wire to keep them in position. The length of the plug may be about two
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diameters of the tube ; the length of the tube itself should be about twelve
diameters. In all cases the best result requires that the tubes through
which the hydrogen is supplied be of suitable length, and be provided with
suitable burners. These may be made of glass, and are easily adjusted by
trial.

For ordinary purposes a common hydrogen-bottle is sufficient ; but the

note is rather more steady when the hydrogen is supplied from a gas-holder.

In this way I have obtained pure tones, giving with tuning-forks pretty

steady beats of more than two seconds' period. When the intensities are

nearly equal, the phase of approximate silence is very well marked.

Points of silence near a wall from which a pure tone is reflected.

On this subject there are two papers by N. Savart*, who advances views

very difficult of acceptance. A criticism of some of Savart's positions was

published soon after by Seebeck ; but the question does not appear to have

been thoroughly cleared up.

One source of confusion is imperfect recognition of the fact that the

positions of the silences depend upon the nature of the apparatus used for

the investigation. In the case of the ear a silence requires that there be no

variation of pressure at the open end of the ear-passage, whether it be in its

natural state, or prolonged by a tube fitted into the external ear. The

addition of a small cone or resonator will not affect the truth of this state-

ment. Thus, if the influence of the head and body of the observer acting as

simple obstacles be put out of account (as may fairly be done when a tube is

used), the silences occur at distances from the wall which are odd multiples

of the quarter wave-length j-. On the other hand, if a membrane simply

stretched over a hoop and held parallel to the wall be used as the indicator,

the positions of zero disturbance are at distances from the wall equal to even

multiples of the quarter wave-length.

In the theory of organ-pipes the places of zero velocity and of maximum

pressure-variation are usually called 7iodes ; and the places of zero pressure-

variation and of maximum velocity are called loops. If we retain this

nomenclature, we may say that silences as investigated by the ear occur at

loops, and that the maximum sound is found at nodes ; but in Savart's papers

the silences are identified with nodes. Moreover the difference is not one of

words merely ; for Savart considers that (apart from the effects of obstacles)

the silences are to be found at distances from the wall which are even

multiples of the quarter wave-length. A large part of his work is thus an

* Ann. d. Chim. vol. Lxxi. 1839, vol. xir. 1845.

t The waves are here supposed complete. Savart's "ondes " are only half as long.

26—2
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endeavour to bring the facts into accordance with a mistaken theoretical

view.

When the median plane is parallel to the wall, the obstruction presented

by the head displaces considerably the positions of the silences. In his first

paper Savart proposes to add 27 mm. to the measured distances between the

external ear nearer to the wall and the wall itself, in order to take account

of the interval between the external ear and the sentient apparatus. In the

case of the ear further from the wall a similar distance is to be subtracted.

I am at a loss to understand how the situation of the sentient apparatus can

be supposed to be an element in the question at all. Everything must

surely depend upon whether there is or is not a variation of pressure at the

outer end of the ear-passage. In the second paper Savart takes (as it appears

to me) a further step in the wrong direction. He states that the positions

of the silences are the same, whether they be observed with the ear nearer

to the wall, or with the ear further from it, and draws the conclusion that

the part of the head with which we have to deal is that situated in the

median plane midway between the ears. Having already added 27 mm. to

his measurements (in the case of the ear nearer to the wall), to take account

of the distance between the external ear and the labyrinth, he now adds

50 mm. more. By this artificial treatment the distances of the silences from

the wall are made to agree with the series of even multiples of the quarter

wave-length, though considerable anomalies remain unexplained.

There can be no doubt, I imagine, that Savart's theoretical views are

quite erroneous, and that what has to be explained by the action of the head

as an obstacle is the displacement of the silences from the loops, and not

from the nodes. An exact theoretical investigation of this subject is of

course out of the question ; but some information bearing upon it may be

obtained from a calculation given in my Theory of Sound, § 328, relating to

the character of the obstruction to sound presented by rigid spheres. It

appears that if a source of sound be situated at the surface of a sphere whose

circumference is moderate in comparison with the wave-length, the phase

(which is the element on which the phenomena under consideration princi-

pally depend) at a distance is approximately the same as if the source were

moved outward from the surface through a distance equal to half the radius,

and the sphere were removed altogether. By the theorem of reciprocity,

I 294, it follows that in the case of reflection of plane waves there is a silence

at the point on the surface of the sphere nearest the wall when, not this

point itself, but another further from the centre by half the radius, is distant

from the wall by an odd multiple of the quarter wave-length, provided that

the distance between the sphere and wall be not too small a multiple of the

radius. Instead therefore of adding with Savart 27 mm., or 77 mm., to the

observed distances in the expectation of so arriving at even multiples of the
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quarter wave-length, we ought rather to subtract some such distance as
50 mm. in the expectation of arriving at odd multiples of the same quantity.

The following are some of Savart's results given in the jfirst paper:—

Designations des divers
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from a place where the sound was a minimum for oue ear to a place where

it was a minimum for the other ear. We may therefore conclude that

Savart's statement is not generally true, and that the views which he has

founded upon it have no sufficient claim upon our acceptance.

When the median plane of the head is perpendicular to the wall, the

silences are observed at distances which are odd multiples of the quarter

wave-length, agreeably with theory.

Sensitive Flames.

The beautiful phenomenon of sensitive flames is now familiar to students

of acoustics ; but its rationale is by no means understood. An important

contribution to the facts, from which some daj^ a theory will doubtless arise,

is contained in the observation of Prof Tyndall as to the " seat of sensitive-

ness.'' My present purpose is to bring forward another fact which also will

probably be found important. It may be thus stated. Under the action of

stationary sonorous waves a flame is excited at loojjs and not at nodes.

The source of sound was a little contrivance on the principle of the bird-

call, blown from a well-regulated bellows. Probabl}' a verj' high organ-pipe

or whistle might be emplo3'ed ; but it is necessarj'" to use a nearly pure tone
;

and the pitch must be high, or the flame ^vill be not affected sufHciently.

At a distance of a few feet the sound was reflected perpendicularly from a

large board. The flame itself was that called b}' Tyndall the vowel flame,

issuing from a pin-hole steatite burner fed from a gas-holder with gas at

high pressure (9 or 10 inches [25 cm.]).

The observations were made by moving the burner to and fro in front

of the board, until the positions were found in which the flame was least

disturbed by the sound ; and it will be seen from the results that these

positions were very well defined. The distance between the board and the

orifice of the burner was then taken with a pair of dividers, and measured on

a scale of millimetres. Two observers, J and E, adjusted the flame inde-

pendently of one another. The following are the results obtained :

—

First position ...

Secoud position

Third position

Fourth position

16i, 16i mean 16*1

16
i

31i/

3ia\

Hi,

m\

62J)

16, 16

31, 3U
32^, 31, 32 .

47, 474

46J, 47, 45J.

62, 62J ,

(E. 64, 60i, 62J..

Fifth position J. 78J, 78^ 78J,

m
314

46J

62i

78J

16-25

15-7

15-6

15-6

15-5
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The second column contains the individual measurements by the two

observers ; the third shows the mean of all the results for the same position.

The numbers in the fourth column are the results of dividing those of the

third column by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively, and agree very well together,

proving that the positions coincide with nodes. If the positions had coincided

with loops, the numbers of the third column would have been in the ratios

1:3:5:7:9. The wave-length of the sound was thus 31'2ram., corre-

sponding to pitch /^'
jf

•

A few observations were made at the same time on the positions of the

silences, as estimated by the ear listening through a tube. As was to be

expected, they coincided with the loops, bisecting the intervals given by the

flame. When the flame was in a position of minimum effect, and the free

end of the tube was held close to the burner at an equal distance from the

reflecting wall, the sound heard was a maximum, and diminished when the

end of the tube was displaced a little in either direction. It may therefore

be taken as established that the flame is affected where the ear would not be

affected, and vice versa.

Aerial Vibrations of very Low Pitch maintained by Flames.

In a lecture "On the Explanation of certain Acoustical Phenomena*,"

I showed the production of a pure tone of about 9.5 vibrations per second

from a glass resonator and a hydrogen-flame. With a larger resonator of the

same kind—a globe with a short neck, intended for showing the combustion

of phosphorus in oxygen, the pitch is 64 vibrations per second. I have lately

made some further experiments, with the view of finding whether there is

any obstacle to the maintenance by flames of vibrations of still lower

frequency. The resonator, whose natural pitch is 64, was fitted with a paste-

board tube 2 inches in diameter and 14 inches long. In this condition its

calculated frequencyt" is about 25 ; and it was found that vibrations could be

maintained by a hydrogen-flame, or even by a flame of common gas. The

supply-tube should be of considerable length ; and the orifice must not be

much contractei Although the intensity of vibration was such as to make

it a matter of difficulty to keep the flame alight, scarcely anything could be

heard. I saw no reason to doubt that still slower vibrations might be main-

tained by flames.

In illustration of the mechanics of this subject, an apparatus was con-

trived, in which by the aid of electricity a periodic communication of heat to

a limited mass of air could be effected. By means of a perforated cork one

leg of a U-tube containing mercury was fitted air-tight to the neck of an

* Proceedings of the Royal Institution, March 15, 1875. Nature, vol. xvm. p. 319. [Art. lv.]

t Theory of Sound, vol. ii. § 307 (8). [I inch= 2-54 cm.]
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inverted bottle of about 200 cub. centims. capacity. The diameter of the

column of mercury was about 1 centim., and the length of the column about

25 centims. The combination constituted a resonator, dififering from an

ordinary air resonator by the substitution of mercury for air in the channel

joining the interior of the vessel with the external atmosphere. Inside the

bottle was a spii-al of fine platinum -ndre, at one end in communica,tion

through the cork with one pole of a battery of two or three small Grove cells.

The other end of the platinum spiral was connected with a copper wire,

which terminated in the U-tube near the equilibrium position of the

mercury surface. The second pole of the battery was in permanent con-

nexion with the outer extremity of the mercury column. As the mercury

vibrates, the circuit is periodically completed and broken. The current

passes, and the platinum wire glows, when the mercury rises in the leg

connected with the bottle. Thus the communication of heat occurs when

the air in the interior is condensed by the vibration, which is the necessary

condition for maintenance, as is explained in the lecture referred to.

Rijke's Notes on a large scale.

The production of sound in tubes by heated gauze was discovered by

Rijke*, and is perhaps the most interesting of all the cases in which vibra-

tions are maintained by heat. The probable explanation is given in the

Royal-Institution lecture. It is surprising that the phenomenon is not more

generally known, as on a large scale the effect is extremely striking. I have

employed a cast-iron pipe 5 feet long and 4| inches in diameter, hung over a

table from a beam in the roof of my laboratory. The gauze (iron wire) is of

about 32 meshes to the linear inch, and may advantageously be used in two

thicknesses. It should be moulded mth a hammer on a circular wooden

block of somewhat smaller diameter than that of the pipe, and will then

retain its position in the pipe by friction. When it is desired to produce the

sound, the gauze caps are pushed up the pipe to a distance of about a foot,

and a gas-flame from a large rose-burner is adjusted imderneath, at such a

level as to heat the gauze to a bright red heat. For this purpose the vertical

tube of the lamp should be prolonged, if necessary, by an additional length of

brass tubing. In making the adjustment a more convenient view of the

interior of the pipe is obtained mth the aid of a small piece of looking-glass

held obliquely underneath. Sometimes a sound is excited by the flame itself

independently of the gauze. This should be avoided if possible, as it impedes

the due heating of the gauze. When a good red heat is attained the flame

is suddenly removed, either by withdramng the lamp or by stopping the

supply of gas. In about a second the sound begins, and presently rises to

such intensity as to shake the room, after which it gradually dies away. The
whole duration of the sound may be about 10 seconds.

* Pogg. Ann. cvii. 339, 1859.
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Mutual Influence of Organ-Pipes nearly in unison.

The easiest way of approaching the consideration of this subject is to

take the case of an open or stopped pipe, divided into two similar parts by a

rigid barrier along its middle plane. In the absence of the barrier, the

vibrations of the two halves under the action of the wind are in the same
phase; and at first sight there appears to be no reason why this state of

things should be disturbed by the barrier. Nevertheless it is well known to

phjrsicists that the two halves do in fact take opposite vibrations, with the

result that the sound in the external air at a distance from the compound
pipe is a small fraction only of that due to either half acting alone. In the

pipe itself the vibration is more, and not less, intense on account of the

barrier. It is true that at the very beginning of the sound, when the wind

first comes on, the vibrations in the two halves are similar, as is evidenced

by the greater loudness ; but the opposition of phase is rapidly established,

usually in a fraction of a second of time. As a system with two degrees of

freedom, the compound pipe is capable of two distinct modes of vibration, in

one of which the vibrations of the component pipes are in the same phase,

and in the other in opposite phases. Why the action of the wind should

maintain the latter mode of vibration to the exclusion of the former has not

hitherto been explained ; but the fact remains that that mode of vibration,

which depends for its possibility upon the barrier, is chosen in preference to

the other mode, which is not dependent upon the barrier, and in the absence

of the barrier is the one necessarily adopted.

The two possible modes of vibration have, as in almost all such cases, two

distinct periods of vibration, the difference depending upon the behaviour of

the air just outside the open ends. In consequence of the inertia of the

external air at an open end, the effective length of a pipe exceeds its actual

length by about six-tenths of the radius. The increment of effective length

is therefore greater in the case of the compound column of air when its parts

vibrate in the same phase, than it would be for either of the parts if removed

from the influence of the other. On the other hand, when the vibrations are

in opposite phases, the increment must be much less, one component pipe

absorbing the air discharged from the other. Accordingly one note of the

compound pipe is graver, and the other, which is the one actually sounded, is

more acute, than the natural notes of the component pipes when supposed to

act independently of one another.

In order to show this effect it is not necessary that the two pipes be

similar or even of exactly the same pitch. If two pipes in approximate

unison be placed so that their open ends are contiguous, a mutual influence

is exerted, which is usually sufficient to prevent the production of beats.

The examples about to be given will show that the unison need not be
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exact; but the greater the deviation from unison, the more intense is the

residual sound. Beyond the limit of the admissible departure from unison,

beats ensue ; but at iirst they are irregular, and liable to be disturbed by

very slight causes, such as draughts of air. According to theory, the

frequency of the beats ought to be a little greater than the difference of the

frequencies of the notes given by the pipes independently ; but I have not

been able to detect the difference experimentally. It would therefore seem

that over most of the range for which the mutual influence is sensible and

regular, it is sufficiently powerful to prevent more than one note being

sounded.

In the experiments that I have tried, the pipes were blown from a

bellows provided with a special regulator, and the pitches of the various

notes were determined by counting the beats for 20 seconds between them

and a somewhat sharper note on a harmonium. Sometimes the blown ends

of the pipes were near together, and sometimes (in the case of open pipes)

the unblown ends ; but during the course of an experiment the positions of

the pipes were not altered. In order to prevent a pipe speaking, I placed

some cotton-wool over the wind-way, and sometimes inserted a stopper; so

that the pitch of the pipe as a resonator was entirely altered. The foUowng

are the details of some of the observations :

—

I. Sept. 23. Open metal pipes about 2 feet long, one of them provided

with an adjustable paper slider for modifying the pitch. Blown ends near

one another; unblown ends distant.

Beats per second with harmonium-note.

One pipe alone. Other pipe alone. Both pipes together.

4-5, 4-5 5-0, 4-8 Z% 3-1
;

so that the note given by both pipes together is decidedly sharper than

those of the separate pipes.

II. Sept. 23. Same pipes as in I. Unblown ends near one another

;

blown ends distant.

Beats per second with harmonium-note.

One pipe alone. Other pipe alone. Both pipes together.

4-8 5-1 3-8

III. Sept. 25. Same pipes placed parallel to one another at a distance

of about 14 inches.

Beats per second with harmonium-note.

One pipe alone. Other pipe alone. Both pipes together.

5-15, 5-20 5-30, 5-45 5-00, 5-15
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The note of both pipes together is somewhat higher than the notes of

the single pipes.

IV. Sept. 26. Same pipes. Unblown ends near ; blown ends distant.

Beats per second.

One pipe alone. Other pipe alone. Both pipes together.

5-80, .5-85 7-15, 7-50, 7-45 5-35, 5-50, 5-4.5

V. Sept. 26. Two bottles, tuned with water to about g, were blown by
wind issuing from flattened tubes connected with the bellows \>y lengths of

india-rubber tubing. When the bottles were sufficiently removed from one

another, the mutual influence was very small, being insufficient to prevent

the formation of slow and pretty steady beats of about four seconds' period.

This ex2Deriment shows that the mutual influence dej)ends upon the proximity

of the open ends of the pipes, and not upon any effects propagated through

the supply-pipes leading from a common bellows.

Some further remarks on this subject will be found in a paper read

before the Musical Association, Dec. 2, 1878. Reference may also be made
to some allied experiments by Gripon*, with which I have only lately become

acquainted. They appear scarcelj' to extend to the case with which I have

principallj' occupied myself, namely that in which both pipes are blown.

M. Gripon had, however, anticipated me in the experimental determination

of the effect of a flange in modifying the correction for an open end-f of a

pipe.

KettledruTtis.

The theory of the vibrations of uniform and uniformly stretched flexible

cii'cular membranes, vibrating in vacuo, has been known for many yearsj.

In practice deviations from such theoretical results are to be expected, if

only in consequence of the reaction of the air, which must operate with

considerable force on a vibrating body exposing so large a surface in propor-

tion to its mass. In the case of kettledrums, the problem is further com-

plicated by the action of the shell, which limits the motion of the air on one

side of the membrane.

From the fact§ that kettledrums are struck, not in the centre, but

at a point about midway between the centre and edge, we may infer that the

vibrations which it is desired to excite are not of the symmetrical class. I

find, indeed, that the sound undergoes little, if any, change when the central

point is touched by the finger. Putting therefore the symmetrical vibrations

* Ann. d. Chim. vol. iii. p. 371, 1874.

t Phil. Mag. June, 1877. [Art. xLvi. p. 319.]

J Theory of Sound, ch. ix.

§ De Pontiguy. Proceedings of the Musical Association, Feb. 1876.
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out of account, we have to consider the parts played by vibrations of the

following modes:— (1) that with one nodal diameter and no nodal circle;

(2) that with two nodal diameters and no nodal circle
; (3) that with three

nodal diameters and no nodal cii-cle
; (4) that with one nodal diameter and

one nodal circle, &c. The investigation proved to be of greater difficulty

than I had expected, partly in consequence of the short duration of the

sounds. Better ears than mine are liable to be puzzled in attempting to

analyse compound sounds of such complication and irregularity. The follow-

ing results, however, are believed to be trustworthy.

The principal tone corresponds to mode (1); the tone corresponding to

(2) is about a fifth higher; that of mode (3) is about a major seventh above

the principal tone ; the tone of mode (4) is a little higher again, forming an

imperfect octave with the principal tone. For the corresponding modes of a

uniform membrane vibrating in vacuo, the theoretical intervals are those

represented by the ratios 1"34, 1"66, 1"83, or about a fourth, a major sixth,

and an interval nearly midway between a major and a minor seventh,

respectively.

In experimenting on this subject it is important to bear in mind that the

system of tones is really double, and that its components coincide only on the

supposition of perfect symmetry. In practice the requirement of symmetry

is difficult to attain even approximately ; and thus it is that beats are

generally heard, arising from the superposition of vibrations of nearly equal

frequency. For the purpose of identifying the various modes, the want of

symmetry is rather advantageous than otherwise. In the case of the gravest

mode, I fastened with cement a small load (a halfpenny) to a point of the

membrane situated about halfway between its centre and edge. In this way

the two gravest tones fell asunder to about a semitone, one of them (the

graver) being excited alone by a blow anywhere along the diameter through

the load, the other alone by a blow anywhere along the perpendicular

diameter. With the aid of a resonator tuned to the pitch of the subordinate

tone, the nodal diameters of the two modes (1) may be fixed with great

precision by the absence of beats. With a resonator tuned to a pitch

midway between tliose of the two tones, the beats are most distinct when the

blow is delivered at a point near the middle of one of the four quadrants

formed by the two nodal diametei's ; but the position necessary for the most

distinct beats varies with the pitch of the resonator, and also with the

situation of the observer. It may be remarked that, provided the deviation

f)-om symmetry be moderate, the same vibrations (except as to phase) are

excited, whether a blow be delivered at any point, or at the other point on

the same diameter equally distant from the centre ; and vibrations excited

by striking one point are damped by touching the other. The other modes
with nodal diameters only were identified in a similar way. The mode (4)

with a nodal circle is known by the cessation of sound at a particular point
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when various places along a radius are tried ; on either side of this point the

sound revives.

The drum that I examined is of about 25 inches diameter ; and the form

of the shell is nearly hemispherical. During the experiments the pitch of

the principal tone was about 120 vibrations per second. The vibrations were

excited by a small wooden hammer, such as is used for harmonicons, the head

being covered with cotton-wool tied on with string. For the graver tones

the thickness of the cotton-wool may with advantage be greater than for

higher tones.

I am not in a position to decide the question as to the function of the

shell; but I think it at least doubtful whether it introduces any really

advantageous modification into the relations of the component tones. It is

possible that its advantage lies rather in obstructing the flow that would

otherwise take place round the edge of the membrane. It must be remem-

bered that the sounds due to the various parts of a vibrating membrane
interfere greatly. In the case of a membrane simply stretched upon a hoop,

and vibrating away from all obstacles, no sound at all would be heard at

poiuts in the prolongation of its plane. And even when there is a shell, no

sound would be heard at points on the axis of symmetry, at least if the

symmetrical vibrations may be left out of account.

The jEolian Harp.

So far as I am aware, it has always been assumed by writers who refer to

this subject that the vibrations of the string are in the plane parallel to the

direction of the wind ; and, indeed, the action of the wind in maintaining the

motion is usually explained as the result of friction, and as analogous to the

action of a violin-bow. It is more than a year since I made some experi-

ments with the view of testing a suspicion of the incorrectness of this view

;

and I then arrived at the conclusion that the vibrations are in fact executed

in the plane perpendicular to the direction of the wind. I suppose for

simplicity that the length of the string is perpendicular to the direction

of the wind, as is usually the case in practice. Recently I have repeated

these experiments in an improved form, and with confirmatory results.

The best draught is that obtained from a chimney. In my later experi-

ments a fireplace was fitted with a structure of wood and paper, which could

prevent all access of air to the chimney, except through an elongated

horizontal aperture in the front (vertical) wall. The length of the aperture

was 26 inches, and the width 4 inches ; and along its middle a gut string

was stretched over bridges. The strength of the draught could be regulated

by slightly withdrawing the framework from the fireplace, so as to allow the

passage of air to the chimney otherwise than through the slit.
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A fine point of light was obtained from a fragment of a silvered bead

attached to the string with wax, and illuminated by a suitably placed candle,

and was observed in the direction of the length of the string through an

extemporized telescope. la this way there could be no mistake as to the

actual plane of vibration, or uncertainty as to the direction of the wind over

the string. The path of the point of light was seen to be nearly rectilinear

and vertical, showing that the vibration is across the wind. Sometimes the

path was sensibly elliptic vfith the major axis vertical.

When a string is stretched across the slit at the bottom of a slightly

open window, there is usuall}' some difficulty in determining the actual

direction of the wind where it plays upon the string. On a still night, and

with a regular fire, the sound is sometimes steady for a long time, but it is

wonderfully sensitive to the slightest changes in the draught. On one

occasion it was found impossible to open a distant door so slightly as not to

stop the sound, which would revive in a few seconds after the door was

closed again. A piece of paper no larger than the hand thrown upon the

fire (which was burning without flame) altered the draught sufiiciently to

stop the sound until the heated air due to its combustion had passed up the

chimney. It is the irregularity, and not, as has been asserted, the insuffi-

cient intensity, of the wind which prevents the satisfiictory performance of

the harp in the open air.
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INVESTIGATIONS IN OPTICS, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE
TO THE SPECTROSCOPE.

{Phil. Mag. viii. pp. 261—274, 403—411, 477—486, 1879;

IX. pp. 40—55, 1880.]

§ 1. Resolving, or Separating, Power of Optical Instruments.

According to the principles of common optics, there is no limit to

resolving-power, nor any reason why an object, sufficiently well lighted,

should be better seen with a large telescope than with a small one. In order

to explain the peculiar advantage of large instruments, it is necessary to

discard what may be looked upon as the fundamental principle of common
optics, viz. the assumed infinitesimal character of the wave-length of light.

It is probably for this reason that the subject of the present section is so

little understood outside the circles of practical astronomers and mathe-

matical physicists.

It is a simple consequence of Huyghens's principle, that the direction of

a beam of limited width is to a certain extent indefinite. Consider the case

of parallel light incident perpendicularly upon an infinite screen, in which is

cut a circular aperture. According to the principle, the various points of the

aperture may be regarded as secondary sources emitting synchronous vibra-

tions. In the direction of original propagation the secondary vibrations are

all in the same phase, and hence the intensity is as great as possible. In

other directions the intensity is less; but there will be no sensible dis-

crepancy of phase, and therefore no sensible diminution of intensity, until the

obliquity is such that the (greatest) projection of the diameter of the aperture

upon the direction in question amounts to a sensible fraction of the wave-

length of the light. So long as the extreme difference of phase is less than

a quarter of a period, the resultant cannot differ much from the maximum

;
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and thus there is little to choose between directions making with the

principal direction less angles than that expressed in circular measure by

dividing the quarter wave-length by the diameter of the aperture. Direct

antagonism of phase commences when the projection amounts to half a wave-

length. When the projection is twice as great, the phases range over a

complete period, and it might be supposed at first sight that the secondary

waves would neutralize one another. In consequence, however, of the pre-

ponderance of the middle parts of the aperture, complete neutralization does

not occur until a higher obliquity is reached.

This indefiniteness of direction is sometimes said to be due to " diffrac-

tion" by the edge of the aperture—a mode of expression which I think

misleading. From the point of view of the wave-theory, it is not the

indefiniteness that requires explanation, but rather the smallness of its

amount.

If the circular beam be received upon a perfect lens, an image is formed

in the focal plane, in which directions are represented by points. The image

accordingly consists of a central disk of light, surrounded by luminous rings

of rapidly diminishing brightness. It was under this form that the problem

was originally investigated by Airy*. The angular radius 6 of the central

disk is given by

^ = 1-2197^> (1)

in which X represents the wave-length of light, and 2-K the (diameter of the)

aperture.

In estimating theoretically the resolving-power of a telescope on a

double star, we have to consider the illumination of the field due to the

superposition of the two independent images. If the angular interval

between the components of the star were equal to 20, the central disks

would be just in contact. Under these conditions there can be no doubt

that the star would appear to be fairly resolved, since the brightness of the

external ring-systems is too small to produce any material confusion, unless

indeed the components are of ver}' unequal magnitude.

The diminution of star-disks with increasing aperture was observed by
W. Herschel ; and in 1823 Fraunhofer formulated the law of inverse propor-

tionality. In investigations extending over a long series of years, the

advantage of a large aperture in separating the components of close double

stars was fully examined by Dawesf . In a few instances it happened that a

small companion was obscured by the first bright luminous ring in the image
of a powerful neighbour. A diminution of aperture had then the effect of

* Camb. Phil. Trans. 1834.

t Mem. Astron. Soc. vol. xxxv.
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bringing the smaller star into a more favourable position for detection; but

in general the advantage of increased aperture was very apparent even when
attended by considerable aberration.

The resolving-power of telescopes was investigated also by Foucault*,

who employed a scale of equal bright and dark alternate parts : it was found

to be proportional to the aperture and independent of the focal length. In

telescopes of the best construction the performance is not sensibly prejudiced

by outstanding aberration, and the limit imposed by the finiteuess of the

waves of light is practically reached. Verdet-f has compared Foucault's

results with theory, and has drawn the conclusion that the radius of the

visible part of the image of a luminous point was nearly equal to the half of

the radius of the first dark ring.

Near the margin of the theoretical central disk the illumination is

relatively very small, and consequently the observed diameter of a star-disk

is sensibly less than that indicated in equation (1), how much less depending

in some measure upon the brightness of the star. That bright stars give

larger disks than faint stars is well known to practical observers.

With a high power, say 100 for each inch [2-54 cm.] of aperture, the

sharpness of an image given by a telescope is necessarily deteriorated, the

apparent breadth of a point of light being at least 8^ minutes. In this case

the effective aperture of the eye is j^ inch. In his paper on the limit of

microscopic visionj, Helmholtz has shown that the aperture of the eye

cannot be much contracted without impairing definition—from which it

follows that the limit of the resolving-power of telescopes is attained with a

very moderate magnification, probably about 20 for each inch in the aperture

of the object-glass or mirror.

We have seen that a certain width of beam is necessary to obtain a given

resolving-power ; but it does not follow that the whole of an available area of

aperture ought to be used in order to get the best result. As the obHquity

to the principal direction increases, the first antagonism of phase which sets

in is between secondary waves issuing from marginal parts of the aperture

;

and thus the operation of the central parts is to retard the fonnation of the

first dark ring. This unfavourable influence of the central rays upon

resolving-power was well known to Herschel, who was in the habit of block-

ing them off by a cardboard stop. The image due to an annular aperture

was calculated by Airy ; and his results showed the contraction of the central

disk and the augmented brightness of the surrounding rings§. More recently

* Ann. de VObserv. de Paris, t. v. 1858.

t Le^ns d'Optique Physique, t. i. p. 309.

J Pogg. Ann. Jubelband, 1874.

§ See also Astron. Month. Notices, xxxni. 1872. [Art. xix.]

R. I.
27
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this stibjecfc has been ably treated by M. Ch. Andre*, who has especially

considered the case in which the diameter of the central stop is half the full

aperture How far it would be advantageous to carry the operation of

blocking out the central rays would doubtless depend upon the nature of the

object under examination. Near the limit of the power of an instrument a

variety of stops ought to be tried. Possibly the best rays to block out are

those not quite at the centre (see § 2).

The fact that the action of the central raj's may be disadvantageous

shows that in the case of full aperture the best effect is not necessarily

obtained when all the secondary waves arrive in the same phase at the focal

point. If by a retardation of half a wave-length the phase of any particular

ray is reversed, the result is of the same character as if that ray were

stopped. Hence an exactly parabolic figure is not certainl)' the best for

mirrors.

The character of the image , of a luminous line cannot be immediately

deduced from that of a luminous point. It has, however, been iavestigated

by M. Andr^, who finds that the first minimum of illumination occurs at a

somewhat lower obliquity than in the case of a peint. A double lino is

therefore probably more easily resolvable than a double point; but the

difference is not great. In the case of a line the minima are not absolute

zeros of illumination.

§ 2. Rectangular Sections.

The diffraction phenomena presented by beams of rectangular section

are simpler in theory than when the section is circular ; and they have a

practical application in the spectroscope, when the beam is limited by prisms

or gratings rather than by the object-glasses of the telescopes.

Supposing, for convenience, that the sides of the rectangle are horizontal

and vertical, let the horizontal aperture be a and the vertical aperture be b.

As in § 1, there will be no direct antagonism among the phases of the

secondary waves issuing in an oblique horizontal direction, until the obliquity

is such that the projection of the horizontal aperture a is equal to ^X. At
an obliquity twice as great the phases range over a complete period ; and,

since all parts of the horizontal aperture have an equal importance, there is in

this direction a complete absence of illumination. In like manner, a zero of

illumination occurs in every horizontal direction upon which the projection

of a amounts to an exact multiple of X.

The complete solution of the present problem, applicable to all oblique

directions, is given in Airy's Tracts, 4th edition, p. 316, and in Verdet's

Legons, t. I. p. 265. If the focal length of the lens which receives the beam

* "Etude de la Diffraction dans les Instruments d'Optique," Ann. de VEcole Norm. v. 1876.
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be f, the illumination J"^ at a point in the focal plane whose horizontal and

vertical coordinates (measured from the focal point) are ^, t), is given by

•d)
j^_o?^ sin^ {ira^lXf) sin^ (-Trby/y)

the intensity of the incident light being unity. The image is traversed by

straight vertical and horizontal lines of darkness, whose equations are respec-

tively

sin {ira^lXf) = 0, sin (tt^VX/) = (2)

The calculation of the image due to a luminous line (of uniform intensity)

is facilitated in the present case by the fact that the law of distribution of

brightness, as one coordinate varies, is independent of the value of the other

coordinate. Thus the distribution of brightness in the image of a vertical

Une is given by

/:

°
7-2j^ _ «'^ sin^ (n-a^/y) /on

/"""-V -rr^-aTJXT '
^ ^

the same law as obtains for a luminous point when horizontal directions are

alone considered. It follows from (3) that in the spectroscope* the definition

is independent of the vertical aperture.

In order to obtain a more precise idea of the character of the image of a

luminous line, we must study the march of the function w'' sin- u. The roots

occur when u is any multiple of tt, except zero. The maximum value of the

function is unity, and occurs when m = 0. Other maxima of rapidly diminish-

ing magnitude occur in positions not far removed from those lying midway

between the roots. The image thus consists of a central band of half width

corresponding to m = tt, accompanied by lateral bands of width tt, and of

rapidly diminishing brightness. The accompanying Table and diagram

(fig. 1) will give a sufficient idea of the distribution of brightness for our

purpose.

Table I.

u
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The curve ABGD represents the values of m"" sin= u from ti = to u = Stt.

The part corresponding to negative values of u is similar, OA being a line

of symmetry.
Fig. 1.

Let us now consider the distribution of brightness in the image of a

double line whose components- are of equal strength and at such an angular

interval that the central line in the image of one coincides with the first zero

of brightness in the image of the other. In fig. 1 the curve of brightness for

one component is ABGD, and for the other OA'C ; and the curve represent-

ing half the combined brightnesses is E'BEF. The brightness (corresponding

to B) midway between the two central points A, A' is "SlOG of the brightness

at the central points themselves. We may consider this to be about the

limit of closeness at which there could be any decided ajopearance of resolu-

tion. The obliquity corresponding to u = 77 is such that the phases of the

secondary waves range over a complete period, i.e. such that the projection

of the horizontal aperture upon this direction is one wave-length. We con-

clude that a double line cannot he fairly resolved unless its components subtend

an angle exceeding that subtended by the vjave-length of light at a distance

equal to the horizontal aperture*.

.

This rule is convenient on account of its simplicity ; and it is sufficiently

accurate in view of the necessary uncertainty as to what exactly is meant by
resolution. Perhaps in practice somewhat more favourable conditions are

necessary to secure a resolution that would be thought satisfactory.

If the angular interval between the components of the double line be half

as great again as that supposed above, the brightness in the middle is -1802,

viz. (2 X -0901), as against 1-04.50, viz. (1 + -0450), at the central line. Such
a falling off in the middle must be more than sufficient for resolution. If

the angle subtended by the components of the double line be twice that

* In the spectroscope the angular width of the slit should not exceed a moderate fraction of

the angle defined in the text, if fuU resolvjng-power be wanted.
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subtended by the wave-length at a distance equal to the horizontal aperture,

the central bands are just clear of one another, and there is a line of absolute

blackness in the middle of the combined images.

On the supposition that a certain horizontal aperture is available, a

question (similar to that considered in § 1) arises, as to whether the whole of

it ought to be used in order to obtain the highest possible i-esolving- power.

From fig. 1 we see that our object must be to depress the curve ABCD at

the point B. Now the jjhase of the resultant is that of the waves coming

from the centre; and at the obliquity corresponding to B the phases of the

secondary waves range over half a period. It is not difficult to see that the

removal of some of the central waves will depress the intensity-curve at B,

not only absolutely, but relatively to the depression produced at A. In

order to illustrate this question, I have calculated the illumination in the

various directions on the supposition that one-sixth of the horizontal aperture

is blocked off by a central screen. In this case the amplitude is represented

by the function /, where

/=M-' {sinM-sin(^w)j, (4) ,

and, as usual, the intensity is represented hyf".
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drop at B indicates a considerable improvement in resolving-power, at least

on a double line of this degree of closeness.

Fig. 2.

As

The increased importance of the first lateral band is a necessary conse-

quence of the stoppage of the central rays ; for in this direction the resultant

has a phase opposite to that of the rays stopped. The defect may be avoided

in great measure by blocking out rays somewhat removed from the centre on

the two sides, and allowing the central rays themselves to pass. As an

example, I have taken the case in which the two parts stopped have each a

width of one-eighth of the whole aperture, with centres situated at the

points of trisection (fig. 3).

Fig. 3.

The function / suitable to this case is readily proved to be

f= u~^ {sin M — 2 sin {^u) cos {\ii)] (5)

The values of/ and /- -f-/„- are given in Table III. ; and the intensity-icurve

ABCD is shown in fig. 4.

Table III.

(t
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The depression at B is even greater than in fig. 2, while the rise at C is

much less. Probably this arrangement is about as efficient as any.

Pig. 4,

I have endeavoured to test these conclusions experimentally with the

spectroscope, using the double soda-line. The horizontal aperture of a single

prism instrument was narrowed, .by gradually advancing cardboard screens

until there was scarcely any appearance of resolution. The interior rays were

blocked out with vertical wires or needles, adjusted until they occupied the

desired positions when seen through the telescope -with ej^e-piece removed.

With the arrangements either of fig. 2 or of fig. 4 a very decided improve-

ment on the full aperture was observed ; but there was no distinct difiference

between these two arrangements themselves. Indeed, no such difference

was to be expected, since the brightness of the first lateral band has no bad

effect on the combined images, as appears from the curve KBEF (fig. 2).

Under other circumstances the influence of the briglit lateral band might be

more unfavourable.

In powerful spectroscopes the beam is often rendered unsymmetrical in

brightness by absorption. In such cases an improvement would probably be

effected by stopping some of the rays on the preponderating side, for which

purpose a sloping screen might be used giving a variable vertical aperture.

It should be noticed, however, that it is only when the vertical aperture is

constant that the image of a luminous line is immediately deducible firom

that of a luminous point.

§ 3. Optical Power of Spectroscopes.

As the power of a telescope is measured by the closeness of the double

stars which it can resolve, so the power of a spectroscope ought to be

measured by the closeness of the closest double lines in the spectrum which

it is competent to resolve. In this sense it is possible for one instrument to

be more powerful than a second in one part of the spectrum, while in another
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part of the spectrum the second instrument is more powerful than the first.

The most striking cases of this inversion occur when one instrument is a

diffraction-spectroscope and the other a dispersion-spectroscope. If the

instruments are of equal power in the yellow region of the spectrum, the

former will be the more powerful in the red, and the latter will be the more

powerful in the green. In the present section I suppose the material and

the workmanship to be perfect, and omit from consideration the effects of

unsymmetrical absorption. Loss of light by reflection or by uniform absorp-

tion has no effect on resolving-power. Afterwards I propose to examine the

effect of some of the errors most likely to occur in practice.

So far as relates to the diffraction-spectroscope, the problem of the

present section was solved in the Philosopliical Magazine for March, 1874

[Art. XXX. p. 216]. I there showed that if n denote the number of lines on

a grating and m the order of the spectrum observed, a double line of wave-

lengths X and \ + 8X will be iust resolved (according to the standard of

resolution defined in the previous section), provided

^ =± (1)
\ 71111

'

which shows that the resolving-power varies directly as m and n. When the

ruling is very close, m is always small (not exceeding 3 or 4) ; and even when

a considerable number of spectra are formed, the use of an order higher than

the third or fourth is often inconvenient in consequence of the overlapping.

But if the difficulty of ruling a grating may be measured by the total

number of lines (k), it would seem that the intervals ought not to be so

small as to preclude the convenient use of at least the third and fourth

spectra.

In the case of the soda double line the difference of wave-lengths is a

very little more than ysw^; so that, according to (1), about 1000 lines are

necessary for resolution in the first spectrum. B}' experiment I found 1130*.

" Since a grating resolves in jsroportion to the total number of its grooves,

it might be supposed that the defining-power depends on different principles

in the case of gratings and prisms ; but the distinction is not fundamental.

The limit to definition arises in both cases from the impossibility of repre-

senting a line of light otherwise than by a band of finite though narrow

width, the width in both cases depending on the horizontal aperture (for a

given X). If a grating and a prism have the same horizontal aperture and

dispersion, they will have equal resolving-powers on the spectrum."

* In my former paper this number is given as 1200. On reference to my notebook, I find

that I then took the full width of the grating as an English inch. The 3000 lines cover a Paris

inch, whence the above correction. From the nature of the case, however, the experiment does

not admit of much accuracy.
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At the time the above paragraph was written, I was under the impres-

sion that the dispersion iu a prismatic instrument depended on so many
variable elements that no simple theory of its resolving-power was to be

expected. Last autumn, while engaged upon some experiments with prisms,

I was much struck with the inferiority of their spectra in comparison with

those which I was in the habit of obtaining from gratings, and was led to

calculate the resolving-power. I then found that the theory of the resolving-

power of prisms is almost as simple as that of gratings.

Let AaB„ (fig. 5) be a plane wave-surface of the light before it falls

upon the prisms, AB the corresponding wave-surface for a particular part of

the spectrum after the light has passed p- g

the prism or after it has passed the eye- ao_

piece of the observing-telescope. The
path of a ray from the wave-surface b'o

A„B„ to A OT B is determined by the

condition that the optical distance, repre-

sented by ffj.ds, is a minimum; and as

AB is by supposition a wave-surface, this optical distance is the same for

both points. Thus

Jfj.ds (for A) = Jfids ({otB) (2)

We have now to consider the behaviour of light belonging to a neighbour-

ing part of the spectrum. The path of a ray from the wave-surface AoB^

to A is changed ; but in virtue of the minimum property the change may be

neglected in calculating the optical distance, as it influences the result by

quantities of the second order only in the change of refrangibiHty. Ac-

cordingly the optical distance from A„Bd to A is represented by /(/i -1- S/i) ds,

the integration being along the path A„...A ; and, similarly, the optical

distance between AoB^ and B is represented by /(/a -I- 8/j,)ds, where the

integration is along the path B^.-.B. In virtue of (2) the diffei-ence of

the optical distances is

JB/j.ds (along Bt,...B) — J8/j,ds (along ^o----^) (3)

The new wave-surface is formed in such a position that the optical distance

is constant; and therefore the dispersion, or the angle through which the

wave-surface is turned by the change in refrangibility, is found simply

by dividing (3) by the distance AB. If, as in common flint-glass spectro-

scopes, there is only one dispersing substance, fS/j,ds=8fjL.s, where s is

simply the thickness traversed by the ray. If we call the width of the

emergent beam a, the dispersion is represented by B/m {s.^ — Si)Ja, s^ and Sj

being the thicknesses traversed by the extreme rays. In a properly con-

structed instrument Si is negligible, and s.^ is the aggregate thickness of
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the prisms at their thick ends, which we will call t ; so that the dispersion

{&) is given by

e = *-^
(4)

a

By § 2 the condition of resolution of a double line whose components

subtend an angle d is that 9 must exceed Xja. Hence from (4), in order

that a double line may be resolved whose components have indices p, and

/x + hjji, it is necessary that t should exceed the value given by the following

equation,

t^^ (5)

which expresses that the relative retardation of the extreme rays due to the

change of refrangibility is the same (X) as that incurred without a change

of refrangibility when we pass from the principal direction to that corre-

sponding to the first minimum of illumination.

That the resolving-power of a prismatic spectroscope of given dispersive

material is proportional to the total thickness used, without regard to the

number, angles, or setting of the prisms, is a most important, perhaps the

most important, proposition in connexion with this subject. Hitherto in

descriptions of spectroscopes far too much stress has been laid upon the

amount of dispersion produced by the prisms ; but this element hy itself

tells nothing as to the power of an instrument. It is well known that by a

sufficiently close approach to a grazing emergence the dispersion of a prism

of given thickness may be increased without limit ; but there is no corre-

sponding gain in resolving-power. So far as resolving-power is concerned,

it is a matter of indifference whether dispersion be effected by the prisms or

by the telescope. Two things onlj' are necessary :—first, to use a thickness

exceeding that prescribed by (5); secondly, to narrow the beam until it can

be received by the pupil of the eye, or rather, since with full aperture the

eye is not a perfect instrument, until its width is not more than one-third or

one-fourth of the diameter of the pupil.

The value of expression (3) on which resolving-power depends is readily

calculable in all cases of practical interest. For a compound prism of flint

and crown, S/i . i is replaced by

hfj-.t-S/x'.t', (6)

where t and t' denote the respective thicknesses traversed, and Sfj,, Sfj.' the

corresponding variations of refractive index.

The relation between Sfx and SX may generally be obtained with sufficient

approximation from Cauchy's formula

fj.==A+BX-^ (7)
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Thus S/ji, = -2B\-^Sk (8)

The value of B varies of course according to the material of the prisms.

As an example I will take Chance's " extra-dense flint." The indices for G
and the more refrangible D are*

fiD = 1-650388, fxo = 1-644866
;

so that

/i,„-fic= '000522 (9)
Also

Xj, = 5-889 X 10-^ Xc= 6-562 x 10-^

the unit of length being the centimetre,; whence by (7),

5 = -984x 10-" (10)

Thus by (5) and (8),

t- ^' - iQ"^^
ai)

2BSX l-9688\ ^ ^
For the soda-line,

X = 5-889 X 10-=, S\ = -006 x 10-=

;

and thus the thickness necessary to resolve this line is given by

£ = 1-02 centimetres (12)

The number of times the power of a spectroscope exceeds that necessary to

resolve the soda-lines might conveniently be taken as its practical measure.

We learn from (12) that, according to this definition, the power of an

instrument with simple prisms of ''extra-dense glass" is expressed approxi-

mately by the number of centimetres of available thickness.

In order to confirm this theory, I have made some observations on the

thickness necessary to resolve the soda-lines. The prism was of extra-dense

glass of refractive index very nearly agreeing with that above specified, and

had a refracting angle of 60°. Along one face sliding screens of cardboard

were adapted, by which the horizontal aperture could be adjusted until,

in the judgment of the observer, the line was barely resolved. A soda-flame

was generally used, though similar observations have been made upon the

D lines of the solar spectrum. When the adjustment was complete, the

aperture along the face of the prism was measured, and gave at once the

equivalent thickness, i.e. the difference of thicknesses traversed by the

extreme rays, since the prism was in the position of minimum deviation.

Care, of course, was taken that no ordinary optical imperfections of the

apparatus interfered with the experiment.

One observer, familiar with astronomical work, fixed the point of

resolution when the thickness amounted to from 1-00 to 1-20 centimetre.

* Hopkinson, Proc. Roy. Soc. June 1877.
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I wag . myself less easily satisfied, requiring from 1-35 to 1'40 centimetre.

But even with a less thickness than 1 centimetre, it was evident that the

object under examination was not a single line. With the same prism

I found the thickness necessary to resolve bsb^ in the solar spectrum to

he about 2-5 centimetres. According to (11), the thickness required for b^b^

should be 2-2 times that required for AA- Probably something depends

upon the relative intensities of the component lines.

From (1) and (11) we see that if a diffraction and a dispersion instrument

have equal resolving-powers,

* = -25 ' ^^^

so that the power of a dispersion instrument relatively to that of a

diffraction instrument varies inversely as the third power of the wave-

length.

For the kind of glass considered in (10), and for the region of the

D lines,

^ = i-«3^OT (i^>

To find what thickness is necessary to rival the fourth spectrum of a grating

of 3000 lines, we have merely to put m = 4, ?i = 3000 ; so that the necessary

thickness is about 12J centimetres—a result which abundantl}^ explains the

observations which led me to calculate the power of prisms.

I 4. Influence of Aberration.

In the investigations of § 2 the wave-surface was considered to be plane,

or (after passing through a condensing lens) spherical. As all optical

instruments are liable to aberration, it is important to inquire what effects

are produced thereby upon the intensity-curves, and especiall}' to ascertain

at what point a sensible deterioration of definition ensues. The only work

bearing upon the present subject with which I am acquainted is Sir G. Airy's

investigation " of the intensity of light in the neighbourhood of a caustic * "•;

but the problem considered by liim relates to an unlimited beam.

Considering in the first place the case of a beam of rectangular section,

let us suppose tliat the aberration, or error of phase, is the same in all

vertical lines, so that the act\ial wave-surface is cylindrical. With origin at

the centre and axis of x horizontal, the aberration may be expressed in the

form

CO? +faf + (1)

*. Oamb. Phil. Tram. vol. vi. 1838.
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No terms appear in x or a?: the first would be equivalent to a general

turning of the beam ; and the second would imply imperfect focussing of

the central parts. In many cases the circumstances are symmetrical with

respect to the centre; and then the first term which occurs is that con-

taining of. But in general, since the whole error of linear retardation which

we shall contemplate is exceedihgly small in comparison with other linear

magnitudes concerned in the problem, the term in a? is by far the more

important, and those that follow may be neglected.

As in the case of no aberration (treated in § 2), the distribution of

brightness in the image of a point is similar along every vertical line in

the focal plane ; and therefore the image of a vertical line follows the same

law of brightness as applies in the case of a point to positions situated along

the axis of ^. The phase of the resultant at any point ^ is by symmetry the

same as that of the secondary wave issuing from the centre {x = 0) ; and

thus the amplitude of the resultant is proportional to

/,
cos27rMv.+ ca;^)da;. (2)

In Sir G. Airy's problem the upper limit of the integral (2) is infinite.

Fortunately for my purpose the method of calculation employed by him

is that of quadratures, and the intermediate results are recorded (p. 402)

in sufficient detail. In order to bring (2) into conformity with Airy's

notation, we must take

l-TTCo? = \'!T<ii^, ^TTX^/Xf^—^imra; (3)

we thus obtain

(4c)~4
I

cos ^ IT ((o^ — may) da, (4)
Jo

in which the upper limit of the integral is the cube root of the extreme

aberration expressed in quarter-periods. For example, the upper limit is

unity when the phase at one extremity is a quarter-period in advance,

and that at the other extremity a quarter-period in the rear, of the phase at

the centre.

The influence of aberration may be considered in two ways. We may

suppose the aperture (a) constant, and inquire into the effect of an

increasing aberration (c) ; or we may take a given value of c (i.e. a given

wave-surface), and examine the effect of a varying aperture. To the latter

comparison Airy's results are more immediately applicable. The following

Table, easily derived from that given by him, exhibits the values of

/cos |7r((B' - TOO)) (^«, between the limits specified in the headings of

columns 2, 3, 4, 5. The results are applicable at once to the comparison

of the amplitude-curves corresponding to various apertures, since the
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relation of m to ^ in (3) is independent of a. To obtain intensities, it

would be necessary to square the numbers given in the Table.

Value of m
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We will now suppose the aperture given, and examine the effect of

increasing aberration. In applying the tabular results we must have regard

to the factor (4c)"^ which occurs in (4), and we must take account of the

variation of the relative scale of m and ^ in passing from one curve to

another (^ oc m v'4c). The results for three cases are expressed graphically

by the curves in fig. 6. The first, which rises highest, represents the

intensity at the various points of the focal plane when there is no aber-

ration—the same as in fig. 1. The second and third curves represent

Fig. 6.

A,

the intensities when the extreme aberrations are a quarter-period and

half a period respectively. The total areas of these curves are the same,

since the whole quantitj' of light in the beam is independent of the

aberration ; and this area is equal to that of a rectangle whose height is

the maximum ordinate OA of the first curve, and width the distance OB
between and the first position of zero intensity. It appears that aber-

ration begins to be distinctly mischievous when it amounts to about a

quarter-period, i.e. when the wave-surface deviates at each end by a quarter

wave-length from the true plane. The most marked effect is the increased

importance of the lateral band on one side, and the approximate obliteration

of the lateral band on the other side.

When the aberration is symmetrical about the centre of the beam, the

term in a? vanishes, and the whole effect is of higher order. In general the

term in of will preponderate ; and thus the problem for a symmetrical beam

resolves itself into the investigation of aberration varying as oc^. In one

respect the problem is simpler than the preceding, on account of the

symmetry of the intensity-curves ; but in another it is more complicated,

since the phase of the resultant does not correspond with that of the central

element. The intensity is represented by
- r+ia

J -ia
cos 27r f>/-) da; -f- I sin 27r

(^f
+ fiA doo .(5)
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and it requires for its calculation two integrations. These could be effected

by quadratures ; but the results would perhaps scarcely repay the labour,

especially as the practical question differs somewhat from that here proposed.

The intensity-curve derived from (5) represents the actual state of things on

the supposition that the focussing adopted is that proper to a very small

aperture ; whereas in practice the aberration would be in some degree

compensated for bj' a change of focus, as it is obvious that the real wave-

surface, being curved only in one direction, could be more accurately

identified with a sphere than with a plane.

Some idea of the effect of aberration maj' be obtained from a calculation

of the intensity at the central point (^ = 0), where it reaches a ma.ximum

;

and this can be effected without quadratures by the aid of a series. In

this case we have instead of (5),

ria ~]2 r /*ia

cos i^Trfaf) dx -1-4 I ' sin (^-rrfxf) dx
' Jo

.(6)

Now by integration by parts it can be proved that

e'""^dx = e''^'
«^ (4<ihy of (4<ihy a;"

" 5
"*"

5 "9
~ 579" 13

"^

whence by separation of real and imaginary parts, and putting x equal

to unity,

cos (haf*) dx = cos h\l -f-
(4A)^

+ sin h \
-—4A

5

(4Ay
579^ ' 5.9.13.17

(4,hy
,

(4A)=

/:
sin (hx^) dx = sin h \l

5.9.13
+
5.9.13.17.21

(ihy

(7)

a 4'h

5.9 5.9.13.17

(ihy
,

(ihy

5.9.13

Calculating from these series I find

1-36704

-f
5.9.13.17.21 (8)

/:
cos (I TTX*) dx =

V2 /:
sin (^Tra.-') dx = ^21^352

i cosQttx*) dx
Jo

+
:/:

sind-irx') dx

Again,

= -9576.

I

cos i^-TTX*) dx = -87704, f sin (^ttx^) dx = '26812,

Icos(^7ra^)cfe -f I sin(|^7ra;^) rfa; = -i84109.
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j
COS (iraf) dx = •6435'7, f^in {irx') dx = -33363,

Jo Jo
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[/:
cos (Tra:^) dx + sin {ira^) dx = -52549.

Thus an extreme aberration of one-eighth of a period reduces the

intensity at the central point from unity, corresponding to no aberration,

to 9576. With an aberration of one quarter of a period the intensity

is "84109 ; and with an aberration of half a period the intensity is reduced

to -52549. We must remember, however, that these numbers will be

sensibly raised if a readjustment of focus be admitted.

In most optical instruments other than spectroscopes the section of the

beam is circular, and there is symmetry about an axis. The calculation

of the intensity-curves as affected by aberration could be performed by

quadratures from tables of Bessel's functions; but, as in the case last

considered, the results are liable to a modification in practice from re-

adjustment of focus. For the ceutral point we may obtain what we require

from a series.

The intensity may be represented by

Hcos(h7-*)rdr + 1 1 sin (/i?'') r dr
Jo

the scale being such that the intensity is unity in the case of no aberration

(h = 0). As before, we find

^ r^ ^«, , . f, 4tA (4dhY (Uhy
2

I

e^'^rc^r = e''' jl - -g- +- ^
^ '

Jo 6.10

whence

2 cos Qir*) rdr = cos A
j
1 — ^—tt, + tt-

6.10.14
+

+ sin h

2
I
sin (hr^) rdr = sin h

Jo

— cos h

4A
"6"

6.10.14

10.14.18

+ ...! .(9)

(4A)^
-I--

{ihy

6.10 ' 6.10.14.18

4A (4/i,)^

6 6.10.14
+ ... .(10)

Thus, when A = | tt.

fJo2
I
cosQTrr*) rdr =

1-32945

V2

2
I

cos(^7rJ-"')rc?r

^ f' • /i ..N J '35424
2 smQ7rr)rar =
Jo V2

/;2
j

sin (I Trr*) rdr = -9464.

28
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Again, when h = ^-n;

2 [ cos{^-7rr*)rdr = -17989,
Jo
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2 Tsin (|7rr^) rdr = "43828,
J Q

'/:
2

I
cos(|7rr^)r(ir + iTsinCJ

J a

2^"!'') I'dr = -8003.

Again, when h = tt,

2 cos (•7rr^)rc?r = -3740,

2 I cos (ttt-^) rcZ?' + P I
^'^^ ('^'^) '"^''

2 sin (tt?-^) rrfr = -5048,

= •3947.

Hence in this case, as in the preceding, we may consider that aberration

begins to be decidedly prejudicial when the wave-surface deviates from its

proper place by about a quarter of a wave-length.

As an appUcation of this result, let us investigate what amount of

temperature disturbance in the tube of a telescope may be expected to

impair definition. According to the experiments of Biot and Arago, the

refractive index
fj,

for air at temperature t° C. and at atmospheric pressure

is given by

_ -00029
^

l-l--0037i-

If we take the freezing-point as standard temperature,

V=-l-l*xlO^ (11)

Thus, supposing that the irregularity of temperature t extends through a

length I, and produces a retardation of a quarter of a wave-length,

i\ = l-lltx 10-;

or, if we take X = 5'3 x 10"'*,

lt = 12, (12)

the unit of length being the centimetre.

We may infer that, in the case of a telescope-tube 12 centimetres long,

a stratum of air heated one degree Cent., lying along the top of the tube and
occupying a moderate fraction of the whole volume, would produce a not

insensible effect. If the change of temperature progressed uniformly from

one side of the tube to the other, the result would be a lateral displacement

of the image without loss of definition ; but in general both effects would be
observable. In longer tubes a similar disturbance would be caused by a
proportionally less difference of temperature.

In the ordinary investigations of the aberration of optical instruments

attention is usually given to a quantity called the longitudinal aberration
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which is the distance between the geometrical focus and the point at which

the extreme ray meets the axis. In order to adapt these calculations to

our purpose, it is necessary to establish the connexion between longitudinal

aberration and the deviation of the actual surface of the converging

waves from a truly spherical surface having its centre at the geometrical

focus.

If the axis of symmetry be taken as that of z, and the tangent plane

to the wave-surface as plane of xy, we have as the equation of the ideal

wave-surface,

f being the distance of the focus from the origin ; or if we limit our

attention to the plane y = 0,

^=/-V(/^-^^) = i^ + i^ (13)

The actual wave-surface, having at the origin the same curvature, is

represented by

where /c is a constant depending upon the amount of aberration. The

distance Qi) between the s^irfaces is given by

h = z-z' = {\-K)'^ (15)

The equation to the normal to (14) at the point (z', x) is

- 1
"

xlf-^ ^Kx^lp
'

so that when ^ = 0,

If the longitudinal aberration be called Bf,

¥=^-f=^ji^-8'c) (16)

Thus by (15) and (16),

rl^ = *"' ^''^

where a denotes the angular semi-aperture. Taking the greatest admissible

value of A as equal to JX, we shall see that S/" must not exceed the value

given by
S/=Xa-^ (18)

As a practical example, we may take the case of a single lens of glass

collecting parallel rays to a focus. With the most favourable curvatures the

28—2
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longitudinal aberration is about fa? ; so that of* must not exceed X,//. For a

lens of 3 feet [91 cm.] focus, this condition is satisfied if the aperture do

not exceed 2 inches [ol cm.]. In spectroscopic work the chromatic aber-

ration of single lenses does not come into play, and there is nothing to

forbid their emploj'ment if the above-mentioned restriction be observed.

I have been in the habit of using a plano-convex lens of plate-glass, the

curved side being turned towards the parallel light, and have found its

performance quite satisfactory. The fact that with a given focal length

the extreme error of phase varies as the fourth power of the aperture is

quite in accordance with practical experience ; for it is well known that

the difficulty of making object-glasses for telescopes increases very rapidly

with the angular aperture.

When parallel rays fall directly upon a spherical mirror, the longitudinal

aberration is only one-eighth as great as for the most favourably shaped

lens of equal focal length and aperture. Hence a spherical mirror of 3 feet

focus might have an aperture of 2i inches, and the image would not suffer

materially from aberration.

§ 5. On the Accuracy required in Oj)tical Surfaces.

Foucault, in the memoir already referred to, was, I believe, the first

to show that the errors of optical surfaces should not exceed a moderate

fraction of the wave-leogth of light. In the case of perpendicular reflection

from mirrors, the results of | 4 lead to the conclusion that no considerable

area of the surface should deviate from truth by more than one-eighth of

the wave-length. For a glass surface refracting at nearly perpendicular

incidence the admissible error is about four times as great. It will be

understood, of course, that the errors of one surface in an optical train may
compensate for those of another, all that is necessary being that the resultant

error of retardation rise nowhere to importance.

In the case of oblique reflection at an angle <^, the error of retardation

due to an elevation BD (fig. 7) is

QQ' -QS = BDsec(}>{l- cos SQQ') = BD sec (^ (1 + cos
2<f,)

=WD cos ^,

from which it follows that an error of given magnitude in the figure of

a surface is less important in oblique than

in perpendicular reflection. At first sight

this result appears to be contradicted by

experience ; for it is well known to

practical opticians that it is more difficult

to secure a satisfactory performance when

reflection is oblique. The discrepancy is

explained in great measure when we take into account the kind of error

Fig. 7.
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to which surfaces are most liable. No important deviation from a sym-

metriciil form is to be feared ; but a surface intended to be plane may easily

assume a slight, general convexity or concavity. Now in direct reflection, a

small curvature is readily and almost completely compensated by a small

motion of the eyepiece giving a change of focus; but the compensation

obtainable in this way is much less perfect when the reflection is oblique.

In the first case the family of surfaces approximating to a plane, which will

answer the purpose, coincides with the family of surfaces most likely to

be produced ; in the second case the family of ellipsoidal or hyperbolic

surfaces capable (with suitable focus) of giving good definition contains

only one sjmimetrical member—the perfect plane. In order to test experi-

mentally the correctness of the theoretical result, it would be necessary to

retain the focus suitable to the true surface, and not to allow a readjustment

by which its errors may be in greater or less degree compensated.

A further difficulty, not touched by the preceding considerations, still

remains to be mentioned. In the ordinary method of testing plane surfaces

by measuring the change of focus required when a distant point is viewed

through a telescope, first directly, and then after reflection in the surface, the

test is found to be more delicate as the reflection is more oblique. The

explanation of the apparent inconsistency will be best understood bj^ a

calculation of the focal length of mirrors, founded dii-ectly upon the

principles of the wave theorj'. Let ACB (fig. 8) be an arc of a (parabolic)

mirror, which reflects parallel rays GA, HD, £w,_ g.

KB to a focus F. AD=y, DF=f, GD=t.
In calculating the retardations of the various

rays, we will take as standard the phase at F
of a ray coincident with HD, reflected at D
(as by a plane mirror ABB) instead of at C,

so that the actual retardation at F of the

central ray HGF is 2i. The retardation of

the extreme ray GAF is AF — FD, or \/{f'' + y-)-f. Since F is by

supposition an optical focus, the phases of all the rays must be the same,

and thus

V(/^ + 2/^)-/=2« (1)

If the aperture (2^/) be small in proportion to the focal length,

V'(/' +y')-f = WIf approximately,

so that

/=£ <2)

In the limit it is a matter of indifference whether/ be measured from D
or from G. If r be the radius of curvature at 0,
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and f=h\ ^^^

the usual formula.

When the incidence is oblique, there are different foci in the primary

p,j g
and the secondary planes. Considering first the

case of the primar}^ plane, let AGB (fig. 9) be

the mirror, and F the focus. AD-y, CD = t,

HOD = (p. AL is the course which the ray

GA would take if reflected by the plane surface

ADB. C is that point of the mirror at which

the tangent is parallel to AB. The retardation

at F of the ray OAF is AF - AL; and the

retardation of the ray EOF due to the curvature

of the mirror is 2t cos (p. These retardations must be equal ; and thus

AF-AL = sJ{AD + FD) -AL = 2t cos <}>.

When the aperture is small, \/(AL'' + FL^) - AL is approximately ^FL'/AL

;

ultimately AL may be identified with /i, the focal length in the primary

plane, and FL may be identified with y cos
<f),

so that

^i-^-r^ = 2t cos <p, (4)

. y- cos 6 ,_,

or ^'= 4r^ ^^^

Thus it appears that, so far as the primary focal length is concerned, the

diminished retardation of the central ray due to obliquity is outweighed

by the corresponding diminution of effective aperture (FL) ; but although in

consequence of obliquity a greater change of focus (estimated from that

required for the plane surface) is necessar}- in order to get the best result,

still, if no change of focus be admitted, the error due to curvature is

less sensible in oblique than in direct reflection.

The preceding discussion assumes that the same extent of surface is

used in all cases. In testing planes by reflection it often happens that a

greater extent of surface is used in the case of obliquity, the field being

limited by the object-glass of the telescope rather than by the reflecting

plane. Under such circumstances the loss of definition (with focus un-

altered) due to curvature is aggravated by obliquity.

In the secondary focal plane there is no diminution of effective aperture

due to obliquity. Instead of (4) we have

^ = 2tcos4>, (6)

•^=4^ (7)
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In this case the favourable effect of obliquity shows itself directly in the

increased value of /a.

Fig. 10.

We will now consider the effect of errors in a refracting surface. The

error of retardation due to an elevation BD is

/iQ5- QQ' = QQ' {/^ cos (</) - f) - 1]

_ TjT^fJ'' cos <j} cos 4>' + fj.
sin <^ sin <^' —1

cos </)

„„ /xcos<^cos<i' — (1 -sin'rf)) ^-^, ,, ,.= BD ^—r ^ = SD (ti cos d> — cos d)),

cos <^

/Li sin <^' = sin <^.

since

As a function of obliquity fx cos <^' — cos <^ is least {n,
— 1) when the obliquity

is zero ; it is greatest \/(m^ — 1) when the obliquity is 90°. Thus the

retardation for a given error of elevation increases somewhat with the

obliquity, being in the case of glass about twice as great at a grazing

as at a perpendicular incidence.

Before concluding this section, it may be worth while to point out how
the principles of the wave theory may be applied directly to calculate the

focal length of lenses. The relative retardations of the rays DAF and EOF
(fig. 11) are evidently AF — CF and (/j. — 1) t, if t denote the thickness

of the lens at the centre. Thus, if AC = y, FG =f,

{t^-l)t = ^{p + f)-f = hflf (8)

approximately. For glass ytt — 1 = -| nearly; so that the old rule*, that

"in glass lenses the half-breadth is

a mean proportional between the

thickness and the focal length," is

more scientific than the usual formula

in terms of the radii of curvature.

If the lens do not terminate in a

sharp edge, we may take as the

effective thickness the difference of the thicknesses at the centre and at

the edge.

* Coddington's Optics, p. 96.

Pig. 11.
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For an oblique ceutral pencil, the focal lengths in the two principal

planes may be obtained as in the case of the minor. They take the form

^^^^ = (M cos </,'- cos </,)<, (9)

^. = (/ji coH (j}' ~ cos (P) t, (10)

in which, if we please, we may substitute for t its value in terms of the

radii of curvature, viz.

§ 6. The Aberration of Oblique Pencils.

In treatises on geometrical optics it is usual to calculate the aberrations

of mirrors and lenses for direct pencils, but in the case of oblique pencils to

rest satisfied with determining the primary and secondary focal lengths.

For most purposes indeed astigmatism is a worse defect than aberration,

so that in the presence of the former it is not worth while to consider

the latter; but in this respect the spectroscope is an exception, and

the completion of its theory requires the consideration of the aberration

of oblique pencils.

The reason of this peculiarity is not difficult to see. When a luminous

point is observed through an optical instrument affected with astigmatism,

there are three notable representations of it to be obtained by varying the

focus. At the primary and secondary foci the point is represented by

perpendicular lines of small width, and at a particular intermediate position

by a circle of light, called the circle of least confusion. In most cases the

last representation would be the best; but if the object under examination

be itself a uniformly luminous line parallel to one or other of the focal lines,

the best result will evidently be obtained at the corresponding focus.

Under these circumstances the image is not prejudiced by the astigmatism,

and its jDerfection depends upon the amount of aberration. In the case

of a properl}' adjusted spectroscope the slit is parallel to the edges of

the prisms, and the spectrum is seen with best definition at the primary

focus.

The aberration that we have now to consider is of lower order than

that which affects symmetrical pencils, and therefore, when it occurs, is

presumably of greater importance. Before calculating its amount in

particular cases, it will be convenient to consider the general character

of the effects produced by it. The axis of the pencil being taken as
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axis of z, let the equation of the wave-surface, to which all rays are

normal, be

^ = 2" + 1^ + «^ + /8.^y + 7«;2/' + Sy' + (1)

The principal focal lengths are p and p'. In the case of symmetr}' p and p
are equal, and the coefficients of the terms of the thii-d order vanish. The

aberration then depends upon terms of the fourth order; and even these

are made to vanish in the formulae for the object-glasses of telescopes by

the selection of suitable curvatures. If this be effected, the outstanding

aberration will be of the sixth order; whereas in the case of unsymmetrical

pencils, even if we should succeed in destroying the terms of the third order,

there will still remain an aberration of the fourth order. It follows that

every effort should be made to retain symmetry about the axis ; but in the

case of the spectroscope this is usually impossible. If we could secure a

perfect parallelism of the incident light, and perfectly flat faces for our

prisms, we should indeed get rid of aberration, and at the same time

render ourselves independent of the adjustments of the spectroscope ; for

it is evident that no repetition of refractions at plane surfaces, however

situated, could disturb the original parallelism of the light. The fact that

most large spectroscopes are more or less sensitive to maladjustment of

the prisms proves either that the faces are not flat, or that it is difficult to

obtain a sufficiently accurate adjustment of the collimator. We shall suppose

that the faces of the prisms are surfaces of revolution, so that it is possible

by proper adjustments to render everything symmetrical with respect to

a plane bisecting at right angles the refracting edges. If p be the primary

focal length, this plane is that represented by y = 0, and the equation of the

wave-surface reduces to

^"5 +^ + "'^'*'^'^^'' *^^^

terms of higher order being omitted.

The constants a and 7 in (2) may be interpreted in terms of the

differential coefficients of the principal radii of curvature. By the usual

formula, the radius of curvature at the point x of the intersection of (2) ^vith

the plane 1/ = is approximately p (1 — 6apa;). Since 3/ = is a principal

plane throughout, this radius of curvature is a principal radius of the

surface; so that, denoting it by p, we have

—ht <«

In the neighbourhood of the origin the approximate value of the product of

the principal curvatures is

PP P P
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Thus
- , 1 \ Sp ^p' _ Sot^ 27a;

Kpp'J p-p p'^'p p' p
whence by (3),

J_dl (4)

The equation of the normal at the point x, y, z is

s-r = ^^^ = v-y^^.
(5)

P~'^x + Sctc- + ^y- p "^y + 27a;!/

and its intersection with the plane ^ = p occurs at the point determined

approximately by

^=-p(Sax^ + yf-), 7, = ^^^-2pyxy, (6)

terms of the third order being omitted.

According to geometrical optics, the thickness of the image of a luminous

line at the primary focus is determined by the extreme value of ^; and

for good definition in the spectroscope it is necessary to reduce this

thickness as much as possible. One way of attaining this result would

be to narrow the aperture ; but, as we have seen in preceding sections,

to narrow the horizontal aperture is really to throw away the peculiar

advantage of large instruments. The same objection, however, does not

apply to narro^^ang the vertical aperture ; and in many spectroscopes a

great improvement in definition may be thus secured. In general it is

necessarj' that both 7 and a be small. Since the value of ^ is independent

of p', it would seem that in respect of definition there is no advantage

in avoiding astigmatism.

We will now examine more closely the character of the image at the

primary focus in the case of a pencil of circular section. Unless p' =
p,

the second term in the value of i] may be neglected. The rays for which

a;2 _j_ y = ^i intersect ihe plane f = p in the parabola

'^i^^^'-i'^'p"- m
and the various parabolas corresponding to different values of r differ from

one another only in being shifted along the axis of ^. To find out how much
of the parabolic arcs are included, we observe that for sxij given value of r

the value of ?; is greatest Avhen x = <). Hence the rays starting in the

secondary plane give the remainder of the boundary of the image. Its

equation, formed from (6) after putting x = 0, is

,= = -(^^f, (8)
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and represents a parabola touching the axis of 7/ at the origin. The whole

of the image is included between this parabola and the parabola of form (7)

corresponding to the maximum value of r.

The width of the image when 7; = is Zapr', and vanishes when a = 0,

i.e. when there is no aberration for rays in the primary plane. In this case

the two parabolic boundaries coincide, and the image is reduced to a linear

arc. If further 7 = 0, this arc becomes straight, and then the image of

a luminous line is perfect (to this order of approximation) at the primary

focus. In general if 7 = 0, the parabola (7) reduces to the straight line

X=0; that is to say, the rays which start in the secondary plane remain

in that plane.

We will now consider the image formed at the secondary focus. Putting

^ = p' in (5), we obtain

S = ^^x, v = ~2yp'^y (9)

If 7 = 0, the secondary focal line is formed without aberration, but not

otherwise. In general the curve traced out by the rays for which x' + y'^ = r\

is

' ^^r+felS=-^ (10)
\p~p') 4:j-p''p'-^'

in the form of a figure of eight symmetrical with respect to both the axes.

The rays starting either in the primary or in the secondary plane pass

through the axis of f, the thickness of the image being due to the rays

for which x = y = rj-^l*.

This subject can be illustrated without difficulty by experiment. A
radiant point is obtained by admitting sunlight into a darkened room

through a lens of short focus placed in the window-shutter. A real image

of the radiant is received upon a piece of ground glass and examined from

behind. To render the light approximately homogeneous, a piece of red

glass is employed. The following results relate to an equiconvex lens of

6 inches [15 cm.] aperture and about 3 feet [91 cm.] focus, on which the

light falls obliquely.

As the screen is moved gradually back from the lens, the illuminated

area diminishes. At a certain point it begins to double back upon itself,

until at the primary focus the whole area is double. The light is seen to be

very unequally distributed. At the edges, corresponding to the boundary

of the lens, the illumination is feeble ; while at the folded edge, corresponding

to the central vertical line of the lens, a caustic is formed. On this account

* I have lately found that the aherration of unsymmetrical pencils was very generally treated

by Sir W. Hamilton in his work on Systems of Rays. Even if I could have supposed Hamilton's

results to be known to the reader, the investigation in the text would still be necessary, as my
purpose is very different from his. In the general theory (with /3 and 5 finite) there is no
distinction between the primary and secondary images.
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it would seem that curvature of the primary focal line is a worse fault than

thickness for the purposes of the spectroscope.

The accompanj'ing figures show the general character of the image at

the primar}' focus under various circumstances. The thick line represents

the folded and highly illuminated edge, the thin line the double edge

corresponding to the margin of the lens. The quantities u, v^, Vn are the

distances from the lens of the radiant point, the primary, and the secondar}^

focus respectively, expressed in inches.

Fig. 12. Fig. 13. Fig. 14. Fig. 15. Fig. 10.

«=39
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SO that as far as the cube of w.

r,r, -J ,

'' / . »" COS^ d)Qr — M = r sin . tB + ^ I cos ^ H ^

rsiacf)/! r cos </> r^cos^<^\ ^ ,

2 \S u u- J ^ '

Similarly if Q' be any other point, and Q'A =u', Q'AH = (/>',

/^/ 71 / • , / ' / ,ii' cos= d>'\QF — u =r sm <p . co + -I cos <p -f r-^ | lu"

2V ^ ^^'

r sin d)' fl r cos A' r^ cos^ <b'\ ,^(3+-^+-^> (2)

If QP, Q'P be incident and refracted rays corresponding to a> = 6, the condi-

tion must be satisfied that S{QP) — fjLS{Q'P) as co passes from the value 6 to

e + M. Thus

sm
/ , r cos' (j)\ - sin 6 /, 3r cos d> 3f^ cos- (i\ ^„m (^ + cos ^ + J^ ^ ^ 1 + II + ^ ff'-

\ u J 2 V w u- I

,, I ,, r cos^ (f)'\ ^= fisinf + /i I cos ^ H r-^ j 6

_^s_in^'/ +?ri^' + ^!lH^>^ (3)

If QA
,
Q'A be also corresponding rays, sin <p — /j^ sin <p' = 0, as appears by

supposing ^ = in (3), which then becomes

, rcos'<i\/ 3r6'sin<i\ / ,, rcos=<i'\/ Sr^sin(A'\
, ^

If we make = in (4),

r cos^ 4> I , / *" cos' <i'\ , ,

cos(|)H ^ =/i cos -I H- . (o)

the usual formula for the primary focus. For our present purpose 6 is small,

but it is not zero.

We will now apply the fundamental formula (4) to the case of a lens

whose thickness can be neglected in comparison with the radii of curvature

and the distances of the foci. The pencil is supposed to fall centrically, so

that the angle of incidence at the second surface is equal to the angle of

refraction at the first surface. The distance corresponding to FA is the
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same for both surfaces, and will be denoted by y. Thus, for the first

refraction,

/cos (^ cos-^W 2>y Bm<l>\_ /cos^' cos=<^'\/ '^ysm<^'\ ,„,

\ r u )\ 2u J \ r u' J\ 2u' J'

For the second refraction we have to interchange
<J3

and </>', writing s for r,

u for II, fjT^ for /x, and v for u'. Thus

/cos<p' cos-</)'\ / 3i/ sin <^'\ _ /cos (^ cos- (^\ / 3y sin
<f)

\ ^
\ s u' / \ 2u' J \ s V J \ 2v J

By addition of (6) and (7), and writing for bre\dty c for cos (p and c for cos
<f>',

we get

^ + ?:Ul _ ^r^^] _(^_^_t](l_ % sin ,p

r u) \ 2u j \s v)\ 2v

fc'c''\[, 3y sin <p'
^ K c'^\ / 3y sin ^''

'(,--')
By sin ^ /c' c'

= (yXC - C)
U V

2 (tt \»' s/ M Vr zt/ t; Vs ^/J

The quantity within brackets in (8) may be written

u \r sJ u\r sJ \v uj \v u cs

On substitution for c'/v-cr/iL of its approximate value from (8), (1/r-l/s)

becomes a factor of the whole expression, and we get

r sJ [u u \v u cs,

Again, from (5) ^vith suflBcient approximation for our purpose,

c' C c' fJL Ic' c-\ 1 , , N c' , , 1
= --+—,+- = — (/AC — c) —> — ( tiC — c) ~ :

so that the bracket in (8) assumes the form

From (6) and (7),

(^,_,)(_1_1)K,+ 1 + 1 + 1 + I1
(9)^'^

' ^r SI (cm V u cr cs] ^ '

24^ = o^fl + l)-(^'-c)(l +
l)

(10)
W \M v/ V^ s/
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Using this in (9), we get

so that

2/xcc'
+-
r s

= (uc' - C) (

Sy sin <i
f ,„ , , /I 1

^ ^ \c{2p.c' + c){- +
4cc'iJi { \u V

+ (/xc + c) - + - .(iir

From this we see at once that in the case of an equiconvex or equiconcave
lens, for which l/r+l/s = 0, the aberration vanishes if l/u+l/v=0, i.e. if

the primary focus be at the same distance on one side of the lens as the

radiant point is on the other.

For some purposes a more convenient expression may be obtained by
substituting for v its approximate value. Writing /a' for f^c'jc, we get

« « ^
-^ \r sJl 2fic' \ u s r

J J
'

(12)

If the incident rays be parallel, m = oo , and the aberration vanishes when

i^_ __tl_^ ^ jX^C0S^<j)'

r fji' — fi^ + l
fj,

cos (j)' cos <j) — fi'^ cos^ (j)' + cos^ (j>
^ '^

If the second surface be plane (s = oo ), this condition is

/i'-ya'=+l=0, or / = ^(l+v'5) = l-62.

For a refractive index fj,= 1-5, the value of (j) which makes /x' = 1'62 is

about 29°. This is the obliquity at which a plano-convex lens of plate glass

must be held in order to give a thin primary image. A more refractive lens

must be held at a less obliquity. If the refractive index exceed 1'62, there

is no position of the lens for which the image is free from aberration.

From the above formulae there is no difficulty in calculating the aberra-

tion due to any combination of lenses. As an example I will take the case

of two lenses [of similar glass and] of equal focal length, inclined at equal

angles but in opposite directions to the axis of the pencil. Denoting the

radii of the second lens by r' and s', the final focal length v' is to be found

* [1899. The fraction ^ vi~2'
representing the ratio in which the focal length is altered

by obliquity, has the following approximate expression

2tt + l
1 H—^— sm^ (p + terxD in sin^ 0.]
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from (11) in combination with

in<f)
f ,„ , ,/l 1\

4/xc c [
^ '^ •'

\,y V J
; = (mC - c) -

V V \r

\^ _ 3y sin ^

+ (f,c' +€)(-,+ -,

Hy addition,

c= c= , , c /I 1
, = {l^c -x)

(u V \r s

3?/ sin rf)
f ,„ , , /I 1

2 + -^^ ^ c (2/ic + c) .

, , N
/I 1 1 1

V?" s »' s
.(14)

If the lenses be of the same curvatures and be similarly turned, r = r, s = s.

The abeiTation then varies as (l/u — 1/v'), and cannot vanish.

If the lenses be of the same curvature and be

^'S- 18. turned opposite ways (fig. 18), r' = — s, s = — r.

The aberration is proportional to

c(2;xo'+c)g-l) + 2(;^' + c)(J + J

4cj^V ^-^' + ^ L (15)

or, on substitution of the approximate value of 1/m— Ijv,

where, as before,

/i' = /i cos (p'jcos (p.

Thus the combination is aplanatic, independently of the value of u, if

s 1 — fx!'^ + fjJ

(16)
r

fj,

-

By supposing the light to be parallel between the lenses, we obtain (13) as a

particular case of (16).

We will next investigate the aberration in the case of a prism with flat

faces on which divergent or convergent light falls at the angle of minimum
deviation. From (4), with notation similar to that employed above,

^'(-'-^*)=''?(>-'^) ™
'^('-l9^tM'('-5^*) (-)

and
y' -.y = u' + l:u' (19)

I denoting the length of the path of the axis of the pencil within the prism.
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If y be neglected,

u m'
'

m' + / i;
'

^^^^>

whence

V u' + I-= ~-
; (21)

so that

^ = --I^-l = -l (22)
V U V u ^

Accordingl}' (18) becomes

c'- 1^ 3wsinrf)\ c- /, 3?/ sin (i\ ,^„,
/^^T"; 1+ \ ,

^ =- 1+ \ ^
(23)

From (17) and (23), by multiplication,

,, ,
—77 = — , or v= V^ ' (24)

Again, from (17),

, _ ixc'^hi
J

3ysin(^(/.V^-c^
)] |ic'%

f
3y sin <^ {fj?

- \) {

From (24) and (25),

-«%?.-5^^^^|i?^»(i-i^) W
In most cases Iju is negligible in the small term, and the longitudinal

aberration is simply

g^^3,ysin./>(M--l)

The linear width of the image is ?)V.9, where denotes the angular semi-

aperture ; and the angular width of the image is hvOju, or, since y cos <pju = 0,

3(/.^-l)sin.j>.g'

^^^^^
^^^^

To apply this result to the spectroscope, it is convenient to compare (28)

with the angular deviation due to an alteration of refractive index from

ft to IX + S/i. This is equal to

If (28) and (29) be equal,

2S/X sin (^' _ 2S/A sin (^ , ..

z = j^ v^")
cos 9 /i. cos <p

^^=
2cos^<^' '

^^^^

which determines the degree of confusion of refrangibilities produced by the

aberration.

R. I. 29
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For a glass prism, fi — fi~^ differs very little fi'om unity. If the refracting

angle be 60°, cos- <^' = f , and thus

S/z, = 2^ (31)

By (8), (10), § 4, the value of Zfj. for the soda-lines in the case of a prism of

" extra-dense glass '' is 5"8 x 10~°. Hence, if the image of one soda-line just

touch the image of the other, 6 = '0054, or the distance u must be about 100

times the width of the beam where it falls upon the prism. With small

instruments, whose whole resolving-power is only a small multiple of that

necessar}' to resolve the soda-Knes, it is possible to work without a collimator

by allowing a distance of 10 or 20 feet between the slit and the prisms ; but

in the case of powerful instruments a pretty accurate adjustment of the

collimator is indispensable.

The next thing to consider is the effect of curvature in the faces of

prisms. We shall neglect I, the length of path within the prism, as small in

comparison with the other distances concerned ; its influence is doubtless no

more important than when the faces are flat. From (4),

giving by subtraction

_ ' /I _ l'\ _ % sin (/> fc c' 2c'*

y i) "^ '\r sj 2 (rW uj

,1 /c' c\ 2c"- c= c=

S \U VJ M- U- V-

Hence

'\r si 2 |Vm u)\r u u

\u' vJ \s u vl]
^' '

The condition that there shall be no aberration requires that the quantity
within brackets vanish. In order to discuss it further it will be convenient
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to express u and v in terms of u'. B}' the original equations, y being

neglected,

^ =^ + ^^^-^ = 4' + ^^^ 35^
u cu cr u r

^=^+/^£:^=4'4-^^izi, (36)
V cu cs u s

fj-' being written as before for fic'jc.

By substitution of these values in (34) the condition becomes

This condition assumes a simplified form when r = s, i.e. when one face is as

much convex as the other face is concave ; it is satisfied either by

or by

i-^l='
(^s)

(^'+l)|-, + ^ = (39)

In the first ease, by (35), u = ~cr; so that if the first face be convex, the

incident rays must be convergent. In the second case,

M = — c (/i' + 1) r = — (/i cos (^' + cos (^) r.

With general values of r and s, (37) may be written

2(;.' + l)^, + (2/+l)(l + l)^,-^/(i+l) = 0, (40)

which determines the values of u' (if an}') for which the aberration vanishes.

The roots of (40) are real and therefore aplanaticism is possible, if

^J^^=_(V..V-i)(i.i) <„,

be positive. Unless both faces are flat, one must be convex and the other

concave. The limits within which a suitable value of u' will secure aplanati-

cism are found by equating (41) to zero. The roots are reciprocals, and are

given by

s ^ (2/ + l)- + 4V(/.'-^ + /.0

r 4/i'-^ + 4/-l ^ ^

If the actual value of s : r be nearer unity than the values determined by

(42), the aberration may be destroyed by selecting for u one of the roots

of (40).

29—2
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If, for example, /a = 1"62, and the refracting angle be 60°, /a' = 2"392,

- = 1-43 or (1-43)-'.

Unless, therefore, the curvatures are opposite and pretty ncarl}' equal, no

adjustment of the focus of the collimator can destroy the aberration.

In any optical instrument whatever, the aberration in the primary plane

may be eliminated by sloping one of the lenses to a suitable angle ;
but, as

was shown in the preceding section, we have also in many cases to contend

with the aberration of the rays in the secondary plane. The latter aberration

is more difficult to calculate than the former. Among lenses, the only case

that I have investigated is that of a plano-convex lens on the curved side of

which parallel light falls. It appears that the aberration of the rays in the

secondarj' plane vanishes when the following relation obtains between the

refractive index and the obliquity

:

sin^,/. = 3^;=:i^l (43)
6 — fjb-

The obliquity is zero when /j, = 162—the same value of
fj.

that gives no

aberration in the primary plane for ra}'S of small obliquity. Neither kind of

aberration is important for a glass lens of this sort moderatel}^ sloped. If

/x = ]-5, (43) gives cp = 73°. If /j, exceed 1-62, (43) cannot be satisfied.

Another case of considerable interest can be investigated more easily.

It is that of a prism with flat sides, through which convergent or divergent

light passes. The prism is supposed to be adjusted until the symmetrical

(horizontal) plane contains the radiant point ; but it need not be in the

position of minimum deviation. The problem depends upon the same

principles as are applied by Professor Stokes* to investigate the curvature

of the image of a straight line when seen through a prism. If 6 denote the

altitude of a ray before it falls upon the prism, 6' the altitude of the ray

within the prism, the horizontal projection of the ray follows a course which

would be that of an actual ray if the refractive index were changed from

jj, to fjb cos 6'/cos 6. Since sin 6' = /jt^ sin 6, and 0, 6' are supposed to be

small, the virtual change in the refractive index is from fx to fx-h ^ (fj,
— fi~^) 6".

Thus, if Syu. represent the range of refrangibilities confused in the resulting

spectrum of an infinitely thin slit,

8/A = 1 (/^ - /^"O ^' (44)

The factor /a — /a~' is equal to unity when /i= r62, and for glass will never

differ much from unity. By comparison with (31), it would appear that in

the case of a 60° prism in the position of minimum deviation, the admissible

* Royal-Society Proceedings, April 30, 1874.
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vertical angular aperture is twice as . great as the admissible horizontal

angular aperture ; but, on account of the variable distribution of light in

the image, this conclusion probably requires modification in favour of the

horizontal aperture.

If there is to be no confusion of the two soda-lines when seen with a

prism of extra-dense glass one inch high, the distance of the radiant points

must exceed four feet.

Equation (44) is applicable without change to a spectroscope of any

number of properly adjusted prisms of similar material.

§ 8. The Design of Spectroscopes.

The circumstances under which spectroscopes are used are so various

that it is probably impossible to lay down any one construction as absolutely

the best ; but the principles of the foregoing sections allow us to impose

certain limitations within which the choice of the designer must be confined.

The first point to be considered is the resolving-power. This, in the case of

prismatic instruments of one given material, carries with it the total thick-

ness traversed ; and the question is simply in what form it is most advan-

tageous to employ this thickness. The other points to be attended to are

principally illumination, quantity of material, ready applicability to various

parts of the spectrum, simplicity and ease of construction.

To a certain extent the requirements of illumination and resolving-power

are antagonistic. If, indeed, the eye were a perfect instrument, a beam of

diameter equal to that of the pupil would present the full degree of bright-

ness, and a resolving-power corresponding to the thickness employed. But,

as was explained in § 3, in order to obtain the full value of the thickness it is

necessary further to narrow the beam ; and then illumination suffers. If full

illumination be required, we must employ a thickness three or four times as

great as that defined by (.5), § 3.

Apart from the question of the area of the pupil occupied by the beam,

illumination suffers from the effects of absorption and reflection. The first

depends simply upon the thickness traversed, and is therefore an invariable

quantity when the material and resolving-power are given. Some years

since it was laid down by Pickering* that in spectroscopes composed of

prisms of the same material and in the position of minimum deviation (which

disperse equally and admit the same amount of light) the loss by absoi-ption

will be the same. In accordance with what has just been proved, we are

now able to dispense with the restriction to minimum deviation.

» " On the Comparative Efficiency of Different Forms of the Spectroscope," Pliil. Mag. xxxvi.

p. 41, 1868.
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In powerful spectroscopes the transparency of the material of which the

prisms are made is a point of great importance. Some specimens even of

well-made flint and crown glass examined by Christie* stopped as much as

half the light in a thickness of i inches [10 cm.]. Such a degree of absorption

renders the glass unsuited for instruments of more than moderate power.

From measurements by Robinson and Grubbf, however, it would seem that

absorption need not stand in the way of much more powerful instruments

than any yet attempted. One specimen of Chance's glass was of such

transparency that 111 inches [282 cm.] would be necessary to reduce the

transmitted light in the ratio 2'7 to 1.

The loss of light by reflection depends upon the number of surfaces and

upon the angles at which the rays are incident. It might be thought that a

great multiplication of surfaces was necessarily very unfavourable to bright-

ness; but, as has been pointed out b}' Pickering in the paper referred to,

this difiiculty may be overcome by using prisms of such angle that the

reflected light is perfectly polarized. Under these circumstances half the

light at least escapes reflection ; and the necessary angles (64° for ordinary

flint glass) are not otherwise objectionable. The least loss of light is

incurred when the whole thickness is thrown into one prism of moderate

angle ; but the gain in brightness would rarely compensate for the other

disadvantages of such a construction^.

With regard to the material for prisms, the choice lies principally between

various kinds of glass and fluids. It is not without difiiculty that glass is

prepared free from striae and well annealed ; but solid prisms have the great

advantage that, when once good ones are obtained, there is no further trouble.

In consequence probably of the practice of using in all cases a standard angle

of 60°, an exaggei-ated idea is often entertained of the advantage of great

density. According to Hopkinson, the differences of indices relative to the

lines D and B for dense flint, extra-dense flint, and double-extra-dense flint

are respectively "0067, '0075, and '0091, which numbers are inversely as the

equivalent thicknesses.

Of fluids, bisulphide of carbon has the merits of cheapness and very high

dispersive power, the difference of indices for D and B being 0126. When
pure, it is also in a high degree transparent. On the other hand, its sensi-

tiveness to variations of temperature is so great that 1° C. makes about nine

times as great a change of refrangibility as a passage from D, to D^. Great

precautions are therefore required to prevent inequalities of temperature

from destroying definition ; and frequent shaking is generally necessary.

* " Od the Magnifying-power of the Half-prism as a Means of obtaining great Dispersion,

and on the general Theory of the Half-prism Spectroscope," Proceedings of the Royal Society,

March I, 1877.

t "Description of the Great Melbourne Telescope," Phil. Trans. 1869, p. 160.

X [1899. This arrangement, employed by Fraunhofer, has been revived for star spectroscopes.]
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Some observers have thought that, apart from inequalities ot bemperature,

ordinary bisulphide of carbon tends to arrange itself in strata of different

refracting-power ; but this does not seem to be established satisfactorily. In

some recent experiments with a rotating stiiTer, introduced with the view of

promoting uniformity of temperature, I obtained evidence of a thin layer of

moisture floating on the surface. Under the action of the stirrer this layer

was broken up and the liquid rendered very irregular. A few lumps of

chloride of calcium introduced into the liquid absorbed most of the layer;

but an arrangement such that the free surface remained undisturbed would

have been preferable.

Within the last few months Pi'of Liveing* has proposed the use of a

solution of iodide of mercury, which is considerably more dispersive than

even bisulphide of carbon, the difference of indices between D and B amount-

ing to '017. This liquid is of a yellowish colour, and is hardly sufEciently

transparent, even at the lower end of the spectrum, to make its use advisable

in very powerful instruments. But for some purposes its great dispersion is

an important recommendation. Using a single prism of 60° with an available

thickness of 1^ inch, I have obtained results which many pretentious instru-

ments could not surpass.

Experience has not yet decided the question as to the relative advantages

of large and small prisms. As generally used, large prisms have the dis-

advantages of requiring a gi-eater quantity of material for a given thickness

and of involving cumbrous and more expensive telescopes. The first might

be avoided partially, and the second wholly, by the use of higher refracting

angles, or (perhaps preferably) by the addition of half-prisms to the ends of

Fig. 19.

the train (fig. 19). That prisms may act as cylindrical telescopes was

observed many years ago by Brewsterf ; and recently Christie has con-

structed half-prism spectroscopes in which this property is taken advantage

of In these instruments, however, the total thickness of glass is too small

for high resolving-power.

In the arrangement of fig. 19 the mys from the collimator are received on

diminishing half-prisms, by which the mdth of the beam is increased up to

* " On the Dispersion of a Solution of Mercuric Iodide," Cambridge Proceedings, May 19,

1879.

t Optics (London, 1853), p. 513.
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the point suitable for the big prisms. Afterwards the rays are concentrated

by magnifying half-prisms until the width of the beam is the same as at

first. On this plan the larger prisms need be no higher than small ones

;

and the quantity of glass corresponding to a given total thickness varies as

the first power, instead of as the square, of the linear dimension.

I have experimented with a pair of 60° prisms, 3 inches thick and only

I inch high. The glass is of rather low density ; so that when the position

of minimum deviation is adopted, the emergent beam is inconveniently wide.

With this material a larger angle would have been preferable ; but much the

same result may be arrived at by turning the prisms a little, so as to increase

the angle of incidence on the first surface and the angle of emergence from

the last surface*. In this way the incident and emergent beams are so far

narrowed that the}' can be received on small telescopes ; and the combination

is very economical in comparison with one in which the position of minimum

deviation is adopted, involving, as it would, larger telescopes, and, unless a

loss of brightness were accepted, higher prisms.

Another point requiring attention in the discussion of the question of

large versus small prisms is the relative difficulty of securing the necessary

accuracy of surfaces in the two cases ; but it can hardly be treated satisfac-

torily d priori. It would, however, seem that small prisms have the advan-

tage in this respect also.

So far I have supposed the prisms to be simple. Of late years compound

prisms of flint and crown have come largely into fashion ; and quite recently

M. ThoUon has revived the use of compound prisms of bisulphide of carbon.

Mr Christie considers that compound prisms are, on the whole, to be preferred
;

but I cannot help thinking that, except where direct vision is important,

their advantages have been overrated. The difference of indices in the case

of crown glass for the rays D and B is '0035, which is quite sufficiently high

to come into comparison with the corresponding numbers for flint and

bisulphide of carbon. In a direct-vision prism the thickness of the crown is

greater than that of the flint ; so that the loss of efficiency is even more

serious than a mere comjDarison of the dispersions would suggest. See (6) § 4.

The principle of the compound prism is carried to its limit by employing

media oi equal refracting-power for the part of the spectrum under examina-

tion. For this purpose I chose bisulphide of carbon and flint glass. With

Chance's " dense flint " the refractions are the same, and the difference of

dispersions relative to D and B is •00.56, i.e. about as great as the difference

for " double-extra-dense flint " and crown. A dozen glass prisms of 90° were

cemented in a straight line on a strip of glass and immersed in bisulphide of

carbon. The liquid is contained in a tube closed at its ends with glass

plates. The " thickness " of each prism is 1 inch [2-54 cm.] and the height

" A pair of prisms thus arranged is called by ThoUon a couple.
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[parallel to the refracting edge] about | inch, so that the total thickness is

12 inches [30'5 cm.]. The character of the glass is such that at ordinary

temperatures the red rays pass without deviation. To observe other parts of

the spectrum with advantage, it is necessary to mix a little ether [or benzole]

with the bisulphide of carbon in order to lower its power. A similar result

could be obtained by slightly warming the tube ; but this course is not to be

recommended.

The instrument, which was made by Hilger, gave excellent results at

times, but showed the usual caprice of bisulphide of carbou. With the

refracting edges vertical, the definition was u.sually good for twenty or thirty

seconds after shaking up, but would often rapidly deteriorate afterwards.

Although care was taken not to touch the tube with the hands, this effect

was sometimes so persistent that I began to think I had evidence of a

tendency to separate into distinct layers. When the edges of the prisms

(and slit) were horizontal, the tube being also horizontal as before, the loss of

definition after shaking still occurred, but could be remedied in great measure

by a change of focus. Further experience, however, led me to attribute these

effects to temperature-differences, caused perhaps by the ceiling of the

laboratory being warmer than the floor. At any rate, they were greatly

mitigated by wrapping round the tube strips of copper and numerous folds

of cloth ; and they could be produced with considerable persistency by

touching the top of the naked tube for a few seconds with the hands. A
difference of even ^ju of a degree Cent, between the upper and lower halves

of the prisms might be expected to make itself apparent when the edges are

vertical. The advantages of this construction are the elimination of reflec-

tion and the almost absolute immunity from defects due to errors in the

separating surfaces ; but they are rather dearly purchased. As might be

expected, the best results as to definition are obtained when the tube is

vertical ; but such an arrangement is inconvenient, as it involves the aid of

reflectors. Spectroscopes on this plan may perhaps be useful for special

purposes ; but the want of ready adaptability to different parts of the

spectrum is a serious objection.

The general result of this discussion would seem to be in favour of a

spectroscope with simple glass prisms of such angle that the reflected light is

wholly polarized, the number of prisms being increased up to the point at

which mechanical difficulties begin to interfere. With the aid of reflection,

at least six prisms may be used twice over. When it becomes necessary to

increase the size of the prisms, considerable economy may be effected by the

introduction of half-prisms at the ends of the train, as already explained.

When the surfaces are not quite flat, or when the focus of the collimator

is imperfectly adjusted, it becomes important to secure a rather exact

perpendicularity between the edges of the prisms and a plane passing
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through their middle poiuts ; otherwise the linear image of a poiut may not

be parallel to the length of the slit. Even when the plane of symmetry is

obtained, there may remain considerable errors, due to curvature of the

image, dependent upon the quantity denoted by 7 in | 6. Much information

as to the cause of bad definition may often be obtained by replacing the slit

by a simple hole and examining the character of the resultant image. In

many instruments [with refracting edges vertical] a great improvement is

effected by narrowing the vertical aperture whenever the light will bear

diminution. Such a result may be anticipated when with full aperture the

top and bottom of the spectrum appear better defined than the central parts.

The principal cause of error is probably a deviation of the extreme rays from

horizontality in their passage through the prisms, due either to imperfect

action of the collimator or to the curved faces of preceding prisms.

It is not easy to decide whether the highest resolving-power is more

likely to be obtained by gratings or by prisms. Up to a certain point the

resolving-power of gratings is principally a question of the accuracy with

which the lines can be ruled. If the deviations of the lines from their

proper places do not exceed (say) one-fourth of the interval between consecu-

tive lines, the definition in the first spectrum will not be materially injured.

To obtain corresponding results in the 2nd, 3rd, 4th,... spectrum, the errors

must not exceed \, Jj, ^,... respectively of the same interval* Every effort

should also be made to rule as great a number of lines as possible, even if it

be necessary for this purpose to reduce their length.

I have lately had the opportunity of experimenting with two Rutherfurd

gratings, one on glass, with nearly 12,000 lines (a present from Mr Rutherfurd

himself), the other on speculum-metal, with nearly 14,000 lines (kindly lent

me by Mr Spottiswoode). The lines are at the rate of 17,296 to the inch.

' [1899. This is a consequence of the general principle that errors of phase less than the

quarter period do not seriously disturb definition. It has been suggested that the statement in

the text is inconsistent with what was proved on p. 210, with regard to the performance of

a grating composed of two halves, in each of which the ruling is accurate but is subject to

an alteration of interval in passing from one half to the other. But the standard of accuracy now
laid down holds good in any ease, and the question regarding the performance (in the first

spectrum) of the compound grating is simply whether the error of placing accumulates so far

as to reach the amount of the quarter interval. Whether it will do so, or not, depends not only
upon the assumed alteration of interval in the ratio 1000 : 1001, but also upon the total number
of lines. The ideal grating with which the actual grating is to be compared must be supposed
to have an interval equal to the mean of the two, and therefore differing from each by Tr-sTm part.

In the middle of the grating the actual Unes lie close to their ideal positions but deviate
increasingly on either side. The deviation attains the quarter interval at the 500th line and
thus if the whole grating include less than 1000 lines, its performance should not be much
worse than if all the lines were accurately placed. The fact, proved on p. 210, that such a grating

would fail to resolve the D-lines is quite in harmony, as will appear when it is remembered that

an accurate grating of 1000 Unes can only just do so. Though not important in the present
connexion, it may be noted that a part of the error just discussed may be compensated by
a change of focus. (Enc. Brit. "Wave Theory," p. 438, 1888.)]
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Both these gratings give admirable results in the second spectrum, where,

according to (H) § 4, the resolving-power in the orange exceeds that obtain-

able from 25 centims. of extra-dense flint. In the third spectrum the gain

of resolving-power is still apparent, but illumination is rather deficient.

It is much to be wished that spectroscopists in possession of powerful

instruments would compare their actual performances with those of which

they are theoretically capable. A carefully arranged succession of tests of

gradually increasing difficulty, like those applied to telescopes, would be of

especial value. In my own observations I have usually attended principally

to the definition of the fine lines bordering b^ and to the double line 63.

For experiments on dark heat, to which in some respects gratings are

well adapted, resolving-power is secondary to illumination. In order to

avoid confusion of spectra, it would be well to eliminate the second spectrum

altogether, which could be effected by ruling equally strong lines at alternate

intervals in the ratio of one to three.

ri899j^ A direct vision spectroscope, on the principle described on

pp. ^06,^ 257, has recently been constructed (see Proc. Roy. Inst. March

24, 1899) in which the linear dimension of the prisms is doubled. The

"thickness" of each prism (along the hypothenuse) is 2 inches, and the

total thickness for the 10 prisms employed is 20 inches. The edges of the

prisms are horizontal and are disposed downwards ; so that the upper part of

a rectangular beam of light (which traverses the instrument once) passes

through 20 inches of "dense flint" glass, while the lower part passes an

equal thickness of bisulphide of carbon. When with the aid of reflectors

the light is made to traverse the instrument three times, the thickness of

glass (or CS2) is 60 inches (152 cm.). Used in this way the spectroscope,

when tested upon the lines E or h oi Fraunhofer, performs as well as a good

Rowland grating.]
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ON REFLECTION OF VIBRATIONS AT THE CONFINES OF

TWO MEDIA BETWEEN WHICH THE TRANSITION IS

GRADUAL.

[Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, xi. pjj. 51—56, 1880.]

Many physicists, of whom may be especially mentioned Young, Fresnel,

Poisson, Green, and Cauchy, have investigated the reflection of light or

sound at the surface of separation of two uniform media of different

mechanical properties. The transition from one medium to the other being

treated as abrupt, the problem is of no great difficulty for the case of plane

waves incident upon a plane surface of separation. It is of some interest to

inquire what modifications would be caused by the substitution of a gradual

for an abrupt transition, and the principal object of this paper is to give the

details of one particular case, which admits of pretty simple treatment.

It is evident, from the first, that the transition may be supposed to

be so gradual that no sensible reflection would ensue. No one would

expect a ray of light to undergo reflection in passing through the earth's

atmosphere as a consequence of the gradual change of density ^vith elevation.

At first sight, indeed, the case of so-called total reflection may appear to be

an exception, as it is independent of the suddenness of transition; but this

only shows that the phenomenon is inaccurately described by its usual title.

It is, in strictness, a particular case of refraction, rather than of reflection,

and must be so considered in theoretical work, although, no doubt, the name
of total reflection will be retained whenever, as in constructing optical

instruments, we have to deal with effects rather than with causes.

Admitting, then, that reflection proper is due to suddenness of transition,

we have still to inquire what degree of suddenness is requisite. It is not

difficult to see that the quantity with which the thickness of the transitional
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layer comes into comparison is the wave-length of the vibration; so that,

when the thickness is a large multiple of the wave-length, there is little

reflection, but when, on the other hand, the wave-length is a large multiple

of the thickness, the reflection is sensibly as copious as if the transition

were absolutely abrupt. There is thus a considerable distinction, in practice,

between the cases of sound and of light, the wave-length of the one being

some million times greater than that of the other. When sound is reflected

in air from ordinary solids or liquids, the transition between the media

may be treated as abrupt with abundant accuracy ; but it is not so certain

that a similar treatment is adequate to the case of light. It is probable,

however, that in the case of light passing from fluids to solids, or from

one fluid to a second which does not mix with it

—

e.g., from bisulphide

of carbon to water—the phenomena are not materially influenced by in-

sufficient suddenness of transition. On the other hand, when the two

fluids are miscible, it would not be easy to complete an experiment before

the abruptness of transition is so far broken down by diffusion that the

thickness of the transitional layer amounts to a multiple of ^^j^^ of an inch.

The problem of gradual transition includes, of course, that of a variable

medium. The particular case which I have taken is that of a stretched

string, whose longitudinal density varies as the inverse square of the

abscissa (measured along its length), vibrating transversely. The same

analysis is strictly applicable to other cases of vibrations, which I need

not stop to specify, and the results will illustrate the general character

of the phenomena to be expected in all cases. If y, denoting the transverse

displacement, be proportional to e^^', the equation which it must satisfy as a

function of x, is

^^ + n^x-'y = Q, : (1)

where if is some positive constant, of the nature of an abstract number*.

The solution of (1) is

y = Ax^+i"" Jr Bx^-^'", (2)

where
m^ = ?i2-l (3)

If m be real, that is, if n>\, we may obtain, by supposing J. = 0, as a

final solution in real quantities,

y= Gx^ cos{j)t — m\ogx-\- e), (4)

which represents a positive progressive wave, in many respects similar to

those propagated in uniform media.

Let us now suppose that, to the left of the point x = Xt^, the variable

medium is replaced by one of uniform constitution, such that there is

* Theory of Sound, § 141.
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no discontinuity of density at the point of transition ; and let us inquire,

what reflection a positive progressive wave in the uniform medium will

undergo on arrival at the variable medium. It will be sufficient to consider

the case where m is real, that is, where the change of density is but

moderately rapid.

By supposition, there is no negative wave in the variable medium, so that

^ = in (2). Thus

dx '

11n .

dy _^-im
^.^

and, when x = x-^,

ydx a;,

The general solution for the uniform medium may be written

y = J{g-irHx-x,)lx, ^ J^g+inix^c,)!x,^ (Q^

from which, when x== x^,

dy _ in H — K ,K^

idx~~x,WTK ^
^

In equation (6), H represents the amplitude of the incident positive

wave, and K the amplitude of the reflected negative wave. The condition

to be satisfied at a; = a;j is expressed by equating the values of dyjydx given

by (5) and (7). Thus
E _ i(n-m) + ^ ,„.

S i{n + m)-^' ^ '

which gives, in symbolical form, the ratio of the reflected to the incident

vibration.

Having regard to (3), we may write (8) in the form

H 2{n + m)' ^^

so that the real amplitude of the reflected wave is
J-

(?i + in)~' of that

of the incident. Thus, as was to be expected, when n and m are great,

i.e., when the densitj^ changes slowly in the variable medium, there is but

little reflection.

Passing on now to the more important problem, we will suppose that the

variable medium extends only so far as the point x = x.,, beyond which the

density retains uniformly its value at that point. A positive wave travelling

at first in a uniform medium of density proportional to xf^, passes at

the point x =Xi into a variable medium of density proportional to x~^,

and again, at the point x = x^, into a uniform medium of densit)' proportional

to xf^. The velocities of propagation are inversely proportional to the
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square roots of the densities, i.e., vary as x, so that, if /a be the refractive

index between the extreme media,

/^ = | (10)

The thickness {d) of the laj'er of transition is

d = x„-Xi (11)

The wave-lengths in the two media are given by

Xi = 2TrXi/n, X., = ^irx^jn
;

so that

_ 2ird _ l-n-d

''-x,-x.-OP^T)x: ^^^^

For the first medium we take, as before,

y = ^e-"i(2;-x,)/a:, ^ J^g+iTHx-x,)lx,^ ^gs

giving, when x = x-^,

ydx" ^,irVK^~l^' ^">

TT T^

if, for brevity, we write for -^ r-

.

•' H + K
For the variable medium,

y = Ax^+^"' + Bxi-^''\ (2)

giving, when a; = a;i,

Al=^-i (i + i^n) Axr + (I - im) Bxr""'

ydx '

Ax^'"- + Bx{-""- ^ >

Hence the condition to be satisfied at a; = a;i gives

. Axi^^'-Bxc^'"- . .

whence

B ' im + inO + l
^^^'

The condition to be satisfied at x = Xi may be deduced from (14), by
substituting x^ for x^, putting at the same time ^ = 1 in virtue of the

supposition that in the second medium there is no negative wave. Hence,

equating the two values oi A : B, we get

^-«m im-ine-^ ^ _^
_^

.

„

im -in-\
im + ind-\-\ ^ im + in + ^' ^

'
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as the equation from which the reflected wave in the first medium is to be

found. Having regard to (3), we get

a_H-K _ m + n + ^i+ /m'"" {m-n-\i)
^ E + K" m + n-li+ /x^"" (m -n + ^i)'

so that

H 2 (m + n) + 2/j.'^"' {m - n)

This is the symbolical solution. To interpret it in real quantities, we must

distinguish the cases of m real and m imaginary. If the transition be not

too sudden, vi is real, and (16) may be written

K i — 1 + cos {2m log /x) + i sin (2m log /x)

H''2m+n + (m — n) cos {2m log jx) + i {m — n) sin {2m log /i.)

Thus the expression for the ratio of the intensities of the reflected and

incident waves is, after reduction,

sin' {m log ti) ,^^.

im^ + sin^ (m log /a)

If m be imaginary, we may wi'ite M?i = ni'; (16) then gives, for the ratio of

intensities,

{fi^'-fi-^'f+l6m'"-'
^ ^

or, if we introduce the notation of hyperbolic trigonometry

sinh- {vi' log /J,)

(19)
sinh^ (??i' log /x) + 4?7i'^ ^ '

For the critical value m = 0, we get, from (17) or (19),

(log fjuy

4 + (log/.)^
^^**^

These expressions allow us to trace of the effect of a more or less gradual

transition between media of given index. If the transition be absolute!}'

abrupt, n = 0, by (12); so that ?)i' = ^. In this case, (18) gives us Young's

well-known formula

U+J
Since a;"' sinh a; increases continually from w = 0, the ratio (19) increases

continually from m' = to m' = | , i.e., diminishes continually from the case

of sudden transition m' = ^, when its value is (21), to the critical case m' = 0,

when its value is (20), after which this form no longer holds good. When
m' = 0, n = ^, and, by (12), d = {\ - X,)l^ir.
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When n > ^, (17) is the appropriate form. We see from it that, as

n increases, the reflection diminishes, until it vanishes, when m log yx = tt,

i.e., when

.(22)

With a still more gradual transition the reflection revives, reaches a

maximum, again vanishes when m log fi = 27r, and so on.

As a numerical example I will take the case of /x = f , applicable to the

reflection of luminous waves in passing from glass to air. The value of

logs! is "40546520. For the sudden transition, we have, from (21), 040.

When m' = 0, i.e., when d = {X^- XO/^vr, the reflection is, by (20), -039478,

but very little less. For moderate values of m, we may derive, from (18),

(Hh-T L .
Qogf^y 4m'^ )

(log^)^ + 4r+(log/.)^+4 3 +-}' ^^'^^

or, in the present example,

•039478 ^^
*"'''

(l +^ X -039478)

.

There is thus no appreciable variation of reflection from m' = ^ to m' = 0.

The reflection vanishes when

n- =
(-4055)2'

a being any integer. Even when a = 1, the first term in the value of n^ is

small relatively to the second, and we may take, with sufficient approximation.

The thickness of the layer of transition at which the reflection first

vanishes is thus a little greater than the difference of the wave-lengths.

The revivals of reflection which occur when the transition is still more

gradual are not important. The approximate values are (2/37r)'-=, (2jbir)-, &c.,

the reflection with abrupt transition being taken as standard. Thus, at

the first revival, the reflection is only about -^^ of its original value.

R. I. 30
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ON THE MINIMUM ABERKATION OF A SINGLE LENS FOR
PARALLEL RAYS.

[Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, ill. pp. 378—375, 1880.]

It is well known that when the material of a lens is plate glass (/x = 1"5),

the aberration is least when the lens is double convex, the radius of the

anterior surface r being equal to -^-^ of the focal length f. and that of the

posterior surface {— s) equal to
J_/!

The residual aberration hf is then

given by

¥=-ify. (1)

y being the semiaperture*.

In the older works on Optics the special supposition that n=Vb is

introduced at the beginning of the calculations, so that the results ai-e

not available for an examination of the effect of a varying refractive index;

but it has been repeatedly as.serted that lenses formed of diamonds or

of other precious stones of high refracting power have an almost in-

appreciable aberration
-f-.

In Coddington's Optics, § 89, the minimum
aberration for /i = 2 is stated to be only jny'^lf, but no algebraical calculation

is given.

The general expression of the aberration for parallel raj^s is|

-^:5=^M^f7'-J)(7-')V^ <^>

while r, s, and f are connected by

r*"-)!.--;) w
* Parkinson's Optics, §§ 130, 131.

+ E.g. Optica. Encyclopccdia Britamiica, 1842.

X Parkinson's Optics, § 129.
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Writing for brevity R, S, F respectively for r-\ s~', /~', and taking

G — , so that — S = R, we get

]. +[^ -
J) (

J- -^ = G [m (yx + 2) - RG (2/x + 1) + f^G^]

= (?|V(^+2).ii-^^^^^}+^^^-^^ (4)

Since fi> \, both terms are of the same sign, and the aberration can

never vanish. If / and y be given, the aberration is least when

that is, when

^(^-^2>-^ = 2^)-«'

2(^ + 2) (^-1)

The corresponding value of s is

so that

_
2(;. + 2)(^-l)

*
4 + /x-2^= •'' ^^^

^•^-4 + ^_2yx='
*-'-'

which agrees with the result of [Parkinson's Oj)tics\ § 130.

When this condition is satisfied, the second term of (4) gives for the

minimum aberration

-^f-f-Hf^-ir-if^ + ^y
^'^

which is applicable to all values of ft.

If /i = 2, (8) gives

not Jg-, as stated by Coddiugton. The aberration tends indeed to become

less as fi, increases, but it remains considerable for all substances known in

nature.

It seems to have been thought evident that great advantage would result

from higher refracting power on account of its allowing the use of more

moderate curvatures. It appears however from (5) and (6) that as (i

increases, r and s do not tend to become infinite for the form of minimum

aberration, but approach the finite value /.

30—2
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ACOUSTICAL OBSERVATIONS. III.

[Philosophical Magazine, ix. pp. 278—283, 1880.]

Intermittent Sounds.

In the Philosophical Magazine for May 1875, Prof. A. M. Mayer describes

some experiments on this subject, made by rotating a perforated cardboard

disk between a resonator and a vibrating fork. " When the disk is stationary

with one of its openings opposite the mouth of the resonator, it is evident

that the ear will experience a simple sonorous sensation when a tuning-fork

is brought near the mouth of the resonator. On revolving the perforated

disk, two additional or secondary sounds appear—one slightly above, the

other slightly below the pitch of the fork. An increasing velocity of

rotation causes the two secondary sounds to diverge yet further from the

note of the beating fork, until, on reaching a certain velocity, the two

secondary sounds become separated from each other by a major sixth,

while at the same moment a resultant sound appears, formed by the union

of the sound of the fork with the upper and lower of the secondary sounds.

This resultant is the lower second octave of the note given by the fork.

On further increasing the velocity of rotation of the disk, the two secondary

sounds and the resultant disappear, and the ear experiences only the

sensation of the simple sound produced by the fork, whose beats at this

stage of the experiment have blended into a smooth continuous sensation."

In concluding his paper Prof Mayer calls attention " to the evident

difference existing between the dynamic constitution of the sonorous waves

belonging to beating pulses produced by the action of a perforated rotating

disk on a continuous stream of sonorous vibrations, and those waves which

cause beats, and which are formed by the joint action of sonorous vibrations

differing in pitch. That these two kinds of beats are alike in their effects
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when following in the same rapidity I have assumed to be the fact in this

paper."

At the time when Prof Mayer's paper first appeared, I examined this

question more closely; and some of my results were referred to in a

discussion before the Musical Association. The difference between the

two kinds of beats is considerable. If there are two vibrations of equal

amplitude and slightly differing frequencies, represented by cos limit and

cos lirn^t, the resultant may be expressed by

2 cos TT («i — a^) t . cos IT (?li + ih) t,

and may be regarded as a vibration of frequency ^{rh + n^), and of amplitude

2 cos TT {rii — n-i) t. Hence, in passing through zero, the amplitude changes

sign, which is equivalent to a change of phase of 180°, if the amplitude

be regarded as always positive. This change of phase is readily detected by

measurement in drawings traced by machines for compounding vibrations.

If a force of the above character act upon a system whose natural frequency

is \ (n^ + 712), the effect produced is comparatively small. If the system

start from rest, the successive impulses cooperate at first, but after a

time the later impulses begin to destroy the effect of former ones. The

greatest response is given to forces of frequency rh and n^, and not to a

force of frequency \ {n^ + n^).

On the other hand, when a single vibration is rendered intermittent

by the periodic interposition of an obstacle, there is no such change of

phase in consecutive revivals. If a force of this character act upon an

isochronous system, the effect is indeed less than if there were no inter-

mittence ; but as all the impulses operate in the same sense without

any antagonism, the response is powerful. An intermittent vibration or

force may be represented by

2 (1 + cos lirmt) cos ^imt,

in which n is the frequency of the vibration, and m the frequency of

intermittence. The amplitude is always positive, and varies between the

values and 4. By ordinary trigonometrical transformation the above

expression may be put into the form

2 cos ^imt + cos 27r (w + m) i + cos 2Tr (n — m) <

;

which shows that the intermittent vibration is equivalent to three simple

vibrations of fi-equencies n, n + m, and n — m. This is the explanation of

the secondary sounds observed by Mayer. When m is equal to \n,

n + m:n — m = 5:S, or the interval between the secondary sounds is a

major sixth. The frequency of the resultant sound is m (that is, In);

and its pitch is two octaves below that of the original vibration.
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In the Edinburgh Proceedings for June 1878, an experiment similar to

Mayer's is described by Professors Crum Brown and Tait, and is explained

in the above manner.

If the intensity of the intermittent sound rise more suddenly to its

maximum, we may take 4 cos* irmt cos 2?™* ; and this may be transformed

into

I cos 2Trnt + cos 2-jr (n + m) t + cos Stt (?i — m) t

+ { cos 27r (n + 2m) i + | cos 27r (n - 2m) t.

There are now four secondary sounds, the frequencies of the two new

ones differing twice as much as before from that of the primary sound.

Other cases might be treated in the same way ; but my object at

present is to describe a modified form of the experiment which I planned

some years ago, but first carried out last summer.

Fie. 1.

The desired forces were obtained electromaguetically. A fork interrupter

of frequency 128 gave a periodic current, by the passage of which through

an electromagnet a second fork of like pitch could be excited. The action

of this current on the second fork could be rendered intermittent by

short-circuiting the electromagnet. This was effected by another interrupter

of frequency 4, worked by an independent current from a Smee cell. To

excite the main current a Grove cell was employed. When the contact

of the second interrupter was permanently broken, so that the main current

passed continuously through the electromagnet, the fork was, of course,

most powerfully affected when tuned to 128. Scarcely any response was

observable when the pitch was changed to 124 or 132. But if the second

interrupter was allowed to operate, so as to render the periodic current

through the electromagnet intermittent, then the fork would respond

powerfully when tuned to 124 or 132 as well as when tuned to 128, but

not wben tuned to intermediate pitches, such as 126 or 130.

The operation of the intermittence in producing a sensitiveness which

would not otherwise exist, is easily understood. When a fork of frequency

124 starts firom rest under the influence of a force of frequency 128, the

impulses cooperate at first, but after ^ of a second the new impulses begin to
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oppose the earlier ones. After J of a second, another series of impulsas
begins whose effect agrees with that of the first, and so on. Thus if

all these impulses are allowed to act, the resultant effect is trifling; but
if every alternate series is stopped off, a large vibration accumulates.

A New Form of Siren.

Some years ago*, I observed that a light pivoted blade is set into

rapid rotation when exposed to wind. The phenomenon is of the sauie

character as the rotation of a slip of paper falling freely in air, which
was discussed a long while since by Prof. Maxwell f. In both cases the

rotation may occur in eitJier direction, proving that its cause is not to be

looked for in any want of symmetry. But the view expressed by Maxwell
does not appear to apply to the pivoted blade; and I think that the real

explanation is yet to be discovered. At present, however, I am concerned

merely with an application.

. .
Fig. 2.
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into continuous rotation ; but the precise behaviour in this respect probably

depends upon the details of construction.

Tlie Acoustical Shadow of a Circular Disk.

In a well-known experiment, suggested by Poisson, a bright point is

observed in the centre of the shadow of a circular disk on which waves

of light are directly incident. It is some j'ears since I first attempted to

obtain the acoustical analogue of this beautiful phenomenon ; but my efforts

were without success until a few months since. The difficulties to be

overcome are entirely different in optics and in acoustics, on account of

the immense disproportion of wave-lengths. In the former case the disk

must be small and accurately shaped, and the source of light must be

of very small angular magnitude—in practice, an image of the sun formed

by a distant lens of short focus. In the latter case the difficulty is to

arrange the experiment on a scale that shall be adequate in compaiison

with the wave-length of the sound.

The best way of considering the subject theoretically is with the use

of Huyghens's zones. The plane of the disk is divided into zones by its

intersection with spheres whose centres are at the point under consideration,

and whose radii form an arithmetical progression with common difference ^X.

The vibrations due to these zones are at first nearly equal, but gradually

diminish to nothing, unless the outer boundary of the aperture is circular

;

and thus the aggregate effect is represented by a series of which the terms

are of opposite sign and of slowly diminishing magnitude. Now the sum of

such a series is equal approximately to half its first term ; so that the

whole effect of the aperture outside the disk is independent of the disk's

diameter—that is to say, is the same as if no obstacle at all were present.

This way of regarding the matter shows at once what degree of accuracy

is required in the figure of the circumference, which must not sensibly

encroach upon the first exterior zone. If x be the radius of a circle in

the plane of the disk, b the distance of the point under consideration,

and r^ = ar^ -f 6^, dx = rdr/x ; so that if dr = ^X, dx = r\/2x. If, therefore,

X be the radius of the disk, the radial error should be a small fraction

of r\/2x.

In like manner, we may form an estimate of the size of the bright spot, a

subject which has been treated analytically by Airy*. If the disk be moved
laterally through the ^vidth of one zone, it is clear that the effect at the old

point will be materially changed. Hence the diameter of the bright spot is

comparable with rXjx, and its apparent magnitude as seen from the disk

is comparable with X/x. For the full success of the experiment, the apparent

magnitude of the luminous source should be of the same order.

* Phil. Mag. May 1841.
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When we pass to the analogous experiment in acoustics, it is of course

impossible to retain any approximation to optical conditions. Instead of

a ratio of X, : «, equal to, say, -j^^, we must be satisfied with some such

value as ^\^. In order to diminish X as far as possible, it is advisable to use

sounds of very high pitch, which have the additional advantage of readily

exciting sensitive flames. I have found it best to work indoors, in which

case a disk of 15 inches diameter is suitable; with a much larger disk and in

an ordinary room there would hardly be sufficient free space on all sides.

I have tried a considerable variety of sources of sound, including electric

sparks, a small electric bell, and a Galton's whistle ; but the best results

were obtained with a bird-call and with a squeaky toy-reed.

On November 20 the source was a bird-call blown with a pressure of

4 inches [inch = 254 cm.] of water, and was placed about 20 inches from the

15 inches disk. The observation was made at a distance of 24 inches on

the further side of the disk, and was successful both with the ear and

with the sensitive flame. In the former case I employed a plate of wood

bored with a hole about ^ inch in diameter, and held against the side of the

head in such a position that the hole was opposite the ear-passage. The

head was moved about until the position of maximum sound was determined,

and was then withdrawn, leaving the plate in situ. In order to verify

conveniently that the position of maximum sound was really at the centre

of the shadow, a hole was bored through the centre of the disk, which

could be closed with a cork during the adjustment of the ear-plate. When
the adjustment was complete, the cork was removed; and then the eye

placed behind the ear-plate would see the source of sound through the

two holes. With a little practice the central point could be picked out

almost as well by ear as by eye.

With a sensitive flame the observation was even easier. The most

suitable is that from a pin-hole burner brought near the flaring-point

by a gas-pressure of about 10 inches of water. To get the best result,

the pressure must be carefully adjusted ; and in order to avoid disturbance,

it is advisable to move the source rather than the flame. When the place

of maximum effect has been determined, the cork is removed from the

central hole of the disk, and the gas is lowered. By looking just over the

burner it is then easy to see whether or not the source of sound occupies the

central position.

On November 24 the toy-reed was substituted for the bird-call, the disk

and distances being the same as before. In the case of this source the

experiment succeeded better with the flame than with the ear.

On a subsequent occasion a larger disk, of 30 inches diameter, was

tried; but the results were not so good, probably in consequence of the

increased effect of reflection from the floor and walls of the room.
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ON THE STABILITY, OR INSTABILITY, OF CERTAIN
FLUID MOTIONS.

[Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, XI. pp. 57—70, 1880.]

In a former communication to the Society on the " Instability of Jets*,"

I applied a method due to Sir W. Thomson, to calculate the manner of falling

away from equilibrium of jets bounded bj' one or more surfaces of discon-

tinuity. Such interest as these investigations possessed was due principally

to the possibility of applying their results to the explanation of certain

acoustical phenomena relating to sensitive flames and smoke jets. But it

soon appeared that in one important respect the calculations failed to

correspond with the facts.

To fix the ideas, let us take the case of an originally plane surface of

separation, on the two sides of which the fluid moves with equal and opposite

constant velocities (+ V). In equilibrium the elevation h, at every point x

along the surface, is zero. It is proved that, if initially the surface be at rest

in the form defined by h = H cos kx, then, after a time t, its form is given by

h = Hcoskx coshkVt, (1)

provided that, throughout the whole time contemplated, the disturbance is

small. In the same sense as that in which the frequency of vibration

measures the stability of a system vibrating about a configuration of stable

equilibrium, so the coefficient kV of t, in equations such as (1), measures the

instability of an unstable system ; and we see, in the present case, that the

instability increases without limit with k ; that is to say, the shorter the

wave-length of the sinuosities on the surface of separation, the more rapidly

are they magnified.

The application of this result to sensitive jets would lead us to the

conclusion that their sensitiveness increases indefinitely with pitch. It is

* Proceedings, vol. x. p. 4, Nov. 14, 1878. [Axt. Lvui.]
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true that, in the case of certain flames, the pitch of the most efficient

sounds is very high, not far from the upper limit of human bearing; but

there are other kinds of sensitive jets on which these high sounds are

without effect, and which require for their excitation a moderate or even

a grave pitch.

A probable explanation of the discrepancy readily suggests itself. The

calculations are founded upon the supposition that the changes of velocity

are discontinuous—a supposition which cannot possibly agree with re<ility.

In consequence of fluid friction a surface of discontinuity, even if it could

ever be formed, would instantaneously disappear, the transition from the one

velocity to the other becoming more and more gi-adual, until the layer of

transition attained a sensible width. When this width is comparable ^vith

the wave-length of the sinuosity, the solution for an abrupt transition ceases

to be applicable, and we have no reason for supposing that the instability

would increase for much shorter wave-lengths.

In the following investigations, I shall suppose that the motion is entirely

in two dimensions, parallel (say) to the plane xy, so that (in the usual

notation) w is zero, as well as the rotations ^, rj. The rotation f parallel to z

is connected with the velocities xt, v by the equation

(du dv

f=*(S-S-- <^)
\dy

When the phenomena under consideration are such that the compressi-

bility may be neglected, the condition that no fluid is anywhere introduced

or abstracted, gives

r>%'' <^)

In the absence of friction, f remains constant for every particle of the fluid
;

otherwise, if v be the kinematic viscosity, the general equation for f is

9^ i-dw dw dw
ai
= ^d^+''^ + ^rf^ + ''^"^' (*)

where
3/9i = dldt -t- udjdx + vdjdy + wdjdz, (5)

and
V^ = d'^/dx' + d-/dy- + d^jdz"' (6)

For the proposed applications to motion in two dimensions, these equations

i-educe to

d^/dt = vV% (7)

djdt= djdt + udjdx + vdjdy, (8)

V- = d;'jda^ + d^jdy\ (9)

while the two other equations similar to (4) are satisfied identically.

* Lamb's Motion of Fluids, p. 243.
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la order to investigate the influence of friction on stratified motion, we

may now suppose that v is zero, while u and f are functions of y only. Our

equations then give simply

d^/dt=vd'^/df, (10)

which shows that the rotation f is conducted according to precisely the same

laws as heat. In the case of air at atmospheric pressure, the value of v is,

according to Maxwell's experiments, v = -l(i*, not differing greatly from the

number ('22) corresponding to the conduction of temperature in iron.

The various solutions of (10), discovered by Fourier, are at once applicable

to our present purpose. In the problem already referred to, of a surface of

discontinuity y = 0, separating portions of fluid moving with different but

originally constant velocities, the rotation is at first zero, except upon the

surface itself, but it is rapidly difi'used into the adjacent fluid. At time t its

value at any point y is
r + oo p—y-liH

H-J'y-hi^y ^^^^

and

/->'^^ =
^/5i^-^

= i^^=-^>^' (12^

if Fj, Fi are the velocities on the positive and negative sides of the surface

respectively. If y'^ = 4!vt, the value of f is less than that to be found at y = 0,

in the ratio e:l. Thus, after a time t, the thickness of the layer of transition

{2y) is comparable in magnitude with 1'6 \/t ; for example, after one second

it may be considered to be about 1^ centimetres. In the case of water, the

coefficient of conductivity is much less. It seems that v = '014 ; so that,

after one second, the layer is about half a centimetre thick.

The circumstances of a two-dimensional jet will be represented by

supposing the velocity to be limited initially to an infinitely thin layer

at y = 0. It is convenient here to use the velocity u itself instead of f.

Since f= ^du/dy,

duldt = vd-'u/dy\ (13)

and thus the solution is of the same form as before

:

= J-„"^^-2V(^)
(1*)

We may conclude that, however thin a jet of air may be initially, its

thickness after one second is comparable with 1^ centimetres. A similar

calculation may be made for the case of a linear jet, whose whole velocity is

originally concentrated in one hne.

There is, therefore, ample foundation for the opinion that the phenomena
of sensitive jets may be greatly influenced by fluid friction, and deviate

* The centimetre and second being units.
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materially from the results of calculations based upon the supposition of

discontinuous changes of velocity. Under these circumstances, it becomes

important to investigate the character of the equilibrium of stratified motion

in cases more nearly approaching what is met with in practice. Fully to

include the effects of friction, would immensely increase the difficulties of

the problem. For the present, at least, we must treat the fluid as friction

-

less, and be satisfied if we can obtain solutions for laws of stratification

which are free from discontinuity. For the undisturbed motion, the com-

ponent velocity v is zero, and m is a function of y only. A curve, in which u

is ordinate and y is abscissa, represents the law of stratification and may be

called, for brevity, the velocity curve.

A class of problems which can be dealt with by fairly simple methods, is

obtained by supposing the rotation ^ to be constant throughout layers of finite

thickness, and only to change its value in passing a Kmited number of planes

for which y is consbant. In such cases, the velocity curve is composed of

portions of straight lines which meet one another at finite angles. This state

of things may be supposed to be slightly disturbed by bending the surfaces

of transition, and the determination of the subsequent motion depends upon

that of the form of these surfaces. For f retains its constant value through-

out each layer unchanged in the absence of Mction, and by a well-known

theorem the whole motion depends upon f. We shall suppose that the

functions deviate from their equilibrium values by quantities proportional to

e^*^, so that everything is periodic with respect to a; in a distance \ equal to

2Tr/k. By Fourier's theorem, the solution may be generalised sufficiently to

cover the case of an arbitrary deformation of the surfaces. As functions of

the time, the disturbances will be assumed to be proportional to e*"', where n

may be either real or complex, and the character of the resulting motion is
j

determined in great measure by the value of n, found by the solution of the

problem.

By a theorem due to Helmholtz, the effect of any element dA rotating

with angular velocity f, is to produce, at a point whose distance from the

element is r, a transverse velocity q, such that

,-f^
(15)

In the application of this result to the problems in hand, it will be convenient

to rcard the actual value of f at time t as made up of two parts, (i) its

undisturbed value, (ii) the difference between its actual value and (i). The

effect of (i) is to produce the undisturbed system of velocities, on which the

small effect of (ii) is superposed; and the calculation of the latter effects

evidently involves integrations which extend only over the infinitely small
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areas included between the disturbed and undisturbed surfaces of transition.

Suppose that the equation of one of these surfaces, reckoned from its

undisturbed position, is

'n
= He^, (16)

in which H is not necessarily real. Then dA — rj rff, and if Af be the excess

of the value of f on the upper above that on the lower side of the surface, we

get, b}' (1.5), at any point whose abscissa is x and distance from the surface

is b,

. =-^^, (17)

where
,^ = b^ + (^~xy (18)

The velocity q, given by (17), is perpendicular to r. The next step, previous

to integration, is to resolve it in the fixed directions of x and y. The

resolution is effected b}' introduction of the factors bjr, and (^ — x)/7- ; and

thus, for the whole effect of the surface under consideration,

« = _^fr"^^ V-. ^rr+°° ^(r-^)^g .

or. by (16),

""-
TT }_^b-^+{^-xr ^^'

HAU+- e^(^-x)d^
TT j_„ b'^+i^-wy

^^"^

The integrals are readily evaluated by the theorem

f+" cosew;
, /"+" a; sin ctr ,

J _oo 1 +ar ; -„ 1 +x^

and we obtain

M = -iJAfe^-^e-", y = -tfl"Afe'*^e-*'' (21)

In the derivation of (21), »; has been treated as infinitesimal in comparison

with b, but in the sequel we shall require to apply the formula to points

situated upon the surface itself The value of it would need more careful

examination, but that of v is easily seen to be equally applicable when b is

zero, since the neighbouring elements do not contribute sensibly to the value

of the integral In fact, the value is the same on whichever side of the

surface tlie point under consideration is situated, and b is in both cases to be

taken positive. Accordingly, when b is zero, we are to take simply

v = -iIIA^e"^. (22)

We are now prepared to enter upon the consideration of special problems.

As a first example, let us suppose that on the upper side of a. layer of
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thickness 5 the undisturbed velocity u is equal to + V, and on the lower side

to — V, while inside the layer it changes uniformly. Thus

,: .. ^= ^dujdy=V/b (23)

inside the layer, and outside the layer f=0. In the disturbed motion, let

the equations of the upper and lower surfaces be respectively, at time t,

^^ffgintgikx^ jj'^JJ'gintgikx. (24)

then, by (21), (22), (28), the whole value of v for a point on the upper

surface is

v = ib-^Ve^'''e^''iff-H'e->=''), (24)'

and for the lower surface

v=^ib-'Ve''^e^(He-''''-E') (25)

From these values of v the position of the surfaces at time t + dt may be

calculated. At time t, rj corresponds to re; at time t)\-dt, r]+vdt corresponds

to a; + udt, u being the whole component velocity parallel to x. Thus, at time

t + dt, corresponding to x, we have

7] + vdt— ;^ iv + vdt) .udt;

or, on neglecting the squares of small quantities,

drj^

, + (.-Fg*.

Now, from (24), di)jdt = inr) ; so that, equating the two values of drj/dt, we

get, from (24),

mH= ib-^ r(H - E'e-''") - ikVH,
or

(Tib

(^ - 1 + kb) E + e-^'E' = (26)

In like manner, by considering the motion of the lower surface, we get

nb
e->">E + (-y - I + kb\ E'=0 (27)

By eliminating the ratio E' : E between (26) and (27), we obtain, as the

equation giving the admissible values of n,

n^=.l^J(kb-iy-e-^>'} (28)

When kb is small, that is, when the wave-length is great in comparison with

b, the case approximates to that of a sudden transition. Thus

n^= — \]_-2kb + h^b^ - (1 - 2fc6 + 2¥b-' +...)] = -k?V approximately

: (29)
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in agreement with equation (30) of my former paper. In this case the motion

is unstable. On the other hand, when kb is great, we find, from (28),

rii = k^Y^- .(30)

and, since the values of n are real, the motion is stable. It appears, therefore,

that so far from the instability increasing indefinitely with diminishing wave-

length, as when the transition is sudden, a diminution of wave-length below

a certain value entails an instability which gradually decreases, and is finally

exchanged for actual stabilit3\ The following table exhibits more in detail

the progress of h-n-jV"- as a function of kb :
—

n
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From (22), the velocities v are to be calculated as before. We find

iV
V (upper surface) = — e'""<e**^ {-3+ 2e-''^H' — e-^^E"},

iV
V (middle surface) = — e<i«e**=^ j_ e-'''>H+ 2H' - e-*'//"!,

iV
V (lower surface) = — e^ntgVcx j_ g-^bjj _^ 2e-^'>H'- H"].

For the upper and lower surfaces the horizontal velocity is zero, and for the
middle surface it is V. In the same manner as for (26), we thus obtain

mH-2yH' + j^H" =

.(33)jH + (m + 2kb -3)H' + jH" =

y^H- 2yH' + mH" = )

in which 7 is written for e"*', and m is written 26F-'ft + 1. The elimination

from (33) oiH : H' : H" gives the following cubic in m :

—

7n? + (2kb - 3) 7ft2 + 7^(4 -rf)m-Y{l + 2kb) = (34)

By inspection of (33), we see that one of the normal disturbances is defined

by S' = 0, H+H" =0, and that the coiTesponding value of m is -f. It

follows that ni — 'f is a factor of the cubic expression in (34), and the

remaining quadratic factor is readily obtained by division. Thus (34)

assumes the form

(m - 7=) {m" + (2^6 -3 + 7=)m+7^(l + 2B)} = (35)

For the symmetrical disturbance

F
26'« = -Hi;a-e-n (36)

a real quantity, indicating that the motion is stable so far as this mode of

disturbance is concerned.

The other two values of n are real, if

{^kh-^+y^Y-^i'il + ^k'b) (37)

be positive, but not otherwise. When kh is infinite, 7=0, and (37) reduces

to 4A;^6^, which is positive ; so that the motion is stable when the wave-length

is small in comparison with the thickness of the jet. On the other hand, as

may readily be proved by expanding 7 in (37), the motion is unstable, when

the wave-length is great in comparison with the thickness of the jet. The

values of (37) can be more easily computed when it is thrown into the form

(5-F2/t6-e-"-*')=-16(H-2fc6) (38)

E. I. 31
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Some corresponding values of (38) and 2Jch are shown below:

—

21!<
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If kb be very small, this becomes

'^th'-S,kh'.k^h- (42)

If h' be zero, (42) is positive, and the disturbance is stable, as we found

before ; but if h and h' be of the same order of magnitude, and both very

small compared to X, it follows from (42) that the disturbance is unstable.

If in (39) we suppose that h is zero, we fall back upon the case of a jet

of uniform velocity V and thickness b' moving in still fluid. The equation

for n, after division by b-, becomes

n- + {l± 7') kV.n + ^{l± 7) BV- = 0,

or

(n + A;F)=^4^, + »i= = (43)

In the notation of my former paper, [|-6' = Z], so that

X "4" 'Y 1 — 'y
-:: -, = coth kl, ., -, = tanh kl

;
1 —7 1+7

and the equations there numbered (48) and (55) agree with (43).

Another particular case of (39), comparable with previous results, is

obtained by supposing b' to be infinite.

I now pass to the consideration of certain cases in which the moving

layers are bounded by fixed walls, instead of by an unlimited expanse of

stationary fluid. The eSect of the walls may be imitated by the introduction

of an unlimited number of similar layers, in the same way as the vibrations

of a string fixed at two points are often deduced from the theory applicable

to an unlimited string. The displacements of the surfaces at which f changes

its value being taken equal and opposite in consecutive layers, the value of v,

at the places occupied by the walls, is, by symmetry, zero; and thus the

presence or absence of the actual walls is a matter of indifference.

Let us first suppose that the distribution of velocity within the layer

is that given in (31), uniformly increasing from zero at the walls to a

maximum V in the middle, the distance between the walls being 26. The

actual surface of transition and its successive images make contributions to

the value of v at the surface, which are alternately opposite in sign, and, as

regards numerical value, form a geometrical progression with common ratio

g-^b Qj. ^2_ Thus, with the same notation as before, we have at the surface,

from (21), (22),

iVH iVH , 1 — 'Z
v = -^ e'»'e^ {1 - 2(7^ - y 4 7« - ...)} = -^ «'"'«•

iTjrS:

31—2
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SO that, as in previous problems,

n = -kV+-i- \;
b 1+7='

or, as it maj^ also be written,

^ = ta,nln.kb-kh (44)

[1899. Solutions for the case where there is a laj'er of finite width b' in

the centre, throughout which the undisturbed velocity is F, were subsequently

{Proc. Math. Soc. XIX. p. 67, 1887) found to be erroneous and are accordingly

omitted.]

In these examples the velocity curves are those represented by figs. (1)

and (2). I have taken a further step in the direction of generalisation

by calculating the motion for a velocity curve in the form of (3). The

criterion of stability is complicated in its expression, but it is not difficult to

show that the motion is stable if the angle iV^ be a projecting angle. From
these examples there seemed to be some reason for thinking that the motion

would be stable, whenever the velocity curve was of one curvature through-

out ; and this led me to attack the question by a more general method, which

I will now explain.

Let us suppose that the conditions of steady motion are satisfied by

u=U, v=V, i^—Z; and let us trace the effects of superposing upon this

motion a disturbance for which u = 8u, v = 8v, f=Sf. Both the original

motion and the disturbance satisfy the equation of continuity (3).

Since, in the absence of friction, the rotation of every element remains

unchanged, d {Z + h^)ldt = 0, or

|(^+8o+(f^+su)^(^+8r)+(F+s.)^(^+sr)=o.

This equation is satisfied by supposition, if &i, hv, Sif= 0. If we omit the

squares and products of the small quantities, it becomes

dh^ ^dS^ ydS^ ^^dZ ^^dZ_
dt dx dy dx dy ^ '

If F= 0, and [7 be a function of y only, (47) reduces to

dt dx dy '
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or, since in this case Z=^dU/dy,

We now introduce the supposition that, as functions of x, Su and Bv are

proportional to e^^, so that, by (3),

ikSu +~ = (49)

We thus obtain, by elimination of Bu,

,Li-^)(f°-«")-f'-» (^»)

If we further suppose that, as a function of t, Bv is proportional to e'"*, where
n is a real or complex constant, we get

On this equation the solution of the special problems already considered may
be founded. If, throughout any layer, the rotation Z be constant, d-U/dy^^O,

and, wherever n + kU is not equal to zero, (51) reduces to

|^!-'^^S. = (52)

Equation (52) may, in fact, be easily established independently, on the

assumption that the rotation throughout the layer is the same after dis-

turbance as before. From (2),

d^ _ .

f
d^u d^\ _ j^

/d^ d-v\

di~^ \d^y ~d^J''~^[d^'^df)'

by (3) ; so that, when f is constant, V-v = 0. In like manner VHt = 0. If

Bv oc e**^, (52) follows immediately.

The solution of (52) is

Bv = A^y+Be-'^, (53)

where A and B are constants, not restricted to be real. For each layer of

constant Z, a fresh solution with fresh arbitraries is to be taken, and the

partial solutions are to be fitted together by means of the proper boundary

conditions. The first of these conditions is evidently

ABv = (64)

The second may be obtained by integrating (51) across the boundary. Thus

{h^)--{t]-^0-^-' (='>
.dyj \dy

At a fixed wall Bv = 0.
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The reader may apply this method to the problem whose solution is

expressed in (44).

In cases where d''U/dy- = 0, the substitution of (52) for (51), or the

corresponding supposition that f is unchanged by the disturbance, amounts

to a limitation on the generality of the solution. Suppose, for example, that

the motion takes place between two fixed walls, at each of which Bv = 0.

Under these circumstances (53) shows that Bv= throughout, or no disturb-

ance is possible ; and this is obviously true if no new rotation is introduced

by the disturbance. In order to obtain a general solution, we must retain

the factor n + kU in (51). For any value of y which gives n + kU= 0, (52)

need not be satisfied ; and thus any value oi — kU is an admissible value of n,

satisfying all the conditions of the problem.

I will now inquire, under what conditions (51) admits of a solution with a

complex value of n ; or, in other words, under what conditions the steady

m' tion is unstable, assuming that, for two finite or infinite values of y, Sw = 0.

Let n/k = p -i iq, Sv = a + i/3, where ^, g, a, /3 are real. Substituting in (51),

we get

(Pa .dr^

dy- df-

' d^U p+ U-iq
k' + "37:; (a + ^^);

.(56)

dy' {p+ Uy+q

or, on equating to zero the real and imaginary parts,

^ = /-=„. ^ (P+^)« + g^
df-

"^
dy' ip+Uy + q' '

df-'^'^^ df 'J^uy + q'
^^^-^

Multiplying (56) by yS, (57) by a, and subtracting, we get

ad'a_ d'^ d'U q (a' + ^Q ^d
f

da dB\ ,

'^dy- "df -
df- ip+ Uy+q"- dy V^dy ""dy)

^''^>

At the limits hv, and therefore both a and ^S, are, by hypothesis, zero. Hence,

integrating (58) between the limits, we see that q must be zero, if d-Ujdy- be

of one sign throughout the range of integration ; so that, if the velocity curve

is either wholly convex or wholly concave for the space between two limits at

which Bv = 0, the motion is thoroughly stable*- This result covers all the

special problems of motion between walls previously investigated. Its

application to jets, for which d^Ujdy'^ changes sign, leaves the question of

stability or instability still open.

More generally, the same conclusion follows if the ratio -r— • Sv has real values at both

limits.
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Another general result worth notice may be obtained from (51). Writing

it in the form

d'Sv f,. _ iPUJdf]

df-f+uTtk\^'
we see that, if n is real, Sv cannot pass from one zero value to another zero

value, unless d^U/dy" and n + kll be somewhere of contrary signs. Thus, if

we suppose that U is positive and d-U/di/^ negative throughout, and that V
is the greatest value of U, we find that n + kV must be positive. For an

example see the equation immediately preceding (44).

If the stream lines of the steady motion be concentric circles instead of

parallel straight lines, the character of the problem is not greatly changed.

It may be proved that, if the fluid move between two rigid concentric circular

walls, the motion is stable, provided that in the steady motion the rotation

either continually increases or continually decreases in passing outwards from

the axis.

[1899. Further investigations upon this subject will be found in Proc.

Math. Soc. vol. xix. p. 68, 1887 ; vol. xxvn. p. 5, 1895.]



67.

ON THE RESOLVING-POWER OF TELESCOPES.

[Philosophical Magazine, X. pp. 116—119, 1880.]

Although I have recently treated of this subject in the Philosophical

Magazine* , its importance induces me to return to it in order to explain how

easily it may be investigated in the laboratory. There can be no reason why

the experiment about to be described should not be included in every course

on physical optics.

The only work on this subject with which I am acquainted is that of

Foucaultj-, who investigated the resolving-power of a telescope of 10 centi-

metres aperture on a distant scale illuminated by direct sunshine. In this

form the experiment is troublesome and requires expensive apparatus—

-

difficulties which are entirely obviated by the plan which I have followed of

using a much smaller aperture.

The object, on which the resolving-power of the telescope is tested, is a

grating of fine wires, constructed on the plan employed by Fraunhofer for

difiraction-gratings. A stout brass wire or rod is bent into a horse-shoe, and

its ends are screwed. On these screws fine wire is wound of diameter equal

to about half the pitch, and secured with solder. The wires on one side

being now cut away, we obtain a grating of considerable accuracy. A wire

grating thus formed is preferable to a scale ruled on paper, and placed in

front of a lamp it presents a very suitable subject for examination. The one

that I employed has 50 wires to the inch [2"54 cm.], and for security is

mounted in a frame between two plates of glass. For rough purposes a piece

of common gauze with 30 or 40 meshes to the inch may be substituted with

good effect.

* Oct., Nov., and Dec. 1879, Jan. 1880. [Art. lxii.]

t "M^moires snr la construction des telescopes,'' /InnaJcsderOtsCT-t'aloire.t. v.; also Verdet's

Lcc/ms d'Optique physique, t. i. p. 309.
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For the sake of defiaiteness of wave-length the grating was backed by a

soda-flame, though fair results are obtainable with a common parafEne-lamp.

The telescope is a small instrument mounted on a stand, and provided with

a cap by means of which various diaphragms can be conveniently fitted in

front of the object-glass. The apertures in these diaphragms may be either

circular or rectangular. In the latter case the length of the slit is placed

parallel to the wires of the grating, and we have the advantage of greater

illumination than with a circle of equal width. The observation consists in

ascertaining the greatest distance at which the wires can be seen resolved.

For this purpose the telescope, focused all the while, is gradually drawn back

until in the judgment of the observer the periodic structure is no longer

seen; and the distance between the grating and the diaphragm is then

measured with a steel tape. The distance thus determined is more definite

than might be expected, the differences in the case of various observers not

usually amounting to more than 2 or 3 per cent.

Two slits were tried, half an inch long, and of widths '107, "196 inch

respectively. These widths were measured by inserting a graduated wedge.

It was found, however, that the graduations could not be trusted ; so that

the wedge was in fact used merely to convey the length to be measured to a

pair of callipers reading to one-thousandth of an inch. The distances at

which resolution just ceased were estimated respectively as 91'5 and 168'5

inches, corresponding to angular intervals between consecutive lines equal to

^g'y g and g^'^ g. According to theory, the minimum angle is approximately

equal to that subtended by the wave-length of light, \, at a distance equal to

the width of the slit, a. In the present case \= o"89 x 10~^ centimetres, and

a = '107 X 2'54, or 196 x 2-54 centimetres, so that

^l'^ ~T^TS O'^ 8413'

agreeing with the angles found by observation more closely than we should

have any right to expect.

Besides these slits, four circular apertures were examined. Their dia-

meters were measured under a magnifier on a glass scale divided to tenths of

a millimetre, and were found to be •172, "Slo, '48, -63 centimetre respectively.

In the case of the two smaller holes the illumination given by an ordinary

soda-flame was hardly sufficient ; but with the assistance of a jet of oxygen

the observation could be made.

The following distances are the means of those found by two observers*

—

51-5, 98, 149, 196 iuches, corresponding to angular intervals ^^, ^^, j^,
-j^ respectively. If B represent the diameter of the aperture, the values of

Mr Glazebrook and myself.
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XjD are respectively ^^^, sFs^y. stW' Tsrm- The ratios of the observed

angular intervals to X/D are thus

1-13, 1-09, 109, 1-09.

That a circular aperture would be less effective than a slit of the same

\vidth might have been expected. Even in the case of a slit it is advanta-

geous to stop some of the central, in order to increase the relative importance

of the extreme, rays ; and with a circular aperture the extreme rays are

much worse represented than with a slit. From the above results it appears

that, to have an equal resolving-power, the circular aperture must be about a

tenth part wider than the slit.

Merely to show the dependence of resolving-power on aperture it is not

necessary to use a telescope at all. It is sufficient to look at wire gauze

backed by the sky, or by a flame, through a piece of blackened cardboard

pierced by a needle and held close to the eye. By varying the distance the

point is easily found at which resolution ceases ; and the observation is as

sharp as with a telescope. The function of the telescope is in fact to allow

the use of a wider, and therefore more easily measurable, aperture.

An interesting modification of the experiment is obtained by using lights

of various wave-lengths. For this purpose we may have recourse to coloured

glasses ; but the best results would doubtless require the rays of the

spectrum.



68.

ON THE RESULTANT OF A LARGE NUMBER OF VIBRATIONS
OF THE SAME PITCH AND OF ARBITRARY PHASE.

[Philosophical Magazine, X. pp. 73—78, 1880.]

Verdet*, in an investigation upon this subject, has arrived at the

conclusion that the resultant of n vibrations of unit amplitude and arbitrary

phase approaches the definite value tjn when n is very great. It can be

shown-f, however, that this conclusion is inaccurate, and that the resultant

tends to no definite value, however great the number of components may be.

But there is a modified form of the question, which admits of a definite

answer, and was perhaps vaguely before Verdet's mind. If we inquire what

is the average intensity in a great number of cases, or, in the language of the

theory of probabilities, what is the expectation of intensity in a single

case of composition, we shall find that the result is that assigned by Verdet,

namely n.

A simple but instructive variation of the problem may be obtained

by supposing the possible phases limited to two opposite phases, in. which

case it is convenient to discard the idea of phase altogether, and to regard

the amplitudes as at random positive or negative. If all the signs are the

same, the resultant intensity is n^ ; if, on the other hand, there are as many

positive as negative, the result is zero. But although the intensity may

range from to n\ the smaller values are much more probable than the

greater ; and to calculate the expectation of intensity, these different degrees

of probability must be taken into account. By well-known rules the expres-

sion for the expectation is

* Legons d'Optique physique, t. i. p. 297.

t Math. Soc. Proc. May 1871. [Art. vi.]
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The value of the series, which is to be continued so long as the terms are

finite, is simply n, as may be proved by comparison of coefficients of of in the

equivalent forms

(e^ + e-^)" = 2" (1 + 4a^= + . . 0" = e"^ + we<''-^) =^ + '-'^^^^^^^ e'"-^'

^

J. . Li

The expectation of intensity is therefore n, and this whether n be great or

small.

In the more general problem, where the phases are distributed at random

over the complete period, the expression for the expectation of intensity is

... ^^ jr— ... [(cos ^ + cos ^ +...)= + (sm ^ + sm ^ +.. .)]•

If we effect the integration with respect to Q, we get

^2" ti- d& d6

J J
_ „ ... [1 + (cos 61' + COS ^" + ...)= + (sin 6*' + sin ^" + ...)''].

Continuing the process by successive integrations with respect to 6', 6", ...

,

we see that, as before, the expectation of intensity is n.

So far there is no difficulty ; but a complete investigation of this subject

involves an estimate of the relative probabilities of resultants lying between

assigned limits of magnitude. For example, we ought to be able to say what

is the probability that the intensity due to a large number (n) of equal

components is less than ^n. It will be convenient to begin by taking the

problem under the restriction that the phases are of two opposite kinds only.

When this has been dealt with, we shall not find much difficulty in extending

our investigation to phases entirely arbitrary.

By Bernoulli's theorem* we find that the probability that of n vibrations,

which are at random positive or negative, the number of positive vibrations

lies between
^n — T^/(^n) and ^n + T'J{^n)

is, when n is great,

'J'n- Jo

where t =r a/(2w)> ^'id '' must not surpass -Jn in order of magnitude. In the

extreme cases the amplitude is + 2t 'J{\n), and the intensity is 2T=n. Thus,

if we put r = \, we see that the chance of intensity less than '^n is

2 (i

-r e-''dt = -5205;
V"" Jo

so that however great n may be, there is always more than an even chance

that the intensity will be less than ^n. This, of course, is inconsistent with

any such tendency to close upon the value n as Verdet supposes.

* Todhunter's History of the Theory of Probability, % 993.
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From the tables of the definite integral, given in De Morgan's Differential

Calculus, p. 657, we may. find the probabilities of intensities less than any
assigned values. The probability of intensity less than ^n is -2764.

Again, the chance that in a series n the number of positive vibrations lies

between
^w + rVCiW) and ^n +(t+ Bt) ^/(^n)

is

-^e--Sr,

which expresses accordingly the chance of a positive amplitude lying between

2TV(i»i) and 2 (r + Sr) VCi")-

Let these limits be called x and x + 8x, so that t = a;/\/(2n) ; then the chance

of amplitude between x and a; + 8a: is

V(27ni)

The expectation of intensity is expressed by

^/{2^n)

as before.

1 r+'
^—

:

e-^"^a?dx = n,

It will be convenient in what follows to consider the vibrations to be

represented by lines (of unit length) drawn from a fixed point 0, the inter-

section of rectangular axes Ox and Oy.

If n of these lines be taken at random in the directions + a;, the probability

of resultants also along + x, and of various magnitudes, is given by preceding

expressions. We will now suppose that ^n are distributed at random along

+ X, and ^n along + y, and inquire into the probabilities of the various result-

ants. The probability that the end of the representative line, or, as we may
consider it, the representative point, lies in the rectangle dxdy is evidentlj'

1 -fijx'— e " dxdy.

Substituting polar coordinates »•, d and integrating with respect to 6, we see

that the probability of the representative point of the resultant Ijring between

the circles r and r + dr is

2
-e-'^"'rdr.
n

This is therefore the probability of a resultant vibration with amplitude

between the values r and r + dr. In this case there are n components

distributed in four rectangular directions; and we have supposed that ^n
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exactly are distributed along ±x, and |n along ±y. It is important to

remove this restriction, and to show that the result is the same when the

distribution is perfectly arbitrary in respect to all four directions.

In order to see this, let us suppose that ^n + m are distributed along + x
and hn — m along + y, and inquire how far the result is influenced by the

value of m. The chance of the representative point of the resultant lying in

tlie rectangle dxdy is now expressed by

1

W(^?i:w)^""^'""-"''^-^2/

2
n{x'+y"-)+2m.(y^-i^)

JT VC'i^ — 4??l^)

1 nr^ imr-
I ~ ":;

—

A
—

n ~~i—;— .eosSfl , ,„
e "-*'«' e »'-*»'" rdrdd.

Also

2mr2 cos 2fl / 2C2,r 2mr=cos2fl

J/1 n _ I -. .

as we find on expanding the exponential and integrating. Thus the chance

of the representative point Ijong between the circles r and r + dr is

2rdr - ."I,. (, mV
4m»

V(w=-4m=) I
(7i2-4m=)'

+

Now, if the distribution be entirely at random, all the values of m of which

there is a finite probability are of order not higher than \/«, n being treated

as infinite. But if m be of this order, the above expression is the same as if

m were zero ; and thus it makes no difference whether the numbers of com-

ponents along + X and along + y are limited to be equal or not. The
previous result, viz.

2
-e-'^^'^rdr,
n

is accordingly applicable to a thoroughly arbitrary distribution among the

four rectangular directions.

The next point to notice is that the result is symmetrical, and independent

of the direction of the axes, so long as they are rectangular, from which we
may conclude that it has a still higher generality. If a total of n components,

to be distributed along one set of rectangular axes, be divided into any

number of groups, it makes no difference whether we first obtain the

probabilities of various resultants of the groups separately and afterwards

of the final resultant, or whether we regard the whole n as one group. But

the resultant of each group is the same, notwithstanding a change in the
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system of rectangular axes; so that the probabilities of various resultants

are unaltered, whether we suppose the whole number of components restricted

to one set of rectangular axes or divided in any manner between any number
of sets of axes. This last state of things, however, is equivalent to no

restriction at all; and we thus arrive at the important conclusion that, if n

unit vibrations of equal pitch and of arbitrary phases be compounded, the

probability of a resultant intermediate in amplitude between r and r + dr is

2 ., ,

n

a similar result applying, of course, in the case of anj- other vector quantities.

The probability of a resultant of amplitude less than r is

2re-^"»r(Zr=l-e-^/";

or, which is the same thing, the probability of a resultant greater than r is

The following table gives the probabilities of intensities less than the

fractions of n named in the first column. For example, the probability

of intensity less than n is "6321.

05
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From this we see that the law is not altered, even if the components have

different amplitudes, provided always that the whole number of each kind is

very great ; so that if there be n components of amplitude a, n of amplitude

/S, and so on, the probability of a resultant between r and r + dr is

lid- + ?i'/S- 4- . .

.

e '^<-''+nT-+-rdr.

The conclusion that the resultant of a large number of independent

sounds is practically, and to a considerable extent, uncertain may appear

paradoxical ; but its truth, I imagine, cannot be disputed. Perhaps even the

appearance of paradox will be removed if we remember that with two sounds

of equal intensity the degree of uncertainty is far greater, as is evidenced in

the familiar experiment with tuning-forks in approximate unison. That the

beats should not be altogether obliterated by a multiplication of sources can

hardly be thought surprising.

[1899. The problem of the present paper is treated by another method

in Theory of Sowid, 2nd ed. § 42a, 1894.]
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NOTE ON THE THEORY OF THE INDUCTION BALANCE.

[British Association Report, Swansea, pp. 472—473, 1880.]

This subject has been treated by Dr Lodge in the Phil. Mag. for February,

1880, who has arrived at several interesting results. The investigation may

be considerably simplified by taking the case of pure tones, as is usual in

acoustics. We may also suppose, for distinctness of conception, that the

current in the primary circuit (x^) is sensibly unaffected by the reaction of

derived currents, though our results will be independent of this hypothesis.

If X1X2 be the currents, RiJR^ the resistances, M^ M^ M^n

the coefficients of self-induction and of mutual induction, the equations for

three circuits are

We now assume that x-^,x^ are proportional to e™', where n/2Tr Ls the

frequency of vibration. Thus

in {M^x.2 + M23X3) + R2X2 = — in M^^x^,

in (M^x^ + M23X3) + R3X3 = — in Mi^x^,

whence by elimination of x^

{ i,r r,
M^'^n-'

1
... n

X2 nn M^ + itj + -.—^——p \ = -in Mi^x^ - -
[

m M33 + XI3) ziinM.^ + R,
'

From this it appears that a want of- balance depending on M^, cannot

compensate for the action of the tertiary circuit, so as to produce silence in

the secondary (telephone) circuit, unless ii, be negligible in comparison with

n Msi, that is unless the time-constant of the tertiary circuit be very great in

R. I. 32
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comparison with the period of the vibration. Otherwise the effects are of

different phases, and therefore incapable of balancing.

We will now introduce a fourth circuit, and suppose that the primary

and secondary circuits are accurately conjugate, so that M,.. = 0, and also that

the mutual induction between the third and fourth circuits (ilfu) may be

neglected. Thus

in {M^,x., + MajiXs + MoiXi) + R,x._ = 0,

in {M-^Xo + M-^yV-i) + R3X3 = — Ml M,^x,,

in {M^x.. + M^Xi) + RiXi = — in Tl/u.-c,

,

whence

. ,, „ n-M''^ n-M
m M^ + R^ m M^i + R^

' \in ilfjs + 2^3 in il/« + Rj
'

Two conditions must be satisfied to secure a balance, since both the phases

and the intensities of the separate effects must be the same. The first con-

dition requires that the time-constants of the third and fourth circuits be

equal, unless both be either verj' great or very small in comparison with the

period. If this condition be satisfied, a balance may be obtained by shifting

the circuits so as to bring M^^ M^ into equality with M^ M^*-

For a coil of mean radius a, and radius of section equal to a -^ 322, the

coefficient of self-induction (Z) is^f 12 7771^ a, n being the number of turns.

Also, if r be the specific resistance,

„ _ 2 (3-22)' 72,-

7

-

a

For copper r = 1640, so that

T = LjR = a7l810 on the C.G.S. system.

In the case of a shilling the time-constant can scarcely be so high as a

ten-thousandth of a second, but periods smaller than this ma^' be concerned

when a microphone clock is employed.

For similar discs or coins the time-constant varies as «-/»". cb being the

linear dimension and r the specific resistance. Equal coins c:\nnot in general

be balanced if the specific resistances are different. To obtain a balance, a-

should vary as r. In this case

ilfj3 M^ a- a-'

« : oc — oc a,
in J/33 + R r a~^ r

* [1899. The particular statement appliea only when M^= M^^, IL^=B.^.]

t Maxwell, Electricity and Magnetism, % 707.
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on the supposition that the positions of the coins relatively to the primary

and secondary coils are the same.

A perfect balance is not to be expected in general without two adjust-

ments, though in some cases a fair approximation may be obtained with the

sliding wedge employed by Hughes.

If the condition of equality of time-constants be satisfied, the remaining

condition is independent of the value of n, so that a perfect balance for one

pitch secures a perfect balance for all pitches. From this it follows that the

results are not limited to simple tones, and that the two conditions are

sufficient to secure a balance in all cases. It should be remembered, how-

ever, that this indifference to pitch does not apply to approximate balances,

which may be satisfactory with one sound, but quite inadequate when another

is substituted.

32—2
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ON A NEW ARRANGEMENT FOR SENSITIVE FLAMES.

[Gamhridge Phil. Soc. Proc. iv. pp. 17—18, 1880.]

A JET of coal-gas from a pin-bole burner rises vertically in the interior of

a cavitj- from which the air is excluded. It then passes into a brass tube a

few inches long, and on reaching the top, burns in the open. The front wall

of the cavity is formed of a flexible membrane of tissue paper, through which

external sounds can reach the burner.

The principle is the same as that of Barry's flame described by Tyndall.

In both cases the unignited part of the jet is the sensitive agent, and the

flame is only an indicator. Barry's -flame may be made very sensitive to

sound, but it is open to the objection of liability to disturbance by the

slightest draught. A few years since Mr Ridout proposed to enclose the jet

in a tube air-tight at the bottom, and to ignite it onl}^ on an-ival at the top

of this tube. In this case however external vibrations have very imperfect

access to the sensitive part of the jet, and when they reach it they are of the

wrong quality, having but little motion transverse to the direction of the jet.

The arrangement now exhibited combines very satisfactorily sensitiveness to

sound and insensitiveness to wind, and it requires no higher pressure than

that of ordinary gas-pipes. If the extreme of sensitiveness be aimed at, the

gas pressure must be adjusted until the jet is on the point of flaring without

sound.

The apparatus exhibited was made in Prof Stuart's workshop. An
adjustment for directing the jet exactly up the middle of the brass tube is

found necessary, and some advantage is gained by contracting the tube

somewhat at the place of ignition.

[1899. For further particulars of construction with a drawing, see Proc.

Roy. Inst. June 1898.]
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THE PHOTOPHONE.

[Nature, xxiii. pp. 274—275, 1881.]

The following calculation, made with the view of examining whether the

remarkable phenomena recently discovered by Prof Bell could be explained

on recognised principles, may interest the readers of Nature. I refer to the

un-electrical sounds produced by the simple impact of intermittent radiation

upon thin plates of various substances.

It has been thought by some that in order that a body exposed to

variable radiation may experience a sensible fluctuation of temperature its

rate of cooling must be rapid. This however is a mistake. The variable

radiation may be divided into two parts—a constant part, and a periodic

part—and each of these acts independently. Under the influence of the

constant part the temperature of the body will rise until the loss of heat by

radiation and conduction balances the steady inflow ; but this is not appre-

ciable by the ear, and may for the present purpose be left out of account.

The question is as to what is the effect of the periodic part of the whole

radiation, that is, of a periodic communication and abstraction of heat which

leaves the mean temperature unaltered. It is not difficult to see that if the

radiating power of the body were sufiSciently high, the resulting fluctuation

of temperature would diminish to any extent, and that what is wanted in

order to obtain a considerable fluctuation of temperature is a slow rate of

cooling in consequence of radiation or convection.

If 6 denote the temperature at time t, reckoned from the mean tempera-

ture as zero, q be the rate of cooling, E cos ft the measure of the heating

effect of the incident radiation, the equation regulating the fluctuation of

temperature is

-J- +q6 = E cos pt.
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Thus

showing that if p and E be given, 6 varies most when q = 0.

Let us suppose now that intermittent sunlight falls upon a plate of solid

matter. If the plate be transparent, or absorb only a small fraction of the

radiation, little sonorous effect will be produced, not merely because the

radiation transmitted is lost, but because the heating due to the remainder

is nearly uniform throughout the substance. In order that the plate may

bend, as great a difference of temperature as possible must be established

between its sides, and for this purpose the radiation should be absorbed

within a distance of the order of half the thickness of the plate. If the

absorption be still more rapid, it would appear that the thickness of the

plate may be diminished with advantage, unless heat conduction in the plate

itself interferes. The numerical calculation relates to a plate of iron of

thickness d. It is supposed that q is negligible in comparison with j),

i.e. that no sensible gain or loss of heat occurs in the period of the inter-

mittence, due to the fluctuations of temperature themselves.

If the posterior surface remains unextended the extension of the anterior

surface corresponding to a curvature p~' is djp, and the average extension is

djlp. Let us inquire what degree of curvature will be produced by the

absorption of sunlight during a time t, on the supposition that the absorption

is distributed throughout the substance of the plate, so as to give the right

proportional extension to every stratum.

If Ht denote the heat received in time t per unit area, c the specific heat

of the material per unit volume, e the linear extension of the material per

degree centigrade, then

1 _ 2eHt

p cd^

In the case of sunshine, which is said to be capable of melting 100 feet

of ice per annum, we have approximately in c.g.s. measure

Ht = -008 t.

Thus '

l=016-^j,.
p cd^

For iron e = -000012, c = -86.

Thus a t= 5^ (of a second), d = '02 cm.

1/p = 112 X lO-l

This estimate will apply roughly to a period of intermittence equal to

^ijfth of a second, i.e. to about the middle of the musical scale. If the plate
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be a disk of radius r, held at the circumference, the displacement at the

centre will be r'/2p, or SGr^ x 10~°. In the case of a diameter of 6 centi-

metres this becomes 5"0 x 10~*.

Five millionths of a centimetre is certainly a small amplitude, but it is

probable that the sound would be audible. In an experiment (made, it is

true, at a higher pitch) I found sound audible whose amplitude was less than

a ten-millionth of a centimetre*. We may conclude, I think, that there is

at present no reason for discarding the obvious explanation that the sounds

in question are due to the bending of the plates under unequal heating.

* Proc. Roy. Soc. 1877. [Art. xlviii. p. 328.]
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ON COPYING DIFFRACTION-GRATINGS, AND ON SOME
PHENOMENA CONNECTED THEREWITH.

[Philusoj)hical Magazine, xi. pp. 196—205, 1881.]

In the Phil. Mag. for February and March 1874 [Art. x.KX.] I gave an

account of experiments in the photographic reproduction of gratings ruled

with lines at a rate of 3000 and 6000 to the inch. Since that time I have

had further experience, extending to more closely ruled gratings, and have

examined more minutely certain points which I was then obliged to leave

unexplained. The present communication is thus to be regarded as supple-

mentary to the former.

Some years ago Prof Quincke described an unphotographic process

by which he had succeeded in copying engraved glass gratings. He began

by depositing a thin coating of silver by the chemical method upon the

face of the grating. The conducting layer thus obtained was then trans-

ferred to an electrol3'tic cell, and thickened by the deposit of copper, until

stout enough to be detached from the glass substratum. In this way
he prepared an accurate cast of the glass surface, faced with highly

reflecting silver. Since the optical depth of the lines is increased some
four times, these gratings usually give much brighter spectra than the

glass originals.

Prof Quincke was kind enough to send me some specimens of his work,

giving extremely beautiful spectra. I found, however, that, though carefully

preserved, these gratings deteriorated after a time, apparently either from

insufficient thickness, or from imperfect adhesion, of the silver layer. In

my own attempts I endeavoured to remedy this defect by not allowing

the silver to dry before transference to the electrolytic cell, and by com-
mencing the electric deposit with a silver instead of with a copper solution.
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I did not, however, succeed in finding a thoroughly satisfactory plating-

liquid. In the ordinary cyanide solution the silver was at once loosened

from the glass. In other solutions the grating could be immersed with

impunity, but the film began to strip as soon as the current passed. Using

acetate of silver, however, I was able to obtain a certain degree of thickening.

I also found advantage from commencing the deposit of copper with a

neutral solution. After the layer had attained a moderate thickness, its

edges were dipped in melted paraffine; and it was then transferred to the

usual acid solution of copper. I did not find it necessary to take any

precautions against too great an adhesion between the silver and the glass.

These copies are now four years old, and they do not seem to have

deteriorated. A slight yellow tarnish, due probably to sulphur, can be

removed with cyanide of potassium. There is, however, one defect which

I have not been able to avoid. The silver surface is never sufficiently

flat to bear much magnifying-power. Unless this difficulty can be overcome,

the use of such gratings must be limited to cases where brilliancy, and not

high defining-power, is the desirable quality. For most purposes the photo-

graphic method of reproduction is to be preferred as far easier and quicker.

Among various processes of this kind, I am still inclined to give the

preference to that in which collodio-chloride of silver is employed, with

subsequent treatment with mercury. The only trouble that I have met

with is the tendency of the soluble salts to crystallize in the film ; but

this can generally be avoided with a little judgment. As these photographs

cannot well be varnished, some doubts might have been entertained as to

their permanence ; but I find that copies now more than seven years old are

none the worse. For gratings to be subjected to rough treatment, the

various albumen processes offer decided advantages.

In my former paper I stated my opinion that the photographic method

of reproduction would be applicable to lines finer than any that I had then

tried (6000 to inch). In the summer of 1879 an opportunity afforded itself

of submitting the matter to the test of actual trial through the kindness

of Mr Rutherfurd, who presented me with a beautiful glass grating con-

taining nearly 12,000 lines, ruled at the rate of 17,280 to the inch. The

copies, taken with suitable precautions to secure a good contact, were

completely successful, so far as the spectrum of the first order is concerned.

Indeed careful comparison showed no appreciable difference between the

defining-power of the original and of the copies ; and with respect to

brightness some of the copies had the advantage. On a former occasion*

I have shown that the theoretical resolving-power in the orange region of the

spectrum is equal to that obtainable from a prismatic spectroscope with

12^ cm. of "extra dense flint"; and I have no reason to think that the

• PhU. Mag. Oct. 1879. [Art. lxii. p. 428.]
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actual resolving-power fell far short. This is a considerable result to obtain

with a photograph which may be taken in half an hour at a cost of two or

three shillings.

The case is different, however, when we turn to the spectrum of the

second order. Used in this way the original gives magnificent results ;
but

they are not reproduced in the copies. Some parts of the photograph will

sometimes show a faint sjjcctruni of the second order; but it is usually

traversed by one or more dark bands, whose nature will presently be

examined more at length.

As a rule, glass (or at any rate transparent) originals only would be used

for purposes of reproduction ; but as a matter of curiosity I tried what could

be done in copying an original ruled on speculum-metal. The specimen

experimented upon was similar to my own, both as to the total number of

lines and as to the degree of closeness ; it belongs to Mr Spottiswoode, to

whom I am indebted for the loan of it. In this case the light of the sun had

to pass through the sensitive film before it could reach the speculum-metal

;

it was then reflected back, and in returning through the film impressed the

ruled structure. No very brilliant result was to be expected ; but I suc-

ceeded so far as to obtain a copy which gave very fair results when tested

upon the sun.

In my former paper I mentioned that when a spectrum of high order is

thrown upon the eye, there usually appear upon the grating a certain

number of irregular dark bands. These are the places at which the copy

fails to produce the spectrum in question. With lines not closer than 3000

or 6000 to the inch, and with reasonably flat glass as support to the photo-

graphic film, these bands rarely invade the firet or second spectrum. When,

however, we come to 17,000 lines to the inch, it requires pretty flat glass

and some precautions in printing to keep even the first spectrum free from

them.

It was obvious from the first that the formation of these bands was a

question of the distance between the ruled surface of the original and the

sensitive film ; but it is only within the last year or so that I have submitted

the point to special experiment. For this purpose I substitute for plane-

pai-allel glass as a substratum for the sensitive film the convex surface of a

lens of moderate curvature. As in the experiment of Newton's rings, we
obtain in this way an interval gradually increasing from the point of contact

outwards, and thus upon one plate secure a record of the effect upon the

copy of varying degrees of closeness. When a spectrum of any order is

thrown upon the eye, those places upon the grating where the spectrum in

question fails appear as dark rings. My first experiment of this kind was

made wth the Rutherfurd grating, in order principally to find out how close

a contact was really necessary for copying. From the diameter of the first
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dark ring, in conjunctioa with a rough estimate of the curvature of the lens,

I concluded that the interval between the surfaces should nowhere much
exceed xijtoo o^ ^^ inch. It appeared at the same time that the chance was

remote of obtaining a satisfactory performance in the spectrum of the second

order. About this time the theoretical views occurred to me which will

presently be explained, and I purposed to check them by more careful

measurements than I had yet attempted. In the course of last summer,

however, I found accidentally that Fox Talbot had made, many years ago*,

some kindred observations ; and the perusal of his account of them induced

me to alter somewhat my proposed line of attack. It will be convenient to

quote here Fox Talbot's brief statement :

—

" About ten or twenty feet from the radiant point, I placed in the path

of the ray an equidistant gratingf made by Fraunhofer, with its lines

vertical. I then viewed the light which had passed through this grating

with a lens of considerable magnifying-power. The appearance was very

curious, being a regular alternation of numerous lines or bands of red and

green colour, having their directions parallel to the lines of the grating. On

removing the lens a little further from the grating, the bands gradually

changed their colours, and became alternately blue and yellow. When the

lens was a little more removed, the bands again became red and green. And

this change continued to take place for an indefinite number of times, as the

distance between the lens and grating increased. In all cases the bands

exhibited two complementary colours.

" It was very curious to observe that, though the grating was greatly out

of the focus of the lens, yet the appearance of the bands was perfectly

distinct and well defined.

"This, however, only happens when the radiant point has a very small

apparent diameter, in which case the distance of the lens may be increased,

even up to one or two feet from the grating, without much impairing the

beauty and distinctness of the coloured bands. So that if the source of light

were a mere mathematical point, it appears possible that this distance might

be increased without limit; or that the disturbance in the luminiferous

undulations caused by the interposition of the grating continues indefinitely,

and has no tendency to subside of itself"

It is scarcely necessary to point out that what was seen by the eye in

this experiment in any position of the magnifying lens was the same as

would have been depicted upon a photographic plate situated at its focus, at

least if the same kind of rays had been operative in both cases. Talbot's

* Phil. Mag. Dec. 1836.

t A plate of glass covered with gold leaf, on which several hundred parallel lines are cut, in

order to transmit the light at equal intervals.
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observations are therefore to the point as determining the effect of varying

intervals in photographic copying.

On the whole the above description agrees well with what I had expected

from theory. It is indeed impossible to admit that the red and green colora-

tion could disappear and revive an indefinite number of times. The appear-

ance of colour at all shows that the phenomenon varies with the wave-length,

and accordingly that it would (as in all such cases when white light is used)

ultimately be lost. Besides the limit imposed by the apparent magnitude of

the source of light, there must be another depending upon the variation of

wave-length within the range concerned.

In trying to repeat Talbot's experiment I found that even the 3000-to-

the-inch grating was too fine to be conveniently employed ; and eventually I

fell back upon a very coarse grating made some years ago by photographing

(with the camera and lens) a piece of striped stuff. By comparison of coin-

cidences with the divisions of fine ivory scale (vernier fashion), the period

was determined as 0104 inch. As a source of light I used a slit placed

parallel to the lines of the grating and backed by a fish-tail gas-flame seen

edgeways. In order to observe the appearances behind the gi-ating, a lens of

moderate magnifying-power was sufficient. This lens was moved gradually

back until something distinctive was seen ; the distance between the lens

and the grating was then measured and recorded. In order to render

the light more nearly monochromatic, pieces of red or green glass were

usually held in front of the eye.

With red light the nearly equal bright and dark bars are seen in focus

when the distance of the lens from the grating is If inch. As the distance

is increased, the definition deteriorates, and is worst at a distance of 3f . In

this position the proper period (OlO-i inch) is lost, but suboi-dinate fluctua-

tions of brightness in shorter periods prevent the formation of a thoroughly

flat field of view. As the distance is further increased, the definition appears

to improve, until at distances of and 6j it is nearly as good as at fii-st. The
definition in an intermediate position such as Q\ is distinctly inferior, but is

far from being lost as in position 3|. From the theoretical point of view, to

be presently explained, these two positions of extra good definition are not to

be distinguished. They relate rather to the sharpness of the edge of the band,

than to any special prominence of the proper period. At a distance of *1\ we
have again a place of worst definition, at 10| a revival, and so on. These

alternations could be traced to a distance of nine feet behind the grating.

The accompanying table gives the positions of best and worst definition

for red and green light respectively. Of these the places of worst definition

could be observed with the greater accuracy ; but none of the observations

have any pretensions to precision. The star indicates the position for focus.
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It is evident that the positions for red light gradually fall quite away

from the corresponding positions for green light. At 19f , for example, if we
use a green glass, we lose sight of the proper period, and have before us an

almost uniform field ; but if mthout making any other change we substitute

Red light
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Calculating from this and from the observed intervals a by means of the

formula \ = <P/a, we get in centimetres

\red) = 6-40 X 10-=, Veen) = O'oO X lO"'.

Direct determination of the mean wave-lengths of the lights transmitted by

the red and green glasses respectively gave

\rc<i) = 6-64 X 10^^ ^(grcen) = O'TG X lO"".

The true wave-lengths are certainlj' somewhat greater than those calcu-

lated from Talbot's phenomenon ; but the difference is perhaps hardly outside

the limits of experimental error. If the measurements were ever repeated,

it would be advisable to use a collimating lens as well as a more accurate

grating.

The problem of determining the illumination at various points behind a

grating exposed to a parallel beam of homogeneous light, could probably be

attacked with success by the usual methods of physical optics, if it were

assumed that the gi-ating presented uniform intervals alternately transparent

and opaque. Actual gratings, however, do not answer to this description,

and, indeed, vary greatly in character. I have therefore preferred to follow

the comparatively simple method, explained in mj' book on Sound, ^ 268,

301, which is adequate to the determination of the leading features of the

phenomenon.

Taking the axis of z normal to the grating, and parallel to the original

direction of the light, and the axis of x perpendicular to the lines of the

grating, we require a general expression for the vibi-ation of given frequency

which is periodic with respect to x in the distance d. Denoting the velocity

of propagation of ordinary plane waves by a, and wTiting k = Stt/X, we may
take as this expression

A „ cos {kat — kz)

+ A-i cos ( —5- + fii
J
cos {kat — fL^z) + -B, cos ( —5—h e,'

J
sin {kat — /x^z)

+ A„ cos f —T- + e-i j
cos {kat — fx^z) -f B^ cos

|
—3- -t- e/

J

sin {kat — fj..^) + ...

,

where

fji^ = k^—-—-

,

fju- = k^ 3j—
, fi,- = k^ --^-

, &c.

[The terms represent the various specti-a, and] the series is to be con-

tinued so long as fj? is positive, i.e. so long as the period of the component

fluctuations parallel to x is greater than X. Features in the wave-form

whose period is less than \ cannot be propagated in this way, but are rapidly

extinguished.
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The intensity of vibration, measured by the square of the amplitude, is

Ll„ + J., cos f —T- + Ci j
cos {kz — iM^z)

;
: \- P„ Sin ikz — lL.z\ A- A„ COR+ i?i COS ( -—r- + g]'

j
sin (Jiz — fjbiz) + A„ cos

[
~-j- + e., ) cos (kz — fj,yz) + ...

+ - Ai cos
( —J—t- e, ) sin {kz — fir^z)

+ i?i cos ( '^-^ + e/
j
cos (k2 — /j^z) — An cos

(
—j- + e.A sin {kz — fi^) + ..

In order to apply this result to our present question, it is supposed as a

rou'gh approximation that the terms with suffixes higher than unity may be

omitted. We thus obtain

Ai' + ^.4j2 + i£j2 + 2.4„^i cos (^ + eA cos {kz - fj^z)

I^ITX \
+ lAJii cos ( —^ + e( I sin {kz — y^z)

+ \A^- cos (*^ + 2e,) + \B,^ cos fe + 2e,')
,

which as a function of z is periodic with a period determined by

kz — yX]2 = 27r,

or

1 - V(i - x'M")

In the cases with which we are concerned X- is small in comparison with

6?, so that approximately z = ^d-jX. So far, then, as this theory extends, the

phenomena behind the grating are reproduced Avith every retreat through a

distance 2d-/X ; but, on account of the terms omitted, this conclusion does

not apply to the subordinate periods (on which depends the performance of a

copy in the spectra of higher order) ; nor does it apply rigorously even to the

principal period itself.

Similar results to those given by direct inspection on the coarse grating

have been obtained by photographic copying of finer ones, a lens (as already

explained) being substituted for flat glass as a support for the sensitive film.

When the copy is held so that the spectrum of the fii-st order is formed upon

the eye, several dark rings are visible, separated b}' intervals of brightness.

With the 6000 Nobert the diameter of the first dark ring was -54 inch, and

at the centre round the point of contact there was a dark spot nearly as dark

as the ring. In the second and third spectra the centres were also dusky,

though not so black as in the first. The diameter of the first dark ring in

the second spectrum was •30 inch. [Inch = 254 cm.j
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The occurrence of a dark centre is a point of interest, as showing that for

purposes of reproduction it is possible for the contact to be too close, though

I do not remember to have met with this in practice ; and theoretically it is

what would be expected when we consider that the original does not act by

opacity. According to this view a different result should be obtained in

copying an opaque grating ; and such I have found to be the case. For this

purpose I employed a copy of the same 6000 Nobert, taken some years ago

on a tannin plate, and prepared the photographic film on the same lens as

before. When the resulting photograph was examined, the spectra of the

first three orders showed bright centres. The diameter of the first dark ring

in the first spectrum was "44 inch—smaller than before.

With the 3000 Nobert in place of the 6000, the ring-system is formed on

a larger scale. The centres for the first four spectra are black, with the

exception of the actual place of contact, where evidently the collodion film

was impressed mechanically. The diameter of the first dark ring in the first

spectrum is '90 inch, not quite the double of "54 inch, although the same

lens as before was used. In the second spectrum the diameter of the first

dark ring is '56 inch, and in the third spectrum '40 inch.

Interesting as these bands may be in theory, they are to be avoided as

much as possible in the practical reproduction of gratings, not merely because

a part of the area is lost, but also on account of the reversal which takes

place at every revival of brightness. Without having examined the matter

very closely, I had generally found the performance of gratings which showed

these bands to be inferior ; and now it would seem that the explanation is to

be found in the above-mentioned reversals, which could not fail to interfere

with the resolving-power.

During my early experiments it happened once that in the couree of

printing an accidental shifting took place, leading to the impression of a

double image. A more perfect result was afterwards obtained by inten-

tionally communicating to the plates a slight relative twist in the middle of

the exposure. When a spectrum from such a grating is thrown upon the

eye, parallel bars are seen perpendicular to the direction of the grooves ; but

the number and position of these bars depend upon the order of the spectrum.

In one case twenty-five bars were counted in the first spectrum, and twice

that number in the second. But it is unnecessary to dwell further upon

these observations, as they correspond exactly with what the ordinary theory

of gratings would lead us to expect.
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ON IMAGES FORMED WITHOUT REFLECTION OR
REFRACTION.

[Philosophical Magazine, xi. pp. 214—218, 1881.J

The function of a lens in forming an image is to compensate bj^ its

variable thickness the differences in phase which would otherwise exist

between secondary waves arriving at the focal point from various parts of

the aperture. If we suppose the diameter of the lens (2?-) to be given, and

its focal length f gradually to increase, these differences of phase at the

image of an infinitely distant luminous point diminish without limit. When
/attains a certain value, say/i, the extreme error of phase to be compensated

falls to ^X. Now, as I have shown on a previous occasion *, an extreme error

of phase amounting to ^X, or less, produces no appreciable deterioration in

the definition ; so that from this point onwards the lens is useless, as only

improving an image already sensibly as perfect as the aperture admits of

Throughout the operation of increasing the focal length, the resolving-power

of the instrument, which depends only upon the aperture, remains un-

changed ; and we thus arrive at the rather startling conclusion that a

telescope of any degree of resolving-power might be constructed without an

object-glass, if only there were no limit to the admissible focal length. This

last proviso, however, as we shall see, takes away almost all practical import-

ance from the proposition.

To get an idea of the magnitudes of the quantities involved, let us take

the case of an aperture of ^ inch [inch = 2".54 cm.], about that of the pupil of

the eye. The distance /,, which the actual focal length must exceed, is

given by

Vl/i^ + 'i-/. = iX;

* Phil. Mag. November 1879. [Art. lxii. § 4.]

R. I. 33
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SO that

Thus, if X = ^i^, r = J^, /, = 800.

The image of the sun thrown on a screen at a distance exceeding 66 feet,

through a hole i inch in diameter, is therefore at least as well defined as that

seen direct. In practice it would be better defined, as the direct image is far

from perfect. If the image on the screen be regarded from a distance/,, it

will appear of its natural angular magnitude. Seen from a distance less than

y,, it will appear magnified. Inasmuch as the arrangement affords a view of

the sun mth full definition and with an increased apparent magnitude, the

name of a telescope can hardlj' be denied to it.

As the minimum focal length increases with the square of the aperture, a

quite impracticable distance would be required to rival the resolving-power

of a modern telescope. Even for an aperture of four inches /i would be five

miles.

A similar argument to that just employed to find at what point a lens

begins to have an advantage over a simple aperture, may be applied to deter-

mine at what point an achromatic lens begins to assert a perceptible supe-

riority over a single lens in forming a white image. The question in any

case is simply whether, when the adjustment is correct for the central rays of

the spectrum, the error of phase for the most extreme rays (which it is

necessary to consider) amounts to a quarter of a wave-length. If not, the

substitution of an achromatic lens will be of no advantage.

If /i be the refractive index for which the adjustment is perfect, then the

error of phase for the ray of index /j, + B/j, is Bfi . t, where t is the " thickness
"

of the lens. Now
(y^-l)t = r=/2/;

so that, if the error of phase amount to |^X,

/Li — 1 2r-

'

In order to apply this nunierically, let us take the case of hard cro\vn-glass,

for which the indices are given by Hopkinson*. The practical limits of the

spectrum being taken at B and G, we have /a£=1'5136, /xg = 1'5284, the

difference of which is "0148. If the focus be correct for the mean value of /x,

the extreme value of Sfx. is '0074, and that of 8/i/(/x— 1) is •0074/-521, or

0142. In strictness we ought to take into account the variation of \; but

for such a purpose as the present we may put it at ^ol^/y inch ; and then the

fraction -0142 expresses the admissible focus when a single lens is used as

compared with the focus necessary when a lens is dispensed with altogether.

* Proc. Roy. Soc. 1877.
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Thus, if the aperture be one-fifth of an inch, an achromatic lens has no
advantage over a single one, if the focal length be greater than about
11 inches. If, on the other hand, we suppose the focal length to be 66 feet,

a single lens is practically perfect up to an aperture of 1-7 inch. The effect

of spherical aberration in disturbing definition was considered in my former
paper. In such a case as that last specified it is altogether negligible. The
advantage of a long focus was well understood by Huyghens and his contem-
poraries

; but it may have been worth while to consider the matter for a

moment fi-om another point of view, from which it clearly appears that the

substitution of an achromatic for a single lens serves no other purpose than
to diminish the minimum admissible focal length.

Returning now to homogeneous light, let us consider the case of an
annular aperture of radii r^ and i\. The extreme difference of phase at

distance / is now {ri - n^) ~ 2/. If this be \X, we get

2 {r^ - n') _ 2 (r-2 -F r,) (r, - n)
A- X

as the value of the minimum distance at which a lens can be dispensed with

vdthout loss. If j-2 — Ti be small, /i is much smaller than for a full circle of

radius r,; and it might appear that a great advantage would be gained

either in the diminution of/i or by an increase in r,. The question, however,

remains whether with a lens the definition due to an annular aperture of

given outer radius r^ is independent of the inner radius r^.

The image of a mathematical point consists, it is known, of a central

patch of brightness, surrounded by rings alternately dark and bright. If we
conceive the radius of the central stop (i.e. r^) gradually to increase from to

r^, the diameter of the central luminous patch diminishes in the ratio

3'83 : 2"41. From this it might be supposed that the definition due to the

marginal rim acting alone would be superior to the definition due to the

whole aperture*. It is true that there is at first some improvement in

definition ; but as Vi approaches equality with rj a rapid deterioration sets in,

notwithstanding the smallness of the central luminous patch. In order to

understand this it is necessary to examine more minutely the distribution of

light over the entire field.

If the point under consideration be distant p from the centre of the

diffraction-pattern, the illumination for the full aperture is given by

if y = ^TrrpjXf, /i being the symbol of the Bessel's function of order unity.

The dark rings correspond to the roots of Jj, and occur when y = 3"83, 7"02,

10-17, &c.

* See ". paper on the Dififractiou of Object-glasses, Astr. Month. Notices, 1872. [Art. xix.]

33—2
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The whole illumination within the area of the circle of radius p is

given by

\I-2-7rpdp — 2'n-r'- 1 2/~'Jj^ (y) dy.

This integral ma}' be transformed by known properties of Bessel's functions.

Thus*,

so that

We therefore obtain

2 \'y-^J:- (y) dy=l- J,^ (y) - /,= {y).
Jo

If 2/ be infinite, Jo(y) and /iCy) vanish, and the whole illumination is

expressed by ttt^, as is evident a prion. In general the proportion of the

whole illumination to be found outside the circle of radius p is given by

J,'{y) + JHy)-

For the dark rings J^ (y) = ; so that the fraction of illumination outside any

dark ring is simpl}' /„- (y). Thus, for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th dark rings

we get respectively "161, "090, '062, and -047, showing that more than ^ of

the whole light is concentrated within the area of the second dark ring.

The corresponding results for a narrow annular aperture would be very

different, as we may easily convince ourselves. The illumination at any

point of the central spot or of any of the bright rings is proportional to the

square of the width of the annulus, while the whole quantity of light is

proportional to the mdth itself As, therefore, the annulus narrows, a less

and less proportion of the whole light is contained in any finite number of

luminous rings, and the definition of an image corresponding to an assem-

blage of luminous points is proportionally impaired.

The truth is that, so far as it is possible to lay down any general law at all,

the definition depends rather upon the area than upon the external diameter

of the aperture. If A be this area, the illumination at the focal point, where

all the secondary waves concur in phase, is given by I^^ = A^jX^p, the primary

illumination being taken as unity. The whole illumination passing the

aperture is on the same scale represented by A. Hence if A' be the area

over which an illumination I^^ would give the actual total illumination,

* Todhunter's Laplace's Functions, p. 297.
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AA' = \^f^; and A', being in some sense the area of the diffraction-pattern,

may be taken as a criterion of the definition.

In the case of an annulus we saw that the minimum focal length allowing

a lens to be dispensed with is also dependent upon the area of aperture

—

'n'{r^ — r^)\ so that it would appear that if the object be to form at a given

distance, and without a lens, as well-defined an image as may be, it is of

comparatively little consequence whether or not an annular aperture be

adopted. A moderate central stop would doubtless be attended with benefit

;

but it is probable that harm rather than good would result from any thing

like extreme proportions.

P.S.—Reference should be made to a paper by Petzval on the Camera

Obscura {Phil. Mag. Jan. 1859), in which the definition of images formed

without lenses is considered. The point of view is different from that above

adopted. [1899. The reader may also consult Proc. Roy. hist. Feb. 1891,

Nature XLiv. p. 249, 1891; Phil. Mag. xxxi. p. 87, 1891.]
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ON THE ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY OF LIGHT.

[Philosophical Magazine, XII. pp. 81—101, 1881.]

The claims of the theory propounded by Maxwell, according to which

light consists of a disturbance in a medium susceptible of dielectric polari-

zation, are so considerable that it is desirable to extend its application

as far as possible to various optical phenomena. The question of the

velocity of propagation in vacuum and in singly or doubly refracting trans-

parent dielectrics was considered by Maxwell himself; and the agreement

with experiment, though far from perfect, is sufficiently encouraging. More

recently it has been shown by Helmholtz*, Lorentzj", Fitzgerald j, and

J. J. Thomson§, that the same theory leads to Fresnel's expressions for the

intensity of light reflected and refracted at the surface of separation of

transparent media, and that the auxiliary hypotheses necessary in this part

of the subject agree with those required to explain the laws of double

refraction. In this respect the electromagnetic theory has a marked advan-

tage over the older view, which assimilated luminous vibrations to the

ordinary transverse vibrations of elastic solids. According to the latter,

Fresnel's laws of double refraction, fully confirmed by modern observation
||,

require us to suppose that in a doubly-refracting crystal the rigidity of the

medium varies with the direction of the strain; while, in order to explain

the facts relating to the intensities of reflected light, we have to make
the inconsistent assumption that the rigidity does not vary in passing from

one medium to another. A further discussion of this subject will be found

in papers published in the Philosophical Magazine during the year 1871.

[Arts. VIII. IX. X. XI.]

* CrelU, Bd. lxxii. 1870. f Schlomilob, xxii. 1877.

J PJiil. Tram. 1880. § Phil. Mag. April 1880.

II
Glazebrook, Phil. Trans. 1879.
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If the dielectric medium be endowed with sensible conductivity, the

electric vibrations will be damped; that is to say, the light will undergo

absorption, with a rapidity which Maxwell has calculated. By supposing

the conductivity to be so great that practically complete absorption takes

place within a distance comparable with the wave-length, we may obtain a

theory of metallic reflection which is not without interest, although the

phenomena of abnormal dispersion show that it cannot be regarded as

complete.

For an isotropic medium at rest we have the equations (Maxwell's

Electricity and Magnetism, §§ 591, 598, 607, 610, 611)

u =p + df/dt, &c., (1)

47r/ =KP, &c (2)

p =CP, &c., (3)

P=^-dFjdt-d-^ldx, &c., (4)

a =dH/di/-dG/dz, &c., (5)

a =ynoc, &c., (6)

4TTu = dy/dy-d^/dz, &c. ; (7)

in which /', g, h are the electric displacements, p, q, r the currents of con-

duction, u, V, w the total currents, P, Q, R the components of electromotive

force, K the specific inductive capacity, C the conductivity, a, yS, 7 the

components of magnetic force, a, h, c the components of magnetization, /i

the magnetic capacity, F, G, H the components of electrokinetic momentum,

and "^ the electric potential.

From (2), (4), and (5) we get

, I d f d g \ d fdF dG\ dc .

^'^[TyK-dxK) = ''dtKd^~dx) = dt'^''
^^)

In the case of K constant, equation (8) expresses that the electric

displacement Ufdx + gdy) round a small circuit in the plane of xy corre-

sponds to the electromotive force round the circuit, represented by dcjdt.

Again, from (1), (2), (3), (6), (7),

. (df ,
47r(7 y d c d h . ,.,

^^[dt+^f) = dyl.-dzl.'^''
(^>

From equations (8) and (9)* the problem of reflection can be investigated.

In order to limit ourselves to plane waves of simple type, we shall suppose

* [1899. These are the general circuital relations given by Maxwell, Phil. Traiu. 1868;

Scientific Papers, vol. IL p. 138.]
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that K, fi, and C are independent of z, and that the electric and magnetic

functions are independent of z and (as dependent upon the time) pro-

portional to e""*. The two principal cases will be considered separately,

(1) when the electric displacements are perpendicular to the plane of

incidence, (2) when they are executed in that plane.

Case 1. This is defined by the conditions

/= 0, (7 = 0, and (accordingly) c = 0.

Thus
. d h . , ^ d h ,,^,

i??a = — 4-77 -,- Y^, inb = 'i'rr-T- -ji., (lU;
dy K da) K

^^Un + tf\h=.d b_d a
^^j^

V K / dx
fj,

dy fi.

Eliminating a and h from (10) and (11), we get

d (1 d\ h d (1 d\ h rr ! , ^ttG'n h . /lox*

Case 2. Here the special conditions are

/i = 0, a = 0, 6 = 0.

We have

*-(|z-^l)=^'"^' (1^>

whence by elimination of f and g,

d ( 1 d_ (c_

dx \K{n" — iiiATrCjK) dx \/u.,

+ d^ {Kin^-inATrC/K) 5^ WJ + '^ t) = ^- ' -(^^^*

Equations (12) and (15) simplify considerablj' in their application to a

uniform medium, assuming the common form

d'Idx- + d^ldy-+fj,K{n'- in. 4^-77 C/K) = (16)*

To express the boundary conditions let us suppose that a; = is the

surface of transition between two uniform media. From (12) we learn that

the required conditions for case 1 are that

/t , 1 d 'h

K fj.
dx \K

must be continuous.

* [1899. A slip of the pen is here corrected.]
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In like manner, for case 2 we see from (15) that

c _] 1 d fc\
"'"'

dx \u.Jfi K {v? — in . AiTrCIK) dx {/j-.

must be continuous.

If the media are transparent, or but moderately opaque, we have to pat

G =0. The differential equation is of the form

d'ldx'' + d'ldy"- + n^p,K = (17)

In case 1 the boundary conditions are the continuity of the dependent

variable and of fL~'^djdx, and in case 2 the continuity of the dependent

variable and of K~'^dldx. Analytically, the results are thus of the same

form in both cases. If 6 and ^i are respectively the angles of incidence and

refraction, the ratio of the reflected to the incident vibration is in case 1

tan ^i/tan 6 —
jj^jfj^

. „,

tan ^i/tan ^ + ////ii

' '

and in case 2

tan ^,/tan + KjK, '
^ '

in which K, /j, relate to the first, and K^,
fj.^

to the second medium ; while

the relation between 6^ and is

K.fi, : Kfi = siiy'0 : sin^ ^, (20)

As Helmholtz has remarked, Fresnel's formulae may be obtained on two

distinct suppositions. If /j^=/j.,

sin(g,-^)
^ ^ sin (0, + 0)

'

and

tan(^,-^)
.

^ ' tan{0, + 0)'

but if K^ =K, then (19) identifies itself with the sine-formula, and (IS) with

the tangent-formula. Electrical phenomena, however, lead us to prefer the

former alternative, and thus to the assumption that the electric displacements

are perpendicular to the plane of polarization. The formulas for the re-

fracted waves, which follow from those of the reflected waves in virtue

of the principle of energy alone, do not call for detailed consideration.

In the problem of perpendicular incidence, we have from (12), if yu, be

constant and G zero,

d^ h

da? K.4-n>zf^)=0 (21)
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For an application of this equation to determine the influence of defective

suddenness in the transition between two uniform media, the reader is

referred to a paper in the eleventh volume of the Proceedings of the

Mathematical Society. [Art. lxiii. p. 462.]

In order to obtain a theory of metallic reflection, G must be considered

to have a finite value in the second medium. The symbolical solution is

not thereby altered from that applicable to transparent media, the effect of

the finiteness of G being completely represented in both cases by the sub-

stitution of K{1~ in-^ AirGjK) for K. Thus, if /x be constant, the formula

for the amplitude and phase of the reflected wave in case 1 is to be found by

transfonnation of (18), in which the imaginary augle of refraction 6^ is

connected with 6 by the relation

^.(l-Mi-i47ra/irO : Z = sin=6l : s\xf- 6, (22)

In like manner the solution for case 2 is to be found by transformation

of (19) under the same supposition.

With regard to the proposed transformations, the reader is referred to a

paper by Eisenlohr * and to some remarks thereupon by myselff . The

results are the formula published without proof by Cauchy. From the

calculations of Eisenlohr it appears that Jamin's observations cannot be

reconciled with the formulae without supposing K^ : K, i.e. the real part of

the square of the complex refractive index, to be negative—a further proof

that much remains to be done before the electrical theory of metallic

reflection can be accepted as completej.

The same fundamental equations (8) and (9) will now be applied to the

problem of determining the effect on a train of plane waves of a small

variation in the quantities K and fx which define the medium. A similar

method will be adopted to that already used for light in a paper " On the

Scattering of Light by small Particles "§, and in my book On the Theory

of Sound, § 296, the principle of which consists in an approximation de-

pending upon the neglect of the higher powers of the small variations

Aif and A/x.

Let us suppose that a train of plane waves, in which the electric dis-

placement is parallel to z, and magnetization parallel to y, propagates itself

parallel to x undisturbed until it falls upon a region where the generally

constant values of K and yu. become K + Aif and /x -f A/x. If AZ" and A/i

* Fogg. Ann. t. civ. p. 368.

t Phil. Mag. May 1872. [Art. xvi. p. 146.]

X July 15. I see that Lorentz, in a pamphlet Over de Theorie der Temghaatsing en Breking

van het Licht (Amhem, 1875), has developed a theory of metallio reflection similar to that

indicated in the text, and has noticed the same difficulty in the application to experiment.

§ Phil. Mag. June 1871. [Art. ix.]
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were zero, the wave would pass on as before ; but under the circumstances

secondary waves are generated, which diverge from the region of disturbance,

and are ultimately, when A.K and Ayti are small enough, proportional in

magnitude to these quantities. As the expression of the primary waves we
may take

A„ = e"''e^^ (23)

and corresponding thereto, by (8),

&„ = 47rte-i iT-i e™' e*^ (24)

in which, if \ denote the wave-length, k = 27r/X, and njX is the velocity

of propagation {KfL)~i. The complete values of the functions being repre-

sented, as before, by /, g, h, a, b, c, we shall put

/=/o+/i+/2+...&c., a = a„ + ai+...&c.,

/"o ... «(, . . . being independent of A^ and Ayx, f^ ... Oi ... being of the first

order, /j... a, ... of the second order, and so on, in these quantities. In the

actual case fo, go, tto. Co vanish, and only h^ and J„ are finite.

From (8) and (9) with 0=0, we get

-de

dx^ {%-%*"!-, (/^^-> - "s to'^^->} - ^ i,
^

....(25)

\dJi_df

]dx dz

db

dt'
4.r^-T+^5^(AAZ-0-^^(/A^-)} = ^^.

+ /x T- (c A/i-') ^ iJ.-r (bAfj,-^) = iir/j.
'dc db

dy dz

da dc

d

dy

d

df
dt'

dz

db

dx

da

^(aA^-)-;.|(cA^-) = 4,r;.|, y....(26)

d ,T ;. ,s d , ^ ,, , dh

dx-dy + ''Tx^^^f'^^-^dy^"^''^^^^''''l[f

By differentiation of the first equation of (26) and substitution from (25),

we get, having regard to

dfjdx + dg/dy + dh/dz = 0, (27)

which is a consequence of (1), (-3), (7),

„d'f d^f d'f dH „(d^ d'\,rsrr..
dt- dx^ dz"

K

dy^ dz^ \dy'

d' . . _ ,. „ d

+

dxdy
(gAK-^)-K

dxdz
(hAK-')

47r dydt ^''^-^-t£dt<>^>^-^'
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or, remembering that the functions as dependent upon time vary as e"",

+^-d^^'=^^"')—4;r5.^''^^"') = '' ^''^

with two similar equations in g and A.

Introducing now the expansion in powers of i^K and A/x, we get as the

first approximation

^ 'f^ + '^f^ - ^dL <^'-.^^-^) -^ i (^«^^-')

=

''

or, on substitution for h„ in terms of h^ from (23), (24),

and

V% + k^f,-K^^(h,AK-^)-ikf.^^{hApr^)^0, (29)

^% + k%-K^^{hAK-^) = 0, (30)

V =A, + k% i-K(^^ + ^,) ih,AK-^) + ik,.^ (hAf^-^) = (31)

The solution of (29) is

f^—^lll'^d^.^^^^^^-'^'^''^''^

jjj'-^^.i'^oA^dxdydz, (32)
ik/j,

477

where r, equal to ^/[{a- xf + (i3 - y)- + (y ~ zf], is the distance of the

element of volume dxdydz from the poiut a, jS, 7 at which
f^^

is to be

estimated.

In applying (32) to the calculation of a secondary wave at a distance

from the region of disturbance, we may conveniently integrate it by parts.

Thus,
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From the general value of r,

y-z e-*^(l +ikr)

525

d fe

dz \ r r"
.(33)

d^ /e-^\ _ a~x r/-z e-^'"'{S + Sikr - kV)
.(34)dxdz \

If r be sufficiently great in comparison with X, only the highest power of kr
in the above expressions need be retained; and if r be also great in com-
parison vfith the dimensions of the region of disturbance, supposed to be

situated about the origin of coordinates, (a — x)lr &c. may be replaced by
a/r &c. Thus,

d /e-'*'A _ 7 ike-^

dz\r) r

,

—ikr

r dzdx
Or/ k?-e~*^

r' r '

and the expression for y"i becomes

./;= ^. [^ 5^ //^»^^" '"* ^dydz-^1 fjjhoA,.-^ e-*" dw dy dz

For the sake of brevity we will write this

/ =
47rr

where

Kpq-^.Q'^- .(35)

P = U{h,AK-^e-^''dxdydz, Q = jjjh,AfL-^e-^dxdydz. ... (36)

In like manner from (30) and (31),

9i =
k'

4<Trr

k"

4f7rr

KP /3y
.(37)

-KP v^ + f^Q-
r' r

.(38)

Equations (35), (37), (38) express the electric displacement in the

secondary waves. Since af+ ^g + yh = 0, the displacement is perpendicular

to the direction of the secondary ray. The general expression for the

intensity is found by adding the squares of/, g, h ; but it .will be sufficient

for our present purpose to limit ourselves to the case where the secondary

ray is perpendicular to the primary ray, i.e. to the case a = 0. Then

t
-^ +^^+^^=16^ '.§1K'P'^ + fi^Q^

'^

^ .(39)

If P and Q are both finite, there is no direction along which the secondary

light vanishes. We find in experiment, however, that the light scattered by
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small particles on which polarized light impinges, does vanish in one direction

perpendicular to the original ray ; and thus either P or Q must vanish.

Now, when the particles are very small, we have

P = h ,AK-' e-'^-'-
III

dx dy dz, Q = A„ A/x-> e-^'"' HUxdydz; ... (40)

so that if F vanishes, AK=0: and if Q vanishes, A/u. = 0. The optical

evidence that either AK or A/x vanishes is thus very strong ; while electrical

reasons lead us to conclude that it is A/u..

If we write T for the volume of the small particle, we get from (40),

as the special forms of (33), (37), (38) applicable to this case,

rn

rp

Jl
—_ gi{nt-kr)

,-2
u.All-^'^

r

KAK- .^§y

.(41)

.(42)

.(43)

If A/i = 0, as we shall henceforward suppose, f : g = a : (3, showing that the

electrical displacement is in the plane containing the secondary ray and

the direction of primary electrical displacement (z), and

A' + gi' + K' a(a= + y3=)/r^

so that the intensity is proportional to the square of the sine of the angle

between the secondary ray and the direction of the primary electrical dis-

placement. The blue colour of the light scattered from small particles is

explained by the occurrence of X' in the denominators of the expressions for

fi, ffi, ^h', but for further particulars on this subject the reader must be

referred to my previous papers.

Equations (35), (36), &c, are rigorously applicable, however large the

region of disturbance, if the square of AK may really be neglected. From
them we see that, under the circumstances in question, each element of

a homogeneous obstacle acts independently as a centre of disturbance, and

tbat the aggregate effect in any direction depends upon the phases of the

elementary secondary disturbances as affected by the situation of the element

along the paths of the primary and of the secondary light. In fact,

P = AK-' e"" jne^'' e-^' dx dy dz.

If 6,
(f>

be the angles defining (in the usual notation) the direction of the

secondary ray, and Vo correspond to the origin of coordinates, we have

P =: ^J{^—^ giW—kr^) I I

I
ga;(a;+a:sin«cos^+!/sin9sin<()+2:cosei ^^^„ j^^ .

C4,4\
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and the question now before us for consideration is the value of the integral

in (44) as dependent upon the size of the obstacle and the direction of the

secondary ray. It is evident that the formula are applicable only when the

whole retardation of the primary light in traversing the obstacle can be

neglected in comparison with the wave-length ; but if this condition be

satisfied, there is no further limitation upon the size of the obstacle. In the

case where the secondar}' ray forms the prolongation of the primarj', or

deviates sufficiently little from this direction, the exponential in (44) reduces

to unity, signifying that every element of the obstacle acts alike, anj^

retardation of phase at starting due to situation along the primary ray being

balanced by an acceleration corresponding to a less distance to be travelled

along the secondary ray. At a greater or less obliquity, according to the

size of the obstacle, opposition of phase sets in ; and at still greater obliquities

the resultant can be found only by an exact integration. Its intensity

is then less, and generally much less, than in the first case—a conclusion

abundantly borne out by observation.

The simplest example of this kind is that afforded by an infinite cylinder

{e.g. a fine spider-line), on which the light impinges perpendicularly to the

axis, so that every thing takes places in two dimensions. This case is

indeed not strictly covered by the preceding formulae, on account of the

infinite extension of the region of disturbance ; but a moment's consideration

\y\\\ make it clear that each elementary column here acts according to the

laws already described—that is to say, gives rise to a component disturbance

whose phase is determined by the situation of the element along the primary

and secondary rays. If the angle between the two rays be called X'
"^^^ have

to consider the value of

I

La(a;+a:cosx+ysin)(> dxdy.

Introducing polar coordinates r, 6, we find

X + X cos % -f 2/ sin pj;
= 2?- cos \-)(^ cos {6 — ^;^) ;

so that the integral

ra r2Tr

= I {cos (2kr cos ^x ^°^ ^) + ^ ^^^ (^''^ ^°^ hX ^^^ ^)1 '''drdO

J Jo

ra

= 27r J'„(2A;rcos^x)'''^^' ('^^)

Jo

Ja denoting the Bessel's function of zero order.
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The integration with respect to r indicated in (45) can be effected by

known properties of Bessel's functions ; and the result is expressible by a

function of the first order. We get

r-^ J, (2Z;a COS ly) ; (46)

and Ji is defined by

'^(^>-|(i-o-2:i:6-2:44T8 + -) ^''^

If COS |t^ = {i.e. in the direction of original propagation), (46) becomes ira'',

every element of the area acting alike. This is the maximum value. When

y^ is such that

2ka cos ^p^ = TT X 1-2197,

the secondary light vanishes, at a greater angle revives, then vanishes again,

and so on, the angles being of course functions of the wave-length. If we

conceive the cylinder to increase in size gradually from zero, the scattered

light vanishes first in the backward direction % = 0, in which direction

evidently the greatest differences of phase occur. Every thing is determined

by the course of the function J^ ; and (46) within the limits of its application

embodies the theory of Young's eriometer.

We will now consider the case of an obstacle in the form of a sphere. If

be a coordinate measured perpendicularly to the plane containing the

primary and secondary rays, formula (46), multiplied by dz, will represent

the effect of a slice of the sphere, whose radius is a and thickness dz, and

what remains to be effected is merel}^ the integration with respect to z.

For this purpose we write z = c sin <b, a = c cos
(f>,

where c is the radius of the

sphere. The integral then takes the form

27rc=' f^
-.— I t/i(2^c COS i-% cos<^) cos'(^c?<^, (48)

kcos^XJo

or, if we expand Ji by (47), and integrate according to a kno-ftTi formula.

27rc^ f„ m-

3 r 5 "''7.5.4 9.7.5.4.6'^11.9 7.5.4.6.S""-|'""^*^^*

in which m is written for 2A;c cos-J-;^. It will be understood that (49), after

^ ^ AK'^ multiplication by ^"^'A^i^', gives merely the value of P in (36), and that to

find the complete expression for the secondarj' light in any dii-ectiou other

factors must be introduced in accordance with (35), (37), (88). The angle %,

* July 15. I find for the first root of (49), ni= 4-50, giving as the smallest obliquity (tt - x) at

which the secondary light Tanishes,

7r-x=2 6in-i(4-50/2itc).
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being that included between the secondary ray and the axis of x, may be
expressed by

BmX = s/{^ + ^'')-^r (50)

Our theory, as hitherto developed, shows that, whatever the shape and
size of the particles, there is no scattered light in a direction parallel to the

primary electric displacements, except such as may depend upon squares and
higher powers of the difference of optical properties. In order to render an

account of the " residual blue " observed by Tyndall when particles in their

growth have reached a certain magnitude, it is necessary to pursue the

approximation. By (28), with A^ neglected, we have

and two similar equations in g^ and h^. On the supposition that/i, g^, h^ are

known throughout the region of disturbance, these equations may be solved

in the same way as (29), (30), and (31). For the sake of brevity we may
confine ourselves to the particular direction for which the terms of the first

order vanisL Thus at a sufficient distance r' alons the axis of ^,

f.= -^^\\\fAK-H-'^dad^drf, (52)

g. = -^,jjjgAK-^e~^'"-dad/3dy, (53)

A.= (54)

We have now to find the values of _/i and g^ within the region of disturb-

ance, to which of course (35) &c. are not applicable. In the general solution

(32), hf, is a function of x only ; so that the elements of the integral vanish in

the interior of a homogeneoiis obstacle, and Ave have only to deal with the

surface. Integrating by parts across this surface, we find

r being a function of x and a only through (a — x). In like manner

^--^^^///i('»^^'^)-'— ^'^'^ ^''^

In the case of a small homogeneous sphere, whose centre is taken as

origin of coordinates, these formulae lead to fairly simple results. The triple

R. I. 34
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integral in (55), (56) may readily be exhibited ia its real character of a

surface-integral. Thus

III
ih,AK-') ^^ dxdydz = - AK-' 11^^' ^S, (57)

where dS is an element of the surface whose radius is c. This applies to a

sphere of any size ; but we have now to introduce an approximation depend-

ing on the supposition that kc is small. As far as the first power of kc,

_ AZ- f[^^ d5 = - A^- '-
([ i'-±^ - ikz\ dS

c r c

'™*
f[ 2 + ikzx^-AK-^'^jj'^+^dS,

in which the double integral is the common potential of matter distributed

over the spherical surface with density {z + ikzx). Calling this for the

moment V, we have (Thomson and Tait, N'at. Phil. § 536) at any internal

point (a, ^, 7),

V = 47rc (^7 -I- ^ikya)*
;

so that

fll^^
(KAS:-')^' dxdydz = - 4<7rAK-' e"" (^7 + ^ikya) (58)

Thus by (55), (56),

/i = i/fAZ-H'A;7e»', g^ = Q (59)

We are now prepared to calculate f^, g^ from (52), (53). These formulae

apply to both directions along the axis of z ; but in what follows it will be

convenient to suppose that it is the positive direction which is under con-

sideration. In this case, if p denote the distance from the centre of the sphere,

r = p —ly and e~'^ = e"'*^'' (1 4- iky) approximately ; so that

^'^~ ^p ]]]
'^'^

^ + "^^ d^d^dy
207rp

^-^(i^A£'-l)=ei|«-*^''
{{\y^d'j.d^dy\

2Qir p

or if, as before, T be the volume of the sphere,

A = ^pe' '"-"'' (KAK-r^, g, = (60)

Comparing (60) and (41), we see that the amplitude of the light scattered

along z is not only of higher order in AK, but is also of the order k'^c'' in

* [1899. A numerical error which occurred here and in the consequential equations (59),

(60), (61), is now corrected. See Walker, Qxiart. Joum. of Math. vol. xix. p. 204, 1898.]
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comparison with that scattered ia other directions. The incident light being
white, the intensity of the component colours scattered along z varies as the
inverse 8th power of the wave-length, so that the resultant light is a rich
blue.

There is another point of importance to be noticed. Although, when the
terms of the second order are included, the scattered light does not vanish
along the axis of z, the peculiarity is not lost, but merely transferred to

another direction. Putting together the terms of the first and second orders,

we see that the scattered light will vanish in a direction in the plane of xz,

inclined to z (towards x) at a small angle Q, such that

.(61)
25 K 25

In the usual case of particles optically denser than the surrounding

medium, AE" is positive, from which we gather that the direction in which

the scattered light vanishes to the second

order of approximation is inclined back-

wards, so that the angle through which

the light may be supposed to be bent by

the action of the particle is obtuse.

The fact that, when the primary light

is polarized, there is in one perpendicular

direction no light scattered by very small

particles, was stated by Stokes* ; but it

is, I believe, to Tyndall that we owe the

observation that with somewhat larger particles the direction of minimum
illumination becomes oblique. I do not find, however, any record of the

direction of the obliquity (that is, of the sign of the small angle 6), and have

therefore made a few observations for my own satisfaction.

In a darkened room a beam of sunlight was concentrated by a large lens

of 2 or 3 feet focus; and in the path of the light was placed a beaker glass,

containing a dilute solution of hyposulphite of soda. On the addition of a

small quantity of dilute sulphuric acid a precipitate of sulphur slowly foi-ms,

and during its growth manifests exceedingly well the phenomena under

consideration. The more dilute the solutions, the slower is the progress of

the precipitation. A strength such that there is a delay of four or five

minutes before any effect is apparent, will be found suitable ; but no great

nicety of adjustment is necessary. By addition of ammonia in sufficient

quantity to neutralize the acid, the precipitation may be arrested at any

desired stage. More time is thus obtained to complete the examination

;

Phil. Trans. 1852, § 183.

34—2
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but the condition of things is not absolutely permanent, the already precipi-

tated sulphur appearing to aggregate itself into larger masses.

In the optical examination we may, if we prefer it, polarize the primary

light ; but it is usuallj' more convenient to analyze the scattered light. In

the early stages of the precipitation the polarization is complete in a perpen-

dicular direction, and incomplete in oblique directions. After an interval

the polarization begins to be incomplete in the perpendicular direction, the

light which reaches the eye when the nicol is in the position of minimum

transmission being of a beautiful blue, much richer than anything that can

be seen in the earlier stages. This is the moment to examine whether there

is a more complete polarization in a direction somewhat oblique ; and it is

found that with 6 positive there is in fact an oblique direction of more com-

plete polarization, while with 6 negative the polarization is more imperfect

than in the perpendicular direction itself.

The polarization in a distinctly oblique direction, however, is not perfect,

a feature for which more than one reason may be put forward. In the first

place, with a given size of particles, the direction of complete polarization

indicated bj' (61) is a function of the colour of the light, the value of 6 being

three or four times as large for the violet as for the red end of the spectrum.

The experiment is, in fact, much improved by passing the primary light

through a coloured glass held in the window-shutter. Not only is the

oblique direction of maximum polarization more definite and the polarization

itself more complete, but the observation is easier than with white light, by

the uniformity of the colour of the light scattered in various directions. If

we begin with a blue glass, we may observe the gradually increasing obliquity

of the direction of maximum polarization ; and then by exchanging the blue

glass for a red one, we may revert to the original condition of things, and

observe the transition from perpendicularity to obliquity over again. The

change in the wave-length of the light has the same effect as a change in

the size of the particles ; and the comparison gives curious information as to

the rate of growth.

But even with homogeneous light it would be unreasonable to expect an

oblique direction of perfect polarization. So long as the particles are all

very small in comparison with the wave-length, there is complete polarization

in the perpendicular direction ; but when the size is such that obliquity sets

in, the degree of obliquity will vary with the size of the particles, and the

polarization will be complete only on the very unlikely condition that the

size is the same for them all. It must not be forgotten, too, that a very

moderate increase in dimensions may carry the particles beyond the reach of

our approximations.

Tlie fact that at this stage the polarization is a maximum when the

angle through which the light is turned exceeds a right angle is the more
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worthy of note, as the opposite result would probably have been expected.

By Brewster's law this angle in the case of [regular reflection from] a plate

is less than a right angle ; so that not only is the law of polarization for a

very small particle different from that applicable to a plate, but the first

effect of an increase of size is to augment the difference.

We must remember that our recent results are limited to particles of a

spherical form. It is not difficult to see that, for elongated particles, the

terms in (AKy may be of the same order with respect to kc as the piiucipal

term ; so that if (A^)- be sensible, mere smallness of the particles will not

secure complete evanescence of scattered light along z. The general solution

of the problem for an infinitesimal particle of arbitrary shape must raise the

same difficulties as beset the general determination of the induced magnetism

developed in a piece of soft iron when placed in a uniform field of force. In

the case of an ellipsoidal particle the problem is soluble ; but it is perhaps

premature to enter upon it, until experiment has indicated the existence of

phenomena likely to be explained thereby.

For an infinitesimal particle in the form of a sphere, we may readily

obtain the complete solution without any approximation depending upon the

smallness of AJS". We know by the analogous theory of magnetism, that a

dielectric sphere situated in a uniform field of electric force will undergo

electric displacement of uniform amount, and in a direction parallel to that

of the force. Thus the complete solution applicable to an infinitely small

sphere is obtained from (29), (30), (31) by writing h for /i„; where by h is

denoted the actual displacement (parallel to z) within the particle, and by h^

the displacement in the enveloping medium under the same electric force.

If K' be the specific inductive capacity for the particle, the ratio of A : Ao is

3K' : K' + 2K; and in this ratio the results expressed in (41), (42), (43) are

to be increased. If we extract the factors KAK~^ which there occur, we get

that

3g'
TTAy-i-

^^'-^ /I IN S(K'-K)
_

K' + 2K K' + 2K\K' KJ K + 1K '

Z(K' -K) iT^orf^
i ^^_^, ^ ,g2)

We learn from (62) that our former result as to the evanescence of the

secondary light along z is true for an infiaitely small sphei-ical particle to all

orders of A.K*.

We will now return to the two-dimension problem with the view of

determining the disturbance resulting from the impact of plane waves upon

* [1899. The completion of the solution for the sphere (with finite variation of p. as well as

of K) and the extension to obstacles of ellipsoidal form is given in Phil. Mag. vol. xuv. p. 48,

1897.]
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a cylindrical obstacle whose axis is parallel to the plane of the waves. There

are, as in the problem of reflection from plane surfaces, two principal cases

—

(1) when the electric displacements are parallel to the axis of the cylinder

taken as axis of z, (2) when the electric displacements are perpendicular to

this direction.

Oase 1. From (12), with (7 = 0, /x = constant,

or if, as before, k = Stt/X,

|.+|+'')^» <"«

in which k is constant in each medium, but changes as we pass from one

medium to another. From (63) we see that the problem now before us is

analyticallj' identical with that treated in my book on Sound, § 343, to which

I must refer for more detailed explanations. The incident plane waves are

represented by

= e"" {Jo {kr) + 2iJ^{kr) cos ^ + . . . + '2.i"'J„ikr) cos mO +...]; . . .(64)

and we have to find for each value of m an internal motion finite at the

centre, and an external motion representing a divergent wave, which shall in

conjunction with (64) satisfy at the surface of the cylinder (•; = c) the condi-

tion that the function and its differential coefficient with respect to r shall

be continuous. The divergent wave is expressed by

.S„T|r„ + i^i-v/^i cos 9 + B2<^2 cos 26 + ...

,

where -v/^j, -v^j, &c. are the functions of kr defined in § 341. The coefficients

B are determined in accordance with

Bm \kc -j^ Jm (k'c) - k'c t/t^ ^—^ Jm (k'c)

= 2 i'" {k'cJm (kc) Jm (k'c) — kcJm (k'c) Jm (kc)},

except in the case of m = 0, when 2 i™ on the right-hand side is to be

replaced by i"*. In working out the result we suppose kc and k'c to be

small ; and we find approximately for the secondary disturbance corre-

sponding to (64)

^=(2-5-^^^""-"'
X-V - k^c'' k-(? (k\^ - k-c-)

-^ cos 6 (65)
2 8

showing, as was to be expected, that the leading term is independent of 0.
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For case 2, which is of greater interest, we have from (15),

/ d 1 d d 1 d \ ^

[d.L^di + d^¥Ty+')' = ^ <««)*

This is of the same form as (63) within a uniform medium, but gives a

different boundary condition at a surface of transition. In both cases the

function itself is to be continuous; but in that with which we are now
concerned the second condition requires the continuitj' of the differential

coefficient after division by k-. The equation for B,n is therefore

= 2i^ [kc J^ (kc)J^ (k'c) - k'c Jra (k'c) J^ {kc%

with the understanding that the 2 is to be omitted when m = 0. Corre-

sponding to the primary wave g^cx+i^;)^ y^^ flj^^ g^ jije expression of the

secondary wave at a great distance from the cylinder,

if/- — i
"^

\ pi^rU-kr) •'^(^c^-^V)

l.'2 1.2 1 i-2 _ h'l

.(67)

The term in cos 6 is now the leading term ; so that the secondary disturb-

ance approximately vanishes in the direction of the primary electrical

displacements, agreeably with what has been proved before. It should be

stated here that (67) is not complete to the order k*c* in the term containing

cos 6. The calculation of the part omitted is somewhat tedious in general

;

but if we introduce the supposition that the difference between k''' and k' is

small, its effect is to bring in the factor (1 — \k-c^).

Extracting the factor {k'^ — Itf), we may conveniently %vrite (67)

in which

cos^ ^ — cos26l = cos^ r- — cos=6' (69)
16 o lo 4

In the directions cos ^ = 0, the secondary light is thus not only of high

order in kc, but is also of the second order in (k' — k). For the direction in

which the secondary light vanishes to the next approximation, we have

i^-0 = ,V(^V-Pc=) = ^'^^^ (70)

* In (66) c is the magnetic component, and not the radius of the cylinder. So many letters

are employed in the electromagnetic theory, that it is difficult to hit upon a satisfactory notation.
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This corresponds to (61) for the sphere; and is true if kc, k'c be small

enough, whatever may be the relatiou of k' and k. For the cylinder, as for

the sphere, the direction is such that the primary light would be bent

through an angle greater than a right angle.

If we neglect the square of {k'- — lc'), the complete expression corre-

sponding to (69) is

cos (1 - J^'-c-) - \k-c- cos'- 5 = cos ^ [1 - \k-c- - \ l~c- cos 6].

This may be compared with the value obtained by the former method, v:z.

cos 6 Ji {2kc cos ^d) -r- kc cos ^ 0, and will be found to agree with it as far as

the square of kc.

If we suppose the cylinder to be extremely small, we may confine

ourselves to the leading terms in (65) and (67). Let us compare the inten-

sities of the secondary lights emitted in the two cases along ^ = 0, i.e. directly

backwards. From (65)

a//- «
-J-
(F^c^ — k-c"),

while from (67)

ftx- k'c' {k'' - k')/{k'' + k^).

The opposition of sign is apparent only, and relates to the different methods

of measurement adopted in the two cases. In (65) the primary and second-

ary disturbances are represented by hjK, but in (67) by the magnetic

function c. If we express the solution in the second case in terms of the

electric function g, we shall find (see 13) that the ratio of c to ^ changes

sign when we pass from the primary light propagated along — a; to the

secondary light propagated along -|- x. The actual ratio of amplitudes in the

two cases is thus {k"' + ¥)l2k\ or (K' + K)/2K. Unless the difference

between K' and K be neglected, the two components of unpolarized light

are scattered along this direction in different proportions, that component

preponderating in which the electric displacement is parallel to the axis of

the cylinder. The secondary light is therefore partially polarized in the

plane perpendicular to the axis.

[1899. In a recent paper by Prof Love {Land. Math. Soc. Proc. vol. xxx.

p. 316, 1899), results are arrived at (32, 33) which appear to contradict

the doctrine (p. 529) that the "residual blue" is dependent upon the square

of AK. The more complete solution, expressed in his equation (42), is

however in harmony with the doctrine, and confirms the correctness of

equations (60), (61) above.]
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ON THE VELOCITY OF LIGHT.

[Nature, xxiv. pp. 382, 383; xxv. p. 52, 1881.]

The result announced by Young and Forbes {Roy. Soc. Proc. May 17,

1881) that blue light travels in vacuo about I'S per cent, faster than red

light, raises an interesting question as to what it is that is really determined

by observations of this character. If the crest of an ordinary water wave

were observed to travel at the rate of a foot per second, we should feel no

hesitation in asserting that this was the velocity of the wave ; and I suppose

that in the ordinary language of undulationists the velocity of light means in

the same way the velocity with which an individual wave travels. It is

evident however that in the case of light, or even of sound, we have no

means of identifying a particular wave so as to determine its rate of progress.

What we really do in most cases is to impress some peculiarity, it may be of

intensity, or of wave-length, or of polarisation, upon a part of an otherwise

coutinuous train of waves, and determine the velocity at which this pecu-

liarity travels. Thus in the experiments of Fizeau and Cornu, as well as in

those of Young and Forbes, the light is rendered intermittent by the action

of a toothed wheel ; and the result is the velocity of the group of waves, and

not necessarily the velocity of an individual wave. In a paper on " Progres-

sive Waves " (Proc. Math. Soc. vol. ix.), reprinted as an appendix to vol. IL

of my book on the Theory of Soiuid [Art. XLVii.], I have investigated the

general relation between the group-velocity U and the wave-velocity V. It

appears that if k be inversely proportional to the wave-length,

.rd(kV)
dk

'

and is identical with V only when V is independent of k, as has hitherto

been supposed to be the case for light in vacuum. If, however, as Young

and Forbes believe, V varies with k, then U and V are different. The truth
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is however that these experiments tell us nothing in the first instance about

the value of V. They relate to U ; and if V is to be deduced from them it

must be by the aid of the above given relation.

When we come to examine more closely the form of this relation, we see

that a complete knowledge of V (as a function k) leads to a complete know-

ledge of U, but that a complete knowledge of U—all that experiments of

this kind can ever give us—does not determine V, without the aid of some

auxiliary assumption. The usual assumption is that F is independent of k,

in which case U is also independent of k. If we have reason to conclude

from observation that U is not independent of k, this assumption is dis-

proved ; but we can make no progress in determining V until we have

introduced some other.

It is not easy to see how the missing link is to be supplied ; but in order

to have an idea of the probable magnitude, of the difference in question, I

have assumed the ordinary dispersion formula V = A + £¥ to be applicable.

Taking the ratio of wave-lengths of the orange-red and green-blue lights

employed as 6 : 5, I find that for red light V=U {\— 0273), so that the

velocity of the wave would be nearly 3 per cent, less than that given by

Young and Forbes as the result of the experiment.

Under these circumstances it becomes a matter of interest to examine

the bearing of other evidence on the question of the velocity of light.

Independently of the method of the toothed wheel, the velocity of light has

been determined by Foucault and Michelson using the revolving mirror. It

is not very obvious at first sight whether the value thus arrived at is the

group- velocity or the wave-velocity, but on examination it will be found to

be the former. The successive wave-fronts of the light after the first reflec-

tion are not parallel, with the consequence that (unless V be constant) an

individual wave-front rotates in the air between the two reflections.

The evidence of the terrestrial methods relating exclusively to U, we

turn to consider the astronomical methods. Of these there are two, depend-

ing respectively upon aberration and upon the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites.

The latter evidently gives U. The former does not depend upon observing

the propagation of a peculiarity impressed upon a train of waves, and there-

fore has no relation to U. If we accept the usual theory of aberration as

satisfactory, the result of a comparison between the coefiicient found by
^^.zn\ c^-A.y-j

\ observation and the solar parallax is V—the wave-velocity.

The question now arises whether the velocity found from aberration

agrees with the results of the other methods. A comparison of the two

astronomical determinations should give the ratio U : V, independently of

the solar parallax. The following data are taken from Mr Gill's " Determi-

nation of the Solar Parallax from observations of Mars made at the Island of

Ascension in 1877."
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The time T, required by light to travel a mean radius of the earth's

orbit, has been determined by two astronomers frotn the eclipses of Jupiter's

satellites. Delambre found, from observations made in the last century,

r= 493-2s., but recently Glasenapp has obtained from modern observations

the considerably higher value, 7= 500-8 s. + 1-02. With regard to the

constant of aberration, Bradley's value is 20"-25, and Sfcruve's value is

20""445. Mr Gill calculates as the mean of the best modern determinations

(nine in number), 20"'496.

If we combine Glasenapp 's value of T with Michelson's value of the

velocity of light, we get for the solar parallax 8"-76. Struve's constant of

aberration in conjunction with the same value of the velocity of light gives

8"-81. From these statements it follows that if we regard the solar parallax

as known, we get almost the same velocity of light from the eclipses of

Jupiter's satellites as from aberration, although the first result relates to the

group-velocity, and the second to the wave-velocity. If instead of Struve's

value of the constant of aberration we take the mean above spoken of, we
get for the solar parallax 8"'78, allowing still less room for a difference

between U and V.

Again, we may obtaiu a comparison without the aid of the eclipses of

Jupiter's satellites by introducing, as otherwise known, the value of the solar

parallax. Mr Gill's value from observations of Mars is S"-78, agreeing

exactly with Michelson's light-velocity and the mean constant of aberration.

Some other astronomers favour a higher value of the solar parallax, such a.s

8"'86 ; but whichever value we adopt, and whether we prefer Comu's or

Michelson's determination of the light-velocity, the conclusion is that there

can be no such difference between the group-velocity and the wave-velocity

as 2 or 3 per cent., unless indeed the usual theory of aberration requires

serious modification. These considerations appear to me to increase the

already serious difSculties, which cause hesitation in accepting the views of

Young and Forbes. The advent of further evidence will doubtless be

watched with great interest by scientific men.

One other point I may refer to in conclusion. Speculations as to

harmonic relations between various spectral rays emitted by a glowing gas

proceed upon the assumption that the frequency of vibration is inversely

proportional to the wave-length, or, in other words, that the velocity of

propagation V is independent of the wave-length, the question now at issue.

If the views of Young and Forbes are correct, calculations of this kind must

be overhauled. On the other hand, the establishment of well-defined simple

ratios between wave-lengths would tend to show that V does not vary.
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In reply to Mr Macaulay {Nature, vol. xxiv. p. 556) I will endeavour to

explain more clearly the statements made in my former communication on

this subject {Nature, vol. xxiv. p. 382).

With reference to the group-velocity U, we know from Fourier's theorem

that any disturbance travelling in one dimension can be regarded as resulting

from the superposition of infinite trains of waves of the harmonic type, and

of various amplitudes and wave-lengths. And we know that any one of

these trains, of wave-length \, is propagated unchanged with a velocity V,

which we regard as a known function of \, dependent upon the nature of the

medium.

Unless we can deal with phases, a simple train of waves presents no mark

by which its parts can be identified. The introduction of such a mark

necessarily involves a departure from the original simplicity of a single train,

and we have to consider how in accordance with Fourier's theorem the new

state of things is to be represented. The only case in which we can expect

a simple result is when the mark is of such a character that it leaves a

considerable number of consecutive waves still sensibly of the given harmonic

type, though the wave-length and amplitude may vary within moderate

limits at points whose distance amounts to a very large multiple of \. We
will therefore suppose that the complete expression by Fourier's series

involves only wave-lengths which differ but little from one another, and

accordingly write it

—

Oi cos [{n -f 8/ii) t — {k-^ hki) x + e-i\ + a^ cos [{n -h h^) t — {k + Bk^) x+ £2} + ...
^

or in the equivalent form

—

cos {nt — kx) Soi cos {Bn^t — Bk^x + ej) — sin {nt — kx) Soj sin (Sn^i — SkiX + e,),

where k = Stt/X, and n = kV. From this we see that, as in accordance with

the suppositions already made,

Sn^lBki = Bn^jhk^, = ... = dn/dk,

the deviations from the simple harmonic type travel with velocity dn/dk

and not with velocity 71/k, that is with velocity d{kV)/dk, and not with

velocity V.

[1899. The latter part of this note was erroneous and is accordingly

omitted. The result with reference to the revolving mirror was correctly

stated in the first note (p. 538). The subject has been ably treated by

Prof W. Gibbs, and to his paper {Nature, xxxin. p. 582, 1886) the reader

who wishes to pursue the question further is referred.]
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ON A QUESTION IN THE THEORY OF LIGHTING.

[Brit. Ass. Rep. 1881, p. 526.]

It is known that a large part of the radiation from terrestrial sources is

non-lurainous. Even in the case of the electric arc the obscure radiation

amounts, according to Tyndall, to eight-ninths of the whole, and of the

remainder probably no inconsiderable part is to be found in the extreme red

rays of feeble luminosity. For practical purposes this obscure radiation is

useless ; and the question forces itself upon us, whether or no there is anj'

necessity, absolutely inherent in the case, for so large a proportion of waste.

The following arrangement, not of course proposed as practical, seems to

prove that the question should be answered in the negative.

Conceive a small spherical body of infusible material, to which energj^

can be communicated by electricity or otherwise, to be surrounded by a

concentric reflecting spherical shell. Under these circumstances no energy

can escape; but if a small hole be pierced in the shell, radiation will pass

through it. In virtue of the suppositions which we have made, the emergent

beam will be of small angle, and may be completely dealt with at a moderate

distance by a prism and lens. Let us suppose then that a spectrum of the

hole is formed and is received upon a reflecting plate so held at the focus as

to return the rays upon the lens and prism. These rays will re-enter the hole,

and impinge upon the radiating body, which is thus again as completely

isolated as if the shell were unperforated. We have now only to suppose a

portion of the focal plate to be cut away in order to have an apparatus from

which only one kind of radiation can escape. Whatever energy is communi-

cated to the internal body must ultimately undergo transformation into

radiation of the selected kind.
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EXPERIMENTS ON COLOUR*.

[Nature, xxv. pp. 64—66, 1881.]

In a former paper with the above title {Nature, vol. ill. p. 234, Art. vii.)

I described some combinations of absorbing media capable of transmitting

the red and green, while stopping the other rays of the spectrum. In this

way I obtained a purely compound yellow, made up of red and green, and

free from homogeneous yellow light. In devising such combinations we have

in the fii'st place to seek an absorbing agent capable of removing the yellow

of the spectrum, while allowing the red and green to pass. For this purpose

I used an alkaline infusion of litmus, or solution of chloride of chromium,

placed in a trough with parallel glass sides. In order to stop the blue rays

we may avail ourselves of chromate of potassium. If a second trough be not

objected to, it is best to use the bichromate, as exercising the most powerful

absorption upon the upper end of the spectrum ; but the bichromate cannot

be mixed with litmus without destroying the desired action of the latter

upon yellow. In this case we must content ourselves with the neutral

chromate.

During the last year and a half I have resumed these experiments with

the view, if possible, of finding solid media capable of the same effects, and so

of dispensing with the somewhat troublesome troughs necessary for fluids.

With this object we may employ films of gelatine or of collodion, spread upon

glass and impregnated with various dyes, gelatine being chosen when the

dye is soluble in water, and collodion when the dye is soluble in alcohol.

Thus in the case of litmus a slightly warmed plate is coated with a hot and

carefully filtered solution of gelatine, allowed to remain in a perfectly hori-

zontal position until the gelatine is set, and then put aside to dry, by

preference in a current of warm air. The films thus obtained are usually

* Bead before Section A of the British Association, September 2, 1881.
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somewhat rough upon the surface, so that I have preferred to use two pieces

cemented together, coated sides inwards, with Canada balsam. In conjunc-

tion with the litmus we may employ a silver-stained orange glass, and so

isolate the red and green rays. For the orange glass Mr C. Homer has

substituted a film of collodion stained with aurine. Samples possibly vary

;

but that which I have used, though extremely opaque to the blue-green rays,

and therefore so far very suitable for the purpose, allows a considerable

quantity of the higher blue to pass. By spreading aurine upoa a pale yellow

glass, I obtained a very perfect absorption of the blue-green and higher rays.

Plates prepared as above described answer the purpose very well ; but I have

found that in some cases the litmus in contact with the balsam becomes
slowly reddened, the action creeping inwards from the edge. A dye, capable

of replacing litmus, and free from this defect, is " soluble aniline blue," whose
absorption, as I found rather unexpectedly, begins in the yellow and orange.

Bichromate of potash and aniline blue may be mixed in the same solution,

and there is no difficulty in so adjusting the proportions as to secure a good

compound yellow. To obtain soKd films gelatine must be used, as iu the

case of litmus, for the dye is not soluble in collodion. With aniline there

is no difficulty from the Canada balsam, and two plates cemented together

answer perfectly.

For systematic observations on compound colours nothing probably can

be better than Maxwell's colour-box in its original form ; but it seemed to

rne that for the examination of certain special questions a more portable

arrangement would be convenient. In an instrument of this class a full

degree of brightness requires that the width of the eye-slit, placed where the

spectrum is formed, should not contract the aperture of the eye, i.e. should

not be less than about one-fifth of an inch ; and although the maximum of

brightness is not necessary, considerations of this kind largely influence the

design. If we regard the width of the eye-slit as given, a certain length of

spectrum is necessary in order to attain the desired standard in respect of

purity of colour ; so that what we have to aim at is a sufficient linear exten-

sion of the spectrum. A suitable compromise can then be made between

the claims of brightness and purity.

The necessary length of spectrum can be obtained by increasing either

the angular dispersion of the prisms or the focal length of the lens by which

the image is formed. If portability be no object, the latter is the preferable

method, and the focal length may well be increased up to five or six feet ; in

this way we may obtain a field of view of given purity of colour and of

maximum brightness, at the expense only of its angular extent. If, however,

we desire an instrument which can be moved from one place to another

without losing its adjustment, the focal length of the lenses must be kept

down, and then a large prismatic dispersion is the only alternative.
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Increased dispersion can of course be obtained by multiplication of

prisms ; but for tbe purpose in view, high resolving power is not wanted,

and our object may be attained with a comparatively small total thickness

of glass, either by the use of higher angles than usual, or by giving the

light a more nearly grazing emergence. The latter was the course adopted

in designing the first instrument of which I have to speak. A pair of prisms

of G0°, cut from an ordinary single !{ x l:|-inch prism along a plane bisecting

at right angles its refracting edge, were arranged in the corner of a shallow

box, so as to form what ThoUon calls a coujple. Considered as a simple,

rigidly connected refractor, the pair of prisms are placed so as to give

minimum deviation, but the incident and emergent light makes smaller

angles with the final surfaces, than if each prism were adjusted separately

for minimum deviation. The collimating and focusing lenses are common

spectacle-glasses of about 8" focus. The box is 12" x 12" x 3". Light

entering at a slit on one of the sides of the box would be turned by the

prisms through an angle rather greater than a right angle, and throw a pure

spectrum upon another side of the box. This side is cut away, and provided

with movable screens of cardboard, so that any part may be open or closed

as desired. When the eye is applied to the first slit, the prisms are seen

uniformly illuminated with colours whose composition depends upon the

situation and width of the slits between the cardboard screens through which

light is allowed to enter. In this way we may obtain a uniform field of view

lighted with any combination of spectral colours. My object, however, was

to obtain an instrument for making comparisons between the simple and

compound yellow, and for this purpose an addition was necessary. This

consisted of a very acute-angled prism held close to the dispersing prisms in

such a position that its refracting edge was horizontal, dividing the field of

view into two equal parts. The action of this prism is most easily under-

stood by again supposing the light to enter at the eye-slit. Half of the light

proceeds as before, forming ultimately a pure spectrum upon the side of the

box. The upper half of the beam, however, is deflected b}' the acute-angled

prism, and the corresponding spectrum is thrown upwards, so as to lie

somewhat higher upon the side of the box. This part is also cut away,

and provided with movable screens. By the principle of reversibility the

consequence is that an eye placed at the first slit sees two uniform patches of

colour, the lower formed as before by light £i-om the lower set of slits, the

upper, covering the acute-augled prism, by light from the upper set of slits.

These colours are in close juxtaposition, and may be compared with ease and

accuracy.

The great difficulty in this class of instruments is to devise any efficient

and reasonably simple method of.controlling the position and widths of the

slits. In the present case I contented myself with strips of blackened card-

board cemented to the side of the box with sealing-wax, or soft wax, according
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to the degree of permanence of adjustment aimed at. Oue part of the field

was illuminated with homogeneous yellow (about the line D) from a single

slit. The other half was lighted with a tnixture of full red and full green,

and the observation consisted in adjusting the widths of the slits through

which the red and green were admitted, until the mixture was a match with

the simple yellow.

The first trials of this instrument in the spring of last year revealed an

interesting peculiarity of colour vision, quite distinct from colour blindness.

The red and green mixture which to my eyes and to those of most people

matches perfectly the homogeneous yellow of the line D, appeared to my
three brothers-in-law hopelessly too red, " almost as red as red sealing-wax."

In order to suit their eyes the proportion of red had to be greatly diminished,

until to normal sight the colour was a fair green with scarcely any approach

to yellow at all. So far as could be made out at the time, the three abnormal

observers agreed well among themselves, a fact which subsequent measure-

ments have confirmed. It appeared afterwards that a fourth brother was

normal as well as the three sisters.

These peculiarities were quite unexpected. After the fact had been

proved, I remembered a dispute some years before as to the colour of a

dichromatic liquid, which appeared to me green, while one of my brothers-in-

law maintained that it was red ; but the observation was not followed up, as

it ought to have been, each of us, I suppose, regarding the other as inaccu-

rate. After the establishment of the difference I determined to carry out a

plan, which I had tried with success some years before (October, 1877), for a

colour-mixing arrangement depending on double refraction, by which I hoped

to obtain an easily adjustable instrument suitable for testing the vision of a

number of persons.

In my original experiments I used a 60° doubly refracting prism of

quartz, which threw two spectra of the linear source upon the screen con-

taining the eye-slit. These oppositely polarised spectra partially overlapped,

and by suitable placing of the prism could be made to furnish red and green

light to the eye. By the rotation of a small Nicol held immediately behind

the eye-slit, the red or green could be isolated or mixed in any desired

proportion. One advantage of this arrangement is that the two component

lights come from the same slit, so that we are less dependent upon the

uniformity of the light behind ; but it is perhaps a greater merit that the

adjustment of proportions is effected by a simple rotation at the eye-slit,

allowing the observer to try the effect of small changes with ease and

rapidity.

In the new instrument, which was completed during the autumn of last

year, separate prisms were used to effect the dispersion and double refi-action.

For the sake of compactness, a direct vision prism by Browning, containing

R. 1. 35
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two flints and three crowns, was chosen, in conjunction with a small achro-

matic double image prism. At one end of a long narrow box, 24" x 2" x 2",

the light is admitted through a slit whose position and width can be adjusted

by sliding its jaws along a divided scale. After travelling about 91" it falls

upon the double image prism mounted upon a small table so as to allow of

rotation, and then after two more inches upon a collimatiug lens, by which

the two beams are rendered parallel. Next comes the dispereing prism, and

then the focusing lens, throwing pure spectra upon the other end of the box

which carries the eye-slit. The distance between the two lenses is 3|-", and

the entu-e length of the box is about 24". The eye-slit is a fixture, and

immediately behind it is the rotating Nicol, whose position is read by a

pointer on a divided circle.

The parts of the spectrum from which the component lights are taken

can be chosen over a sufficient range by use of the two adjustments already

mentioned. By rotation of the table on which the double image prism is

mounted, the separating power is altered, and one spectrum made to slide

over the other, white by moving the entrance slit the spectra are shifted

together without relative displacement.

It yet remains to describe the parts by which the comparison colour is

exhibited. Between the double image prism and the collimating lens a

small vertical reflector is mounted on a turn-table at an angle of about 45°.

Its dimensions are such that it covers the lower half of the field of view only,

leaving the upper half undisturbed, and its function is to reflect light coming

from a lateral slit through the dispersing prism so as to throw a third

spectrum upon the eye. The lateral slit is carried in a small draw-tube

projecting about 2" from the side of the box, and the light proceeding from

it is rendered nearly parallel before reflection by a lens of short focus. No
adjustment is provided for the position or width of the lateral slit ; all that

is necessary in this respect being attainable by rotating the mirror and by

varying the brightness of the light behind. As sources of light I have found

Argand gas flames, surrounded by opal globes, to be suitable. The gas tap

supplying the lateral flame is within reach of the observer, who has thus the

means of adjusting the match both with respect to colour and with respect

to brightness, without losing sight of the subjects of comparison. The zero

of the divided circle corresponds approximately to the complete exclusion of

green, but readings were always taken on both sides of it so as to make the

results independent of this adjustment. The circle is divided into 100 parts,

green being excluded at and 50, and red at 25 and 75. Tenths of a

division could be estimated pretty correctly, an accuracy of reading fully

sufficient for the purpose, as the observations of even practised observers

would vary two or three tenths.

It is evident that the numbers obtained are dependent upon the quality
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of the light by which the principal slit is illuminated. In order to avoid

errors in the comparison of different persons' vision arising from this source,

it is advisable always to take simultaneous observations from some practised

individual whose vision may be treated as a standard; but no evidence

appeared of any variation in the quality of the gaslight. The special appli-

cation of such instruments to the comparison of the qualities of various kinds

of mixed light was alluded to at the end of my paper " On the Light from

the Sky," &c. {Phil. Mag. April, 1871 [Art. viii. p. 10-3]).

I have obtained matches between simple and compound yellow from

twenty-three male observers, principally students in the laboratory. Of
these sixteen agree with myself within the limits of the errors of observation.

The remaining seven include my three brothers-in-law, and two others,

Mr J. J. Thomson and Mr Threlfall, whose vision in this respect agrees very

nearly with theirs. The vision of the other two observers differs from mine

in the opposite direction. In one case the difference, though apparently

real, is small, but in the other (Mr Hart), though there was some difficulty

in getting a good observation, the difference is most decided. Among seven

female observers whom I have tried, there is not one whose vision differs

sensibly from my own.

Although the number examined is insufficient for statistical purposes, it

is evident that the peculiarity is by no means rare, at least among men. As

far as my experience has gone, it would seem too as if normal vision were

not of the nature of an average, from which small deviations are more

probable than larger ones ; but this requires confirmation. In order to give

a more precise idea of the amount of the difference in question, I have

calculated from the laws of double refraction the relative quantities of red

and green light required by Mr F. M. Balfour and myself to match the same

yellow light. If we call R and G the maximum brightnesses of the red and

green light (as they would reach the eye if the Nicol were removed), and

r, g the actual brightnesses (as modified by the analyser) necessary for the

match, then for Mr Balfour

—

rjg = 1-50 {RjG),

while for myself

—

r/5r = 3-13(iJ/(?).

In other words, Mr Balfour requires only half as much red as myself, in order

to turn a given amount of green into yellow. The corresponding numbers

for the other four observers of this class would be substantially the same.

On the other hand, Mr Hart requires much more red than I do in order to

convert a given g^reen into yellow—in the ratio of about 2-6 : 1.

Except in the case of Mr Hart, the colour vision of these observers is

defective only in the sense that it differs from that of the majority. Their

35—2
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appreciation of small colour differences is as distinct as usual. In order to

test this Mr G. W. Balfour made a complete series of colour matches with

revolving disks in the manner described by Maxwell and in my former paper.

Six matches, of which only two are really independent, were observed, the

consistency of the set being a measure of the accuracy of observation. The

average error proved to be only double of that which I have found in my
own observations, and rather less than that usually met with in the case of

observers whose vision is normal.

In connection with what has been described above with respect to

trichromic vision, it is interesting to notice that corresponding and perhaps

larger differences are to be found in the vision of the so-called colour-blind.

The double-refraction apparatus may conveniently be used in this investiga-

tion. With the pointer adjusted to or 25, we have in the upper half of the

field pure red or pure green respectively, and in the lower half pure yellow

as usual. By suitable adjustment of the gas taps two observers of this class,

Mr T and Mr B , are able to obtain perfect matches both between

red and yellow, and between green and yellow, but the proportions necessary

are ver}' different for the two observers. In Mr T 's red and yellow

match, the red is to normal vision dazzlingly bright, and the yellow almost

too dark to be recognised ; while the green and yellow match, however

extravagant as to hue, appears reasonable in respect of brightness. On the

other hand, to Mr B 's eyes, the red of the spectrum does not look nearly

so dark, and the equivalent red and yellow appear to the normal eye to be

much more nearly upon a level. Although these great differences exist,

there is no doubt that the vision of both observers is strictly dichromic, and

that, apart from brightness, all the rays of the spectrum, from red to green,

have the same effect upon their eyes.

If we wish to go beyond the fact that this vision is dichromic, and inquire

whether the case is one of red blindness or of green blindness, we must be

careful to consider whether the question itself has a definite meaning. If

trichromic vision were always the same, and if a particular case of colour-

blind vision differed from it merely by the absence of the red sensation, that

vision would intelligibly be characterised as red-blind. There is reason to

beheve that such cases exist. In all probability the suppression of my own

red sensation would lead me to make matches very nearly the same as

Mr T 's ; and in this sense he may fairly be called red-blind. But under

the same circumstances my matches would be altogether rejected by Mr
B ; and the question may be asked, whether his case, being certainly not

one of simple red-blindness, can be brought under the head of green-blind-

ness. To this the sufficient answer is, that if I became green-blind my
matches would differ from those of Mr B far more than if I was red-

blind. The test of green-bHndness would be the possibility of matches
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between colours which to normal eyes appear green and pui-ple or green and

grey. Although a good deal has been said lately on this subject, I am not

aware of a case in which accurate matches of this kind have been obtained

from observers whose colour vision is in other respects acute. If such cases

exist, inquiry should be instituted, in order to see how far the matches would

correspond to green-blindness of an otherwise normal eye.

We see, then, that there is dichromic vision which cannot accurately be

described as affected with red-blindness, and still less as affected with green-

blindness. The difference from normal vision, being not simply one of defect,

cannot be defined by any single phrase. To obtain a complete knowledge of

it quantitative observations over the whole spectrum, such as those carried

out by Maxwell, are necessary. It is fortunate that these observations are

easier to arrange for dichromic than for trichromic vision.

That I might be able to form an opinion upon the general acuteness of

his colour vision, Mr T was good enough to observe a series of five

colour matches between red, white, blue, green, and j^ellow, one being left

out each time. The results are given in the accompan3dng table ; those
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is acute. The first observation in which a mixture of red and white is

matched by a mixture of green and blue is the most characteristic.

In conclusion I will describe an apparatus by which it is possible to

observe these colour-matches without rotating the disks. At the time of

ni}' first experiments, about ten years since, I was struck with the advantage

which might ensue if it were possible to have the mixed colours in view

during the time of actual adjustment, and I thought of a plan by which this

object might be attained. The idea, which I carried out soon afterwards,

was to spin an image of the disks instead of the disks themselves. An

inverting prism was mounted in a tube which could be made to rotate. The

axis of rotation is adjusted so as to point accurately to the centres of the disks

mounted as usual. An eye applied to the prism sees the disks undisplaced

as a whole, but inverted by reflection. As the tube rotates, the image of the

disks rotates also, and with double angular velocity. When the speed is

sufficient, the colours lying on any circle concentric with the disks are

blended exactly as if the disks themselves revolved.

This apparatus is quite successful; but its real advantages of working at

a smaller velocitj', and of allowing adjustment while the rotation continues,

are counterbalanced in practice by the inconvenience of having to look

through a tube, and the uncertainty introduced by the possible disturbance

of the match due to unequal illumination of the area occupied by the disks.
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ON THE INFINITESIMAL BENDING OF SURFACES OF
REVOLUTION.

[Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, Xiii. pp. 4—16, 1881.

J

When a thiu sheet of matter is subjected to stress, the force which it

opposes to extension is great in comparison with that which it opposes

to bending. Under ordinary circumstances, the deformation takes place

approximately as if the sheet were inextensible as a whole, a condition

which in a remarkable degree facilitates calculation, though (it need scarcely

be said) even bending implies an extension of all but the central layers.

The inexfcensibility postulated refers properly to the central layer, which

is spoken of as a surface.

We will commence with the case of a surface naturally spherical, and

investigate what kind of deformation it admits of, under the condition

that no line traced upon the surface is altered in length. The radius

of the sphere being a, let the point whose natural coordinates are a, 6,
<f>

be displaced to the position a + Br, + Bd,
(f)
+ B(j>, where Br, B6, Bcf> are to be

treated as small. Since the element of arc ds is of the same length after

displacement as before, we have

(dsf = a' {dey- + a^ sin^ 6 {d<^f

= (a + Bry- (de + dBdf + (dBrf + {a + Brf sin= (6 + Bd) {dj> + dB^^f,

or, retaining only the first power of Br, B9, B(f>,

adOdSe + Br {ddf + Br sin= 6 {d^f + a sin ^ cos 6 B0 (d(f>y + a sm-'0d(j)dB(f) = 0.

Now
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SO that

+ (dd>Y-
1^''

sin^ 61 + sin ^ cos 61 S6I + sin^ ^] = (2)
[a d<p

j

In this equation d6 aud dcf) are arbitrary, so that the coefficients of

{d6)-, dOdcf), and {d(f>)'- must vanish separately. We thus obtain as the

conditions of no extension,

dBd 8r . dSd . „^dBd} ^ Br .^^n d^i' r. /o t r\
-Tn+ — = 0, -J- +sin^6l-T^ = 0, — + cot^86l+ jf = 0....(3,4,5)
d6 a d4> do a d<p

From (3), (4), (5), by elimination of Br,

d
f

Be \^ . .dB<p dBcj) d / B0 \ . ,„ ^,

5^U-hr^) + ^^'^^W=^' rf^-^^°VAsi^) = ''-^*^'^^

or, since

. „ d d
sm a -T7,=

do d log tan (^0)
'

d^ Un £lJ"'"cZ log tan Q^) ' d<p (i log tan ^ 61 Un 61

J

*- ' '*

From (8) and (9) we see that both Bcj) and (sin 6)~^ B0 satisfy an equation

of the second order of the same form, viz.,

^^"
,
+S = o (10)

(£ (log tan ^0y d<p''

From the nature of the case, m is a periodic function of
<f>,

and can be

expanded by Fourier's theorem in a series of sines and cosines of
<f>

and

its multiples. Moreover, each term of the series must satisfy the equations

independently. Thus, if u varies as cos scj) or as sin S(f>, (10) becomes

d{\ogta.n^0y

whence
u = A' tan' ^0 + B' cot' ^e (11)

where A' and B' are independent of 0.

If we take

B<p = (cos Sip, sins</))[.4 tan'^^ + ^cot'i^] (12)

we get for the corresponding value of B0, from (8),

56'/siii d = {- sin s^, cos s^) [A tan* |0 - B cot« |(9] ; (13)
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and thence, from (5),

hrja = (sin s0, - cos sj>) [A (s + cos 6) tan* ^^ + B (s - cos 6) cot" ^^], . ..(14)

in which the constants which accompany sins(/) are independent of those

Avhich accompany cos s<^.

If we suppose s = 1, we get

sin ^ S^ = (cos <p, sin <^) [A + B - {A - B) cos d],

he = (- sin 4>, cos ^){A-B'-{A + B) cos 6\

hrja = (sin <^, — cos ^) [(.4 + B) sin d\

The two displacements proportional to A — B are rotations of the

whole surface as a rigid body round the axes 6 = \'Tr, </> = 0, and 6 — ^Tr,

<p = ^TT. Those proportional to A + B are displacements parallel to the

same axes.

The two other motions possible without bending are a rotation round

the axis ^ = 0, represented by B6 = 0, S(j} = const., Sr = 0, and a displacement

parallel to the same axis represented by

s^ = o, -i-^^-o, ^^-ootese,^ da Vsm 6

J

a

or

B<j) = 0, B6 = y sin 6, Sr = — <ya cos 6.

These correspond to a zero value of s, and are readily obtained from the

original equations (3), (4), (5).

If the sphere be complete, the displacements just considered, and

corresponding to s = and s = 1, are the only ones possible. For higher

values of s, we see, from (14), that Sr is infinite at one or other pole,

unless A and B both vanish. In other words, the complete sphere is

perfectly rigid, so far as concerns pure bending.

If neither pole be included in the actual surface, which for example we

may suppose bounded by circles of latitude, finite values of both A and B
are admissible, and therefore necessary for a complete solution of the

problem. But if, as would more often happen, one of the poles, say 6 = 0,

is included, the constants B must be considered to vanish. Under these

circumstances, the solution is

.(15)

S<j} = A tan" ^ 6 cos s<^

Bd = — A sin ^ tan* ^0 sin s<p

Br = Aa (s + cos 0) tan* ^ sin s<f>

to which is to be added that obtained by writing s<p — ^tt for s<}), and

changing the arbitrary constant.
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From (15) we see that, along those meridians for which sins<^ = 0, the

displacement is tangential and in longitude only, while along the inter-

mediate meridians for which cos s<^ = 0, there is no displacement in longitude,

but one in latitude, and one normal to the surface of the sphere.

Along the equator 6 = ^-rr, and then B(f) = A cos s(p, Sd = — A sin s<p,

Sr = Aas sin s(p, so that the maximum disjjlacements in latitude and

longitude are equal.

The results embodied in (15) are applicable, even although neither the

distribution of thickness nor the form of the boundary are symmetrical with

respect to ^ = 0, bat it is only under this condition that the displacements

are normal in the mechanical sense. In what follows it will therefore be

supposed that the boundary is a circle of latitude, and that the thickness, if

variable at all, is a function of latitude only.

In order to find the potential energy of bending, the first step is the

purely geometrical one of investigating the curvature at every point of

the deformed surface. The principal curvatures differ from the original

curvature of the sphere in opposite directions and to au equal amount,

and the potential energy of bending corresponding to anj' element of the

surface is proportional to the square of this excess or defect of curvature,

without regard to the direction of the principal planes. The calculation

of the curvature is somewhat tedious, and it may suffice here merely to

give the result. I find that the curvature corresponding to (15) at any

point 6, (f>,
and in a plane making with the meridian through the point an

angle 7 is expressed by

- = ^ \a sm{s4) + 2y) (16)

The maximum value of S (p~^) is therefore the same at every point along a

circle of latitude, and is given by

^[-p)=—^iiK^^
— (1^>

vanishing, as was to be expected, in the cases s = 0, s = 1. With respect to

the directions of the principal planes, we see, from (16), that along the

meridians where B4> vanishes (cos scp = 0), the principal planes are the

meridian and its perpendicular, while along the meridians where Sr vanishes,

the principal planes are inclined to the meridian at angles of 45°, as is indeed

otherwise obvious.

The potential energy corresponding to the element of surface a^sin 6ddd4>

may be denoted by a'H {B(p~'^)Y sind d6 d(p, where H depends upon the

material and the thickness. The whole potential energy V is to be found

by integration with respect to 4> between the limits and 27r, and for 6

between the limits and 0.
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We' will now prove that the expression for V corresponding to any

number of displacements of type (15) involves the squares only, and not

the products, of the amplitudes A. In order to have full generality for each

value of s, we \vrite, in (15 and 16), s^ 4- e instead of S(^.

We have

1 1 „ ^ (s'-s) tan' i^ . / _,= - cos 27 2 ^^

, n ^ sm (sS + e)pa 'a sm^ 6 \ t- /

• n ^ (s'-s)tan''^^ .
, J s- sm 2y 2 ^

„ ^ -4 cos (s6 + e),

a sm^ a

so that the excess of curvature in the principal plane is given by

. IV r^ (s^-s)tan»|6i . . ,, .1^ [„ (s= - s) tanH^" . ,,, .

^pj " ^ asin^g "^'^'''^"^ + "^ + ^ -„L^ ^cos(^.^+e)
asin^ 6

It is now evident that, in the integration with respect to
<f>,

the

products AgAg' will disappear in virtue of

I
sin (s(p + e) sin {s'(ji + e) dcp = 0, I cos (s<f) + e) cos {s'(f) + e) dtj) = 0,

Jo Jo

and the complete expression for V is simply

F=27r2(s='-s)M/ [ Hsiweta.n'^^ede (18)
Jo

We will now suppose that H is constant, in order to proceed with the

integration. Writing for brevity t for tan ^d, we have

2cos-'46'' l+f l+f
Thus

/^sin-3^tann^<^^ = 3/(l+m'-^^^^=8(,-^ + -^^^).••(19)

In the case of a hemisphere i = 1, and (19) assumes the form

2s=- 1
.(20)

4(5^- s)

Hence, for a hemisphere,

V= ^irHl, (^-s) (2s'' -1) As' (21)

If the extreme value of 6 be 60° instead of 90°, we get instead of (20)

Ss' + ^s-S
4 .

3^+1 (s^ - s) '
^ ^

and _
F = i7r5'23-<'+'>(s=-s)(8s= + 4s-3)^/ (23)
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If we wish to take the terms in (15) involving cos 5^, sin s</) separately,

we have only to write, in (18), (21), (23), A^ + ^/^ in place of A^.

These expressions for F, in conjunction with (15), are sufficient for the

solution of statical problems relative to the deformation of spherical shells

under the action of given impressed forces. Suppose, for example, that a

string of tension F connects the opposite points on the edge of a hemisphere

represented by 6 = \tt, <^ = \'ir, (^ = |7r, and that it is required to find the

deformation. From (15) we see that the work done by the impressed forces

corresponding to the deformation ZAg is

— hAg as (sin ^stt) + sin (^stt + sir) F.

This vanishes if s be odd, and if s be even is equal to

— 2 BAg as sin ^stt . F.

Hence Ag vanishes if s be odd, and, by (21), if s be even,

dV/dAg = TrH{s'- s) (2s^ - 1) ^, = - 2as sin ^stt . F,

whence

2aFsmisv ,

^'-~irH{s^-l){2s^-l) ^ ^

Attaching numerical values to s, we find

A, = 0, A,= 0, A, = 0, &c.

2aF 2aF 2aF
^'"-ttH.^.T '~

TTif. 15.31' ^~7ri^.35.7r •

By (24) and (15), the deformation is completely determined.

If, to take a case in which the force is tangential, we suppose that the

hemisphere rests upon its pole with its edge horizontal, and that a rod of

weight W is laid symmetrically along the diameter 6 = ^-rr, we find in like

manner

_ aTTsin^STT
'^ 'rrH{s'-s){2s'-iy ^^""^

for even values of s, and zero for odd values of s. In this case the series is

even more convergent than before.

Before we can find the frequencies of free vibration, we must investigate

an expression for the kinetic energy. It may readily be proved that only

the squares of Ag and Ag' are involved, so that these quantities are really

the normal coordinates of the system. We have, from (15),

,^)+(^) n~^) ="W tann^((s + cos^)^sm^../, + sm^^l.
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When integrated with respect to <p, this gives

ira' (-~j tan'« ^ (9 {(s + cos 0y + 2 sin^ 6}.

We have now to multiply bj' sin Odd, and integrate. Let

f tan^ i^ {(s + cos Of + 2 sin^ 611 sin Odd =/ (s)

;

Jo

then, a; being written for 1 + cos 6,

f(s)=r(^-^^\ {{s - If + 2x(s + l)- x'] dx. (26)

For a hemisphere the lower limit of the integral is unity. If o- denote the

surface density, the expression for the whole kinetic energy T is

^=i'«w«{fi-j% (%')') m
From (27) and (21) the frequencies of free vibration for a hemisphere are

immediately obtainable. The equation for Ag, or Ag, is

<ya*f{s)^ + H{s^-s) (2s^ - 1) 4, = ;

so that, if Ag varies as cos (jp^t + e),

^"^^i^M^ *-)

In like manner for the saucer of 120°, from (22)

g(^-.)(8.- + 4.-3)
P' aaV(s).3«+' ^ '

The values of/(s) can be calculated without difSculty in the various

cases. Thus, for the hemisphere,

y (2) = [ a;-2 (4 - 4a; + x'') (1 + dx - x") dx

= 20 log 2 - 12J = 1-52961,

/(3) = 57J - 80 log 2 = 1-88156,

/(4) = 200 log 2 - 136^ = 2-29009, &c..

so that

p,==4^x 5-2400, P,= 4^^ 14-726, p, = "i^ x 28-462.
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In experiment, it is the intervals between the various tones with which we
are most concerned. We find

p,:p, = 2-8102,
P*--});

i-4316.

In the case of glass bells, such as are used with air-pumps, the interval

between the two gravest tones is usuall}' somewhat smaller; the repre-

sentative fraction being nearer to 2-5 than 2-8.

For the saucer of 120°, the lower limit of the integral in (26) is |, and

we get on calculation

giving

P-2
=

/(2) = -12864,

X 7-9947,

/(.3) = -054884,

P3
= X 20-911,

p,:p, = 2-61o7.

The pitch of the two gravest tones is thus decidedly higher than for the

hemisphere, and the interval between them is less.

With reference to the theory of tuning bells, it may be worth while to

consider the effect of a small change in the angle, for the case of a nearly

hemispherical bell. In general

.(30)

4>H{s'-sy sin-^ d tan"-' ^ddd

P>
—

fe

a'' a- tan^ i^ {(« + cos df + 2 sin^ 6] sin Ode
Jo

If 9 = ^TT + 86, and Pg denote the value of p^ for the exact hemisphere, we
get from previous results

Thus

P2

Pi

P.?

= PV

' = P^

l + W 24

i{s' -s) s"- f 2

26-= -1

6 )

7 1-52961]

96 11

17 1-88156

= P.r(l--49S6')

= P3^(1--20S^),

.(31)

shewing that an increase in the angle depresses the pitch. As to the

interval between the two gravest tones, we get

;ay=@-><(i+-29M).

shewing that it increases with 6. This agrees with the results given above

for e = 60°.
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The fact that the form of the normal functions is independent of the

distribution of density and thickness, provided that they vary only with

latitude, allows us to calculate a great variety of cases, the difficulties being

merely those of simple integration. If we suppose that only a narrow belt

in co-latitude 6 has sufficient thickness to contribute sensibly to the potential

and kinetic energies, we have simply, instead of (30),

whence

^' aV {(s + cos (9)^ + 2 sin'^ 61} '
^ '

Vl- A, / f
6 + 4 cos 61 - cos- 6

\

The ratio varies very slowly from 3, when ^ = 0, to 2-954, when 6 = \ir.

If 6 denote the thickness at any co-latitude 6, H cclf, a cch. I have

calculated the ratio of frequencies of the two gravest tones of a hemisphere

on the suppositions (1) that h oc cos 6, and (2) that 6 qc (1 -f cos 6). The

formula is that marked (30) with H and cr under the integral signs. In the

first case, ps'. Pi = 1-7942, differing greatly from the value for a uniform

thickness. On the second more moderate supposition as to the law of

thickness, p^-.p^^ 2-4591, pi : p2 = 4-4837. It would appear that the small-

ness of the interval between the gravest tones of common glass bells is due

in great measure to the thickness diminishing with increasing 6.

It is worthy of notice that the curvature 8 (p~^), which by (17) varies

as sin~^ ^ tan*^^, vanishes at the pole for s = 3 and higher values, but is

finite for s = 2.

We will now investigate the deformation of the general surface of

revolution under the condition that no line traced upon it suffers extension,

and for this purpose we will employ columnar coordinates z, r, <}>.

We have

{ds + dSsf = (dz + dhzf + {r + Sr)- {d4> + dScf))"- + {dr + dSrf,

whence, if dSs vanish,

dzdSz -t- r- d<pdB4> + rBr (dtp)- + drdSr = 0.

Now
dBz , dBz ,, ,„ dSr , dSr

dSz = ^dz+^d.j>, dSr = -^dz + ^d,p,

dr , dr ,

,

'^'- = Tz'^'-^T4>^'^'

which, by hypothesis, dr/d<j> = 0.

and
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Thus

In this equation the coefficients of (dzf, dzd(f), {d(j))'' must vanish separately,

if the surface is not extended, so that

dSz dr dBr _ dSij) ^._r. dSz ^ dScf) dr dS7- _ ("U '^ "
Sr'l

dz dz dz ' d(f>
' d(p dz dz d(j>

From these, b}' elimination of S?%

dBz dr d / dS(f>\ dSz ^ dS<p dr d-^cf) _ ^
dz dz dz\ d(j) J ' d4> dz dz d(f>-

from which again, by elimination of Sz,

dz\ dz J dz^ d(jy' ^ '

As in the case of the sphere, if the distribution of thickness and the

form of the boundary or boundaries be symmetrical with respect to the

axis, the normal functions of the system are found by assuming S</> to

be proportional to cos s^ or sin s^. Geometrically speaking, we are at

liberty to make this resolution in any case. Thus the equation for 8^
may be put into the form

•^£('^f)-»-'£** = » (^«)

The simplest application of these results is to the cylinder for which r is

constant, equal say to a. Thus (34), (35), (36), (38) become simply

S-"' ^-^t-"- t^«-f=« m
'^t-0 («)

By (40), if S(j> GC cos s(f), we ma}' take

aS(p = (Asa+ BgZ) cos S(f>, (41)

and then, by (39),

Br = s {A^a + B,z) sin s</), Bz = ~ s-^B^a sin s<^ (42, 43)

Corresponding terms, with fresh arbitrary constants, obtained by writing

sc/j + Jtt for s(/), may of course be added. If £,= 0, the displacement is in

two dimensions only. This kind of deformation is considered more at length

in my book on the Theory of Sound, § 233.
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If an inextensible disc be attached to the cylinder at ^ = 0, so as to form
a kind of cup, the displacements Br and B<p must vanish for that value of z,

exception being made of the case s = 1. Hence A^ = 0, and

aB<l>=B,z cos s<}>, Br = sB^z sin scf), Bz = - s-^B,a sin S(f). .. .(4-i)

In the case of a cone, for which r = tan 7 . z, the equations become

dSz ^ dBr ^ dSd}

dBz dB<}) dBr ^__ + ,-tan^^__+tan7^=0
.(45)

.(46)

If we take, as usual, B(f> cc cos S(f), we get as the solution of (40)

B(}> = {As + B,z-^) cos s(l,, (47)

and corresponding thereto

Br = s tan 7 {AgZ + B^) sin S(f), (48)

Bz = ta.n^ J [s-'B,-s{A,z + B,)] sin s<p (49)

If the cone be complete up to the vertex at z = 0, Bg = 0, so that

B(p = As cos s<p, Br = sAsr sin s<p, Bz = —sAsta.nyrsinsf. ...(50, 51, 52)

For the cone and the cylinder, the second term in the general equation (38)

vanishes. We shall obtain a more extensive class of soluble cases by
supposing that the surface is such that

r^ d^r/dz^ = constant, (53)

an equation which is satisfied by surfaces of the second degree in general.

If

z"-/a' + r'/b^=l, (54)

we shall find

r'd'^ldz'' = -¥la' (55)

and thus (38) takes the form

d'Bcj)
-^S</. = 0, (.56)

da'' a'

if B(f) oc cos s<}>, and a is defined by

a = Jr-^dz, (57)

or in the present case

a , a + s ,.„>

"-^b^S^^z ('^>

K. I. 36
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The solution of (56) is

^-[H^r-'^{^X"h* <^»'

The corresponding values of 8r and Bz are to be obtained from (35) and (36).

If the surface be complete through the vertex z = a, the term multiplied

by B must disappear. Thus, omitting the constant multiplier, we may

take

't>={^P^^^'^-'
^''^

whence, by (35), (36),

b(a-z)i'+i . , . ,
,i=(a-^)i» . , ... „.-,.

Br = n-) (j-^sinsd), 8z=-{sz + a)^——rrrsms^. ...(61,62)
a{a + zy^-i ^ ^ ' a- {a + zf'

If we measure z' from the vertex, z' = a — z, and

B,p = [^\ cos s,)>, (63)

Br = sr ( — ] sin s<j), (64)

Bz = — Bz' = —Us + l)a — sz'y[ — ] sins^ (65)

For the parabola, a and b are infinite, while b'^/a = 2a', and r^ = 4aV.

Thus

Bc}) = r' cos S(f), Br = sr^'*'^ sin s(f>, S^ = — 2 (s + 1) a'r* sin s4>. . .(66)

END OF VOL. I.
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